
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2015; Application No. : 014818769 ;European Union 
3391941    12/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307170]
GELITA AG
Uferstr. 7 69412 Eberbach Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals for industrial purposes; gelatine for industrial purposes; gelatine hydrolysate [raw material] for industrial use 
and for the preparation of foodstuffs and beverages, pharmaceutical, cosmetic and veterinary products, dietary products 
and nutritional supplements; protein [raw material].

8456



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 17/10/2016; Application No. : 1341145 ;Benelux 
3518971    18/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1330622]
STAHL INTERNATIONAL B.V.
Sluisweg 10 NL-5145 PE WAALWIJK

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemicals for industry purposes, including leather, processing of leather, textile, floor, tapestry, improvement and 
furniture industries; synthetic resins and synthetic resins including chemical additives wanted by processing of these 
resins; plastics as raw materials in powder, liquid or paste form; tempering preparations, tanning substances, adhesives 
for industrial purposes; oils for tanning leather; all the aforementioned goods being products used in the leather 
processing industry in order to make lightweight leather.

8457



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 21/06/2016; Application No. : 302016000063537 ;Italy 
3729357    30/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1384383]
POLYNT S.P.A.
Via Enrico Fermi, 51 I-24020 SCANZOROSCIATE (Bergamo) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Catalysts for chemical and biochemical processes; catalysts for use in the manufacture of industrial chemicals; catalysts 
for use in the manufacture of synthetics, rubbers and polymers; catalysts for phthalic and maleic anhydrides; catalysts 
for formaldehyde; catalysts for pyromellitic dianhydride, phthalic anhydride, maleic anhydride, trimellitic anydride, 
tetrahydrophthalic anhydride, methyltetrahydrophthalic anhydride, methylhexahydrophthalic anhydride, 
hexahydrophthalic anhydride, methylendomethylene tetrahydrophthalic anhydride, succinic anhydride, maleic acid, 
fumaric acid, malic acid; esters; acetic acid ester; methyl ester; thermosetting molding compounds, synthetic resins for 
use in the manufacture of molding compounds; synthetic resins for use in the manufacture of plastic molding 
compounds; polyester resins; unsaturated polyester resins; unsaturated vinylester resins; expanded unsaturated 
polyester resins, in foam form or adapted to produce foam; expanded synthetic resins in foam form or adapted to produce 
foam; unsaturated polyester resin coatings in gel form; unprocessed acrylic resins for use in the industry of plastics, 
inks, electrotechnics, electronics, paints, adhesives, lubricants, oils, feed, food, agriculture, automobiles, furniture, 
furnishings, transport and in the medical and building fields; unprocessed artificial resins for use in the industry of 
plastics, inks, electrotechnics, electronics, paints, adhesives, lubricants, oils, feed, food, agriculture, automobiles, 
furniture, furnishings, transport and in the medical and building fields, unprocessed artificial resins as raw materials in 
the form of powders, liquids or pastes; polymer base compositions used in the manufacture of commercial, industrial and 
domestic goods, polymer resins used in the manufacture of resin or fiber composites; plasticizers; chemical fertilizers; 
chemical preparations for use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical preparations for the treatment of seeds; 
chemical preparations for scientific purposes, other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical preservatives for use in 
the production of a wide variety of chemicals; chemical products for the fresh-keeping and preserving of food; chemical 
reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical excipients, fillers and solvents used in the manufacture 
of paints and pigments; chemicals for use in industry and science; chemicals for use in the manufacture of plastics, inks, 
paints, adhesives, lubricants, oils, parts of vehicle bodies, electronic materials; chemical additives for general industrial 
use in the manufacture of a wide variety of goods; unprocessed plastics for industrial use; unprocessed plastics in all 
forms; unprocessed plastic materials in powder, liquid or paste form; adhesives, other than for stationery or household 
purposes

8458



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 1 
 

3737773    21/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384928]
WANHUA CHEMICAL GROUP CO., LTD.
No. 17, Tianshan Road, Yeda, Yantai City 264006 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Methyl isobutyl ketone; ketones; acetone; cyclohexanone; paranitroketene; pyrithyldione; 3, 5, 5-trimethyl-2-cyclohexene-
1-ketone; isophorone.

8459



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 017194721 ;European Union 
3738428    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384839]
Agfa HealthCare
Septestraat 27 B-2640 Mortsel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in dental imaging and radiography, such as dental and radiographic films, plates and papers; 
x-ray films, sensitized but not exposed.

8460



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 2 
 

 

3393649    07/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308206]
Chemische Werke Kluthe GmbH
Gottlieb-Daimler-Strasse 12 69115 Heidelberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thinners for paints, lacquers and primers; paints, varnishes, lacquers and undercoats; colorants, binding preparations for 
paint, thickeners for paints, fixatives, protective preparations for metals, in particular phosphating preparations and 
chromatising preparations; preservatives against deterioration of wood, mordants for leather and wood.

8461



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 05/06/2017; Application No. : 87475202 ;United States of America 
3725483    31/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383242]
Applied Materials, Inc.
M/S 1269, 3050 Bowers Avenue Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Barrier coatings for semiconductor manufacturing equipment.

8462



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 2 
 

Priority claimed from 05/06/2017; Application No. : 87475193 ;United States of America 
3737776    12/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384929]
Applied Materials, Inc.
M/S 1269, 3050 Bowers Avenue Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coating materials and coatings for semiconductor manufacturing equipment.

8463



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2016; Application No. : 015054596 ;European Union 
3397463    22/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308461]
111SKIN
1 Devonshire Place London W1G 6HH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; preparations for body and beauty care; cosmetics; 
skin care and hair care preparations, all included in this class.

8464



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 06/01/2016; Application No. : 2016-000875 ;Japan 
3407985    10/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313656]
St. Louis international, Inc.
12-5, Nakameguro 3-chome, Meguro-ku Tokyo 153-0061 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps and detergents; soap; soaps for household use; medicated soap; toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; deodorant soap; 
facial soaps; hand soaps; soaps for body care; detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical 
purposes; facial washes; body washes; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries]; 
oils for cleaning purposes; cosmetics; toilet water; skin lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; moisturizing lotions 
[cosmetic]; moisturizing body lotions; beauty milks; moisturizing milk; facial emulsions; body emulsions; body emulsions 
for cosmetic use; cosmetic creams; cleansing creams [cosmetic]; skin whitening creams; cosmetic massage creams; 
beauty creams; lip care preparations, non-medicated; lip balm; lip cream; non-medicated foot creams; topical herbal 
creams for firming and enhancing breasts; cosmetic breast firming preparations; beauty serums; moisturizers; skin 
moisturizers; foam cleaning preparations; skin cleansing foams; oils for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated massage 
preparations; massage oils; massage gels other than for medical purposes; perfumes; fragrances for personal use; 
perfumery; natural perfumery; synthetic perfumery; aromatics [essential oils]; essential oils; essential oils for 
aromatherapy use; fragrances; fragrance for household purposes; incense; perfuming sachets; air fragrancing 
preparations; potpourris [fragrances]; dentifrices; breath fresheners; breath freshening strips; deodorants for animals; 
deodorants for pets; breath freshening sprays.

8465



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

3410691    16/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313860]
JALA GROUP INC.
No. 12, Li Feng Road, Fengxian District Shanghai China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L & M INTERNATIONAL
A-48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair conditioner; shampoos; hair lotions; stain removers; polishing preparations; smoothing stones; rose oil; eyebrow 
cosmetics; lotions for cosmetic purposes; toilet water; cosmetics; cosmetic kits; beauty masks; lipsticks; perfumes; 
eyeshadow; rouge; spot removing cream; skin whitening cream; eyebrow pencils; lip glosses; sunscreen preparations; 
lip balm; anti-wrinkle cream; dentifrices; mouth washes, not for medical purposes; incense; cosmetics for animals; air 
fragrancing preparations.

8466



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 10/08/2015; Application No. : 15 4 202 693 ;France 
3420632    29/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314629]
SEPHORA
65, avenue Edouard Vaillant F-92100 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery products; perfumes; eaux de toilette; eau de Cologne; perfume bases; essential oils; potpourris [fragrances]; 
incense; cosmetic products for skin care; nail care products; cosmetic preparations for slimming; lotions for cosmetic 
use; skin lotions (cosmetics); skin creams (cosmetics); fluid creams (cosmetics); tissues impregnated with cosmetic 
lotions; hand lotions; beauty masks; hand creams (cosmetics), skin whitening creams (cosmetics); lip care products 
(cosmetics); hair care creams (cosmetics); hair-conditioning products; detangling hair products; hair lotions; 
depilatories; depilatory wax; shaving products; shaving soap; shaving foam; after-shave products; sun care lotions and 
creams (cosmetics); cosmetic preparations for promoting skin tanning; self-tanning cosmetic preparations; toiletries; 
dentifrices; cosmetic soaps; soaps for toilet purposes; shampoos; shower gels not for medical use; bath gels not for 
medical use; bath oils not for medical use; bath salts not for medical use; foaming bath products; bath beads; talcum 
powder for toilet use; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; baby oils not for medical use; baby powders (toiletries) ; make-
up products; make-up foundations; make-up removing products; lipstick; mascaras for eyelashes; hair mascaras; nail 
polish; nail-polish removing products; blushers; make-up powders; eye shadows; eye pencils; eyebrow pencils; blusher 
pencils; hair bleaches; beard dyes; hair dyes; hair styling creams or gels; hair sprays; brilliantine; false nails; false 
eyelashes; adhesives and decorative transfers for cosmetic use; temporary tattoos for cosmetic use.

8467



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 14/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 217 276 ;Germany 
3445990    30/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319522]
HUGO BOSS Trade Mark Management GmbH & Co. KG
Dieselstr. 12 72555 Metzingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumeries; essential oils; preparations for body and beauty care; hair lotions; dentifrices.

8468



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/07/2016; Application No. : 4020160051777 ;Republic of Korea 
3491144    12/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1327144]
OK, YEJIN
111-902, 442, Gamasan-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul 07395 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic lotions for reducing the appearance of age spots and freckles; gels and oils for tanning (cosmetics); gel eye 
masks; anti-aging cosmetic preparations; pore tightening pack (cosmetics); moisturising skin lotions (cosmetic); 
whitening essence; beauty creams; beauty packs; serums (cosmetics); cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin 
cleansers; skin toners; eye cream; facial essences; nourishing cream (cosmetics); toilet water; wrinkle removing skin 
care preparations; facial oils; cosmetic creams and lotions for face and body care; eye make-up; eye make-up 
(cosmetics); lip gloss; lip liner; lip balm; lipsticks; mascara; make-up; blusher; blush; blush pencils; blush-on colour 
cosmetic powders; eye liner; eye shadow; concealers (cosmetics); make-up for compacts; creamy rouges; creamy 
foundation; creamy face powder; cosmetic rouges; exfoliant cosmetics; cosmetics for massage; cosmetic preparations 
for bath and shower; cosmetic preparations for body care; sun care preparations; non-medicated scrubs for face and 
body; cosmetics for hair and scalp; hair oils; skin milk for men; skin fresheners for men; skin whitening preparations; 
cosmetic preparations for skin renewal; hand cream; make-up removing preparations; shaving gel; perfumes in solid 
form; liquid perfumes; perfumes and colognes; scented oils used to produce aromas when heated; diffuser aromatics; 
room fragrances; aromatic oils; natural perfumery; oils for perfumes and scents; tissues impregnated with make-up 
removing preparations; cleaning pads impregnated with cosmetics; exfoliant soaps; bubble bath preparations; cleansing 
foam in the form of bubble; multi functional shampoo; shampoo for the care of scalp; liquid soap; beauty soap; body 
soaps; body wash; cosmetics; functional cosmetics.

8469



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 10/02/2016; Application No. : 15097801 ;European Union 
3517303    09/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1329259]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG
c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-medicated preparations for the application to, conditioning and care of hair, scalp, skin and nails; soaps; perfumes; 
perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail 
varnishes; nail varnish removers; non-medicated toilet preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations 
for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; 
facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; 
deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; 
shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes.

8470



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 17/11/2016; Application No. : 695707 ;Switzerland 
3537448    01/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1333632]
Michael Kors (Switzerland) International GmbH
Via Cantonale 18, CH-6928 Manno Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics for body and beauty care, hair lotions; cosmetics; non-medicated skin care 
preparations; perfumes for personal use.

8471



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2016; Application No. : 016062309 ;European Union 
3537606    29/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1333562]
La Perla Global Management (UK) Limited
39 St. James's Street London SW1A 1JD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Perfumery, fragrances, cosmetics, make-up, non-medicated skin care preparations, bath and shower gels, soaps, body 
creams, body lotions, body oils, bronzing oils, body sprays, body washes, deodorants, antiperspirant deodorants, 
shampoos, conditioners; essential oils; hair lotions; eye shadows, eye powders, eye creams, mascaras, eye liners, eye 
pencils, eyebrow pencils, foundations, concealers, powders, pressed powders, loose powders, blushers, bronzers; nail 
varnish, nail polish; highlighters, face glitter, lip sticks, lip glosses, lip liners, lip balms; eau-de-cologne, toilet water; 
essential oils; massage oils, aromatherapy oils; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; shaving creams; depilatories; 
toiletries; non-medicated toilet preparations; skincare products; facecare products; haircare products; nailcare products; 
handcare products; moisturisers, toners, cleansers, make-up removers, face masks, face packs; preparations, creams 
and lotions for the hair, face and skin; serums, hair conditioning masks, hair sprays, hair gels, hair mousses; 
preparations, creams, lotions, sprays and mousses for tanning and/or for protection against the sun; after-sun lotions, 
creams and sprays; cotton wool; talcum powder; pot-pourri; joss sticks; bath salts; dentifrices, toothpaste, mouthwash; 
false eyelashes, false nails; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; teeth whitening preparations.

8472



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 17/11/2016; Application No. : 695706 ;Switzerland 
3537632    01/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1333630]
Michael Kors (Switzerland) International GmbH
Via Cantonale 18, CH-6928 Manno Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery; essential oils, cosmetics for body and beauty care, hair lotions; cosmetics; non-medicated skin care 
preparations; perfumes for personal use.

8473



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

3725472    26/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383391]
KUO, YUN-LING
No. 768 Zhongzheng South Road, Yanhangli, Yongkang City, Tainan County Taiwan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetic kits; lipsticks; perfumes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; sunscreen preparations; shampoos; 
beauty masks; cosmetic preparations for skin care; lotions for cosmetic purposes.

8474



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 3 
 

3738459    18/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1385110]
HUBEI YULI ABRASIVE BELTS GROUP CO., LTD.
No. 218, Yuli Avenue, Tongcheng County Hubei Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Emery cloth; abrasive paper; sandpaper; abrasive bands.

8475



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 06/10/2015; Application No. : 2015-096380 ;Japan 

3424614    30/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316201]
KABUSHIKI KAISYA TOUSA KOUGAKU KENKYUSYO (GlyTech, Inc.)
134, Chudoji-Minamimachi, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 600-8813 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical drugs; sugar-chain-added peptides for pharmaceutical purposes.

8476



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 29/06/2016; Application No. : 87088044 ;United States of America 
3537504    23/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338253]
Physician's Seal, LLC
1100 Holland Drive Boca Raton FL 33487 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; pharmaceutical preparations for use in treating sleep disorders; melatonin 
preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; valerian preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; over-the-counter 
pharmaceutical preparations for use in treating sleep disorders.

8477



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2016; Application No. : 286697 ;Israel 
3537861    18/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338050]
Can-Fite Biopharma Ltd
10 Bareket Street, Kiryat Matalon 4951778 Petah Tikva Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for treatment and prevention of rheumatoid arthritis; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treatment and prevention of psoriasis and skin inflammations.

8478



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2016; Application No. : 286698 ;Israel 
3540258    18/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1339441]
Can-Fite Biopharma Ltd
10 Bareket Street, Kiryat Matalon 4951778 Petah Tikva Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for treatment and prevention of rheumatoid arthritis; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treatment and prevention of psoriasis and skin inflammations.

8479



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

3722176    13/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383973]
GuangDong Winsun Personal Care Products Co., Ltd
No. 1 Guangxing Road, Xiqiao Sci-Tec Industrial Park, Xiqiao Town, Nanhai District, Foshan City 528211 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Babies' diapers of paper or cellulose (disposable); babies' napkins of paper or cellulose (disposable).

8480



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

3725487    04/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383966]
The Binding Site Group Limited
8 Calthorpe Road, Edgbaston Birmingham, West Midlands B15 1QT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Reagents for clinical or medical use; calibrating solutions; dilutents; preparations for use as control samples for medical 
use; stopping reagents; diagnostic products, agents, preparations and substances; reagents; antibodies; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods; all for diagnostic use and all sold in kit form; all included in this class; all for use with 
a nephelometer, all for use in the preparation or analysis of nephelometer samples, none being pharmaceutical products.

8481



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

3726733    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383236]
FUJIAN JINLU DAILY CHEMICALS, CO.,LTD.
Dongxi Industrial Zone, Honglai, Nan'an 362300 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mosquito-repellent incense; electric mosquito repellent incense; mosquito repellents aerosol; cockroach-repellent 
incense; liquid mosquito repellent incense; fly killing incense; preparations for destroying mice; chemical preparations to 
treat mildew; toilet deodorizer.

8482



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

 

3727551    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382619]
Beijing DOCTOR LU Behavioral Medicine Science and Technology Research Institute Co., Ltd.
Room B316-062, Building 1, 29 Shengmingyuan Road, Science Park, Changping Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tonics [medicines]; by-products of the processing of cereals for dietetic or medical purposes; ginseng; preparation for 
medicinal bathing; slimming tea for medical purposes; dietary fiber; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; 
nutritional supplements; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; medicinal health kit.

8483



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

3729358    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384613]
Hunan Shuangjie Hygienic Products Co., Ltd.
(Primary Fengxing Village, Baimaqiao Township), No. 28 Ninghuang Road, Fengxing Village, Fengxingshan Community, Baimaqiao 
Township Ningxiang County, Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sanitary towels; sanitary pads; sanitary napkins; disinfectant wipes (term considered linguistically incorrect by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); toilet paper leaching lotion (term considered linguistically 
incorrect by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b of the Common Regulations); napkins for incontinents; absorption 
napkins for incontinents.

8484



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 09/01/2017; Application No. : 22545141 ;China 
3737774    29/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384927]
BEIJING HANMI PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.
No.10 Tianzhu West Road, Tianzhu Airport Industrial Zone A, Shunyi District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; drugs for medical purposes; biological preparations for 
medical purposes; biochemical drug; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations in the 
form of injection; pharmaceutical raw material; nutritional supplements; dietetic substances adapted for medical use.

8485



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 02/06/2017; Application No. : 707162 ;Switzerland 
3737783    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384904]
Tillotts Pharma AG
Baslerstrasse 15 CH-4310 Rheinfelden Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary products, particularly for diagnosis, prevention and/or treatment of gastrointestinal 
conditions and disorders, as well as for treatment of inflammation.

8486



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 02/06/2017; Application No. : 707161 ;Switzerland 
3738452    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384903]
Tillotts Pharma AG
Baslerstrasse 15 CH-4310 Rheinfelden Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary products, particularly for diagnosis, prevention and/or treatment of gastrointestinal 
conditions and disorders, as well as for treatment of inflammation.

8487



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 6 
 

3412373    11/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313437]
Cheon Western (China) Copper Ltd.
Jiujiang Industrial Zone, ShaZui Village, Jiujiang Town, Nanhai District, Foshan City Guangdong Province China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Copper; alloys of common metal; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; sheets and plates of metal; posts of metal; pipes 
of metal; building materials of metal; wire of common metal; ironmongery; cathode copper.

8488



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 24/08/2017; Application No. : 2017-111339 ;Japan 
3716679    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381699]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA KOBE SEIKO SHO trading also as KOBE STEEL, LTD.
2-4, Wakinohama-Kaigandori 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi 651-8585 Hyogo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Copper; copper alloy strips; plated copper alloys; non-ferrous metals and their alloys.

8489



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

3396232    13/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308636]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric dust removing apparatus; vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner hoses; vacuum cleaner bags and parts of vacuum 
cleaners.

8490



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

3399391    09/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309798]
Wilhelm Altendorf GmbH & Co. KG
Wettiner Allee 43/45 32429 Minden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machine tools and woodworking machines, in particular sliding table saws.

8491



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 22/12/2015; Application No. : 014947436 ;European Union 
3407439    13/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312816]
STAEDTLER + UHL KG
Nördliche Ringstrasse 12 91126 Schwabach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Parts for textile machines, combing machines and spinning machines; combs being parts of machines, in particular 
circular combs; spiked rollers [machines]; components for combs designed as parts of machines, in particular needles, 
needle strips, sawtooth wire, punched sawtooth parts, combing bars made from lined-up toothed discs, combing bars 
made from lined- up punched sawtooth parts; fastening strips, rollers and covers, all being machine parts for textile 
machines, combing machines and spinning machines; parts of the before-mentioned goods; all of the before-mentioned 
goods only for combing textile fibers; none of the before-mentioned goods for cutting or sawing purposes

8492



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2016; Application No. : 87242697 ;United States of America 
3530151    23/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1331301]
Des-Case Corporation
675 North Main Street Goodlettsville TN 37072 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air filters for use with industrial machines.

8493



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/12/2016; Application No. : 016146136 ;European Union 
3537681    19/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338047]
JEROS A/S
Nyborgvej 8 DK-5750 Ringe Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA ADVOCATES
E-13, UPSIDC, SITE IV, BEHIND -GRAND VENICE, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA -201301, UP

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Washing apparatus; industrial washing machines; washing machines incorporating drying facilities; washing machines 
for boxes of plastic and metal; washing machines for cutlery; washing machines for utensils; washing machines for trays 
of plastic and metal; industrial robot washing machines; tray cleaners [washing apparatus].

8494



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2016; Application No. : 2016-60723 ;Japan 
3538394    30/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338397]
JDC, inc.
5-29, Hizukushicho, Sasebo-shi Nagasaki 857-0852 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automatic arrangement device for arranging movable disk in expandable fixed shaft for separator in metal coil 
processing; automatic arrangement device for arranging blade in rotary shaft for cutter stand in metal coil processing; 
expandable fixed shaft for fixing movable disk for separator or for fixing blade for cutter stand in metal coil processing; 
expandable fixed shaft for fixing movable disk for separator in program-controllable metal coil processing; metal 
processing machinery tool and accessories thereof; fastener for fixing movable disk to rotary shaft for separator or for 
fixing blade and spacer to rotary shaft for cutter stand in metal coil processing; winding tension application device for 
band plate wound up by winding machine in metal coil processing; automatic arrangement device for arranging movable 
disk in expandable fixed shaft for separator in winding processing of sheet-shaped electronic component or electronic 
material; automatic arrangement device for arranging movable disk in expandable fixed shaft for separator in winding 
processing of sheet-shaped paper; automatic arrangement device for arranging movable disk in expandable fixed shaft 
for separator in winding processing of sheet-shaped battery and accessories thereof; automatic arrangement device for 
arranging movable disk in expandable fixed shaft for separator in winding processing of sheet-shaped resin product; 
automatic arrangement device for arranging blade in rotary shaft for cutter stand in winding processing of sheet-shaped 
electronic component or electronic material; automatic arrangement device for arranging blade in rotary shaft for cutter 
stand in winding processing of sheet-shaped paper; automatic arrangement device for arranging blade in rotary shaft for 
cutter stand in winding processing of sheet-shaped battery and accessories thereof; automatic arrangement device for 
arranging blade in rotary shaft for cutter stand in winding processing of sheet-shaped resin product; expandable fixed 
shaft for fixing movable disk for separator or for fixing blade for cutter stand in winding processing of sheet-shaped 
electronic component or electronic material; expandable fixed shaft for fixing movable disk for separator or for fixing 
blade for cutter stand in winding processing of sheet-shaped paper; expandable fixed shaft for fixing movable disk for 
separator or for fixing blade for cutter stand in winding processing of sheet-shaped battery and accessories thereof; 
expandable fixed shaft for fixing movable disk for separator or for fixing blade for cutter stand in winding processing of 
sheet-shaped resin product; metal processing machinery tool and accessories thereof forming slitter line for performing 
metal coil processing; processing machinery tool and accessories thereof for processing and winding sheet-shaped 
electronic component or electronic material; processing machinery tool and accessories thereof for processing and 
winding sheet-shaped paper; processing machinery tool and accessories thereof for processing and winding sheet-
shaped battery and accessories thereof; processing machinery tool and accessories thereof for processing and winding 
sheet-shaped resin product; mechanical elements (except those for land vehicles).

8495



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

3539534    14/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1339532]
GAI S.P.A.
Frazione Cappelli, 33/B I-12040 CERESOLE D'ALBA, CUNEO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bottling and labellers machines.

8496



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

3539700    13/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1340542]
HEBEI PINGLE FLOUR MACHINERY GROUP CO., LTD.
South of Donganfeng Village, Xipingle Town, Zhengding County, Shijiazhuang City Heibei China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Flour mills; flour mill machines; food preparation machines, electromechanical; grain husking machines; feed stuff 
pulverizer; food processors (electric); blowing machines or fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain; 
sifting machines; wrapping machines; trimming machines.

8497



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 7 
 

 

3725277    15/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383728]
OSSTEMIMPLANT CO., LTD.
8F, World Merdiang 2 Cha, 123, Gasan digital 2-ro, Geumcheon-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
3D printers for dental use; printing machines for manufacturing of three-dimensional products for dental use.

8498



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 8 
 

3338111    02/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1201931]
Dongguan Clamptek Electro-Mechanical Science & Technology Developing Co., Ltd.
No. 6 Jinlong North Road, Sangyuan Industrial Park, Dongcheng District, Dongguan City Guangdong Province China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clamps for carpenters or coopers; tongs; nippers; nail nippers; punch pliers [hand tools]; vices; pliers; hair-removing 
tweezers; pincers; nutcrackers.

8499



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 8 
 

3727171    13/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384237]
HANGZHOU GREAT STAR INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 35 Jiuhuan Road, Jianggan Zone, Hangzhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hand tools, hand-operated; milling cutters [hand tools]; nail nippers; emery files; rasps [hand tools]; vices / vises; files 
[tools]; wire strippers [hand tools]; reamer sockets; cutting tools [hand tools]; pincers, nippers, tongs and clamps for 
carpenters; bench vices [hand implements].

8500



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3393426    31/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308306]
FANUC CORPORATION
3580, Shibokusa Aza-Komanba, Oshino-mura, Minamitsuru-gun Yamanashi 401-0597 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer hardware; computer software; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts.

8501



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 26/12/2015; Application No. : UK00003142247 ;United Kingdom 

3403138    26/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311593]
Les Mills Fitness UK Limited
1 Alie Street London E1 8DE United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio recordings, video recordings and audio visual recordings including, compact discs, CD-ROMs and DVDs; digital 
music (downloadable from the internet); digital audio visual recordings (downloadable from the internet); electronic 
publications, namely, teaching booklets, manuals and newsletters; downloadable multimedia files containing artwork, text, 
audio, video, and Internet Web links relating to exercise-to-music programs; digital files featuring recorded seminars and 
presentations in the field of fitness and health club programs.

8502



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 02/03/2016; Application No. : 4253447 ;France 

3405890    03/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311626]
EDEN GAMES
22 Rue Bellecordière F-69002 LYON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Video game software; computer games; computer game and video game programs; game applications for use on tablets 
and mobile telephones; electronic game software for mobile telephones, tablets, personal computers and portable 
computers; downloadable electronic game programs; downloadable game software; interactive multimedia computer 
game programs; electronic game software for mobile telephones, tablets, personal computers and portable computers.

8503



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 20/01/2016; Application No. : 2016-005543 ;Japan 

3406583    14/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315140]
FUJITSU LIMITED
1-1, Kamikodanaka 4-chome, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 211-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer servers; data storage hardware; computer hardware; computer software.

8504



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

3413592    20/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314195]
Cheetah Mobile America, Inc.
4151 Middlefield Road, Suite 100 Palo Alto CA 94303 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer game software for use on computers, mobile phones, and wearable electronic devices.

8505



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/02/2016; Application No. : 40-2016-0012634 ;Republic of Korea 

3425515    20/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315272]
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wearable wireless headsets comprised primarily of an MP3 player; wearable wireless earsets comprised primarily of an 
MP3 player; wireless headsets incorporating a sensor for detecting whether the headset is on or off; wireless earsets 
incorporating a sensor for detecting whether the earset is on or off; wireless headsets incorporating software for providing 
a fitness guide; wireless earsets incorporating software for providing a fitness guide; wireless headsets incorporating 
software for measuring distance, speed, time, changes in heart rate, activity level, calories burned; wireless earsets 
incorporating software for measuring distance, speed, time, changes in heart rate, activity level, calories burned; 
headphones; earphones; mobile telephones; digital cameras; portable media player; portable computers; wireless 
headsets for mobile phones; wireless headsets for smart phones; wireless headsets for tablet computers; rechargeable 
electric batteries; battery chargers; leather cases for mobile phones; leather cases for smart phones; leather cases for 
tablet computers; protective flip covers for mobile phones; protective flip covers for smart phones; protective flip covers 
for tablet computers; tablet computers; television receivers; audio electronic components, namely, surround sound 
systems; digital set-top boxes; DVD players; light emitting diode displays; monitors, namely, computer, television, video, 
and touchscreen monitors; 3D eye glasses; computers; printers for computers; semiconductors.

8506



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2016; Application No. : 86964140 ;United States of America 

3454788    29/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321618]
PerkinElmer Singapore PTE. LTD.
28 Ayer Rajah Crescent 08-01 Singapore 139959 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Microplate readers.

8507



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 03/05/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 104 107 ;Germany 

3494424    26/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1326497]
Semikron International GmbH
Sigmundstrasse 200 90431 Nürnberg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic components; power transformers; voltage converters; voltage regulators; semiconductor devices; 
semiconductor components, particularly discrete and integrated semiconductor devices; transistors, particularly bipolar 
transistors; field-effect transistors and power transistors; diodes, particularly power diodes; thyristors, particularly power 
thyristors; power semiconductor modules; power semiconductor modules with power semiconductor components; power 
semiconductor modules with pressure device for electrical contacting of substrates; connecting elements and power 
semiconductor devices; power semiconductor modules with printing devices for thermal bonding of substrates, 
connecting elements and power semiconductor devices; unit converters with power semiconductor modules, with other 
electrical and electronic components and power converter systems built from these unit converters.

8508



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3515772    29/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1329564]
Saf-T-Gard International, Inc.
205 Huehl Road Northbrook IL 60062 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Protective gear, namely, safety goggles, face shields, glasses and spectacles; safety gloves, namely, protective work 
gloves and gloves for protection against accidents, including anti-vibration, chemical resistant, cryogenic, cut resistant, 
disposable, high heat, hot mill inspection, insulate, leather, lineman's, mechanic's, metal mesh, insulated, string knit and 
welding; hearing protection headsets, not for medical use, namely, headsets including safety protection for hearing 
including banded protectors, muffs, plugs; respiratory protection devices, namely, respiratory masks for non-medical 
purposes, disposable respirators, escape masks, respirators, all for non-medical purposes; hard hats, namely, bump caps, 
inserts and liners, hard hats; protective clothing, namely, aprons, arc flash, chemical resistant, cold weather, high heat 
resistant, rain suits, sleeves and vests all for protection against accidents, irradiation and high heat; footwear including 
boots, dielectric boots, overshoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and high heat; fall protection equipment for 
fall restraint and fall arrest, namely, harnesses, lines, lanyards, and retractable lines; protective gear, namely, gas 
detection/instrumentation, namely, alarms for the detection of inflammable gases and gas detectors for detecting the 
presence of gas; biological and chemical safety cabinets for laboratory and industrial use; emergency eyewash showers to 
safeguard employees from the unexpected energization or startup of machinery and equipment, namely, lockout/tagout 
equipment; safety mirrors, namely, reflective mirrors to prevent accidents, safety signs, namely, reflective and luminous 
signs; insulated tools, namely, protective rubber insulating blankets and sleeves for electrical workers to prevent injury; 
protective safety equipment to guard against accidental electric line contact for electrical workers, namely, pole guards, 
hot sticks and line hoses; turnout gear, namely, clothing for protection against fire.

8509



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3536301    07/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1244458]
MITSUI CHEMICALS, INC.
5-2, Higashi-Shimbashi 1-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-7117 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Eyeglasses; eyewear; spectacles; parts and accessories for spectacles; sunglass lenses; photographic instruments and 
apparatus; cinematographic instruments and apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; filters for ultraviolet rays, for 
photography; goggles for sports; contact lenses; sunglasses; swim goggles; pince-nez; dust goggles; pince-nez 
mountings; pince-nez chains; pince-nez cords; spectacle cases; binoculars; spectacle lenses; optical lenses; optical 
glass; spectacles for 3D movie theaters; spectacle lenses for 3D movie theaters; spectacles for 3D television broadcasting; 
spectacle lenses for 3D television broadcasting; 3D spectacles; 3D spectacle lenses; lenses for binoculars; monocles; 
lenses for monocles; goggles; eyeglass lenses, semi-finished; spectacle frames; eyeglass cords; eyeglass chains; 
containers for contact lenses; spectacle temple; spectacle nose pads; hinges for spectacle frames; ear pads for spectacle 
frames; bridges for spectacle frames; pince-nez cases.

8510



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3536338    28/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1333777]
All-Test Pro LLC
813 Boston Post Road Old Saybrook CT 06475 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling, adjusting and testing of drives and motors.

8511



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 28/07/2016; Application No. : 1786342 ;Australia 

3537237    14/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338385]
KordTech Pty Ltd
Unit 5, Box Business Centre, 65 Tennant Street Fyshwick ACT 2609 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Portable hand operated electronic data entry, processing, and control devices; electronic controllers, computer software 
including a graphical user interface operating system.

8512



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 18/10/2016; Application No. : 2016-114723 ;Japan 

3538561    27/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334984]
OMRON Corporation
801, Minamifudodo-cho, Horikawahigashiiru, Shiokoji-dori, Shimogyo-Ku, Kyoto-Shi Kyoto 600-8530 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motion control cards; motion controllers; position controller for motion controller; position controller; microprocessors for 
motion controllers; digital logic devices for motion controllers; software for motion controllers; computer hardware for 
motion controllers; computers for industrial automation; central processing unit for processing information, data, sound 
or images; power supply unit; electric programmable controllers; computer peripheral devices; numerical control 
machines; numerically controlled motion controllers; controllers for computer numerical control machines; peripheral 
component interface hardware; computer interface; handheld electronic controller for computer hardware, peripherals and 
interfaces.

8513



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 28/07/2016; Application No. : 4290441 ;France 

3545453    16/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1342740]
FAIVELEY TRANSPORT, Société anonyme
Immeuble Le Delage / Hall parc Bâtiment 6A, 3 rue du 19 mars 1962 F-92230 Gennevilliers France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thermostats, thermostatic controllers, thermal sensors (thermostats), temperature control apparatus for machines 
(thermostats), temperature control and regulation software, energy regulators, electric control modules for air conditioning 
and heating, energy control devices, electric regulation devices.

8514



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/04/2017; Application No. : 87397722 ;United States of America 

3676286    20/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374676]
TheHuffingtonPost.com, Inc.
22000 AOL Way Dulles VA 20166 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable software in the nature of an application that provides users with information, news, curated content, and 
original content in the fields of news, politics, entertainment, health, lifestyle, technology, science, comedy, and fashion.

8515



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2017; Application No. : 16539678 ;European Union 

3679404    25/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1375349]
LLEIDANETWORKS SERVEIS TELEMÀTICS S.A.
Parque Tecnológico Agroalimentario - Edificio H1, 2ªPlanta E-25003 LLEIDA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biometric identification systems; biometric system software for identification and authentication of persons.

8516



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/07/2017; Application No. : 2017-092902 ;Japan 

3711477    15/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381466]
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
7-3 Marunouchi 2-chome Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8310 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer servers; data processing apparatus.

8517



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2016; Application No. : 698654 ;Switzerland 

3725370    19/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383518]
Endress+Hauser Flowtec AG
Kägenstrasse 7 CH-4153 Reinach Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric and electronic measuring apparatus, in particular flowmeter, viscosity measuring apparatus, density measuring 
apparatus, apparatus for measuring the composition of a polyphase product, particularly of liquids, suspensions, 
emulsions, gases and/or vapors; signaling and monitoring apparatus and instruments; signal and data recording, 
transmission and reading apparatus; regulating apparatus, in particular electric and electronic regulating apparatus for 
regulating process and quality parameters; software for the commissioning, monitoring, control, maintenance and 
operation of the above-mentioned measuring and regulation apparatus; all the above-mentioned goods in the field of 
measuring and automation technology, in the field of environmental measurement technology, particularly in the fields of 
the fresh water and sanitation industry, the beverage and food industry, the chemical industry, the pharmaceutical 
industry, the oil and gas industry, the nuclear industry, the paper industry and the basic industry.

8518



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

3725394    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383399]
Chengdu Mengsheng Electronic Co., Ltd.
SI YI MIN YUAN, JUNYUE COMMUNITY, XINDU TOWN, XINDU DISTRICT CHENGDU, SICHUAN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Resistances, electric; voltage surge protectors; potentiometer; semi-conductor devices; magnetic materials for the 
handling and storage of data, and magnetic apparatus; electromagnetic noise suppression filters for electronic devices; 
sensors; low voltage power supply units; transformers [electricity]; relays, electric.

8519



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2017; Application No. : 87369780 ;United States of America 

3727977    06/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383268]
Corsair Memory, Inc.
47100 Bayside Parkway Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer mice; gaming mice.

8520



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 9 
 

3738402    08/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384799]
Shenzhen Junde Industry Co., Ltd
Room 406-407, Buildine 1, Pengyi Garden, Bagua 2nd Road, Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telephone receivers; telephone transmitters; walkie-talkies; electronic signal transmitter; transmitter (telecom); mobile 
phone; complete sets of wireless telephones; earphones; headphones; computer peripheral devices.

8521



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 10 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/12/2015; Application No. : 86861484 ;United States of America 

3394691    30/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308190]
Autonomix Medical, Inc.
6420 Bayview Place Excelsior MN 55331 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical devices used for measuring neural activity and physiology.

8522



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 10 
 

 

3396869    19/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308901]
Carol Cole Company
1325 Sycamore Avenue, Suite A Vista CA 92081 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Skin toning machines for cosmetic use.

8523



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 10 
 

3410702    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1313410]
Ultramax Products Ltd
Unit 1, Horbury Junction Industrial Estate, Calder Vale Road, Horbury, West Yorkshire WF4 5ER United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sex aids; sex toys; marital aids; penis pumps.

8524



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2015; Application No. : 1318434 ;Benelux 

3514078    07/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1328706]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, in particular apparatus and instruments for light therapy.

8525



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 11 
 

 

3449156    22/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320195]
Austin Air Systems, Limited
500 Elk Street Buffalo NY 14210 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Air purifiers, air filters for air purifiers.

8526



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 30/03/2017; Application No. : 016525487 ;European Union 

3727519    02/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384555]
Luxus Baddesign GmbH
Am langen Graben 6 52353 Düren Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary 
purposes, especially bathtubs, sinks and sanitary fittings; sanitary installations and facilities; water supply systems.

8527



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 23/10/2015; Application No. : 2015-102503 ;Japan 

3391121    21/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1306382]
KAWASAKI JUKOGYO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (doing business as KAWASAKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD.)
1-1 Higashikawasaki-cho 3-chome, Chuo-ku Kobe Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-electric prime movers for motorcycles (not including their parts); transmission components for motorcycles; power 
transmissions and gearing for motorcycles; shock absorbers and springs for motorcycles; brakes for motorcycles; 
steering units for motorcycles; AC motors or DC motors for motorcycles (not including their parts); vessels and their parts 
and fittings; personal watercrafts; small watercrafts; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; 
motorcycles; scooters (vehicles); mopeds; two-wheeled vehicles; handle bars for two-wheeled vehicles; handlebar pads 
for two-wheeled vehicles; front forks for two-wheeled vehicles; wheel rims for two-wheeled vehicles; wheel hubs for two-
wheeled vehicles; spokes for two-wheeled vehicles; tires for two-wheeled vehicles; frames for two-wheeled vehicles; 
saddles for two-wheeled vehicles; stands for two-wheeled vehicles; drive chains for two-wheeled vehicles; drive belts for 
two-wheeled vehicles; fairings for two-wheeled vehicles; mudguards for two-wheeled vehicles; side covers for two-
wheeled vehicles; tail covers for two-wheeled vehicles; pedals for two-wheeled vehicles; brake pads for two-wheeled 
vehicles; luggage racks for two-wheeled vehicles; warning horns for two-wheeled vehicles; steering dampers for two-
wheeled vehicles; seats for two-wheeled vehicles; foot steps for two wheeled vehicles; foot rests for two-wheeled vehicles; 
handle grips for two-wheeled vehicles; anti-theft alarms for motorcycles

8528



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2016; Application No. : UK00003202385 ;United Kingdom 

3727097    14/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384347]
Daimler AG
Mercedesstrasse 137 70327 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Motor vehicles.

8529



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 24/05/2017; Application No. : 016761249 ;European Union 

3729046    09/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384357]
Katharina Cremer
Mühlenbergring 6 24329 Grebin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chronographs [watches]; bracelets and watches combined; jewellery, clocks and watches; watch bands.

8530



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 15/03/2016; Application No. : 4256980 ;France 

3393141    19/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314251]
CHAUMET INTERNATIONAL S.A., société anonyme
12 Place Vendôme F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printing products (printed matter); magazines; newspapers; journals (magazines); periodicals; catalogs; books; 
posters, printed news releases; photographs; writing instruments.

8531



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 18 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2014; Application No. : MI2014C003000 ;Italy 

3401098    06/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1248845]
SEDICISEI SRL
Via Paolo Da Cannobio, 9 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Handbags for woman.

8532



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 19 
 

3407850    15/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312032]
ONE MISSION, LLC
82-579 FLEMING WAY, UNIT A INDIO CA 92201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Floor panels not of metal; non-metal floor panels.

8533



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 19 
 

Priority claimed from 12/01/2017; Application No. : 016250375 ;European Union 

3728994    12/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384431]
Fosbel Inc.
20600 Sheldon Road Brook Park, Ohio 44142 United States of America
DSF Refractories & Minerals Limited
Friden, New Haven Nr Buxton, Derbyshire SK17 0DX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Refractory products in the form of bricks, blocks, large format shapes, preformed shapes, mortar, ceramic masses and 
castable mixes; refractory construction materials not of metal; refractory blocks; refractory walls, refractory bricks and 
refractory blocks for use in furnace applications; refractory walls comprising modular interlocking bricks, shapes or 
components; preformed refractory blocks for use in glass furnace operations; cast refractory sections (non-metallic) of 
glass furnace walls.

8534



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 20 
 

 

3725435    28/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383059]
Shenzhen Meiliwang Furniture Plastic & Hardware Co., Ltd.
South of 1st Floor, A7 Building, Niujiaolong Industrial Park, Zhangkengjing Community, Guanlan Street, Baoan District Shenzhen 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture; door fittings, not of metal; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; works of 
art made of bamboo and wood; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; works of art made of lacquer; cable clips of plastics; 
picture frames; closures, not of metal, for containers.

8535



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 15/04/2016; Application No. : 1330713 ;Benelux 

3406703    01/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312959]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric toothbrushes.

8536



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 28/08/2017; Application No. : 26089736 ;China 

3737893    08/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384873]
Yiwu Chuang-E Kitchenware Co., Ltd.
No. 16059, F Zone, Phase II, Yiwu International Trade Mart 322000 Yiwu City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Utensils for household purposes; containers for household or kitchen use; tableware, other than knives, forks and 
spoons; kitchen utensils; cooking utensils, non-electric; household chinaware (including basins, bowls, plates, kettles, 
tableware jars, jugs and pots); crystal crafts; drinking vessels; sifters [household utensils]; cleaning instruments, hand-
operated.

8537



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 24 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2016; Application No. : 302016000127056 ;Italy 

3538714    20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1341497]
CANDIANI S.P.A.
Via Arese, 85 I-20020 ROBECCHETTO CON INDUNO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; fabrics for clothing; denim textiles; bed covers and table covers.

8538



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 24 
 

Priority claimed from 15/12/2016; Application No. : 302016000127048 ;Italy 

3539252    20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336905]
CANDIANI S.P.A.
Via Arese, 85 I-20020 ROBECCHETTO CON INDUNO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; fabrics for clothing; denim textiles; bed covers and table covers.

8539



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 22/08/2017; Application No. : 2017-109254 ;Japan 

3707940    11/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1378666]
ITOI Lifestyle Research Co.
861-11, Komatsuri-cho, Kishiwada-shi 596-0821 Osaka Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Sandals; sneakers; Japanese split-toed work footwear, namely, jikatabi; boots; inner soles; footwear; socks; headgear for 
wear; underwear; camisoles; tee-shirts; sleeveless shirts for running; sports socks; running shoes; footwear for track and 
field athletics; gymnastic shoes; mountaineering boots; special footwear for sports.

8540



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 28 
 

3401015    09/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309588]
Alexander Bernhardt
Fontanestraße 6 57610 Altenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Card games.

8541



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/03/2017; Application No. : UK00003216037 ;United Kingdom
3727124    30/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384233]
Swap Bots Ltd
24 Hardman Street LIVERPOOL L1 9AX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games and playthings; toy figures; toy models; collectable toy figurines; game pieces for use in connection with 
electronic games; building blocks; building games; construction toys; board games.

8542



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2015; Application No. : 1321122 ;Benelux 

3398804    13/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309526]
Rigo Trading S.A.
Route de Trèves 6, EBBC Building E L-2633 Senningerberg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

8543



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 30/10/2015; Application No. : 1320180 ;Benelux 

3399193    29/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309706]
Rigo Trading S.A.
Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, Building E L-2633 Senningerberg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

8544



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 30 
 

3676472    24/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1373729]
H FOOD ENTERTEINMENT CO., LTD.
1-10-29, Yasuhigashi, Asaminami-ku, Hiroshima-shi Hiroshima 731-0153 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat; hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; 
hot dogs [sandwiches]; meat pies; cereal preparations; Chinese stuffed dumplings; Chinese steamed dumplings; sushi; 
fried balls of batter mix with small pieces of octopus; boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or 
vegetables; ravioli.

8545



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2017; Application No. : Z.466856 ;Poland 

3711206    31/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1380419]
CAMBRIDGE CHOCOLATE TECHNOLOGIES SPÓLKA AKCYJNA
Slominskiego 15/509 PL-00-195 Warszawa Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chocolate, pastries and confectionery, sugarless sweets, chocolate sweets.

8546



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 32 
 

3544813    14/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1343043]
CTP Germany GmbH
Hausinger Straße 4 40764 Langenfeld Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; cocktails, non-alcoholic: non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic fruit juice 
beverages, fruit nectars and fruit juices; non-alcoholic beverages and fruit juice beverages; beers; pastilles and powders 
for effervescing beverages; preparations for making mineral water; preparations for making aerated water and beverages; 
essences for making beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices.

8547



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 32 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/05/2017; Application No. : 302017000048693 ;Italy 

3727992    31/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383255]
FONTI ALTA VALLE PO S.P.A.
Via Roma, 61 PAESANA (Cuneo) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-alcoholic beverages; aerated mineral water; non-aerated mineral water; flavoured mineral water; vitamin enriched 
water [beverages]; energy and sports drinks; aerated non-alcoholic beverages; non-aerated non-alcoholic beverages; 
fruit-based beverages and juices; vegetable juices [beverages]; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; 
essences for making beverages; sherbets [beverages].

8548



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 33 
 

3393152    04/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308899]
The Absolut Company Aktiebolag
SE-117 97 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); gin; vodka, liqueurs; aquavit.

8549



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 20/01/2016; Application No. : 4242165 ;France 

3398570    04/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308941]
MARTELL & Co
Place Edouard Martell F-16100 COGNAC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beers.

8550



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 33 
 

3725297    28/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383493]
BODEGAS BORSAO, S.A.
Carretera Nacional 122, Km. 63 E-50540 BORJA (Zaragota) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wines exclusively from the wine-producing region of de Campo de Borja.

8551



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 34 
 

3538595    20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1337942]
Japan Tobacco Inc.
2-2-1 Toranomon, Minato-ku Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco, raw or manufactured; smoking tobacco, pipe tobacco, rolling tobacco, chewing tobacco, snus; cigarettes, 
electronic cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos; snuff; smokers' articles included in class 34; cigarette paper, cigarette tubes and 
matches.

8552



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 18/11/2015; Application No. : 4226780 ;France 

3403178    28/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311063]
SALON INTERNATIONAL DE LA MACHINE AGRICOLE SIMA, Association régie selon les lois de 1901
19 rue Jacques Bingen F-75017 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; market studies; expertise in commercial 
affairs; sales promotion services for members; public relations; organization of trade fairs; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or specialized advertising purposes in the agricultural field; market research dedicated to the agricultural 
field; expertise in commercial affairs in connection with the agricultural field; business management of trade fairs; 
organization and business management of trade shows in the field of agricultural machines, parts and accessories 
thereof, machines and tools for repair of the aforesaid machines, techniques and expertise for agricultural, wine-making, 
market-gardening and fruit crops, handling, transport and storage equipment, machines and tools for gardens and green 
spaces; business management of exhibition venues; advertising.

8553



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 09/09/2016; Application No. : 87166456 ;United States of 
America 

3539326    06/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336611]
Lenovo (Singapore) Pte Ltd.
151 Lorong Chuan 02-01 New Tech Park 556741 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Online retail services provided via a global computer network featuring computer hardware, computer servers, computer 
software, computer peripherals, consumer electronics, telecommunications apparatus, mobile phones, handheld and 
mobile digital electronic devices, accessories, peripherals and carrying cases for such devices and demonstration of 
such products; retail services featuring computer hardware, computer servers, computer software, computer peripherals, 
consumer electronics, telecommunications apparatus, mobile phones, handheld and mobile digital electronic devices, 
accessories, peripherals and carrying cases for such devices and demonstration of such products; computerized data 
retrieval services for digital text, data, images, audio and video works.

8554



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 35 
 

3539996    16/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1341862]
BNI GLOBAL, LLC
11525 North Community House Road, Suite 475 Charlotte NC 28277 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Planning weekly business meetings for the purpose of developing business networking relationships and promoting 
business connections; providing business networking opportunities in the nature of gatherings to educate its members 
on how to promote their business; providing facilities for business meetings, business conferences and business 
seminars and a business forum for business people to exchange business ideas, referrals, and contacts; and providing 
information and advice for the promotion of business networking.

8555



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 35 
 

3725279    30/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383799]
TUTKU DIS TICARET VE KOZMETIK SANAYI LIMITED SIRKETI
Atatürk Oto Sanayi Sitesi Ünal Is Merkezi No:10-11 Ikitelli - Basaksehir Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; services related to marketing and public relations including organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; 
compilation of statistics; office machines and equipment rental; systemization of information into computer databases; 
telephone answering services; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 
commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment; import-export agencies; auctioneering; the bringing together, 
for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, polishes 
and creams for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, wax for polishing, abrasive preparations, emery cloth, sandpaper, pumice 
stone, abrasive pastes, dental care preparations, dentifrices, denture polishes, tooth whitening preparations, mouth 
washes, not for medical purposes, soaps, bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents other than for use in 
manufacturing operations and for medical purposes, laundry bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain removers, 
dishwasher detergents, perfumery, cosmetics, fragrances, deodorants for personal use and animals, disinfectants, 
antiseptics, detergents for medical purposes, deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals, air deodorising 
preparations, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides, sanitary preparations for medical use, hygienic 
pads, hygienic tampons, plasters, materials for dressings, diapers, including those made of paper and textiles, dental 
preparations and articles, teeth filling material, dental impression material, dental adhesives and material for repairing 
teeth, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for medical purposes, chemical preparations for medical and veterinary 
purposes, chemical reagents for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes, dietary supplements for pharmaceutical and 
veterinary purposes, dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, medical preparations for slimming purposes, food for 
babies, herbs and herbal beverages adapted for medicinal purposes, enabling customers to conveniently view and 
purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media 
or through mail order catalogues.

8556



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 24/11/2016; Application No. : 016082067 ;European Union 

3537509    01/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1341687]
University College Cork - National University of Ireland, Cork
Western Road Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education; instruction; providing training; arrangement, conducting and organisation of exhibitions, events and 
conferences; publications of books and texts; electronic publication in the field of education and training; educational 
services and information; educational examination; entertainment services and information; cultural activities; instruction 
and training services; provision of information and facilities for cultural and educational purpose; organisation of 
competitions; providing recreation and cultural facilities and information; arranging and conducting of seminars, 
workshops and symposiums; teaching and practical training; theatre productions; information relating to entertainment 
and cultural activities; education, instruction and training provided on-line from a computer database or from facilities 
provided on the Internet and other similar information networks; organisation, production and presentation of on-line 
training and education provided on-line from a computer database or from facilities provided on the Internet and other 
similar information networks; publishing services; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the 
aforesaid.

8557



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 41 
 

 

3538545    27/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1335029]
The Cartoon Network, Inc.
1050 Techwood Drive, NW Atlanta Georgia 30318 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, provision of ongoing multimedia programs in the field of comedy, action and 
adventure distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media.

8558



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 41 
 

3676152    18/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374093]
HUAI'AN XIYOU INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD.
5 Fuyu Road, Huai'an Economic and Technological Development Zone Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; layout services, other than for advertising purposes; 
production of radio and television programmes; production of shows; booking of seats for shows; games equipment 
rental; presentation of circus performances; providing recreation facilities; amusement park services; entertainer 
services.

8559



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 19/01/2016; Application No. : 686744 ;Switzerland 

3406742    18/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312973]
GIVAUDAN SA
Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Research, design and development services for perfumes.

8560



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2016; Application No. : 070372 ;Jamaica 

3536300    01/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334155]
FileMaker, Inc.
5201 Patrick Henry Drive Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Design and development of computer software; computer software consulting services; technical support services, 
namely, installation, administration, and troubleshooting of web and database applications; consultation services for 
developing computer databases and applications; providing computer software information online; website hosting 
services; providing online non-downloadable software for accessing, viewing, browsing, searching, annotating, hosting, 
configuring, and managing online databases, electronic files, and personal information, for web hosting of databases, for 
automating database functions, and for communication and collaboration via computer networks; electronic data storage 
services

8561



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 12/07/2016; Application No. : 015644214 ;European Union 

3539339    19/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336281]
SLC Management GmbH
Laufamholzstraße 116 90482 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Certification [quality control]; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of 
certification.

8562



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 100 911 ;Germany 

3725295    26/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383064]
Priedemann Holding GmbH
Corneliusstraße 4 12247 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Design of building exteriors; design and planning services for building facades; architectural services; civil engineering 
services; industrial engineering design services; civil engineering planning services; construction drafting; industrial 
design; engineering surveying; engineering project management services; engineering consultancy relating to design; 
computer aided design services relating to architecture; conducting technical project studies for construction projects; 
research relating to the construction of buildings; advisory services relating to planning applications; professional 
consultancy relating to energy efficiency in buildings; engineering services in the field of energy technology.

8563



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 43 
 

Priority claimed from 25/05/2016; Application No. : UK00003166483 ;United Kingdom 

3729027    24/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1384342]
Bull & Roo Cafes Ltd
Mill Mall, Suite 6, Wickhams Cay 1, PO Box 3085 Road Town, Tortola

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Services for providing food and drink; catering services for the provision of food and drink; café services; restaurant 
services; bar services; bistro services; cafeteria services; brasserie services; coffee shop services; snack bar services; 
self-service cafeteria services; takeaway food services; banqueting services; restaurant and café reservation services; 
information, advice and consultancy relating to all of the above services.

8564



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 44 
 

Priority claimed from 08/02/2016; Application No. : 86901196 ;United States of America 

3424920    08/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316286]
ABS Global, Inc.
1525 River Road DeForest WI 53532 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Artificial insemination services; consultancy and advisory services in the field of animal breeding; providing information 
about animal breeding.

8565



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 44 
 

3491161    19/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1327354]
DAVITA INC.
2000 16th Street Denver CO 80202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Health care; health care consulting in the field of dialysis and kidney disease; health care services, namely, disease 
management programs; medical services.

8566



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 45 
 

Priority claimed from 06/05/2016; Application No. : 87028500 ;United States of America 

3467157    28/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323390]
Young Presidents' Organization, Inc.
600 East Las Colinas Blvd., Suite 1000 Irving TX 75039 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Internet based social introduction services.

8567



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 31/08/2015; Application No. : 014513238 ;European Union 

3355440    25/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299276]
Widex A/S
Nymoellevej 6 DK-3540 Lynge Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for fitting, adjusting and verifying hearing aids; wireless transmission and receiving devices for 
use in connection with hearing aids.

Cl.10;Hearing aids and parts and accessories hereto (not included in other classes).

8568



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/12/2015; Application No. : 86857058 ;United States of America 

3391989    21/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307706]
Interviewstreet Incorporation
2300 Geng Road, Suite 250 Palo Alto CA 94303 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platform for developers to test and improve software coding skills in a live coding environment; 
downloadable software for use by students and educators to test software coding skills in a live coding environment; 
downloadable software platform for assisting companies in attracting programmers, identifying talent and making hiring 
decisions by testing coding skills in a live coding environment.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for developers to test and improve software 
coding skills in a live coding environment; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use by 
students and educators to test software coding skills in a live coding environment; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring 
computer software for assisting companies in attracting programmers, identifying talent and making hiring decisions by 
testing coding skills in a live coding environment.

8569



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2015; Application No. : 014813761 ;European Union 

3392369    08/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307618]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 1 80333 München DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Professional business consultancy and analysis of data relating to the planning and operation of industrial 
installations, infrastructure installations, in particular for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and 
transport; collating of data for the planning and operation of commercial and industrial installations, infrastructure 
facilities, in particular for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport.

Cl.42;Technical analysis of data for the planning and operation of commercial and industrial installations, infrastructure
facilities, in particular for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; providing of computer 
hardware and software for collection and analysis of data for planning and operation of industrial installations, 
infrastructure installations, in particular for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; cloud 
computing and technical consultancy for the operation of industrial installations, infrastructure installations, in particular 
for health care, energy production and distribution, traffic and transport; technological services for optimising the 
operation of industrial installations, infrastructure installations, in particular for health care, energy production and 
distribution, traffic and transport.

8570



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/02/2016; Application No. : 015069248 ;European Union 

3393422    01/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307993]
Puttshack Limited
Harbottle & Lewis LLP, Hanover House, 14 Hanover Square London W1S 1HP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software; computer software applications for use in connection with mobile phones, smart 
phones and other communications devices; data communications devices.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; sporting apparatus and equipment; instruments, apparatus and equipment for use in 
playing golf.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; provision of sports training; sporting activities; providing golf facilities.

Cl.43;Provision of food and drink; restaurant, café and bar services; all in the context of a golfing establishment

8571



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/03/2014; Application No. : 86209549 ;United States of America 

3393816    17/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1241588]
ND Foods, Inc.
6700 SW Sandburg St. Tigard OR 97223 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;All-purpose cleaner; glass cleaners.

Cl.5;Disinfectant bathroom cleaners; homeopathic supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamin and 
mineral supplements; cod liver oil; flaxseed oil dietary supplements.

Cl.16;Paper napkins; paper towels; toilet tissue.

Cl.29;Broth; soy milk; milk; jellies; eggs; bacon; processed fruit; raisins; dried fruits; dried beans; refried beans; dried 
lentils; dried vegetables; processed vegetables; bagged, canned or bottled cut vegetables; canned, cooked or otherwise 
processed tomatoes; tomato paste; canned fruit and vegetable; oil-based cooking spray; processed and canned seafood 
and fish; applesauce; cranberry sauce; nut butters; edible oils; canned beans; frozen fruits and vegetables; cheese; 
butter.

8572



Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

3394613    21/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308187]
ICON Health & Fitness, Inc.
1500 South 1000 West Logan UT 84321 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Web-based, downloadable software for the collection, storage and display of personal performance data from 
various fitness activities, display of nutritional information and fitness and athletic programs and workouts, software for 
tracking, monitoring and planning fitness training activities; pedometers; altimeters; multifunctional electronic devices for
displaying, measuring, and uploading to the Internet and computer networks information including time, date, heart rate, 
global positioning, direction, distance, altitude, speed, steps taken, calories burned, navigational information, weather 
information, temperature, wind speed, changes in heart rate, activity level, hours slept, and quality of sleep; computer 
software for wireless data communication for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying information relating to 
fitness and heart rate; electronic monitoring devices incorporating microprocessors, digital display, and accelerometers, 
for detecting, storing, reporting, monitoring, uploading and downloading sport, fitness training, and activity data to the 
Internet, and communication with personal computers, regarding time, steps taken, calories burned, distance; computer 
software and computer application software for mobile phones and personal digital devices that provides tips, coaching, 
and personalized workouts, to improve the user's fitness level.

Cl.28;Fitness and exercise machines.

Cl.41;Personal fitness training services and consultancy; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness training 
services; providing exercise and fitness information through an on-line computer database; providing information in the 
field of exercise training; educational services, namely, conducting personal training in the field of health and fitness.

Cl.42;An application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use with mobile devices, tablet, and computers for 
tracking, storing, and displaying personal performance data for various fitness activities; ASP featuring application 
programming interface (API) software for connecting and interacting with software applications on mobile devices, 
tablets, and computers to track, store, and display personal performance data for various fitness activities.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2015; Application No. : UK00003130888 ;United Kingdom 

3394712    30/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307917]
Vodafone Group PLC
Vodafone House, The Connection Newbury, Berkshire RG14 2FN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunications, telephonic and data communications apparatus and instruments.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with telephones, mobile telephones, smartphones, mobile digital devices, 
telecommunication apparatus, computer software, computers and electronic communication networks and accessories 
for such goods, set-top boxes and modems, telecommunication apparatus, devices and accessories; retail services 
relating to telecommunications and computer services, namely, the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of telecommunications and computer services, enabling customers to conveniently view and acquire those 
services; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of communications services, enabling customers to 
conveniently view, compare and purchase those services, including such services provided on-line from a computer 
database, the Internet or other electronic network; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
entertainment services, fashion information services, fashion design services, life coaching services, health and fitness 
information services, music information services, concert listing information services, music broadcasting services, 
music production services, music publishing services, sporting activity services, sports and sports events information 
services, news and current affairs reporting and information services, business information services, financial 
information services, technology information services, science information services, transport services, transport 
information services, travel services, travel information services, cultural activities services, game and gaming services, 
film and cinema listing information services, GPS navigation and geolocation services, enabling customers to 
conveniently view and acquire those services;   the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
downloadable digital media content, namely software, software applications, films, television programmes, radio 
programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, enabling customers to conveniently view and 
purchase those goods; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of non-downloadable digital media 
content, namely software as a service, web-based software applications, films, television programmes, radio 
programmes, videos, music, text, data, images, graphics and ringtones, all provided via the internet or 
telecommunications network or via a cloud based retailing service, hosting service or streaming service or platform, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those services; provision of consumer and business product 
information and advice to the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods; administration of loyalty programmes 
involving discounts or incentives; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; 
provision of information and advice on the supply and promotion of products and selection and display of goods.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; education and training including 
such services provided on-line from a computer, the Internet or other electronic network.

Cl.45;On-line social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 17/12/2015; Application No. : 4234596 ;France 

3394724    28/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307940]
BIOCODEX
7 avenue Gallieni F-94250 GENTILLY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and food supplements for medical purposes; nutritional supplements for medical 
purposes; dietetic substances and dietetic beverages for medical use; food supplements for use as part of a normal diet.

Cl.42;Evaluations, assessments and research, in technological fields, provided by engineers; analysis and editing of 
information and results obtained in surveys, work and opinion polls in the field of scientific and medical research; 
research and development of new products (for others); technical project studies; clinical trials in the medical field; 
medical research services; research services in the field of health; analysis and research services in the field of 
chemistry; conducting of studies in the scientific field; quality evaluation of medicines and other food supplements for 
medical purposes.
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3395166    27/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308991]
Cannei, LLC
15402 E. Verbena Drive Fountain Hills AZ 85268 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Card games.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line computer games.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2015; Application No. : 4235491 ;France 

3395320    17/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309335]
SAFRAN, Société anonyme
2 Boulevard du Général Martial Valin F-75015 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry and science; chemical solutions for surface treatment bath of metals.

Cl.2;Anti-corrosive products for metals; anti-corrosive products for the treatment of metallic surfaces.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools, machines for repairing and producing parts for use in aircraft and spacecraft 
propulsion systems (jet engines, pulse-jet engines, ramjet engines, rocket propulsion craft); propulsion systems for 
aeronautical and space vehicles, as well as their components and spare parts included in this class, including engines, 
pumps, turbines, jet engines, thruster units, aircraft engine pods, thrust reversers, engine air intake, blower casing, 
exhaust cones; compressors; heat exchangers; transmission and propulsion couplings and components; all types of 
motors for fixed or mobile installations, specifically gas turbine engines, thermal, electrothermal, jet, nuclear, combined 
propulsion, rocket propulsion engines, cryogenic rocket engines, rocket engines for satellite launchers and for ballistic 
and tactical missiles; all these goods used and/or intended for the aeronautical and space field.

Cl.40;Chemical or mechanical treatment of materials; physicochemical operations or treatments for anti-oxidation or 
anti-corrosion protection of materials.
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Priority claimed from 04/08/2015; Application No. : 40201513514U ;Singapore 

3396122    02/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309185]
Ascendas-Singbridge Pte. Ltd.
1 Fusionopolis Place, 10-10 Galaxis Singapore 138522 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management, secretarial and administration services for industrial, commercial and other enterprises; 
provision of business advisory and consultancy services relating to the establishment or operation of franchises and 
marketing campaigns; provision of business assistance in relation to applying and obtaining approvals from 
governmental and statutory bodies in the establishment and operation of businesses; marketing services, including real 
estate marketing; provision of business advisory and consultancy services relating to the establishment or operation of 
franchise and other business schemes relating to building project management, building maintenance and repairs, 
landscaping, utility monitoring [building maintenance services], retrofitting and upgrading of buildings, building 
construction supervision and on-site building project management.

Cl.36;Real estate management; lease of real estate (including industrial and commercial properties); real estate 
services relating to the sale of real estate (including industrial and commercial properties); real estate valuation; real 
estate brokerage; venture capital brokerage; real estate consultancy and advisory services; real estate services relating to
real estate or property development; provision of information relating to real estate; real estate administration.

Cl.37;Real estate development (building and construction services); building project management; building 
maintenance and repairs; landscaping (construction); utility monitoring [building maintenance services]; retrofitting and 
upgrading of buildings; building project management, namely building construction supervision and management of 
specialised contractors.

Cl.42;Engineering; quality control; quality testing; urban planning; land surveying; architecture; architectural 
consultation; construction drafting; consultancy services relating to research in the field of environmental protection.
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Priority claimed from 20/10/2015; Application No. : 2015/85054 ;Turkey 

3396156    21/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309186]
TÜRK TELEKOMUNIKASYON ANONIM SIRKETI
Turgut Özal Bulv. TR-06103 Aydinlikevler Ankara Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, topographical, meteorological, 
industrial and laboratory purposes, thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, ammeters, voltmeters, testing 
apparatus not for medical purposes, telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, speed indicators; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, photographic cameras, television apparatus, video 
recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, MP3 players, computers, desktop computers, tablet computers, 
microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or 
images, computer peripheral devices, cell phones, covers for cell phones, telephone apparatus, computer printers, 
scanners [data processing equipment], photocopiers; magnetic and optic data carriers and computer software and 
programmes recorded thereto, downloadable and recordable electronic publications, encoded magnetic and optic cards; 
antennas, satellite antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of the aforementioned goods; electronic components used in 
the electronic parts of machines and apparatus, semi-conductors, electronic circuits, integrated circuits, chips [integrated 
circuits], diodes, transistors [electronic], magnetic heads for electronic apparatus, electronic locks, photocells, remote 
control apparatus for opening and closing doors, optical sensors; counters and quantity indicators for measuring the 
quantity of consumption, automatic time switches; apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, 
accumulating or controlling electricity, electric plugs, junction boxes [electricity], electric switches, circuit breakers, 
fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter cables, electrical circuit boards, electric resistances, electric sockets, transformers 
[electricity], electrical adapters, battery chargers, electric door bells, electric and electronic cables, batteries, electric 
accumulators; alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles, electric bells.

Cl.38;Radio and television broadcasting services; telecommunication services; providing access to the Internet; news 
agencies.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial analysis and research services; engineering; engineering and architectural design 
services; testing services for the certification of quality and standards; computer services, namely, computer 
programming, computer virus protection services, computer system design, creating, maintaining and updating websites 
for others, computer software design, updating and rental of computer software, providing search engines for the 
Internet, hosting websites, consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware, rental of computer 
hardware; industrial design services, other than engineering, computer and architectural design; graphic arts designing; 
authenticating works of art.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2015; Application No. : 014664031 ;European Union 

3397442    07/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308842]
AVEVA GROUP PLC
High Cross, Madingley Cambridge CB3 0HB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; application software; computer apps; computer programmes; computer software for providing 
an interface to other computer systems, software or databases; computer software for providing an image based interface 
to other computer systems, software or databases; computer software for providing integrated access to computer 
systems, software or databases; graphical user interface software; computer software for database and information 
management; computer databases; software for viewing in three dimensions; none of the aforesaid goods relating to 
insurance, financial and real estate matters.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer and software advisory and consultancy relating to graphical user interfaces to 
databases; computer and software advisory and consultancy relating to 3D view graphical user interfaces to databases; 
computer programming to provide graphical user interfaces to databases; computer programming to provide 3D view 
graphical user interfaces to databases; installation, implementation, testing and upgrading of computer software; 
installation, implementation, testing and upgrading of computer software; installation, implementation, testing and 
upgrading of computer software for providing graphical user interface to databases; installation, implementation, testing 
and upgrading of computer software for providing 3D view graphical user interface to databases; support and 
maintenance of computer software; support and maintenance of computer software for providing graphical user interface 
to databases; support and maintenance of computer software for providing 3D view graphical user interface to databases; 
information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services; all of the aforesaid also provided 
online via the Internet or any other interactive electronic platforms.
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Priority claimed from 24/06/2016; Application No. : 87083032 ;United States of America 

3397445    28/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308344]
Epic Games, Inc.
620 Crossroads Boulevard Cary NC 27518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Computer game instruction manuals and hint books; printed material, namely, novels and series of fiction books 
and short stories featuring scenes and characters based on video games; comic books; calendars and posters.

Cl.25;Footwear; T-shirts; headwear; hats; hooded pullovers; hooded sweat shirts.

Cl.28;Toy action figures.

Cl.42;Computer development and design services for computer game software; developing customized web pages 
featuring user-defined information.
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Priority claimed from 01/09/2015; Application No. : 014518674 ;European Union 

3397452    29/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308379]
KACO new energy GmbH
Carl-Zeiss-Strasse 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers; apparatus and systems, included in this class, for measuring, checking (supervision), regulating and analysis 
technology; measuring devices, electric; electric checking (supervision) apparatus; control and regulating apparatus, 
electric; electric analysis equipment; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating or controlling electricity; systems, in particular energy technology systems, for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating and/or controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for the measurement and 
analysis of electricity; energy supply apparatus, namely electric energy supply apparatus; electric power supply devices; 
mains monitoring apparatus (electric -); current transformers; inverters, in particular solar and photovoltaic inverters; 
battery inverters; rectifiers; inverter units; frequency transformers; converters, electric; voltage converters; direct current-
to-direct current converters; AC voltage converters; electricity transformers; batteries; electric and electrical storage 
batteries; battery storage; electric and electronic measuring apparatus, and measuring sensors and measurement 
transducers; electric and electronic components; commutators; switches, electric; electric breakers [switches]; cables 
and wires; electrical circuits and circuit boards; electrical and electronic circuits, in particular for energy technology 
apparatus and energy technology installations; apparatus and systems, in particular energy technology systems, for 
analysing and monitoring energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in particular solar, 
photovoltaic and energy supply installations; apparatus and systems, in particular energy technology systems, for 
analysing and monitoring voltages and current flows; apparatus and systems, in particular energy technology systems, 
for analysing and monitoring the temperature of energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in 
particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; protective systems for energy technology apparatus and 
energy technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations, comprising apparatus 
for analysing and monitoring energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, apparatus for analysing 
and monitoring voltages and current flows and/or apparatus for analysing and monitoring the temperature of energy 
supply apparatus; voltage and frequency protection apparatus, in particular for energy technology apparatus and energy 
technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; voltage monitor modules; 
voltage surge protectors; electric mains monitoring modules; electrical power controllers; mains connection boxes, in 
particular inverters; power packs (batteries); power packs (transformers); electricity distribution boxes; distribution boxes
(electricity); power distribution panels; generator connector boxes; computer hardware and peripheral devices and 
electronic assemblies, in particular microprocessors, included in this class; solar and photovoltaic modules, and parts 
and accessories therefor, included in this class; solar collectors for power generation, and parts and accessories 
therefor, included in this class; electronic data loggers, in particular for capturing and transmitting data from energy 
technology apparatus and installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; optical display 
devices; electric displays, in particular inverters; data processing apparatus, in particular electric data processing 
apparatus; software; recorded computer software; computer software and computer evaluation software for inverters, in 
particular in energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and 
energy supply installations; software for controlling and managing energy technology apparatus and installations; 
software for presenting data from energy technology apparatus and installations; software for providing access to 
information on the internet in the field of energy technology; apparatus for collecting, transmitting and evaluating data 
from energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy 
supply installations; parts and accessories, in particular measuring and regulating devices, for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, in particular in the field of energy technology; scientific and technological 
services in connection with solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; engineering services relating to energy 
supply systems; testing, authentication and quality control, in particular in the field of energy technology; testing, 
authentication and quality control in connection with solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; technological 
consultancy, in particular in the field of energy technology; technical consultancy related to design and development of 
solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; design and development of machines and installations for handing 
and assembly systems; design and development of electromagnetic drives; design and development of electric power 
supply installations, solar installations, photovoltaic installations, energy supply installations and regulating systems; 
technical analysis, in particular in the field of energy technology; technical analysis in connection with solar, photovoltaic 
and energy supply installations; computer programming; providing of an internet platform for managing energy 
technology apparatus and installations; providing of an internet platform for managing and presenting data from energy 
technology apparatus and installations, in particular from inverters and solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations.
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Priority claimed from 01/09/2015; Application No. : 014518691 ;European Union 

3397459    29/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308446]
KACO new energy GmbH
Carl-Zeiss-Strasse 1 74172 Neckarsulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers; apparatus and systems, included in this class, for measuring, checking (supervision), regulating and analysis 
technology; measuring devices, electric; electric checking (supervision) apparatus; control and regulating apparatus, 
electric; electric analysis equipment; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating or controlling electricity; systems, in particular energy technology systems, for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating and/or controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for the measurement and 
analysis of electricity; energy supply apparatus, namely electric energy supply apparatus; electric power supply devices; 
mains monitoring apparatus (electric -); current transformers; inverters, in particular solar and photovoltaic inverters; 
battery inverters; rectifiers; inverter units; frequency transformers; converters, electric; voltage converters; direct current-
to-direct current converters; AC voltage converters; electricity transformers; batteries; electric and electrical storage 
batteries; battery storage; electric and electronic measuring apparatus, and measuring sensors and measurement 
transducers; electric and electronic components; commutators; switches, electric; electric breakers [switches]; cables 
and wires; electrical circuits and circuit boards; electrical and electronic circuits, in particular for energy technology 
apparatus and energy technology installations; apparatus and systems, in particular energy technology systems, for 
analysing and monitoring energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in particular solar, 
photovoltaic and energy supply installations; apparatus and systems, in particular energy technology systems, for 
analysing and monitoring voltages and current flows; apparatus and systems, in particular energy technology systems, 
for analysing and monitoring the temperature of energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in 
particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; protective systems for energy technology apparatus and 
energy technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations, comprising apparatus 
for analysing and monitoring energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, apparatus for analysing 
and monitoring voltages and current flows and/or apparatus for analysing and monitoring the temperature of energy 
supply apparatus; voltage and frequency protection apparatus, in particular for energy technology apparatus and energy 
technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; voltage monitor modules; 
voltage surge protectors; electric mains monitoring modules; electrical power controllers; mains connection boxes, in 
particular inverters; power packs (batteries); power packs (transformers); electricity distribution boxes; distribution boxes
(electricity); power distribution panels; generator connector boxes; computer hardware and peripheral devices and 
electronic assemblies, in particular microprocessors, included in this class; solar and photovoltaic modules, and parts 
and accessories therefor, included in this class; solar collectors for power generation, and parts and accessories 
therefor, included in this class; electronic data loggers, in particular for capturing and transmitting data from energy 
technology apparatus and installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; optical display 
devices; electric displays, in particular inverters; data processing apparatus, in particular electric data processing 
apparatus; software; recorded computer software; computer software and computer evaluation software for inverters, in 
particular in energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and 
energy supply installations; software for controlling and managing energy technology apparatus and installations; 
software for presenting data from energy technology apparatus and installations; software for providing access to 
information on the internet in the field of energy technology; apparatus for collecting, transmitting and evaluating data 
from energy technology apparatus and energy technology installations, in particular solar, photovoltaic and energy 
supply installations; parts and accessories, in particular measuring and regulating devices, for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, in particular in the field of energy technology; scientific and technological 
services in connection with solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; engineering services relating to energy 
supply systems; testing, authentication and quality control, in particular in the field of energy technology; testing, 
authentication and quality control in connection with solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; technological 
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consultancy, in particular in the field of energy technology; technical consultancy related to design and development of 
solar, photovoltaic and energy supply installations; design and development of machines and installations for handing 
and assembly systems; design and development of electromagnetic drives; design and development of electric power 
supply installations, solar installations, photovoltaic installations, energy supply installations and regulating systems; 
technical analysis, in particular in the field of energy technology; technical analysis in connection with solar, photovoltaic 
and energy supply installations; computer programming; providing of an internet platform for managing energy 
technology apparatus and installations; providing of an internet platform for managing and presenting data from energy 
technology apparatus and installations, in particular from inverters and solar, photovoltaic and energy supply 
installations.
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Priority claimed from 09/09/2015; Application No. : 014550495 ;European Union 

3397460    04/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308464]
Bluejune Limited
28 Ely Place, 3rd Floor London EC1N 6TD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; blank magnetic data carriers; blank 
recording discs; compact discs featuring music, blank recordable compact discs; blank recordable DVDs; mechanisms 
for coin-operated apparatus for television sets; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, in the 
nature of couplers and computers; computer game software; motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, 
adventure and/or animation and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, 
adventure and/or animation; audio tapes, audio-video tapes, audio video cassettes, audio video discs and digital versatile 
discs featuring music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation; stereo headphones; batteries; cordless 
telephones; mobile telephones; parts and accessories for mobile telephones, in the nature of back plates, battery 
chargers, covers, cases, straps; mobile telephone covers; mobile telephone cases; mobile telephone cases made of 
leather or imitation of leather specially adapted for mobile phones; mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile 
materials specially adapted for mobile phones; telephone and/or radio pagers; hand-held calculators; audio cassette and 
CD players; multi-media software recorded on CD-ROM featuring games; video and computer game programs; video 
game discs, cartridges and cassettes; digital music (downloadable) provided from the Internet; digital music 
(downloadable) provided from mp3 Internet web sites; mp3 players; hand-held karaoke players; short motion picture film 
cassettes featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation to be used with hand-held viewers or projectors; 
video cassette recorders and players, compact disc players, digital audio tape recorders and players, electronic diaries; 
radios; mouse pads; eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefor; computer programs, namely, software linking digitised 
video and audio media to a global computer information network; audio tapes sold together with booklets; video and 
computer game programs; video game cartridges and cassettes; decorative magnets.

Cl.14;Precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric 
instruments; clocks; alarm clocks; desk clocks; watches; alarm watches; sporting watches; jewellery; costume jewellery; 
bracelets [jewellery]; ankle bracelets; brooches [jewellery]; chains [jewellery]; chains [watch-]; charms [jewellery]; cuff-
links; earrings [jewellery]; lapel pins; tie pins; tie clips; necklaces [jewellery]; ornamental pins; pendants [jewellery]; rings 
[jewellery]; key rings of precious metal [trinkets or fobs]; model figures (ornaments) made of precious metal; figurines of 
precious stones; figurines coated with precious metal; adhesive wall decorations of precious metal; amulets; cases for 
clocks or watches; cases of precious metal for jewels; jewellery cases and containers of precious metal; coins.

Cl.16;Printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks; printed 
matter and paper goods, namely, books featuring characters from animated, action, adventure, comedy and/or drama 
features, comic books, children's books, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or 
drama features, colouring books, children's activity books; booklets; writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note 
cards; greeting cards, trading cards; lithographs; pens, pencils, cases therefor, erasers, crayons, highlighting markers, 
coloured pencils, painting sets, chalk and chalkboards; decals, heat transfers; posters; mounted and/or unmounted 
photographs; book covers, book marks, calendars, gift wrapping paper; paper party decorations, namely, paper napkins, 
paper doilies, paper place mats, crepe paper, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations; printed transfers for 
embroidery or fabric appliqués; printed patterns for costumes, pyjamas, sweatshirts and T-shirts; metal money clips; all 
the aforesaid being printed matter.

Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; imitation leather; bags; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; 
umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; athletic bags; beach bags; book bags; diaper bags; 
duffel bags; leather bags; school bags; shoe bags; shopping bags; tote bags; toiletry bags; suit carriers being travelling 
bags; waist bags; weekend bags; work bags; backpacks; knapsacks; fanny packs; waist packs; wallets; purses; chain 
mesh purses, not of precious metal; clutch purses; coin purses; cosmetic purses sold empty; evening purses; leather 
purses; purses, not of precious metal.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-
making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; small domestic utensils and containers 
(not of precious metals, or coated therewith); combs and sponges; brushes (other than paint brushes); instruments and 
material for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (excluding glass used in building); glassware, 
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ceramic, porcelain and earthenware, not included in other classes; beverage glassware; cutting boards; bottles, sold 
empty; jugs; bowls; mugs; plastic water bottles; bottle openers; lunch boxes; cookie cutters; pans; kettles; dishes; non-
electric waffle irons; non-electric coffee pots not of precious metal; plates not of precious metal; buckets; plastic buckets; 
ice pails buckets; champagne buckets; shower caddies, not of precious metal; tea caddies, not of precious metal; soap 
boxes; vacuum bottles; hair combs; cleaning combs; powder compacts sold empty; non-metal decorative boxes; dusting 
brushes; hair brushes; brushes for clothes; bathroom pails; cake moulds; plastic coasters; coffee cups; all-purpose 
containers; drinking glasses; demitasse sets consisting of cups and saucers; plastic coasters; cocktail shakers; thermal 
insulated containers for food or beverages; cork screws; corn cob holders; decanters; drinking flasks; sugar and creamer 
sets; infant cups; cookie jars; napkin holders; towel holders; toothpicks; toothpick holders; paper cups; paper plates; 
non-metal piggy banks; plastic cups; salt shakers; pepper pots; shoe horns; window dusters; toothbrushes; toothbrush 
cases; wash basins; waste baskets; incense pots; baby bath tubs; bird cages; serving trays not of precious metal; 
serving utensils, namely, pie servers, cake turners, spatulas, scrapers and cake servers; vases not of precious metal; 
cases for personal hygiene products; toilet cases; candlestick holders not of precious metal; statues and figurines made 
of china, ceramic, earthenware, glass and porcelain; chopsticks; gardening gloves; rubber household gloves; parts for all 
of the aforementioned.

Cl.24;Textiles; bed covers, table covers; travelling rugs; lap rugs; towels; bed linen, blankets, bedspreads, quilts, bed 
canopies, bed sheets, pillow cases, comforters, duvet covers, mattress covers, mosquito nets, pillow shams; sleeping 
bags (sheeting); cloth; fabric; table covers and table linen (not of paper); place mats (not of paper); napkins of textile; 
serviettes of textile and table runners; kitchen linens, namely, cloth doilies, cloth napkins, fabric table cloths, kitchen 
towels, fabric place mats, washing mitts, fabric table runners, cloth coasters; curtains; draperies; curtain holders of cloth; 
banners; handkerchiefs of textile; bath linen, except clothing; bath towels and wash cloths; household linen; coverings of 
textile and of plastic for furniture; covers for toilet lids of fabric; covers for cushions; loose covers for furniture; textile 
wall hangings; shower curtains; cotton, polyester and/or nylon fabric; fabric of imitation animal skins; upholstery fabrics; 
lingerie fabric; golf towels.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing for men, women and children, namely, shirts, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging
suits, trousers, jeans, pants, shorts, tank tops, rainwear, cloth bibs, skirts, blouses; dresses, suspenders, sweaters, 
jackets, coats, raincoats, snow suits, ties, robes, hats, caps, sun visors, belts [clothing], scarves, sleepwear, pyjamas, 
lingerie, underwear, boots, shoes, sneakers, sandals, booties, slipper socks, swimwear, masquerade and Halloween 
costumes.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; toys and sporting goods, 
toys, action figures and accessories therefor; plush toys; balloons; bathtub toys; ride-on toys; playing cards; games 
equipment for playing card games; toy vehicles; dolls; flying discs; stand-alone video output game machines; coin or 
counter operated arcade games; pinball game machines; electronic hand-held game units; game equipment sold as a unit 
for playing a board game, a card game, a manipulative game, a parlour game; jigsaw and manipulative puzzles; paper 
party favours; paper party hats; paper face masks; masquerade and halloween masks; skateboards; ice skates; water 
squirting toys; balls, namely, playground balls, soccer balls, baseballs, basketballs; baseball gloves; surfboards; 
swimming floats for recreational use; kickboard flotation devices for recreational use; swim boards for recreational use; 
swim fins; toy pistols; toy bake ware and toy cookware; toy banks; toy snow globes; decorations and ornaments for 
christmas trees; swimming floats; kickboard flotation devices; swim boards; paper party decorations, namely, paper hats; 
game equipment sold as a unit for playing a parlour-type computer game.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing and business research; 
promotional services; advertising and sales promotion provided on-line from a computer data base or the internet; 
provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; market surveys; analysis of advertising response and 
market research; retail store services, online retail store services and demonstration of goods, all in relation to apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, blank magnetic data carriers, blank recording discs, 
compact discs featuring music, blank recordable compact discs, blank recordable dvds, mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus for television sets, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, in the nature of couplers, 
and computers, computer game software, motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or 
animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or 
animation, audio tapes, audio-video tapes, audio video cassettes, audio video discs, and digital versatile discs featuring 
music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation, stereo headphones, batteries, cordless telephones, mobile 
telephones, parts and accessories for mobile telephones, in the nature of back plates, battery chargers, covers, charms, 
cases, straps, mobile telephone covers, mobile telephone cases, mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitation of 
leather specially adapted for mobile phones, mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile materials specially adapted 
for mobile phones, telephone and/or radio pagers, hand-held calculators, audio cassette and cd players, multi-media 
software recorded on cd-rom featuring games, video and computer game programs, video game discs, cartridges and 
cassettes, digital music (downloadable) provided from the internet, digital music (downloadable) provided from mp3 
internet web sites, mp3 players, hand-held karaoke players, short motion picture film cassettes featuring comedy, drama, 
action, adventure and/or animation to be used with hand-held viewers or projectors, video cassette recorders and players, 
compact disc players, digital audio tape recorders and players, electronic diaries, radios, mouse pads, eyeglasses, 
sunglasses and cases therefor, computer programs, namely, software linking digitised video and audio media to a global 
computer information network, audio tapes sold together with booklets, video and computer game programs, video game 
cartridges and cassettes, decorative magnets, precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought, jewellery, precious stones, 
horological and chronometric instruments, clocks, alarm clocks, desk clocks, watches, alarm watches, sporting watches, 
jewellery, costume jewellery, bracelets (jewellery), ankle bracelets, brooches (jewellery), chains (jewellery), chains 
(watch), charms (jewellery), cuff-links, earrings (jewellery), lapel pins, tie pins, tie clips, necklaces (jewellery), ornamental 
pins, pendants (jewellery), rings (jewellery), key rings of precious metal (trinkets or fobs), model figures (ornaments) 
made of precious metal, figurines of precious stones, figurines coated with precious metal, adhesive wall decorations of 
precious metal, amulets, cases for clocks or watches, cases of precious metal for jewels, jewellery cases and containers 
of precious metal, coins, printed matter, bookbinding material, photographs, stationery, adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes, artists' materials, paint brushes, typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus), plastic materials for packaging, printers' type, printing blocks, printed matter 
and paper goods, namely, books featuring characters from animated, action, adventure, comedy and/or drama features, 
comic books, children's books, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama 
features, colouring books, children's activity books, booklets, writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, note cards, 
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greeting cards, trading cards, lithographs, pens, pencils, cases therefor, erasers, crayons, highlighting markers, coloured 
pencils, painting sets, chalk and chalkboards, decals, heat transfers, posters, mounted and/or unmounted photographs, 
book covers, book marks, calendars, gift wrapping paper, paper party decorations, namely, paper napkins, paper doilies, 
paper place mats, crepe paper, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations, printed transfers for embroidery or 
fabric appliqués, printed patterns for costumes, pyjamas, sweatshirts and t-shirts, paper photo frames, metal money clips,
all the aforesaid being printed matter, leather, unworked or semi- worked, imitation leather, bags, animal skins, hides, 
trunks and travelling bags, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, whips, harness and saddlery, athletic bags, beach 
bags, book bags, diaper bags, duffel bags, leather bags, school bags, shoe bags, shopping bags, tote bags, toiletry bags, 
suit carriers being travelling bags, waist bags, weekend bags, work bags, backpacks, knapsacks, fanny packs, waist 
packs, wallets, purses, chain mesh purses, not of precious metal, clutch purses, coin purses, cosmetic purses sold 
empty, evening purses, leather purses, purses, not of precious metal, textiles, bed covers, table covers, travelling rugs, 
lap rugs, towels, bed linen, blankets, bedspreads, quilts, bed canopies, bed sheets, pillow cases, comforters, duvet 
covers, mattress covers, mosquito nets, pillow shams, sleeping bags (sheeting), cloth, fabric, table covers and table linen 
(not of paper), place mats (not of paper), napkins of textile, serviettes of textile and table runners, kitchen linens, namely, 
cloth doilies, cloth napkins, fabric table cloths, kitchen towels, fabric place mats, washing mitts, fabric table runners, 
cloth coasters, curtains, draperies, curtain holders of cloth, banners, handkerchiefs of textile, bath linen, except clothing, 
bath towels and wash cloths, household linen, coverings of textile and of plastic for furniture, covers for toilet lids of 
fabric, covers for cushions, loose covers for furniture, textile wall hangings, shower curtains, cotton, polyester and/or 
nylon fabric, fabric of imitation animal skins, upholstery fabrics, lingerie fabric, golf towels, clothing, footwear, headgear, 
clothing for men, women and children, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging suits, trousers, jeans, pants, shorts, 
tank tops, rainwear, cloth bibs, skirts, blouses, dresses, suspenders, sweaters, jackets, coats, raincoats, snow suits, ties, 
robes, hats, caps, sun visors, belts (clothing), scarves, sleepwear, pyjamas, lingerie, underwear, boots, shoes, sneakers, 
sandals, booties, slipper socks, swimwear, masquerade and halloween costumes, games and playthings, gymnastic and 
sporting articles, toys and sporting goods, toys, action figures and accessories therefor, plush toys, balloons, bathtub 
toys, ride-on toys, playing cards, games equipment for playing card games, toy vehicles, dolls, flying discs, standalone 
video output game machines, coin or counter operated arcade games, pinball game machines, electronic hand-held game 
units, game equipment sold as a unit for playing a board game, a card game, a manipulative game, a parlour game, jigsaw 
and manipulative puzzles, paper party favours, paper party hats, paper face masks, masquerade and halloween masks, 
skateboards, ice skates, water squirting toys, balls, namely, playground balls, soccer balls, baseballs, basketballs, 
baseball gloves, surfboards, swimming floats for recreational use, kickboard flotation devices for recreational use, swim 
boards for recreational use, swim fins, toy pistols, toy bake ware and toy cookware, toy banks, toy snow globes, 
decorations and ornaments for christmas trees, swimming floats, kickboard flotation devices, swim boards, paper party 
decorations, namely, paper hats, game equipment sold as a unit for playing a parlour-type computer game.

Cl.41;Educational research; providing of training; entertainment services in the nature of live-action, comedy, drama 
and/or animated television programmes; production of live-action comedy, drama and/or animated television 
programmes; entertainment services in the nature of live-action comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture theatrical 
films; production of live-action, comedy, drama and/or animated motion picture theatrical films; theatrical performances 
both animated and live action; video and audio recording production and recitals; information relating to education and 
entertainment provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; electronic games services provided via a global 
computer network; providing online publications (non-downloadable); online publication of electronic books and journals 
(non-downloadable); publication and distribution of printed media and recordings; publication of sheet music; organising 
of entertainment and social events; entertainment services relating to booking of acts, events and venues; entertainer 
services; club entertainment services; provision of dancing facilities; music hall, concert, dance hall, ballroom, cabaret 
services; circuses; provision of live entertainment; production of live entertainment; arranging of visual and musical 
entertainment; audio-visual display presentation services for entertainment purposes; organising of events, exhibitions 
and shows for entertainment purposes; production of audio entertainment; production of entertainment shows featuring 
dancers and singers; music competition services; organisation of balls; organisation of shows; providing karaoke 
services; management of entertainment services; training and management of performance artists; provision of 
entertainment services on cruise ships; video arcade services; providing amusement arcade services; amusement arcade 
machine rental services; theme park services; amusement park services with a theme of films; amusement park services 
with a theme of radio productions; amusement park services with a theme of television productions; education and 
training services relating to the establishment, operation, administration, management and conduct of amusement and 
theme parks; movie studios; recording studio services; television entertainment; cinema services; providing cinema and 
theatre facilities; booking agency services for cinema tickets; rental and leasing of movie projectors and accessories; 
rental of cinematographic and motion picture films; distribution of cinematographic and motion picture films; editing of 
cinematographic and motion picture films; showing of cinematographic and motion picture films; organisation and 
management of cinemas and theatres; education and training services relating to the establishment, operation, 
administration, management and conduct of cinemas and theatres; training services for cinema technicians; providing of 
sports facilities; providing of recreation facilities, services and amenities; leisure centre and boating lake services; 
provision of swimming facilities, services and amenities; tenpin bowling alley and bowling green services; providing of 
golf facilities; providing of tennis court facilities; health and fitness club services; booking of seats for shows; 
organisation of quizzes, games and competitions; organisation of beauty competitions; organisation of sporting 
competitions; rental of diving equipment; rental of sports equipment; arranging, planning and conducting of conferences, 
seminars, exhibitions and banquets; information, advice and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer hardware and software consulting 
services; computer programming; support and consultation services for managing computer systems, databases and 
applications; graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the Internet; information relating to computer hardware 
or software provided online from a global computer network or the Internet; creating and maintaining websites; hosting 
the websites of others; computer software design for others and computer consultancy services; architectural services 
for the design of cinemas and theatres; information, advice and consultancy relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;machines for the transport and/or handling of heavy and/or bulky loads, conveying devices and conveying 
apparatus, handling devices and handling apparatus, machine driven transport devices, transport equipment and 
transport apparatus, transport machines for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads.

Cl.9;Recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; 
apparatus and instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, security, 
protecting and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; 
measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific, research and laboratory 
apparatus, educating apparatus and simulators; devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of energy, in 
particular devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of kinetic energy, in particular gyrating mass storages; 
installations for transformation and storage of energy, in particular of kinetic energy, in particular using a gyrating mass 
storage; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments for devices and apparatus as well as installations using these power trains 
including devices and apparatus, each for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of energy, in particular 
devices and apparatus as well as installations using such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, 
transforming and storing of kinetic or solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and power trains including 
motors and engines employing gyrating mass storages; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in particular for devices and apparatus as well as 
installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing energy, in 
particular devices and apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, 
transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic and solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and power trains 
including motors and engines based on gyrating mass storages; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound, images and/or information; magnetic data carriers, recording discs, CDs, DVDs, digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment; computers; 
computer software; fire extinguishing apparatus; accumulators (electric), in particular for vehicles, here in particular for 
land vehicles; signalling, checking (supervision), controlling and regulating apparatus for vehicles and apparatus for 
locomotion by land, air or water, for power trains including engines and motors, in particular for the aforementioned 
vehicles and apparatus, for transport and logistics devices, apparatus and equipment and installations, for cranes, 
conveying devices and apparatus, handling devices and apparatus; monitoring instruments, monitoring devices and 
regulators for vehicles; monitoring apparatus for vehicles; electronic monitoring apparatus for vehicles; electronic 
control systems for vehicles; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; power trains including motors and engines for land vehicles, in particular power 
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trains including motors and engines fed by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as 
well as engines using such motors; hybrid motors and hybrid engines; coupling and transmission components for land 
vehicles, in particular couplings and transmission components for gyrating mass storages; apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water, with the exception of transport machines, for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in particular 
heavy load vehicles and heavy load transportation apparatus, platform transporters, semi-trailer transporters, module 
transporters, railway car transporters, stacking vehicles, portal elevating transporters, elevating transporters, ship 
section transporters, shipyard transporters as well as towing vehicles and towing machines, in particular for the afore-
mentioned vehicles, and trailers for the afore-mentioned vehicles; semi- trailer tractors, gas transporters, tool changing 
transporters and vehicles; vehicles and apparatus for road transport, with the exception of transport machines; vehicles 
and apparatus for transportation for the offshore industry and the ship building industry, for metallurgy, for aviation, for 
the astronautics and aerospace industry, in particular air craft tractors and tractors for space vehicles; transport vehicles; 
lorries; tractors; trailers, in particular heavy load trailers, semi-trailers; crawlers, carriages for crawlers; fluid, hydraulic 
and pneumatic power trains for afore-mentioned vehicles and for afore-mentioned machines for transportation, 
controlling instruments, as far as included in this class, for aforementioned vehicles and apparatus; parts and fittings for 
all the aforesaid goods, as far as included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; commercial trading and consumer information services, 
namely, retail and wholesale services, in relation to agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and 
mining equipment, pumps, compressors and fans, robots, moving and handling equipment, generators of electricity, 
machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing, engines, powertrains and generic parts for 
machines, dispensing machines, sweeping, cleaning, and washing and laundering equipment, devices and apparatus for 
generating and transmitting energy, in particular devices and apparatus for generating and transmitting kinetic energy, in 
particular gyrating mass storages, power trains including motors and engines (except for land vehicles), in particular 
power trains including motors and engines fed by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion 
motors as well as power trains employing such motors, hybrid power trains including hybrid motors and hybrid engines, 
machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), in particular for gyrating mass storages, 
machines for the transport and/or handling of heavy and/or bulky loads, machine tools, cranes, conveying devices and 
conveying apparatus, handling devices and handling apparatus, other than manually-operated, machine driven transport 
devices, transport equipment and transport apparatus, transport machines for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, 
parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods, included in this class, in relation to recorded content, information technology 
and audiovisual equipment, magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers, apparatus and instruments and cables for 
electricity, optical devices, enhancers and correctors, safety, security, protecting and signalling devices, diving 
equipment, navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices, measuring, detecting and monitoring 
instruments, indicators and controllers, scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educating apparatus and 
simulators, devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of energy, in particular devices and apparatus for 
transformation and storage of kinetic energy, in particular gyrating mass storages, installations for transformation and 
storage of energy, in particular of kinetic energy, in particular using a gyrating mass storage, scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus 
and instruments for devices and apparatus as well as installations using these power trains including devices and 
apparatus, each for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of energy, in particular devices and apparatus as 
well as installations using such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic or 
solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and power trains including motors and engines employing gyrating 
mass storages, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity, in particular for devices and apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and 
apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing energy, in particular devices and apparatus as well as 
installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic and 
solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and power trains including motors and engines based on gyrating 
mass storages, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, images and/or information, magnetic 
data carriers, recording discs, CDs, DVDs, digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire distinguishing 
apparatus, accumulators (electric), in particular for vehicles, here in particular for land vehicles, signalling, checking 
(supervision), controlling and regulating apparatus for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, for 
power trains including engines and motors, in particular for the aforementioned vehicles and apparatus, for transport and 
logistics devices, apparatus and equipment and installations, for cranes, conveying devices and apparatus, handling 
devices and apparatus, monitoring instruments, monitoring devices and regulators for vehicles, monitoring apparatus for 
vehicles, electronic monitoring apparatus for vehicles, electronic control systems for vehicles, automatic control systems 
for vehicles, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class, in relation to vehicles and conveyances, 
power trains including motors and engines for land vehicles, in particular power trains including motors and engines fed 
by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as well as engines using such motors, 
hybrid power trains including hybrid motors and hybrid engines, coupling and transmission components for land 
vehicles, in particular couplings and transmission components for gyrating mass storages, apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or water, with the exception of transport machines, for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in particular 
heavy load vehicles and heavy load transportation apparatus, platform transporters, semi-trailer transporters, module 
transporters, railway car transporters, stacking vehicles, portal elevating transporters, elevating transporters, ship 
section transporters, shipyard transporters as well as towing vehicles and towing machines, in particular for the 
aforementioned vehicles, and trailers for the aforementioned vehicles, semi-trailer tractors, gas transporters, tool 
changing transporters and vehicles, vehicles and apparatus for road transport, with the exception of transport machines, 
vehicles and apparatus for transportation for the offshore industry and ship building industry, for metallurgy, for aviation, 
for the astronautics and aerospace industry, in particular air craft tractors, and tractors for space vehicles, transport 
vehicles, lorries, tractors, trailers, in particular heavy load trailers, semi-trailers, crawlers, carriages for crawlers, fluid, 
hydraulic and pneumatic power trains for aforementioned vehicles and for aforementioned machines for transportation, 
controlling instruments for aforementioned vehicles and apparatus, auctioneering services, rental of vending machines; 
commercial trading and consumer information services, namely, intermediary services relating to commercial and 
business contacts, provision of commercial and business contact information, collective buying services, business 
appraisals and evaluations in business matters; organizing of business competitions, distributorship services, import and 
export services, negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties, ordering services, price 
comparing services, procurement services for others; business assistance, management and administrative services; 
business analysis, research and information services; rental, hire and leasing in connection with the aforesaid, included 
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in this class; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of machines, tools and apparatus for use in construction and 
demolition of houses, buildings and civil engineering structures; mining, and oil and gas extraction; installation, cleaning, 
repair and maintenance services in relation to agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining 
equipment, pumps, compressors and fans, robots, moving and handling equipment, generators of electricity, machines 
and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing, engines, powertrains and generic parts for machines, 
dispensing machines, sweeping, cleaning, and washing and laundering equipment, devices and apparatus for generating 
and transmitting energy, in particular devices and apparatus for generating and transmitting kinetic energy, in particular 
gyrating mass storages, power trains including motors and engines (except for land vehicles), in particular power trains 
including motors and engines fed by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as well as 
power trains employing such motors, hybrid power trains including hybrid motors and hybrid engines, machine coupling 
and transmission components (except for land vehicles), in particular for gyrating mass storages, machines for the 
transport and/or handling of heavy and/or bulky loads, machine tools cranes, conveying devices and conveying 
apparatus, handling devices and handling apparatus, other than manually operated, machine driven transport devices, 
transport equipment and transport apparatus, transport machines for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in 
relation to recorded content, information technology and audiovisual equipment, magnets, magnetizers and 
demagnetizers, apparatus and instruments and cables for electricity, optical devices, enhancers and correctors, safety, 
security, protecting and signalling devices, diving equipment, navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making 
devices, measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers, scientific research and laboratory 
apparatus, educating apparatus and simulators, devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of energy, in 
particular devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of kinetic energy, in particular gyrating mass storages, 
installations for transformation and storage of energy, in particular of kinetic energy, in particular using a gyrating mass 
storage, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments for devices and apparatus as well as installations using these power trains 
including devices and apparatus, each for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of energy, in particular 
devices and apparatus as well as installations using such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, 
transforming and storing of kinetic or solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and power trains including 
motors and engines employing gyrating mass storages, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in particular for devices and apparatus as well as 
installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing energy, in 
particular devices and apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, 
transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic and solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and power trains 
including motors and engines based on gyrating mass storages, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound, images and/or information, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, CDs, DVDs, digital recording media, 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, 
repair and maintenance of computer software, fire distinguishing apparatus, accumulators (electric), in particular for 
vehicles, here in particular for land vehicles, signalling, checking (supervision), controlling and regulating apparatus for 
vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, for power trains including engines and motors, in particular 
for the aforementioned vehicles and apparatus, for transport and logistics devices, apparatus and equipment and 
installations, for cranes, conveying devices and apparatus, handling devices and apparatus, monitoring instruments, 
monitoring devices and regulators for vehicles, monitoring apparatus for vehicles, electronic monitoring apparatus for 
vehicles, electronic control systems for vehicles, automatic control systems for vehicles, in relation to parts and fittings 
for all the aforesaid goods, in relation to vehicles and conveyances, power trains including motors and engines for land 
vehicles, in particular power trains including motors and engines fed by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and 
engines, combustion motors as well as engines using such motors, hybrid power trains including hybrid motors and 
hybrid engines, coupling and transmission components for land vehicles, in particular couplings and transmission 
components for gyrating mass storages, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, with the exception of transport 
machines, for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in particular heavy load vehicles and heavy load transportation 
apparatus, platform transporters, semi-trailer transporters, module transporters, railway car transporters, stacking 
vehicles, portal elevating transporters, elevating transporters, ship section transporters, shipyard transporters as well as 
towing vehicles and machines, in particular for the aforementioned vehicles, and trailers for the aforementioned vehicles, 
semi-trailer tractors, gas transporters, tool changing transporters and vehicles, vehicles and apparatus for road transport, 
with the exception of transport machines, vehicles and apparatus for transportation for the offshore industry and the ship 
building industry, for metallurgy, for aviation, for the astronautics and aerospace industry, in particular air craft tractors 
and tractors for space vehicles, transport vehicles, lorries, tractors, trailers, in particular heavy load trailers, semi-trailers, 
crawlers, carriages for crawlers, fluid, hydraulic and pneumatic power trains for afore-mentioned vehicles and for afore-
mentioned machines for transportation, controlling instruments for afore-mentioned vehicles and apparatus, as well as in 
relation to parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, rental, hire and leasing of goods in connection with the aforesaid, 
included in this class; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class

Cl.42;IT services, namely, software development, programming and implementation, computer hardware development, 
hosting services and software as a service and rental of software, rental of computer hardware facilities, IT consultancy, 
advisory and information services, IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data, data 
duplication and conversion services, data coding services, computer analysis and diagnostics, research and 
development and implementation of computers and systems, computer project management services, data mining, digital 
watermarking; technological services relating to computers, computer network services, updating of software and 
recorded content; data migration services, updating websites for others, monitoring of computer systems by remote 
access; services in the field of science and technology and research and development related thereto; testing, 
authentication and quality control; design services; rental, hire and leasing of goods in connection with the aforesaid, 
included in this class; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 15/10/2015; Application No. : 014684518 ;European Union 

3398122    12/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308844]
Messe München GmbH
Am Messesee 2 81829 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter.

Cl.35;Exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts.

Cl.41;Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of congresses and 
conferences; publishing printed matter, other than for advertising purposes.
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3398583    10/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309254]
Tarmac Holdings Limited
Portland House, Bickenhill Lane, Solihull Birmingham B37 7BQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals, chemical products and chemical substances for use in industry, science, photography, agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry; chemicals, chemical products and chemical substances for use in water purification or for 
preserving foodstuffs; composts and fertilisers; tanning and currying substances; chemicals, chemical products, 
chemical substances, lime, cement, lime or cement products, lime or cement based products for use in manufacture, 
industry, science, agriculture, horticulture, the treatment of effluents, gases, waste, for water purification or for soil 
stabilisation; soil; top soil; soil conditioners, ameliorants, manures, fertilisers and mulches; compost; compost 
conditioners and ameliorants; horticultural growing media; sand for use in horticulture; mulch for soil enrichment in 
horticultural environments; chemical preparations for melting ice and snow; de-icers; anti-freezing chemicals; chlorides; 
salts; calcium chloride; sodium chloride; halite; mixtures of sand with calcium chloride, sodium chloride and/or halite; 
chemical preparations and substances as additives for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes; agricultural lime and 
lime based preparations all for the treatment of waste liquids or gases or sewerage sludge and all being sanitary 
substances; chemical products for soil stabilisation.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building and constructional materials; materials and goods, not of metal, for the construction, 
maintenance, repair and renovation of buildings, works of art, roads and other highways and surfaces for transport and 
circulation and public works of all kinds; cement; cement products/cement based products; lime and other hydraulic 
binding agents; formations containing lime or limestone or lime based products or cement or cement based products for 
building and civil engineering purposes; mortar; concrete; ready mixed concrete; screed; dry mortar; aggregates; 
plasterboard for partitions, linings, cladding, ceilings and coverings; building plaster for interior coatings, special plaster, 
plaster, facade claddings, coatings for smoothing of floors, bituminous coatings and binders for road construction; tar; 
surfacing and paving materials; binding agents for making briquettes and for holding particles and aggregates together; 
wall linings, linings and cladding (construction), sections, reinforcements, structural works and frames for building; 
building materials for fire protection; sand; gravel; stone; crushed stone; rockery stone; decorative aggregates; cobbles 
and rocks; artificial stone; raw chalk; hydrated lime, lime stone, calcareous stone; mortar; plaster; bricks, blocks, slabs, 
slates and tiles; concrete building blocks; clinker building blocks; concrete blocks with rubberised elements used to 
withstand explosive blasts; concrete beams; pitch, asphalt, bitumen, macadam and preparations made from these 
materials (other than paints) for use in building and construction; coatings [building materials]; waterproof coatings 
[cementitious];  non-metallic structures for civil engineering; buildings, building parts, not of metal;  pre-plumbed panels, 
pipes and tubes, partitions, parts and fittings for these aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance, refurbishment and renovation of buildings, works of art, roads, bridges and 
other surfaces intended for driving and traffic, earthworks, pipelines and public works of all kinds, construction 
supervision services for real estate projects; demolition of buildings, quarrying services; mining extraction; providing of 
information relating to sustainable construction, construction methods, respect for the environment and energy saving in 
the field of building materials; civil engineering construction; hire and repair of apparatus for use in civil engineering; 
maintenance and repair of land vehicles; advisory and consultancy services in the field of building, construction and 
repair; construction services for the stabilisation of soil/ground and advisory services relating thereto; construction 
information, advisory and consultancy services in the field of lime and cement and lime or cement based products.

Cl.39;Transport and delivery of machines and materials for use in building and construction industries.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological evaluations, assessments and research relating to the construction of buildings, 
works of art, roads, bridges and public works of all kinds, namely surveying; surveying, studies and professional 
consultants services relating to design, research of development, construction of buildings, works of art, new building 
materials; construction drafting, architecture, technical project studies professional consultancy, industrial analysis and 
research services relating to urban development, sustainable construction, construction methods, respect of the 
environment and energy saving in the field of building materials; advisory services relating to architectural, engineering, 
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materials-testing and environmental matters; scientific, technical, advisory and consultancy services in the field of 
environmental matters, civil engineering and lime and cement or lime and cement based products; all for the construction 
and engineering industries.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 047 448 ;Germany 

3398773    21/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309445]
AXOOM GmbH
Vincenz-Prießnitz-Strasse 1 76131 Karlsruhe Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; application software for cloud computing services; application software for the planning and 
control of products or the use of products in a cloud; application software for the surveillance of data in a cloud; 
electronically stored data [downloadable]; electronic publications [downloadable]; stored or downloadable software 
programs or software extensions; computer interfaces; smart cards [integrated circuit cards].

Cl.35;Organizational project planning services in the field of cloud computing; gathering of information in computer 
databases; compilation and systematization of information into computer databases; maintenance of data in computer 
databases.

Cl.38;Providing access to platforms and portals on the internet; providing access to software in data networks; 
providing internet chatrooms and online forums; rental and leasing of access time to databases and cloud computing 
networks; communication services via internet; providing access to cloud computing networks, websites and internet 
portals; providing access to software applications for the creation or further development of websites of others; providing 
access to an internet platform.

Cl.42;Cloud computing; design and development of computer software, including application software, for use in cloud 
computing and hosting; consultancy in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; programming of 
operation software for the access and use of cloud computing networks; rental of operating software for the access and 
use of cloud computing networks; design and development of operating software for the access and use of cloud 
computing networks; design and development of a basic application software for further use and/or further development 
by others; providing temporary access to non-downloadable online operating software for the access and use of a cloud 
computing network; hosting services; rental of software in the field of cloud computing; computer services, namely 
integration of cloud computing environments; technical support for the integration, maintenance, troubleshooting and 
debugging of software problems in the field of cloud computing; platform as a service [paas]; software as a service 
[saas]; infrastructure as a service [laas]; storage of electronic data, namely of user-generated data and information, 
drawings, pictures, audio files, video files.
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3399377    07/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310263]
APLICACION NUEVAS TECNOLOGIAS ANTEC, S.A.
Ramón y Cajal, 74 E-48920 PORTUGALETE (Bizkaia) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial brakes intended for wind farms; magnetic, hydraulic, electromagnetic and electro-hydraulic brakes for 
use in industrial installations; disk, rotor and yaw brakes for machines.

Cl.37;Maintenance of industrial brakes; repair of industrial brakes; after-sales assistance services for industrial brakes.
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3399575    29/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309826]
CLOUDMINDS (SHENZHEN) TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Room 201, Building A, No. 1 Qianwan First Road, Qianhai Shenhong Cooperation District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programmes [programs], recorded; identity cards, magnetic; microprocessors; monitors [computer 
hardware]; computer memory devices; computers; data processing apparatus; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; 
encoded key cards; computer hardware; computer software applications, downloadable; portable telephones; 
smartphones; radios; radiotelephony sets; telephone apparatus; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; video 
telephones; vehicle radios; intercommunication apparatus; network communication device; sound recording apparatus; 
camcorders; sound alarms.

Cl.10;Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; stethoscopes; apparatus for use in 
medical analysis; traction apparatus for medical purposes; electrocardiographs; physiotherapy apparatus; galvanic 
therapeutic appliances; artificial limbs; artificial eyes.

Cl.35;Advertising; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; office machines 
and equipment rental; rental of vending machines; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies; medical supplies retail or wholesale services.

Cl.38;Message sending; communications by telephone; telex services; communications by cellular phones; 
communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages and images; electronic mail; facsimile
transmission; information about telecommunication; paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic 
communication]; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing access to 
databases; streaming of data.

Cl.42;Computer software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of 
computer hardware; rental of computer software; recovery of computer data; computer programming; maintenance of 
computer software; computer system analysis; computer system design; duplication of computer programs; hosting 
computer sites [web sites]; installation of computer software; data conversion of computer programs and data [not 
physical conversion]; computer software consultancy; computer virus protection services; providing search engines for 
the internet; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; information technology [IT] 
consultancy; server hosting; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology 
and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology consultancy.

Cl.44;Chiropractics; medical assistance; physical therapy; nursing, medical; telemedicine services; therapy services; 
medical equipment rental; speech therapy services; health counseling; health centers.
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Priority claimed from 04/12/2015; Application No. : 014879357 ;European Union 

3399970    03/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310321]
Joy of Life Nutrition Limited
Sarney Summerhill Road Dunboyne, Co. Meath Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Human dietary supplements.

Cl.35;Advertising; publicity; sales promotion in the field of selling human dietary supplements; import-export agency 
services in the field of human dietary supplements; retail and wholesale services relating to human dietary supplements, 
also provided via a web shop; aforementioned services also to be provided via electronic networks like the internet.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2016; Application No. : 2016-029736 ;Japan 

3400056    22/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310123]
JERA Co., Inc.
2-7-1, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-6014 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advisory services for business administration and management; business management and organization 
consultancy; drawing up of statements of accounts; business management; business organization consultancy; 
administrative services relating to credit card registration.

Cl.36;Acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment 
deposits; financing services and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of 
bills; securities lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safe deposit service; exchanging money; 
trusteeship of financial futures contracts; trusteeship of money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, 
rights on land fixtures, surface rights or lease on land; trusteeship; agencies for bond subscriptions; foreign exchange 
transactions; letter-of-credit related services; brokerage for hire-purchase; processing of credit card payments; brokerage 
services for issuing credit cards; providing information regarding credit card statement; providing information of issuing 
credit cards; credit card guarantee service; financing services for credit card member; issuance of tokens of value; 
financial affairs; monetary affairs.

Cl.37;Construction; construction consultancy; operation and maintenance of building equipment; repair or 
maintenance of air conditioning apparatus; repair or maintenance of burner; repair or maintenance of boilers; repair or 
maintenance of pumps; repair or maintenance of freezing equipment; repair or maintenance of power distribution or 
control machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of power generators; repair or maintenance of electric motors.

Cl.42;Architectural services; surveying; urban planning; design of machines, apparatus and instruments, and systems 
composed thereof; engineering services in the field of energy supply systems; design and development of energy supply 
systems; engineering services in the field of power plants; engineering; technological advice relating to automobiles and 
industrial machines; technical research; research in the field of environmental protection; consultancy relating to 
technological services in the field of energy supply; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; energy auditing; material 
testing; mechanical research; calibration [measuring].
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2016; Application No. : 2016-029737 ;Japan 

3400060    22/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310124]
JERA Co., Inc.
2-7-1, Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-6014 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advisory services for business administration and management; business management and organization 
consultancy; drawing up of statements of accounts; business management; business organization consultancy; 
administrative services relating to credit card registration.

Cl.36;Acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment 
deposits; financing services and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of 
bills; securities lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safe deposit service; exchanging money; 
trusteeship of financial futures contracts; trusteeship of money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, 
rights on land fixtures, surface rights or lease on land; trusteeship; agencies for bond subscriptions; foreign exchange 
transactions; letter-of-credit related services; brokerage for hire-purchase; processing of credit card payments; brokerage 
services for issuing credit cards; providing information regarding credit card statement; providing information of issuing 
credit cards; credit card guarantee service; financing services for credit card member; issuance of tokens of value; 
financial affairs; monetary affairs.

Cl.37;Construction; construction consultancy; operation and maintenance of building equipment; repair or 
maintenance of air conditioning apparatus; repair or maintenance of burner; repair or maintenance of boilers; repair or 
maintenance of pumps; repair or maintenance of freezing equipment; repair or maintenance of power distribution or 
control machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of power generators; repair or maintenance of electric motors.

Cl.42;Architectural services; surveying; urban planning; design of machines, apparatus and instruments, and systems 
composed thereof; engineering services in the field of energy supply systems; design and development of energy supply 
systems; engineering services in the field of power plants; engineering; technological advice relating to automobiles and 
industrial machines; technical research; research in the field of environmental protection; consultancy relating to 
technological services in the field of energy supply; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; energy auditing; material 
testing; mechanical research; calibration [measuring].
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Priority claimed from 18/08/2015; Application No. : 014484406 ;European Union 

3400991    16/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311603]
Automation, Press and Tooling, A.P.& T. Aktiebolag
Rönnåsgatan 3A SE-523 38 ULRICEHAMN Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Installation, repair, maintenance and servicing of machines and machine tools; installation, repair, maintenance 
and servicing of machines, machine tools and apparatus for metalworking; rebuilding machines that have been worn or 
partially destroyed.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software development, programming and 
implementation; software creation; software design and development; creation of control programs for automated 
measurement, assembly, adjustment, and related visualisation; computer software research; consultancy, maintenance 
and installation of computer software; services in the field of science and technology and related research and 
development services; testing, authentication and quality control; metallurgical testing; safety technological testing 
services; research and design relating to industrial processes; research and technological consultancy relating to 
machines, machine tools and apparatus for metalworking and sheet metal working; research and technological 
consultancy relating to metal, metalworking and sheet metal working; technical advice relating to safety; technological 
advisory services relating to machine engineering analysis; engineering services; technological services relating to 
manufacture; engineering services relating to metal handling systems; programming of electronic control systems; 
information technology IT consulting services; research relating to the computerised automation of industrial processes; 
design services; design of metalworking machines; design of metalworking presses and sheet metal working presses; 
design of metalworking tools and sheet metal working tools.
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Priority claimed from 20/10/2015; Application No. : 014693469 ;European Union 

3401154    06/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310118]
Supercell Oy
Itämerenkatu 11 FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and computer game software; downloadable computer software and computer game software; 
data storage media; game software adapted for use with television receivers; pre-recorded motion picture, television, and 
animation films; bags, cases and sleeves for storing and carrying telephones, computers, headphones and cameras; 
covers for mobile phones, portable computers and tablets; headphones; downloadable publications; decorative magnets; 
memory sticks; belts and straps for electronic apparatus; electric power units; all the aforementioned goods not relating 
to gambling, casino, lottery and betting games.

Cl.28;Electronic games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; action skill games; action figures as toys; toys, 
games and playthings; game cards; play sets for action figures; game cards and playing cards; soft dolls; stuffed toys, 
water toys, wooden toys, toys made of plastics; children's multiple activity toys; puzzles; balloons; bags, cases and 
sleeves for storing and carrying apparatus for games; all the aforementioned goods not relating to gambling, casino, 
lottery and betting games.

Cl.41;Electronic game services; providing on-line computer games; providing information on-line relating to computer 
games; provision of games by means of a computer based systems; providing entertainment information relating to 
computer games via information network; entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, and production 
of films, animation or animated films, and television programs; all the aforementioned services not relating to gambling, 
casino, lottery and betting games.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2015; Application No. : 1031426 ;New Zealand 

3401289    24/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310170]
The Mind Lab by Unitec Limited Partnership
69 Carlton Gore Road, Newmarket Auckland 1023 NZ

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Teaching apparatus and instruments; downloadable digital media and recordings; downloadable digital media and 
recordings containing sound, images, text, information, signals or software; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; audio books; podcasts; webcasts; printed 
publications recorded in electronic, magnetic, digital or optical forms; on-line electronic publications (downloadable), 
including promotional material, guides, booklets, brochures, pamphlets, periodicals, books, comics, catalogues, 
directories, publications, newspapers, magazines, columns, training booklets, training guides, training manuals, and 
booklets and guides for use in conducting workshops; training materials (apparatus); training, coaching and teaching 
manuals in electronic format; training, teaching and coaching aids (apparatus); training, teaching and coaching guides in 
the form of computer software; motion picture films; pre-recorded video cassettes, tapes, cartridges and discs; storage 
media; CDs, DVDs and CDROMs; electronic books; digital books; multimedia entertainment goods recorded in electronic, 
magnetic, digital or optical forms; sound, video and data recordings; audio cassettes; computer games; computer 
programs; computer software; computer application software for mobile devices; computer software for instructional, 
coaching, training and educational purposes; pre-recorded CDs; pre-recorded DVDs; pre-recorded audio cassettes, tapes, 
cartridges and discs; animated films; films; projection apparatus; sound and music generating apparatus; recording and 
reproduction apparatus; cameras; tapes, discs and records, all bearing or for recordal of sound, video and data; mobile 
phones; music and sound recordings in all formats; laser disks; databases; audio and visual teaching, training and 
coaching apparatus; computer games, including those for educational, training, coaching and teaching purposes; 
downloadable computer games; apparatus and instruments all for the recording, reproduction and transmission of sound,
images, video and data; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; computer software; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, including 
promotional material, guides, booklets, brochures, pamphlets, periodicals, books, comics, catalogues, directories, 
publications, newspapers, magazines, columns, training booklets, training guides, training manuals, and booklets and 
guides for use in conducting workshops; inserts and supplements therefore; photographs; posters; stickers; postcards; 
stationery; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other 
classes); printers' type; printing blocks; school supplies (stationery); parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education, cultural, sporting and entertainment services; providing of training; provision of training courses; 
personal and professional development training; personal and professional development courses; education academies; 
coaching; instruction; providing recreation facilities; tuition services; mentoring (education and training); provision of 
training facilities; technical training; teacher training services; adult training; vocational training services; arranging and 
conducting of workshops (training); business training services; coaching (education and training); lifestyle counselling 
and consultancy (training); life coaching (training or education services); production and distribution of television 
programs and content; news and photographic reporting; publishing, including electronic publishing, of guides, booklets, 
brochures, pamphlets, periodicals, books, comics, catalogues, directories, publications, newspapers, magazines, 
columns, training booklets, training guides, training manuals, and booklets and guides for use in conducting workshops; 
organisation and running of competitions; arranging and conducting seminars, exhibitions, conferences and 
competitions; sporting and cultural activities; publishing services; editing of audio-tapes, motion-films, video-tapes, 
written text, photographic films; digital imaging services; digital music, videos and television clips (not downloadable) 
provided from MP3 web sites on the Internet; digital music, videos and television clips (not downloadable) provided from 
the Internet; gaming services; information, consultancy and advisory services in respect of all of the foregoing; all of the 
aforementioned services including but not limited to the provision of such services electronically, by means of 
computers, computer networks or the Internet (including via online).
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2015; Application No. : 86748350 ;United States of America 

3401359    04/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309655]
The Yankee Candle Company, Inc.
16 Yankee Candle Way South Deerfield, MA 01373 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Electric fragrance dispenser refills; room fragrances, home fragrance oils and air fragrancing preparations.

Cl.4;Candles; fragrant wax for use in wax warmers.

Cl.5;Air deodorizing preparations and air purifying preparations.

Cl.11;Electric fragrance dispensers, candle lanterns; ceramic fragrant wax warmers, ceramic and metal fragrance wax 
warmers and electric fragrant wax warmer, reed diffusers for scented oils.

Cl.21;Candle accessories not of precious metal, namely, candle holders, candle shades, decorative tops for jar candles;
tea light holders, candle snuffers, candle extinguishers, candle sconces, containers for warming fragrant wax, potpourri 
burners, potpourri holders and candelabras; beverage glassware, plates, bowls, mugs, and liquid soap dispensers.
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3401476    03/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311314]
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Road Coopersburg PA 18036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motor drive units for window treatments, drapery tracks and projection screens.

Cl.9;Electric lighting controls, namely, dimmers, switches and accessories therefor, namely, electrical wall switch 
plates, electrical receptacles, telephone wall jacks, coaxial cable wall jacks, replacement knobs, namely, electrical rotary 
and linear slide dimmer knobs; electrical connectors; lamp dimmers, remote controls for controlling lights and 
accessories therefor, namely, tethers, to hold a remote control for controlling lights and specialty holsters for carrying 
remote controls for controlling lights; master controls, namely, electronic controllers for electrical dimmers and window 
shades and screens; electronic transmitters for electrical dimmers and window shades and screens; electronic receivers 
transmitters for electrical dimmers and window shades and screens; interfaces, namely, electrical load switching 
interfaces, and electrical load dimming interfaces for incandescent, magnetic low voltage, electronic low voltage, 
fluorescent, window treatments, and projection screen motors; electrical control interfaces, namely, RS 232 interfaces, 
contact closure interfaces, timeclock and programmer interfaces, infrared interfaces, telephone interfaces, and zero to ten 
volt interfaces, all for use to allow lighting systems to communicate and interact; occupancy sensors, namely, electronic 
devices which detect the presence of occupants and control the lighting system accordingly; daylight sensors, 
photosensors, infrared partition sensors, namely, remote sensors for use in measuring infrared radiation energy waves; 
light dimming controllers, power boosters, namely, power amplifier; electrical lamp debuzzing coils; transformers; low 
voltage electrical cables; repeaters for radio frequency signals; infrared repeating kits comprising connector block, 
namely, electric connectors, infrared receiver and transformer and an infrared emitter; processors, namely, a central point 
of control for residential and commercial lighting systems comprising sensors, dimmers, switches and keypads; 
computer keypads; power distribution panels; enclosures for lighting controls; power supplies; electrical dimming 
control panels; electrical switching control panels; electric switching relays; electrical keyswitches; electric control 
panels; theatrical stage board electrical receptacles; switching modules, namely, independent switching modules and 
modules within lighting control panels for turning entire circuits on and off; fluorescent dimming ballasts for gas 
discharge lamps; fluorescent lighting ballast modules, namely, an interface that allows fluorescent ballasts on different 
protocols to communicate; electrical fan speed controls, namely, to control ceiling fan speeds; electric window treatment 
and projection screen controls, namely, keypads, contact closure input boards, power supplies, remote controls, 
transformers, transformer panels, receivers, and integrators for communication between building systems; computer 
software for the design, integration, installation and management of lighting systems and window treatment systems.

Cl.11;Lighting fixtures.

Cl.20;Window shading systems consisting primarily of window treatments, namely, roller shades and roman shades 
and also consisting of remote controls, keypad controls, power panels, transformers, transformer panels, receivers, 
power supplies; drapery hardware, namely, drapery tracks, roller tubes, mounting brackets, facia, and side channels sold 
together as a unit and sold separately.

Cl.24;Window shading systems consisting primarily of window treatments, namely, drapery and also consisting of 
remote controls, keypad controls, power panels, transformers, transformer panels, receivers, power supplies.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of lighting control and window treatment control equipment.

Cl.42;Lighting control system and window treatment system design for buildings; engineering services for the design, 
installation and maintenance of lighting control and window treatment control systems; computer software development 
for the design of lighting control and window treatment control systems.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2015; Application No. : 686246 ;Switzerland 

3401899    11/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1311229]
Uster Technologies AG
Sonnenbergstrasse 10 CH-8610 Uster Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for measuring, weighing, testing and analyzing textile materials and products, in 
particular control and testing apparatus for textile materials and products, testing apparatus for textile fibers, control and 
testing apparatus for textile ribbons and wicks, control and testing apparatus for thread, thread breakers and thread 
cleaners, apparatus for testing and checking fabrics and knitwear, apparatus for measuring thread resistance, included in 
this class; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; magnetic, optical, electric or magneto-optical data media; data 
processing apparatus; computers; computer programs and software.

Cl.35;Consultancy, auditing and assistance in the field of company management; preparation of statistics concerning 
textile materials and products; compilation of statistical information concerning textile materials and products, in 
computer databases.

Cl.41;Education and training; classes and instruction in the textile field; organization and conducting of training 
workshops, colloquiums and conventions in the textile field; publication of books, texts (except advertising), statistical 
data and graphic representations; electronic publishing of books, texts (except advertising), statistical data and graphic 
representations.

Cl.42;Analysis and testing of textile products and materials; quality control in the textile field; technical testing services 
in the textile field; appreciation, grading and classification of textile materials and products according to criteria such as 
thickness, mass, material composition and presence of foreign matter; technical assistance for textile machines and 
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apparatus; technical assistance for measuring, weighing, testing and analysis apparatus and instruments; technical 
assistance for monitoring and testing apparatus for textile products and materials; technical assistance for computer 
equipment; advice concerning software; design and development of software; installation, maintenance, technical 
support and repair of software; advice in the field of computer hardware creation, development and design.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2014; Application No. : 013264668 ;European Union 

3403263    03/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1264480]
KK Wind Solutions A/S
Bøgildvej 3 DK-7430 Ikast Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, 
namely, electric conductors including wires, cables, rails, electric and electronic switches including semiconductor 
switches, breakers, electric transformers, electric accumulators including batteries, capacitors, electric regulators or 
controllers including voltage regulators, current regulators, frequency regulators, motor drives, industrial computers, 
programmable logic controllers; computer hardware and software for operating, controlling and monitoring wind turbines,
wind parks, wind power substations, including power production and power transmission; electrical, electronic and 
computer equipment and software for wind turbines both onshore and offshore, namely computer equipment portable or 
stationary including data storages, data processors, human machine interfaces, graphical user interfaces, computer 
software for operating, controlling and monitoring wind turbines, wind parks, wind power substations, including power 
production and power transmission; programmable logic controllers (PLC); programmable logic controller (PLC) systems 
comprising I/O modules, utility grid measuring modules, voltage measuring modules, current measuring modules, power 
measuring modules, frequency measuring modules and power supply modules; electric control panels for electrical 
systems for wind turbines, namely, electric control panels and control modules located both in the wind turbine such as 
in blades, hub, nacelle, tower and outside the wind turbine; printed circuit boards (PCBs); electricity conduits; semi-
conductors; electric meters namely electric meter, conductivity meter, and sensors for measuring electric values, 
including power, current, voltage, and for measuring grid events including voltage, all aspects of current, frequency, fault 
and vibration, acceleration, speed, orientation and location related to wind turbine control and meteorological values, 
including temperature, wind speed, ice, sun, shadow, air particles both in and outside the wind turbine and geographical 
values, including Global Position System (GPS) position, location above sea level for individual wind turbines both stand 
alone and in a wind park; electric power converters and inverters for handling power output from a generator and 
ensuring compliance with relevant grid codes; batteries and uninterruptible electric power supplies; computer hardware 
and software for controlling hydraulic, electric and mechanical pitch and yaw systems for wind turbines; application 
software for computers, mobile phones and tablet computers for the monitoring and operation of wind turbines and wind 
parks; climate control systems for wind turbines consisting of thermometers, air conditioning, ventilation, heat and 
humidity control devices; smoke, fire and gas detectors; security systems for wind turbines comprising sensors including
sensors for measuring power, temperature, speed, vibrations, accelerations and wind turbine controller facilitating 
control of the wind turbine according to design limits, thereby preventing fire, overheating, overload, overspeed, for 
facilitating optimum start and stop of rotor rotation and power production, for facilitating periodic movement of 
components to enable lubrication and correct temperature, preventing unintended loads of the wind turbine and parts 
hereof and for deicing of blades; safety systems for wind turbines comprising loop of safety switches connected to a 
safety controller used for emergency stop of the wind turbine; lightning protection systems for wind turbines comprising 
lightning down conductors, lightning arresters and lightning receptors; apparatus for overvoltage protection against 
strokes of lightning, namely, lightning arrester equipment condition monitoring systems comprising computer hardware 
and software for monitoring specified conditions; surveillance management and predictive maintenance systems for wind 
turbines and wind parks comprising data collecting systems and data analyzing systems for extracting wind turbine 
health and performance data to maximize availability and output; connecting parts for electric conductors, namely, 
aerials, electrical transformers, power conductors in the nature of electric conductors, electric cables, all kinds of 
electrical circuit breakers, ammeters, electroacoustic transducers, electric controllers for wind turbines, electric control 
panels for wind turbines, storage devices for electrical power, namely, batteries, capacitors, accumulators, and 
condensers, all of the foregoing goods for assembling and operating wind turbines and wind parks and for connecting 
wind turbines and wind parks to the power grid, and for managing wind turbines and wind parks; electric control and 
monitoring devices for wind turbines for automatically turning on or off power production and for complying with grid 
codes such as those relating to low voltage ride through requirements and the like after and during utility grid failures; 
microprocessors, semiconductors and programmable logic controllers (PLC) for controlling and monitoring constant 
voltage, frequency, phase conditions, rotor speed, temperature, wind direction and wind speed, pitch of wind turbine 
blades and yaw of wind turbine nacelle; electric sensors, namely, vibration, audio and visual sensors for installation in 
wind turbines for monitoring of nacelle, hub, tower, rotor and components of the aforesaid; electric transducers for 
converting information from analog to digital and from digital to analog including encoders; electric transducers for 
converting data from analog to digital and from digital to analog including antennas; wind turbine control systems 
comprising electronic sensors and related software for controlling and optimising wind turbine performance, including 
operation at low costs and maximum output, integration with other wind turbine systems, maximum availability of the 
wind turbine such as wind turbine control systems; computer hardware and software for use in monitoring and control of 
wind turbines and wind parks, including for remote monitoring and control; control and monitoring computer hardware 
and software for controlling and monitoring wind turbines in power producing mode and in non-power producing mode; 
control and monitoring computer hardware and software for acquiring and storage of data related to a wind turbine, a 
wind park and surroundings of the aforesaid; SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems including 
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SCADA systems comprising data processor and graphical user interface for collection, storage, display, transport and 
intelligent processing and presentation of relevant data from wind turbines and wind parks, including control and 
monitoring via human machine interface or graphical user interface and for preparation of reports and communication 
and for exchange of data with external computers or units such as weather stations, ether monitoring systems or 
electrical grids; electric and electronic monitoring, control and operating apparatus and equipment, namely, sensors, 
converters, measuring equipment in the nature of transducers, weather or electric sensors, accelerometers, collecting 
and transmission of data for use in remote monitoring and operation of wind turbines, utility grid and parts and fittings for 
the above types of electric and electronic monitoring and operating apparatus and equipment; computer hardware and 
software for transmitting, analyzing, collecting, calculating and processing wind data and data from wind turbines and 
wind parks and wired or wireless data communication networks also including radio and optic communication for the 
aforesaid and for internal and external data communication to and from the wind turbines and wind parks; electrical, 
electronic and computer equipment for wind turbines, namely, wind turbine controllers, pitch and yaw controllers, I/O 
modules for wind turbine controllers developed to upgrade existing electrical, electronic and computer equipment for 
wind turbines; computer hardware and software and hardware and software platforms including modular platforms all for 
enhancing the performance of wind turbines as well as enabling integration with all types of wind turbines; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.39;Transportation of parts for wind turbines; customized supply chain logistics services and global logistics, 
namely, delivery of spare parts for wind turbines by air, rail, ship, truck or vehicle.

Cl.42;Design, development and testing of apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; technical consulting relating to design, development and testing of 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
preparation of technical documentation, namely technical writing and drawing relating to project specification including 
technical specification, delivery specification and design specification; engineering project management; technical 
support and supervision services, namely, development and troubleshooting of computer software, assistance in choice 
of components and systems including pitch systems; software update services; fault detection, namely, inspection of 
wind turbine structures, electric panels, electric systems and electric cables; quality assurance services, namely, non-
conformance record handling and conformance analysis of non-conformance issues found during audit of daily work to 
ensure compliance with written procedures; design, development and testing of, as well as technical consulting relating 
to design, development and testing of, computer hardware and software, electrical, electronic and computer equipment 
and software for wind turbines, programmable logic controllers (PLC), programmable logic controller (PLC) systems 
including I/O modules, measuring modules, power supply modules, control panels electricity for electrical systems for 
wind turbines, switchboards, electricity conduits, semi-conductors, meters and sensors for measuring electric values, 
including power, current, voltage, and for measuring vibration, acceleration, speed, orientation and location wind 
turbines, power converters and inverters for handling power output from a generator, batteries including Uninterruptible 
Power Supply systems (UPS), pitch and yaw systems for wind turbines, application software for computers, mobile 
phones and tablet computers relating to the monitoring and operation of wind turbines and wind parks, climate control 
systems for wind turbines, smoke and gas detectors, security systems for wind turbines facilitating the wind turbine to be 
controlled according to design limits thereby preventing fire, overheating, overload, overspeed, for facilitating optimized 
start from stand still, for facilitating periodic movement of components to enable lubrication and for deicing, lightning 
protection systems for wind turbines, apparatus for overvoltage protection against strokes of lightning, condition 
monitoring systems for wind turbines and wind parks, connecting parts for electric conductors, namely, aerials, electrical 
transformers, power lines in the nature of electric cables, electrical circuit closers, electrical circuit breakers, ampere 
meters, electroacoustic transducers, power distributors, electric controllers for wind turbines, electric control panels for 
wind turbines and wind-powered electricity generators, storage devices for electrical power, namely, batteries, capacitors, 
accumulators, and condensers, electric cables, towers all of the foregoing goods for assembling and operating wind 
turbines and parks and for connecting wind turbines and wind parks to the power grid, and for managing wind turbines 
and wind parks, control and monitoring equipment for wind turbines for automatically turning on or off the generator and 
for automatic starting after utility grid failures, microprocessor, semiconductor and PLC (programmable logic controller) 
equipment for controlling and monitoring constant voltage, frequency, phase conditions, rotor speed and wind speed, 
pitch of wind turbine blades and yaw of wind turbine nacelle, vibration, audio and visual sensors including for installation 
in wind turbines for monitoring of nacelle, hub, tower, rotor and components of the aforesaid, wind turbine control 
systems comprising electronic sensors and related software, computer hardware and software for use in monitoring and 
control of wind turbines and wind parks including for remote monitoring and control, control and monitoring hardware 
and software for controlling and monitoring wind turbines in power producing mode and in non-power producing mode, 
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems including SCADA systems for collection, storage and 
intelligent processing of data from wind turbines and for preparation of reports and communication and for exchange of 
data with external computers or units such as weather stations, other monitoring systems or electrical grids, electric and 
electronic monitoring, control and operating apparatus and equipment, including sensors, converters, measuring 
equipment, data collecting and transmission equipment and power generation equipment for use in remote monitoring 
and operation of wind turbines and parts and fittings for the above types of electric and electronic monitoring and 
operating apparatus and equipment, computer hardware and software for analyzing, collecting, calculating and 
processing wind data and data from wind turbines and wind parks, electrical, electronic and computer equipment for wind 
turbines developed to upgrade existing electrical, electronic and computer equipment for wind turbines, computer 
hardware and software developed to enhance the performance of wind turbines, development of modular control systems 
and platforms, development tools for optimising development of software and hardware, wind turbine performance, 
prototyping and testing of electric wind turbine components such as panels, converters, sensors and the like; technical 
consulting concerning the design of wind turbines and wind parks including concerning the integration of control and 
monitoring hereof into all types of wind turbines; technical research in the field of wind power; monitoring, operating and 
control of wind turbines and wind parks, including research relating to remote monitoring, operation and control of wind 
turbines and wind parks; technical consulting concerning wind turbine and wind park projects; consultancy and advisory 
services concerning siting, planning, implementation and development of wind energy projects, including wind turbine 
and wind park projects; support, namely, providing technical advice and information in relation to wind turbines; testing 
and technical evaluation of monitoring and control systems for wind turbines or parts of control or monitoring systems; 
installation, maintenance, repair and servicing including preventive servicing and maintenance of computer software, 
computer software for wind turbines, software for computers, mobile phones and tablet computers relating to the 
monitoring and operation of wind turbines and wind parks, software related to wind turbine control systems, software for 
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use in monitoring and control of wind turbines including for remote monitoring and control, control and monitoring 
software for controlling wind turbines in power producing mode and in non-power producing mode, computer software 
for analysing, collecting, calculating and processing wind data and data from wind turbines and wind parks, software 
developed to enhance the performance of wind turbines; analysis of the condition of the wind turbines and preparation of 
related service reports and technical documentation.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/03/2016; Application No. : 2016-024588 ;Japan 

3405762    08/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313585]
Nabtesco Corporation
JA Kyosai Bldg., 7-9, Hirakawacho 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102-0093 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Reduction gears other than for land vehicles; actuators for mechanisms; speed change gears being parts of 
machines; servomotors; power transmissions and gearing for machines [not for land vehicles]; planetary gears, other 
than for land vehicles; electric motors for machines with a digital servo drive controller; electric motors and parts thereof, 
other than for land vehicles; motors, gears and drives for orienting solar panels, heliostats or wind mills of wind-powered 
power.

Cl.9;Power distribution or control machines and apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus; electric 
installations for the remote control of industrial operations; frequency converter for actuators; electronic servo motor 
controllers.
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3406624    22/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313817]
HEPHZIBAH CO., LTD.
86, Gilpa-ro 71beon-gil, Nam-gu Incheon 22121 Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;3D printers.

Cl.9;Printers and their parts; solar battery module; solar batteries; electric batteries; electric accumulators; electricity 
supplies for wind turbines; inverters [electricity]; chargers used for alternative energy systems; electricity supply 
apparatus for managing alternative energy (solar heat, solar light, waterpower, wind power, waste energy, geothermal 
energy and hydrogen energy); electric control devices for managing alternative energy (solar heat, solar light, 
waterpower, wind power, waste energy, geothermal energy and hydrogen energy); inverters used for new renewable 
energy system (including solar power generation and wind power generation); electricity controller for managing 
electricity energy; voltage regulators; electric current control devices; current rectifiers; electric power converters; 
electric power conversion modules; electric power conversion circuits.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/02/2016; Application No. : 015122451 ;European Union 

3406702    16/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312950]
OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
One Carrier Place Farmington Connecticut 06032 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Escalators; moving walkways; conveyors for moving people.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of escalators, moving walkways and conveyors for moving people.
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3407053    28/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1273531]
Trimble Inc. 
935 Stewart Drive Sunnyvale, CA 94085 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Distributorship services featuring technology products used in the fields of mapping and surveying, and featuring
subscription and consulting services using data to increase accuracy and efficiency in the fields of mapping and 
surveying.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware, computer hardware and software systems, and 
technology products; all in the fields of mapping and surveying.

Cl.41;Training services, one-on-one personalized training services, and educational services, namely, providing 
courses of instruction, classes, seminars, workshops, and non-downloadable webinars, all featuring instruction in the use
and operation of computer hardware and software, and technology products, used in the fields of mapping and surveying.

Cl.42;Installation, repair, maintenance and updating of computer software; consulting services relating to the selection, 
implementation and use of computer software, computer hardware, and technology products; custom design and 
development of computer software; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer and hardware 
problems; all in the fields of mapping and surveying.
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Priority claimed from 02/11/2015; Application No. : 014754006 ;European Union 

3407133    01/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312056]
Hanne Meyer-Hentschel
Kirchweg 28 66133 Saarbrücken Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organisation of trade fairs and 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; public relations, marketing services, market research and market 
analysis, sales promotion for others; organisation, arranging and conducting of award ceremonies for advertising 
purposes.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; organising and arranging of 
conferences, congresses and symposiums; organising and arranging of trade fairs and exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; publication of printed matter, especially magazines, catalogues, leaflets, other than for advertising 
purposes; organisation, arranging and conducting of award ceremonies (entertainment); organisation of competitions 
(education or entertainment).

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; engineering services; chemical, 
physics, technical and mechanical research; providing of expert opinion; material testing; quality control, in particular 
technical apparatus testing, technical function testing, technical handling and usability testing; material testing; 
surveying of industrial products with regard to design; awarding of quality marks, test marks and quality seals; 
certification services, namely testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of 
certification.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 105 809 ;Germany 

3407418    03/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312649]
Lemken GmbH & Co. KG
Weseler Straße 5 46519 Alpen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Agricultural machinery and machine driven or moved implements for agriculture, in particular for soil cultivation, 
seeding or planting, fertilizing or crop-protection, in particular distribution implements, tanks (machine parts), dosing, 
injection and distribution devices, ploughs, land packers, rollers, seeders, seed drills, single-grain seeders, combined 
seeders, seedbed combinations, harrows, power harrows, rotors, cultivators and subsoilers, striptill implements, field 
sprayers, fertilizer spreaders, implements for fertilizer deposition as selfpropelled, drawn or carried machines for soil 
cultivation, seeding, planting, fertilizing or crop-protection as well as combinations, parts and/or accessories of the 
above-mentioned goods included in this class.

Cl.9;Electronic control, regulation and monitoring units, geolocation and storage devices, operating and display 
devices, mobile computers for agricultural purposes or as part and/or accessories for agricultural machinery and 
equipment, included in this class, except controllers in the field of heating, air conditioning, ventilation and/or drying.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; preparing technical analyses; setting up a 
database; technological information and consultancy also online, related to the distribution of liquid, granular or powdery 
material on agricultural fields as well as starting up, adjusting and servicing all the above-mentioned implements and 
machines a well as updating or upgrading the controls and the respective firmware.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 106 589 ;Germany 

3407849    22/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1312030]
SIMONA AG
Teichweg 16 55606 Kirn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water conduit apparatus and sanitary 
installations; water purifying installations; water conduit installations; water supply installations; water distribution 
installations; sea water desalination plants; sewage purification installations; distillation apparatus and distillation 
installations composed thereof; ovens; accumulators (included in this class); solar furnaces; solar accumulators; solar 
collectors and collectors made of tube registers (heating); heat pumps; heat accumulators; heat exchangers, not parts of 
machines; fittings (included in this class); flat-plate and tube collectors (heating); discharge valves, namely, level 
controlling valves for tanks; boiler tubes and fittings for heating installations and under floor heating; floor heating 
installations; showers and shower stalls; bathtubs and shower pans made of plastic; ventilating fans; boiler pipes (tubes) 
for heating installations; taps for pipes; coils as parts of distilling, heating and cooling installations; refrigerating 
containers; tubes, profiles, solid rods, shaped parts and plates made of plastic (parts of sanitary installations).

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vessels [boats and ships]; ships' hulls; structural parts 
for boats and ships; fitted covers for boats and marine vehicles.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; semi-finished products of plastic; sealing, packing and insulating 
materials; flexible tubes, not of metal; insulating materials; threads of plastic for soldering; pipe muffs, not of metal; pipe 
joints and junctions, not of metal, in particular of plastic; conduit couplings, rubber sheets; semi-finished products of 
plastic in the form of blocks, sheets, webs, films, rods, profiles, pipes and pipe moldings; rings of rubber for use as pipe 
connection seals; plates and rods of plastic as semi-finished products; plastic fibers, not for textile use; filtering materials 
[semi-processed foams or plastic]; molded plastic for general commercial purposes as semi-finished products.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; non-metallic rigid pipes for building, in particular made of plastic; asphalt, pitch 
and bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; pipes, profiles, solid rods, moldings and 
plates of plastic as building materials; foundry molds, not of metal; pipework of plastic; floor-heating pipes of plastic, 
composite and multilayered pipes of plastic; tiles of plastic; flooring tiles of plastic; profile strips of plastic for building; 
drainage pipes of plastic; branching pipes of plastic; penstock pipes of plastic; building boards of plastic; road marking 
sheets and strips of synthetic material; drainage pipes and drainage pipe systems of plastic composed thereof; pipes, 
moldings and shafts of plastic for soil drainage and venting; wall linings, not of metal, for building; cladding (non-metallic)
for facades; fences, not of metal; pressed and mechanically processed panels of plastic for bullet-arrester devices for 
shooting ranges; exhibition booths and stands.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; tanks, not of metal nor of masonry; water tanks of plastic; plastic transport 
containers; storage containers of plastic; packaging containers of plastic; heating-oil containers of plastic; tanks of 
plastic for liquids; screw caps and sealing caps of plastic; outlet pieces of plastic as parts of containers for draining; 
container closures of plastic; valves of plastic, other than parts of machines; pipe and cable clips and ties of plastic; pipe 
and cable clamps of plastic; water-pipe valves of plastic; plastic signboards; shelves for storage and table tops; transport 
pallets, not of metal; chopping blocks and saw horses of plastic; picture frame moldings; folding display screens for the 
display of goods for exhibition purposes; display racks for the display of goods for exhibition purposes; office furniture; 
outdoor furniture; furniture panels; furniture moldings; multipurpose stands for the display of goods for exhibition 
purposes; room dividers; sales stands; counters (tables).
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Priority claimed from 27/10/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 057 770 ;Germany 

3409430    27/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313256]
RETOMAX AG
Wuhrstr. 6 FL-9490 Vaduz LI

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, in particular special chemicals, in particular for metal treatment, in particular for 
degreasing, pickling, zinc coating, phosphating, derusting, descaling, preserving or coating, such as mordants, in 
particular phosphorus-containing mordants or phosphate-containing mordants.

Cl.7;Machines and installations composed therefrom for metal treatment, in particular for zinc coating, degreasing, 
pickling, phosphating, derusting, descaling, preserving or coating.

Cl.40;Treatment of parts, in particular zinc coating, stripping, degreasing, phosphating, derusting, descaling, 
preserving or coating of parts, in particular of metal parts.
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Priority claimed from 28/08/2015; Application No. : 014515357 ;European Union 

3412404    17/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314091]
Rovio Animation Ltd
Keilaranta 7 FI-02150 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Essential oils and aromatic extracts; toiletries; perfumery and fragrances; oral hygiene preparations; body cleaning 
and beauty care preparations; cleaning and fragrancing preparations.

Cl.9;Animated cartoons; audio recordings; audio visual recordings; digital music downloadable provided from a 
computer database or the internet; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable; 
instruction manuals in electronic format; cinematographic films; pre-recorded audio tapes; exposed film; digital music 
downloadable provided from mp3 internet web sites; holographic images; digital music downloadable provided from the 
internet; weekly publications downloaded in electronic form from the internet; recorded discs bearing images; 
downloadable graphics for mobile phones; downloadable publications; downloadable musical sound recordings; 
downloadable music files; musical video recordings; talking books; records [sound recordings]; audio recordings; 
recorded discs bearing sound; musical sound recordings; musical recordings in the form of discs; pre-recorded videos; 
tape recordings of music; printed publications in machine-readable form; printed publications in optically recorded form; 
printed publications in electronically readable format; animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films; podcasts; 
computer documentation in electronic form; electronic publications recorded on computer media; training manuals in the 
form of a computer program; sensitized films, exposed; photosensitive media [films, exposed]; cinematographic film, 
exposed; video recordings; recorded data files; games software; recorded content; multimedia content and recorded 
content; software; databases (electronic); computer games programmes downloaded via the internet [software]; 
downloadable electronic game programs; downloadable computer game programs; downloadable video game programs; 
software programs for video games; programmed video games contained on cartridges [software]; recorded computer 
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game programs; computer games; video game programs; computer programmes stored in digital form; computer 
software in the field of electronic publishing; personal computer application software for managing document control 
systems; computer software downloaded from the internet; interactive computer software; interactive multimedia 
computer programs; computer software that permits games to be played; application software; education software; 
computer software downloadable from global computer information networks; children's educational software; computer 
software concerned with children's education; data recorded electronically; audio cassettes; compact discs; dvds; 
electronic data carriers; pre-recorded compact discs; information technology and audiovisual equipment; computer 
operating systems.

Cl.14;Jewels; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; 
ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; statues and 
figurines, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; key rings [trinkets or 
fobs]; trinkets coated with precious metal; key fobs [rings] coated with precious metal.

Cl.16;Disposable paper products; decoration and art materials and media; pastes and other adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; printed matter; paper and cardboard; books; stationery and educational supplies; works of art and 
figurines of paper and cardboard, and architects' models; bags and articles for packaging, wrapping and storage of paper, 
cardboard or plastics; drawing materials; drawing paper; arts, crafts and modelling equipment.

Cl.18;Walking sticks; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; umbrellas and parasols.

Cl.21;Cosmetic and toilet utensils and bathroom articles; brushes and brush-making articles; statues, figurines, 
plaques and works of art, made of materials such as porcelain, terra-cotta or glass, included in the class; tableware, 
cookware and containers; glasses, drinking vessels and barware; services [dishes]; dishes [household utensils].

Cl.24;Fabrics; textile goods, and substitutes for textile goods; linens; textiles made of flannel; textile tissues; 
household textile articles; handkerchiefs; furnishing and upholstery fabrics; household textiles; textiles for furnishings.

Cl.25;Footwear; hats; clothing; sports shirts with short sleeves; menswear; casual shirts; casual trousers; leisurewear; 
layettes [clothing]; swimming trunks; sports clothing [other than golf gloves]; sportswear; tops [clothing]; coats and 
socks; tee-shirts; sweatpants; socks; shorts; slipovers; blousons; long jackets; long sleeve pullovers; printed t-shirts; 
shirts; loungewear; outerclothing for men; short-sleeve shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; trousers for 
children; children's wear; skirt suits; gloves [clothing]; collared shirts; running suits; hooded sweatshirts; hooded tops; 
slacks; skirts; denim jeans; sweat shirts; sweat suits; denim jackets; sun hats; peaked headwear; caps with visors; 
bonnets; children's headwear; bonnets [headwear]; sun visors [headwear]; sun visors; caps [headwear]; pumps 
[footwear]; football boots; footwear [excluding orthopedic footwear]; footwear for men; canvas shoes; espadrilles; 
basketball sneakers; gym boots; children's footwear; running shoes; training shoes; leather shoes; footwear for women; 
slip-on shoes; booties; slippers; shoes with hook and pile fastening tapes; sandals; infants' footwear; beach shoes; 
cycling shoes; leisure shoes; costumes for use in children's dress up play.

Cl.28;Fairground and playground apparatus; festive decorations for Christmas trees and artificial Christmas trees; toys,
games, playthings and novelties; sporting articles and equipment; video game apparatus; balloons; fabric toys; carnival 
caps; face masks being playthings; children's multiple activity toy; children's bicycles (other than for transport); board 
games; kites; toy hats; toy tableware; playing balls; toy sporting apparatus; toy vehicles with transforming parts; toys; 
toys simulating objects used by adults in day to day activity; teddy bears; dolls; battery operated toys; toy figurines; 
counters for games; scale model vehicles; miniature car models [toys or playthings]; inflatable toys; building games; 
sports games; children's playthings.

Cl.30;Processed grains, starches, and goods made thereof, baking preparations and yeasts; ice, ice creams, frozen 
yogurts and sorbets; coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor; baked goods, confectionery, chocolate and 
desserts; sugars, natural sweeteners, sweet coatings and fillings, bee products; salts, seasonings, flavourings and 
condiments; pastries, cakes, tarts and biscuits (cookies); chocolates; bakery goods; foodstuffs containing cocoa [as the 
main constituent]; confectionery in frozen form.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; preparations for making beverages; juices; flavoured carbonated beverages; energy 
drinks; coconut milk [beverages], milk of almonds [beverages], peanut milk [non-alcoholic beverages], rice-based 
beverages, other than milk substitutes, soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; other non-alcoholic drinks; 
cordials; orange squash.

Cl.41;Publishing and reporting; education, entertainment and sports; translation and interpretation; news reporters 
services; news programme services; publishing of stories; publication of printed matter; publication of the editorial 
content of sites accessible via a global computer network; publishing of electronic publications; providing electronic 
publications; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of texts; on-line publication of 
electronic books and journals (non-downloadable); providing online non-downloadable comic books and graphic novels; 
providing on-line non-downloadable general feature magazines; music publishing and music recording services; music 
publishing services; on-line publishing services; publication and editing of printed matter; publication of printed matter 
relating to education; publication of educational books; publication of educational teaching materials; publication of 
instructional literature; publication of printed matter and printed publications; publication of newspapers, periodicals, 
catalogs and brochures; publication of books; consultation services relating to the publication of books; publishing 
services for books and magazines; publication and editing of books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; 
electronic desktop publishing; publication of books relating to entertainment; electronic text publishing services; 
publication of electronic books and journals on-line; provision of electronic publications (not downloadable); publication 
of electronic magazines; live band performances; arranging of visual entertainment; arranging of visual and musical 
entertainment; organisation of recreational activities; provision of recreational events; providing recreational areas in the 
nature of play areas for children; information relating to entertainment provided online from a computer database or the 
internet; entertainment services in the nature of an amusement park show; entertainment; provision of entertainment 
services through the media of video-films; provision of entertainment services through the media of publications; 
amusement centers; production of shows; entertainment, education and instruction services; video entertainment 
services; exhibition of video films; provision of recreational activities; leisure services; sporting and cultural activities; 
computer and video game amusement services; providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer 
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enhancements for games; providing on-line information in the field of computer gaming entertainment; television 
entertainment; theme park services; theatre entertainment; theatre services; theater productions; adventure playground 
services; popular entertainment services; provision of games by means of a computer based system; providing online 
computer games; game services provided by means of communications by computer terminals or mobile telephone; 
provision of on-line entertainment; provision of on-line computer games; on-line gaming services; providing on-line 
computer games from a computer database; musical entertainment; musical entertainment services; performing of music 
and singing; live entertainment; children's adventure playground services; organisation of events for cultural, 
entertainment and sporting purposes; organization of balls; game services provided via the Internet (non-downloadable); 
electronic game services provided by means of the internet; electronic game services and competitions provided by 
means of the internet; amusement park services; entertainment services; amusement and theme park services; 
amusement park and theme park services; organising of shows for entertainment purposes; film distribution; 
cinematographic entertainment services; distribution of movies; rental of motion pictures; live entertainment services; 
cinema presentations; electronic games services provided from a computer database or by means of the internet; 
electronic games services, including provision of computer games on-line or by means of a global computer network; 
entertainment services in the form of television programmes; entertainment services in the form of motion pictures; 
entertainment services for producing live shows; entertainment services in the form of cinema performances; provision of
entertainment services through the media of audio tapes; provision of entertainment services through the media of 
television; providing entertainment services in the form of recorded music; provision of entertainment services through 
the media of cine-films; entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; electronic online publication of periodicals and 
books; arranging of games; organisation of games and competitions; adult training; electronic data processing training; 
education and instruction; sports and fitness; audio and video production, and photography; training in electronics; 
provision of education courses relating to electronics; english language education services; arranging of training 
courses; education services for imparting language teaching methods; provision of language schools and language 
courses; organisation of language courses; language tuition; provision of information relating to training; professional 
consultancy relating to education; educational advisory services; organising of educational games; advisory services 
relating to education; providing computer-delivered educational testing and assessments; provision of educational 
courses in the field of day-care; educational testing; provision of training and education; consultancy services relating to 
training; provision of education courses; providing of education; education; training and further training consultancy; 
organisation of training courses; provision of training courses; development of educational materials; dissemination of 
educational material; arranging teaching programmes; provision of training facilities; education services relating to the 
development of children's intellectual faculties; education services relating to computers; education services relating to 
computer systems; conducting courses, seminars and workshops; educational services provided for children; 
educational services provided for teachers of children; training in the operation of software systems; training in the 
development of software systems; training in the design of software systems; training of teachers; teacher training 
services; education in the field of data processing; education in the field of computing; school courses relating to study 
assistance; training in the use of data processing programs; provision of instruction relating to data processing; training 
services relating to computer-aided design; providing computer assisted courses of instruction; instruction in the use of 
computers;  instruction in the development of computers; services for the provision of training in the use of computers; 
provision of computer related training courses; provision of education courses relating to computers; organisation of 
computer related training courses; training services relating to computers; computer education training; training in the 
operation of computerised systems; training services relating to computer systems; computer training; computer training 
services; training in the development of computer programs; training in the operation of computer programs; training in 
the design of computer programs; provision of instruction relating to computer programming; training in computer 
programming; computer education training services; computerised training in career counselling; training relating to 
computer techniques; provision of courses of instruction in the management of information technology; training services 
relating to the use of information technology; educational services relating to information technology; sporting education 
services; sporting and recreational activities; sporting services; sports tuition, coaching and instruction; recreation and 
training services; services for the production of entertainment in the form of film; film production for entertainment 
purposes; production and distribution of movies; production of entertainment in the form of television programmes; 
production of entertainment in the form of sound recordings; animation production services; creating animated cartoons; 
production of animated programmes for use on television and cable; audio, film, video and television recording services.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; services for providing food and drink; providing temporary housing 
accommodations; temporary accommodation; restaurant services; cafeterias; ice cream parlour services; hotels, hostels 
and boarding houses, holiday and tourist accommodation; providing nurseries, day-care and elderly care facilities; 
accommodation bureau services.
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Priority claimed from 03/03/2016; Application No. : 015177322 ;European Union 

3417668    30/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315409]
Volvo Bus Corporation
SE-405 08 Göteborg Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Battery charging equipment and installations.

Cl.37;Battery charging services for vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 16/12/2014; Application No. : MI2014C 011555 ;Italy 

3420303    12/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1253584]
ISAIA & ISAIA SPA
Via Luca Giordano, 15 I-80127 NAPOLI (NA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics in general, including: perfumes, perfumes in solid form; deodorants for personal use; soaps, liquid 
soaps; cakes of toilet soap; bath foams; dentifrices; shampoo; essential oils; hair lotions; preparations for permanent hair
waves and for setting hair; gels; hair dyes; facial creams; mascara; eyeliners; eye shadows; make-up pencils; face 
powder; lipsticks; make-up foundations; body creams; nail polish; nail hardeners; sun-tanning oils and creams; bleaching
products; fabric softeners; soaps; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, 
degreasing, scouring and abrasive preparations; detergents other than for medical use and those used in manufacturing 
processes.

Cl.9;Protective and safety helmets; protective helmets for motorcycles, cyclists and drivers; protective helmets for 
sports in general; parts of protective helmets; protective masks for workers or for protection against accidents, and parts 
of protective helmets, cases, overalls, shoes, half-boots, gloves, suits and spectacles; accident prevention articles; 
spectacles, lenses for spectacles, frames for spectacles, eyepieces, spectacles, particularly eyeglasses, sunglasses, 
chains for spectacles; spring; cords for spectacles, spectacles for sports, anti-dazzle spectacles; spectacle cases, 
scientific, nautical, surveying, electrical, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, 
monitoring, inspection, rescue, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; binoculars; monocles.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; gold; 
silver; platinum; precious metals and their alloys; objects made of precious metals and alloys thereof; diamonds; jewelry 
articles; precious stones; jewelry articles; jewels; cuff links and tie clips; wristwatches; clocks in general; watch straps; 
chronometric instruments; plated jewelry articles of precious metals; jewelry articles.

Cl.18;Bags; handbags; suitcases; backpacks; wallets; coin purses; satchels; document satchels of leather and 
imitation leather; clutch bags; trunks [luggage]; skins and articles made of skins; leather and articles made of leather; 
goods made of imitation leather; parasols; beach umbrellas; umbrellas; walking sticks; whips and other saddlery articles.

Cl.25;Clothing for men, women and children in general, including: dresses made from skins; shirts; blouses; skirts; 
tailleurs; jackets; trousers; shorts; undershirts; knitwear; pajamas; socks; knitted underclothing; corsets; garter belts; 
briefs; brassieres; slips; hats; scarves; neckties; raincoats; overcoats; coats; bathing suits; tracksuits for sports; 
anoraks; ski pants; belts; furs; sashes for wear; gloves; dressing gowns, footwear in general, including: slippers; 
footwear; footwear for sports; boots and sandals.
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Priority claimed from 28/01/2016; Application No. : 528417 ;Czech Republic 

3420305    02/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314445]
CERVA GROUP a.s.
Prumyslova 483 CZ-252 61 Jenec Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protection devices for personal use against accidents, protective gloves for industrial use, gloves dipped in PVC 
against acids and alkalis, gloves dipped in PVC with nitril, natural latex gloves dipped in nitril, asbestos gloves, dielectric 
gloves, gloves from highly resistant stainless steel rings, two-layer and three-layer gloves for protection against contact 
with high temperatures, gloves with a combination of pig split leather, cow split leather, goat skin, fine cowhide, cotton 
fabric, and other materials; protective goggles for industrial purposes, welding goggles, anti-glare goggles, protective 
goggles for use over dioptric glasses, all accessories for all protective goggles, glasses with UV filter, sunglasses; 
helmets, shields and masks to protect head and face, protective respirators; protective clothing for industrial use, against 
accident, against cold, against non-toxic chemicals, asbestos clothing, fireproof clothing, high-visibility clothing, clothing 
with retroreflective elements; reflecting discs for wear (for the prevention of traffic accidents); shoes for protection 
against injuries, accidents, irradiation and fire; protective equipment for work at height, safety and rescue harnesses, fall 
protection equipment; knee-pads for workers, knee protectors; headphones and accessories; electric and electronic 
components and units included in this class; road signs, luminous or mechanical; nets for protection against accidents; 
sound recording apparatus, sound transmission apparatus, sound reproduction apparatus, personal stereos, portable 
media players, radios, hearing protectors with integrated stereo receiver, hearing protectors with integrated input for MP3 
player, hearing protectors with integrated input for mobile/cell phone, hearing protectors with electronic regulation of 
noise and speech levels, hearing protectors with access to communication systems, electronic communication devices, 
parts and accessories for hearing protectors in this class.

Cl.10;Hearing protectors and accessories; earplugs.

Cl.21;Gloves for household use, for  polishing, gardening, cleaning, clearing; boxes for dispensing paper towels,  soap 
dispensers, clearing and cleaning supplies, rags for clearing and cleaning, cleaning clothes, brooms, brushes and 
dustpans.

Cl.25;Work wear; ear protection against cold, ear muffs; headgear; textile gloves, leather gloves, combined gloves; 
clothing, protective clothing against dirt, rain, water, thermally insulated and non-thermally insulated, jackets, trousers, 
vests, overalls, coats of leather, of leather imitation, high visibility clothing, clothing with retro-reflective elements; 
footwear; work footwear of leather, of rubber, waterproof, thermally insulated and non-thermally insulated, with steel 
reinforcement; clothing for sports, footwear for sports, headgear for sports [other than helmets], headbands, sun visors, 
gloves, socks, shawls, bandanas, collar protectors for sports.
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3420657    20/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314692]
ZHEJIANG LE MERIDIEN HOME CO., LTD.
2/F, Office Building No. 6, Haili Avenue, Qujiang District, Quzhou 324022 Zhejiang China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Lamps; cooking utensils, electric; refrigerating apparatus and machines; air conditioning installations; heating 
apparatus; water conduits installations; sanitary apparatus and installations; water purifying apparatus and machines; 
radiators, electric; lighters.

Cl.16;Paper; towels of paper; printed matter; bookbinding material; office requisites, except furniture; school supplies 
[stationery]; drawing materials; teaching materials [except apparatus];  modelling materials; rosaries.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; glassware (painted -); statuettes of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; toilet utensils; 
combs; brush goods; toothbrushes; cosmetic utensils; isothermic bags; cleaning instruments, hand-operated.

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes [clothing]; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; girdles; sleep masks.

Cl.27;Rugs; mats; bath mats; non-slip mats; floor coverings; automobile carpets; wallpaper; hangings (wall -), not of 
textile.
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3420709    19/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295452]
THE WIGGLES PTY LIMITED
U2 18 Lexington Dr, Norwest Business Park BAULKHAM HILLS NSW 2153 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Toy cameras (capable of taking a photograph); toy walkie-talkies (functioning); digital music (downloadable) from 
the internet; digital music (downloadable) provided from mp3 web sites on the internet; downloadable music files; music 
recordings; musical recordings in the form of discs; musical recordings in the form of tapes; pre-recorded music videos; 
acoustic instruments; counting apparatus for teaching arithmetic to children; baby monitors; acoustic recording discs; 
films bearing video recordings; films for sound recordings; image recording discs; image recording media pre-recorded 
with information; recordings of television films; recordings of television programmes; recordings on discs; sound 
recordings; sound recordings in the form of discs (disks); sound tracks (recordings); video recording discs; video 
recording tapes; video recordings; video recordings incorporating sound track; bows adapted for spectacle frames; 
cases adapted for spectacles; containers for spectacles; frames for spectacles; spectacles (glasses); animated cartoons; 
animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films; cartoon sequences recorded on disc; cartoon sequences 
recorded on film; cartoon sequences recorded on tape; animated cinematographic films prepared for exhibitions; 
animated films; audio compact discs; audio digital discs; audio discs; audio recordings; audiovisual teaching apparatus; 
compact discs (audio-video); digital audio disc players; digital audio players; digital audio tapes; pre-recorded audio 
discs; pre-recorded audio tapes; computer discs; computer game programs; computer game software; computer games 
entertainment software; computer games programs; computer games programs downloaded via the internet (software); 
computer games programs recorded on tapes (software); computer programmes (programs) and recorded software 
distributed online; computer programmes (programs), recorded; computer programs for playing games; computer 
programs relating to food; acoustic records; compact discs containing recorded sound; compact discs containing 
recorded video; computer software (programs); downloadable image files; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; 
downloadable software applications (apps); downloadable webcasts; education software; interactive education software; 
films for the projection of images; frames for eyeglasses; music reproducing instruments (other than musical 
instruments); pre-recorded dvds; pre-recorded compact interactive discs; pre-recorded computer programmes; pre-
recorded films.

Cl.41;Arranging of musical entertainment; live music services; music concert services; music festival services; music 
library services; music performance services; musical education services; musical entertainment services; musical 
performances; organisation and conducting of dance, music and other entertainment festivals; organisation of musical 
events; production of music; production of music shows; production of musical recordings, other than advertising; 
providing digital music (not downloadable) from the internet; recording of music; children's adventure playground 
services; children's entertainment services; provision of children's' educational services through play groups; 
distribution (other than transportation) of audio recordings; distribution (other than transportation) of sound recordings; 
production of audio and/or video recordings, other than advertising; rental of video recordings; sound recording services;
ballet shows; organising of dancing competitions; production of animated cartoons; production of animated films and 
cartoons; production of audio recordings, other than advertising; production of audio/visual presentations; dance 
choreography.
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3420746    27/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314705]
INVENTRONICS (HANGZHOU), INC.
3rd Floor & East Part of 1st Floor, Block 1, Building 1, 2nd Floor & West Part of 3rd Floor, Block 2, Building 1, No. 1180 Binan Rd., 
Binjiang District, Hangzhou 310052 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Power adapters; LED driver; voltage regulators; electric apparatus for commutation; converters, electric; stabilized 
voltage power supply; voltage surge protectors; distribution consoles [electricity]; variometers; control panels 
[electricity].

Cl.11;Light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; light bulbs; lamps; light diffusers; lighting apparatus and 
installations; ceiling lights; luminous tubes for lighting; searchlights; street lamps; lights for vehicles.

Cl.37;Office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; machinery installation, maintenance and 
repair; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; film projector repair and maintenance; restoration of works of art; 
furniture restoration; photographic apparatus repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; electric appliance installation 
and repair; upholstery repair.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of energy-saving; technical research; technical project studies; engineering; research 
and development of new products for others; research in the field of environmental protection; styling [industrial design]; 
design of interior decor; computer programming; computer software design.
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3421729    20/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316530]
Urban Mining Company
8201 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 150 Austin TX 78744 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI, IP ATTORNEYS
2106 EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS 2, FIRST FLOOR, B-36, SECTOR-132, EXPRESSWAY, NOIDA 201301, UTTAR PRADESH, 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Permanent magnets and magnets for industrial uses.

Cl.42;Research and development relating to production of sintered magnets; research and development relating to 
recycling of waste magnets; scientific research in the field of development processes for the production of recycled rare 
earth magnets.
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3422866    23/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1315858]
Red Bull GmbH
Trademark Department Am Brunnen 1 A-5330 Fuschl am See AT

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; refractory construction materials of metal; buildings of 
metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of 
metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; decorative objects and works of art of common metal; goods of metal 
(included in this class), including anchors, anvils, taps for casks, bottle caps, containers (tanks), cash boxes, signboards, 
including registration plates for vehicles, panels, including signaling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, transport
containers; ores; metal name badges, badges of metal for vehicles.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; walkie-talkies; portable telephones, photocopying apparatus and machines; data carriers, including 
video tapes, CD-ROMs, DVDs and other magnetic and/or optical data carriers, electronic memory storage devices; 
personal stereos; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; automatic cash dispensing machines, ticket dispensers, 
automatic photographic booths; cash registers, calculating machines; data processing equipment and computers; 
machine readable data carriers with programs installed; electronic publications (downloadable); computer programs and 
software; computer games programs; mouse pads; navigation apparatus for vehicles; protective clothing, including 
protective spectacles, protective masks, protective helmets, in particular for sports purposes; protective shields, namely, 
ear, body and face protective shields; spectacles, spectacle frames, spectacle cases and holders, sunglasses, goggles for 
sports; headphones; breathing apparatus for divers; special purpose containers (cases, sheaths, housings) suitable for 
apparatus and instruments included in this class; light, marker, life-saving and signaling buoys; wind socks; electric 
batteries and accumulators; magnets, luminous signs, luminous advertising signs; signaling panels, luminous or 
mechanical; fire-extinguishing apparatus; bracelets (encoded identification -), magnetic.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; surgical implants, including artificial limbs, 
eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials; condoms; non-chemical contraceptives; vibrators; vibromassage 
apparatus; pacifiers for babies.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; goods in precious metals and their alloys (included in this class), including craft 
objects, decorative objects; keyrings; badges of precious metal; jewelry including rings of precious metals, precious 
stones, including costume jewelry, cufflinks and tie pins; horological and chronometrical instruments; wrist watches and 
watch straps; clock cases; cases for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials (included in this class), including paper towels, table 
napkins of paper, filter paper, handkerchiefs of paper, toilet paper, packaging of paper or cardboard; packaging 
containers and bags of paper, plastics, cardboard, reclaimed cellulose and starches; printed matter including leaflets, 
brochures and folders; bookbinding material; photographs; posters; transparencies, flags (of paper), signboards of paper 
or cardboard; clipboards; stationery; transfers, stickers; labels, including iron-on labels not of textile; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials, including drawing, painting and modeling materials; paint brushes; 
typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
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materials for packaging (included in this class); printers' type; printing blocks; writing slates and blackboards; writing and
drawing implements; self-adhesive plastic films for decorative purposes; money clips.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather and goods made from these materials (included in this class), including bags 
and boxes and cases of leather or leather board; leather bags for packaging; bags for climbers and campers; bags for 
sports and beach; small goods of leather, including purses, pocket wallets, key wallets; hand bags, briefcases, shopping 
bags, school satchels; backpacks, rucksacks; shoulder straps; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; travelling 
sets (leatherware); umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; garment bags.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; furniture and tables made of plastic or metal; indoor window blinds; goods 
(included in this class) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, 
meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials or of plastics; works of art and decorative objects of wood, wax, 
plaster or plastic; nameplates, not of metal; coat hangers; stoppers for bottles, not of glass, metal or rubber; keyboards 
for hanging keys; pegs of plastic; display boards and signboards of wood or plastic; flagpoles; packaging containers of 
plastic; containers, not of metal, for liquid fuel.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; drinking vessels and drinking glasses; bottles and drinking flasks; 
ice buckets, non-electric portable ice chests for food and beverages, coolers, ice cube molds; combs and sponges; 
brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-
worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware (included in this class); decorative 
objects and works of art of glass, porcelain and earthenware; signboards of porcelain or glass; cosmetic utensils; 
cooking pot sets and pails of sheet metal, aluminum, plastic or other materials.

Cl.24;Textiles; textile goods (included in this class), including fabric, textile fabric of imitation animal skins, non-woven 
textile fabrics, curtains, household linen, table and bed linen; bed linen of paper; shower curtains of textile or plastic; 
textile banners, flags (not of paper); labels, including iron-on labels, of textile, textile stickers, sew-on labels; wall 
hangings of textile.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; pin badges and button hole 
badges; belt clasps; trouser clips for cyclists; top-knots [pompoms]; haberdashery; competitors' numbers; artificial 
flowers.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2015; Application No. : UK00003129573 ;United Kingdom 

3422901    30/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316386]
Macmillan Publishers Limited
The Campus, 4 Crinan Street London, N1 9XW GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, data processing equipment, computers; computer 
software; downloadable electronic content for media players; audiovisual teaching apparatus; bags adapted for laptops; 
CDs; CD-ROMs; compact disc players; computer game software; software for playing games on mobile phones, tablets or 
portable computers; computer software, recorded; computer programs, recorded; computer programs [downloadable 
software]; software for mobile phones, tablets and portable computers; downloadable software for mobile devices; 
computer keyboards; computer peripheral devices; computer memory devices; computers; data processing apparatus; 
disk drives for computers; disks, magnetic; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable text files; 
downloadable video files; downloadable exam papers; downloadable quizzes; downloadable assessment criteria; 
downloadable educational materials; downloadable periodical publications; downloadable journals; downloadable 
dictionaries; downloadable reference books; downloadable lecture notes; downloadable educational worksheets; 
downloadable slide presentations; downloadable flashcards; downloadable vocabulary lists; DVDs; electronic 
publications, downloadable; electronic pocket translators; floppy disks; interfaces for computers; laptop computers; 
magnetic data media; magnetic tapes; magnetic disks; monitors [computer hardware]; mouse pads; notebook computers; 
tablet computers; portable computers; optical discs; optical data media; pocket calculators; portable telephones; mobile 
telephones; smartphones; handheld electronic devices for teaching and learning; portable electronic devices for teaching 
and learning; handheld electronic devices for examination and assessment; portable electronic devices for examination 
and assessment; handheld electronic devices for entertainment and reading; portable electronic devices for 
entertainment and reading; portable media players; printers for use with computers; central processing units; projection 
screens; projection apparatus; sleeves for laptops; sleeves for tablet computers; sleeves for portable computers; cases 
for mobile phones, tablets or portable computers; sound transmitting apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound 
reproduction apparatus; teaching apparatus; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; USB flash drives; video 
cassettes; videotapes; downloadable non-printed (electronic) publications; printed publications in electronically readable 
form; printed publications in optically recorded form; databases; podcasts; talking books; training manuals in the form of 
a computer program; educational software; application software; computer programmes for interactive games or quizzes; 
computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; computer software in the field of electronic 
publishing; electronic whiteboards; satellite telephones; solar powered telephones; video communications apparatus; 
wireless telephony apparatus; digital tablets; computer apparatus; graphics tablets; handheld computers; mobile 
computers; on-board computers; pocket computers for note-taking; stands for computer equipment; wearable 
computers; computer software for the provision of training, education, examination and assessment; computer software 
for the provision of training, education, examination and assessment for operation over computer networks; computer 
software for the provision of training, education, examination and assessment for operation by remote computer access; 
magnetic, optical and other disks, magnetic tape and other media for electronically recording data or software carrying 
computer data or computer software for the provision of training, education, examination and assessment; downloadable 
publications; downloadable educational materials including exam papers, course materials and lecture notes; 
downloadable computer software; reading glasses; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; 
printing blocks; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; 
adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; albums/scrapbooks; almanacs; announcement cards 
[stationery]; arithmetical tables; atlases; binding strips [bookbinding]; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching 
materials]; blackboards; blotters; bookbindings; bookends; booklets; bookmarkers; books; calendars; cards; charts; 
catalogues; charcoal pencils; clipboards; clips for offices; staples for offices; bookbinding cloth; comic books; 
compasses for drawing; composing frames [printing]; copying paper [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; correcting fluids
[office requisites]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; diagrams; document laminators for office use; document files 
[stationery]; document holders [stationery]; drawing materials; drawing pads; drawing pens; drawing sets; drawing pins; 
elastic bands for offices; envelopes [stationery]; files [office requisites]; flyers; folders for papers; folders [stationery]; 
printed forms; fountain pens; geographical maps; handwriting specimens for copying; histological sections for teaching 
purposes; index cards [stationery]; indexes; ledgers [books]; magazines [periodicals]; manuals; handbooks; marking 
pens; newsletters; newspapers; note books; numbers [type]; pads [stationery]; pamphlets; paper; paper sheets 
[stationery]; paper-clips; paperweights; pencil leads; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; pencils; pens [office 
requisites]; periodicals; pictures; postcards; posters; printed publications; printing type; prospectuses; rubber erasers; 
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school supplies [stationery]; song books; stickers; teaching materials [except apparatus]; terrestrial globes; writing 
instruments; writing pads; writing cases [sets]; writing materials; writing cases [stationery]; writing or drawing books; 
writing paper; exercise books; bibles; printed awards; printed certificates; reference books; dictionaries; directories; 
reports; magazines; journals; periodicals; exam papers; lecture notes; worksheets; quizzes; printed puzzles; flashcards; 
vocabulary lists; paper, books, booklets, documents, forms, brochures, cards, instructional and teaching materials in 
Class 16 all relating to the training, testing, examination and assessment of candidates for educational achievement, and 
to the provision of training, testing, examination and assessment services, including computer assisted, computer 
mediated services and on-line services and to the provision of distance learning programmes; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; online electronic publishing of 
books and periodicals; computer based educational services; academies [education]; arranging and conducting of 
colloquiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; boarding 
schools; schools; club services [entertainment or education]; coaching [training]; correspondence courses; distance 
learning courses; education information; educational examination; electronic desktop publishing; game services 
provided on-line from a computer network; holiday camp services [entertainment]; holiday camp services [education]; 
publishing consultancy services; advisory services relating to publishing; publishing services; electronic publishing 
services; providing electronic publications; publication of printed matter and printed publications; language interpreter 
services; lending libraries; mobile library services; providing museum facilities; nursery schools; organisation of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; physical 
education; practical training; production of radio and television programmes; providing online electronic publications, not
downloadable; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books; publication of reference books; 
publication of directories; publication of manuals; publication of reports; publication of magazines; publication of 
journals; publication of periodicals; publication of dictionaries; publication of exam papers; publication of lecture notes; 
publication of worksheets; publication of quizzes; publication of puzzles; publication of examination marking criteria; 
publication of pamphlets; publication of booklets; publication of flashcards; publication of vocabulary lists; publication of 
educational material; publication of electronic books online; publication of electronic journals online; publication of 
electronic reference books online; publication of directories online; publication of manuals online; publication of reports 
online; publication of magazines online; publication of periodicals online; publication of dictionaries online; publication of
exam papers online; publication of lecture notes online; publication of educational worksheets online; publication of 
quizzes online; publication of puzzles online; publication of examination marking criteria online; publication of pamphlets 
online; publication of booklets online; publication of flashcards online; publication of vocabulary lists online; publication 
of educational material online; publishing; school services (education); sport camp services; teaching services; 
educational services; instruction services; tuition; translation; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; 
vocational retraining; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; academic examination services; adult education 
services; analysing educational test scores and data for others; arrangement of training courses; arranging of festivals 
for educational purposes; publication of bibliographic information; business educational services; business training; 
computer assisted education services; computer assisted examination services; design of educational courses, 
examinations and qualifications; development of educational material; educational assessment services; educational 
examination services; educational research; provision of educational examination facilities; setting of educational 
standards; university education services; university services; provision of training, teaching, examination and 
assessment services including such services being provided via computer assisted and computer mediated means and 
via on-line means; provision of distance learning programmes;  information, advisory and consultancy services relating 
to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; hosting of websites; hosting of digital content on 
the internet; hosting of digital content, namely on-line journals and blogs; design, creation, hosting and maintenance of 
internet sites for third parties; application service provider [ASP], namely, hosting computer software applications of 
others; hosting the web sites of others on a computer server for a global computer network; creation and maintenance of 
web sites for others and hosting the web sites of others; design and development of software for processing and 
distribution of multimedia contents; design and development of software for compression and decompression of 
multimedia contents; design and development of software for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; 
providing electronic verification of online orders of digital content and generating electronic permission codes which then 
allow users to access said digital content; development of software and hardware for data and multimedia content 
conversion from and to different protocols; design of software and hardware for data and multimedia content conversion 
from and to different protocols; computerised analysis of technical data; technical data analysis services; design services 
relating to books and periodicals; computer programming in the fields of multi-media and electronic publishing; hosting 
platforms on the Internet for educational purposes; hosting web portals for educational purposes; information, advisory 
and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
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3424384    15/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315987]
ISDERA IngenieurgesellschaIl für Styling, Design und Racing mbH
Hildesheimerstr. 20 31137 Hildesheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motor cars and parts thereof.

Cl.37;Tuning, repair and maintenance of motor vehicles and parts and accessories therefor.

Cl.42;Technical development and design in the field of motor vehicles, parts therefor, and vehicle accessories; styling.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2016; Application No. : 1775698 ;Australia 

3425514    06/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316509]
QUAYEYEWARE PTY LTD
25-27 Lothian Street NORTH MELBOURNE VIC 3051 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses; eyeglasses; spectacles; goggles; frames for sunglasses, eyeglasses, spectacles and goggles; parts 
and accessories for sunglasses, eyeglasses, spectacles and goggles, namely lenses, ear stems and other replacement 
parts, cases, straps and chains.

Cl.35;Retailing and wholesaling of goods, including online.
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Priority claimed from 19/08/2015; Application No. : 201510278 ;Norway 

3425540    17/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315618]
Opera Software AS
Gjerdrums vei 19 N-0484 Oslo Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer operating systems; mobile operating systems; television and set-top boxes operating systems; 
computer software for global computer networks, website browsers, and mobile phones; computer software for use in 
disseminating and distributing advertisements, promotions and media content of others and displaying them on 
computers, mobile telephones, personal digital assistants, smart TVs, set-top boxes and game and entertainment 
consoles; computer software for use by others in placing, monitoring and managing advertisements; computer software 
for posting, transmitting, retrieving, receiving, organizing, searching, managing, targeting and optimizing text, audio, and 
visual data and content via global communications networks; computer software for tracking and analyzing interactions 
between users of mobile telephones and personal digital assistants and advertisements displayed on mobile telephones 
and personal digital assistants; computer software for developing, collecting, organizing, analyzing, optimizing, targeting, 
distributing, transmitting, receiving, managing and reporting data concerning online transactions; downloadable 
computer software for data management and compression of text, audio, and visual data and content; computer software 
for gaming; downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and wireless devices; downloadable 
computer game software for use on mobile devices in the nature of handheld computers and mobile phones; computer e-
commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; 
downloadable software for browsing and purchasing consumer goods; downloadable computer application software for 
mobile phones and mobile digital devices, namely, software for banking; computer software, namely, electronic financial 
platform that accommodates multiple types of payment and debt transactions in an integrated mobile phone, personal 
digital assistant, and web based environment; downloadable computer application software in the nature of an application
that provides users with content, information, and images in the fields of news and current events; computer software, 
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namely, software for use in social networking.

Cl.35;Online advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising agency services, namely, promoting the 
goods and services of others via the Internet and other global communications networks; advertising agency services, 
namely, distributing advertisements, promotions and promotional media content for others; advertising services, namely, 
 the compilation of advertising for use on websites; providing advertising, marketing and promotional services, namely, 
developing, maintaining, managing, optimizing, targeting, administering and distributing online advertising campaigns for 
others via the internet, mobile websites and global communications networks; online advertising of the goods and 
services of others, namely, providing advertising space on websites, personal digital assistants, mobile devices, smart 
TVs, set-top boxes and game and entertainment consoles; Internet and mobile commerce services, namely, providing 
information about products via global communication networks for advertising and sales purposes; business consulting 
services in the field of advertising and media placement; advertising, marketing and promotional services, namely, 
developing, collecting, organizing, searching, managing, optimizing, targeting, distributing, receiving, reporting and 
analyzing advertising, marketing and promotional data and content for others; marketing and advertising research and 
analytics in the fields of consumer preferences and behavior; marketing and advertising research and analytics for the 
understanding and predicting of consumers, businesses, and market trends and behavior in connection with the usage of 
handheld computers and mobile phones; sales promotion for others; statistical analysis and reporting services for 
business purposes; advertising, marketing and promotional services for the purpose of facilitating partnerships between 
affiliates and merchants in connection with marketing campaigns and e-commerce transactions for business purposes; 
advertising services, namely, development, recording, production and post-production of audiovisual and interactive 
advertising for others; design of digital advertising for others; online retail store services via global computer network 
featuring consumer goods of others, namely, online games, apps, videos, electronic publications and music; online retail 
store services featuring consumer goods of others, namely, movies, TV shows, sporting events, musical works and 
sound and audiovisual works via the Internet and other computer, electronic and communications networks; online retail 
store services featuring consumer goods of others, namely, books, magazines, journals, newsletters, journals and other 
publications on a wide range of topics of general interest, provided via the Internet and other computer, electronic and 
communications networks; online retail store services featuring consumer goods of others, namely, foods, clothing, 
shoes and accessories, cosmetics, travel goods, tools, umbrellas, furnishings, house wares, including kitchen wares and 
house ware products for house and garden, bed products, baby products, tools and hardware, ornamental items, 
including jewelry and gems, games, toys, tents and sports goods, articles for hunting, fishing, pharmaceutical products, 
appliances, computer software, video games, consumer electronics; online retail store services featuring consumer 
goods of others, namely, online games, apps, videos, electronic publications and music; online retail store services 
featuring consumer goods of others, namely, movies, TV shows, sporting events, musical works and sound and 
audiovisual works via the Internet and other computer, electronic and communications networks; online retail store 
services featuring consumer goods of others, namely, books, magazines, journals, newsletters, journals and other 
publications on a wide range of topics of general interest, provided via the Internet and other computer, electronic and 
communications networks; online retail store services featuring consumer goods of others, namely, foods, clothing, 
shoes and accessories, cosmetics, travel goods, tools, umbrellas, furnishings, house wares, including kitchen wares and 
house ware products for house and garden, bed products, baby products, tools and hardware, ornamental items, 
including jewelry and gems, games, toys, tents and sports goods, articles for hunting, fishing, pharmaceutical products, 
appliances, computer software, video games, consumer electronics.

Cl.38;Broadcasting services; broadcasting services, namely, transmission of media advertising communications via 
global communications networks; broadcasting services over global communications networks, namely, uploading, 
posting, displaying, and transmitting audio, video, text and data; communications services by mobile telephone; 
consultancy services for mobile telephony; computer-aided transmission of messages, images, and means of payment 
and electronic mail; communications services, namely, uploading, posting, receiving and transmitting of audio, video, 
text, visual images and data via global communications networks; text messaging services; providing email, short 
messaging service (SMS), and instant messaging services; providing on-line facilities in the nature of online forums and 
chatrooms for real-time interaction with other computer users concerning topics related to games and gaming; providing 
multiple-user access to communication networks for real-time interaction with other computer users for playing games; 
streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via a global computer network; providing virtual private network (VPN) 
services; delivery of digital music by electronic transmission to handheld computers and mobile phones; providing 
access to computer databases in the fields of social networking; providing online chat rooms and electronic bulletin 
boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; providing access to Internet platforms 
and online computer portals featuring on-line and mobile computer games.

Cl.42;Computer programming; maintenance and technical support of software; rental of software; computer software 
consultancy; consultancy services relating to software for mobile phones; design and development of computer 
programs, systems, websites, browsers and networks for others; electronic data storage services in the nature of 
providing online repositories for text, pictures and files storage; application service provider services and providing 
temporary use of on- line non-downloadable software for disseminating and distributing advertisements, promotions and 
media content of others and displaying them on mobile telephones, personal digital assistants, computers, smart TVs, 
set-top boxes, game and entertainment consoles; application service provider services and providing temporary use of 
on-line non-downloadable software for posting, transmitting, retrieving, receiving, organizing, searching, managing, 
targeting and optimizing text, audio, and visual data and content via global communications networks; application service 
provider services and providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for tracking and analyzing 
interactions between users of mobile telephones and personal digital assistants and advertisements displayed on mobile 
telephones and personal digital assistants; application service provider and providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable software for developing, collecting, organizing, analyzing, optimizing, targeting, distributing, transmitting, 
receiving, managing and reporting data concerning online business-to-consumer and business-to-business commercial 
transactions; application service provider and providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for data 
management and compression of text, audio, and visual data and content; computer services, namely, creating and 
hosting web site enabling its users to create virtual communities for registered users to organize groups and events, 
participate in discussions, and engage in social, business, gaming and community networking; designing, creating, 
hosting, and maintaining websites and mobile applications for others; design and development of online computer 
software systems; computer programming for others in the field of digital advertising; graphic design and multimedia 
graphic design services used in the design of multimedia advertisements for others; and providing graphic and 
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multimedia design services for the purpose of promoting the goods and services of others; application service provider 
(asp) featuring software for use in mobile transaction processing; designing, creating, maintaining, and hosting e-
commerce, game and app stores websites for others; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for 
aggregating and integrating news, information, images videos and content from social networks, publicly available 
sources and personal websites and communications.
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Priority claimed from 26/02/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 005 849 ;Germany 

3425679    26/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315616]
Carl Zeiss Vision GmbH
Turnstrasse 27 73430 Aalen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments.

Cl.10;Ophthalmological apparatus and instruments; electronic apparatus for testing and examining the eyes.
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3425700    27/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316469]
Country Outfitters Australia Pty Ltd
Rialto Towers, Level 29, 525 Collins Street MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
D-214, Floral Deck Plaza,Central MIDC Road,Andheri East,Mumbai – 400093.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Swags, tents, awnings, tarpaulins and sails; including all the aforementioned made of canvas.

Cl.25;Oilskin & canvas coats, outdoor clothing, rainwear/fashion clothing.
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2016; Application No. : 015466014 ;European Union 

3426128    25/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315357]
TAKRAF GmbH
Torgauer Str. 336 04347 Leipzig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Open cast mining machines and apparatus; bucket wheel excavators; bucket chain excavators; surface mining 
machinery; mobile transfer conveyors; belt conveyors, chain conveyors and tube conveyors; slope conveyor bridges; 
spreaders/cross-pit spreaders; mobile conveyor bridges; mobile and semi-mobile crushing stations; roll crusher; apron 
feeders; transport crawlers; heap-leaching machines; roller mills; sizer [machines]; bulk materials handling systems; 
stackers; reclaimers; combined stacker/reclaimers; scraper reclaimers; ship loaders; continuous ship unloaders; grab-
type ship unloaders; wagon tipplers; truck and wagon loading systems; cranes; minerals processing equipment; high 
pressure grinding rolls (HPGR).

Cl.37;Assembly, installation, inspection, maintenance, repair, reconstruction, conversion and modernisation of 
machines, machine parts, equipment and installations fitted therewith, for conveying and processing mineral, metallic and
organic raw materials, bulk goods and unit goods.

Cl.42;Construction drafting, architectural consultancy, engineering, research in the field of technology, mechanical 
research, geological research, technical consultancy, technical project studies, all relating to machine parts, machines, 
equipment and installations fitted therewith, for conveying and processing raw materials and bulk goods.
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3426564    20/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315712]
Skyline Communications NV
Ambachtenstraat 33 B-8870 Izegem

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for managing networks in the satellite industry and the broadcasting sector; bidirectional data 
communication software; software for operation support systems; software to store, retrieve, display, manipulate, 
transmit, print, reproduce, encode and compress video and data; sharing software, for  updating, (re) sharing and 
obtaining access to public files over a computer network; hardware and software for optimizing accessibility, supply, 
reserve storage, security, recovery and display of data; hardware and software for managing, monitoring and securing 
networks, computer disk drives, electronic data storage systems, databases and other storage media via computer; all the
aforesaid goods exclusively relating to (mobile) telecommunications, internet, television and satellite services.

Cl.38;Data communication services; telecommunications; electronic data transfer; electronic exchange of data stored 
in databases and available via telecommunications media.

Cl.42;Development of software for managing networks in the satellite industry and broadcasting, two-way data 
communication software, operation support systems, software to store, retrieve, display, manipulate, transmit, print, 
reproduce, encode and compress video and data, sharing software, update, (re) sharing and accessing procurement to 
public files over a computer network, software to optimize accessibility, delivery, backup storage, protection, restoration 
and display of data, hardware and software to manage, monitor and protect computer networks, computer disk drives, 
electronic systems for data storage, databases and other storage media via computer; technical support in the field of 
computers, software and hardware, storage networks for computers, storage media for computers, storing, managing, 
copy, protect, retrieve, restore and dissemination of data and computer files and to manage, monitor and protect 
computer networks, computer disk drives, electronic data storage systems, databases and other storage media via 
computer networks and the provision of computer programs and facilities for backup; aforementioned services in the 
context of (mobile) telecommunications, internet, television, and satellite services.
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Priority claimed from 21/01/2016; Application No. : UK00003145631 ;United Kingdom 

3426668    20/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315716]
GSM Association
c/o PricewaterhouseCoopers SA, Birchstrasse 160 CH-8050 Zurich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunications apparatus, instruments and devices; apparatus, instruments and devices for providing access
to the Internet; computers; computer hardware; computer software; computer chips; telephones; mobile telephones; 
cameras; navigational equipment; global positioning apparatus.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; broadband communications services; providing telecommunications connections 
to the Internet; providing telecommunications connections to mobile telecommunications networks; providing 
telecommunications connections to fixed line telecommunications networks; Internet portal services; providing user 
access services to the Internet.
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3427252    25/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316783]
SHIFT TECHNOLOGY
130 rue de Lourmel F-75015 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; provident fund services; home 
banking; issuing of travelers' checks or credit cards; real estate estimates; financial management; real estate 
management; financing services; financial analysis; raising or investing capital; financial consultancy; financial 
evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); fund investment.

Cl.42;Evaluations and assessments in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; scientific and 
technical research; design and development of computers and software; research and development of new products for 
others; technical project study; architecture; design of interior decor; development (design), installation, maintenance, 
updating or rental of software; computer programming; computer system analysis; design of computer systems; 
consultancy relating to computers; digitization of documents; software as a service (SaaS); information technology (IT) 
consultancy; hosting of servers; vehicle roadworthiness testing; graphic arts design services; styling (industrial design); 
authentication of works of art; energy-related audits.
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Priority claimed from 13/01/2016; Application No. : 014997191 ;European Union 

3428381    12/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316708]
Magna Colours Limited
Dodworth Business Park, Upper Cliffe Road, Dodworth Barnsley South Yorkshire S75 3SP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemical substances for use in inks, pigments or colourants; chemical substances 
for use for the manufacture of inks, pigments or colourants; chemical substances for use as ingredients in printing inks 
and printing pastes;  chemical additives for printing inks and printing pastes.

Cl.2;Printing inks; printing pastes; colourants; pigments; special effects pastes for printers; metals in foil and powder 
form for printers; preservatives for printing inks and printing pastes; varnishes and lacquers; water-based paints; 
wallpaper printing inks; binding agents for paints, printing inks and printing pastes; thickeners for paints, printing inks 
and printing pastes.
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Priority claimed from 18/12/2015; Application No. : UK00003141329 ;United Kingdom 

3432862    25/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319426]
Pathway IP Sarl 
26, Boulevard Royal L-2449 Luxembourg LU

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Rental of office machines and equipment; office management services; management of serviced and managed 
offices; business office support services; business administration for managed offices; secretarial services; 
photocopying, telephone answering, typing, word processing and shorthand secretarial services; clerical services; 
document reproduction services; personnel recruitment and placing services; advice, information and consultancy 
relating to these services.

Cl.36;Management, brokerage, leasing and appraisal of real estate; real estate affairs; rental, brokerage, leasing and 
management of commercial property, offices and office space; rental of property; arranging leases for the rental of 
property; provision of serviced and managed offices; financing of property development; advice, information and 
consultancy relating to these services.

Cl.43;Provision of facilities for meetings, conferences, seminars and exhibitions; rental of temporary accommodation; 
rental of office furniture; advice, information and consultancy relating to these services.
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Priority claimed from 10/06/2016; Application No. : 015531429 ;European Union 

3436813    20/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318092]
Amplifon S.p.A.
Via Ripamonti, 131/133 I-20141 Milano Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Detergents for hearing aids; cleansing towelettes and cleaning products for hearing aids.

Cl.9;Amplification apparatus for the hard of hearing, and accessories therefor, namely: connection cords and cables 
between receiver and amplifier, small connectors, adaptors for batteries; batteries; including connection cables between 
amplifiers and batteries; network feeders, induction devices adapted to hearing aids, not for the deaf; mobile phones 
targeted at impaired hearing people; amplifier headphones for impaired hearing people; apparatus producing oscillations, 
namely oscillators; software for electronic applications aimed to impaired hearing people.

Cl.10;Acoustic apparatus for the hard of hearing, namely: hearing prostheses; air-conduction and bone-conduction 
receivers for hearing aids; curved pieces for bone-conduction receivers for hearing aids; earmoulds being parts of 
hearing aids.

Cl.35;Positioning products (hearing aids) in order to enable customers to view and purchase those products; retailing 
services (including via mail order or on-line order) of hearing aids for impaired hearing people, of sound amplifiers, of 
mobile phones, of headphones and of batteries, all for hearing aids.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of hearing aids.

Cl.42;Design and development of hearing aids and of devices issuing lights, sounds or vibrations to help people with 
impaired hearing; design of software applications targeted at people with hearing problems.

Cl.44;Medical and paramedical assistance services provided for the deaf; professional services for the treatment of 
deafness, namely medical services, assessment services of level of deafness and inner ear shape; acquisition of the ear 
canal fingerprint for the installation of hearing aids.
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Priority claimed from 08/03/2016; Application No. : 1328172 ;Benelux 

3446351    01/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319071]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and software applications for use on mobile devices for controlling a cooking apparatus and 
the operation thereof; computer software for use on mobile devices for retrieving recipes and cooking information; 
computer software for sharing pictures of cooking dishes on social media.

Cl.11;Electric cooking machines and - devices for food preparation for domestic use, including electric grills, toasters, 
sandwich makers, sandwich toasters, fryers, electric cookers, steamers (for food preparation), rice cookers, ovens and 
microwaves, and apparatus that combine all or several functions of the above mentioned apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 03/11/2015; Application No. : 1320417 ;Benelux 

3453038    02/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320547]
Tempting Brands Netherlands B.V.
De Smalle Zijde 3 NL-3903 LL Veenendaal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; scented wood; potpourris 
[fragrances]; air fragrancing preparations; shoe polish; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; deodorants; shaving 
preparations; cosmetics for animals.

Cl.4;Products for absorbing, wetting and binding dust; illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; christmas tree 
candles; perfumed candles.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; razors; scissors; hand 
operated sharpening tools and instruments; agricultural implements, hand-operated; garden tools, hand-operated; oyster 
openers; curling irons; manicure appliances; pedicure appliances; epilation appliances; non electric hair clippers; hair 
cutting and removal implements; hammers [hand tools]; axes; hand operated lifting jacks; tattoo needles; glazier diamond
as part of handtools; hunting knives; cheese slicers (non-electric); edged and blunt weapons.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; mechanisms for coin- operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment and computers; computer software; fire extinguishers; alarm and warning devices; security and safety 
devices; containers for the storage of CDs; blank DVDs; magnetic data carriers [empty]; dashboard mounts for navigation 
devices; watch bands for communications with smartphones; smart watches; computer bags; sleeves for laptops; scales; 
directional compasses; covers for mobile phones; dashboard mounts for mobile phones; mobile-phone holders; cell 
phone straps; telephone earpieces; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; baby monitors; headphones; cases for electronic 
diaries; cases for pocket calculators; mobile phone cases; devices for hands-free use of mobile phones; barometers; 
sports eyewear; goggles to protect the eyes; protective sports helmets; protective helmets for motorcyclists; eyewear; 
sunglasses; spectacle frames; 3d spectacles; contact lenses; containers for contact lenses; spectacle cases; eyeglass 
cords; reading glasses; lens blanks for eyesight correction; decorative magnets.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching 
material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging, not included in other classes; copying paper [stationery]; 
toilet paper; envelopes [stationery]; cardboard picture mounts; cardboard boxes; bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or 
plastics, for packaging; paper for wrapping and packaging; cardboard packaging; plastic garbage bags; bubble wrap; 
office perforators; paper cutters for office use; writing board erasers; rubber erasers; writing ink; ink stones; stamp pads; 
sealing stamps; pen holders; pens; drawing instruments; rulers; stencil plates; canvas for painting; painters' easels; 
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blackboards; molds for modeling clay (artists' materials).

Cl.18;Leather and imitation of leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; 
whips and saddlery; bags; handbags, sport bags, briefcases, book bags, satchels, shopping bags, evening bags, toweling 
bags, shopping bags, travel bags, boston bags and backpacks; collars for animals; purses, credit card holders and 
wallets; covers for umbrellas and leather cases; vanity cases; clothing for animals; leather shoulder straps; leather cloth; 
leather laces.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; mattresses; pillows; seat cushions; beds; sleeping bags; clothes hangers, not 
of metal; containers, not of metal; storing boxes, not of metal; tool boxes, not of metal; baskets; ladders and movable 
steps, not of metal; shop fittings (non-metallic -); mannequins and tailors' dummies.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); material for 
brush-making; cleaning articles; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, 
porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; vases, flower pots, sprinklers; teapots; articles for the 
bathroom; toilet utensils; cosmetic utensils; perfume vaporizers; bins; ironing boards; shoehorns; toothbrushes; 
toothpicks; dental floss; brooms; insulating flasks; birdcages; indoor aquaria.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; quilts; tablecloths; curtains; linens; household linen; 
table linen; bed linen; blankets; bath linen; furniture coverings [unfitted]; printed textile labels; wall hangings of textile; 
flags; toilet seat covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; swimwear for gentlemen and ladies; wedding dresses; lingerie; nightwear; 
beachwear; baby clothes; bathing caps; swimwear; sportswear; rainwear; rainproof clothing; theatrical costumes; 
halloween costumes; masquerade costumes; dance clothing; sports shoes; bath slippers; socks and stockings; leggings; 
gloves [clothing]; bandanas; neckerchiefs; scarves; veils; neckties; stoles; shawls; kerchiefs [clothing]; belts [clothing]; 
braces for clothing [suspenders].

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers; ornaments 
for the hair; toupees; curling pins; bows for the hair; hair bands; hair pins; wigs; false hair; buckles; beads; sewing 
boxes; monogram tabs for marking linen; zippers; hat ornaments; thimbles; lapel buttons, not of precious metal; shoulder 
pads; artificial fruit; feathers [clothing accessories]; badges for wear, not of precious metal; heat adhesive patches.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, coffee; rice, tapioca, sago; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and 
confectionery, edible ices; sugar; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces; spices; ice; 
chocolates; pizzas; noodles; spaghetti; popcorn; edible gluten.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2016; Application No. : 015075302 ;European Union 

3454125    01/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320909]
VAFO PRAHA, s.r.o. 
K Brudku 94 CZ-252 19 Chráštany CZ

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Vitamin and mineral supplements for pets.

Cl.29;Meat and meat derivatives.

Cl.31;Dry, semi-moist, wet complete and complementary pet food; pet treats.
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Priority claimed from 10/03/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 102 222 ;Germany 

3456413    18/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321725]
Hegenscheidt-MFD GmbH
Hegenscheidt Platz 41812 Erkelenz DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools for metal-cutting and non-cutting working, flow turning machines, permanent rolling machines, 
levelling machines, machine systems consisting of the aforementioned machines; hydraulic lifting apparatus and 
presses; conveyors and mechanically driven and machine-like conveying apparatus for wheel sets and parts thereof, in 
particular rail conveyors, conveyor lines, drift conveyors, clearer rollers, cross transfer devices; machines, feeding 
machines and mechanically driven and machine-like feeding apparatus and mechanically driven and machine-like 
apparatus for loading and unloading machine tools; mechanical handling machines; cleaning machines and mechanically 
driven and machine-like cleaning apparatus; tools for use in machine tools (machine parts).

Cl.9;Data recording, storage, analysis and transmission apparatus; measuring and testing machines.

Cl.37;Repair and installation of machine tools for metal-cutting and non-cutting working, flow turning machines, 
permanent rolling machines, levelling machines, machine systems consisting of the aforementioned machines; repair and 
installation of hydraulic lifting apparatus and presses; repair and installation of conveyors and mechanically driven and 
machine-like conveying apparatus for wheel sets and parts thereof, in particular rail conveyors, conveyor lines, drift 
conveyors, clearer rollers, cross transfer devices; repair and installation of machines, feeding machines and mechanically 
driven and machine-like feeding apparatus and mechanically driven and machine-like apparatus for loading and 
unloading machine tools; repair and installation of mechanical handling machines; repair and installation of cleaning 
machines and mechanically driven and machine-like cleaning apparatus; repair and installation of tools for use in 
machine tools (machine parts); repair and installation of data recording, storage, analysis and transmission apparatus; 
repair and installation of measuring and testing machines.

Cl.42;Engineering services, in particular engineering consultancy analysis, research and consultancy services as well 
as technical project studies.
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Priority claimed from 21/12/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 064 094 ;Germany 

3461297    15/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322787]
Joachim Schönberg
Gerberstraße 5 88444 Ummendorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, in particular special chemicals, in particular for metal treatment, in particular for 
degreasing, pickling, zinc coating, phosphating, descaling, preserving or coating, such as mordants, in particular 
phosphorus-containing mordants or phosphate-containing mordants.

Cl.2;Anti-rust preparations.

Cl.3;Rust removing preparations.

Cl.7;Machines and installations composed therefrom for metal treatment, in particular for zinc coating, degreasing, 
pickling, phosphating, derusting, descaling, preserving or coating.

Cl.37;Rust removal; removing of grease.

Cl.40;Treatment of parts, in particular zinc coating, stripping, phosphating, preserving or coating of parts, in particular 
of metal parts.
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3467069    14/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322855]
Onefile Limited
One Central Park, Northampton Road Manchester M40 5BP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and applications; downloadable electronic publications, forms and information; data files; 
computer programs for use as reporting directories.

Cl.38;Provision of on-line forums and chat rooms; electronic mail services; internet portal services.

Cl.41;Information relating to education, careers and training, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet;
providing on-line electronic publications; educational and skills assessment, tracking and reporting services and 
provision of educational resources via computer software and mobile applications; evaluation of educational performance
against bench-mark references; online competence reporting services in relation to education and training; organisation 
and provision of seminars, demonstrations and presentations; computer and software training and provision of 
information relating thereto; training services relating to computer systems.

Cl.42;Software, database and website design, development and consultancy; computer systems design, development, 
analysis and consultation; creating, maintaining and hosting of web sites; rental of web servers; computer system 
integration services; database design, development and hosting; electronic portfolio design, development and hosting 
services; technical support and updating of software for electronic portfolios; disaster recovery services for data 
communications systems; computer software and hardware technical support services; advice and consultancy in 
relation to all the aforesaid.

Cl.45;Computer software licensing; verification of on-line signatures.
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Priority claimed from 09/03/2016; Application No. : 302016000024848 ;Italy 

3467083    05/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322775]
PRESEZZI EXTRUSION S.P.A.
Via Rovereto, 1/D I-20871 VIMERCATE (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Extrusion moulding machines; metal extrusion presses; metal cutting tools [machines]; extrusion moulding 
machine tools; furnace loading machines; robotic loaders for diffusion furnaces; coating machines; lamination coating 
machines other than for office use.

Cl.11;Heating apparatus for use in the treatment of metal; electric furnaces for metallurgical purposes; industrial ovens;
smelting furnaces; induction ovens; founding furnaces; industrial reheating furnaces; industrial heating furnaces; 
induction heated casting furnaces; heating furnaces (for industrial use); furnaces for melting metals; furnaces for de-
coating metals; furnaces for de-coating scrap metals.
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Priority claimed from 20/01/2016; Application No. : 683520 ;Switzerland 

3467137    18/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322570]
Tissot SA
Chemin des Tourelles 17 CH-2400 Le Locle Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class, 
namely split rings for keys, busts, statues, figurines, trophies, badges, medals, medallions, ornamental pins, hat 
ornaments, footwear ornaments, works of art; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, 
chains, necklaces, tie pins, tie clips, jewelry caskets, jewelry cases; precious stones; timepieces and chronometric 
instruments, namely chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, wristwatches, wall clocks, alarm clocks and parts 
and accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely, hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch straps, watch 
dials, clockworks, watch chains, movements for watchmaking, blanks for watches, watch springs, watch glasses, 
presentation cases for timepieces, cases for timepieces.

Cl.42;Technological services for combating counterfeiting; technological services for marking and tracking products; 
technological services for authenticating and tracing products.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2016; Application No. : 4242642 ;France 

3467139    22/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323428]
COMPAGNIE NATIONALE DU RHÔNE
2 rue André Bonin F-69004 LYON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; organizing and conducting 
conferences, congresses, seminars, colloquiums, symposiums, round-table discussions, non-virtual educational forums; 
organizing and conducting think tanks and discussions on energy, environmental protection, natural resources, 
sustainable development, environmental quality, national planning, town planning, energy transition and the future of 
major rivers; organization and conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; publication of books; 
publication of texts (other than advertising texts); online publication of books and specialized electronic journals; 
photographic reporting; production of documentary films; production of films other than advertising films; organization of
competitions (education or entertainment).

Cl.42;Engineering work and services, expert appraisals and technical project studies in the field of energy production 
and distribution; engineering work and services, expert appraisals and technical project studies in the field of 
watercourse planning and restoration, planning of navigable routes, environmental protection, natural resources, 
sustainable development, regional planning and town planning; assistance in construction supervision for conducting 
integrated approaches to sustainable development and environmental quality issues; advice on energy; consultancy in 
the field of energy-saving; services provided by architects; construction drafting; industrial design; testing of materials; 
calibration (measuring); geological, hydrogeological, geotechnical, hydrobiological, biological, hydraulic, 
hydromorphological, hydrological, sedimentological, hydrometric studies and expert appraisals; technical studies for 
evaluating and optimizing the energy performance of apparatus, installations and buildings; quality control services; 
scientific and industrial research, research and development in the field of energy, renewable energy, the planning and 
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restoration of watercourses, planning of navigable waterways, environmental protection, natural resources, sustainable 
development, regional planning and town planning; consultancy services (provided by engineers) on environmental 
protection, on quality inspections; consultancy services (provided by engineers) in the electrical, heating, air-
conditioning, ventilation, refrigeration, lighting, drying and steam generation sector; computer programming; software 
development (design); installation, updating and maintenance of software; rental of computer software; conversion of 
computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; creation of geographical maps for establishing a 
cartographical inventory compiling all the environmental, economic and social elements of a particular territory.
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3469343    15/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323490]
ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS LAWYERS
c/o Dunand Guth Mardam Bey CH-1206 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advisory services for business management; business inquiries; accounting; company audits; office functions; 
services provided by a chartered accountant; business and administrative management of buildings; company efficiency 
expert services; tax preparation; economic forecasting; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer 
advice shop); commercial information agency services; commercial or industrial company management assistance; 
commercial business management; commercial business management for others; business information; commercial 
administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; payroll preparation; marketing research; opinion 
polling; business research; public relations; online advertising on a computer network; organization and implementation 
of promotional events; business project management in the field of information technology; outsourcing services 
(business assistance); employment agency services; human resources management consultancy; business management 
assistance; presentation of companies on the Internet and other media; publication of printed matter (also in electronic 
format) for advertising purposes; publication of mail order catalogs; radio advertising; news clipping services; 
sponsoring in the form of advertising; systematization of information in computer databases; business consultancy for 
companies; commercial administration; networking service for professional and economic purposes, also on the Internet; 
preparation of commercial transactions for others, also in the framework of electronic commerce; advertising; 
commercial business appraisal; compilation of information into computer databases; commercial information and advice 
for consumers (consumer advice shop).

Cl.45;Intellectual property consultancy; services of an attorney; services of a lawyer; litigation services; software 
licensing (legal services); intellectual property licensing; mediation; legal research services; provision of legal advice and 
legal representation; registration of domain names (legal services); arbitration services; monitoring services in the field of 
intellectual property; licensing of intellectual and industrial property; granting licenses for franchising concepts (legal 
services); copyright management.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2015; Application No. : 86834406 ;United States of America 

3485814    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1325648]
GlobeHealer Inc.
1717 Arch Street, Suite 3950 Philadelphia PA 19103 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing a web-based on-line portal serving as a hub for office administration services for patients and medical 
providers; business services provided to the healthcare industry, namely, the collection, reporting, and analysis of 
healthcare quality data for business purposes; online retail store featuring medical products and supplies; maintaining 
files and records concerning the medical condition of individuals; maintaining patient medical records and files; 
maintaining personal medical history records and files.

Cl.42;Hosting a website that features technology that enables the secure exchange of information by users, namely, 
hosting an internet website featuring technology for patients and healthcare providers that allows for the secure storage 
and exchange of patients' healthcare information and medical records; hosting a website featuring technology that 
facilitates interactions between patients and medical providers.

Cl.44;Medical information; consulting services in the field of medical care; consulting services, namely, providing 
advice and information about health care in the nature of data analytics to assess the quality, outcome, and costs of 
medical procedures for patients and medical providers; providing a web-based on-line portal serving as a hub for medical 
information for patients and medical providers; providing an internet-based database of patient medical information 
designed to facilitate patient-authorized sharing and maintenance of patient medical information amongst a patient's 
healthcare providers.

Cl.45;Patient advocacy services, namely personal assistance for facilitating interactions between patients and medical 
providers.
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Priority claimed from 03/03/2016; Application No. : 4253701 ;France 

3489890    19/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1327484]
International Business Machines Corporation
New Orchard Road, Armonk New York NY 10504 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
4121/B,6TH CROSS, 19A MAIN, HAL II STAGE (EXTENSION) BANGALORE-560 038. KARNATAKA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware and software for cognitive computing; computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape 
units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical 
disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data media; computer hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, printers for 
use with computers, interfaces (IT), readers (IT), software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors 
(hardware), computers, computer memories, peripheral computer devices, recorded computer programs and software; 
adapters for computers; computer components; data processing equipment; computer equipment for information 
management and for data management; semi-conductors; electronic data media that can be processed by machine; 
magnetic disks; hard disk drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game 
software; video recorders; videotapes; electric cells and electric batteries; computer chips, integrated circuit boards; 
computer accessories, namely, computer communication servers; carrying cases for computers; interface cards for 
computers; computer cables and computer cable parts; fax modem cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, 
screen filters, computer mouse pads, electric converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step 
voltage switches, pagers, computer control joysticks, computer mice; electronic publications, namely books, magazines 
and manuals containing information on computer technology; integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated circuit 
adapters and smart card adapters; readers for integrated circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electric power 
supply apparatus; projectors (projection apparatus); remote controllers for computers; inverters, surge protectors and 
uninterruptible power supply devices; point-of-sale terminals; computer operating system software; computer database 
management software; software with cognitive computing functionalities for document management; software with 
cognitive computing functionalities incorporating elements such as automatic natural language processing (NLP), 
computer linguistics, information retrieval, analytics, and automatic learning, for localization, retrieval, reception, and 
analysis of text, electronic documents, graphics and audiovisual information on enterprise-wide internal computer 
networks and on local and wide-area global computer networks; software for developing software with cognitive 
computing functionalities and software for designing websites and user manuals, in electronic format, sold as a set; 
documentation and instruction manuals recorded on electronic data media that can be operated by machine and relating 
to computers or computer programs

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion (for others); commercial business management and business management and 
organization consultancy; business information; distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging 
newspaper subscriptions for others; accounting; document reproduction; systematization of data in a central file; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, these services relating to cognitive information 
technology

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer services for cognitive computing, namely computer services for the creation, 
setting up and maintenance of technology platforms that, in general, are based on scientific disciplines of artificial 
intelligence and signal processing, and which encompass machine training, thinking, natural language, speech and vision 
processing, human-computer interaction, dialogue and narrative production; computer services for information 
management, namely computer services for collecting, storing, processing, analyzing and distributing information; 
computer services for data management, namely computer services for recovery of data as digital resources; cloud 
computing; software design, updating and maintenance; computer software and hardware design for third parties, and 
support services in the field of computers provided by computer specialists, namely computer use consulting; computer 
services, namely, design, creation and maintenance of websites for others; analysis of computer systems, integration of 
computer networks and databases, computer programming services for others, all relating to commercial interactions on 
global computer networks; technical support services, namely, repair of operating systems and computer programs by 
computer technicians; design of computer and software interconnection systems, namely; electronic interconnection of 
computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and hardware (quality control and technical control); 
technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; computer consulting in connection with 
computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; computer system analysis; computer 
advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial research, 
namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical research, 
cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, scientific 
research for medical purposes
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2016; Application No. : 693892 ;Switzerland 

3491160    19/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1326321]
United Grinding Group AG
Jubiläumsstrasse 95 CH-3003 Bern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for additive manufacturing; machines for production of 3D modules, 3D models and 3D prototypes.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of tools (parts of machines) and hand-operated hand tools of metal or plastic materials in 
the form of 3D modules, 3D models and 3D prototypes on request and according to customer's instructions.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2015; Application No. : 014873368 ;European Union 

3494421    30/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1326462]
PROJECT BIRD HOLDING II S.à.r.l.
69, boulevard de la Pétrusse L-2320 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Wind turbine blades and their parts made of fiberglass and fiberglass roving combined with plastic materials and 
other composite materials.

Cl.21;Fiberglass and fiberglass roving not for textile use; fiberglass and fiberglass roving used for reinforcing plastic 
materials and other composite articles; fiberglass and fiberglass roving combined with plastic materials and other 
composite materials for the manufacture of armor plating; fiberglass and fiberglass roving combined with plastic 
materials and other composite materials for the manufacture of vehicle body sheets.

Cl.40;Glass fiber processing.
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Priority claimed from 29/07/2015; Application No. : 680417 ;Switzerland 

3494428    15/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1327205]
Comité International Olympique
Château de Vidy CH-1007 Lausanne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; dissemination of advertising matter via all media, particularly in the form of thematic messages 
focused on human values; advertising by sponsoring; commercial business management; commercial administration; 
office functions; promotion of the goods and services of others, by means of contractual agreements, particularly 
sponsoring and licensing agreements, enabling them to gain additional notoriety and/or enhanced image and/or a surge 
of sympathy derived from the notoriety and/or enhanced image resulting from cultural and sporting events, particularly 
international events, and/or a surge of sympathy generated by the above; promotion of the goods and services of others 
by means of what is referred to as the initial interest factor leading the public to consider, among a multitude of 
competitors, goods or services presented to the public by means of signs, emblems or messages aimed at capturing its 
attention; promotion of the goods and services of others by means of the so-called image transfer; rental of advertising 
space of all type and on all media, whether digital or not; commercial administration of the participation of national teams 
to an international athletic competition, and promotion of the support to said teams with the public and concerned circles; 
inventory management services; consultation relating to stock monitoring services; advertising by means of direct 
marketing for others consisting in marketing of databases; consultation for advertising by means of direct marketing for 
others consisting in marketing of databases; consultation services in connection with business reorganization; truck and 
automobile fleet management services, namely billing and consulting in connection with the administrative management 
of truck and automobile fleets; business administration consultancy; administrative management of power plants of 
others; business consultation in connection with the management of power plants, commercial services, namely 
administration of contracts for repair and servicing, supply chain management services and consulting services relating 
to the purchase and supply of chemical services and products, supply management and product inventory, limitation of 
costs; consulting, marketing, analysis of prices and costs concerning devices for electrochemical purification of liquids 
for industrial use; administrative, commercial and technical management of computer files; data input and processing 
services; retail sale of electric and electronic machines and apparatus (the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
range of goods so as to enable customers to view and purchase said goods at their convenience in a retail store carrying 
electrical goods), information concerning the sale of raw materials, commercial information, commercial information 
agencies, rental of photocopiers; promotion of the sale of goods and services of others including by means of 
advertisements, promotional competitions, awarding of prizes and bonuses in the form of promotional lotteries, 
discounts, reduction tokens and value-added offers in connection with the use of payment cards; promoting sporting 
competitions and events for use by others; promoting concerts and cultural events for others, organization of exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; provision of documentation, namely direct mail advertising, distribution of 
advertising material, distribution of samples, reproduction of documents; advertising concerning the promotion of 
commercial sales of goods and services for retail sale purposes; provision of information in connection with e-commerce 
and electronic retail sale; provision of information concerning the purchase of goods and services on line via the Internet 
and other computer networks; tourist documentation services through tourist agencies, namely advertising concerning 
transport, travel, hotels, accommodation, food and meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing tours; maintenance of 
computerized databases; computerized file management, namely, digital file management comprising a portfolio of 
images and video sequences intended for use under license in traditional advertising and in the promotion of behavior 
(moral advertising); retail services or wholesale services for tires; retail services or wholesale services for sports goods; 
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retail services or wholesale services for bicycles and parts and fittings for bicycles

Cl.41;Educational services; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, televised sporting and cultural 
entertainment; organization of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; organization of lotteries and 
competitions; betting and gambling services in connection with or relating to sports; entertainment services provided 
during sporting events or concerning sporting events; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; 
organization of real or virtual sporting competitions; operation of sports facilities; rental of audio and video equipment, 
production of films, other than advertising films; production of sound and video recordings; presentation and distribution 
of films and of sound and video recordings; rental of sound and video recordings; rental and/or provision via a computer 
network of interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer 
games; entertainment, namely presentation of interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive 
compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; coverage of radio broadcast and televised sports events; production of 
television and radio programs and of videotapes; production of cartoons; production of animated programs for television; 
reservation of tickets for sporting events and shows; timing of sports events; organization of beauty contests; interactive 
entertainment; on-line betting services; provision of games on the Internet; provision of raffle services; information 
concerning entertainment or education, provided on line from a data bank or the Internet; electronic game services 
provided by means of the Internet; providing on line electronic publications; publication of books, magazines, texts (other 
than advertising texts) and periodicals; online publication of electronic books, magazines, texts (other than advertising 
texts) and periodicals; provision of digital music from the Internet; provision of digital music from MP3 web sites; 
provision of sporting results; information services concerning sports and sporting events; rental of recorded sounds and 
images; audio production services; information services concerning sporting events provided on line from a computer 
database or the Internet; editing and publishing services; provision of digital music (non-downloadable); offering digital 
music by means of telecommunications; publication of statistics regarding sporting results and audience ratings for 
sporting competitions; training in the use and operation of systems for signaling and notification of crossings for the 
railway and transit industries; education services in the field of medical imaging and diagnosis, namely conducting of 
seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops concerning the pharmaceutical industry, intended for medical 
practitioners and employees of pharmaceutical companies; education services, namely conducting of seminars, 
conferences, symposiums or workshops in the field of life sciences and biotechnology for scientists and researchers; 
conducting of seminars on problems in connection with industrial water treatment; training services in all the aforesaid 
fields; training services in the field of management and medicine by means of the use of instructions and demonstrations 
provided on line, via the Internet, intranets and extranets; education services, namely conducting of practical training 
workshops, courses and seminars including demonstrations in the field of medicine and management; design, 
conducting and hosting of courses, seminars and all training activities in the field of information technology; organization 
and performance of concerts; booking of seats for shows; movie presentations; entertainment information; film 
production; show production; theater production services; operation of golf facilities; health club services (fitness 
training); sports camp services; presentation of live performances; film projection; organization of shows (impresario 
services); holiday camp services [entertainment]; movie studios; news reporters services; provision of on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable; music hall services; education services, namely conducting of courses, seminars, 
presentations, video presentations; provision of educational material, namely dissemination of material in the field of 
financial knowledge; education services in the field of tourism; information services in the field of tourism, namely 
information services regarding reservation of tickets for recreational events; information services in the field of tourism, 
namely information services regarding entertainment; information services in the field of tourism, namely information 
services regarding planned sporting, cultural and recreational activities; services in connection with entertainment for 
tourist assistance; tourist reservation services, namely activity and entertainment reservation services; assistance 
services for tourists concerning reservation of tickets for recreational events; assistance services for tourists concerning 
planned sporting, cultural and recreational activities; presenting of prizes rewarding the authors of exceptional acts or 
performances; organization and conducting of ceremonies in connection with the awarding of prizes and rewards.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2016; Application No. : 87038438 ;United States of America 

3495650    20/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1326622]
Clark Equipment Company
250 East Beaton Drive West Fargo ND 58078 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Attachments for earth moving, construction, and agricultural machines, namely, backhoes and augers; machine 
parts, namely, mechanism comprising levers and lock pins for hydraulic attachment of work tools for agricultural or 
construction equipment.

Cl.9;Electronic controls for operating hydraulic tool attachment mechanisms on agricultural and construction 
equipment.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2016; Application No. : 015457468 ;European Union 

3495653    18/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1326741]
ALLERGIKA Pharma GmbH
Hans-Urmiller-Ring 58 82515 Wolfratshausen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Fabrics for textile use; textile goods, not included in other classes; bed blankets.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2016; Application No. : 2016733864 ;Russian Federation 

3514805    27/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1328912]
Public Joint Stock Company "ALROSA"
ul. Lenina, 6 RU-678175 g. Mirny, Respublika Sakha (Yakutia) Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious stones; jewellery including jewellery with diamonds.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing and auctioneering, all the above listed services in respect of precious metals and their 
alloys, goods made of precious metals and their alloys, coatings made of precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, 
costume jewellery, bijouterie, precious or semiprecious stones.

Cl.36;Appraisal of precious metals and their alloys, goods made of precious metals and their alloys, coatings made of 
precious metals and their alloys, jewellery, costume jewellery, bijouterie, precious or semi-precious stones.

Cl.40;Gem-cutting of precious and semi-precious stones.
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Priority claimed from 04/02/2016; Application No. : 4246445 ;France 

3517173    13/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1329248]
CRISTAL LASER
Parc d'activités du Breuil, 32 rue Robert Schumann F-54850 MESSEIN France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES.
B-3, KESAVAN OARCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600 015. TAMIL NADU.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products in crystalline form for use in industry and science, particularly frequency conversion, optical or 
laser applications.

Cl.9;Optical, electro-optical, acousto-optical apparatus; optical glass; optical frequency converter.

Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments, particularly crystals and lenses for the treatment of light (except
lighting apparatus).

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; cutting, polishing and assembling of optical materials.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research; engineering work; testing of materials; design of components for optics, micro-
optics and nano-optics.
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Priority claimed from 10/02/2015; Application No. : 01304392 ;Benelux 

3519207    23/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1257580]
UNILIN, BVBA
Ooigemstraat 3 B-8710 Wielsbeke (Ooigem)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Wooden floors and parquet floors; wooden paneling boards and panels for parquet floors made of wood or 
thermoset laminates which are bonded to a layer of particle boards or fiber boards; flooring, namely clinker slabs, clinker 
tiles, ceramic plates and ceramic tiles.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting; materials for floor coverings made of wood, thermoset laminates and thermoset 
laminates which are bonded to a layer of particle boards or fiber boards.
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3519667    16/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1330849]
Fresh Trading Limited
Fruit Towers, 342 Ladbroke Grove London W10 5BU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Dairy products; milk and milk products; drinks consisting of dairy products; fromage frais; cheese; eggs; meat-
based mousses; vegetable mousses; fish mousses; dairy desserts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 
jellies; jams; yoghurts; yoghurt products; yoghurt drinks; products consisting wholly of or principally wholly of yoghurt; 
yoghurts incorporating jellies, jams, fruits, fruit sauces, fruit purees, chocolate, nuts, cereals, cereal products or cereal 
preparations as a condiment, flavouring or ingredient thereof; meat, fish, poultry and game and products made 
predominantly therefrom; pate; snack foods consisting principally of vegetables; soup; prepared meals containing meat, 
fish, poultry and game.

Cl.30;Cereals; preparations made from cereals; flour; preparations made from flour; sausage rolls; quiches; 
sandwiches; confectionery; bread; pastry; ices; ice cream; ice cream products and frozen confections; preparations for 
making ices, ice cream, ice cream products and frozen confections; chocolate; products made or containing chocolate; 
mousses; flapjacks; shortbreads; honey and treacle; sugar; puddings; flavourings other than non-essential oils; cheese 
cake; sauces; chutneys; tea products; tea beverages; fruit teas; iced tea; chocolate based drinks; green tea; coffee; 
cocoa; rice; tapioca; spices; bread; yeast; baking powder; biscuits; cakes; products made primarily from chocolate; 
pasta; pastry and pastry products; meat pies, vegetable pies, fruit pies; fruit crumbles; pie mixes; fruit sauces; 
vinaigrettes; dressings; salad dressings; prepared meals containing pasta, bread, cereals, rice and /or pastry; desserts 
containing any of the above products; meringues.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks; fruit juices; mineral water; aerated beverages; syrups and other preparations 
for making beverages; beers; smoothies; fruit smoothies; coconut water.
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3521005    08/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1330510]
SEOUL VIOSYS CO., LTD.
1B-36, 65-16, SANDAN-RO 163 BEON-GIL, DANWON-GU, ANSAN-SI GYEONGGI-DO Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Semi-conductors; photo-semiconductors; semiconductor elements; photoresistor; diodes; light emitting diodes 
(LED); LED package; semiconductor luminous element packages; chip LED; side view LED; power LED; top LED; 
photodiodes; LED modules; LED element; LED backlight unit; LED driving devices; LED circuit; ultraviolet detection 
apparatus; LED motion recognition sensor; LED position sensor; sensors for measuring instruments; light sensors; light 
measuring devices; digital sensory devices other than for wearable displays ; biochip sensors; flame sensors; image 
sensor for photographic devices; non-contact optical sensors; automatic solar tracking sensors; electronic sensors for 
measuring solar radiation; fire detecting sensors; laser sensor; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
measures; portable test apparatus; apparatus for measuring the thickness of skins; computer application software 
(downloadable) other than for wearable displays; downloadable smart phone application (software) other than for 
wearable displays; computer software applications, downloadable other than for wearable displays; smart phone 
application (software) other than for wearable displays; electric skin measuring instruments for esthetic purposes; 
electric scalp measuring instruments for esthetic purposes; skin diagnostic apparatus (not for medical purposes).

Cl.10;Esthetic skin massage apparatus; esthetic skin massaging apparatus; electric scalp massaging apparatus for 
household purposes; esthetic facial massage apparatus for household purposes; vibration massaging apparatus for 
household purposes; electric massage apparatus for personal use; medical apparatus and instruments for skin 
improvement with LED light; medical skin wrinkle remover with LED light; skin diagnosis equipment for medical 
purposes; medical skin diagnostic instruments; skin moisture meters for medical purposes; skin measuring instruments 
for medical purposes; skin treatment apparatus and instruments.

Cl.11;Light emitting diodes (LED) lamps; light emitting diodes (LED) bulbs; germicidal lamps for purifying air; 
ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; germicidal lamps; electric lighting apparatus; sterilizers; electric 
humidifiers for household use; refrigerators; electric water purifiers for household purposes; water sterilizers; tap-water 
purifying apparatus; water filtering apparatus; household air cleaners; air sterilisers; air deodorising apparatus; air 
purifying apparatus and machines.
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3521533    01/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1330018]
Forum for Innovative Regenerative Medicine
3-11, Nihonbashi-Honcho 2-chome, Chuo-Ku Tokyo 103-0023 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Arranging, conducting and organization of lectures, symposiums and seminars in the medical fields.

Cl.42;Providing information relating to medical research; providing information relating to research of pharmaceuticals;
providing medical research information in the field of pharmaceuticals; medical research.

Cl.44;Providing medical information.
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Priority claimed from 29/07/2016; Application No. : 2016/61992 ;Turkey 

3522562    01/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1330044]
TIM TANITIM ORGANIZASYON IÇ VE DIS TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI 
Sanayi Caddesi, Dis Ticaret Kompleksi, B Blok, Yenibosna, Bahçelievler - Istanbul TR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of 
statistics; rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 
commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export 
agencies; temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering.

Cl.41;Education and training; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses and seminars; sporting and 
cultural activities; entertainment; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events, 
including ticket reservation and booking services for theatres, cinemas, museums and concerts; publication and editing 
of printed matter, including magazines, books, newspapers, other than publicity texts; electronic publication services; 
production of movie films, radio and television programmes; news reporters services; photographic reporting services; 
photography; translation.
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Priority claimed from 31/03/2016; Application No. : 4260932 ;France 

3522783    26/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1330216]
BIOSEARCH DATA MANAGEMENT
37 - 41 boulevard Dubouchage F-06000 NICE France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY
HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; data processing equipment; 
computers; electronic tablets; smartphones; software (recorded programs); computer peripherals; software, software 
packages for management and analysis of data in the field of biology, agronomy and the environment.

Cl.42;Technical evaluations concerning design (engineers' services); scientific research; technical research; software 
design; software development; research and development of new products for others; technical project study services; 
software development (design); software installation; software maintenance; software updating; software rental; 
programming for computers; computer system analysis; computer system design; consultancy in the design and 
development of computers; digitization of documents; software as a service (SaaS); cloud computing; information 
technology (IT) consultancy; hosting of servers; electronic data storage; consulting, auditing and integration of 
information systems for research and development; design and development of information systems for research and 
development.
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3523143    11/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1331428]
ABS Global, Inc.
1525 River Road DeForest WI 53532 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Animal semen processing; genetic testing of animals for scientific research purposes; gene editing.

Cl.44;Animal breeding; artificial insemination services; in vitro fertilization services; animal semen extraction for in 
vitro fertilization; consultancy and advisory services in the fields of animal breeding, artificial insemination, and health; 
providing information and data in the fields of animal breeding, artificial insemination, and health; genetic testing of 
animals for medical, diagnostic, and treatment purposes.
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Priority claimed from 28/04/2016; Application No. : 4268494 ;France 

3526476    09/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1331021]
VITAMFERO, Société anonyme
Angers Technopole, 8 rue André le Nôtre F-49066 ANGERS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary products; medicines for human medicine; chemical preparations for veterinary use; 
bacteriological preparations for medical or veterinary use; biological tissue cultures for medical or veterinary use; 
cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; vaccines.

Cl.42;Engineering; research in the field of biology and bacteriology; research and development of new products for 
others; clinical trials; scientific research for medical and veterinary purposes.

Cl.44;Medical services, health services, consultancy relating to health, veterinary services.
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3536034    30/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1341180]
adp Gauselmann GmbH
Merkur-Allee 1-15 32339 Espelkamp Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; cash 
registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; 
musical jukeboxes and parts for the aforesaid automatic machines; automatic cash dispensers, automatic money 
counting and money changing machines; coin-operated mechanisms; computer and video games software; games 
software for use on any computer platform, including electronic entertainment and games consoles; computer game 
programs; computer games programs; video games (software); computer games provided through a global computer 
network or supplied by means of multimedia electronic broadcast or through telecommunications or electronic 
transmission or via the internet; computer games, leisure and recreational software, video games and computer software, 
all being provided in the form of storage media; programs for operating electric and electronic apparatus for games, 
amusement and/or entertainment purposes; automatic lottery machines; computer software for computer games on the 
internet; online games (software), in particular for online betting games, online prize games, online gambling games, 
online games of skill and online casino games; computer software in the form of an app for mobile devices and 
computers; calculating apparatus in coin-operated machines and parts for the aforesaid goods; apparatus for recording, 
transmission, processing or reproduction of data, including sound or images, including parts for all the aforesaid goods, 
except radio sets, television receivers, hi-fi systems, video recorders, telephone apparatus, fax machines and telephone 
answering machines; computer hardware and software for casino and amusement arcade games, for gaming machines, 
slot machines or video lottery gaming machines or games of chance via the internet; electric, electronic, optical or 
automatic apparatus, for identifying data carriers, identity cards and credit cards, bank notes and coins; electric, 
electronic or optical alarm and monitoring installations, including video cameras and apparatus for image transmission 
and image processing; data processing apparatus and computers, including data processing apparatus and computers 
being components for data networks and parts facilitating data network communications; electric wiring harnesses; 
circuit boards, printed board assemblies (electronic components) and combinations thereof being assemblies and 
equipment parts, included in this class.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; 
gaming apparatus (including coin-operated apparatus); coin-operated arcade games (machines); arcade games (included 
in this class); coin-operated video gaming apparatus; video games apparatus adapted for use with external screens or 
monitors only; casino fittings, namely roulette tables, roulette wheels; coin-operated automatic gaming machines and 
gaming machines, in particular for gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic or electrotechnical gaming 
apparatus, automatic gaming machines, gaming machines, slot machines operated by coins, tokens, banknotes, tickets 
or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use in casinos and 
amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; automatic gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for 
commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; coin-operated gaming machines and/or 
electronic money-based gaming apparatus (machines), with or without prizes; housings adapted for gaming machines, 
gaming apparatus and automatic gaming machines, operated by means of coins, tokens, tickets or by means of 
electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or 
without a prize payout; electronic games; electronic game entertainment apparatus and parts thereof; video output game 
machines; drawing apparatus for prize games and lotteries, draws or raffles; housings of metal, plastic and/or wood for 
coin-operated automatic machines; apparatus for games (including video games), other than adapted for use with 
external screens or monitors only; electropneumatic and electric slot machines with pulling handles (gaming machines); 
gaming tables, in particular for table football, billiards, sliding games; flying discs (toys) and darts; electric, electronic or 
electromechanical gaming apparatus for bingo games, lotteries or video lottery games and for betting offices, connected 
or unconnected to a computer network; LCD games consoles; automatic gaming machines; automatic gaming machines 
operating in networks; apparatus and devices for accepting and storing money, being fittings for the aforesaid automatic 
machines, included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2015; Application No. : 672165 ;Switzerland 

3536170    21/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1251494]
Kronoplus Limited 
Grayoak House, 9 Tagmatarchou Pouliou Street, Ayios Andreas CY-1101 Nicosia CY

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Packing, stopping and insulating materials.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; floors not of metal; chipboard; structural and architectural members formed of 
pressed wood fibers; buildings, not of metal; logs (building materials).

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; furniture made of wood or wood substitutes; drawers (furniture parts); goods, 
not included in other classes, of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-
pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2015; Application No. : 672164 ;Switzerland 

3536249    21/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1251466]
Kronoplus Limited 
Grayoak House, 9 Tagmatarchou Pouliou Street, Ayios Andreas CY-1101 Nicosia CY

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Packing, stopping and insulating materials.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; floors not of metal; chipboard; structural and architectural members formed of 
pressed wood fibers; buildings, not of metal; logs (building materials).

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; furniture made of wood or wood substitutes; drawers (furniture parts); goods, 
not included in other classes, of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-
pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2016; Application No. : 015561277 ;European Union 

3536454    12/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334235]
Voith Patent GmbH
Sankt Pöltener Str. 43 89522 Heidenheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Gearboxes, machine couplings, torque converters and brakes for machines; electromechanical drive systems; 
multi-circuit variable speed drives for machines.

Cl.37;Installation, repair, maintenance and conversion of machines and parts therefor.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2016; Application No. : 303946889 ;Hong Kong 

3537247    12/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1335643]
FrieslandCampina Nederland B.V.
Stationsplein 4 NL-3818 LE Amersfoort

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Food for babies.

Cl.29;Milk and milk products.

Cl.30;Chocolate and chocolate flavoured drinks; cereals and preparations made from cereals.
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3537454    13/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1335639]
Michel Van De Wiele NV
Michel Vandewielestraat 7 B-8510 Kortrijk-Marke

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine couplings and transmission belts (except for land 
vehicles); textile machines and parts, including jacquard mechanisms; transmissions and driving mechanisms (except for 
vehicles); weaving and spinning machines as well as their components as far as included in this class; machines with 
electronically controlled applications, and parts therefor included in this class, for use in textile machines; installations 
for feeding yarn to the textile machine; shuttles for weft threads and batteries for driving shuttles with weft threads in 
looms; bobbins and holders for spools of yarn and spools for textile machines; electromotors; built-in motors; non-
hydraulic drives for motors; non-hydraulic drives for electric motors; electric and electronic machine components for the 
control and regulation of the torque and the speed of the drive of electric motors; safety brakes for electric non-hydraulic 
machines or electric non-hydraulic motors; electromechanical brakes for electric non-hydraulic machines or electric non-
hydraulic motors; darning machines; pedal drives for sewing machines; sewing machines; stitching machines; tambours 
for embroidery machines; bobbins for weaving looms; card clothing [parts of carding machines]; carding machines; 
friezing machines; gears for weaving looms; hosiery looms; knitting machines; lace making machines; loom shafts; 
looms (machines); carriages for knitting machines; spinning machines; spindle flyers; spinning frames; machines for the 
textile industry; machines for loading and unloading apparatus; cranes (lifting and hoisting apparatus); dyeing machines; 
textile printing machines; combs for weft yarn.

Cl.9;Optical devices and instruments, weighing, measuring, checking (supervision) and control machines and 
instruments, in particular for textile machines; electronic and electrotechnical devices and instruments and parts therefor, 
included in this class, for use in textile machines; apparatus and instruments for control of electricity; magnetic data 
carriers, recording discs; data processing equipment and computers; display devices, electronic displays and control 
panels; user interfaces; touch user interfaces; touch sensitive control panels; electronic bulletin boards and components 
for computers; computer peripherals and controlling apparatuses and instruments; software; all the aforesaid goods 
intended for the textile industry and/or for use in textile machines; photocells; electric, electronic, photoelectric and 
photoelectronic devices for the textile industry; electric, electronic, photoelectric and photoelectronic devices for 
controlling and regulating textile machines; apparatus for checking the presence of yarn and for indicating when the 
sleeve with yarn is empty; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling and regulating the machines, 
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electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for controlling and regulating the motors, electric and electronic 
apparatus and instruments for safety provisions to prevent personal injury, material damage or damage to the machine; 
computers, computer operating programs; computer operating software and regulating apparatus; computer hardware for 
regulating and regulating apparatus; computer software safety provisions to prevent personal injury, material damage or 
damage to the machine; computer hardware for safety in order to prevent injury, material damage or damage to the 
machine; fieldbuses; printed circuits; battery chargers; accumulators; measuring apparatus for yarn.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computers and computer software; research and development of new apparatuses, 
appliances and instruments as well as electric and electronic components therefore; all the aforesaid services provided 
for the textile industry; technical advice related to computers, computer rental, software and installation of computers.
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3537625    15/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336169]
ChromaDex Inc.
10005 Muirlands Suite G Irvine CA 92618 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Phytochemicals for use in the manufacturing of dietary supplements, nutritional products, pharmaceuticals and 
cosmetics.

Cl.5;Dietary and nutritional supplements.
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Priority claimed from 12/12/2016; Application No. : 1057133 ;New Zealand 

3537695    13/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1337729]
LINDEN LEAVES LIMITED
5 Vanadium Place Middleton Christchurch 8024 New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E-11 NEW DELHI- 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumes; perfumery; non-medicated toilet preparations; non-medicated preparations for the skin and body; 
cosmetic preparations; cosmetics; make-up; lotions, powder and creams all for use on the skin; dentifrices; breath 
freshening sprays; depilatory preparations; deodorants for personal use; toilet articles; anti-perspirant preparations; 
preparations for care of the hair; hair colourants, hair conditioners, hair dyes, hair lotions; hair styling preparations; 
hairspray; shampoos; soaps; bath and shower oils; bath and shower gels; bath and shower lotions; body butters; body 
washes; bath bombs; facial exfoliants; facial cleansers; facial masques; facial toners; facial moisturisers; facial creams; 
facial oils; facial mists; eye serums; eye creams; eye gels; facial and body serums; body polishes; exfoliating body rubs; 
face and body scrubs; body mists; shimmer dusts; talcum powders; essential oils; non-medicated massage preparations; 
bath additives; bath salts not for medical purposes; beauty masks, facial packs; nail care preparations, nail varnish; 
cuticle creams; sunscreens; cosmetics containing sunscreens; lip care preparations; lip balms; lip treatments; aftershave 
preparations; preparations for shaving; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wipes for cosmetic purposes; cotton 
wool for cosmetic purposes; air fragrancing preparations; room fragrancing preparations; cleaning and fragrancing 
preparations; pot pourris; perfumed burning sticks; scented water.

Cl.4;Candles including perfumed candles; wicks for candles.
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Priority claimed from 13/10/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 029 180 ;Germany 

3537705    07/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334308]
Atotech Deutschland GmbH
Erasmusstraße 20 10553 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products, galvanic baths and formulations for use in the galvanic industry, especially for galvanic 
depositing of metals onto wafer-shape substrates, printed circuit boards and the like, especially for conformal plating and 
copper filling into blind microvias and through holes for galvanic copper baths.

Cl.7;Machines for surface treatment, especially metal and plastics, for use in the galvanic industry, especially for 
galvanic depositing of metals onto wafer-shape substrates, printed circuit boards and the like, especially for conformal 
plating and copper filling into blind microvias and through holes for galvanic copper baths.
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2016; Application No. : 75444 ;Kazakhstan 

3537725    27/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338295]
Philip Morris Products S.A.
Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-2000 Neuchâtel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco, chargers for 
electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating 
tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco; battery 
chargers for electronic cigarettes.

Cl.11;Electronic vaporizers except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapor.

Cl.34;Wired vaporizers for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or manufactured; 
tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll-your-own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing 
tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); smokers' articles, including 
cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling 
cigarettes, lighters; matches; tobacco sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and 
their parts for the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; 
liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking devices; electronic cigarettes; electronic 
cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine-containing aerosol; oral 
vaporizing devices for use by smokers, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smokers' articles for electronic 
cigarettes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid products included in this class; extinguishers for heated cigarettes and 
cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks; electronic rechargeable cigarette cases.
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2016; Application No. : 302016032326 ;Germany 

3537772    06/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334327]
Beiersdorf AG
Unnastrasse 48 20253 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials.
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3537826    20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1335830]
YENMAK MOTOR GÖMLEK SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Horozluhan Mahallesi,1., Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, Atabey sokak, No:8 Selçuklu - Konya Turkey

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SELVAM & SELVAM
9/1-VALLIAMMAL STREET, KILPAUK, CHENNAI 600 010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors, other than for land vehicles; engines, other than for land vehicles; piston segments; transmission shafts, 
other than for land vehicles; transmission chains other than for land vehicles; bearings for transmission shafts; bearings 
for engines; shaft bearings; shaft couplings for machines; axles for machines; piston rings; pistons for cylinders; pistons 
for engines; pistons; valves for machines; filters for machines or engines; engine cylinders for land vehicles.

Cl.12;Automobile engines; automobile chassis; vehicle chassis; axles for vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles, 
other than parts of motors and engines; transmission chains for land vehicles; transmissions, for land vehicles; 
transmission shafts for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; brake cylinders for vehicles; brake cylinders for land 
vehicles; wheel bearings for land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; air pumps; valves for vehicle tires.
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Priority claimed from 11/07/2016; Application No. : UK00003174019 ;United Kingdom 

3538507    28/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334933]
The Amtico Company Limited
Kingfield Road Coventry, Warwickshire CV6 5AA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; building products; non-metallic tiles; non-metallic floor tiles; non-metallic wall 
tiles; floor making materials; floor screed; vinyl flooring; bamboo flooring; wooden flooring; rubber flooring; flooring 
underlays; pvc-free flooring.

Cl.27;Floor coverings; vinyl floor coverings; wall coverings; wall paper; floor tiles made of cork; floor tiles made of 
linoleum for fixing to existing floors; floor tiles made wholly or principally of plastics; carpets and carpet tiles; rugs, mats 
and matting.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance and retexturing of floors, floor coverings, walls, wall coverings; tiling services; 
application of coatings to floors and walls; laying of tiles on floors and walls; laying of floors and repair of floors and floor 
coverings.
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Priority claimed from 13/09/2016; Application No. : 4020160072172 ;Republic of Korea 

3538513    13/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334790]
PDM Co., Ltd.
1,B-604, 660, Daewangpangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, 13494 KR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A.BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audiovisual teaching apparatus; DVDs; downloadable digital photographs; electronic publications, downloadable; 
downloadable electronic fairytale books; downloadable electronic manuals; downloadable electronic documents; 
downloadable electronic photos; downloadable electronic books; downloadable electronic study books or papers; 
electronic coupons; educational software; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer software for use in relation to digital animation and special effects of images; 
computer software for personal information management; data synchronization programs; computer software for 
database; computer software for digital information and data access; computer application software for digital or 
electronic tablets.

Cl.16;Printed matter; software programs and data processing programs in printed form; study books or papers for 
household purposes; textbook guide books; training manuals; children's books incorporating an audio component; 
pamphlets relating to education; handbooks relating to education; teaching materials [except apparatus]; books; 
booklets; dictionaries; children's instructional books; children's activity books; children's magazines; children's 
storybooks; school writing books; study books or papers; children's storybooks; encyclopedias.

Cl.41;Coaching (training); education courses through the Internet; providing educational courses via satellite 
communications; Internet education instruction; education information; educational research; providing information 
relating to children language education; consulting services relating to childcare academies via online; information 
services relating to childcare education via online; information services relating to childcare academies via online; 
providing educational information relating to childcare; consulting services relating to childcare academies; provision of 
educational information for children's field study; educational and instruction services for children's field study; provision
of play facilities for children; providing recreational areas in the nature of play areas for children; language instruction; 
operation of children's playgrounds; provision of children's playground services through chain stores

Cl.43;Day-care center services.
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Priority claimed from 12/07/2016; Application No. : 015636021 ;European Union 

3538530    22/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338058]
BonAlive Biomaterials Oy
Biolinja 12 FI-20750 Turku Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Absorbent cotton wadding; adhesive plasters; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; antibiotics; antiseptic cotton; 
antiseptics; aseptic cotton; bacterial poisons; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; bacteriological 
preparations for medical and veterinary use; bandages for dressings; biological preparations for medical purposes; 
biological preparations for veterinary purposes; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; biological tissue cultures 
for veterinary purposes; bone cement for surgical and orthopaedic purposes; chemical preparations for medical 
purposes; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; collagen for medical 
purposes; compresses; cotton for medical purposes; dental amalgams; dental cements; dental mastics; dental amalgams 
of gold; disinfectants; medical dressings; drugs for medical purposes; fumigation preparations for medical purposes; 
gauze for dressings; lint for medical purposes; medicinal infusions; ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; 
pharmaceuticals; porcelain for dental prostheses; salts for medical purposes; surgical dressings; surgical implants 
comprised of living tissues; surgical glues; teeth filling material; transplants [living tissues]; wadding for medical 
purposes; biological implants, namely bone construction implants, cartilage implants, craniofacial construction implants, 
pharmaceutical implants; implants comprising living tissues; bioactive materials for implants; biological implant 
materials.

Cl.10;Anaesthetic apparatus; anaesthetic masks; artificial teeth; artificial jaws; artificial limbs; artificial skin for surgical 
purposes; artificial breasts; artificial eyes; anatomical bandages for joints; elastic bandages; biodegradable bone fixation 
implants; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; instrument cases for use by doctors; cases fitted for 
medical instruments; catheters; surgical clips; clothing especially for operating rooms; compressors [surgical]; corn 
knives; dental apparatus and instruments; dentures; forceps; gloves for medical purposes; hair prostheses; knee 
bandages, orthopedic; knives for surgical purposes; lancets; medical apparatus and instruments; mirrors for surgeons; 
needles for medical purposes; operating tables; orthodontic appliances; orthopedic articles; plaster bandages for 
orthopedic purposes; saws for surgical purposes; scalpels; scissors for surgery; surgical splints; surgical sponges; 
surgical apparatus and instruments; surgical cutlery; surgical drapes; surgical implants comprised of artificial materials; 
suture needles; suture materials; surgical thread; bone implants of artificial materials; implants comprising artificial 
materials.
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3538536    19/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338046]
Naked Wolfe Footwear Pty. Ltd.
C/ - Abound Business Solutions Pty Ltd, Level 1, 426 Mt Alexander Road Ascot Vale VIC 3032 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Handbags; leather wallets; pocket wallets; pouches (bags); travel goods (luggage); work bags; backpacks; casual 
bags; clutch bags; messenger bags; overnight bags; articles made from animal hides; articles made from animal skins; 
articles made from fur; articles made from imitation leather; articles made from leather; articles made from the skin of 
amphibians; articles made from the skin of birds; articles made from the skin of mammals; articles made from the skin of 
reptiles; purses.

Cl.25;Clothing; headwear; footwear; footwear for children; footwear for men; footwear for women; shoes; boots; 
slippers; sandals.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2016; Application No. : 2016-137763 ;Japan 

3538644    12/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1334987]
A2 Care Co., Ltd.
9-2, Higashishinbashi 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-0021 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Breath freshening preparations; deodorants for animals; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics and 
toiletries; perfume and flavour materials; incenses and fragrances.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; dental 
materials; dietary supplements for humans.
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Priority claimed from 24/06/2016; Application No. : 015580616 ;European Union 

3538705    20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1339102]
Enercon GmbH
Dreekamp 5 26605 Aurich Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Safety, security, protection and signalling devices.

Cl.16;Printed documents, prospectuses, pamphlets and training documents and teaching material in the field of 
occupational medicine and occupational safety.

Cl.41;Education and training services in the field of occupational health and safety.
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Priority claimed from 29/04/2016; Application No. : 87019656 ;United States of America 

3538729    27/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336496]
IXL Learning, Inc.
Suite 600, 777 Mariners Island Blvd. San Mateo CA 94404 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Children's educational software; downloadable computer software in the field of educational skills and assessment 
test materials; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, worksheets, articles, handouts, charts, and 
certificates in the field of educational skills and assessment test materials and teaching materials; downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of educational lesson plans in the field of math, science, social studies and language 
arts; educational software featuring instruction in math and language arts; educational software for students and teachers
in the fields of math science social studies and language arts; downloadable educational course materials, namely, 
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, worksheets, articles, handouts, charts, and certificates in the
fields of math and language arts.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing instruction in the field of math, science, social studies and language 
arts; educational services, namely, providing curriculum information for teachers and educators in the field of education; 
providing on-line education publications in the nature of curriculum in the fields of math, science, social studies, and 
language arts for teachers and educators; providing educational assessment and testing services; educational services, 
namely, providing training for teachers and educators; educational services, namely, providing academic performance, 
evaluation, monitoring, education and guidance for primary and secondary students and educators; educational services, 
namely, providing courses of instruction at the primary and secondary levels; providing online non-downloadable videos 
and publications in the nature of books, worksheets, articles, and handouts on motivational topics for students, 
accessible via a website.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to 
access training, education and testing materials and records in the field of education, accessible via a website; hosting a 
website that enables users to subscribe to coaching, professional development and educational services and materials; 
providing online, non-downloadable software for use in tracking, analyzing and managing data; providing online, non-
downloadable software for use in online testing and scoring; hosting an on-line community website featuring content in 
the field of education; providing a software technology, via a website, that gives multiple computer users the ability to 
view, take, and review educational tests, quizzes and games.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2016; Application No. : 1338070 ;Benelux 

3539255    13/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336958]
I.M.S.E. bvba
Griffinstraat 7 B-2170 Merksem

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Valves [parts of machines] for diesel engines and other components of diesel engines, namely valve seats, valve 
guides, shutter valves, pump control valves, gears for machines; marine engines and generic machine parts.

Cl.12;Parts and fittings for vehicles, namely turning gears for diesel engines.
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Priority claimed from 22/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 105 773 ;Germany 

3539335    19/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336290]
CASAR Drahtseilwerk Saar GmbH
Casarstraße 1 66459 Kirkel Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Wire ropes, in particular steel wire ropes.

Cl.22;Ropes, in particular synthetic ropes and fibre ropes.
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2016; Application No. : 302016000051916 ;Italy 

3539412    17/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1336788]
D.K.Z. S.r.l.
Via Dell'Artigianato, 18 I-38037 Predazzo (TN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Door units, not of metal; wainscotting, not of metal; windows, not of metal; parquet flooring; door frames, not of 
metal; window frames, not of metal; floors, not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture partitions of wood; cupboards; tea carts; meat chests, not of metal; beds; table tops; furniture shelves; 
racks [furniture]; furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture made of wood or wood substitutes; furniture; works of art of 
wood; ladders of wood; desks
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3539418    06/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1337066]
Gates Corporation
1551 Wewatta Street Denver CO 80202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine coupling and transmission components not for land vehicles, namely, tensioners, sprockets and pulleys, 
tensioning idlers, variable diameter pulleys, adjustable pulleys, adjustable lock center pulleys, dual pulley tensioning 
systems for power transmission belts for use with machines and engines; lockable tensioning devices, namely, belt 
tensioners for maintaining a belt tension on an engine accessory belt drive being parts of engines, machines or motors; 
belts for engines, motors or machines, namely, power transmission belts, variable speed belts, timing belts, v-ribbed 
belts, v-belts; crankshaft dampers for use on engines; belts for material handling machines; conveyor belts; belts for 
linear motion control machines; flexible couplings for coupling rotating shafts in land vehicle engines; caps for engine oil 
intakes being parts of engines; hose crimping machines; radiator caps for cooling radiators for motors, engines and 
vehicles; machines parts, namely, flexible couplings for coupling rotatable shafts and transmitting power there between; 
couplings for use in machinery of all kinds other than those for land vehicles; multi-ribbed belts for machines and 
engines; fan belts for motors; dynamo belts for use with machines; dynamo alternator decouplers, namely, a clutch to 
disconnect an alternator depending on a belt load condition for use with machines; couplings for pneumatic apparatus, 
namely, pneumatic conveyors; machine couplings other than for land vehicles; flexible couplings being parts of 
machines; machine parts, namely, fluid couplings other than for land vehicles; hydraulic couplings for engines other than 
for land vehicles, also being parts of machines; hydraulic quick release couplings for high pressure hoses; shaft 
couplings other than for land vehicles; power transmission couplings not for land vehicles; safety couplings not for land 
vehicles; industrial motion control components, namely, belts and pulleys for use with machines; timing belts for 
synchronous conveying, linear positioning and power transmission for machines, motors and engines used in industrial 
applications; timing belts for machines, motors or engines used in industrial applications including linear belts, profile 
belts, welded belts, flex belts, wide belts, vacuum belts, self-tracking belts and flat belts; water pumps for land vehicle 
engines; synchronous belts and drive belts for conveyors or machines; synchronous and toothed belts for industrial 
applications for use with machines; electronically controlled belt tensioners for use with machines whereby belt tension 
forces are controlled; engine transmission belts for land vehicles for use with machines; flat belts for vertical movement 
for use with machines; flat belts wound on shafts for moving or lifting platforms and weights for use with machines; non-
metallic belt sprockets and pulleys being parts of machines; power transmission drive components, namely, low modulus 
belts, clutches and alternator decouplers, parts and components for asynchronous belt drive systems and parts and 
components for synchronous belt drive systems, other than for land vehicles, namely, timing belts and pulleys; auxiliary 
power units for use in land vehicles for supplying electrical and mechanical power to the land vehicle when the land 
vehicle main engine is not operating.

Cl.17;Flexible tubes not of metal, namely, hydraulic hose, fuel hose, braided hose and rigid tubing; flexible hose 
assemblies, namely, non-metal couplings and clamps; non-metal fluid transfer hose, non-metal petroleum transfer hose; 
non-metal chemical transfer hose, non-metal vacuum hose; non-metal turbocharger hose, for use in land vehicle engines; 
protective insulation sleeves for flexible tubes for use on machinery; anti-static strips for vehicles for use in discharging 
static electricity; non-metallic hydraulic hose made of rubber or plastic; rubber or plastic coupling assemblies, namely, 
hose clamps, hose clamping sleeves; non-metal hose band restrictors; non-metallic couplings including hose end 
connectors for automotive use, hydraulic and coolant systems use for use with hydraulic hose, fuel hose, braided hose 
and rigid tubing; non-metallic power steering flexible hose assemblies; non-metallic industrial hose made of rubber or 
plastic, namely, material handling hose and fluid transfer hose; non-metallic reinforced hose made of rubber or plastic for 
use in land vehicle engines and industrial machines, motors and engines; flexible hose made or rubber or plastic for 
transferring hydraulic power; wire reinforced hose, primarily plastic hose for the transfer of fluids under pressure for use 
in hydraulic applications; flexible elastomeric winding sleeves, namely, plastic tubes for spooling continuous fiber 
strands and yarns thereon, namely, synthetic and natural filter strands and yarns.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2016; Application No. : 87078211 ;United States of America 

3539450    16/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1337082]
Avaya Inc.
4655 Great America Parkway Santa Clara CA 95054 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in the operation, management and reporting of telecommunications contact centers; 
computer software for providing telecommunications contact centers with cloud-based services and social media access 
in its operation, management and reporting.

Cl.42;Non-downloadable software platform for contact center and customer interaction management, namely, a 
software platform that provides intelligent multichannel routing, distributing, queuing, auditing, real-time reporting, 
tracking, recording and storage of all customer interactions across every customer interaction channel, namely, voice, 
email, SMA, web chat, social media and text and that stores and manages customer data; providing cloud-based, online 
non-downloadable software for management of contact center platforms; providing on-line non-downloadable software 
that allows users to utilize VOIP communication services, instant messaging communication services, and video 
communication services; providing on-line, non-downloadable software for communication via the internet; providing on-
line, non-downloadable software for enabling subscribers to communicate via the internet; providing on-line non-
downloadable software for live chat; providing on-line non-downloadable software for real-time customer support, 
customer service and customer engagement; providing on-line non-downloadable software that allows customers to 
converse with a customer service representative in real time via live chats.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 105 651 ;Germany 

3539894    15/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1342017]
ROLLER GmbH & Co. KG
Willy-Brandt-Allee 72 45891 Gelsenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, ivory, whalebone or mother of-pearl; 
shells; meerschaum; yellow amber; curtain holders, not of textile material; curtain rings; curtain tie-backs; interior textile 
window blinds; blinds (slatted indoor); cushions; mobiles [decoration].

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; bed covers; table covers; bed linen; cushion covers; curtains of textile or 
plastic; mattress covers; place mats, not of paper; net curtains; quilt bedding mats; bedspreads; curtains of textile or 
plastic; towels of textile; towelling [textile]; bath towels; table runners; table napkins of textile; diapered linen; non-woven 
textile fabrics; curtains of textile or plastic; wall hangings of textile.

Cl.27;Carpets, floor mats, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings 
(non-textile); bath mats; wall hangings not of textile; rugs.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail and wholesale services, also 
via Internet regarding the following goods: furniture, mirrors, picture frames, unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, ivory, 
whalebone or mother of-pearl, shells, meerschaum, yellow amber, curtain holders, not of textile material, curtain rings, 
curtain tie-backs, interior textile window blinds, blinds (slatted indoor), cushions, mobiles [decoration], textiles and 
substitutes for textiles, bed covers, table covers, bedlinen, cushion covers, curtains of textile or plastic, mattress covers, 
place mats, not of paper, net curtains, quilt bedding mats, bedspreads, curtains of textile or plastic, towels of textile, 
towelling [textile], bath towels, table runners, table napkins of textile, diapered linen, non-woven textile fabrics, curtains of 
textile or plastic, wall hangings of textile, carpets, floor mats, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering 
existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), bath mats, wall hangings not of textile, rugs.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 105 652 ;Germany 

3540679    15/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1341481]
ROLLER GmbH & Co. KG
Willy-Brandt-Allee 72 45891 Gelsenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; unworked or semi-worked bone, hom, ivory, whalebone or mother- of-pearl; 
tortoiseshell; meerschaum; yellow amber; curtain holders, not of textile material; curtain rings; curtain tie-backs; interior 
textile window blinds; slatted indoor blinds; cushions; mobiles [decoration].

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles; bed covers; table covers; bed linen; cushion covers; curtains of textile or 
plastic; mattress covers; place mats, not of paper; net curtains; quilt bedding mats; bedspreads; curtains of textile or 
plastic; towels of textile; towelling [textile]; bath towels; table runners; table napkins of textile; diapered linen; non-woven 
textile fabrics; curtains of textile or plastic; wall hangings of textile.

Cl.27;Carpets, floor mats, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings 
(non-textile); bath mats; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; carpets.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail and wholesale services, also 
via internet regarding the following goods: furniture, mirrors, picture frames, unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, ivory, 
whalebone or mother-of-pearl, tortoiseshell, meerschaum, yellow amber, curtain holders, not of textile material, curtain 
rings, curtain tie-backs, interior textile window blinds, slatted indoor blinds, cushions, mobiles [decoration], textiles and 
substitutes for textiles, bed covers, table covers, bedlinen, cushion covers, curtains of textile or plastic, mattress covers, 
place mats, not of paper, net curtains, quilt bedding mats, bedspreads, curtains of textile or plastic, towels of textile, 
towelling [textile], bath towels, table runners, table napkins of textile, diapered linen, non-woven textile fabrics, curtains of 
textile or plastic, wall hangings of textile, carpets, floor mats, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering 
existing floors, wall hangings (non-textile), bath mats, decorative wall hangings, not of textile, carpets.
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3540743    08/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1342016]
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Moislinger Allee 53-55 23558 Lübeck Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industrial purposes; chemical products for scientific purposes; chemical products for 
photographic purposes; chemical products for agricultural purposes; chemical products for horticultural purposes; 
chemical products for forestry purposes; chemical and non-chemical filtration materials all included in this class; 
chemical substances, chemical materials, chemical compounds as well as natural components; carbon dioxide bonding 
agent for respiratory gases, for example soda lime; solid state oxygen; activated carbon; activated carbon filter; oxidation 
catalysts [catalysts for the oxidation of carbon dioxide]; calibration gases [gaseous mixture] for use in industry.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; security, safety, protective and signalling equipment; 
measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and regulators; fixed and portable measuring and warning 
devices and sensors for the detection of gases, vapours and other toxic substances; testing equipment and evaluation 
systems, consisting of devices and/or software for the evaluation of measured values from fixed and portable gas 
analysers and detectors, for fixed and portable gas analysers and detectors; test tubes for gas detection; air flow tester; 
sampling apparatus, namely collection devices for non-medical testing; fire detectors; fire alarms; flame detectors; 
thermal imaging cameras; personal protective equipment, namely respiratory masks, (safety) helmets, safety 
glasses/goggles for industrial purposes only, and not for use in leisure; protective suits; protective clothing; respiratory 
air and gas control devices; respiratory protection apparatus; testing equipment and tailored preservation and 
transportation containers for respiratory protection apparatus; fan filtering equipment; testing equipment mainly 
consisting of systems and testing systems for respiratory protection apparatus; communication equipment for 
respiratory protection apparatus; filters for respiratory protection products, namely filters for respiratory protection 
masks (non-medical) and filters for respiratory protection apparatus; diving equipment; electronic underwater 
communication equipment, in particular underwater telephones; alcohol breath analyser test equipment; drug testing 
equipment; electronic security lock for vehicles, in particular alcohol breath analyser test equipment with vehicle 
immobiliser system; electronic telemetry and monitoring systems, in particular for people carrying respirators; software 
for medical and non-medical purposes; escape and rescue chambers; pressure chambers; fire training facilities; training 
facilities for rescue teams, namely simulation apparatus for rescue teams; response organisation apparatus for fire 
brigades, namely devices for monitoring people carrying respirators, electronic monitoring panels and accessories 
therefor; self-contained oxygen breathing devices; sunglasses for industrial purposes only, and not for use in leisure; 
data carriers, including dvds, compact discs and usb flash drives; oxygen sensors, air flow sensors, flowmeters, for 
medical and non-medical purposes; parts, fittings and disposable components included in this class for aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Machine cleaning, drying and disinfecting apparatus for respirators and breathing air supply apparatus; air 
treatment systems containing air treatment apparatus, ventilation installations and air filters for protecting against 
harmful gases and vapours.
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3540744    19/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1341995]
Australasian Conference Association Limited
148 Fox Valley Rd WAHROONGA NSW 2076 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Preserved, dried, frozen, processed and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams; compotes; eggs; milk and 
milk products; edible oils and fats; meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; meat substitutes; fish substitutes; poultry 
substitutes; game substitutes; meat extract substitutes; food spreads, namely, meat spreads, vegetable spreads; fruit 
spreads; peanut butter; nut butters; nut cheese; soy based spreads and dips; nut and seed spreads; prepared nuts; nut 
meats; nut extracts for food, not being food flavourings; roasted nuts; flavoured nuts; nut based foods containing cereal; 
nuts, processed; dairy products; milk; milk based beverages; milk products; milk-based food preparations with added 
vitamins and minerals; rice milk; yoghurt; yoghurt spread; whey; dairy substitutes; milk substitutes; soy-based beverages
used as milk substitutes, including soy milk; tofu; products made from tofu; preserved soy beans and products made 
from preserved soy beans; eggs and egg products; tomato juice for cooking; tomato puree; juice for cooking; soup, 
bouillon, stock and broth and preparations for the foregoing; vegetable protein for use as an extender or meat substitute; 
textured vegetable protein for use as an extender or meat substitute; soy protein for use as a food additive; soy products 
in this class; prepared meals in this class; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry or fruit; burgers and 
hamburgers in this class; foodstuffs made from potatoes; edible oils; edible fats; crystallised fruits; snacks prepared from
fruit, potatoes, vegetables, cheeses and/or meat; cooked, dried, frozen or preserved meals prepared from meat, fish, 
poultry, games, fruits and vegetables; vegetable extracts; food consisting predominantly of vegetables or fruits; mixtures 
comprised primarily of dried fruits, prepared nuts, seeds, milk products, yoghurt, dairy substitutes in any combination of 
the foregoing; preserved lentils; preparations made from lentils; croquettes; vegetarian meals consisting predominantly 
of vegetables or fruit; snack foods made from fruit or vegetables; malted milk powder; prepared foodstuffs consisting of 
or made substantially of legumes; meat substitutes; fish substitutes; poultry substitutes; game substitutes.

Cl.30;Breakfast cereal; cereal preparations; cereal products; grain and grain products; coffee; tea; cocoa; artificial 
coffee; coffee substitutes; artificial tea; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; coffee-based beverages; 
flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; breadcrumbs; pastry; confectionery; yeast; yeast products; yeast 
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extracts; yeast spreads; baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments); spices; ice; processed cereals; 
flour; foods consisting predominantly of cereals; biscuits; cookies; crackers; cakes; preparations for making cakes; 
honey; sugar; treacle; golden syrup; cornflakes; cereal-based energy bars and snack foods; rice-based energy bars and 
snack foods; frozen yoghurt; ice cream; oat flakes; peanut confectionery; rice and rice products; rice cakes; soy flour and 
sauce; soy-based products in this class; fruit confectionery; corn snacks; cereal based snacks; cereal extracts for food 
and for use as food flavourings; cereal-based beverages, being cereal-based foods; custard; ices; gravy; malt extract for 
food; seasonings other than essential oils; flavourings other than essential oils; flavourings for beverages other than 
essential oils; condiments; puddings; cereal based foods containing nuts; malted wheat extract; farinaceous foods; 
farinaceous food pastes; preserved herbs; soy bean paste; soy flour; pasta; ravioli; lasagne; noodles; semolina; sago; 
tapioca; natural sweeteners; salad dressings; pies; pizzas; burgers and hamburgers in this class; prepared meals in this 
class; prepared meals consisting predominantly of rice, pasta or noodles; vegetarian meals consisting predominantly of 
rice, pasta or noodles; cereal-based snack foods; almond paste; bean meal; sausage binding materials; starch for food; 
vanilla and vanilla substitutes; cereal-based food preparations with added vitamins and minerals in this class; fruit 
sauces; sauces.
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Priority claimed from 15/12/2016; Application No. : 302016000126993 ;Italy 

3544243    23/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1342998]
MAPEI SPA
Via Cafiero, 22 I-20158 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Multi-purpose adhesives for floor coverings; adhesives for ceramic wall tiles; adhesives for carpets with synthetic 
backing; contact cement; adhesives for outdoor carpets; adhesives with asbestos for vinyl floor coverings; adhesives for 
water-resistant vinyl floor tiles; transparent adhesives for applying floor tiles; pastes for linoleum floors; adhesives for 
asphalt floors; adhesives for rubber asphalt tiles; adhesives for ceramic tiles; adhesives for extruded single tiles; 
adhesives for baseboards; cement with point of contact; adhesives for floor grouts; adhesives for carpet grippers; 
adhesives for hardwood flooring; rubber adhesives for carpets; adhesive cement for carpet padding; adhesives for carpet 
padding; adhesives for carpets with polyurethane foam backing; adhesives for vinyl and polyurethane floor coverings; 
carpet adhesives; adhesives for all-season carpeting; removable adhesives for carpets; adhesives for tiles, for floors and 
coverings in general.

Cl.19;Building materials; natural and artificial stones; bricks; cement; lime; mortar; gypsum and gravel; pipes made of 
sandstone and cement; road-building materials; asphalt; pitch and bitumen; monuments of stone; planks; building glass; 
adhesives for tiles, for floors and coverings in general; pantiles, not of metal; prefabricated houses, namely, mobile 
homes; chimneys not of metal; building lumber; beams, not of metal; hardboard; flooring or wall cladding of synthetic 
materials; plywood panels; glass bricks; glass tiles other than for roofing; building materials, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2016; Application No. : 015869027 ;European Union 

3544899    07/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1343055]
Kruse, Swen
Haarweg 80 58675 Hemer Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Physiotherapy and rehabilitation equipments for medical purposes, namely hand-operated elastic bands for 
exercises and for myofascial compression for therapeutic purposes.

Cl.41;Providing of further training and education in the medical field; providing of training, education services, 
seminars, consultancy and training in the field of medical rehabilitation and physiotherapy.

Cl.44;Physical therapy; physical therapy; physical rehabilitation; development of individual physical rehabilitation 
programmes; implementation of rehabilitation and physiotherapy measures.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2016; Application No. : UK00003147228 ;United Kingdom 

3546372    27/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1343129]
Oxford Nanopore Technologies Limited
Edmund Cartwright House, 4 Robert Robinson Avenue, Oxford Science Park Oxford OX4 4GA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical diagnostic reagents for scientific use; reagents for scientific research and scientific testing purpose for 
use in automated test systems; reagents for analytical tests; reagents for industrial use; reagents for use in science; 
reagents for laboratory use; reagents for use in molecular biology, biotechnology, microbiology, and bacteriology; 
reagents for nucleic acid amplification; reagents for use in forensic analysis; reagents for blood grouping; reagents for 
use in environmental testing and environmental analysis; reagents for testing water and other liquids; reagents for testing 
aqueous solutions; deoxyribonucleic acid, single stranded and double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid; ribonucleic acid; 
peptide nucleic acids; locked nucleic acids; nucleic acids; oligonucleotides; oligosaccharides; proteins; peptides; 
chemicals, enzymes and reagents for use in genome, DNA, RNA and nucleic acid synthesis; endonucleases, 
polymerases, ligases, glycosylases; nucleotides, pyrimidines, purines; amino acids; saccharides; reagents for biological 
processing; reagents for use in nucleic acid characterisation and nucleic acid sequencing; reagents for protein 
identification and analysis; chemicals for use in tests to detect diseases in plant life; reagents for formation of 
amphipathic membranes; buffer solutions; aqueous solvents; non-aqueous solvents; isopropanol; ethanol; phenol; non-
aqueous media; surfactants; silicone oils; silicone fluids; enzymes; lytic enzymes including lysozyme, lyticase and 
cellulose; proteases; nucleases, including RNase, DNase and restriction enzymes; chaotropes, including guanidine-HCl 
and guanidinium thiocyanate; detergents for industrial and scientific use; proteins for use in analytical tests; magnetic 
and non-magnetic microspheres made from synthetic materials including rubber, plastics or silicone, namely, beads for 
use in medical and scientific research.

Cl.5;Reagents for medical or veterinary purposes for use in automated test systems; reagents for use in blood 
grouping, molecular biology, bacteriological, biotechnology and microbiological analysis, including reagents for 
formation of amphipathic membranes, buffer solutions, non-aqueous solvents, surfactants; reagents for medical and 
veterinary diagnosis and medical and veterinary research; reagents for laboratory tests for medical or veterinary 
purposes; nucleic acid amplification reagents for veterinary, medical use; reagents for immunoassay analysers; reagents 
for testing aqueous solutions; reagents for testing for susceptibility to allergies; reagents for use in biological 
processing; reagents for use in nucleic acid characterisation and nucleic acid sequencing; reagents for protein 
identification and analysis; reagents for formation of amphipathic membranes; buffer solutions; aqueous solvents; non-
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aqueous solvents; non-aqueous media; surfactants; silicone oils; enzymes; proteins for use in tests for medical or 
veterinary purposes; magnetic and non-magnetic microspheres made from synthetic materials including rubber, plastics 
or silicone, namely, beads for medical or veterinary purposes.

Cl.9;Computer software; software; software for running an e-commerce platform; software for use in analysing, 
transmitting and receiving data via a global communications network; software for developing, running and 
communicating with software on data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and veterinary apparatus, 
computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices; computer operating 
software; operating system software; operating software for data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and 
veterinary apparatus, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices; 
sensors; micro-array chips; electronic sensing apparatus; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, supervision, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular 
analysis, optical or electrochemical analysis, measurement of ions; portable apparatus and instruments for biological, 
bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis, optical or 
electrochemical analysis, measurement of ions; apparatus and instruments for use in DNA, RNA, protein and polynucleic 
acid sequencing; apparatus for the analysis of polynucleic acid sequences; apparatus and instruments for the analysis of 
nucleic and polynucleic acids; apparatus and instruments for the analysis of proteins; apparatus and instruments for 
analysis of genetic information, genomic information and proteomic information; apparatus and instruments for use in 
laboratory analysis; diagnostic and testing apparatus, not for medical purposes; monitoring apparatus and instruments; 
computer programs, computer hardware and data processing apparatus, all for the analysis and recordal of scientific 
data; scientific apparatus and instruments; apparatus, devices and instruments for synthesising chemical compounds, 
small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; data processing 
apparatus, devices and instruments; apparatus, devices and instruments for identifying, measuring, analysing, 
sequencing or synthesising small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and 
peptides; portable apparatus, devices and instruments for identifying, measuring, analysing, sequencing or synthesising 
small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; portable computer 
hardware and data processing apparatus, all for the analysis and recordal of scientific data; computer peripheral devices; 
instruments and apparatus for the display of information obtained from scientific equipment; silicon chips; DNA chips; 
analyte detector chips; biosensor chips; apparatus and instruments for use in laboratory analysis being empty cartridges 
for test samples; batteries; rechargeable batteries; chargers for batteries; power packs; computer docking stations; 
apparatus for connecting and charging portable digital electronic devices; testing apparatus incorporating chemical or 
biological reagents; reaction units containing chemical or biological reagents; nanopore sensing devices; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus for biological, 
chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein and molecular analysis; portable medical and veterinary apparatus for 
biological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein and molecular analysis; blood testing apparatus; diagnostic 
apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; portable diagnostic apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; testing 
apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; portable testing apparatus for medical or veterinary purposes; cartridges 
for test samples, for medical purposes; reaction units containing chemical reagents, for medical purposes; nanopore 
sensing devices; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Analysis and evaluation of marketing, business and commercial data; provision of reports relating to the 
aforesaid; business services; retail services connected with the sale of software; retail services connected with the sale 
of computer operating software; retail services; retail services connected with the sale of data analysis products and 
services and data streaming products and services; retail services connected with the sale of electronic sensing and 
measuring equipment, apparatus and instruments; retail services connected with the sale of sequencing equipment, 
apparatus and instruments; retail services connected with the sale of data processing equipment, apparatus and 
instruments; retail services connected with the sale of scientific equipment, apparatus and instruments; retail services 
connected with the sale of surgical, medical and veterinary equipment, apparatus and instruments; retail services 
connected with the sale of reagents, buffer solutions, solvents, surfactants, oils and other media for scientific, medical or 
veterinary purposes; retail services connected with the sale of chemicals and enzymes; retail services connected with the 
sale of chemicals and enzymes for scientific, medical or veterinary purposes; retail services connected with the sale of 
deoxyribonucleic acid, single stranded and double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid, ribonucleic acid, peptide nucleic 
acids, locked nucleic acids, nucleic acids, oligonucleotides, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; retail services 
connected with the sale of goods for use in a laboratory; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the 
aforesaid.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; scientific research for chemical, biochemical, biological, bacteriological, medical or veterinary purposes; 
biological, chemical, biochemical, bacteriological, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis services; 
services relating to the synthesis of chemical compounds, small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA or other nucleic acids, 
oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides; scientific research for medical or veterinary purposes; genome, DNA, RNA and 
nucleic acid, oligosaccharide, protein and peptide synthesising services; chemical compound and small molecule 
synthesising services; DNA and RNA and polynucleic acid sequencing services; protein sequencing services; design and 
development of instruments and apparatus for biological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein and molecular 
analysis; laboratory testing services; DNA and polynucleic acid testing services; genome sequencing services; analysis 
and evaluation of data, including scientific and medical data; computerised analysis of data; overseeing, monitoring and 
managing scientific and medical experiments and tests; overseeing, monitoring and managing the analysis and 
evaluation of scientific and medical data; design of scientific experiments; analysis of data generated by scientific and 
medical experiments and tests; biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid 
and molecular analysis and evaluation services; DNA and RNA and polynucleic acid and protein sequencing, analysis and 
evaluation services; genome sequencing services and the analysis and evaluation of data resulting therefrom; provision 
of reports relating to scientific and medical experiments, the results of scientific and medical experiments and tests, the 
analysis and evaluation of scientific and medical data, and data generated by scientific and medical experiments and 
tests; scientific and medical research and development services; technical data analysis and evaluation services; 
electronic data storage services; application service provider (ASP) services for providing access to computer software 
applications installed or downloaded onto data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus, medical and veterinary 
apparatus, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices; information, 
advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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3546597    20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1343080]
Fantex Ltd
Enterprise Drive, Four Ashes Wolverhampton WV10 7DF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dressings, swabs, cloths, towels, paper articles and cleaning materials impregnated with disinfectant and/or 
antibacterial preparations; anti-bacterial preparations, detergents and solutions for hygiene purposes and dental, medical 
and veterinary use.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods impregnated with disinfectant and/or antibacterial preparations; bed linen impregnated 
with disinfectant and/or antibacterial preparations.

Cl.25;Clothing, headgear and footwear; clothing, uniforms, workwear impregnated with disinfectant and/or antibacterial 
preparations.
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Priority claimed from 30/05/2017; Application No. : 00224/2017 ;Switzerland 

3707923    19/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1378320]
LYMO SA
Rue de la Croix d'Or 17, c/o Consumer Goods & Healthcare Group SA, CH-1204 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, 
DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, 
data processing equipment, computers; software; fire extinguishers.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel organization.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computers and software.
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Priority claimed from 29/03/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 008 055 ;Germany 

3708332    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1380026]
ROSENBERGER Hochfrequenztechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstraße 1 83413 Fridolfing Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine parts for the vehicle industry as well as for producers of gears; machine tools; all above-
mentioned goods excluded for the treatment of pipes.

Cl.9;Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, particularly for scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments, in particular for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in 
particular such apparatus and instruments in the field of high frequency technology as well as industrial measuring and 
analysis technology; electronic components, electric and electronic commutators and circuits as well as connecting 
elements including connectors [included in this class], in particular USB connectors; electric cables, glass fiber cables, 
optical fibre cables, optical waveguides as well as cable trees, cable connectors, cable couplings, cable sockets, cable 
distributor housings, cable protection housings, splice modules for cables, cable runways as well as cable holders 
therefor; apparatus for recording and transmission of sound and images; magnetic data carriers; data processing 
apparatus and computer apparatus as well as interfaces for computers; machine-readable data carriers recorded with 
programs; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; antennas and antennas components, 
particularly socket connectors, male connectors, adapters, filters, cables, converters, amplifiers and controllers.

Cl.42;Design and development of electrical hardware, particularly connectors, antenna systems, measuring devices 
and medical apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 28/02/2017; Application No. : 016411373 ;European Union 

3708390    08/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1380105]
Kludi GmbH & Co. KG
Am Vogelsang 31-33 58706 Menden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Thermostats, electronic regulating and control apparatus for water supply apparatus and sanitary installations; 
programs for activating apparatus for water supply and sanitary installations.

Cl.11;Installations for heating, steam generating, water supply and sanitary installations; installations for heating water, 
hot water tank and heat accumulators, water treatment plants, installations for water purification; equipment and 
apparatus for treating water; disinfectant apparatus, water filtering installations, water treatment filters, UV light treatment 
apparatus (not for medical purposes); filters for preventing impurities in water; thermostatic and non-contact mixing taps, 
mixing valves, control valves, stop valves, water inlet and outlet mechanisms, all being parts of sanitary installations; 
mixing valves being parts for sanitary installations, water supply and water outlet fittings with manual and automatic 
controls; taps for washstands, bidets and sinks, taps for tubs and showers; shower heads; sanitary tubs and basins, bath 
tubs, shower trays, urinals, bidets; shower systems, shower panels and shower cubicles (enclosures); shower 
combinations; showers, and shower fittings, shower holders, combination showers, body showers, overhead showers, 
lateral-jet showers, shower hoses; baths, massage baths, baths (spa -) [vessels], jacuzzis, sauna bath installations; inflow 
and outflow fittings for sanitary basins, washstands, sink units, bidets, showers, bathtubs and shower trays; siphons 
(traps), water supply fittings of metal being parts of sanitary installations; parts for the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 012 892 ;Germany 

3708400    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1379976]
ROSENBERGER Hochfrequenztechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstraße 1 83413 Fridolfing Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, particularly for scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching purposes, in 
particular for conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating or controlling of electricity, in particular such 
apparatus and instruments in the field of high frequency technology as well as industrial measuring and analysis 
technology; electronic components; electric and electronic switches and circuits; connecting elements including plug-in 
connectors (included in this class), particularly USB flash drives; contact elements for electric connections, particularly 
spring contact probes, contact pins, pins, flat contacts, front contacts, stamped contacts, high voltage contacts; cables, 
electric; fibre [fiber (Am.)] cables; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; optical waveguides; cable harnesses; cable connectors; 
cable connecting sockets; cable outlets; cable distribution boxes; cable protection housings, splice boxes; electricity 
conduits and adapted cable holders therefor; apparatus for recording and transmitting sound and images; magnetic data 
media; data processing and computer apparatus as well as interfaces for computers; machine-readable data carriers 
recorded with programs; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices.

Cl.39;Navigation services; navigational advisory services; itinerary planning services; route planning services.

Cl.42;Design and development of electrical hardware, particularly plug-in connectors, antenna systems, measuring 
apparatus, medical apparatus; design and development of navigational systems.
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3708570    15/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1379568]
BAKE Inc.
Kowa-shirokanedai bldg. 3-19-1, Shirokanedai, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0071 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Cheese tarts; custard tarts; tarts; apple pies; cream puffs; cakes; chocolates; confectionery; bread; buns; 
sandwiches; tea; coffee.

Cl.43;Restaurant services; café services.
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Priority claimed from 10/02/2017; Application No. : 4337437 ;France 

3708598    26/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1380590]
COLAS
7, Place René Clair F-92100 BOULOGNE BILLANCOURT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industry, mineral additives, chemical additives for cement and concrete, chemical products 
for building materials, preserving and sealing products for cement and concrete, reagents, hydrocarbon products, metal 
hardening products, preservatives (except paints and oils) for wood, stone or metal, resin emulsions for manufacturing or 
production.

Cl.19;Non-metallic products and materials for building purposes; materials, coatings and mixtures for the construction, 
conservation, stabilization, restoration and refurbishment of buildings, civil engineering structures, roads and other traffic
ways and similar traffic surfaces, and all public works, preparation of asphalt for road construction, concrete; asphalt, 
pitch, bitumen, bituminous mixtures, bitumen emulsions, bituminous emulsions used as binders for road construction, in 
the manufacture of briquettes and similar products, and used as paints or similar coatings or impregnating agents, 
bituminous emulsions for industrial use, bituminous emulsions used in manufacturing and bituminous products for 
building and decoration, emulsions produced from mineral materials and other substances, bituminous coatings against 
corrosion, materials made with and containing bitumen for building and road construction, bitumen alloy compositions, 
bituminous materials, non-metallic bituminous materials, stone (other than unworked or partly worked), cement, cement 
sheets, lime, mortar, mortar compounds, plaster, non-metallic materials used in road construction, gravel, bricks, 
chimney caps, hoods, tops and pots (concrete or cement), monumental masonry, all made of mineral substances, 
marking materials (not in the form of paints), road signs, beacons, bollards, sign holders, bituminous emulsions used as 
binding agents, bituminous emulsions used in manufacturing or production, industrial bituminous emulsions; aggregates 
for construction; transportable buildings not of metal; non-metallic coverings, for non-metallic lining for floors, terraces, 
playgrounds, sports fields, walkways, courtyards, swimming pool decks, car parks; paving blocks, not of metal; paving 
slabs, not of metal; non-metallic tiles for buildings; cement slabs; road coating materials.

Cl.37;Construction, repair, maintenance, restoration and refurbishment of buildings, civil engineering works, roads, 
paths, and other traffic ways and similar traffic roads and surfaces, engines, cycle paths, paths for cycling, highways, 
parking areas, airport runways, aviation runways and fields, aprons, and ways for buses and taxi, corridors, walkways, 
playground and parade ground, operating field, tennis courts, and other similar facilities and floor coverings in general, 
earthworks and pipeline works, and all public works; construction, layout, repair and maintenance of floors, terraces, 
playgrounds, sports fields, walkways, courtyards, swimming pool decks, car parks.
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Priority claimed from 06/02/2017; Application No. : 016320178 ;European Union 

3711147    27/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1379386]
Linde Aktiengesellschaft
Klosterhofstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; breathing masks and breathing support apparatus, other 
than for artificial respiration; breathing apparatus (except for artificial respiration); oxygen apparatus for respiratory 
assistance and support (other than for artificial respiration).

Cl.10;Apparatus and equipment for medical and therapeutic purposes, in particular equipment and apparatus for 
supporting breathing for the sick; equipment and apparatus for supplying gas to human beings for medical purposes, in 
particular equipment and apparatus for sleep therapy or oxygen therapy; masks for supporting breathing and supplying 
oxygen to the sick and to patients; equipment and apparatus for maintaining, regulating and caring for breathing in 
individuals with breathing problems, in particular in sleep phases; masks for supporting breathing for and supplying 
oxygen to individuals with sleep problems; devices for the treatment of sleep apnoea; apparatus for humidifying the 
respiratory tract, inhalers.
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Priority claimed from 27/04/2017; Application No. : 702934 ;Switzerland 

3711238    19/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1379733]
Fondation Antenna Technologies
24 avenue de la Grenade CH-1207 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for purifying water.

Cl.9;Electrolyzers.

Cl.11;Water-purifying apparatus and machines.
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Priority claimed from 06/02/2017; Application No. : 016320111 ;European Union 

3711343    27/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1379385]
Linde Aktiengesellschaft
Klosterhofstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Respiratory masks, other than for artificial respiration; breathing masks and breathing support apparatus, other 
than for artificial respiration; breathing apparatus (except for artificial respiration); oxygen apparatus for respiratory 
assistance and support (other than for artificial respiration).

Cl.10;Apparatus and equipment for medical and therapeutic purposes, in particular equipment and apparatus for 
supporting breathing for the sick; equipment and apparatus for supplying gas to human beings for medical purposes, in 
particular equipment and apparatus for sleep therapy or oxygen therapy; masks for supporting breathing and supplying 
oxygen to the sick and to patients; equipment and apparatus for maintaining, regulating and caring for breathing in 
individuals with breathing problems, in particular in sleep phases; masks for supporting breathing for and supplying 
oxygen to individuals with sleep problems; devices for the treatment of sleep apnoea; apparatus for humidifying the 
respiratory tract, inhalers.
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Priority claimed from 18/03/2014; Application No. : 2014708353 ;Russian Federation 

3714563    18/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1208371]
Obschestvo s ogranitchennoi otvetstvennostyou «Aurica»
ul. Razanskaya, d. 4 RU-300026 g. Tula Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Physiotherapy apparatus; ear picks; medical apparatus and instruments; ear plugs [ear protection devices]; 
apparatus for the treatment of deafness; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; hearing aids for the deaf; 
programmable hearing aids; digital hearing aids; electric hearing aids; electronic hearing aids; ear trumpets; probes for 
medical purposes.

Cl.35;Import-export agencies; demonstration of goods; updating of advertising material; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; publication of 
publicity texts; distribution of samples; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; sales promotion for others; sales promotions at point of 
purchase or sale, for others; retail and wholesale services for goods, including retail and wholesale services relating to 
goods for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 22/02/2017; Application No. : 4340087 ;France 

3716423    23/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1365360]
ALTESSE
Valamas F-07310 SAINT-MARTIN-DE-VALAMAS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal;
jewelry, costume jewelry; medals; precious stones; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; jewelry rolls; jewelry rolls for travel; 
display cases for jewelry; rings (jewelry); rings (jewelry); bracelets (cuffs); bracelets (jewelry); chains (jewelry); brooches 
(jewelry); necklaces (jewelry); ornaments (jewelry); tiaras (jewelry); earrings (jewelry); pendants; timepieces and 
chronometric instruments; cases or presentation cases for timepieces; watch cases, bracelets, chains, springs or 
glasses.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, goods made of these materials not included in other classes, namely, wallets, 
purses, card cases (wallets), diary holder, briefcases; purses, briefcases, bags and cases for documents, music cases, 
satchels, pouches (leather goods), handbags, backpacks, wheeled shopping bags, travel bags, beach bags, school bags, 
shopping bags, key cases, unfitted vanity cases, traveling sets, traveling trunks, trunks, carrying cases and suitcases; 
animal skins; umbrellas and parasols; collars for animals; leather laces; hat boxes of leather.
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3717776    24/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382203]
Critical Force Oy
Kauppakatu 7 FI-87100 Kajaani Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer gaming software; downloadable electronic game programs; computer software that permits games to be 
played; games software for use with video game consoles; computer game software for use with on-line interactive 
games; electronic game software for wireless devices; audio visual recordings; application software; downloadable 
application software for smart phones; application software for wireless devices.

Cl.41;Providing on-line computer games; provision of on-line computer games; provision of games by means of a 
computer based system; providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for 
games; on-line gaming services; provision of non-downloadable games on the Internet; electronic games services 
provided by means of a global communication network; providing online entertainment in the nature of game 
tournaments; audio and video production.
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Priority claimed from 08/09/2017; Application No. : 017186164 ;European Union 

3717778    13/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381718]
RENAULT-NISSAN B.V.
Jachthavenweg 130 NL-1081 KJ AMSTERDAM

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land; automobiles; their constituent parts, namely, suspension shock 
absorbers for vehicles; shock absorbers for automobiles; headrests for vehicle seats; transmission shafts for land 
vehicles; gear boxes for land vehicles; hoods for vehicles; automobile hoods; hoods for vehicle engines; automobile 
bodies; safety belts for vehicle seats; automobile chassis; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; brake disks for vehicles; 
clutches for land vehicles; hub caps; windshield wipers; brakes for vehicles; vehicle wheel rims; vehicle running boards; 
motors and engines for land vehicles; windshields; bumpers for automobiles; luggage carriers for vehicles; doors for 
vehicles; rearview mirrors; vehicle seats; windows for vehicles; steering wheels for vehicles; vehicle covers [shaped].

Cl.16;Stationery, printed matter, teaching and educational material (excluding apparatus), manuals and user guides in 
form of printed matter, posters, instructional or teaching material (excluding apparatus); books; manuals [handbooks]; 
blueprints, checkbook holders; prospectuses; publications; magazines (periodicals); pamphlets; catalogs; greeting 
cards; printed matter.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; professional 
consultancy for business management and organization; business appraisals; business management assistance; 
business management and organization consultancy; commercial or industrial company management assistance; 
business research, investigations and inquiries.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; electronic messaging; television program 
broadcasting; transmission (or broadcasting) of radio and television programs; rental of telecommunication apparatus; 
radio broadcasting; computer-aided transmission of messages and images.

Cl.41;Education; training; cultural activities; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, congresses, 
seminars, symposiums; organization of exhibitions for cultural purposes; organization of educational competitions; 
teaching; educational examinations; practical training demonstration; information relating to education, publication of 
books and texts for teaching; training and information for a management culture based on the principles of total quality; 
advisory services, unrelated to the conduct of business, vocational guidance.
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Priority claimed from 13/07/2017; Application No. : 87527723 ;United States of America 

3717782    24/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382014]
Royal Ridge Fruit & Cold Storage LLC
PO Box 428 Royal City WA 99357 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Cut fruits; dehydrated fruit snacks; dried fruits; freeze-dried fruits; frozen fruits; fruits, namely, cherries, 
blueberries, strawberries, raspberries, cranberries, peaches, pomegranate seeds, goji berry, apple and blends thereof that 
are sold dried, frozen, processed, preserved and/or cut; preserved fruits; processed fruits; sliced fruits.

Cl.30;Chocolate covered fruit; yogurt-covered fruit (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.32;Fruit juice concentrates; fruit juices.
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3722225    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382682]
credativ GmbH
Trompeterallee 108 41189 Mönchengladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing equipment and computers.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of data processing equipment and computers.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of electronic data processing software; advice on the development of data processing 
programs; development of data processing programs.
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3723294    28/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359449]
CAMPER, S.L.
Poligono Industrial, s/n E-07300 INCA (BALEARES) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Baggage; shoulder belts; walking sticks; trunks [luggage]; baggage; pouches; wheeled shopping bags; toiletry 
bags; cosmetic bags sold empty; briefcases [leather goods]; tool bags of leather, empty; gym bags; weekend bags; key 
bags; duffel bags; carry-on bags; beach bags; toiletry bags; work bags; holdalls; shoe bags; belt bags and hip bags; 
satchels; sling bags for carrying infants; hand bags; handbags made of leather; canvas bags; travelling handbags; 
handbags, purses and wallets; cases, of leather or leatherboard; wallets; leather credit card wallets; wallets of precious 
metal; coverings of skins [furs]; leather and imitation leather; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; travelling sets 
[leatherware]; tie cases; key bags; carrying cases for documents; credit-card holders; travel garment covers; key bags; 
trunks [luggage]; baggage; rucksacks; moleskin [imitation of leather]; coin purses; umbrellas and parasols; hides; animal 
skins, hides; briefcases; card holders; sling bags for carrying infants; coin holders; carriers for suits, shirts and dresses; 
leather cloth; duffel bags; travelling sets [leatherware]; hat boxes of leather; parasols; garment bags.

Cl.25;Ready-made clothing for women, men and children; footwear (excluding orthopedic; footwear); headgear; bibs, 
not of paper; headbands (clothing); bath robes; swimming costumes; bathing caps and sandals; boas (necklets); 
underwear; babies' pants [clothing); scarves; boots for sports and beach shoes; hoods (clothing); shawls; belts 
(clothing); money belts (clothing); ties; corsets [underclothing); scarves and headscarves; fur stoles; corsets; skirts; 
scarves; caps [headwear]; caps [headwear]; gloves (clothing); rain suits; underwear, mantillas; stockings; socks; 
neckerchiefs; pocket squares; furs (clothing); pyjamas; soles for footwear; heelpieces for footwear; veiling (clothing); 
garters; paper clothing; gymnastic and sports outfits; layettes [clothing]; collars (clothing); maillots, mittens; ear muffs 
(clothing); soles for footwear; bowties; pants (Am); beach wraps; wristbands [clothing]; dress shields; masquerade 
costumes; beachwear; visors (hatmaking); house coats; sock suspenders; garters; petticoats; tights; aprons (clothing); 
headgear (for wear); wooden shoes; bonnets; garters and garter belts; jackets; espadrilles; non-slipping devices for boots
and shoes; bath robes; bath slippers; birettas (headwear); blouses; bodies; berets; footmuffs, not electrically heated; lace 
boots; boots; footwear uppers; studs for football boots (shoes); booties; fittings of metal for shoes and boots; tips for 
footwear; welts for boots and shoes; heelpieces for footwear; gowns; pants (Am); fishing vests; heavy jackets; 
combinations (clothing); slips (undergarments); detachable collars; collars; clothing of leather; clothing made of artificial 
leather; shower caps; slippers; ready-made linings (parts of clothing); topcoats; gabardines (clothing); gymnastic shoes; 
Jersey clothing; pullovers; sweaters; liveries; muffs; footwear uppers; parkas; pelerines; pelisses; gaiters; gaiters; 
knitwear [clothing]; knitwear [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; outerclothing; sandals; saris; tunics; pants (Am) 
headgear; brassieres; wimples; togas; trouser straps; costumes; turbans; slippers; sports, shoes; footwear for women 
and men; casual footwear.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; import-export agency services; 
assistance in management of business activities; business management of hotels; public relations services; retailing and 
wholesaling in shops, via global computer networks, via catalogue, via mail order, via telephone, via radio and television 
and via other electronic means of sporting articles, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, 
cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, 
dentifrices, waxes for leather, preservatives for leather (waxes), shining preparations, shining preparations (polish) for 
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footwear, wax for footwear, polish for footwear, powder for footwear, cream for footwear, bleaching preparations for 
leather, cleaning and shining preparations for leather and footwear, sprays for footwear, precious metals and their alloys, 
jewellery, precious stones, jewellery coated with alloys of precious metals, jewellery in alloys of precious metals, 
horological and chronometric instruments, ornaments of precious metal for footwear, watch straps, cases adapted for 
holding jewellery and horological instruments, cuff-links, badges of precious metal, jewellery cases, key rings of precious 
metal, collectible coins, commemorative medals, tie-pins, dishes for storing jewellery, trophies coated with alloys of 
precious metals, trophies coated with precious metals, trophies in precious metals, trophies made from alloys of precious 
metals, magazines and publications, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, 
dvds and other digital recording media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, 
data processing equipment, computers, computer software, fire-extinguishing apparatus, downloadable electronic 
publications, electronic publications recorded on computer media, multimedia content, spectacles, spectacle cases, 
spectacle frames, lenses, cases for contact lenses, contact lenses, spectacle chains, cords for spectacles, covers for 
mobile telephones, covers for tablets, covers for laptop; computers, covers for electronic organisers, covers for 
telephones (specifically adapted), luggage, shoulder straps, walking sticks, trunks and travelling bags, pocket wallets, 
bags, wheeled bags, toiletries bags, cosmetics bags sold empty, bags of leather, empty tool bags of leather, sports bags, 
weekend bags, key bags, canvas bags, hand-held bags, beach bags, toiletries bags, work bags, multi-use bags, credit 
cards, notecases of precious metal, coverings of skins (furs;), leather and imitations of leather, luggage, handbags, 
notecases and other carriers, travel cases (leatherware), cases for neckties, cases for keys, cases for carrying 
documents, holders for credit cards, garment bags for travel, keyrings, trunks and travelling bags, suitcases, backpacks, 
moleskin (imitation of leather), purses, umbrellas and parasols, furs, animal skins, hides, briefcases, card cases, bags for 
carrying infants (backpacks), purses, suit carriers, covers for shirts and covers for dresses, clothing of leather, canvas 
bags, travelling sets (leatherware), hat boxes of leather, parasols, readymade clothing for women, men and children, 
footwear (except orthopaedic footwear), headgear, bibs of paper, headbands (clothing), bath robes, swimsuits, swimming 
caps and sandals, boas (necklets), underwear, napkin-pants, scarves, footwear for sports and the beach, hoods (for 
clothing), shawls, belts (clothing), money belts (clothing), neckties, corsets (girdles), scarves, fur stoles, girdles, scarves, 
fur stoles, girdles, skirts, headscarves, caps, hats, gloves (clothing), waterproof clothing, lingerie, blankets, stockings, 
socks, neckerchiefs, napkins of textile, handkerchiefs, furs (clothing), pyjamas, soles, heels, veils (clothing), straps, 
dresses of paper, outfits for gymnastics and sports, layettes, collars (clothing), singlets, mittens, ear muffs (clothing), 
inner soles, bow ties, trousers, beach wraps, cuffs, dress shields, masquerade costumes, beach clothing, visors 
(headgear), dressing gowns, pockets for clothing, sock suspenders, garters, coats, esparto shoes or sandals, non-
slipping devices for footwear, bath robes, bath slippers, caps (headgear), blouses, bodies (underwear), berets, footmuffs, 
not electrically heated, stocking suspenders, petticoats, tights (full stockings or woollen tights), aprons (clothing), 
headgear for wear, wooden shoes, caps (headgear), garters, coats, esparto shoes or sandals, non-slipping devices for 
footwear, bath robes, bath slippers, caps (headgear), blouses, bodies (underwear), berets, footmuffs, not electrically 
heated, lace boots, boots, boot uppers, studs for football boots, ankle boots, fittings for footwear, tips for footwear, 
reinforcing pieces for footwear, heel reinforcements, dresses, pants, shirts, shirt yokes, shirt fronts, t-shirts, camisoles, 
waistcoats, jackets, fishing jackets, stuff jackets, overalls (clothing), slips (underwear), detachable collars, collars, 
clothing of leather, clothing of imitations of leather, shower caps, slippers, skirts, ready-made linings (parts of clothing), 
overcoats (coats) (clothing), gaiters, leggings, knitted clothing, knitwear, clothing for gymnastics, outerclothing, sandals, 
saris, tunics, underpants, hats, brassieres, wimples, togas, belt loops, suits, turbans, dresses, slippers, sports shoes, 
footwear for women and men, casual footwear.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2017; Application No. : 016486045 ;European Union 

3723603    14/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382672]
Attila Hildmann
Sesenheimer Str. 3a 10627 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Tea; tea bags; tea leaves; tea pods; tea extracts; tea-based beverages; tea mixtures; tea-based beverages; 
matcha tea; matcha tea-based beverages; beverages based on matcha tea; beverages based on matcha tea, containing 
guarana.

Cl.32;Energy drinks, energy drinks containing caffeine; energy drinks based on guarana, energy drinks based on 
matcha, energy drinks containing guarana and matcha; non-alcoholic drinks; soft drinks based on guarana, soft drinks 
based on matcha, soft drinks containing guarana and matcha; juices; isotonic drinks.
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Priority claimed from 22/03/2017; Application No. : Z.469254 ;Poland 

3723619    20/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382695]
Space Factory spólka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia sp.k.
ul. Dzwonkowa 14 PL-02-290 Warszawa Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business project management services for construction projects; business appraisals.

Cl.36;Real estate management; real estate appraisal; real estate brokerage.

Cl.37;Construction; construction information; building construction supervision; construction consultancy; cleaning of 
buildings [interior]; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; factory construction; warehouse construction and repair.

Cl.42;Construction drafting; technological consultancy; architectural consultancy; technical research.

Cl.45;Copyright management.
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3723664    10/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382583]
Ravensberger Schmierstoffvertrieb GmbH
Jöllenbecker Straße 2 33824 Werther Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry; chemical additives for industrial oils and greases, for lubricants and for fuels 
(including for motor spirit); antifreeze; hydraulic fluids (included in this class); brake fluids (included in this class); 
transmission fluids (included in this class); cooling fluids (included in this class); heat transfer fluids (included in this 
class); mordants for metals; silicone sprays in the form of lubricating and release spray; hydraulic oils.

Cl.3;Furbishing preparations; cold cleaners; working fluids with cleaning and rinsing action on surfaces of metal, glass, 
paint and plastic; washing, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, in particular for vehicle maintenance; 
metal treatment fluids for cleaning, polishing and abrasive purposes; chemical cleaning preparations for industrial 
purposes (included in this class).

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases, lubricants; motor oil; lubricants being gear oils; solid, liquid and gaseous fuels 
(including motor spirit); industrial wax; metal processing fluids in the form of industrial oils, greases and other 
petrochemical fluids (included in this class); petroleum, raw or refined.
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Priority claimed from 08/09/2016; Application No. : VA 2016 02155 ;Denmark 

3724188    06/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383053]
Coloplast A/S
Holtedam 1 DK-3050 Humlebæk Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated preparations and substances for protection and care of the skin; body wash; adhesive remover 
preparations.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for protection and care of the skin; pharmaceutical preparations and 
substances for the treatment of skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of wounds; 
plasters and material for dressings; hygienic, medical and surgical bandages and dressings for wound care; medical 
wound filling material, namely paste, powder, alginate, gel and granulate; medical adhesive plaster; medical adhesive 
tape; medical absorbent tape; medical elastic tape; medical mouldable paste; protective skin barrier lotion for medical 
use, protective skin barrier cream for medical use, protective skin barrier paste for medical use, protective skin barrier 
film for medical use; lubricating deodorant for stoma pouches for medical purposes; deodorizers for ostomy bags; urine 
absorbing pads and envelopes for incontinence; wound cleanser for medical use; room deodorant; anti-septic hand 
cleanser; biological implants; medicated shampoo.

Cl.9;Computer applications for mobile phones, tablets and other similar instruments; software for computer 
applications.

Cl.10;Medical and surgical instruments and apparatus; instruments and apparatus for the surgical and medical 
treatment of ostomy and incontinence; instruments and apparatus for the medical and surgical treatment of the urinary 
tract system and for pelvic floor reconstruction; urology instruments and apparatus; gynecology instruments and 
apparatus; instruments and apparatus for the medical and surgical treatment of wounds; surgical and medical devices in 
the form of stimulating apparatus for the rehabilitation of muscles; ostomy bags; urine bags; envelopes and receptacles 
for the collection of excretions from the human body; ostomy appliance odour filters; catheters; irrigators and their parts 
and fitting in the form of drainage tubes, pumps, sleeves, bags and regulators for medical purposes; suction and rinse 
instruments for laparascopy; medical probes; urine condoms, urisheaths; ostomy belts; anal plugs for medical use; 
stents; guidewires; ureteral access sheaths; biopsy needles; injection needles; surgical urology dilators; kidney stone 
extractors; prostheses; artificial implants; urethral slings; elastic bandages, supportive bandages, orthopedic bandages; 
artificial limbs; suture material; anti-microbial textile for medical use.

Cl.16;Magazines, printed matter, instructional material, teaching material, not including apparatus.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; conducting of workshops and seminars.

Cl.42;Scientific research services.

Cl.44;Health care services; providing of medical information in relation to health care.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2017; Application No. : 2017711203 ;Russian Federation 

3724189    06/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383978]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu «Nauchno- Proizvodstvennaya Firma "RAKURS"
Khimichesky pereulok, 1/2 RU-198095 Saint-Petersburg Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Accelerometers; ammeters; high-frequency apparatus; remote control apparatus; electro-dynamic apparatus for 
the remote control of signals; monitoring apparatus, electric; electric apparatus for commutation; circuit closers; 
voltmeters; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; detectors; electric locks; measures; pressure measuring 
apparatus; inverters [electricity]; temperature indicators; measuring instruments; interfaces for computers; alarm bells, 
electric; coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; collectors, electric; commutators; comparators; contacts, electric; branch 
boxes [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; microprocessors; junction boxes [electricity]; terminals [electricity]; 
ohmmeters; signalling panels, luminous or mechanical; wafers for integrated circuits; switches, electric; fuses; 
converters, electric; telerupters; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; teaching apparatus; time recording 
apparatus; distance recording apparatus; apparatus and instruments for physics; measuring apparatus; measuring 
devices, electric; boiler control instruments; observation instruments; regulating apparatus, electric; precision measuring 
apparatus; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; printed circuit 
boards; wires, electric; processors [central processing units]; electronic publications, downloadable; distribution 
consoles [electricity]; control panels [electricity]; light dimmers [regulators], electric; cell switches [electricity]; time 
switches, automatic; relays, electric; signals, luminous or mechanical; connections for electric lines; couplings, electric; 
counters; revolution counters; integrated circuits; printed circuits; thermometers, not for medical purposes; transformers 
[electricity]; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; data processing apparatus; time clocks 
[time recording devices]; electric loss indicators; acoustic alarms; couplers [data processing equipment]; anti-
interference devices [electricity]; alarms; adding machines; readers [data processing equipment]; heat regulating 
apparatus; frequency meters; switchboards; distribution boards [electricity]; galvanic cells; black boxes [data recorders].

Cl.37;Rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; repair information; construction consultancy; 
building construction supervision; laying of cable; factory construction; construction; heating equipment installation and 
repair; electric appliance installation and repair; construction information; installation, maintenance and repair of 
computer hardware; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; 
boiler cleaning and repair.

Cl.41;Videotape editing; correspondence courses; practical training [demonstration]; arranging and conducting of 
congresses; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and 
conducting of in-person educational forums; training services provided via simulators; arranging and conducting of 
seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; vocational retraining; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; 
on-line publication of electronic books and journals; writing of texts; party planning [entertainment]; teaching; coaching 
[training].

Cl.42;Computer system analysis; energy auditing; recovery of computer data; industrial design; computer virus 
protection services; engineering; installation of computer software; technical research; mechanical research; research 
and development of new products for others; scientific research; calibration [measuring]; computer security consultancy; 
information technology [IT] consultancy; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; internet 
security consultancy; computer software consultancy; quality control; data security consultancy; technological 
consultancy; updating of computer software; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; digitization of 
documents [scanning]; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; conversion of computer 
programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer system design; computer rental; conducting technical 
project studies; rental of computer software; computer software design; server hosting; construction drafting; 
consultancy in the field of energy-saving; computer programming; outsource service providers in the field of information 
technology; technical writing; copying of computer programs; off-site data backup; computer technology consultancy; 
telecommunications technology consultancy; scientific laboratory services; styling [industrial design]; physics [research]; 
electronic data storage; surveying. 
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Priority claimed from 09/02/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 101 310 ;Germany 

3724408    22/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382939]
Deutsche Messe AG
Messegelände 30521 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, especially periodicals, catalogues, brochures, posters, and photographs; instructional and 
teaching materials (except apparatuses).

Cl.35;Organization and conducting of fairs and exhibitions for economical and advertising purposes; organisation 
consultancy and professional business consultancy in the realization and conducting of fairs and exhibitions; 
organizational services for fair participants; organization and conducting of exhibitions for commercial purposes; 
presentation of enterprises and their products and services for advertising purposes as well as sales promotion for 
others and arranging business contacts, also on the internet; rental of floor space for booths and booths including 
associated equipment [advertising equipment]; public relations; advertising, advertising agencies, dissemination of 
advertising matter, demonstration of goods and services for advertising purposes, updating and rental of advertising 
material and writing and publication of publicity texts; design and development of promotional conceptions and design 
and development as well as the realization of advertising campaigns for others, also online and via e-mail; rental of 
advertising space, marketing, marketing studies and marketing analysis; commercial information agencies, business 
organization consultancy, procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses); 
organisation and conducting of product presentations; issuing and publishing of catalogues and prospectuses for 
advertising and presentation purposes; systemization of information into computer databases, compilation of information 
into computer databases, on-line advertising on a computer network, telemarketing services, rental of advertising time on 
communication media; sponsorship search and arranging of contracts, for others, for sponsorship services.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of conferences, special shows for cultural, teaching and educational purposes, 
congresses, symposiums and competitions for cultural, teaching and educational purposes, publication and issuing of 
journals; organization and conducting of seminars, workshops (training) and exhibitions for cultural or teaching 
purposes; entertainment services; organization and presentation of live performances and orchestra services, party 
planning (entertainment), booking of seats for shows, arranging and conducting of balls, concerts and entertainment 
shows; organization of competitions; education; desktop-publishing (electronic desktop-publishing), layout services, 
other than for advertising purposes, providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publishing services, in 
particular drafting and writing of texts, other than publicity texts, publication of printed matter also via internet.
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Priority claimed from 21/04/2017; Application No. : 016630733 ;European Union 

3724464    27/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382883]
Marker Völkl (International) GmbH
Ruessenstrasse 6 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sports helmets; protective helmets for sports; spectacles for athletes; ski goggles.

Cl.18;Bags, namely, handbags; luggage; tote bags; fanny packs; duffel bags; clutch bags; drawstring pouches; all-
purpose sports bags; travel bags; rucksacks.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts; sports suits; skirts; sweatshirts; t-shirts; shorts; socks; vests; jackets and pants; 
undergarments; headwear, namely, skiing caps, snowboarding caps, tennis caps; headbands and hats; ski gloves and 
snowboard gloves; ski boots; after-ski boots; snowboard boots and tennis shoes; bags for ski boots.

Cl.28;Sports equipment and sporting goods, namely, skis and snowboards; ski poles; ski bindings and snowboard 
bindings; tennis racquets; squash racquets; racquetball racquets; badminton racquets; bags for skis, snowboards, tennis 
racquets, squash racquets, racquetball racquets, badminton racquets; climbing skins for use with touring skis; crampons 
for use with ski bindings; back protectors for sports people; shin, knee and elbow protectors, namely kneepads for 
sports, shin guards (sports articles), elbow pads for sports; grip tape and strings for racquets.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting sporting competitions; providing of sporting facilities for camps.
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3724465    08/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382885]
I LAN FOODS INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 19-13, Xincheng North Rd., Su'ao Township Yilan County, Taiwan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat; poultry, not live; game, not live; broth concentrates; meat extracts; fish fillets; fish, not live; shrimps, not 
live; clams [not live]; shellfish, not live; sea-cucumbers, not live; meat, tinned; crystallized fruits; vegetables, preserved; 
eggs; powdered eggs; milk products; milk beverages, milk predominating; edible fats; fruit salads; vegetable salads; 
pectin for culinary purposes; jellies for food; nuts, prepared; dried edible fungi; albumen for culinary purposes; milk of 
almonds [beverage]; dairy product substitutes.

Cl.30;Coffee; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; tea; sugar; bread; 
candy; honey; golden syrup; pastries; rice; cereal preparations; groats for human food; husked oats; wheat flour; chips 
[cereal products]; pop corn; cereal-based snack food; rice-based snack food; soya flour; farinaceous foods; starch for 
food; sherbets [ices]; edible ices; ice cream; powders for making ice cream; ice, natural or artificial; ice for refreshment; 
cooking salt; soya sauce; vinegar; mustard; sauces [condiments]; chow-chow [condiment]; soya bean paste [condiment]; 
fruit coulis (sauces); yeast; flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; meat tenderizers, for household 
purposes; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; noodles; macaroni.

Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beverages; whey beverages; preparations for making beverages; syrups for beverages; 
preparations for making mineral water.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2017; Application No. : 302017000076569 ;Italy 

3725243    31/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383842]
BORMIOLI ROCCO S.p.A.
Via Martiri della Libertà, 1 I-43036 FIDENZA (Parma) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Bottles for medical purposes; measuring spoons for administering medicine; medicinal bottle stoppers; glass or 
plastic containers for pharmaceutical or parapharmaceutical or medical purposes, namely injectable bottles, medicine 
bottles, reagent bottles, infusion bottles, aerosol bottles.

Cl.20;Container closures of plastic; plastic medication containers for commercial use; bottle closures, not of metal; 
closures, not of metal, for containers; plastic medication containers for commercial use; corks for bottles; plastic 
stoppers for bottles; screw cups and stoppers in plastic for the closure of containers; stoppers, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 23/05/2017; Application No. : UK00003233072 ;United Kingdom 

3725246    14/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383824]
TI Automotive Limited
4650 Kingsgate Cascade Way, Oxford Business Park South Oxford, Oxfordshire OX4 2SU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Small items of metal hardware; metal containers for storage or transport; cold rolled steel; magnetic shielding 
steel; copper coated steel and nickel coated steel in strip and sheet form for use in further manufacture or construction; 
metal structural forms, namely, space frames, metal tubes, instrument panel beams and engine cradles; metal fluid lines 
and tubes; oil supply tubes of metal; metallic fuel tanks; couplings, quick connectors and fittings for fluid lines and 
hoses, all made of metal; fuel hoses, oil hoses, brake fluid hoses and coolant hoses; all made of metal; parts and fittings 
for all of the aforesaid.

Cl.7;Machine tools; motors and engines [except for land vehicles]; machine coupling and transmission components; 
parts and accessories for engines namely diaphragm carburetors, rotary carburetors; float bowl carburetors; ignition 
units for vehicles; fuel injection units, fuel rails, push rods, chain oilers, mixing oil pumps, fuel filter units and fuel pumps; 
chain oilers for power chain saws; bellows pumps, refrigeration pumps for vehicles, fuel modules in the nature of pumps, 
oil coolers; parts of engines and motors, namely, electronic heating rods and units for heating fluids in vehicles; air filter 
units for vehicles; air purge units for vehicles; vehicle engine parts, namely, diaphragm carburetors, rotary carburetors, 
float bowl carburetors, carburetors, fuel ignition units, injection units, mixing oil pumps, air filter assemblies, fuel filter 
assemblies, air purge units, fuel rails, diesel fuel tubing, push rods; oil coolers (vehicle engine parts); oil cooling units; 
vehicles parts and accessories, namely, fuel pump modules, fuel pumps, transmission oil coolers, engine oil coolers, 
radiator closures (caps) being parts of cooling radiators for motors and engines; bellows pumps, flexible exhaust 
couplings; compressors; pumps for refrigeration units in trucks; parts and fitting for all of the aforesaid.
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Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, measuring, signalling apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; computer software; computer hardware; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; 
air conditioning, heating, freezing and refrigeration units, namely, evaporators, cold wall evaporators, no-frost 
evaporators, roll-bond evaporators, chest freezer evaporators, air conditioning evaporators, shelf units for freezer 
cabinets, gas condensers (other than parts of machines), hot wall condensers for refrigerators, waveline condensers for 
refrigerators, static condensers for refrigerators, dynamic condensers for refrigerators, heat accumulators, steam 
accumulators, dryers, heat exchangers, door warmers, heater units; air conditioning units in vehicles and component 
parts for air conditioning units in vehicles, namely, condensers, receiver-dryers, accumulators and suction and discharge 
pipes; heater units for vehicles; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; structural parts for vehicles; vehicle structural parts, 
namely, instrument panel beams, radiator closures, engine cradles, space frames, tubes; power steering units, brakes, 
antilock braking system units, electronic stability program units for anti-lock brake systems, fuel lines, vapour lines, oil 
lines, coolant lines, brake lines including rigid and flexible tubes and hoses and couplings, connectors, fittings and 
bundles therefor; vehicles parts and accessories, namely, fuel tank units, plastic fuel tanks, filler necks; parts and fittings 
for all of the aforesaid.

Cl.17;Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal; non-metallic rigid and flexible fluid lines and hoses for air, coolant, 
water, ignition fuel, fuel vapor, oil, brake fluids, transmission fluids, power steering fluids and refrigerant in vehicles; non-
metallic couplings and connectors for all of the aforesaid; radiator hoses, heater hoses, air conditioning hoses; non-
metallic flexible oil supply tubes; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; engineering services; automotive and marine 
vehicle scientific research, design and development services; automotive and marine vehicle engineering services; 
design of automotive parts and marine vehicle parts; design of accessories for automotive and marine vehicles; 
conducting technical tests and analysis in the automotive and marine vehicle industry; providing virtual computer 
systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing for use in connection with automotive and marine 
vehicles; automotive and marine vehicle diagnostic services, namely, providing vehicle diagnostic information, vehicle 
mileage, vehicle maintenance needs, vehicle diagnostic readings and diagnostic trouble codes for the persons buying 
and selling their vehicles, namely, to drivers and car dealers; hosting an online community website featuring information 
about automotive and marine vehicles; information and advisory services relating to all of the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2017; Application No. : 1759296 ;Mexico 

3725324    10/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1374879]
RAFAEL CHAVEZ MONZON
Lago Zurich Numero 245, Interior 501, Torre Falcon, Col. Ampliacion Granada, Delegacion Miguel Hidalgo 11529 Ciudad de Mexico 
Mexico

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property or individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
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3725340    30/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382940]
Sonder Solutions Pty Ltd
L14 ,1 York St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Providing information and advice, including through an online platform, about jobs.

Cl.36;Providing information, including online, about insurance, financial and monetary affairs and real estate affairs; 
financial advisory services for individuals; advisory services relating to personal financial planning; advisory services 
relating to insurance.

Cl.39;Advisory services relating to travel; information services in relation to travel; arranging of travel; arranging of 
travel visas; escorting of travellers; provision of tourist travel information; tourist travel reservation services; tourist 
travel guide services; the arranging of transportation, travel reservations and travel bookings in order to obtain health 
care; provision of information and advice regarding student visas.

Cl.41;Providing information and advice, including through an online platform, about education, training, universities, 
entertainment and cultural activities; education services; electronic publication of information on a wide range of topics, 
including online and over a global computer network; arranging and conducting of educational workshops, seminars and 
forums; arranging and conducting of in-person educational seminars for individuals; providing translation services; 
language interpretation services; providing online electronic publications (not downloadable); lifestyle counselling and 
consultancy (training); career advisory services (education or training advice); career counselling (education or training 
advice); career information and advisory services (educational and training advice); online publication of weblog (blog) 
services in relation to news, entertainment and advice for students; providing information about entertainment and 
recreational activities.
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Cl.43;Arrangement of accommodation for travellers; consultancy and advisory services relating to the provision of 
temporary accommodation; providing information, including online, about services for providing food and drink, and 
temporary accommodation; provision of tourist accommodation information; reservation of tourist accommodation.

Cl.44;Consultancy relating to health care; providing information, including online, about medical services; information 
services relating to health care; location of emergency health care.

Cl.45;Concierge services; providing information, including online, about personal and social services rendered by 
others to meet the needs of individuals; providing and facilitating personal and social support services including services 
to assist international students studying and living in australia; personal and social services rendered by others to meet 
the needs of individuals; providing information, including online, about legal services; providing information, including 
online, about personal security; security services for the protection of property and individuals; advisory services relating 
to organising personal schedules; pastoral counselling; migration agent services (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); online networking services.
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3725356    04/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383526]
COMPAGNIE GÉNÉRALE DES ÉTABLISSEMENTS MICHELIN
12 cours Sablon F-63000 Clermont-Ferrand France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unprocessed, natural and synthetic polymers; plasticizers for polymers; unprocessed polymer resins; 
compositions for repairing tires and inner tubes; rubber adhesives and fillers for repairing tires and inner tubes; 
antifreeze; chemical products in the form of granules and/or powders and composite materials made of ceramic, all these 
goods for additive manufacturing.

Cl.3;Windshield-cleaning liquid; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; soaps; degreasers other 
than for use in manufacturing processes.

Cl.4;Lubricants; lubricating oils; lubricants for pneumatic tires.

Cl.5;Deodorants (deodorizing products); equipped first-aid kits.

Cl.6;Unwrought and semi-wrought common metals and their alloys; non-electric cables and wires of metal; balls of 
steel; metal nails, studs and screws; metal air bottles for inflating tires; metal wheel mounting bolts; common metals and 
their alloys in the form of powders and/or granules for additive manufacturing.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; coupling mechanisms and belts for transmission, except for land vehicles; belts for 
conveyors; anti-vibration devices for machines, transmission components for machines, other than for land vehicles; 
stationary or mobile motors for machines; fuel cell electricity generators; high-pressure cleaners; apparatus for tire 
mounting and dismounting; jacks [machines] and cylinders [machines]; air pumps and their accessories; inflators 
(machines); connectors for inflating tires (parts of machines); vacuum cleaners; spray guns for paint; air compressors; 
machines for additive manufacturing (3D printers).

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms, other than firearms; scrappers for
vehicle windows; shovels; chain rivet; screwdrivers; multi-function hand tools; jacks [hand tools] and cylinders [hand 
tools]; levers for tire mounting and dismounting; breast drills (tools).

Cl.9;Tire deflation warning devices; tire electronic surveillance system for providing information on the operational 
parameters of vehicle tires; fuel cells; systems and fuel cell components for electric,fixed or mobile generators; chargers 
for electric batteries for vehicles; electric current rectifiers; electric converters and inverters, voltage regulators for 
vehicles; computer programs and software for querying databases; media for processing, storage of information and data 
for computers and peripheral apparatus for computers; software and applications for mobile devices; software, databases 
and computer hardware for vehicle, trailer and tire management; downloadable software and applications for mobile 
devices for navigation systems (GPS); social interactive software for the exchange of information between users relating 
to navigation, meteorology, transport, traffic, travel, restaurants, service stations, parking lots, resting places and vehicle 
maintenance and repair centers; devices for global positioning systems (GPS); software and applications for mobile 
devices especially for the on-line calculation of road itineraries, route planning to follow in all types of vehicles and on 
foot; downloadable software and applications for mobile devices especially for managing information relating to tourism, 
transport, traffic, travel, restaurants, service stations, car parks, rest areas and vehicle maintenance and repair centers; 
downloadable software and applications for mobile devices notably for enabling the provision of information and advice 
in the field of tourism, transport, travel, traffic, restaurants, service stations, car parks, rest areas and vehicle 
maintenance and repair centers; downloadable software and applications for mobile devices for on-line assistance 
systems in the preparation and planning of travel, travel itineraries and tours; application development software; 
computer databases in the field of road itineraries, transport and traffic, travel, tourism, restaurant services, service 
stations, car parks, rest areas and vehicle maintenance and repair centers; computer programs for accessing, browsing 
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and searching databases on-line; website design, creation, publication and hosting software; database server centers in 
the field of information concerning traffic, transport, travel, tourism and restaurant services, service stations, car parks, 
rest areas and vehicle maintenance and repair centers; downloadable electronic publications provided on-line from 
databases in the field of road itineraries, transport and traffic, travel, tourism, restaurant services, service stations, car 
parks, rest areas and vehicle maintenance and repair of centers; books, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, newspapers, 
reviews and other downloadable electronic publications; jump start cables; pressure gauges; clothing for protection 
against fire; ear plugs for diving; safety gloves for protection against accidents or injury; vehicle breakdown warning 
triangles; protective helmets, reflectors for clothing, divers' masks, spectacles (optics) and sunglasses; diaries and 
personal digital assistants, cameras, video game programs; calculators, mouse pads, USB flash drives; computer mice; 
blood alcohol level measuring apparatus; printers.

Cl.10;Ear plugs [ear protection].

Cl.11;Apparatus and instruments for lighting; heated blankets for non-medical use, defrosters for vehicles, air 
deodorizing apparatus, isothermal cabinets or any other electric isothermal container, cooking apparatus; tanks and 
apparatus for pressurized water distribution; light bulbs for vehicles.

Cl.12;Pneumatic tires for vehicle wheels; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; treads for retreading tires; tracks for track 
vehicles; suspensions, axles, springs, shock absorbers, filtering units, anti-vibration devices for vehicles, elastic crawler 
tracks for land vehicles; protection flaps for pneumatic tires; wheels, wheel carriers, anti-skid spikes and studs for tires; 
adhesive rubber parts and patches for repairing tubes or tires; air pumps and their accessories; tire valves; equipment for 
tire repair, tire repair kits, tire puncture repair equipment for pneumatic tires; rims; anit-skid chains for tires; mudguards; 
luggage carriers for vehicles; safety seats for children, for vehicles; seats for two-wheeled vehicles and tricycles; anti-
theft devices for vehicles; bags for two-wheeled vehicles and tricycles; strollers for children; tire inflators; windshield 
wiper blades; bicycle carriers for automobiles; ski carriers for automobiles; covers for tires; covers for bicycles; hub caps 
for wheels; bicycle handlebar grips; plastic light bulb boxes for vehicles [included]; water bottle holders for bicycles.

Cl.14;Works of art of precious metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; jewelry articles; jewelry; key rings; cuff 
links; tie clips and tie pins; ornamental pins; badges of precious metal.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed matter; newspapers; prospectuses; pamphlets; magazines and periodicals; books; 
albums; road and tourist maps; tourism and travel guides; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesive 
materials (stationery); paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (other than furniture); instructional and teaching 
material (other than apparatus); pens; writing instruments; cases for pens and pencils (not of precious metal or coated 
therewith); non-leather card cases for business cards and credit cards; cases for road and tourist maps and tourist 
guides; calendars; paperweight; note books, address books; diaries (planners); almanacs; posters; desk mats; notepads; 
plastic or paper bags for household purposes.

Cl.17;Elastomeric polymers; semi-processed or unprocessed natural or synthetic rubber; plastics (semi-finished), 
rubber sheets, rubber pipes; rubber thread not for textile use; gutta-percha; raw or semi-processed elastic resins, balata 
and substitutes; sheets, plates and rods of plastic (semi-finished goods); materials for packing, stopping and insulating; 
flexible pipes not of metal.

Cl.18;Beach umbrellas; umbrellas; traveling sets (leatherware), attaché cases, briefcases (leather goods), suitcases, 
traveling bags, handbags, backpacks, shopping bags, bags for campers, beach bags, rucksacks for mountaineers, 
garment bags for travel, business card cases, credit card cases.

Cl.20;Goods not included in other classes made of wood, cork, reed, rush, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, shell, amber, wax, 
plaster, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum, substitutes for all these materials or of plastics; Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; 
decorative articles made of plastic (figurines); pillows, cushions, mattresses; plastic light bulb boxes for vehicles.

Cl.21;Glassware for domestic use; porcelain and earthenware; tableware [dishes]; cutlery holders; brushes; bottle 
openers, bottle openers; portable household containers, water bottles for cyclists and other sportsmen, utensils and 
containers for household and kitchen use (not made of precious metal, or coated therewith and non-electric), non-electric 
portable coolers, tableware not made of precious metal, isothermal cases.

Cl.24;Decorative textile goods (not included in other classes) namely flags and badges, textile badges and labels; 
textile table cloths and table napkins, travel blankets.

Cl.25;Clothing, sports clothing, underwear, wind breakers, tracksuits, raincoats, tank tops, parkas, ponchos, anoraks, 
fleece coats, shirts, blouses, polo shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pullovers, vests, trousers, dresses, skirts, sarongs, shorts, 
Bermuda shorts, bathing suits, pajamas, costumes, bathing caps, jackets, blazers, jackets, blouses, aprons, belts 
(clothing), suspenders, gloves (clothing), gloves for cyclists, neckties, scarves, bandannas, shawls (clothing), headbands 
(clothing), ear muffs, hats, berets, beanies, caps, visors and other headgear, socks, ankle socks, work overalls; boots, 
half-boots, sandals, town shoes and sports shoes, slippers and other footwear; belts made of leather and imitation leather 
belts.

Cl.26;Badges for wear, not of precious metal.

Cl.27;Mats, floor mats and rubber mats for vehicles; doormats.

Cl.28;Games, toys and sports articles (except clothing); playing cards; decorations for Christmas trees except candles 
and confectionery; snow globes; pool snookers; rackets; balls and shuttlecocks [games]; scale model vehicles.

Cl.34;Non-electric lighters, ashtrays (not made of precious metal or coated therewith), matches.

Cl.35;Advertising; advertising by mail order; commercial business management; commercial administration; office 
functions; dissemination of advertising material (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); newspaper 
subscription services (for others); arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; business 
management and organization consultancy; business organization and management consulting intended especially for 
automotive and tire professionals; management of computer files and databases; organization of exhibitions for 
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commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on all 
communication media; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; 
organization and conducting of trade promotional and advertising operations to build customer loyalty; organization and 
conducting of market surveys; data entry, processing, collection, compilation and systemization in computer databases 
comprised of information and data relating to the management of vehicles, tires, vehicle location and road itineraries; 
research and recovery services for computerized commercial information; providing information and advice on the 
selection of tires and driving methods and practices; commercial information and advice related to tire management, 
namely the choice, maintenance, repair, retreading, replacement and pressure monitoring of vehicle fleet tires; 
commercial information and advice related to vehicle location; organization and management of demonstrations of 
driving practices concerning motor vehicles in various conditions relating to driving, roads and tires for commercial 
purposes; retail and wholesale services of vehicle tires, inner tubes, valves for tires and vehicles parts; on-line retail and 
wholesale services for vehicle tires, inner tubes, valves for tires and vehicles parts; advertising and commercial 
patronage and sponsoring; public relations services for foundations and other establishments dedicated to industrial 
research, training and education, social and humanitarian actions, health, culture, heritage conservation, protection of the 
environment, sports; consultancy and advice relating to management, strategy, organization and management of 
businesses and employees thereof; advice, information linked to employment development and professional and social 
integration; organization of exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; domestic assistance services to 
individuals namely for carrying out administrative procedures; advice regarding organizational project management for 
installation of additive manufacturing machines; retail services for items and/or spare parts in the nuclear field, 
aeronautics, railway, automotive, medical and dental fields produced by additive manufacturing.

Cl.36;Insurance services; insurance compensation of the residual value in case of tire replacement, cost coverage for 
tire or vehicle expenses, hotel accommodation or transportation home in case of breakdown; capital investments; 
financial sponsorship and patronage; charitable fundraising; fund raising, collection and distribution of donations to 
associations, to non-profit organizations; financing of studies and projects in relation to the fields of education, social 
and humanitarian action, health, culture, heritage conservation, protection of the environment, sports; financial support 
for industrial research, training and education, social and humanitarian acts, health, culture, heritage conservation, 
protection of the environment, sports; assistance to facilitate the schooling of adults (financing).

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, inflating, repair, mounting, dismounting, retreading, regrooving and/or replacement of 
tires, inner tubes or wheels for vehicles and trailers; wheel balancing services; repair and maintenance of vehicles, spare 
parts, accessories for vehicles; cleaning and washing of vehicles, tires and/or vehicle wheel; road assistance services in 
case of breakdown caused by tires (repair); information and advisory services relating to the repair or maintenance of 
vehicles; services relating to the inspection of vehicles prior to maintenance and repair; organization of mounting, 
maintenance, repair and replacement of tires and vehicle parts; installation, maintenance, assembly, disassembly and 
repair of additive manufacturing machines.

Cl.38;Provision of online forums; provision of access and rental of access to databases relating to road itineraries, 
transport and traffic, travel, tourism and gastronomy by electronic transmission; transmission of data relating to business 
and road itineraries; provision of information and/or computer data relating to road itineraries, transport and traffic, travel, 
tourism and gastronomy.

Cl.39;Assistance in the event of vehicle breakdown (towing); repatriation by all means, of individuals and/or vehicles in 
case of breakdown; storage of tires and/or vehicle wheels; vehicle location services; information services relating to the 
tracking of vehicles and trailers; transport; transport information; transportation logistics services; transport of goods; 
delivery of tires and/or vehicle wheels and/or vehicle parts and components; travel organization, and particularly by on-
line transmission of road itineraries, which are accessible via global communication networks (the Internet); provision of 
data and/or geographical information, cartographic information, and of information relating to roads, navigation, traffic, 
road itineraries, transport, travel and points of interest by means of telecommunication networks and mobile devices; 
vehicle navigation and location services by computer via global positioning systems (GPS); consulting and information 
services in the field of transport by road, air, sea and railway; information and advice relating to tourism, road itineraries, 
transport and traffic, travel; transportation of equipment for humanitarian aid operations and solidarity actions.

Cl.40;Waste recycling; information on waste treatment; manufacturing of materials including manufacturing of powders 
and/or granules for the manufacturing of additive; serial manufacturing of objects and/or spare parts produced by 
additive manufacturing; recycling of materials used for additive manufacturing; treatment of materials including the 
treatment of powders and/or granules for additive manufacturing of products made of metal and/or ceramic.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of events in connection with teaching automobile driving and vehicle tires usage; 
organization and management of demonstrations of vehicle driving practices in various conditions relating to driving, 
roads and tires; organization of vehicle races; arranging and conducting of competitions in the field of vehicle tires; 
technical training services relating to the tire trade; training services in the field of repair and replacement of tires; 
training services in the use of machines for the mounting, dismounting, repair and inflating tires; training services 
relating to business franchise management; education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; 
information relating to entertainment or education; ticket agency and reservation services for events; publication of 
books; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); arranging and conducting of seminars, colloquiums, 
conferences or congresses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; publishing services 
(including electronic publishing) of newspapers, magazines, books, journals, pamphlets, guidebooks and maps; 
organization and conducting of workshops and training courses; provision of downloadable and/or non-downloadable 
publications; assistance to facilitate adult schooling (training); training in the field of treatment of materials and in the 
field of additive manufacturing; training for the operation of machines for additive manufacturing.

Cl.42;Technical information and advice related to tire management, namely the choice, maintenance, repair, retreading, 
replacement and pressure monitoring of vehicle fleet tires; expertise services in connection with the choice, condition, 
maintenance and/or repair of tires, spare parts and accessories for vehicles; technical information and advice related to 
vehicle and trailer tracking; testing and quality control of tires and inner tubes; design of business premises for the tire 
trade; development, design, maintenance, publishing and providing of software, mobile applications, databases and web 
sites; provision of search engines enabling the procurement of information via a communication network; evaluations 
and assessments in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; scientific and technological research; 
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research and development of new products for others; technical project studies; engineering department services, 
expertise, assistance in design and development for the construction of additive manufacturing machines, of objects 
and/or spare parts with a view to their production by means of additive manufacturing; software design, development and 
installation services; studies and research related to waste treatment.

Cl.43;Information and consulting services in the field of tourism (restaurant services and accommodations), culinary 
and gastronomic matters, restaurants and hotels, foodstuffs and alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages; hotel and 
restaurant reservation services; provision of information and/or data relating to culinary, gastronomic, restaurant and 
hotel matters.

Cl.44;Domestic assistance to individuals namely assistance with daily care; domestic assistance to individuals namely 
medical assistance; medical aid services to people in need.

Cl.45;Legal aid services for the creation of businesses; support and monitoring services for employment search and 
professional and social integration.
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3725407    04/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383588]
Agatha Christie Limited
161 Drury Lane London WC2B5PN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pre-recorded magnetic, digital and optical recording media and data carriers, including audio and video cassettes, 
digital audio tapes, video tapes, vinyl records, compact discs (CDs), audio digital discs, magnetic discs, optical discs, 
floppy discs, holographic discs, DVDs, cartridges for computer and video games, magnetic or digital cards, cards bearing 
electronically recorded data, smart cards, flash memory cards, memory sticks, USB flash drives; cinematographic films; 
television films; slide films; slide film mounts; photographic films; computer software; computer application software for 
mobile devices; downloadable software via the internet and wireless devices; downloadable software in the nature of a 
mobile application; video and computer games in the form of computer programs recorded on data carriers or 
downloaded via the internet; electronic publications; non-printed publications; printed publications in electronically, 
magnetically or optically recorded and readable forms; multimedia entertainment goods recorded in electronic, magnetic, 
digital or optical forms or downloaded via the internet; downloadable digital media and recordings containing sound, 
images, text, information, signals or software; downloadable video and audio recordings provided via the internet and 
mobile devices; downloadable video, video recordings, animation films and programs provided via a video on demand 
service; audio books, electronic books, digital books, podcasts, webcasts, ringtones, wallpapers, screensavers, icons, 
images, all the aforementioned recorded or downloaded via the internet; digital book readers; electronic memo books; 
digital tablets; mobile telephones, parts, fittings and accessories therefor; computer mouse mats and computer wrist 
mats; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed matter; books; artwork publications; newspapers, periodicals and magazines; advertising publications; 
educational publications; promotional publications; booklets; booklets relating to games; pamphlets; event programs; 
computer software in printed form; instruction manuals relating to computer software; computer game instruction 
manuals; strategy guide books for games; strategy guide magazines for games; writing or drawing books; goods made of 
paper and cardboard; collectable cards; bookmarks; covering materials for books; covers for books; paper for wrapping 
books; protective covers for books; photographs; photo stands; photograph albums; scrapbooks; stationery; notepaper; 
envelopes; notebooks; address books; visitors books; writing instruments; pens; pencils; adhesive materials for 
stationery use; artists' materials; paint brushes; office requisites; desk sets, blotters, book ends; instructional and 
teaching material; calendars, diaries, personal organisers; greetings cards; posters; postcards; wrapping paper; gift tags.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; cultural activities; provision of entertainment services through 
the media of publications; publishing services (including electronic publishing services); publishing and editing of 
printed matter and printed publications; on-line publishing of electronic books, audio books, journals, newsletters, 
digests, reports, newspapers and magazines (non-downloadable); music publishing and music recording services; 
provision of entertainment services; entertainment by means of theatre productions, music performances, road shows, 
radio, television, film and internet; entertainment services in the form of television and radio shows, programs, films and 
series, theater and stage productions, cabaret, live musical performances, concert performances, sound recordings, 
cinema performances, films and multimedia entertainment production; entertainment services in the form of electronic, 
computer and video games provided by means of the internet and other remote communications device; planning, 
organizing, directing, production, performance and presentation of theatre performances and shows, stage performances 
and shows, plays, musical performances and shows, dramas, live comedy shows and live performances, cinematographic
films, video films, animated films and cartoons; production of pre-recorded video, television and cinema films; video-tape 
film production, television programs, television series, live television programs, radio programs, radio broadcasts, 
musical programs, musical shows, live musical performances, concerts; television, radio, film and show production; on-
line entertainment material, including non-downloadable webcam recordings, blogs, podcasts and multimedia 
entertainment production; recorded audiovisual presentations; production of entertainment in the form of video tapes; 
video game entertainment services; electronic games services provided from a computer database or by means of the 
Internet; electronic game services and competitions provided by means of the Internet; electronic games services, 
including provision of computer games on line or by means of a global computer network; providing interactive multi-
player computer games via the Internet and electronic communication networks; provision of games on the Internet; 
provision of games by means of a computer based system; cinema theaters; motion picture theaters; movie theatres; 
production of musical recordings and musical videos; recording, film, video and television studio services; amusement 
park services; theme park services; entertainment and educational services in the nature of lectures and performances 
provided on cruises, tours, excursions, exhibitions, and private events; entertainment services in the nature of interactive 
shows, plays, performances and dinner parties featuring adaptations of scripts of mystery novels and fictional characters 
and involving participation of the audience; arranging of competitions for education or entertainment; entertainment 
information; entertainment information services, information services relating to books, films, movies, shows, plays, 
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theatre performances, music, television and radio programs and series computer and video games; ticket information 
services for entertainment events; providing entertainment information via a website; arranging and conducting 
conferences, conventions, congresses and exhibitions; audio-visual display presentation services for entertainment 
purposes; production, arranging and conducting of presentations for cultural, entertainment and educational purposes; 
organisation of events for entertainment and cultural purposes; museum services and provision of museum facilities for 
presentations and exhibitions; gallery services; courses of instruction in history and literature; exhibition of cine films, 
video films and video film sound tracks; movie theatre presentations; organisation of entertainment and cultural events; 
arranging of festivals for cultural, educational and entertainment purposes; audio, film, video and television recording and
production services; production of sound and image recordings on sound and image carriers; production of 
entertainment in the form of video and audio recordings; dissemination of entertainment material; rental of audio books 
and electronic books; rental and hire of pre recorded media, DVDs, video and audio cassettes and tapes; rental of 
cinematographic films, motion picture films and television programs; film and television program distribution (other than 
transportation); orchestra services.
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3725418    17/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383724]
Chal-Tec GmbH
Wallstr. 16 10179 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Ash pits for furnaces; heaters for baths; bathtubs; barbecues; lamps; roasting jacks; showers; kiln furniture 
[supports]; gas burners; roasting apparatus; rotisseries; roasting spits; luminous house numbers; heating apparatus for 
solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; electric heating apparatus; fireplaces, domestic; cooking apparatus and installations; kilns; 
electric cooking utensils; chandeliers; electric lamps; lanterns for lighting; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; luminous 
tubes for lighting; air heating apparatus; air cooling apparatus; stoves; fire bars; fumigation apparatus, not for medical 
purposes; roasters; solar furnaces; feeding apparatus for heating boilers; alcohol burners; fountains; incinerators; 
evaporators; water supply installations; whirlpool-jet apparatus; lighting apparatus; steam generating apparatus; cooking 
appliances; refrigerating apparatus; drying installations; apparatus for ventilating; flaming torches; fountains; decorative 
water fountains; water heaters and boilers; gas lighters; chinese lanterns; residental heating units; water distribution 
installations; radiant heaters; lights for external installation.

Cl.20;Dinner wagons [furniture]; inflatable furniture; benches [furniture]; beds; flower stands [furniture]; non-metallic 
barrels; freestanding partitions [furniture]; stools; kennels; kennels for household pets; screens for fireplace [furniture]; 
settees; crates (non-metallic); cushions; chests of drawers; hampers [baskets] for the transport of items; wickerwork; 
works of art of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; cabinet work; beds for pets; easy chairs; air pillows, not for medical 
purposes; massage tables; mattresses; furniture; furniture of metal; mobiles [decoration]; paper blinds; screens 
[furniture]; armchairs; rattan; racks; display racks; deck chairs; umbrella stands; keyboards for hanging keys; cupboards; 
trolleys [furniture]; sofas; mirrors (silvered glass); chests for toys; statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; seats; 
tables; step stools, not of metal; wind chimes [decoration]; sun loungers; house numbers, not of metal, non-luminous; 
chests, not of metal; trays, not of metal; lawn furniture; beach beds; rocking chairs; porch swings.

Cl.22;Ropes; string; nets; tents; tarpaulins; sails; raw fibrous textile; hammocks; sacks; padding and stuffing materials;
awnings and tarpaulins; sails.
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3725523    13/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383056]
SINAR MAS PAPER(CHINA) INVESTMENT CO., LTD.
30F, Building II, Jin Hongqiao International Center, No.533 Loushanguan Road, Changning District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Packaging machines; filling machines; sealing machines for industrial purposes; electronic industry equipment; 
food processors (electric); conveyor belt; printing machines; filtering machines; can equipment (terms too vague in the 
opinion of the International Bureau (Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); motor-driven beverage making machines.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; printed material; cardboard tubes; wrapping paper / packing paper; paper-made cream 
containers; conical paper bags; plastic film for wrapping; boxes of cardboard or paper; liquid food packaging (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau (Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 09/02/2017; Application No. : T201750340 ;Finland 

3725539    20/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383240]
Supercell Oy
Itämerenkatu 11 FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and computer game software; downloadable computer software and computer game software; 
data storage media; game software adapted for use with television receivers; pre-recorded motion picture, television, and 
animation films; bags, cases and sleeves for storing and carrying telephones, computers, headphones and cameras; 
covers for mobile phones, portable computers and tablets; headphones; downloadable publications; decorative magnets; 
memory sticks; belts and straps for telephones, computers, headphones and cameras; electric power units.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; comic books; newspapers, photographs, magazines, books, printed periodicals, 
newsletters, notebooks, and brochures; computer game instruction manuals; writing paper and envelopes; calendars; 
bookmarks; notebook and calendar covers; packing paper, wrapping paper and packaging materials; cardboard boxes, 
party decorations made of paper; pens, erasers; posters, paper banners; figures made of paper; paper bags; sticker 
albums, stickers; cards, post cards, collectable cards, trading cards; paper signs.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; T-shirts, sweat shirts, shirts, blouses, vests; jeans, pants, shorts; underwear, 
sportswear; socks; coats, jackets, suits; skirts; scarves; gloves, mittens; bathing suits, pajamas, negligee robes, 
bathrobes; caps and hats.

Cl.28;Electronic games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; action skill games; action figures as toys; toys, 
games and playthings; board games; game cards; play sets for action figures; game cards and playing cards; soft dolls; 
plush toys; stuffed toys, water toys, wooden toys, toys made of plastics; children's multiple activity toys; puzzles; 
balloons; bags, cases and sleeves for storing and carrying apparatus for games.

Cl.41;Electronic game services; providing on-line computer games; providing information on-line relating to computer 
games; provision of games by means of a computer based systems; providing interactive social games in a virtual 
environment; providing entertainment information relating to computer games via information network; entertainment 
services; providing on-line publications; presentation of movies, films, animations, and television programs; 
entertainment services in the nature of creation, development, and production of movies, films, animations, and television 
programs; organising events and conferences for entertainment purposes; organising of competitions; providing 
entertainment information relating to computer games via a website; providing computer games and gaming services 
through an Internet website portal.
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Priority claimed from 22/02/2017; Application No. : 705133 ;Switzerland 

3725639    21/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383756]
BOBST MEX SA
Route de Faraz 3 CH-1031 Mex (VD) Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Adhesives for use in industry; unprocessed plastics.

Cl.2;Coating compounds in the form of varnishes for industrial applications for materials intended for printing 
machines, packaging machines and coating machines; varnishes; ink for printing machines and printers.

Cl.4;Industrial oils, lubricating oils.

Cl.7;Printing machines and printing modules [parts of machines], including machines for printing packaging, labels, 
posters, advertising banners, wallpaper, decorative products for household use, tablecloths, textiles, clothing and printed 
matter; packaging machines; coating machines; control devices for the aforesaid machines; peripheral devices and 
accessories for the aforesaid machines; positioning motors for the aforesaid machines; modules [parts of machines] for 
loading, feeding, unwinding, connecting, positioning, conveying, stacking, receiving, separating, collecting, rewinding, 
handling, packaging and machine output of printed materials; components and spare parts for the aforesaid machines, 
modules [parts of machines] and devices.

Cl.9;Printers; computers and electronic control devices for printing, packaging and coating machines; laboratory 
apparatus; software for printing machines, packaging machines, coating machines and printers; electronic devices, 
apparatus, instruments and software for input, recording, processing, storage, transmission, data display, checking, 
measuring, control, programming, regulation, quality control, monitoring of production parameters, performances and 
outage management of printing machines, coating machines and packaging machines; electronic sensors and digital 
cameras for detecting and tracking; print heads for digital printing machines.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; paper labels, cardboard labels; posters; packaging material made of paper, cardboard, 
corrugated cardboard and plastic; stickers; printing products; paper advertisement banners; stationery; paper containers, 
paper boxes, paper table napkins, paper table decorations, packaging paper, paper envelopes, paper cards, paper 
sleeves, paper leaflets, paper sheets; cardboard containers; cardboard boxes, cardboard table decorations, cardboard 
envelopes, cardboard cards; bookbinding material; photographs; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
tickets.

Cl.17;Adhesive films, tapes and strips for industrial use; semi-processed plastic materials.

Cl.27;Wallpaper.

Cl.35;Retail and on-line services for printing machines, packaging machines, coating machines, peripherals and 
accessories for the aforesaid machines, printers, control devices for printing machines, packaging machines and coating 
machines, laboratory apparatus, software for printing machines, packaging machines, coating machines and printers; 
retail and on-line services for sensors and digital cameras, ink, ink for printing machines and printers, paper, cardboard, 
plastic labels, paper labels, cardboard labels, posters, packaging materials, stickers, printed matter, paper and plastic 
advertising banners, stationery, paper containers, paper boxes, paper table napkins; retail and on-line services for paper 
table decorations, wrapping paper, paper envelopes, paper cards, paper sleeves, paper leaflets, paper sheets, cardboard 
containers, cardboard boxes, cardboard table decorations, cardboard envelopes, cardboard cards, bookbinding material, 
photographs, adhesives (glues) for stationery or household purposes, tickets; retail and on-line services for adhesive 
films, tapes and strips, plastic films, plastic sheets, semi-processed plastic materials, wallpaper, adhesives used in 
industry, unprocessed plastics, coating substances, industrial oils and lubricating oils, textiles.

Cl.37;Maintenance, installation, repair, adjustments and cleaning of printing machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines and printers; assembly and fitting of spare parts for printing machines, packaging machines, coating machines 
and printers.

Cl.40;Rental of printing machines, coating machines and printers.

Cl.41;Training; education; training and instruction concerning printing machines, packaging machines, coating 
machines and printers.
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Cl.42;Technical testing of printing machines, packaging machines, coating machines and printers; technological 
consulting with regard to printing machines, packaging machines, coating machines and printers.
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Priority claimed from 28/03/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 007 776 ;Germany 

3725645    19/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383348]
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for use in the field of medicine, medical research and clinical research; medical software for the field of 
health IT and eHealth; software for use in healthcare information management; downloadable computer databases 
containing information in the field of medicine; downloadable software for accessing, organizing, interpreting and 
analyzing information from databases in the medical field; computer databases, in particular computer databases 
containing information about clinical, molecular, scientific and patient specific data; computer software for authorizing 
access to medical databases, in particular application software, interface software, software drives, data communication 
software and interactive computer software; downloadable cloud computing software.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; hosting services and software as a service and 
rental of software; IT consultancy and information; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for 
viewing, analyzing, managing, reporting, and archiving digital images for use in the field of medicine, medical research 
and clinical research; application service provider [ASP] services, namely, providing non-downloadable software for use 
in the field of medicine; providing virtual computer systems through cloud computing; development of non-downloadable 
online computer portal for the storage of scientific data; electronic storage of medical data and information for physicians 
and healthcare professionals.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2016; Application No. : 015818594 ;European Union 

3725665    02/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382855]
Vibracoustic GmbH
Europaplatz 4 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicle parts, in particular motor mounts, elastically and hydraulically damping mounts, gearbox mounts, 
bodywork mounts, torque supports, support mounts, damping elements for drive units, in particular torsional vibration 
dampers, pulleys, central bearing blocks, elastic motor mounts for noise reduction and vibration insulation, in particular 
based on a metal-elastomer composite, vibration absorbers in particular steering vibration absorbers, bodywork vibration 
absorbers, cardan shaft dampers, shock absorber springs and suspension springs for vehicles, in particular for motor 
vehicles, shock absorber springs for drivers' cabs and vehicle seats, in particular for motor vehicles, air springs and 
suspension struts, in particular made using bellows of elastomeric material for vehicles, in particular motor vehicles.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum; plastic material in extruded form for use in production; packing, stopping and 
insulating materials; flexible tubes, not of metal; insulating products, namely for insulating against sound, cold, heat, 
impact, vibration, shock, moisture and environmentally hazardous substances, in particular for vehicle and machine 
construction and for the building sector, conveyor installations, public roads, noisy environments, and sports and leisure 
facilities; the aforesaid insulating products, made using elastomers and thermoplastic elastomers, in particular based on 
natural and synthetic rubber, and made using of thermoplastics, thermosetting plastics, plastisols, foams of plastic and of
metal, bitumen and substances similar to bitumen, non-woven fabrics, or of mineral, plastic and natural fibres and fabrics 
made with the aforesaid fibres; the aforesaid materials with or without fillers and with or without accessories of metal; 
insulating panels, insulating foils, insulating mats and insulating coatings, in particular to protect against noise and heat 
transmission; shaped plastic parts, in particular made using thermoplastic elastomers, for insulating vehicles and 
machines, in particular against transmission of sound; seals and insulating materials, in particular sound deadening and 
sealing means for vehicles; sound insulation materials for use in the manufacture of loading area linings, in particular for 
vehicles; sandwich systems (insulators), in particular made using elastomers and thermoplastic elastomers, in particular 
with added filler and in combination with materials of all kinds; engine-mounted encapsulation, in particular for vehicle 
construction, and body-mounted encapsulation; noise screening elements, in particular for vehicle and machine 
construction and against traffic noise; insulators in the nature of shielding elements, with or without a sound-absorbing 
material, tubular components (insulating materials), for use in vehicle construction; sound-absorbing insulating systems, 
in particular based on shaped films.
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Priority claimed from 25/11/2016; Application No. : UK00003198880 ;United Kingdom 

3725906    23/05/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382873]
The Universities and Colleges Admissions Service
Rose Hill, New Barn Lane Cheltenham Gloucestershire GL52 3LZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; business administration; administration services relating to applications for admission to 
educational establishments; coordinating and processing of documents; office functions; business and commercial 
information services; accountancy, book keeping and auditing; administrative data processing; collection and 
systemisation of business data; information services relating to business matters; coordination, processing and 
forwarding of official documents, applications for admission and replies to applications for admission all with respect to 
educational establishments; data collection and processing, business data assessment and analysis; data aggregation; 
collection, processing, retrieval, maintenance of data, statistics and information in the database, including on-line 
databases; assessment and analysis of business data, statistics and information in databases, including on-line 
databases; compiling indexes of information, sites and other resources available on a global communications network; 
compilation and management of computer databases, including on-line searchable databases; collection and processing 
of data, including data relating to studying and training in the United Kingdom, applications for admission to educational 
establishments (including universities and/or colleges), qualifications, applicants, offers, replies, acceptances, outcomes, 
students, demographics, individual's profiling, education, marketing, advertising, careers, recruitment, finance, real 
estate, lettings, student accommodation, welfare, health, wellbeing; assessment and analysis of business data, including 
data in relating to studying and training in the United Kingdom, applications for admission to educational establishments 
(including universities and/or colleges), qualifications, applicants, offers, replies, acceptances, outcomes, students, 
demographics, individual's profiling, education, marketing, advertising, careers, recruitment, finance, real estate, lettings, 
student accommodations, welfare, health and wellbeing; collection and processing of data relating to statements made 
and references given in applications for admission to educational establishments; assessment and analysis of business 
data relating to statements made and references given in applications for admission to educational establishments; 
marketing, advertising and promotional services, including on line social media campaigns and pay-per-click advertising; 
coordination and processing of applications for admission to educational establishments; marketing consulting; strategic 
market analysis services; market segmentation; marketing forecasting; opinion polling; organising and conducting 
surveys; preparing business reports, including in the fields of studying and training in the United Kingdom, applications 
for admission to educational establishments (including universities and/or colleges), qualifications, applicants, offers, 
replies, acceptances, outcomes, students, demographics, individual's profiling, education, marketing, advertising, 
careers, recruitment, finance, real estate, lettings, student accommodation, welfare, health, well-being; market, marketing, 
business and advertising research, analytics and information services; providing statistical information; on-line data 
processing services, compilation, analysis and retrieval of market and marketing information and data; receipt and 
provision of computerised business information data; market analysis reports; preparing business reports; marketing 
reports and studies; publication of advertising, marketing and promotional materials; distribution of advertising, 
marketing and promotional materials; business and commercial information services; advertising, promoting and 
marketing the goods and services of others through communication networks, includinq throuqh the Internet, websites, 
social media, search engines, mobile devices, mobile application software, messaging, emails, blogs and other 
communication channels; business analysis, research and information services; video advertising services; production 
and dissemination of video recordings for advertising, promotional or marketing purposes; on line publication of 
advertising texts; rental of advertising space on on line platforms, including websites and digital applications; promotion 
of products and services of third parties through electronic communications networks, mobile applications and television 
broadcasting; business networking services; arranging, organising, presentation and conducting of trade shows, 
promotional and marketing events, and exhibitions; recruitment services; recruitment consultancy and information 
services; providing information in the field of careers, apprenticeships, recruitment and job applications; profiling of 
candidates for job and apprenticeship vacancies; loyalty, incentive and bonus scheme services; arranging subscriptions 
to access to databases for others; subscriptions to electronic publications and on line forums, user groups, chatrooms 
and blogs; collection and processing of data in relation to applications for admissions to educational establishments, 
being anti plagiarism services; publication (in print or in electronic form) of advertising materials; providing non-
downloadable on-line electronic publications, namely, advertising materials, marketing publications and promotional 
publications; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to any of the aforesaid services; including all the 
aforesaid services provided through communication networks, global computer networks, cable, satellite, including 
provided on-line from a computer, a computer database, the Internet, websites, social media, search engines, mobile 
applications, digital applications, wireless devices, mobile devices, gaming consoles, blogs or other communication 
channels.
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Cl.38;Telecommunications; communication services; broadcasting; webcasting services; streaming services; video, 
audio and television streaming services; all of the aforesaid including of user-generated content, communications, 
messages, text, posts, surveys, reports, reviews, opinions, documents, electronic publications, information, data, audio-
visual recordings, podcasts, vlogs [video blogs], multi-media recordings, or a combination thereof; news agency 
services; podcasting; providing access to internet portals and platforms; providing access to global computer networks 
for the transfer and dissemination of information; providing online and telecommunication facilities for real-time 
interaction between and among users of computers, mobile and handheld computers, and wired and wireless 
communication devices; providing access to databases; leasing access time to databases; communication through 
online blogs; providing on-line chatrooms, forums and bulletin boards; messaging services; electronic mail services; 
internet social networking, namely the provision of access to social networking Internet websites; consultancy, advisory 
and information services relating to any of the aforesaid services; including all the aforesaid services provided through 
communication networks, global computer networks, cable, satellite, including provided on-line from a computer, a 
computer database, the Internet, websites, interactive websites, online platforms, social media, search engines, mobile 
applications, digital applications, wireless devices, mobile devices, qaminq consoles, bloqs or other communication 
channels.

Cl.41;Education, instruction and entertainment services; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; 
vocational training services; providing information, advice and guidance in the fields of education, instruction, training, 
and entertainment; providing information, advice and guidance relating to studying and training in the United Kingdom, 
applications for admission to educational establishments (including universities and/or colleges), qualifications, 
applicants, offers, replies, acceptances, outcomes, students, education, courses, educational establishments (including 
universities and colleges), the application process, application preparation, application filing and tracking, and 
plagiarism, and including by means of an interactive website; evaluation services for evaluating candidates for entry to 
higher educational establishments and for evaluating higher educational establishments to ascertain their suitability for 
one another; assessment and analysis of applications for admission to educational establishments; assessment and 
analysis of statements made and references given in applications for admission to educational establishments; 
educational services, namely monitoring, assessment and analysis of data in relation to applications for admissions to 
educational establishments, being anti plagiarism services; organising, arranging, booking, conducting, providing and 
hosting of exhibitions, educational events, conventions, seminars, workshops, lectures, talks, presentations, classes, 
appointments, courses, training programmes, tuition, activities, leisure activities, including all of the aforesaid in 
connection with topics, events and activities in the field of studying in the United Kingdom; organising, arranging, 
booking, conducting, providing and hosting games, quizzes, competitions, sporting activities, cultural activities, concerts,
live performances, theatrical performances, panel games, interactive audience participation events, recreational activities, 
live stage shows, fashion shows; amusement park and theme park services; academic mentoring; entertainment, 
educational, recreational and amusement information services, including all of the aforesaid in connection with topics, 
events and activities in the field of studying in the United Kingdom, all provided via computer, electronic and online 
databases; electronic library services for the supply of electronic information (including archive information) in the form 
of text, audio and/or video information; publishing services; publication (in print or in electronic form) of publications, 
books, booklets, manuals, guides including study guides, reference manuals, directories, catalogues, brochures, 
bulletins, periodicals, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, journals, presentations, forms including application forms, 
pamphlets, leaflets, news articles, visuals, conference materials, events programmes, certificates, curricula, information 
sheets, questionnaires, reports, statistics and data tables, instructional and teaching materials, cards, postcards, 
occasion cards, posters, tickets, photographs, pictures, drawings, including all the aforesaid relating to studying and 
training in the United Kingdom, applications for admission to educational establishments (including universities and/or 
colleges), qualifications, applicants, offers, replies, acceptances, outcomes, students, demographics, individual's 
profiling, education, marketing, advertising, careers, recruitment, finance, real estate, lettings, student accommodation, 
welfare, health, well-being; publishing of electronic publications, electronic texts, electronic books, electronic 
newsletters, electronic articles, music, sound recordings, images, moving images, graphic works, and other publications 
in electronic form; providing non-downloadable on-line electronic publications, including publications, books, booklets, 
manuals, guides including study guides, reference manuals, directories, catalogues, brochures, bulletins, periodicals, 
magazines, newsletters, newspapers, journals, presentations, forms including application forms, pamphlets, leaflets, 
news articles, visuals, conference materials, events programmes, certificates, curricula, information sheets, 
questionnaires, reports, statistics and data tables, instructional and teaching materials, cards, postcards, occasion cards, 
posters, screensavers, tickets, photographs, pictures, drawings, including all the aforesaid relating to studying and 
training in the United Kingdom, applications for admission to educational establishments (including universities and/or 
colleges), qualifications, applicants, offers, replies, acceptances, outcomes, students, demoqraphics, individual's 
profiling, education, marketing, advertising, careers, recruitment, finance, real estate, lettings, student accommodation, 
welfare, health, well- being; providing educational resources, including audio-visual media, videos, user-generated 
content, magazines, directories, brochures, manuals and guides; provision, production, development, editing, 
composition, presentation, distribution, networking, rental and leasing of media content for entertainment and/or 
educational purposes; arranging, organising, presentation and conducting of conferences; production, distribution, 
presentation, leasing and syndication of audio-video content, multi-media content, videos, podcasts, webcasts, blogs 
[video blogs], television programmes, radio programmes, publications, and documents, information and data relating to 
entertainment or education; production, editing, composition, distribution, rental and leasing of blank or pre-recorded 
audio cassettes, compact discs, DVDs, CD ROMS, laser- readable discs, video tapes, optical-magnetic discs, multi-media 
discs; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to any of the any of the aforesaid services; including all the
aforesaid services provided through communication networks, global computer networks, cable, satellite, including 
provided on-line from a computer, a computer database, the Internet, websites, interactive websites, online platforms, 
social media, search engines, mobile applications, digital applications, wireless devices, mobile devices, gaming 
consoles, blogs or other communication channels.

Cl.42;Project technical analysis studies; technical data analysis services; computerised data analysis services; 
providing information in the fields of project analysis studies, technical data and research; IT consultancy services; 
computer consultancy services; software advisory and consultancy services; design, development, installation, rental, 
updating and maintenance of software, mobile application software, online platforms, online databases; design services; 
providing quality assurance services; software as a service [SAAS]; platform as a service [PAAS]; software design, 
development and implementation services; providing online support services for users of software, mobile application 
software, online platforms and on line databases; computer consultancy services for accessing databases of content and 
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information; operation of search engines; providing temporary use of web- based applications, non-downloadable 
software, mobile application software and online platforms; providing temporary use of web-based applications, non-
downloadable software, mobile application software and online platforms for multi-user access to databases and on line 
platforms; providing temporary use of web-based applications, non-downloadable software, mobile application software 
and online platforms, including in the fields of studying and training in the United Kingdom, applications for admission to 
educational establishments (including universities and/or colleges), qualifications, applicants, offers, replies, 
acceptances, outcomes, students, demographics, individual's profiling, education, marketing, advertising, careers, 
recruitment, finance, real estate, lettings, student accommodation, welfare, health, well-being; providing temporary use of 
web-based applications, non-downloadable software, mobile application software and on line platforms for tracking, 
analysis and reporting on progress and outcomes of applications for admission to educational establishments, including 
reporting on applicants, offers, replies, acceptances, students, demographics, qualifications and profiling of individuals 
or groups; providing temporary use of web-based applications, non-downloadable software, mobile application software 
and online platforms for providing information on student applications to educational establishments including 
universities and/or colleges, including courses, educational establishments, the application process, applicants, 
qualifications, application preparation, application filing and tracking, outcomes, offers, replies, acceptances, fraud, 
plagiarism, finance, sponsorship; providing temporary use of web-based applications, non-downloadable software, 
mobile application software and online platforms for evaluating candidates for entry to educational establishments 
including universities and/or colleges and for evaluating higher educational establishments including universities and/or 
colleges to ascertain their suitability for one another; providing temporary use of web based applications, non-
downloadable software, mobile application software and online platforms for the administration, coordination, 
processing, assessment and analysis of applications for admission to educational establishments including universities 
and/or colleges; providing temporary use of web-based applications, non-downloadable software, mobile application 
software and online platforms for the administration, assessment and analysis of statements made and references given 
in applications for admission to educational establishments including universities and/or colleges; providing temporary 
use of web-based applications, non downloadable software, mobile application software and online platforms for 
detection, monitoring, assessment and analysis in relation to applications for admission to educational establishments 
including universities and/or colleges; providing temporary use of web-based applications, non-downloadable software, 
mobile application software and online platforms for detecting plagiarism; providing temporary use of web-based 
applications, non-downloadable software, mobile application software and online platforms for computer-aided 
administration and processing of applications for places at educational establishments including universities and 
colleges, courses, training programmes, vocational training courses; providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software, mobile application software and online platforms for social networking, creating a virtual community, and 
transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; computer consultancy services in relation to 
interactive communications, including between individuals and educational establishments; computer consultancy 
services in relation to storing, accessing, retrieval, broadcasting, transmission, reception, delivery and conveyance of 
electronic publications, surveys, reports, reports, reviews, opinions, documents, information, data, statistics, audio 
and/or visual content, multimedia content, podcasts, blogs [video blogs], multi-media recordings, user-generated content, 
communications, messages, text, posts, or a combination thereof; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, 
hosting computer software applications of others; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or 
facilitate the uploading, downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing 
publications, documents, reports, electronic media, videos, video files, photographs, still and moving images, graphics, 
voice, music, text, messages, news, information, data, statistics or information over communication networks; 
development and design services in relation to electronic publishing; building and maintaining websites and online 
platforms; storage of data, statistics and information in databases, including on-line databases; storage of market and 
marketing information and data; storage of computerised business information data; consultancy, advisory and 
information services relating to any of the aforesaid services; including all the aforesaid services provided through 
communication networks, global computer networks, cable, satellite, including provided on-line from a computer, a 
computer database, the Internet, websites, interactive websites, online platforms, social media, search engines, mobile 
applications, digital applications, wireless devices, mobile devices, gaming consoles, blogs or other communication 
channels.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2017; Application No. : 1354865 ;Benelux 

3725977    22/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382856]
TV Entertainment Reality Network B.V.
Arendstraat 11 NL-1223 RE Hilversum

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Communications services, namely, streaming of audio visual and multimedia content via the internet, cable 
networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; transmission and delivery of audio visual and 
multimedia content via the internet, cable networks, wireless networks, satellite, or interactive multimedia networks; 
broadcasting services, including broadcast of television programmes, data broadcasting services, information services 
relating to broadcasting, music broadcasting, news broadcasting, radio broadcasting, satellite broadcasting services, 
podcasting services and webcasting services; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of 
entertainment media content; video-on-demand transmission services; providing on-line chat rooms and electronic 
bulletin boards for transmission of messages among users in the field of general interest; news agency services, namely 
transmission of news feed programs and raw footage in the field of news and information; all of the aforementioned 
services also in interactive high definition (hd) and ultra high definition (uhd) quality.

Cl.41;Education; entertainment; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; educational and entertainment 
services, including production of programmes for television, cable television, radio, online broadcasting, interactive 
services, multimedia programs, all distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media, 
including via the internet, satellite, electronic communications networks, computer networks and wireless 
communications networks and also in interactive high definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality; 
production of television programs; production of multimedia programs; production of audio and/or video recordings; film 
production; editing to facilitate compilation, production and directing of television programs, mainly being reality 
programs and entertainment services provided by performing artists; publication of magazines; providing facilities for 
movies, television shows; providing multimedia entertainment programs, as well as entertainment information in the 
nature of reviews and recommendations regarding television shows, movies, and multimedia entertainment content, also 
provided in interactive high definition (hd) quality and ultra high definition (uhd) quality; radio entertainment; television 
entertainment; cinema entertainment; theatre entertainment; game shows; organizing sporting activities; organization of 
sports competitions.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2016; Application No. : 87213884 ;United States of America 

3726718    15/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382557]
DOSH, LLC
600 Congress Ave. 14th Floor Austin TX 78701 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software used for enabling users to engage in social commerce relating to a credit, debit and 
payment card programs; downloadable software that customers use to recruit additional users, track prospective new 
users, and obtain and maximize revenue based on the number of referred users; downloadable software used for tracking 
and viewing customer rewards and incentive programs; downloadable software for accessing digital content in the fields 
of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants via electronic and optical communications networks; downloadable 
software allowing users to submit electronic data to and access data from a website for educational and entertainment 
purposes; downloadable software used for accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and 
recommendations on events, locations, services, and activities in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and 
restaurants; downloadable software for the transmission of messages among users in the fields of entertainment, travel, 
hotels, and restaurants; downloadable software used for providing travel information and maps and for booking and 
checking travel reservations; downloadable software used for searching hotel rates and airfares and booking hotels and 
airfare; downloadable software used for enabling electronic commerce payments that enables consumers to use loyalty 
points, reward points, cash back offers and coupons, miles and other forms of rewards to make online purchases, in 
whole or in part, of virtual, digital and physical goods; downloadable software used for enabling consumers to use loyalty 
points, reward points, cash back offers and coupons, in the fields of hotel reservation, rental cars, and travel venues; 
downloadable software used for providing access to electronic data in the field of customer loyalty programs that 
provides cash-back rewards, virtual currencies, and money movement solutions; downloadable software for use in 
providing an online computer database in the field of travel information; downloadable software for identifying, sorting 
and filtering consumer coupons, rebates, promotions and discounts based on a user's personal information and 
automatically applying applicable consumer coupons, rebates, promotions and discounts for credit, debit and payment 
card purchases.

Cl.35;Customer loyalty services and for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; promoting the use of 
charge and credit card accounts of others through the administration of incentive programs; promoting the use of social 
networking and interaction through the administration of incentive and reward programs; promoting the sale of the goods 
and services of others by means of rewards and incentives generated in connection with the use of credit, debit and 
payment cards via wireless networks, mobile telecommunications devices or global computer networks; conducting 
customer loyalty, reward, affinity and incentive programs for commercial promotion and for advertising purposes; 
advertising services, namely, promoting and marketing the goods and services of others via electronic communication 
networks; administration of a customer loyalty program which provides cash-back rewards to consumers who purchase 
products and services of others; arranging and conducting merchant-funded rewards programs to support cash back 
rewards; business information services featuring consumer tracking, analyzing, forecasting and reporting of cardholder 
purchasing behavior; financial records management.

Cl.36;Value exchange services, namely, secure electronic cash transactions and electronic cash transmissions over 
public computer networks to facilitate electronic commerce and electronic funds transfer; providing financial information, 
namely, electronic funds transfer and currency exchange services, financial assessment and risk management services 
for others in the field of consumer credit; electronic commerce payment service that enables consumers to use loyalty 
points, reward points, cash back offers and coupons, miles and other forms of rewards to make online purchases, in 
whole or in part, of virtual, digital and physical goods; electronic commerce payment service that enables consumers to 
use loyalty points, reward points, cash back offers and coupons, in the fields of hotel reservation, rental cars, and travel 
venues.

Cl.39;Travel agency services, namely, making reservations and bookings for hotels and transportation; providing travel 
information, geographic information, and maps via a website; travel agency services, namely, making reservations and 
bookings for transportation; providing travel information via an online computer database; providing of information to 
travelers regarding post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events and activities in the field of travel via a website.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for enabling users to engage in social commerce 
relating to a credit, debit and payment card programs; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software that 
customers use to recruit additional users, track prospective new users, and obtain and maximize revenue based on the 
number of referred users; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for tracking and viewing 
customer rewards and incentive programs; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for accessing digital 
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content in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants via electronic and optical communications networks; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software allowing users to submit electronic data to and access data from 
a website for educational and entertainment purposes; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for 
accessing a website where users can post ratings, reviews and recommendations on events, locations, services, and 
activities in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for the transmission of messages among users in the fields of entertainment, travel, hotels, and restaurants; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for providing travel information and maps and for booking 
and checking travel reservations; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for searching hotel rates 
and airfares and booking hotels and airfare; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for enabling 
electronic commerce payments that enables consumers to use loyalty points, reward points, cash back offers and 
coupons, miles and other forms of rewards to make online purchases, in whole or in part, of virtual, digital and physical 
goods; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for enabling consumers to use loyalty points, 
reward points, cash back offers and coupons, in the fields of hotel reservation, rental cars, and travel venues; software as 
a service (SAAS) services featuring software used for providing access to electronic data in the field of customer loyalty 
programs that provides cash-back rewards, virtual currencies, and money movement solutions; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for use in providing an online computer database in the field of travel information; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for identifying, sorting and filtering consumer coupons, rebates, 
promotions and discounts based on a user's personal information and automatically applying applicable consumer 
coupons, rebates, promotions and discounts for credit, debit and payment card purchases.
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3726721    30/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383395]
SECESPOL Spólka z o.o.
ul. Warszawska 50 PL-82-100 Nowy Dwór Gdanski Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Structural steels, pipework of metal, flanges, pallets, containers of steel.

Cl.7;Heat exchangers (parts of machines).

Cl.11;Heat exchangers, collectors, distributors for central heating networks, capacitive water heaters, pressure tanks, 
heat accumulators, hydrophores, pressure desilters forming part of water supply systems, collecting vessels for central 
heating installations, heat pumps.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2017; Application No. : 302017000063078 ;Italy 

3726728    12/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383233]
GIULIO FIOCCHI S.P.A.
Via Santa Barbara, 4 I-23900 LECCO (LC) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Bullet molds of metal for the production of bottoms of a cartridge-case; metallic rings and eye bolts; safety 
cashboxes for handguns; safety cashboxes; safes for ammunitions; boxes of common metal for ammunitions; security 
boxes; bullet molds of metal.

Cl.13;Double-barreled guns and guns; handguns; ammunitions; pellets; projectiles; firearms; hunting firearms; 
sporting firearms; explosives; grenades with time fuses; chemical weapons for self-defense; sprays for personal defense 
purposes; pellets; shots; shots for air rifles; boxes and wrapping for bullets; cases and covers for firearms; shoulder 
straps for firearms; shoulder straps for weapons; shoulder straps for firearms; blasting chambers; barrel reflectors for 
firearms; automatic firearm ammunition belts; special ammunition belts; breeches of firearms; apparatus for filling 
cartridge belts; cartridge cases; cartridge loading apparatus; cartridge pouches; cleaning brushes for firearms; 
detonating caps, other than toys; detonating plugs; detonators; firearm sights; detonating fuses for explosives; firing 
platforms; fuses for explosives, for use in mines; gun barrels; gun cases; gunstocks; hammers for guns and rifles; noise-
suppressors for guns; powder horns; primings (fuses); sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; sights, other than telescopic 
sights, for firearms; sights, other than telescopic sights; signal rocket flares; sprays for personal defense purposes; tear-
gas weapons; trigger guards for guns and rifles; trunnions for heavy weapons; cases for weapons.

Cl.18;Bags; handbags; briefcases; luggage; harnesses; leather purses (handbags); leather bags; wallets; attaché 
cases; suitcases; key cases; saddlery of leather; sports packs; bags for sports; holdalls for sports clothing; all-purpose 
sports bags; umbrellas; walking sticks; attaché cases; attaché cases of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; clothing for sports; underwear; pajamas; nightwear; gloves; bathing suits; clothing 
of imitations of leather; belts (clothing); stockings; ties; boots for sports; bandanas (neckerchiefs).
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Priority claimed from 16/08/2017; Application No. : 2017-106768 ;Japan 

3726749    11/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382413]
ASAHI KASEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA
1-105 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Threads and yarns for textile use; elastic threads and yarns for textile use; synthetic fiber threads and yarns for 
use in the manufacture of tire fabric; synthetic fiber threads and yarns for use in the manufacture of woven fabrics used 
for air bags; plastic threads and yarns, for textile use, expressing adhesive character by heat.

Cl.24;Woven fabrics; textile used as lining for clothing; knitted fabrics; elastic woven materials, namely, elastic fabrics 
for clothing; jersey fabrics; felt and non-woven textile fabrics; towels of textile; handkerchiefs; bath linen, except clothing; 
linen (bed-); bed sheets; pillow slips; bed blankets; cotton blankets; filtering materials of textile; coverings (seat-) of 
textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths [not of paper]; draperies [thick drop curtains].

Cl.25;Clothing for sports, namely, shirts, shorts and jerseys; headgear, namely, hats, caps; jackets; jumpers; uniforms; 
sports jerseys; shirts; skirts; trousers; blouses; pants; stockings; socks; sweaters; dresses; lingerie; swimsuits; hosiery; 
undergarments; scarves; stoles; saris; turbans; chadors; thobes.
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3726752    13/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383235]
Shandong Hongjitang Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.
No.30766 East Jingshi Road, Licheng District, Jinan City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Vitamin preparations; tonics [medicine]; royal jelly for medical purposes; medicinal drinks; drinks (medicinal); 
ginseng liquid; ginsengs; slimming pills; medical preparations for slimming purposes; medicinal tea; medicinal herbs; 
pills for pharmaceutical purposes; capsules for pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of 
injection; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of troche; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of tinctura; 
pharmaceutical preparations in the form of aqua; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of ointment; raw material drug; 
gelatin pills for pharmaceutical purposes; drug alcohol; liniments; skin care (pharmaceutical preparations for -); 
suppositories; medicinal oils; patches for medical treatment; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; food for 
babies; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; antisepsis paper; donkey-hide gelatin for pharmaceutical 
purposes (Chinese medicines); medicated confectionery based on donkey-hide gelatin (the Chinese medicinal product 
mainly of E Jiao).

Cl.30;Beverages (tea-based); bee glue [propolis] for human consumption; propolis [bee glue] for human consumption; 
royal jelly for human consumption [not for medical purposes]; chicken essence with cordyceps extracts; loquat syrup; 
autumn pear syrup; bird's nest with rock candy; honey; tortoise tuchahoe paste; essences for foodstuffs [except etheric 
essences and essential oils].
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Priority claimed from 22/02/2017; Application No. : UK00003214265 ;United Kingdom 

3726786    18/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383110]
AYURSAVVYVEDA LIMITED
Suites 5 & 6 The Printworks Hey Road, Barrow Clitheroe Lancashire BB7 9WB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated soaps; perfumery; essential oils; non-medicated cosmetics; non-medicated hair lotions; non-
medicated dentifrices; hair shampoos; hair conditioners; shower gels; body washes; hair styling preparations; oil-based 
hair treatments; hair sealants and polishes; skin creams, nail creams, moisturisers, cleansers and toners; skin serums; 
skin exfoliants; skin spritzers; facial creams and masques; non-medicated lip balms; body oils including hand, foot and 
nail oils, facial oils and massage oils; body soaking salts; bath oils and bath creams; moist wipes for sanitary and 
cosmetic purposes; incense; reed diffusers.

Cl.4;Candles; aromatherapy candles; fragranced and scented candles.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements; vitamin supplements.

Cl.10;Body, face, foot and scalp massage apparatus and instruments; massage gloves and mitts; cleaning and 
exfoliating gloves and mitts; therapeutic facial and eye masks.

Cl.35;Retail services connected with the sale of non-medicated soaps, perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated 
cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions, non-medicated dentifrices, hair shampoos, hair conditioners, shower gels, body 
washes, hair styling preparations, oil-based hair treatments, hair sealants and polishes, skin creams, nail creams, 
moisturisers, cleansers and toners, skin serums, skin exfoliants, skin spritzers, facial creams and masques, non-
medicated lip balms, body oils including hand, foot and nail oils, facial oils and massage oils, body soaking salts, bath 
oils and bath creams, moist wipes for sanitary and cosmetic purposes, candles, aromatherapy candles, fragranced and 
scented candles, incense, reed diffusers and oil burners, body, face, foot and scalp massage apparatus and instruments, 
massage gloves and mitts, cleaning and exfoliating gloves and mitts, therapeutic facial and eye masks, dietary 
supplements, vitamin supplements, and gift vouchers.
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Priority claimed from 10/05/2017; Application No. : 2017-063847 ;Japan 

3726795    02/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384037]
LICENSE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3-15-1, Nihonbashihamacho, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0007 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Breath freshening preparations; deodorants for animals; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for the care of the 
scalp; hair lotion; gels for cosmetic use; skin masks for cosmetic use; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; facial cleansing 
grains; cosmetics for removing make-up; cleansing creams; mascara removers; nail-polish removers; cleansing oil 
sheets for make-up removing; nail enamel remover sheets for nail-polish removing; foot masks for skin care; exfoliating 
preparations; exfoliating creams; exfoliating gels; body fresheners; soaps and detergents; toilet soaps; soaps for the care 
of the scalp; exfoliating soaps; foot cleansing grains; cleaning preparations for furniture, ornaments, walls and floors; 
cleaning preparations for scorch removing; cleaning preparations for burnt pots and pans; cleaning preparations for rust 
removing; perfume and oils for perfumes and scents; air fragrancing preparations; personal deodorants; abrasive paper; 
abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice stone; polishing paper; false nails; false eyelashes; dentifrices; sheets 
impregnated with preparations for cleaning teeth; pre-moistened wipes for babies; pre-moistened tissue paper; pre-
moistened tissue paper for removing make-up; pre-moistened tissue paper for removing mascara; pre-moistened tissue 
paper for removing nail-polish.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; reagent paper for medical purposes; deodorants for mold; smoke deodorants for 
mold; smoke insect repellents; fumigants; insect repellents; insect repellents with ingredients of Japanese edible 
horseradishes (wasabi); insect repellents with ingredients of mustard; insect repellents with ingredients of Japanese 
edible horseradishes (wasabi) for kitchen containers for rice; insect repellents with ingredients of mustard for kitchen 
containers for rice; oiled paper for medical purposes; wrapping wafers for medicine doses; gauze for dressings; empty 
capsules for pharmaceuticals; eyepatches for medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation 
tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent wadding; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; liquid 
bandages; breast-nursing pads; cotton swabs for medical use; diapers; diaper covers; disposable diapers of paper; 
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lacteal flour for babies; dietary supplements for humans; beverages for babies; food for babies; anti-itch creams 
[antipruritics]; anti-itch ointments [antipruritics]; liquid antipruritic; pharmaceutical preparations for the relief of insect 
bites; room deodorants; toilet deodorants; deodorants for automobiles; deodorants for refrigerators; shoe deodorizers; 
deodorants for household purposes; room deodorants, in particular for kitchen; deodorants for clothing; antibacterial 
tissue paper for toilet seat, pre-moistened.

Cl.16;Hygienic hand towels of paper; towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of 
paper; stationery; printed matter; plastic food storage bags; garbage bags of paper for household purposes; garbage 
bags of plastics for household purposes; toilet seat cover sheets of paper; paper and cardboard.

Cl.21;Cleaning tools for bathtub and bathroom; sponges made of melamine for cleaning and polishing; polyurethane 
sponges for cleaning and polishing; toilet cleaning tools; cleaning microfiber cloths and microfiber mitts for cleaning; 
cleaning tools and washing utensils; floss for dental purposes; cosmetic and toilet utensils; metal brushes; brushes for 
pets; clothes brushes; shoe brushes; shoe shine cloths; shoe shine sponges and cloths.

Cl.24;Dish towels for drying, made of microfiber; dish towels for drying; felt and non-woven textile fabrics; woven 
textile goods for personal use; toilet seat covers of textile.

Cl.27;Mats; non-slip mats; toilet mats; bath mats; bath mats for wash places; Tatami mats; carpets and rugs; floor 
coverings; decorative wall hangings, not of textile; wall hangings, not of textile; artificial turf; gymnastic mats; wallpaper.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2017; Application No. : 016745846 ;European Union 

3726798    15/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384035]
Ingka Holding B.V.
Postbus 42 NL-2333 CT Leiden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints for decorators; varnishes; lacquers; protective agents against deterioration of wood; dyes; colorants.

Cl.4;Electrical energy from renewable sources.

Cl.7;Mechanically powered hand tools.

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools; hammers; saws; drills; screwdrivers; crowbars; awls; spanners; wrenches; hex socket 
keys; pliers; knives; cutlery; scissors; non-electric tin openers; spatulas; irons.

Cl.9;Computer hardware; computers; software; application software (apps); optical data media; registered computer 
programs; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; weighing apparatus and instruments; measuring 
apparatus; measuring instruments; signalling apparatus and instruments; electrical control apparatus; life-saving 
apparatus and instruments; CDs; compact discs (audio/video); cassette tapes; electric wires; electric cables and wires; 
electric contacts; dimmers; electric sockets; plugs; electric contacts; branch boxes (electricity); animated cartoons; 
thermometers, not for medical purposes; carpenters' rules; video tapes; weighing instruments.

Cl.11;Lamps; electric incandescent lamps; lighting; domestic ovens; kitchen ranges; heating devices; kitchen fans; 
refrigerators; tumble driers; torches; wash basins; bathroom fittings; bathroom installations.

Cl.16;Paper; paper products (gifts); paper products for office purposes; cardboard; cardboard packaging; cardboard 
household storage boxes; adhesives for stationery; adhesives for household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; 
office supplies.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks; suitcases; purses; wallets; umbrellas; parasols; bags; shopping bags.

Cl.20;Furniture; garden furniture; office furniture; mirrors; picture frames; window blinds for indoor use; statues, 
figurines, works of art, ornaments and decorations, made of wood, wax, plaster or plastic, included in the class; non-
metal baskets; wooden boxes; pedestals.

Cl.21;Kitchenware; household utensils; household containers; corkscrews; brushes; cleaning tools (hand-operated); 
glassware for beverages; glassware for household purposes; services (tableware); glassware; porcelain ware; 
earthenware; ceramics for household purposes; statues, figurines, plaques and works of art, made of porcelain, terracotta 
or glass, included in the class; nutcrackers; bottle openers; chopsticks; scoops for household purposes; skimmers for 
kitchen use.

Cl.24;Textiles and fabrics by the metre; textiles for furnishings; bedclothes; textile goods for use as bedding; table 
covers; hand towels; curtains; bed linen; kitchen towels; travelling rugs; blankets.

Cl.25;Bathrobes; jogging suits; sweat shirts; short-sleeved or long-sleeved T-shirts; socks; windbreakers; hats; caps; 
aprons; shirts; training shoes; slippers; wooden shoes.

Cl.27;Carpets, including door mats and fitted carpets; matting (coverings for existing floors); linoleum; floor coverings; 
wall hangings (non-textile).

Cl.28;Games and playthings; fishing rods; decorations and ornaments for Christmas trees; playing cards.

Cl.29;Meat; fish; poultry; game; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes, fruit 
and vegetable spreads; preserves, pickles; milk products.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; cocoa; bread; biscuits; cookies; patisserie products; sugar confectionery; ice cream; honey; syrups; 
mustard; vinegar; sauces; spices.

Cl.31;Natural plants; flowers; dried flowers; flower seeds.

Cl.35;Advertising; input, processing and compilation of data into databases; processing and analysis of computerised 
business information; compilation of computerised information; computerised data management; computerised database 
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management; computerised file management; computerised register management; compilation of business information; 
providing consumer digital product information with illustrations for messages via global networks; business information 
and marketing in connection with the sale of movable property; distribution and rental of advertising materials; 
dissemination of advertisements and advertising materials; television advertising; distribution of product samples; 
business information, radio advertising; public relations (PR) services; commercial administration of the licensing of the 
goods and services of others; business management services in relation to franchising; business and personnel 
management consultancy, professional business consultancy and business management and organisation consultancy; 
market studies, market research services, market price analysis and consultancy and assistance in connection with 
marketing; shop window dressing; arranging and concluding of contracts and agreements for the purchase and sale of 
goods and services; personnel management consultancy and personnel administration services (all services relating to 
the purchase and sale of furniture, household goods, furnishings, textiles for furnishings, articles for interior decoration 
and domestic purposes); business management services relating to the development of businesses; office services; 
advertising for others via the internet; advertising, including marketing relating to the sale of goods and services for third 
parties by the sending of advertising materials and the dissemination of advertising messages via computer networks; 
advertising and publicity relating to goods from other sellers, enabling customers to conveniently view and compare 
goods from a variety of sellers; advertising services relating to real estate; business management relating to shops; 
business management relating to real estate (for others); dissemination of advertising and publicity material; bill posting; 
retail services in connection with the sale of beauty products, toiletries, household appliances, hand tools, optical 
goods/apparatus, electrical and electronic apparatus for household use; organisation of exhibitions for commercial and 
advertising purposes; advertising via mail order; production of television advertisements; rental of office machines and 
equipment; office administrative services (for others); presentation of goods on commercial media for sale purposes; 
organisation of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; rental of advertising and publicity material; 
telephone answering services for unavailable subscribers; outdoor advertising; rental of advertising space; online 
advertising via computer networks; advertising; television advertising; rental of photocopiers; shop window dressing; 
rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of vending machines; advertising and publicity for others 
through the distribution of membership cards; updating of advertising materials, advertising and publicity (for others); 
organisation of regional or national advertising campaigns; retail services and the bringing together of consumer goods 
relating to clothing and accessories, shoes, leather goods in the form of belts, wallets, gloves, furniture covers, 
handbags, suitcases, sports bags, cases, garment bags, bags; retail services and the bringing together of consumer 
goods relating to health and beauty, cosmetics, hygiene, sports, printed matter, interior design, furniture, furnishings, 
electronics, stationery, household textiles, crafts in the form of textile crafts, wooden crafts, metal crafts, plastic crafts, 
birch bark crafts, stone crafts, glass crafts, leather crafts, painting and drawing, horticulture, playgrounds for children, 
optics, fitness, games and playthings, audio, video, books and DIY products; retail services provided by food shops; retail
services relating to clothing, headgear, footwear, shoes; retail services relating to bags, jewellery, watches; retail services 
relating to food products, alcoholic beverages, beer, wine, non-alcoholic beverages; retail services relating to furniture, 
furnishings, paints, wallpaper, flooring, floor mats; retail services relating to books, periodicals, writing and office 
materials, stationery (gifts), paper products for office purposes, printed matter; retail services relating to cosmetics, 
beauty products, perfumery, pharmaceutical preparations, medicines and natural remedies, optical goods, sanitary 
preparations and articles; retail services relating to apparatus for household use, household or kitchen utensils, 
household detergents; retail services relating to textiles and textile products; retail services relating to games and 
playthings; retail services relating to gymnastic and sporting articles; retail services relating to works of art, lighting, 
domestic electrical and electronic equipment; retail services relating to musical compact discs, cinematographic films, 
plants and flowers, seeds, tobacco, live animals, foodstuffs for domestic animals.

Cl.36;Financing credit for sales; issuing of credit cards; hire-purchase financing services, in particular for warehouse 
and retail equipment; financial management of services and systems for accounting and cash management; insurance; 
insurance relating to the purchase and sale of furniture, furnishings and articles for decoration, home and family; 
management of financial assets; venture capital services; financial/treasury management; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs; administration of financial affairs relating to real estate; arrangement of leases and rental 
agreements for real estate; valuation and administration of real estate; financial services relating to real estate; real estate 
brokerage; rent collection; real estate agencies; leasing of real estate; rental of offices (real estate); real estate valuations; 
financial valuations (insurance, banking, real estate); real estate management; banking affairs; financial investment.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair/maintenance relating to buildings, department stores, fair stalls and shops; 
installation services relating to doors and windows, water, outlets, heating, hot water, cooling and ventilation systems, 
electrical apparatus, and office machines and equipment; construction information; construction of fair stalls and shops; 
information relating to repairs; supervision of building construction in progress; construction of factories; renovation of 
shopping centres; construction of scaffolding; interior and exterior painting; wallpapering services; internal cleaning of 
buildings; cleaning of façades; installation of building insulation; installation and repair of electrical equipment; road 
paving services; sealing of buildings; moisture sealing of buildings; window cleaning; installation and repair of elevators; 
providing information relating to building, building insulation, installation and repair of heating equipment; rental of 
building and construction equipment; installation, construction and repair of warehouses; building of shops, cleaning of 
shops; construction of shopping malls; dry cleaning; car cleaning and car washing.

Cl.38;Computerised sending (transmission) of messages and images, transmission of messages via electronic media; 
transmission and/or sending of database information via telecommunications networks, telecommunications, including 
data-based online services enabling products to be ordered via computer networks, including global computer networks.

Cl.39;Transportation, storage, packing in crates and delivery of furniture, furnishings, articles for interior decoration, 
home and family; distribution of renewable energy; storage; rental of warehouses; transport; rental of parking spaces; 
travel.

Cl.40;Energy production; recycling services.

Cl.41;Training courses; publication and issuing of books, journals and weekly magazines, all relating to furniture, 
furnishings and articles for interior decoration, home and family; organisation of visual and musical entertainment; 
children's adventure playground services; entertainment services provided for children; organising and conducting 
conferences; musical entertainment; distribution of television shows for entertainment purposes; entertainment; training 
service relating to the development of children’s intellectual capacity; training service relating to the development of 
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children’s mental capacity; club services (entertainment or education); education; organisation of lotteries; organisation 
of theatrical and other entertainment performances (impresario services); organisation of competitions (education or 
entertainment); providing of training; organisation of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organisation of 
competitions for cultural purposes; cultural events; cultural activities; entertainment and leisure; instruction/training 
relating to retail management; instruction/training relating to retail marketing; entertainment, sporting and cultural 
activities and the providing of information relating to these activities; organisation and conducting of festivals, 
exhibitions, cultural and entertainment events and the providing of information relating to these; providing facilities for 
movies, shows, plays, music or training.

Cl.42;Interior decor design services; computer services (rental and programming); architectural consultation and 
construction drafting; engineering services; design of shops, design planning of shops; design services relating to 
restaurants; design and design planning of restaurants; computerised storage of commercial information; storage of 
computerised information.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; restaurants; catering services; hotels; 
boarding houses; rental and reservation of temporary accommodation; provision of exhibition facilities; rental of meeting 
rooms; provision of child care centers services in shopping centres.

Cl.44;Forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 08/08/2017; Application No. : 2017-104036 ;Japan 

3726799    10/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384060]
BRIDGESTONE CORPORATION
1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-8340 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and software for managing information of tires and vehicles.

Cl.37;Consultancy, information and inspection services relating to repair and maintenance of tires and vehicles; 
consultancy, information and inspection services relating to retread of tires.

Cl.42;Providing computer programs for managing information of tires and vehicles; technological analysis and 
consultancy related to the choice, condition, maintenance, retreading and replacement of vehicle tires; technological 
analysis and consultancy related to the choice, condition, maintenance and replacement of vehicle component parts, 
spare parts and accessories.
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3726800    24/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383388]
QUAMAR S.R.L.
Via Terza Armata 24 Int. 1, Frazione Barcon I-31050 VEDELAGO (TV) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Washing apparatus; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; juice extractors, electric; grinding 
machines; blenders, electric, for household purposes; dishwashers; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; mills for 
household purposes, other than hand-operated; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; professional citrus 
squeezers, electric; milk-shake mixers, electric; food processors, electric; cutting machines; domestic electrical 
appliances; crushers for kitchen use, electric; coffee mills, other than hand-operated; mills [machines]; electrically 
powered kitchen appliances for mincing, milling, pressing; fruit squeezers, electric, for household purposes; can openers,
electric; electric ice grinders; electric ice crushers

Cl.11;Ice machines and apparatus; cooking apparatus and installations; cooking stoves; coffee percolators, electric; 
heating plates; hot plates; plate warmers; bread toasters; electric mini-ovens; gas-operated coffee machines; 
refrigerators; griddles [cooking appliances]; grills [cooking appliances]; barbecue grills; ovens; microwave ovens 
[cooking apparatus]; water purification apparatus; coffee pots, electric; coffee brewers, electric; electric coffee machines; 
electric toasters; electric bread toasters; electric hot plates; cooking rings; kettles, electric; immersion heaters; chocolate 
pots [household machines].
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2017; Application No. : 302017000076545 ;Italy 

3726804    31/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384064]
BORMIOLI ROCCO S.p.A.
Via Martiri della Libertà, 1 I-43036 FIDENZA (Parma) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Bottles for medical purposes; measuring spoons for administering medicine; medicinal bottle stoppers; glass or 
plastic containers for pharmaceutical or parapharmaceutical or medical purposes, namely injectable bottles, medicine 
bottles, reagent bottles, infusion bottles, aerosol bottles.

Cl.20;Container closures of plastic; plastic medication containers for commercial use; bottle closures, not of metal; 
closures, not of metal, for containers; plastic medication containers for commercial use; corks for bottles; plastic 
stoppers for bottles; screw cups and stoppers in plastic for the closure of containers; stoppers, not of metal.
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3727095    09/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382944]
Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd
28-42 Ventnor Ave WEST PERTH WA 6005 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging; printers' type; printing blocks.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; cattle skins.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, 
compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; beef; beef burgers (patties); beef products.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 
pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits and 
vegetables; natural plants and flowers; live animals; foodstuffs for animals, malt; beef cattle; cattle food; cattle.
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Priority claimed from 30/03/2017; Application No. : 16525206 ;European Union 

3727101    05/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383071]
adp Gauselmann GmbH
Merkur-Allee 1-15 32339 Espelkamp Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; coin-operated mechanisms; computer and video games software; games software in particular 
for use on any computer platform, including electronic entertainment and games consoles; computer game programs; 
video games (software); computer games provided through a global computer network or supplied by means of multi-
media electronic broadcast or through telecommunications or electronic transmission or via the internet; computer 
games, leisure and recreational software, video games and computer software, all being provided in the form of storage 
media; programs for operating electric and electronic apparatus for games, amusement and/or entertainment purposes; 
computer software for computer games on the internet; online games (software), in particular for online betting games, 
online prize games, online gambling games, online games of skill and online casino games; computer software in the 
form of an app for mobile devices and computers; calculating apparatus in coin-operated machines and parts for the 
aforesaid goods; electric, electronic, optical or automatic apparatus, for identifying data carriers, identity cards and credit 
cards, bank notes and coins; software in particular for casino and/or amusement arcade games, for gaming machines 
and/or slot machines each one with or without prize payouts; gaming software that generates or displays wager outcomes
of gaming machines; operational computer games software; computer software for managing of games (game collection); 
computer programs for video games.

Cl.28;Games; toys; gaming apparatus (including coin-operated apparatus); coin-operated arcade games (machines); 
games for amusement arcades (included in this class); coin-operated video gaming apparatus; video games apparatus 
adapted for use with external screens or monitors only; casino fittings, namely roulette tables, roulette wheels; coin-
operated automatic gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for gaming arcades, with or without a prize 
payout; electronic or electrotechnical gaming apparatus, automatic gaming machines, gaming machines, slot machines 
operated by coins, tokens, banknotes, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in 
particular for commercial use in casinos and amusement arcades, with or without a prize payout; automatic gaming 
machines and gaming machines, in particular for commercial use in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize 
payout; coin-operated gaming machines and/or electronic money-based gaming apparatus (machines), with or without 
prizes; housings adapted for gaming machines, gaming apparatus and automatic gaming machines, operated by means 
of coins, tokens, tickets or by means of electronic, magnetic or biometric storage media, in particular for commercial use 
in casinos and gaming arcades, with or without a prize payout; electronic games; electronic game entertainment 
apparatus and parts thereof; video output game machines; drawing apparatus for prize games and lotteries, draws or 
raffles; housings of metal, plastic and/or wood for coin-operated automatic machines; apparatus for games (including 
video games), other than adapted for use with external screens or monitors only; electropneumatic and electric slot 
machines with pulling handles (gaming machines); gaming tables, in particular for table football, billiards, sliding games; 
flying discs (toys) and darts; gaming machines, namely, electric, electronic or electromechanical apparatus for bingo 
games, lotteries or video lottery games and for betting offices, connected or unconnected to a computer network; LCD 
games consoles; automatic gaming machines; all the aforesaid automatic gaming machines operating in networks; 
apparatus and devices for accepting and storing money, being fittings for the aforesaid automatic machines, included in 
this class; automatic lottery machines.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2017; Application No. : 016303752 ;European Union 

3727120    17/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383344]
Sonetel AB
Box 647 SE-114 11 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for publishing and sharing digital media and information via global computer and 
communication networks; electronic messaging software; communications software for electronic processing and 
exchange of voice, data, video and graphics accessible via computer networks, mobile and wireless networks and 
telecommunications networks; computer software for processing images, graphics, audio, video, and text; audio and 
video conferencing software; computer software for video telephony.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, namely providing and transmission of audio, video, data and digital messages via wireless 
communications networks and the internet; electronic messaging; video and audio conferencing services conducted via 
the web, telephone and mobile devices.

Cl.41;Education, providing of training relating to the use and operation of cable and wireless communications networks 
for messages, audio, video and data, and call storage and search systems for telecommunications and data systems.

Cl.42;Providing of on-line non-downloadable software for publishing and sharing digital media and information via 
global computer and communications networks; providing of on-line non-downloadable software for electronic 
messaging; providing of on-line non-downloadable software for electronic exchange and processing of voice, data, video 
and graphics accessible via computer networks, mobile and wireless networks and telecommunications networks.
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Priority claimed from 06/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 016 545 ;Germany 

3727143    08/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1383333]
dorma + kaba lnternational Holding AG
Hofwisenstrasse 24 Rümlang 8153 Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; 
pipes and tubes of metal; safes and containers of metal, in particular strong boxes and containers for valuables; fittings 
of metal for building; locks (other than electric locks), including locks and security locks for vehicles; keys, including 
keys for vehicles, all the aforesaid goods of metal; doors, gates and door components of metal, including sliding doors, 
revolving doors, folding doors and revolving double doors; turnstiles of metal; door openers and door closers (non-
electric); door stops of metal; door fittings of metal, including door hinges, handles, locks and counter lock cases, handle 
sets; fittings of metal for all-glass doors and panes of glass; accessories of metal for all-glass installations, namely locks 
and lock cases, strikes plates, handles, door knobs, grab bars, screw mountings, clamp fittings, connecting fittings, 
protective fittings; window fittings and furniture fittings of metal; partitions of metal, in particular mobile partitions and 
partitions with stationery and mobile individual elements, horizontal sliding walls, moveable walls and folding walls.

Cl.7;Machines for moving doors, gates, windows, turnstiles and room partition systems; machine tools; motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); 
conveyors; conveyors belts; vending machines; door openers and door closers (electric, hydraulic and/or pneumatic); 
hydraulic, pneumatic and electric motors; hydraulic pumps; elevators; compressed air pumps and engines; motors, 
engines, gears; accessories for motors, engines, gears and control apparatus for moving doors, gates and conveyors, 
namely linkages, operating levers, slide rails, mounting plates, cover plates, included in this class.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), lifesaving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, sound recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media 
as well as data carriers; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment and computers; computer peripheral devices and accessories; computer software; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus; identification systems, including access control devices, and apparatus and devices for personal 
identification, namely readers (data processing), central processing units (for data processing) and time recording 
apparatus; security control apparatus, installations and devices composed thereof; video surveillance systems, including 
video monitoring installations, consisting of video cameras transmitting images to control screens wirelessly or via 
cables; senders and receivers for transmitting data; access-control apparatus, systems and devices, in particular 
electrically, electronically, optically and acoustically controlled security, locking and access control devices as well as 
access control systems for automatic cash dispensers consisting of locks and software to operate the locks; electric 
regulating and control apparatus for doors, gates and partitions; electronic switching, control, monitoring and checking 
(supervision) apparatus for locks, windows and doors; electric locks; electric locks for vehicles; electronic and magnetic 
identity cards, including encoded cards, encoded identification cards and magnetic identification cards; switches; 
semiconductors; transponders; intercom systems; distribution boxes (electricity); alarms; control apparatus for moving 
doors, gates and conveyors; smoke detecting apparatus.

Cl.12;Components for vehicles; anti-theft devices and burglar alarms for vehicles.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; non-metallic transportable buildings; 
doors (not of metal), including sliding doors, revolving doors, folding doors and revolving double doors; partitions (not of 
metal).

Cl.20;Door fittings, not of metal.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; development of advertising and 
marketing concepts; arranging and conducting of advertising events; business management and organisation 
consultancy; wholesale and retail services in relation to doors, gates, products for opening, closing and securing doors 
as well as related to identification, time recording and access authorisation of persons.

Cl.37;Building construction; installation, commissioning, maintenance and repair of doors, gates, windows and room 
partition systems; installation, commissioning, maintenance and repair of fire alarm and burglar alarm installations; 
installation, commissioning, maintenance and repair of time recording systems and access control installations.

Cl.40;Key cutting; making of duplicate keys.
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Cl.42;Technical project studies, in particular in the field of security, locking and access control facilities; technical 
planning of control apparatus and installations, access control, time and access monitoring installations and diagnosis 
equipment; programming of microelectronic circuits for locks and other data carriers; programming of security systems 
for others; design and development of computer hardware and software; design and development of computer software 
in the field of security, locking and access control devices; design and development of computer software for controlling 
machines, terminals, and for access control and time monitoring apparatus; design and development of microcomputers, 
high-frequency circuits, optoelectronic apparatus and power supply systems.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals; security consulting services in relation to 
security, locking and access control devices.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2016; Application No. : UK00003194975 ;United Kingdom 

3727154    22/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383128]
Experian Limited
The Sir John Peace Building, Experian Way, NG2 Business Park Nottingham NG80 1ZZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Commercial information agency software; communication installations; communications software; computer 
programs & software; credit bureau software; credit consultancy software; database management software; databases, 
data sets and software relating to account management (including credit accounts); databases, data sets and software 
relating to advertising; databases, data sets and software relating to bank accounts; databases, data sets and software 
relating to bank sort codes; databases, data sets and software relating to billing; databases, data sets and software 
relating to biometric data; databases, data sets and software relating to business research; databases, data sets and 
software relating to candidate verification; databases, data sets and software relating to companies and unincorporated 
businesses; databases, data sets and software relating to comparisons of items (whether goods or services) by price 
and/or other attributes; databases, data sets and software relating to competitors; databases, data sets and software 
relating to consumer lifestyle information; databases, data sets and software relating to consumer values; databases, 
data sets and software relating to creating, managing and printing maps; databases, data sets and software relating to 
credit application processing; databases, data sets and software relating to credit assessment and credit screening; 
databases, data sets and software relating to credit scorecards; databases, data sets and software relating to credit 
strategy management; databases, data sets and software relating to customer profiling; databases, data sets and 
software relating to customer relationship management; databases, data sets and software relating to customers and 
potential customers; databases, data sets and software relating to data processing and data cleansing; databases, data 
sets and software relating to data searching; databases, data sets and software relating to digital certificates; databases, 
data sets and software relating to financial asset management; databases, data sets and software relating to financial 
information; databases, data sets and software relating to fraud prevention and detection; databases, data sets and 
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software relating to geodemographic analysis and profiling; databases, data sets and software relating to health 
information; databases, data sets and software relating to identity documents; databases, data sets and software relating 
to identity verification and authentication; databases, data sets and software relating to image recognition; databases, 
data sets and software relating to insurance claims; databases, data sets and software relating to insurance perils; 
databases, data sets and software relating to known aliases used by individuals; databases, data sets and software 
relating to known associations between individuals; databases, data sets and software relating to loyalty schemes; 
databases, data sets and software relating to names of individuals and organisations; databases, data sets and software 
relating to passports; databases, data sets and software relating to pedestrian and vehicle traffic (including bicycles, cars,
motorbikes, goods vehicles or aircraft); databases, data sets and software relating to petrol stations and their facilities; 
databases, data sets and software relating to postal codes and addresses; databases, data sets and software relating to 
property (whether real and/or intangible); databases, data sets and software relating to public record information; 
databases, data sets and software relating to retail site location; databases, data sets and software relating to risk 
management; databases, data sets and software relating to tenants or prospective tenants; databases, data sets and 
software relating to vehicles and vehicle parts; databases, data sets and software relating to voters and registers of 
voters; databases, data sets, software and apparatus relating to image capture and image processing; databases, data 
sets, software and apparatus relating to payment processing; non-volatile media (including CDs, DVDs, tapes and video 
cassettes and other devices) for recording data, sound, images, text or other information; publications in electronic form; 
software (including for mobile devices) relating to financial education.

Cl.35;Billing services; business continuity services; business information services, business management; business 
research services; collection of data; commercial information agency services; company and non-corporate enterprise 
information services; comparisons of items (whether goods or services) by price and/or other attributes; competitor 
information services; compilation of information onto databases; computerised data verification; consumer lifestyle 
information services; consumer values information services; customer loyalty services; customer profiling services; 
customer relationship management services; customer targeting and marketing services; data analysis services; data 
cleansing services; data management services; data processing services; data retrieval services; data searching 
services; database management services; employee record and employee history verification services; geodemographic 
analysis and profiling services; rental of mailing lists; services to screen mailing lists to remove inappropriate content for 
compliance purposes; local market planning services; market analysis bureau services; market penetration information 
services; market research services; postcode analysis services for business purposes; provision of information about 
companies and unincorporated businesses; provision of information about postal codes and addresses; public record 
information services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); business advice in relation to location of retail sites; business risk management services; telephone call 
handling services; voters roll information services; opinion polling.

Cl.36;Consumer credit history services; credit account management services; credit agency services; credit 
assessment services; credit bureau services; credit consultancy services; credit evaluation services; credit information 
services; credit rating services; credit risk assessment services; credit risk information services; credit scoring and credit 
scorecard services; credit screening services; credit strategy management services; debt collection services; financial 
asset location services; financial database services; financial sponsorship; fraudulent credit application detection 
services; insurance claims assessments; preparation of credit reports; previous credit application history services; 
property related valuation and categorisation services; provision of financial information; real estate evaluation services; 
vehicle finance information services; bank account information services; credit application processing services; credit 
assessment and credit screening services; financial asset management services; insurance perils services; insurance 
risk and claims information services; account management (including credit accounts) services; financial affordability 
assessment services; consultancy services regarding financial economics; economic research services (financial); 
financial feasibility study services; financial modelling services.

Cl.42;Cartography services; provision of maps stored or viewed in electronic form; computer analyst and programming 
services; computer database consultancy services; computer disaster recovery services (computer); computerised 
analysis of data; data security services; database design services; geodemographic coding services; industrial research 
services; information systems design services; maintenance and updating of computer software; recovery of computer 
data; rental of computer hardware and software; testing of databases, data, electronic apparatus and/or computer 
software; web pages creation services; disaster recovery services for computers; computerised data storage services.

Cl.45;Access control (for security) services; age verification services; biometric security services; electronic signature 
authentication and verification services; identity of individuals authentication and verification services; identity theft 
prevention and identity theft detection services; information security services; issuing digital identity certificates; 
passport authentication and verification services; providing background identification and verification of individuals 
check services; provision of information about criminals or suspected criminals; provision of information relating to 
vehicle verification, mileage and condition for fraud prevention and detection purposes; registration services for 
notification of loss; security consultancy services; services for providing information on aliases (assumed names) and 
third parties with whom they have an association; alias and association information services; candidate verification 
services; provision of information about names of individuals and/or organizations; vehicle (and vehicle parts) 
information services, namely identification of a vehicle's history, including details of ownership, vehicle identifiers (such 
as VIN numbers, engine numbers, parts numbers and other serial numbers); fraud prevention and detection services; 
licensing of intellectual property; forensic analysis services relating to databases, data, electronic apparatus and/or 
computer software; provision of domain names; tenant identification verification services.
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3727177    02/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384235]
Manda Fermentation Co., Ltd.
5800-95, Innoshima Shigei-cho, Onomichi-shi Hiroshima 722-2192 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Substances for regulating growth in plants; fertilizers; chemicals.

Cl.3;Soap products; dentifrice; cosmetics; perfume and flavour materials.

Cl.5;Dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for 
medical purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals; pharmaceutical preparations 
and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; protein supplements for animals.

Cl.31;Animal foodstuffs; vegetables, fresh; fruits, fresh; sugar crops; malt, not for food; foxtail millet, unprocessed; 
proso millet, unprocessed; sesame, unprocessed; buckwheat, unprocessed; corn [unprocessed grain]; Japanese 
barnyard millet, unprocessed; wheat, barley and oats, unprocessed; unprocessed rice; sorghum, unprocessed.
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3727180    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1289261]
TOL Capital Limited
Elenion Building, 2nd Floor, 5 Thermistocles Dervis Street CY-1066 Nicosia Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;DVD players; juke boxes, musical; answering machines; fire engines; accumulators, electric; accumulators, 
electric, for vehicles; actinometers; alidades; altimeters; ammeters; anemometers; anodes; antennas; anticathodes; 
apertometers [optics]; high-frequency apparatus; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; electro-dynamic apparatus 
for the remote control of railway points; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; monitoring 
apparatus, electric; global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; distillation apparatus for scientific purposes; diffraction 
apparatus [microscopy]; air analysis apparatus; apparatus to check franking; apparatus for fermentation [laboratory 
apparatus]; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; breathing apparatus, except for artificial respiration; 
apparatus and installations for the production of X-rays, not for medical purposes; stills for laboratory experiments; 
projection apparatus; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; x-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; blueprint 
apparatus; stereoscopic apparatus; facsimile machines; phototelegraphy apparatus; igniting apparatus, electric, for 
igniting at a distance; acid hydrometers; acidimeters for batteries; aerometers; beacons, luminous; accumulator jars; 
barometers; anode batteries; galvanic batteries; batteries for lighting; solar batteries; batteries, electric; balances 
[steelyards]; betatrons; electronic tags for goods; lens hoods; magnetic tape units for computers; computer memory 
devices; fire hose nozzles; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; safety tarpaulins; signalling buoys; life buoys; 
marking buoys; directional compasses; vacuum gauges; electrolysers; variometers; verniers; scales; letter scales; 
weighbridges; precision balances; levelling staffs [surveying instruments]; camcorders; video cassettes; video screens; 
viewfinders, photographic; plugs, sockets and other contacts [electric connections]; micrometer screws for optical 
instruments; viscosimeters; circuit closers; wavemeters; voltmeters; switchboxes [electricity]; current rectifiers; gas 
testing instruments; gasometers [measuring instruments]; galvanometers; hands free kits for phones; heliographic 
apparatus; hygrometers; hydrometers; weights; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for doors; holograms; plotters; 
loudspeakers; sounding leads; plumb bobs; densimeters; densitometers; optical goods; detectors; smoke detectors; 
counterfeit [false] coin detectors; slides [photography]; slide projectors; diaphragms [photography]; dictating machines; 
dynamometers; light-emitting diodes [LED]; floppy disks; phonograph records; disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular 
slide rules; disk drives for computers; juke boxes for computers; DNA chips; electronic notice boards; bullet-proof waist 
coats [vests (Am.)]; life jackets; identification threads for electric wires; nose clips for divers and swimmers; locks, 
electric; bells [warning devices]; alarm bells, electric; electric door bells; signal bells; acoustic conduits; mirrors for 
inspecting work; road signs, luminous or mechanical; mechanical signs; signs, luminous; marine depth finders; probes 
for scientific purposes; buzzers; needles for record players; styli for record players; inverters [electricity]; pressure 
indicators; temperature indicators; incubators for bacteria culture; measuring instruments; cosmographic instruments; 
mathematical instruments; levelling instruments; instruments containing eyepieces; surveying instruments; azimuth 
instruments; interfaces for computers; ionization apparatus not for the treatment of air or water; spark-guards; coaxial 
cables; fibre [fiber (Am.)] optic cables; cables, electric; calipers; slide calipers; screw-tapping gauges; calculating 
machines; pocket calculators; decompression chambers; cinematographic cameras; electronic pens [visual display 
units]; holders for electric coils; video game cartridges; riding helmets; protective helmets; carriers for dark plates 
[photography]; automated teller machines [ATM]; cathodes; spools [photography]; choking coils [impedance]; coils, 
electric; electromagnetic coils; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; wire connectors [electricity]; electronic 
agendas; push buttons for bells; mouse pads; magnetic encoders; anti-dazzle shades; collectors, electric; calibrating 
rings; protective suits for aviators; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; comparators; 
condensers [capacitors]; contacts, electric; wind socks for indicating wind direction; branch boxes [electricity]; 
distribution boxes [electricity]; junction boxes [electricity]; accumulator boxes; cabinets for loudspeakers; diving suits; 
garments for protection against fire; galena crystals [detectors]; reflecting discs for wear, for the prevention of traffic 
accidents; covers for electric outlets; logs [measuring instruments]; lactodensimeters; lactometers; vacuum tubes 
[radio]; darkroom lamps [photography]; thermionic tubes; amplifying tubes; flashlights [photography]; head cleaning 
tapes [recording]; magnetic tapes; videotapes; surveying chains; fire escapes; contact lenses; correcting lenses [optics]; 
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optical lenses; optical condensers; sounding lines; electricity conduits; measuring spoons; magnifying glasses [optics]; 
thread counters; magnets; decorative magnets; crash test dummies; resuscitation mannequins [teaching apparatus]; 
mouse [data processing equipment]; manometers; divers' masks; solderers' helmets; protective masks; materials for 
electricity mains [wires, cables]; voting machines; money counting and sorting machines; material testing instruments 
and machines; furniture especially made for laboratories; megaphones; portable media players; diaphragms [acoustics]; 
diaphragms for scientific apparatus; metal detectors for industrial or military purposes; metronomes; rules [measuring 
instruments]; carpenters' rules; dressmakers' measures; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; mechanisms for 
counter-operated apparatus; coin-operated mechanisms for television sets; shutter releases [photography]; micrometer 
gauges; microprocessors; microscopes; microtomes; microphones; lightning conductors; monitors [computer 
hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; terminals [electricity]; junction sleeves for electric cables; teeth protectors; 
knee-pads for workers; headphones; surveyors' levels; sound recording carriers; magnetic data media; optical data 
media; socks, electrically heated; sheaths for electric cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; weighing machines; 
punched card machines for offices; life saving apparatus and equipment; shoes for protection against accidents, 
irradiation and fire; lenses for astrophotography; egg-candlers; fire extinguishers; electrified fences; limiters [electricity]; 
clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; clothing for protection against fire; asbestos clothing for 
protection against fire; clothing especially made for laboratories; octants; ohmmeters; wrist rests for use with computers; 
spectacle frames; eyeglass frames; oscillographs; plumb lines; mirrors [optics]; spectacles [optics]; sunglasses; goggles 
for sports; radio pagers; eyeglasses; electronic pocket translators; transmitters [telecommunication]; transmitters of 
electronic signals; switches, electric; periscopes; gloves for divers; gloves for protection against accidents; gloves for 
protection against X-rays for industrial purposes; asbestos gloves for protection against accidents; furnaces for 
laboratory use; pipettes; pyrometers; planimeters; plane tables [surveying instruments]; plates for batteries; compact 
disc players; cassette players; sound recording strips; x-ray films, exposed; films, exposed; life-saving rafts; laboratory 
trays; semi-conductors; polarimeters; fire pumps; graduated glassware; life belts; fuses; circuit breakers; converters, 
electric; telerupters; distance recording apparatus; time recording apparatus; hemline markers; weighing apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; chemistry apparatus and instruments; boiler control instruments; 
regulating apparatus, electric; audio and video receivers; printers for use with computers; retorts' stands; apparatus for 
changing record player needles; drainers for use in photography; cleaning apparatus for phonograph records; fire 
beaters; test tubes; pressure indicator plugs for valves; magnetic wires; telegraph wires; telephone wires; wires, electric; 
conductors, electric; copper wire, insulated; fuse wire; record players; rods for water diviners; electronic publications, 
downloadable; radar apparatus; masts for wireless aerials; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; sprinkler systems for 
fire protection; frames for photographic transparencies; screens for photoengraving; walkie-talkies; stage lighting 
regulators; light dimmers [regulators], electric; speed regulators for record players; cell switches [electricity]; washing 
trays [photography]; marking gauges [joinery]; time switches, automatic; relays, electric; safety restraints, other than for 
vehicle seats and sports equipment; x-ray photographs, other than for medical purposes; rheostats; respirators for 
filtering air; respirators, other than for artificial respiration; retorts; refractometers; refractors; grids for batteries; 
speaking tubes; horns for loudspeakers; saccharometers; light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres]]; traffic-light 
apparatus [signalling devices]; dog whistles; signalling whistles; sextants; inductors [electricity]; life nets; nets for 
protection against accidents; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; connections for electric lines; connections, electric; 
connectors [electricity]; sonars; sound locating instruments; lighting ballasts; resistances, electric; spectrograph 
apparatus; spectroscopes; speed indicators; alcoholmeters; satellites for scientific purposes; protection devices for 
personal use against accidents; radiotelegraphy sets; radiotelephony sets; spectacle lenses; anti-glare glasses; optical 
glass; personal stereos; stereoscopes; stands for photographic apparatus; fire boats; sulphitometers; drying racks 
[photography]; spherometers; abacuses; egg timers [sandglasses]; ear plugs for divers; telescopes; teleprompters; 
theodolites; thermometers, not for medical purposes; thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; crucibles [laboratory]; tone 
arms for record players; totalizators; transistors [electronic]; transponders; protractors [measuring instruments]; 
transformers [electricity]; step-up transformers; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; triodes; starter cables for motors; 
discharge tubes, electric, other than for lighting; capillary tubes; neon signs; x-ray tubes not for medical purposes; 
telephone receivers; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; mercury levels; spirit levels; urinometers; 
amplifiers; particle accelerators; balancing apparatus; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; invoicing 
machines; tape recorders; protection devices against X-rays, not for medical purposes; oxygen transvasing apparatus; 
theft prevention installations, electric; film cutting apparatus; drying apparatus for photographic prints; centering 
apparatus for photographic transparencies; dosage dispensers; battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; 
sounding apparatus and machines; apparatus for editing cinematographic film; cathodic anti-corrosion apparatus; 
couplers [data processing equipment]; anti-theft warning apparatus; computer peripheral devices; acoustic couplers; 
adding machines; readers [data processing equipment]; heat regulating apparatus; photocopiers [photographic, 
electrostatic, thermic]; bar code readers; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable image files; 
downloadable music files; animated cartoons; filters [photography]; filters for respiratory masks; filters for ultraviolet 
rays, for photography; USB flash drives; magic lanterns; optical lamps; signal lanterns; cameras [photography]; glazing 
apparatus for photographic prints; shutters [photography]; darkrooms [photography]; photometers; flash-bulbs 
[photography]; enlarging apparatus [photography]; photovoltaic cells; containers for contact lenses; spectacle cases; 
eyeglass cases; containers for microscope slides; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; 
chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; laboratory centrifuges; eyeglass chains; cyclotrons; compasses 
[measuring instruments]; frequency meters; time clocks [time recording devices]; fire blankets; chips [integrated 
circuits]; electrified rails for mounting spot lights; asbestos screens for firemen; fire hose; protective helmets for sports; 
cell phone straps; eyeglass cords; tripods for cameras; switchboards; screens [photography]; workmen's protective face-
shields; exposure meters [light meters]; ducts [electricity]; galvanic cells; epidiascopes; ergometers; armatures 
[electricity].

Cl.28;Arcade video game machines; video game machines; gaming machines for gambling; amusement machines, 
automatic and coin-operated; toy vehicles; swimming pools [play articles]; trampolines; novelties for parties, dances 
[party favors, favours]; scratch cards for playing lottery games; starting blocks for sports; body boards; skating boots 
with skates attached; dolls' feeding bottles; stationary exercise bicycles; creels [fishing traps]; shuttlecocks; spinning 
tops [toys]; jigsaw puzzles; clay pigeons [targets]; punching bags; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; hang gliders; flying discs 
[toys]; discuses for sports; dolls' houses; dominoes; swimming kick boards; surfboards; spring boards [sports articles]; 
skateboards; sailboards; chessboards; checkerboards; darts; Christmas trees of synthetic material; cups for dice; 
swimming jackets; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; kites; toys; toys for domestic pets; stuffed toys; plush toys; 
mobiles [toys]; practical jokes [novelties]; parlor games; board games; ring games; games; building games; 
kaleidoscopes; bladders of balls for games; rosin used by athletes; edges of skis; bingo cards; playing cards; fairground 
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ride apparatus; reels for fishing; rocking horses; swings; skittles; ninepins; billiard cues; golf clubs; hockey sticks; seal 
skins [coverings for skis]; bells for Christmas trees; dolls' rooms; confetti; explosive bonbons [Christmas crackers]; ice 
skates; roller skates; in-line roller skates; dice; paintball guns [sports apparatus]; ski bindings; dolls' beds; roulette 
wheels; fish hooks; building blocks [toys]; dolls; flippers for swimming; lines for fishing; gut for fishing; bows for 
archery; skis; waterskis; surf skis; mah-jong; wax for skis; hunting game calls; marionettes; theatrical masks; fencing 
masks; masts for sailboards; teddy bears; chalk for billiard cues; targets; electronic targets; scale model kits [toys]; scale 
model vehicles; balls for games; artificial fishing bait; billiard table cushions; knee guards [sports articles]; billiard cue 
tips; elbow guards [sports articles]; dolls' clothes; fencing weapons; twirling batons; paragliders; pachinkos; baseball 
gloves; boxing gloves; golf gloves; gloves for games; batting gloves [accessories for games]; fencing gauntlets; piñatas; 
toy pistols; air pistols [toys]; detonating caps [toys]; caps for pistols [toys]; rattles [playthings]; horseshoe games; candle 
holders for Christmas trees; Christmas tree stands; sole coverings for skis; floats for bathing and swimming; floats for 
fishing; portable games with liquid crystal displays; swimming belts; decoys for hunting or fishing; scent lures for 
hunting or fishing; archery implements; kite reels; soap bubbles [toys]; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; billiard 
markers; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; bats for games; surfboard leashes; harness for sailboards; weight 
lifting belts [sports articles]; sling shots [sports articles]; rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; harpoon guns [sports 
articles]; scooters [toys]; sleighs [sports articles]; bob-sleighs; butterfly nets; landing nets for anglers; nets for sports; 
tennis nets; bite indicators [fishing tackle]; scrapers for skis; slot machines [gaming machines]; appliances for 
gymnastics; quoits; barbells; climbers' harness; fishing tackle; artificial snow for Christmas trees; snowshoes; 
snowboards; clay pigeon traps; billiard tables; coin-operated billiard tables; tables for table tennis; foosball tables; 
strings for rackets; gut for rackets; cricket bags; golf bags, with or without wheels; slides [playthings]; radio-controlled 
toy vehicles; body-building apparatus; machines for physical exercises; backgammon games; men's athletic supporters 
[sports articles]; rods for fishing; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; tennis 
ball throwing apparatus; apparatus for games; bowling apparatus and machinery; counters [discs] for games; chips for 
gambling; bags especially designed for skis and surfboards; marbles for games; billiard balls; playing balls; play 
balloons; paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; snow globes; chess games; checkers [games]; 
poles for pole vaulting; paper party hats; shin guards [sports articles]; camouflage screens [sports articles]; chest 
expanders [exercisers].

Cl.42;Water analysis; handwriting analysis [graphology]; chemical analysis; architectural services; recovery of 
computer data; industrial design; graphic arts designing; computer virus protection services; technical project studies; 
oil-field surveys; geological surveys; engineering; meteorological information; material testing; textile testing; 
bacteriological research; biological research; geological research; research in the field of environmental protection; 
cosmetic research; mechanical research; chemical research; research and development of new products for others; 
analysis for oil-field exploitation; underwater exploration; technical research; calibration [measuring]; consultancy in the 
design and development of computer hardware; architectural consultation; oil-well testing; quality control; vehicle 
roadworthiness testing; land surveying; dress designing; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 
authenticating works of art; design of interior decor; quality evaluation of standing timber; quality evaluation of wool; 
digitization of documents [scanning]; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; urban planning;
provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; providing search engines for 
the internet; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; computer system design; rental 
of web servers; computer rental; rental of computer software; geological prospecting; oil prospecting; hosting computer 
sites [web sites]; duplication of computer programs; construction drafting; cloud seeding; consultancy in the field of 
energy-saving; creating and maintaining web sites for others; packaging design; scientific laboratory services; styling 
[industrial design]; physics [research]; surveying.
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3727210    21/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383410]
FUCHS PETROLUB SE
Friesenheimer Straße 17 68169 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in the glazing industry; chemical release agents, chemical coatings for the glass 
industry, chemicals being additives for the glass industry; defrothing agents.

Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; furbishing preparations; buffing compounds for glass 
manufacture.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants.
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Priority claimed from 24/02/2017; Application No. : 016402109 ;European Union 

3727211    04/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383347]
INNOVO Engineering and Construction LTD
23, Carden Place Aberdeen AB10 1UQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Tensioners; tensioners for pipes, cables, umbilicals, flexibles and risers; cable laying tensioners; machines for 
placing cables on the seabed; apparatus for installing offshore pipelines; apparatus for installing subsea pipelines; pipe 
laying machines and apparatus; systems for placing cables on the seabed.

Cl.12;Cable transport apparatus and installations.

Cl.42;Design and development in the field of offshore engineering; design of tensioners.
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Priority claimed from 08/07/2016; Application No. : 20590084 ;China 

3727228    10/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1383185]
WENZHOU KANGER CRYSTALLITE UTENSILS CO., LTD.
Caihong Street, Longgang Town, Cangnan County (Chengdong Industrial Area) Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Hot plates; induction cooker; kitchen ranges [ovens]; coffee machines, electric; microwave ovens [cooking 
apparatus]; stoves; radiators, electric; fireplaces, domestic.

Cl.21;Plate glass [raw material]; glass incorporating fine electrical conductors; glassware for household purposes, 
namely, cups, dishes, pots and vases; porcelain ware; tea services [tableware]; kitchen utensils; glass, unworked or semi-
worked, except building glass; thermally insulated containers for food; vases; cooking pots.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2016; Application No. : AM 52779/2016 ;Austria 

3727232    19/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384219]
AVL LIST GMBH
Hans-List-Platz 1 A-8020 Graz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drive chains and parts therefore (other than for land vehicles); internal combustion engines (other than for land 
vehicles); internal combustion engines for experimental purposes with and without exhaust turbochargers, having 
exhaust gas recirculation and having storage of combustion gas (other than for land vehicles); electric motors and parts 
thereof (other than for land vehicles); hybrid drives and hybrid motors (other than for land vehicles); clutches and 
apparatus for power transmission (other than for land vehicles); compressors; pressure regulators.

Cl.9;Fuel cells, batteries and accumulators for vehicles; computer programs, software and control programs for the 
operation and testing of internal combustion engines; computer programs, software and control programs for the study of
exhaust gas emissions, their occurrence and reduction; computer programs, software and control programs for strains, 
stresses, oscillations, noise generation, noise propagation, and noise emission; computer programs, software and 
control programs for external flow of moving parts and bodies, in particular of land, air, and sea vehicles; computer 
programs, software and control programs for flow processes and combustion processes and fuel-mixture generation and 
charging processes and fuel-mixture laminating processes within an engine; computer programs, software and control 
programs for flows in enclosed spaces, in particular air conditioning; computer programs, software and control programs 
for the simulation of thermodynamic processes, flows, temperature and pressure curves, the temperature distribution in 
solid bodies, in particular in components of internal combustion engines and their assemblies, of combustion and 
detonation procedures; computer programs, software and control programs for the combination or conjunction of 
simulation programs; computer programs, software and control programs for the evaluation and development of engines, 
gear drive, transmission topologies, vehicles and operational strategies; computer programs, software and control 
programs for the qualitative and quantitative assessment of the exhaust of engines and vehicles; computer programs, 
software and control programs for the assistance of the test engineer during the performance of the calibration of engines
and vehicles; computer programs, software and control programs for diagnostic and monitoring apparatus and 
instruments for vehicle batteries and fuel cells; computer programs, software and control programs for the assessment, 
simulation and development of electric motors, their power electronics and hybrid drives; computer programs, software 
and control programs for the evaluation, simulation and analysis of driving behavior of vehicles; computer programs, 
software and control programs for the for the thermo-dynamical assessment of internal combustion engines; computer 
programs, software and control programs for comparing evaluation of vehicles or vehicle component, in particular drive 
chain components, or vehicle characteristics, in particular drive chain characteristics; computer programs, software and 
control programs for the automated delineation of test runs for the behavior of drive chain and/or motor behavior; 
computer programs, software and control programs for the for retracing of reproducible test runs of the test track or real 
tracks on the roller dynamometer; computer programs, software and control programs for the management of the 
operational procedure in a test facility, namely order processing of test orders, in particular the management of the 
sequences of operation, management of test and measuring equipment, scheduling of test orders, test beds, measuring 
instruments and personnel; computer programs, software and control programs for the management, assessment and 
analysis of test data, in particular for the operation of web shops for spare parts; software for calibration, for simulation 
and analysis of safety-related systems and control apparatus; diagnostic and monitoring apparatus and instruments for 
vehicle batteries; diagnostic and monitoring apparatus and instruments for externally and internally driven internal 
combustion engines; sensors, measuring probes and apparatus for measuring, probing and monitoring the concentration 
of electrolytes; sensors, measuring probes and apparatus for measuring, probing and monitoring the hydrogen ion 
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concentration; sensors, measuring probes and apparatus for measuring, probing and monitoring the carbon dioxide 
partial pressure; sensors, measuring probes and apparatus for measuring, probing and monitoring the oxygen partial 
pressure; fiber optical sensors and instruments for simultaneous measurement of various parameters (i.e. oxygen partial 
pressure, carbon dioxide partial pressure, hydrogen ion concentration, concentration of electrolytes); electrochemical 
electrodes; micro electrodes, micro-optical and micro-electrochemical sensors with evaluation electronics, microwave 
interferometers; microwave sensors, optical sensors, reference electrodes, capillary electrodes; electrode testing 
devices; calibrating apparatus and instruments for sensors and measuring devices; devices for measuring the 
composition of exhaust; devices for measuring the pressure vibrations in liquids; devices for measuring the structure-
borne noise and airborne noise; measuring and evaluation apparatus and instruments for the evaluation and analysis of 
drivability of vehicles; measuring and evaluation apparatus and instruments for the thermo-dynamical evaluation of 
combustion engines; measuring apparatus and instruments for determination of the resonance behavior of piezoelectric 
pressure sensors; piezoelectric resonators; piezoelectric and electro-acoustic components for use in test stands and 
vehicles; electro-optical measuring apparatus and instruments, velocity measuring apparatus and instruments, torsional 
vibration measuring apparatus and instruments, laser-optical instruments for studying flow phenomena in liquids and 
gases, acceleration sensors, pressure sensors, flow rate sensors, flow rate regulators, electric charge amplifiers, 
electronic liquid level measuring devices, velocity regulators, high-pressure sensors, cadence calculators, capacitive 
distance measuring apparatus and instruments for top dead center of piston engines, capacitive and inductive measuring 
transducers, force encoder, light barriers, position encoder, angle marker generators, densitometers, temperature 
measuring devices; test beds, test machines, test devices and testing apparatus and testing instruments for the testing of 
air plane components; partially and completely automatic engine test stands; power brakes for test stands; monitoring 
apparatus and instruments for the operating state of internal combustion engines; monitoring apparatus and instruments 
for the controlling of combustion engines; instruments and devices for determining the concentration of a material 
contained in a substance; static and dynamic calibration facilities for high- pressure sensors; precision measuring 
devices for determining internal diameters on pipes; power electronics for electric motors.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; drive chains for vehicles and parts therefore for land 
vehicles; electric motors and parts thereof for land vehicles; hybrid drives or hybrid motors for vehicles; clutches, 
shifting clutches and devices for power transmission for land vehicles; internal combustion engines for land vehicles and 
parts thereof; internal combustion engines for experimental purposes with and without exhaust turbochargers, having 
exhaust gas recirculation and having storage of combustion gas for land vehicles.

Cl.37;Maintenance of internal combustion engines and vehicles; maintenance of electronic measuring, testing and 
monitoring devices; maintenance of electronic measuring, testing and monitoring apparatus and instruments.

Cl.41;Organization and performance of training courses and classes for company personnel and guest engineers in the 
field of engine design, engine research, and engine development; organization and performance of training courses and 
classes for company personnel and guest engineers in the field of drive chain development and the development of drive 
chain components; organization and performance of training courses and classes for company personnel and guest 
engineers in the field of measurement technology; all above-mentioned including shows of cinema and video films, as 
well as computer animations; combustion photography and high-speed photography in combustion chambers.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design services related thereto in the field of engine and 
vehicle development; scientific and technological services and research and design services related thereto in the field of 
the assessment and inspection of vehicles and vehicle components; technical project management, in particular in the 
field of the development of vehicles, vehicle components and drive chain components; technical and strategical 
evaluation and consulting in the field of engine and vehicle development; technical and strategical evaluation and 
consulting in the field of the assessment and inspection of vehicles and vehicle components; industrial analysis and 
research services; vehicle development; organizing, conducting and evaluation of test ruins for the assessment and 
development of vehicles; expert work and evaluations in connection with the development of engines and vehicles; 
design and development of methods, processing and software for calibration of engines and of land, air, and sea 
vehicles; development of measuring probes and measuring apparatus; development of test stands, of dynamic test 
stands, of simulation test stands, of cold test stands, of manufacturing test stands, of testing devices, of measuring 
devices, and of experimental equipment for machines and work machines; analysis and study of the influence of engine 
components and of exhaust after-treatment components; analysis and study of data status of electronic control units 
(ECU); analysis and study of the influence of the environmental effect and various fuels and lubricating oils on the 
resulting particle emissions and gaseous emissions in general; analysis and study of the influence of fuels and 
lubricating oils on exhaust emissions and on the abrasive and corrosive wear of engine components and resulting 
particle emissions; analysis and study of oil consumption based on the metallic components of particle emissions; 
investigation of overall behavior, noise generation and silencing; analysis and development of internal combustion 
engines, experimental engines and parts thereof; analysis and development of low-emission combustion methods and 
lean-fuel engines and exhaust after-treatment systems and systems operated by them; analysis and development of gear 
drives and transmission topologies; analysis and development of drive assemblies and drive strategies; analysis and 
development of fuel supply devices for engines for liquid, solid, and gaseous fuels and for injection motors for standard 
fuels and alternative fuels; analysis and development of fuel systems for engines for liquid, solid, and gaseous fuels and 
for injection motors for standard fuels and alternative fuels; analysis and development on noise reduction in engines and 
transmissions and overall systems; analysis and development of hybrid motors, hybrid drives, electro motors and power 
electronics for vehicles and parts thereof; calculation and development of fuel cells, batteries and accumulators; 
component development for internal combustion engines; comparing evaluation of vehicles or vehicle components, in 
particular drive chain components, or vehicle characteristics, in particular drive chain characteristics; design and 
development of computer programs, software and control programs for the operating and testing of internal combustion 
engines and, for study of exhaust gas emissions, their generation and reduction, and for stresses, strains, vibrations, 
noise generation, noise propagation and noise radiation; design and development of computer programs for flow 
phenomena and combustion processes inside the engine, and for processes of mixture-formation and charging 
processes and/or processes of mixture-layering; design and development of computer programs for external flows 
around moving parts and bodies, especially land, air, and water vehicles, for flows in enclosed spaces, especially air 
conditioning; design and development of computer programs for testing and calibration of combustion engines; design 
and development of computer programs for the study of exhaust gas emissions, their occurrence and reduction; design 
and development of computer programs for simulation of thermodynamic processes, flows, temperature and pressure 
curves of temperature distribution in solid bodies, particularly in components of internal combustion engines and their 
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assemblies, of combustion and detonation processes; design and development of computer programs for the operation 
and testing of hybrid motors, hybrid drives, electric motors and power electronics of vehicles; design and development of 
computer programs for the operation and testing of fuel cells, batteries and accumulators; design and development of 
computer programs for prognosis of vehicle characteristics, in particular of the drive capacity of vehicles; design and 
development of computer programs for prognosis of vehicle environment characteristics and for the optimization of 
vehicle characteristics, in particular during driving; development of macro programs for computer-aided design and 
computer-aided manufacturing, and computer programs for databank applications; development and maintenance of 
websites, in particular of web shops for spare parts; research in the field of engine construction and measurement 
technology and engine testing and measurement technology testing, engine calibration, component testing and test bed 
automation, vehicle automation and HiL-automation; technological consultation services in the field of component 
selection for drive chain components, in particular combustion engines, exhaust after-treatment systems and gear drives; 
transient measurement of exhaust gas and particle emission; chemical and spectroscopic analysis of exhaust gases and 
particle emissions; rental of data processing systems and of computer, simulation, and control and macro programs for 
development and research, for computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing, for databank applications, and 
for the operation and testing of internal combustion engines.
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3727244    19/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384619]
Bedgear LLC
110 Bi-County Blvd.,Suite 101 Farmingdale NY 11735 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Mattresses, mattress toppers, pillows and mattress pads.

Cl.24;Mattress covers, mattress protectors, pillow covers, pillow protectors, crib mattress protectors, bed sheets, bed 
blankets, comforters, duvets and sleeping bags.

Cl.35;Retail store and on-line retail store services featuring clothing, sleep accessories and bedding.
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Priority claimed from 11/07/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 106 886 ;Germany 

3727247    13/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382642]
Gerry Weber International AG
Neulehenstraße 8 33790 Halle Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;3D printers.

Cl.9;Computer hardware and software (including tablet computers and palmtop computers), in particular for use in the 
fields of commerce, sales, sales support and sales promotion, merchandise tracking and logistics as well as virtual 
reality; software applications, in particular for smartphones and tablet computers; interactive terminals and computer 
software; radio-frequency identification [RFID] labels and tags as well as corresponding RFID readers; 3D spectacles, 3D 
scanners, 3D playback units; optical and electronic data carriers; CDs, DVDs and CD-ROMs; covers for smartphones, cell 
phones and tablet computers; encoded cards (including encoded credit cards), card reading equipment.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2016; Application No. : UK00003193342 ;United Kingdom 

3727249    22/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382869]
Experian Limited
The Sir John Peace Building, Experian Way, NG2 Business Park Nottingham NG80 1ZZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Commercial information agency software; communication installations; communications software; computer 
programs & software; credit bureau software; credit consultancy software; database management software; databases, 
data sets and software relating to account management (including credit accounts); databases, data sets and software 
relating to advertising; databases, data sets and software relating to bank accounts; databases, data sets and software 
relating to bank sort codes; databases, data sets and software relating to billing; databases, data sets and software 
relating to biometric data; databases, data sets and software relating to business research; databases, data sets and 
software relating to candidate verification; databases, data sets and software relating to companies and unincorporated 
businesses; databases, data sets and software relating to comparisons of items (whether goods or services) by price 
and/or other attributes; databases, data sets and software relating to competitors; databases, data sets and software 
relating to consumer lifestyle information; databases, data sets and software relating to consumer values; databases, 
data sets and software relating to creating, managing and printing maps; databases, data sets and software relating to 
credit application processing; databases, data sets and software relating to credit assessment and credit screening; 
databases, data sets and software relating to credit scorecards; databases, data sets and software relating to credit 
strategy management; databases, data sets and software relating to customer profiling; databases, data sets and 
software relating to customer relationship management; databases, data sets and software relating to customers and 
potential customers; databases, data sets and software relating to data processing and data cleansing; databases, data 
sets and software relating to data searching; databases, data sets and software relating to digital certificates; databases, 
data sets and software relating to financial asset management; databases, data sets and software relating to financial 
information; databases, data sets and software relating to fraud prevention and detection; databases, data sets and 
software relating to geodemographic analysis and profiling; databases, data sets and software relating to health 
information; databases, data sets and software relating to identity documents; databases, data sets and software relating 
to identity verification and authentication; databases, data sets and software relating to image recognition; databases, 
data sets and software relating to insurance claims; databases, data sets and software relating to insurance perils; 
databases, data sets and software relating to known aliases used by individuals; databases, data sets and software 
relating to known associations between individuals; databases, data sets and software relating to loyalty schemes; 
databases, data sets and software relating to names of individuals and organisations; databases, data sets and software 
relating to passports; databases, data sets and software relating to pedestrian and vehicle traffic (including bicycles, cars,
motorbikes, goods vehicles or aircraft); databases, data sets and software relating to petrol stations and their facilities; 
databases, data sets and software relating to postal codes and addresses; databases, data sets and software relating to 
property (whether real and/or intangible); databases, data sets and software relating to public record information; 
databases, data sets and software relating to retail site location; databases, data sets and software relating to risk 
management; databases, data sets and software relating to tenants or prospective tenants; databases, data sets and 
software relating to vehicles and vehicle parts; databases, data sets and software relating to voters and registers of 
voters; databases, data sets, software and apparatus relating to image capture and image processing; databases, data 
sets, software and apparatus relating to payment processing; non-volatile media (including CDs, DVDs, tapes and video 
cassettes and other devices) for recording data, sound, images, text or other information; publications in electronic form; 
software (including for mobile devices) relating to financial education.

Cl.35;Billing services; business continuity services; business information services, business management; business 
research services; collection of data; commercial information agency services; company and non-corporate enterprise 
information services; comparisons of items (whether goods or services) by price and/or other attributes; competitor 
information services; compilation of information onto databases; computerised data verification; consumer lifestyle 
information services; consumer values information services; customer loyalty services; customer profiling services; 
customer relationship management services; customer targeting and marketing services; data analysis services; data 
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cleansing services; data management services; data processing services; data retrieval services; data searching 
services; database management services; employee record and employee history verification services; geodemographic 
analysis and profiling services; rental of mailing lists; services to screen mailing lists to remove inappropriate content for 
compliance purposes; local market planning services; market analysis bureau services; market penetration information 
services; market research services; postcode analysis services for business purposes; provision of information about 
companies and unincorporated businesses; provision of information about postal codes and addresses; retail site 
location services; business risk management services; telephone call handling services; opinion polling; voters roll 
information services; public record information services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.36;Consumer credit history services; credit account management services; credit agency services; credit 
assessment services; credit bureau services; credit consultancy services; credit evaluation services; credit information 
services; credit rating services; credit risk assessment services; credit risk information services; credit scoring and credit 
scorecard services; credit screening services; credit strategy management services; debt collection services; financial 
asset location services; financial database services; financial sponsorship; fraudulent credit application detection 
services; insurance claims assessments; preparation of credit reports; previous credit application history services; 
property related valuation and categorisation services; provision of financial information; real estate evaluation services; 
vehicle finance information services; bank account information services; credit aplication processing services; credit 
assessment and credit screening services; financial asset management services; insurance perils services; insurance 
risk and claims information services; account management (including credit accounts) services; financial affordability 
assessment services; consultancy services regarding financial economics; economic research services (financial); 
financial feasibility study services; financial modelling services.

Cl.42;Cartography services; maps stored or viewed in electronic form; computer analyst and programming services; 
computer database consultancy services; computer disaster recovery services (computer); computerised analysis of 
data; data security services; database design services; geodemographic coding services; industrial research services; 
information systems design services; maintenance and updating of computer software; recovery of computer data; rental 
of computer hardware and software; testing of databases, data, electronic apparatus and/or computer software; web 
pages creation services; disaster recovery services; computerised data storage services.

Cl.45;Access control (for security) services; age verification services; biometric security services; electronic signature 
authentication and verification services; identity of individuals authentication and verification services; identity theft 
prevention and identity theft detection services; information security services; issuing digital identity certificates; 
passport authentication and verification services; providing background identification and verification of individuals 
check services; provision of information about criminals or suspected criminals; provision of information relating to 
vehicle verification, mileage and condition for fraud prevention and detection purposes; registration services for 
notification of loss; security consultancy services; services for providing information on aliases (assumed names) and 
third parties with whom they have an association; alias and association information services; candidate verification 
services; provision of information about names of individuals and/or organizations; vehicle (and vehicle parts) 
information services, namely identification of a vehicle's history, including details of ownership, vehicle identifiers (such 
as VIN numbers, engine numbers, parts numbers and other serial numbers); fraud prevention and detection services; 
licensing of intellectual property; forensic analysis services relating to databases, data, electronic apparatus and/or 
computer software; provision of domain names; public record information services; tenant identification verification 
services.
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Priority claimed from 16/03/2016; Application No. : 86941743 ;United States of America 

3727257    15/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1384503]
JOSEPH TRADING INC.
17801 CARTWRIGHT RD. IRVINE CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Shake making machines.

Cl.11;Freezing appliances namely, soft serve ice cream making machines, ice making machines, freezers, freezer 
lockers, ice cream making machines, ice cream dispensers and frozen product show cases featuring freezer apparatus, 
ice cream freezers, electrical ice cream makers, slush making machines, refrigerators, refrigerating machines, 
refrigerating cabinets, refrigerated show cases and beverages cooling apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2016; Application No. : 015967607 ;European Union 

3727351    21/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384387]
Transgroom NV
Verzetslaan 29 B-8552 Moen

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); battery-powered animal nail grinders; electric animal nail grinders; 
animal shearing implements; clippers for use on animals [hand-operated]; hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]; 
electric hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]; scissors; multi-purpose shears; scissor holders; scissor sharpeners 
(hand operated -); knives; nippers.

Cl.21;Fur brushes for animals; combs for animals; litter trays; mangers for animals; drinking troughs; non-mechanized 
animal feeders; household containers for storing pet food; indoor terrariums for animals; aquariums; water tanks [for live 
fish]; brushes for pets; cages for pets; litter scoops for use with pet animals; electronic pet feeders; food containers for 
pet animals; plastic containers for dispensing food and drink to pets; perches for bird cages; hand-operated cleaning 
apparatus for grooming small animals, including combs, sponges, brushes and cleaning brushes; rings for birds; feeding 
troughs; cleaning rags; litter trays for pets.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 105 815 ;Germany 

3727357    31/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1384380]
K-fee System GmbH
Senefelderstr. 44 51469 Bergisch Gladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals derived from milk; lecithin obtained from soya for manufacturing foodstuffs; chemicals for use in the 
food industry; chemicals for manufacturing flavourings; chemicals for suppressing the taste of water; chemical 
preservatives for food; chemical sugar substitutes; chemical additives for foodstuffs; taste enhancers for tea; taste 
enhancers for foodstuffs; taste enhancers for coffee; glucose for the food industry; low-calorie sweeteners (artificial, 
chemical); artificial sweeteners (chemicals); artificial sweetening substances (chemicals); artificial sweeteners (chemical 
preparations) and synthetic sugar substitutes, in particular aspartame, acesulfame, cyclamate, saccharin, xylitol, 
neohesperidin and mixtures of the aforesaid substances; lactose (raw material); lactose for the food industry; lecithin for 
the industrial manufacture of foodstuffs.

Cl.3;Essential oils and aromatic extracts; grinding preparations; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; alcoholic 
solvents being cleaning preparations; caustic cleaning preparations; chromium cleaning preparations; detergents; scale 
removing preparations for household purposes; window cleaners; degreasing preparations; stain removers; dishwashing 
preparations; glass cleaners; hand cleansers; household cleaning preparations; household bleaches; cleaning 
preparations for household purposes; stove cleaning preparations; lime removal preparations; kettle cleaners; scale 
removers for household purposes; rinsing agents; cloths impregnated with cleaning preparations; preparations for 
unblocking drain pipes; soda lye; oven cleaning preparations; oils for cleaning purposes; polishing preparations; dry-
cleaning preparations; cleaning preparations; scouring preparations; mould-removing preparations.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; apparatus and equipment for cooking, heating, refrigerating and otherwise treating foodstuffs and 
beverages; electric coffee filters, coffee machines and coffee percolators; coffee roasters, coffee roasting machines; 
electric semi-automatic and fully automatic coffee machines; electric coffee, tea and cocoa making machines for 
preparing coffee, tea, cocoa, milk or milk powder or beverage powders containing coffee, tea or cocoa, which are 
packaged in individual portions, in particular in capsule or pad form; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.21;Non-electric coffee filters; non-electric coffeepots; hand-operated coffee grinders; non-electric coffee percolators;
coffee services (tableware); statues, figurines, signboards and works of art, included in this class; unworked and semi-
worked glassware, not adapted for a specific use; brushes, paintbrushes brooms and brush-making materials; crockery, 
cookware and containers; cups, household or kitchen containers; table plates, including disposable table plates; glass 
(receptacles); drinking glasses and cups; cleaning apparatus and articles for cleaning purposes; cosmetic and toilet 
utensils and bathroom articles; animal husbandry articles, namely aquariums and vivariums, articles for pest and vermin 
control, bird baths, cages, feeding and drinking articles, fish bowls, grooming articles, nesting articles, swing tags, waste 
disposal articles; household articles for clothing and footwear, namely boot jacks and shoe horns, buttonhooks, clothing 
stretchers and wringers, shoe polishing apparatus, shoe trees and stretchers; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid 
goods, included in this class.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; jams, 
compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; dairy products and substitutes therefor; edible oils and fats; milk powder for 
food, non-alcoholic mixed milk beverages, milk predominating; protein-based or plant-based coffee whiteners; nut pastes 
(included in this class).

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes therefor; sugar, sweet glazes and fillings, and bee products for culinary 
purposes; rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; natural sweeteners, in particular thaumatin; yeast, baking-powder; salt; 
mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice for refreshment; ice, ice cream, frozen yoghurt, sherbets; powders for 
ice cream and preparations for making ice cream; fruit tea and herbal tea, not for medicinal purposes; chocolate, 
chocolate goods, confectionery, sugar confectionery; chewing gum, not for medical purposes; coffee-based beverages, 
tea-based beverages, fruit tea-based beverages, cocoa-based beverages; drinking chocolate; beverages containing 
caffeine, tea and cocoa; beverage powders containing caffeine, cocoa and/or chocolate; nut-nougat creams, cocoa 
pastes.

Cl.32;Beers; beer-based beverages; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and 
fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; vegetable juices (beverages), fruit juice beverages; 
isotonic beverages; effervescing pastilles and beverage powders for making non-alcoholic or isotonic beverages 
(included in this class).
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3727363    08/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383720]
I LAN FOODS INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
No. 19-13, Xincheng North Rd., Su'ao Township Yilan County, Taiwan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk products; cream [dairy products]; cheese; whipped cream; butter; 
yoghurt; dairy product substitutes.

Cl.30;Soya flour; bread; pastries; rice; cereal preparations; chips [cereal products]; groats for human food; husked 
oats; wheat flour; chips [cereal products]; noodles; pop corn; cereal-based snack food; rice-based snack food; 
farinaceous foods; starch for food; sherbets [ices]; edible ices; ice cream; powders for making ice cream; ice natural or 
artificial; ice for refreshment; cooking salt; soya sauce; vinegar; mustard; sauces [condiments]; chow-chow [condiment]; 
soya bean paste [condiment]; fruit coulis (sauces); yeast; flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; meat 
tenderizers, for household purposes; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; coffee; vegetal preparations for use as 
coffee substitutes; cocoa; cocoa beverages with milk; tea; sugar; candy; honey; golden syrup.

Cl.32;Beer; syrups for beverages.
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3727371    10/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384031]
Onfido Ltd
40 Long Acre London WC2E 9LG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
[supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer software and computer programmes; database management 
software; computer programmes for data processing; computer firewall software; downloadable computer software; data 
storage devices; storage apparatus for computer data; communication software; application software; apps; 
downloadable computer software applications; interactive computer software; computer peripheral devices; electronic 
publications (downloadable); downloadable electronic reports; electronic mail and messaging software; smart phones; 
tablets; software, application software, computer programmes, and computer software for use as an application 
programming interface (API); software, application software, computer programmes, and computer software for use as an 
API, all for the provision of identity verification, background checking, online on-boarding services, and investigatory 
services related to identity or background; software and computer systems for the analysis of business data and to 
enable retrieval of data in the field of identity verification services and background checks; software and computer 
systems for the collection, organisation, storage and sharing of data and information, in the field of identity verification 
services, background checks, online on-boarding services and investigatory services relating to the identity or 
background of individuals; character verification optical apparatus and instruments; character recognition software; 
optical character recognition software; voice recognition software; pattern recognition systems composed of computer 
chips, computer hardware and software; digital electronic devices for recording, organising, receiving, transmitting data; 
computer programmes for accessing, browsing and searching online databases and the internet; monitors or data 
processing apparatus designed to enable the verification of identity, the conducting of background checks, the provision 
of on-line on-boarding services and investigatory services related to identity or background.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; database management services; 
management and compilation of computerised databases; business analysis; computer data processing services; 
management of commercial undertakings; document preparation in the nature of document reproduction, document 
copying, document indexing services; corporate identity services; preparation of commercial and business reports; data 
processing; computerised data processing; analysis of business data; compilation of business statistics; compilation of 
data into computer databases; business investigations; employment services; personality testing for the selection of 
personnel; business advisory services; retail and online retail services in relation to the sale of computer software and 
apps; business services; data management services; computerised data management; management and compilation of 
computerised databases; data processing; systemization of information into computer databases; updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases; computerised data verification; business data analysis; computerised data 
processing and data processing verification services in relation to identity verification; computerised data processing and
data processing verification services in relation to a variety of background checks including know your customer (KYC) 
checks, employment history checks, criminal history checks, driving licence checks, address checks, right to work 
checks, credit checks, adverse financial history checks, watch list checks (namely, governmental sanctions, politically 
exposed persons, anti-terrorism, anti-money laundering and CIA watch lists), education checks, professional 
qualifications checks, insurance checks; providing electronic data processing related to identity verification and 
background checking; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; insurance investigations; insurance research in 
the nature of preparation of insurance reports; insurance consultation and administration; financial services; financial 
consultancy services; financial advisory services; computerised financial analysis; financial risk management and 
portfolio management; credit consultancy; credit assessment services; credit information services; financial and 
monetary services; consumer credit history services for the purpose of evaluating credit ratings; financial management of 
credit accounts; credit agency services; credit assessment services; credit bureau services; credit consultancy services; 
provision of credit evaluation services in the field of finance; provision of information relating to financial credit; credit 
rating services; credit risk assessment services; credit risk information services; credit scoring and credit scorecard 
services; credit screening services for the purpose of evaluating credit ratings; financial management services related to 
credit strategy; debt collection services; financial asset location services; financial information services provided via 
financial database; financial sponsorship; insurance claims assessments; preparation of credit reports; provision of 
financial information related to previous credit application history; financial valuation of property and real estate 
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categorisation services based on financial value; provision of financial information; real estate evaluation services; 
vehicle finance information services; bank account information services; credit application processing services; credit 
assessment and credit screening services; financial asset management services; insurance perils services; insurance 
risk and claims information services; financial assessment of individual credit and providing information relating thereto; 
management of financial accounts (including credit accounts); financial affordability assessment services; consultancy 
services in the filed of financial economics; economic research services (financial); financial feasibility study services; 
financial modelling services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; software research; installation and customisation 
of computer applications software; updating and maintenance of computer software; programming of data processing 
equipment; preparation of technical reports; project studies relating to software; application service provider (ASP); 
application service provider (ASP) featuring software for receiving, transmitting and displaying information, and 
transmitting data; computer services providing data security services; computer programming services for electronic 
data security; electronic storage of documents; design services relating to the publication and storage of documents; 
computerised services to facilitate identity verification, provision of background checks, online on-boarding services, and 
investigatory services related to identity or background; technological research services in the field of identity 
verification, background checking, online on-boarding services, and investigatory services related to identity or 
background; designing computer software, application software and APIs in relation to identity verification, background 
checking, on-boarding services, and investigatory services related to identity or background; research and design 
services in relation to character recognition software and identity verification software including systems for the analysis 
of biometric data; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software enabling or facilitating its users to 
upload or download data or information over communication networks; providing technological research related to 
identity verification and background checking; data security consultancy services; development of systems for the 
storage of data; providing online non-downloadable software allowing users to store information from different 
applications into a centralised folder; providing online non-downloadable software allowing users to carry out identity 
verification and background checking; providing online non-downloadable software for use in online on-boarding 
services and investigatory services related to identity or background of individuals; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and 
social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; identity verification, background checking; online on-
boarding services related to background checks and identity verification; investigatory services related to identity or 
background; private investigation services; services for authenticating identity documentation; services for detecting 
fraud in relation to identity; security services; background investigation services; computer software licensing; security 
marking of the results of identity verification or background checking results; preparation of reports in relation to identity 
verification and background checking services; information services relating to identity verification and background 
checks; security clearance for preparation of documentation validating identity, including identity cards; individual 
background checks including know your customer (KYC) checks, financial conduct authority (FCA) checks; credit 
checks, anti-money laundering and insurance checks; fraudulent credit application detection services; provision of 
information in the field of identity verification, background checking, and investigatory services related to identity or 
background; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2017; Application No. : 1829259 ;Australia 

3727557    31/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384627]
Reefdale Pty Ltd
25 Kitchen Rd DANDENONG SOUTH VIC 3175 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Screen printing machines; parts of screen printing machines; ancillary equipment included in this class used in 
association with screen printing machines, namely pallets, flash cure units, pallet loaders and unloaders.

Cl.9;Screen printing machine controllers and software for screen printing machines.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of screen printing machines and ancillary equipment.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2016; Application No. : 015943913 ;European Union 

3727920    13/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384508]
Method Park Holding AG
Wetterkreuz 19a 91058 Erlangen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer software packages.

Cl.35;Analysis of business management systems; work analysis to determine worker skill sets and other worker 
requirements; analysis of company behaviour; business data analysis services; benchmarking (evaluation of business 
organisation practices); business administration consultancy; advisory services (business -) relating to the management 
of businesses; business planning consultancy; business management; business administration; business administration 
assistance; business investigations; business management analysis; systemization of information into computer 
databases; strategic business planning; administration relating to business planning.

Cl.42;Hosting services and software as a service and rental of software.
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3727991    13/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384655]
Mette Lykkegaard
Mågevej 3 DK-8240 Risskov Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic agents for skin care, hair colorants, make-up, perfumes, soap, cosmetic agents for hair care, cosmetic 
agents, ethereal oils, cosmetic agents for body care.

Cl.22;Animal hair for stuffing and padding purposes.

Cl.25;Clothing.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 203 404 ;Germany 

3728449    28/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382658]
Gulec Chemicals GmbH
Muggenhofer Str. 136 90429 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; textile-impregnating chemicals

Cl.2;Fireproof paints

Cl.42;Research and development of new products for others; industrial development; chemical research; technological 
development consultancy
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Priority claimed from 02/08/2017; Application No. : 2017-101881 ;Japan 

3728458    15/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383351]
DAIICHIDENSOBUHIN CO., LTD.
706, Oonohara, Simo-Akasaka, Kawagoe-city Saitama-perfecture 350-1155 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; light switches; electrical
switches; time switches; electrical fuses; electrical fuse boxes; electrical power supplies; sockets, plugs and other 
electric connections; lighting control apparatus; electric light dimmers; lighting ballasts; measuring or testing machines 
and instruments; sensors (measurement apparatus), other than for medical use; vehicle mounted sensors for controlling 
lights for a vehicle; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; light emitting diodes (LEDs); integrated circuits; 
computer programs; application software; fire engines; parts and fittings of fire engines.

Cl.11;Electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; LED light bulbs; lighting apparatus for vehicles; lights for vehicles; 
motorcycle lights; bicycle lights; lamps; lamp casings; LED luminaires.

Cl.12;Automobiles and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; 
structural parts for automobiles; automotive interior trim; direction signals for automobiles; structural parts for two-
wheeled motor vehicles.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 09/03/2017; Application No. : 2017-031280 ;Japan 

3728466    15/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1383140]
KDDI CORPORATION
3-2, Nishi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 163-8003 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs for remote surveillance system; computer programs for remote control system; computer 
software for cloud computing, downloadable; computer software; computer programs for providing internet access; 
computer programs; computer game programs; computer programs for mobile phone; electronic game programs for 
mobile phones; computer programs for personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computers; computers including central 
processing units; programmed data-encoded CD-ROM; electronic circuits; magnetic discs; magnetic tapes; integrated 
circuits; large scale integration; semiconductor memories; diodes; IC memory cards; optical cards (optical data media); 
telecommunication machines and apparatus for internet access; data communication apparatus and instruments; 
wireless routers; video display units; visual display units; electronic display units; cellphones and satellite phones, and 
their parts and fittings; smartphones; electric connectors for extending functions of smartphones; personal digital 
assistants [PDAs] in the shape of a watch; tablet computers; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; game software for hand-
held electronic devices: consumer video game programs; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded programs for hand-
held game machines with liquid crystal display; downloadable music files via the Internet; downloadable image files via 
the Internet; electronic publications, downloadable; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines 
and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus

Cl.38;Telecommunication, other than broadcasting and providing information thereto; communications by telephones; 
communications by cellular phones; communications by computers; communications by computer network; 
communications by multilateral telecommunication network; transmission of data consisting of voice, text, video, image 
data and combinations thereto by using internet or other telecommunication means; transmission of data consisting of 
voice, text, video, imago data and combinations thereto by on demand method; electronic bulletin board communication 
by chat room format; electronic bulletin board communication; video teleconferencing services; interactive 
communication services; communication regarding messages, music, sounds, pictures, images, documents, data or text 
information using the Internet or mobile phone or other communication means and providing information thereto; data 
communication using the Internet or mobile phone communication or other communication means; consultancy or 
providing information relating to data communication, providing connection to the communication network using 
communication via internet or mobile phone communication or other communication means, or providing information 
thereto; consultancy regarding to providing connection to communication network using communication via internet or 
mobile phone or other communication means; consultancy for other telecommunication, other than broadcasting; 
communication by video game machines (including home use and business use) having a communication function; 
communications by computer terminals and other telecommunication apparatus; electronic mail communication; 
electronic mail communication that can be sent simultaneously to multiple addresses; automatic electronic mail transfer, 
automatic electronic data transfer, communication by satellite; transmission using satellite; communication by value-
added communication network; providing value-added communication network; providing information regarding to 
communication using computer and other telecommunication apparatus; broadcasting audio and video by internet or 
other communication network; broadcasting of live programs or recorded broadcast programs, video clips and audio clip 
on the Internet or other communication network; consultancy or providing information regarding broadcasting; news 
agency services; rental of telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus, or providing 
information thereto; lease of telephone subscription right for communication by telephone; rental of access time to a 
social networking web site; rental of access time to a computer database.

Cl.42;Cloud computing; providing temporary use of nondownloadable online operating software for accessing and 
using cloud computing network; rental of operating software for accessing and using cloud computing network; rental of 
computers; providing computer and smartphone programs; rental of electronic memory space of servers in 
communications by computer terminals, and consultancy and information services relating thereto; hosting computer site
[web sites] and consultancy and information services relating thereto; design, programming of operating software for 
accessing and using cloud computing network; design, programming or maintenance of operating software for accessing 
and using cloud computing network; computer software design, computer programming or maintenance of computer 
software and consultancy or providing information relating thereto; design, development and maintenance of 
telecommunication networks and consultancy and information services relating thereto; technical design and planning of 
telecommunication networks and consultancy and information services relating thereto; providing search engines via 
Internet, mobile phones and other communication means; creating or maintaining Internet home pages and consultancy 
and information services relating thereto; creating and maintaining Internet weblogs and consultancy and information 
services relating thereto; creating and maintaining web portals via Internet and mobile phones; surveillance of computer 
security systems by remote access and providing information thereto; surveillance of computers and communication 
network systems by remote access; fault analysis and virus check of computer programs; consultancy relating to failure 
recovery of computer programs; fault analysis of communication network system; consultancy relating to failure recovery 
of communication network system; verifying operations of communication network system; verifying operations of 
programs on computer; configuration of telecommunication network systems, and consultancy and information services 
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relating thereto; installation, configuration and updating of computer software, and consultancy and information services 
relating thereto; provision of information and consultancy relating to rental access time to a computer database; 
conversion of character information, image information and sound information into character signal, image signal and 
sound signal or electronic storage of their information to digital recording media; data conversion of computer program 
data, information processing conducted using computers; encryption of data for computers and its cryptanalysis, and 
consultancy and information services relating thereto; authentication of persons who have access to computer networks 
and information services relating thereto; technological consultancy relating to cell phone, smartphone, computer, 
automobiles and industrial machines; design of electrical equipment or telecommunication equipment, and consultancy 
and information services relating thereto; design of telecommunication equipment, and consultancy and information 
services relating thereto; engineering of telecommunications networks and other telecommunications; computer system 
design, computer network design, computer software design and other designing, and consultancy and information 
services relating thereto; consultancy and providing information relating to information technologies, constructing 
information technologies, or integration of infrastructure or computer systems
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2017; Application No. : 4346957 ;France 

3728998    15/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384320]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management, business administration, office functions, advertising, in particular advertising by 
electronic means on global computer networks such as the Internet, mail advertising, rental of advertising material, rental 
of advertising space, dissemination of advertisements, direct mail advertising, in particular on global computer networks 
such as the Internet, publication of publicity texts, updating of advertising material, layout design for advertising 
purposes, outdoor advertising, presentation and demonstration of goods on all means of communication, sales 
promotion for others, providing business information and advice to the consumer, shop window dressing, including on 
websites, professional management of artistic affairs, updating of advertising material, document reproduction, 
dissemination and distribution of samples, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, 
computerized file management, import-export agencies, modelling for advertising or sales promotion, public relations, 
research for sponsorship, press reviews, electronic correspondence for distance selling, organization of fashion shows 
for advertising purposes and for sales promotion, commercial business estimates, business management and 
organization consultancy, business and marketing information or inquiries, administrative processing of purchase orders,
commercial or industrial management assistance, namely assistance and help with the operation, organization or 
management of a commercial company, business appraisals, collection of data in a master file, computerized file 
management, business information, market research, business research, transcription of communications, electronic 
commerce [e-commerce] services, namely provision of information on products by telecommunication networks and 
telecommunication sites for advertising and sales purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, telecommunications by television, radio, telephone, via fiber-optic network, by data 
transmission, by satellite and by computer networks, including via a global telecommunications network, electronic 
advertising (telecommunications), communications by computer terminals, dissemination, providing and exchange 
(transmission), secure transmission of data, sound and images, including on telecommunications apparatus or on 
computers via a global telecommunications network or a telecommunications network portal, press and new agencies, 
providing online discussion forums via a telecommunications network (including via computers), via a 
telecommunications network portal or via an electronic mail service, providing access and connections to a 
telecommunications network (including a computer network), to databases, to a website, to a telecommunications 
network portal, to an electronic mail service, to electronic pages, information relating to the aforesaid services, in 
particular via a communications network, secure and non-secure online exchanging of information, signals, images, 
sound and data, transmission of electronic media, audio and video multimedia content, illustrations, images, texts, 
photographs, games, computer-aided information on global computer networks such as the Internet, electronic mail, 
interactive television broadcasting services relating to the demonstration and presentation of goods, operation of 
telecommunications networks and telecommunications sites for electronic commerce (including by computer).

Cl.41;Education, training, sporting activities, entertainment, cultural activities, in particular provided online via local 
and global networks or a computer database or a telecommunications network portal, organization of competitions 
(education or entertainment), organization and conducting of conferences, seminars for cultural, educational or 
entertainment purposes, provision of online non-downloadable electronic publications, organization of exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes, production of films and shows, of musical recordings, practical training (demonstration) 
relating to goods, arranging fashion shows and photographic reporting, party planning (entertainment), arranging 
entertainment events, creation, production and broadcasting of programs and events, in particular sounds and videos for 
broadcasting on a telecommunications network (including computer networks).
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Priority claimed from 13/04/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 103 886 ;Germany 

3728999    11/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384321]
Dr. James Madden
Scheidterweg 11 66589 Merchweiler Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Bags for portable computers; bags for photographic apparatus; cases for mobile telephones; cases for credit cards
[adapted bags]; covers adapted for computers; covers adapted for photographic apparatus; bags adapted for carrying 
video apparatus; bags adapted for carrying photographic equipment; spectacle cases; cases for sunglasses; cases 
adapted for portable computers called notebooks; cases adapted for mini portable computers called netbooks.

Cl.18;Umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; luggage, bags, wallets and other transport cases; parts and accessories 
associated with all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.25;Headgear; clothing; footwear; parts and accessories associated with all the aforesaid goods, included in this 
class.
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Priority claimed from 19/01/2017; Application No. : 016262511 ;European Union 

3729039    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384396]
InTICa Systems AG
Spitalhofstr. 94 94032 Passau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electromotors; stators [parts of machines]; drives for injection systems; drives for locking systems; drives for 
steering systems; drives based on actuator coils.

Cl.9;Coils, electric; electromagnetic coils; inductor coils; electric reactors; electricity transformers; integrated electronic
circuits; printed circuits; switchgear [electric]; magnets; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; electrical 
transmitters; transmitters [telecommunication]; telephone transmitters; antennas; antennas for wireless communications 
apparatus; programmable control apparatus; automatic control apparatus; network management control apparatus; 
electric control devices for energy management; inverters; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; tires (automatic 
indicators of low pressure in vehicle -); electric current rectifiers; converters, electric; housings for electrical apparatus; 
magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; electrical access control apparatus; aerials and transponders for electric 
access control installations; electric/electronic filters; noise filters.

Cl.12;Anti-theft devices for vehicles; vehicle immobilisers; drive and control and suppressor units for motor vehicles; 
automobiles and structural parts therefor.

Cl.17;Packaging materials (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); shock-absorbing stopping materials; padding for shipping containers (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.42;IT services, namely development, programming and implementation of software; creation, updating and adapting 
of computer programs; IT consultancy and information; research and development of electric coils, electromagnetic coils, 
choking coils, electric chokes, electric transformers, integrated circuits (electronic), printed circuits, electric apparatus for 
commutation, magnets; research and development of solenoid valves, electric transmitters, transmitters 
(telecommunications), telephone transmitters, aerials, aerials for wireless communications apparatus, programmable 
controllers, automatic controllers, controllers for network management, electric controllers for energy management, 
inverters, automatic control equipment for vehicles; research and development of automatic indicators of low pressure in 
vehicle tyres, electric rectifiers, electric converters, housings for electric apparatus, magnets, magnetisers and 
demagnetisers, electric access control installations, aerials and transponders for electric access control installations, 
electric and electronic filters, noise filters, electric motors, stators, drives for injection systems; research and 
development of drives for locking systems, drives for steering systems, drives based on actuator coils, anti-theft devices 
for vehicles, immobilisers for vehicles, drive and control and suppressor units for motor vehicles, components for motor 
vehicles; development of information technology and audiovisual apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2017; Application No. : 302017000071172 ;Italy 

3729069    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384316]
LU-VE S.p.A.
Via Vittorio Veneto, 11 I-21100 VARESE Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Heat exchangers [parts of machines]; axial flow fans; fans for motors and engines; electric fans for vacuum 
cleaners; fan belts for motors and engines; fan belts for motors and engines for land vehicles; ventilated exhaust 
installations; refrigerating condensers; condensers with helical fans; air-cooled condensers; air condensers 
[compressors]; condensers with centrifugal fans; steam condensers [parts of machines]; capacitors [ignition parts for 
internal combustion engines]; refrigerating compressor; refrigerating compressors; compressors for refrigerators; 
hydraulic circuits for machines; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; machines and machine tools; motors and 
engines other than for land vehicles; machine couplings and transmission components (other than for land vehicles); 
agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic distribution machines; compressors 
and fans; compressors; air compressors; compressors for refrigerators; motors for compressors; compressed air pumps.

Cl.9;Electronic control circuits for electric fans; alarm sensors for refrigerators; refrigerator magnets; hybrid integrated 
circuits; logic circuits [electronic]; integrated circuits; printed circuits; analog circuits; electric circuits; electronic 
circuits; flexible printed circuit boards; electronic integrated circuits; electric circuits and printed circuit boards; 
integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; electronic control circuits; electric control circuits; scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating 
or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data media, 
sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, computer software; fire 
extinguishers.

Cl.11;Heat exchangers; heat exchangers for central heating; fans for heat exchangers; heat exchangers for elimination 
of condensation; heat exchangers for exhaust gas removal; heat exchangers for combustion gas removal; solar 
collectors with heated discharge tubes [heat exchangers]; fans; radial air fans; electric fans; wind fans; exhaust fans; 
fans; fans for environments; ventilation fans for vehicles; electric cooling fans; fans for commercial use; fans for 
household use; fans for industrial use; fans [air-conditioning]; electric fans with evaporation coolers; ventilation grilles as 
parts of exhaust fans; evaporators; cooling evaporators; evaporators for chemical processes; refrigerant-fluid 
condensers; gas condensers other than parts of machines; freezer cabinets; refrigerators; refrigerating counters; 
refrigerating display cabinets [display cases]; refrigerating containers; refrigerators for household use; electric 
refrigerators; refrigerated shelves; fridge-freezers; refrigerating chambers; refrigerating cabinets; portable refrigerators; 
gas refrigerators; refrigerators for cosmetics; refrigerating apparatus and machines; refrigerated sales counters; 
refrigerated apparatus for displaying food; refrigerated cabinets for displaying beverages; refrigerated cabinets for the 
storage of beverages; air-conditioning panels for refrigerating rooms; ice-making refrigerators [for household use]; pollen 
filtering apparatus; air filters for air conditioning; filters for industrial installations; filters for industrial and household 
use; fans for air-conditioning apparatus; air conditioning apparatus; electric air conditioners; mobile air conditioners; 
evaporators for air conditioners; air filters for air-conditioning units; air-conditioning apparatus for parts; valves for air 
conditioners; window air-conditioners for industrial use; apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, caisson, 
apparatus for refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water distribution and sanitary purposes.
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3729072    31/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384415]
Drustvo za proizvodstvo, trgovija i uslugi DEVOLLI CORPORATION DOOEL Skopje
ul. Ljubljanska br. 5 1000 Skopje The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitute; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastries and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice.

Cl.32;Beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non- alcoholic beverages, fruits beverages and fruit juices, syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.43;Providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.
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Priority claimed from 20/02/2017; Application No. : 016385353 ;European Union 

3729081    07/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384423]
Eckart GmbH
Güntersthal 4 91235 Hartenstein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Pigments, particularly pearlescent pigments, for decorators, printers and artists as well as for industrial purposes; 
pigment pastes, namely pearlescent pigment pastes, for industrial purposes, particularly for use in paint and lacquer 
industry, printing ink industry, cosmetic industry, plastic industry and chemical industry.

Cl.17;Mica, namely synthetic mica, also coated in the form of powders, plates, flakes, pellets or granules as well as in 
the form of pastes for printers and artists and for industrial purposes (included in this class).

Cl.21;Glass particles, also coated, for industrial purposes (included in this class); glass in form of powders, platelets, 
flakes or granules, also coated, for industrial purposes (included in this class) and for decorative purposes.
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Priority claimed from 13/01/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 000 613 ;Germany 

3729101    11/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384428]
Dr. Arne Kruse
Am Seeufer 21 27798 Hude Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Bicycle and motorbike helmets; sport helmets; safety glasses and sunglasses for bicyclists, protective helmets; 
bicycle computers and cyclometers; apps and computer application software, namely applications for smartphones, 
tablet PC applications, e-readers and other mobile or stationary IT-gadgets; computer software (saved and downloaded); 
electronical publications; digital recorders; sound downloads; pictures and data downloads; recording gadgets and 
gadgets for picture and sound transmission and picture and sound reproduction; magnetic recorders; data processing 
devices; computers; computer periphery devices; optical and magnetic data carriers; web tools (software), particularly for 
the shipping of goods and documents.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; providing of access to communication networks and data bases, particularly access to 
mobile applications for shipping and receiving of goods, packages, packages addressing, for management of alternative 
delivery addresses and for package tracking, particularly by smartphones; transmission of messages and pictures via 
computer; providing access to Internet informations; E-mail services.

Cl.39;Transport, particularly carriage of goods by bicycles, load bicycles, tricycles (transport tricycles), transport 
trolleys, e-bikes, cars, trucks, railway, ships, planes; packing and storage of goods; tracking (electronic location 
determination of goods) and other supporting logistics services like systematic connection of goods and information 
flows; courier services (messages and goods); logistics services for the transport sector; pick-up, transport and delivery 
service for goods, particularly documents, packages, letters and pallets; rental services of storage containers; 
management and rental services of storage areas; freight forwarding; transport brokerage; delivery of postal shopping 
goods; delivery settlement in the transport sector; information about logistics services in the transport sector.

Cl.42;Software and hardware development; installing, maintenance, repairing and update of computer software; 
technical support and advice in terms of computer systems management, data bases and applications; management 
services for information technology, namely virtual product development; renting and maintenance of storage spaces for 
customer websites (hosting); provision and rental services of electronic storage space in the Internet (web space).
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Priority claimed from 25/04/2017; Application No. : 1352653 ;Benelux 

3729162    06/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384649]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for use in the medical field and health care in particular for use in medical imaging; cables for data 
transmission.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for use in the field of medical imaging, including injection needles, sensors, 
modules for determining the position of sensors (on a medical device) in relation to the whole anatomy of a patient and 
visualizing thereof, cables for connecting medical devices with sensors and modules.
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3729353    14/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384227]
ABK Betriebsgesellschaft der Aktienbrauerei Kaufbeuren GmbH
Hohe Buchleuthe 3 87600 Kaufbeuren Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers; ale; lager beer; non-alcoholic beers; low-alcohol beers; beer with not more than 1.2 alcohol content; 
shandies; beer based mixed beverages; top-fermented beers; bottom-fermented beers; wheat beers; malt beer; non-
alcoholic mixed drinks containing fruit juice and carbonated water; non-alcoholic sparkling drinks; isotonic drinks; 
mineral waters; carbonated waters; carbonated non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic fruit 
beverages; apple juice; lemonades; fruit beverages; fruit juices; syrups for beverages; preparations for making 
beverages; concentrates for making beverages; low-carbonated beer; non-carbonated beer.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; catering.
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3729355    04/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384612]
Xiamen Yankon Energetic Lighting Co., Ltd
No. 88 Houxiang Road, Haicang District, Xiamen City 361026 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Signal lanterns; signs, luminous; neon lights (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b 
of the Common Regulations); low voltage power supply; light-emitting diodes; light-emitting diodes [LED]; organic light- 
emitting diodes [OLED]; switches, lighting; control apparatus, lighting; lighting ballasts.

Cl.11;Light-emitting diodes [led] lighting apparatus; safety lamps; flashlights [torches]; searchlights; fluorescent tubes; 
lamps; light bulbs; electric lamps; fairy lights for festive decoration; street lamps.
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Priority claimed from 07/04/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 008 932 ;Germany 

3729370    16/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384429]
Motan Holding GmbH
Stromeyersdorfstraße 12 78467 Konstanz Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Mixers; conveyors; machines for crystallisation of plastics; metal separators; mixing valves [parts of machines]; 
motorized control valves for air flow control; systems comprising mixers, conveyors, metal separators, mixing valves as 
parts of machines and motorised control valves for air flow control; accessories for all mentioned goods included in this 
class.

Cl.9;Computers; interface modules for computers for industrial installations and equipment, especially for conveying of 
plastic granules and powders; software for automation and control of conveying systems and conveyors for plastics; 
control systems for dosing units; control systems for mixing units; control systems for conveyers; control systems for 
dryers; software for utilisation planning, for maintenance/serving planning and support, for status detection and status 
monitoring, for process data recordings, for process data pre-processing, for process data aggregation and for process 
data archiving and for batch tracing in process plants for transport and for conditioning plastic granules, plastic powders 
and plastic grits; dosage dispensers.

Cl.11;Drying apparatus; dryers, especially hot air dryers, dry air dryers and compressed air dryers; drying systems; 
devices for heating.

Cl.37;Maintenance, repair and installation of devices and systems for conveying of plastics.

Cl.42;Maintenance, repair and installation of software for controls.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2017; Application No. : 87613508 ;United States of America 

3729388    19/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384446]
Pluralsight, LLC
182 N. Union Avenue Farmington UT 84025 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software for testing, analyzing, evaluating and assessing an individual's knowledge, 
skills, abilities and proficiency in the fields of software development, website design, CAD engineering, structural 
architecture and construction, 3D design, 3D printing, video game development, video effects for movies, television, video
games, and other multi-media products, business software, business project management, entrepreneurial skills, 
business leadership and management skills, marketing and advertising artwork and content creation, animation, 
illustration, and delivery, database servers, data in computational forms, structured query language (SQL) systems, 
software languages, data analysis products, data analytical methods, information technology operations and 
management.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS); software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for testing, analyzing, evaluating 
and assessing an individual's knowledge, skills, abilities and proficiency in the fields of software development, website 
design, CAD engineering, structural architecture and construction, 3D design, 3D printing, video game development, 
video effects for movies, television, video games, and other multi-media products, business software, business project 
management, entrepreneurial skills, business leadership and management skills, marketing and advertising artwork and 
content creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, data in computational forms, structured query 
language (SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data analytical methods, and information 
technology operations and management; creating an online community for registered users to participate in discussions, 
get feedback from their peers and form virtual communities in the fields of software development, website design, CAD 
engineering, structural architecture and construction, 3D design, 3D printing, video game development, video effects for 
movies, television, video games, and other multi-media products, business software, business project management, 
entrepreneurial skills, business leadership and management skills, marketing and advertising artwork and content 
creation, animation, illustration, and delivery, database servers, data in computational forms, structured query language 
(SQL) systems, software languages, data analysis products, data analytical methods, and information technology 
operations and management.
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Priority claimed from 07/08/2017; Application No. : M-17-1083 ;Latvia 

3729389    07/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384425]
SPECHEM, SIA
Rupniecibas iela 20 - 3 LV-1010 Riga Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Management of the business affairs or commercial functions of an industrial or commercial enterprise; personnel 
management consultancy; personnel recruitment testing for the selection of personnel; employment agency services; 
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services.

Cl.41;Education services rendered by persons or institutions including entertainment services; education; training.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 14/06/2017; Application No. : 016865594 ;European Union 

3729463    22/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1380201]
Euroleague Properties SA
60 Grand Rue L-1660 LUXEMBOURG

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating and controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishers.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry articles, jewelry, precious and semi-precious stones; timepieces and 
chronometric instruments; watches, clocks and other timepieces and parts and fittings thereof.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; magazines and 
publications; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives (glues) for stationery or household purposes; 
artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional or teaching materials 
(except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printing type; printing blocks.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; goods made of these materials not included in other classes; animal skins; 
trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.24;Fabrics and textile goods not included in other classes; bed and table linen and towels.

Cl.25;Clothing, especially sports items, for men, women and children; headgear and footwear.

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; 
playing cards.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.35;Advertising and business services relating to the encouragement and promotion of all types of activities relating 
to basketball, contributing to the progress and development thereof.

Cl.41;Entertainment and educational services; organization of competitions; organization of sporting competitions and 
activities of a sports club, all related to basketball.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2017; Application No. : 1759297 ;Mexico 

3729471    10/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1378605]
RAFAEL CHAVEZ MONZON
Lago Zurich Numero 245, Interior 501, Torre Falcon, Col. Ampliacion Granada, Delegacion Miguel Hidalgo 11529 Ciudad de Mexico 
Mexico

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property or individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2017; Application No. : 4020170010374 ;Republic of Korea 

3729479    22/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376729]
Putti Atti Co., Ltd.
(Samjeong-dong) 26, Ojeong-ro, Ojeong-gu, Bucheon-si Gyeonggi-do 421-808 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Breast-nursing pads; diaper bands; baby food made from agricultural products; sanitizing wipes; disposable 
diapers of cellulose; baby food made from aquatic products; tissues and wipes impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions 
and creams; pre-moistened medicated tissues; disposable swim diapers for children and infants; lacteal flour for babies; 
food for babies (except lacteal flour for babies); babies' napkins [diapers]; food for babies; baby food; cotton sticks for 
medical purposes; cotton for medical purposes; disposable sanitizing wipes; milking grease; baby food made from 
livestock products; tissues impregnated with antibacterial preparations.

Cl.10;Babies' bottles; feeding bottle teats; teats for babies; ear picks; breast pumps.

Cl.21;Pot stands [trivets]; tableware; cabarets [trays]; cups; chopping boards for kitchen use; portable buckets; dishes; 
containers for side dishes; basting spoons, for kitchen use; chopsticks; spatulas [kitchen utensils]; tongs for kitchen 
purposes; wine tasters [siphons]; straws for carbonated water.
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3729483    16/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1365482]
Guangdong 115 Technology Co., Ltd.
Building No. 17th, Songke Yuan, Songshan Lake National high-tech Industrial Development Zone, Dongguan 523808 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; television apparatus; mobile telephones; data processing 
apparatus; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; monitoring apparatus, electric; theft prevention 
installations, electric; digital signs.

Cl.35;Provision of commercial and business contact information; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; providing business information via a web site; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; web site traffic optimisation; pay per click advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; marketing; accounting.

Cl.38;Providing online forums; message sending; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer 
terminals; radio communications; transmission of digital files; transmission of electronic mail; providing access to 
databases; wireless broadcasting; streaming of data.

Cl.41;Game services provided on-line from a computer network; recreation information; entertainment services; 
providing recreation facilities; providing sports facilities; providing on-line music, not downloadable; photography; 
organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; teaching; providing on-line electronic publications, not 
downloadable.

Cl.42;Off-site data backup; electronic data storage; cloud computing; packaging design; computer software design; 
creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting computer sites [web sites]; outsource service providers in the field 
of information technology; rental of web servers; telecommunications technology consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 07/02/2017; Application No. : 4020170015393 ;Republic of Korea 

3729494    26/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1344178]
AIOLI CO., LTD.
(Aioligreentower, Nonhyun-dong), 619, Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Eyebrow pencils; lipsticks; mascara; cosmetic preparations for baths; sunscreen preparations; shaving foam; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; perfume; hair conditioners; nail varnish for cosmetic purposes; oils for cosmetic 
purposes; make-up removing preparations; cosmetics; cotton buds for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; shampoos; soaps for personal use; facial washes; dentifrices; air fragrancing preparations; lavender oil; lip 
gloss palettes; hair colorants; bleaching preparations for the hair; body oils; scented room sprays; body art stickers; nail 
art stickers; essential oils; rose oil; incense; perfume oils; incense sticks; hair styling preparations; hair spray; cosmetic 
pencils; perfume oils for the manufacture of cosmetic preparations.

Cl.4;Vegetable wax; candles containing insect repellent; perfumed candles; aromatherapy fragrance candles; candles; 
wax for making candles; sumac wax (sumach wax); bougies in the nature of wax candles; beeswax for use in 
manufacture; nightlights [candles]; candles and wicks for lighting; illuminating wax; carnauba wax; christmas tree 
candles; tealight candles; paraffin; scented candles; mineral oil for use in the manufacture of cosmetics and skin care 
products; lanolin for use in the manufacture of cosmetics.

Cl.18;Bags; leather; feed bags for animals; mountaineering sticks; shaving bags sold empty; shopping bags; 
backpacks; clothing for pets; parasols (sun umbrellas); train cases; umbrellas; imitation leather; purses; toiletry cases 
sold empty; travelling bags; cosmetic cases sold empty; hipsacks.

Cl.21;Powder compacts sold empty; compacts sold empty; eye make-up applicators; trays for use in fingernail 
polishing; make-up brushes; brushes for use in hair tinting; water bottles sold empty; eyelash combs; lip brushes; cups; 
facial cleansing brushes; facial cleansing sponges; perfume sprayers; make-up sponges; cosmetic utensils; fitted vanity 
cases; make-up removing appliances.

Cl.35;Retail store services featuring purses; wholesale store services featuring purses; retail store services featuring 
cups and mugs; wholesale store services featuring cups and mugs; retail store services featuring toiletry cases sold 
empty; wholesale store services featuring toiletry cases sold empty; retail store services featuring ear phones and 
headphones; wholesale store services featuring ear phones and headphones; retail store services featuring hats; 
wholesale store services featuring hats; retail store services featuring clothing; wholesale store services featuring 
clothing; retail store services featuring footwear; wholesale store services featuring footwear; retail store services 
featuring dentifrices; wholesale store services featuring dentifrices; retail store services featuring shampoos; wholesale 
store services featuring shampoos; retail store services featuring perfume; wholesale store services featuring perfume; 
retail store services featuring cosmetics; wholesale store services featuring cosmetics; price comparison services; retail 
store services featuring bags; wholesale store services featuring bags; retail store services featuring air fragrancing 
preparations; wholesale store services featuring air fragrancing preparations; retail store services featuring cosmetic 
utensils; wholesale store services featuring cosmetic utensils; retail store services featuring body art stickers; wholesale 
store services featuring body art stickers; retail store services featuring candles; wholesale store services featuring 
candles; retail store services featuring sunglasses; wholesale store services featuring sunglasses; retail store services 
featuring nail art stickers; wholesale store services featuring nail art stickers; retail store services featuring protective 
cases for smart phones; wholesale store services featuring protective cases for smart phones; retail store services 
featuring for eyeglasses; wholesale store services featuring eyeglasses; retail store services featuring umbrellas and 
parasols (sun umbrellas); wholesale store services featuring umbrellas and parasols (sun umbrellas).
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Priority claimed from 09/02/2017; Application No. : 699256 ;Switzerland 

3730665    25/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1379023]
Hexagon AB
Lilla Bantorget 15, P.O. Box 3692 SE-103 59 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), emergency (life-saving) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact discs, 
DVDs and other digital recording media, data processing equipment, computers; software; diffraction apparatus 
[microscopy]; nautical apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; satellite navigation apparatus; Global 
Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), global navigation satellite instruments 
and global navigation satellite apparatus; measuring and surveying instruments and apparatus, namely, positioning 
infrastructure systems of GPS/GNSS comprising a transmitter, receiver, reference station, power supply, wired and 
wireless communications link, cabling, computer hardware and computer software for automatic determination of 
geographic position, both indoor and outdoor, for instruments for surveying; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; components, devices, software for Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and components, devices, 
software for Global Positioning Systems (GPS); GNSS and GPS receivers for guidance, heading, machine control, 
mapping and position control; anti-jamming devices for satellite navigation and positioning systems, namely, antennas, 
computer hardware, software, and firmware for attenuating interfering signals and allowing global navigation satellite 
system receivers to acquire and track signals from satellite positioning systems; locating devices consisting of software, 
firmware and hardware components; global navigation satellite system receivers, software for operating global navigation 
satellite system receivers, receiver circuit boards; components for GPS systems and devices (GNSS), namely electronic 
docking stations, antennae, transmitters, and receivers; positioning systems consisting of software, firmware and 
hardware components, the aforementioned positioning systems for calculating real-time global navigation satellite 
system (GNSS) and inertial measurement unit (IMU) integrating information based on data of position, speed and altitude 
from global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) and inertial measurement units (IMU); graphical user interfaces for global 
navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers; global positioning receivers; Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 
receivers; wearable activity trackers; directional compasses; signaling panels, luminous or mechanical; electronic tags 
for goods; security tokens [encryption devices]; measuring devices; electric measuring apparatus; measuring 
instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; total stations [surveying instruments]; electronic distance measuring 
apparatus; data collectors; surveying instruments, coordinate measuring apparatus, coordinate measuring machines and 
coordinate measuring instruments; absolute encoders; tilt sensors; laser range finders; levels; telescopes for distance 
measurements; automatic focusing devices; laser scanners; electric monitoring apparatus; leveling instruments; 
surveyors' levels; theodolites; precision measuring apparatus; telemetry-based measuring apparatus, telemetry-based 
measuring instruments; computer hardware, computer software and hardware with embedded programs for measuring 
apparatus and for measuring instruments; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use; hygrometers; temperature 
indicators; hydrometers; air analysis apparatus; levels [instruments for determining the horizontal]; salinometers; 
photometers; apparatus and instruments for physics; radar apparatus; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure 
indicators; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; speed indicators; ergometers; remote control apparatus; electric 
installations for the remote control of industrial operations; counters; frequency meters; quantity indicators; flow meters; 
clinometers; avionics systems for remote-piloted vehicles or unmanned air vehicles (UAV); measures; jigs [measuring 
instruments]; gauges; rulers [measuring instruments]; rules [measuring instruments]; detectors; infrared detectors; 
sensors for measuring depth; sensors for unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV); distance measuring apparatus; distance 
recording apparatus; range finders (telemeters); micrometers; optical goods; optical lenses; close-up lenses; mirrors 
[optics]; prisms [optics]; observation instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; lasers not for medical use; 
simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; intercommunication apparatus; apparatus for use in phototelegraphy; 
anode batteries; apparatus for charging electric accumulators; connectors [electricity]; electric regulating apparatus; 
inductors [electricity]; comparators; integrated circuits, chips [integrated circuits] and integrated circuit cards [smart 
cards]; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; radio transmitters, radio receivers, combined radio transmitter and receiver 
devices, radio equipment, wireless telegraphic and telecommunication equipment, parts and accessories for all the 
aforementioned goods; cellular telephones, wireless modems and routers, telecommunications systems; interactive 
touch-screen terminals; scanners [data processing equipment]; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; central 
processing units [processors]; electronic agendas; electronic notice boards; electronic interactive whiteboards; 
electronic book readers; magnetic identity cards; encoded magnetic cards; photographic apparatus [cameras]; 
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photographic viewfinders; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; devices for editing 
cinematographic film; projection apparatus; monitors [computer hardware]; local area networks [IT]; wide area networks; 
antennas; computer hardware; data processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; virtual reality headsets, 
mathematical instruments; smart glasses; recorded computer programs; software [recorded programs]; recorded 
computer operating system programs; computer programs [downloadable software]; downloadable computer software 
applications; graphics software for computers; interfaces [for computers]; monitors [computer programs]; downloadable 
electronic publications; software for scanning images and documents; software for the management and visual 
representation of complex information; software for extracting, analyzing and reporting business intelligence data; 
software for integration and information management; software for the design, engineering, construction, production, 
operation, maintenance and lifecycle management of manufacturing, power and process plants, ships, offshore platforms 
and other marine structures; software for incident and response management; software for jail records management, 
video enhancement and analysis, alarm display and common operational picture display; software for the management of 
infrastructure, facilities, assets, land information, outages and mobile workforce; software for processing global 
positioning and navigation data for surveying, mapping, trajectory re-construction and other control point and base 
station positioning applications; geospatial data and image management software; software for geospatial mapping, 
terrestrial imaging, development and deployment of a spatial data infrastructure; software for geospatial intelligence 
exploitation and product generation; software for navigating and determining position, velocity, alignment and attitude for 
post-mission determination of navigation parameters and sensor orientation from data in land, air and sea applications; 
software for calculating correction factors for use with global navigation satellite systems; economic planning software; 
software for agricultural applications and purposes; software applications and web-based tools for agricultural use; 
software for use in the fields of farming, agriculture, horticulture, crop protection and fertilizers, crop simulation software; 
software for the agricultural industry; computer software and hardware for the agricultural sector; computer hardware and
software for tracking, recording, storing, monitoring, and analyzing farming data; software for the management, 
presentation and analysis of agricultural data, software for the creation of control regimes for all of the aforementioned 
control systems; software for use in connection with agricultural machines and apparatus; software for use with 
agricultural machines, equipment and vehicles; software for testing, monitoring and operating vehicles, equipment, 
machines, and parts therefor, for use in agriculture, forestry and mining; electronic equipment and parts therefor for 
locating, positioning and controlling machines, machine tools and parts therefor, for use in agriculture, forestry and 
mining; software for transportation management, scheduling and dispatching; software for engaging and coordinating 
transportation services; software, namely software for logistics, software for freight forwarding, software for route 
planning, software for routing, software for vehicle fleet management; electronic control mechanism used with a global 
positioning system (GPS) receiver to provide automatic shutoff on agricultural spray equipment; software for geologic 
modeling, mine design, mine planning and surveying and mining operations in the field of mineral mining applications; 
computer software and microcontroller software and programmable controls, in particular for transport vehicle control, 
track optimization, route control, collision avoidance, points adjustment, lift control, location, swarm control, 
communication between transport vehicles within a swarming storage systems, as well as logistics software; fatigue 
detection systems not for medical purposes, for informing the driver to remain vigilant and/or of his/her fatigue levels, 
comprised of cameras, electronic sensors, namely electric sensors for monitoring eye movements to gather data, and 
computer software for recording, analyzing, communication and interpretation of the eye movements, as well as of a web 
interface; electronic collision avoidance systems (software); electronic instruction manuals sold with software.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; civilian drones; unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) and 
components thereof.

Cl.35;Commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; business consultation; 
business management consultation; business project management consultation services; activity restructuring service.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services; rental of construction equipment; construction management 
[supervision]; construction information; construction consultancy; installation and repair of electric apparatus; 
machinery installation, maintenance and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware, systems and 
networks; maintenance of computer hardware for network security.

Cl.41;Education; training; training in the use and operation of computer hardware, software, systems and networks.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computers and software; analysis for oil-field exploitation; technical 
research; engineering; calibration (measuring); computer project management services in the field of electronic data 
processing; quality control; surveying [engineering work]; advice related to energy saving; water analysis; mapping 
services [geography]; information technology consultancy services; telecommunication technology consultancy 
services; computer-aided industrial design, research, testing and analysis services in the field of geospatial computer 
systems; GNSS correction services, namely providing corrections data via geostationary satellites for scaleable accuracy 
and seamless real time kinematic (RTK) assistance for land, marine and airborne applications; architectural services; 
architectural consultancy; construction drafting; urban planning; industrial design; software development for creation of 
simulations and models, business process simulation and visualization of objects to enhance situational understanding, 
and consultancy services relating thereto; data model development services; computer system design; website design 
consultancy; computer-aided design services (CAD); design of software for use with computer-aided manufacture; 
computer-aided engineering services (CAE); design of software for use with computer-aided quality control; geological 
surveys; oil-field surveys; geological research services; underwater exploration; computer services, namely data 
migration and complete data integration services; computer system and software analysis; monitoring of computer 
systems by remote access; outsourced services relating to information technology; services provided by consultants 
relating to Internet security; services provided by consultants relating to data security; duplication of computer programs;
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; digitization of documents [scanning]; conversion of 
computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; data encryption services; computer rental; rental of 
computer hardware and software; rental of computer software; hosting of computer sites [Web sites]; software as a 
service [SaaS]; hosting of servers; off-site data backup; electronic data storage; cloud computing; programming for 
computers; software development [design]; updating of software; computer system integration; development of web 
sites, namely design and implementation of web applications for others; creating and designing website-based indexes of 
information for others [information technology services]; research and development of new products for others; 
maintenance of computer software; software installation; Technical support services relating to software; installation, 
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maintenance and repair of agricultural software; services provided by consultants relating to computer hardware design 
and development; design and development of computers and software for the agricultural sector; services provided by 
consultants in the field of computer system integration; consultancy in the field of network security services, namely 
assistance, design, assessment, evaluation, selection, implementation, monitoring and management of computer 
hardware and software for network security for others; network security software maintenance; computer system security 
monitoring services for others for technical purposes; recovery of computer data; monitoring of computer systems to 
detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; computer 
network analysis, design, configuration, integration of computer networks for others, and consultancy thereon; computer 
systems integration; Quality control and testing of computer hardware and software in the context of technical network 
management; computer services, namely monitoring of network application software and testing of optimal software 
performance; software consultancy; computer software consultation for others, design, development, installation, 
configuration, integration, maintenance, upgrading, testing, repair; helpdesk services consisting of computer software 
technical support services for others; consultancy services relating to the development and use of computer hardware; 
information technology (IT) consultancy; information relating to information technology and programming by means of 
websites; computer security consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 23/02/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 101 881 ;Germany 

3737873    21/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1385099]
NürnbergMesse GmbH
Messezentrum 90471 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter, especially catalogues for fairs, exhibitions, meetings and congresses; telecommunication and 
address directories (publications) for fairs, exhibitions, meetings and congresses.

Cl.35;Organization and conducting of fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; advertising and 
arrangement of advertising for others; marketing of goods and services through all communication media; sales 
promotion for others; rental of advertising space, also in the Internet (banner exchange); rental of advertising material; 
distribution of advertising material (flyers, prospectus, printed matter, samples of goods); commercial information and 
directory agency services for advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; provision of commercial and business 
contact information for congress, fair or exhibition participants, organizers and sponsors; statistical analysis of an 
accomplished event; direct mail advertising to attract new customers and to maintain the existing fair exhibitors or event 
participants; providing and rental of display stands.

Cl.38;Providing access to forums on the Internet; providing access to information on the Internet; providing access to 
platforms and portals on the Internet for mediation of service and trade business for third parties; providing access to 
databases.

Cl.41;Organization and arrangement of educational meetings, symposia and congresses; publication of publishing 
products in electronic form on machine readable data carriers, other than for advertising purposes; providing of 
electronic publications, not downloadable.
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2017; Application No. : AM 50362/2017 ;Austria 

3738439    04/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384980]
Kreisel Electric GmbH & Co KG
Kreiselstraße 1 A-4261 Rainbach im Mühlkreis Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Electrical energy; electrical energy from renewable sources.

Cl.7;Electric driving motors for machines.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for transforming electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; electric control 
devices for energy management; apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; apparatus and instruments for 
accumulating and storing electricity; apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; accumulators, electric; 
chargers for electric batteries; batteries for electric vehicles; charging stations for electric vehicles; software.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; parts and fittings for vehicles; electric driving motors for land vehicles; gear boxes 
for land vehicles; electric vehicles.

Cl.37;Installation and repair of energy supply installations; electrical installation services; repair or maintenance of 
electric motors; electric appliance installation and repair; installation of electric and electronic equipment in automobiles; 
maintenance and repair of electric vehicles; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of electrical 
appliances; recharging services for electric vehicles.

Cl.39;Distribution of energy; distribution of renewable energy; information and advisory services in relation to the 
distribution of energy.

Cl.41;Educational instruction; training services relating to electrical engineering.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; design services; engineering services; scientific research; software 
development; engineering services relating to energy supply systems; technological consultancy in the fields of energy 
production and use; electronic data storage; software as a Service [SaaS]; design and development of energy 
management software.
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Priority claimed from 29/06/2017; Application No. : 87511649 ;United States of America 

3738457    01/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1384822]
XAD, INC.
One World Trade Center, 60th Floor New York NY 10007 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, sales, operation, product design 
particularly specializing in the use of analytic and statistic models for the understanding and predicting of consumers, 
businesses, and market trends and actions; advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and 
services of others, and providing pay for performance advertising management services; dissemination of advertising for 
others via public and private wireless networks for display on mobile devices; advertising and marketing services 
provided by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine marketing, 
inquiry marketing, Internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging, and other forms of passive, sharable or viral 
communications channels; online advertising and promotional services; dissemination of advertising for others via an 
online communications network on the Internet.

Cl.42;Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in creating advertisements for programmatic buying 
based and dynamic messaging based advertising, promotion, and marketing services for others via wireless networks for 
display on mobile devices; software as a service for the storage and protection of private information, media, and data.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

2253412 2253412 - (1823-0) ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT IS TAKEN ON RECORD AS:-10TH 
FLOOR LEGAL,521 WEST 57TH STREET,NEW YORK,NEW YORK 10019,UNITED 
STATES. 

2305245 2305245 - (1820-0) PROPRIETOR NAME AND TRADING AS READ AS - CHONA BUILD 
MANTRA SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED 

3671830 3671830 - (1824-0) 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT WILL READ AS FRINGE BIOTECH 
PVT. LTD. AND VILLAGE HAIDUBI (PUB KHANDA), P.S. -BATADROBA, SUB-DIVISION-
NAGAON, DISTT. NAGAON (ASSAM). 

3676903 3676903 - (1828-0) 
THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE APPLICANT WILL READ AS FRINGE BIOTECH 
PVT. LTD. AND VILLAGE HAIDUBI (PUB KHANDA), P.S. -BATADROBA, SUB-DIVISION-
NAGAON, DISTT. NAGAON (ASSAM). 

3713975 3713975 - (1833-0) 
THE NAME OF THE APPLICANTS AND ITS ADDRESS WILL READ AS RELX INDIA 
PRIVATE LIMITED AND Unit - 03/04/05, First Floor, Southern Park, D2 Saket, New Delhi 
- 110017, India. 

3713977 3713977 - (1833-0) 
THE NAME OF THE APPLICANTS AND ITS ADDRESS WILL READ AS RELX INDIA 
PRIVATE LIMITED AND Unit - 03/04/05, First Floor, Southern Park, D2 Saket, New Delhi 
- 110017, India. 

3713979 3713979 - (1833-0) 
THE NAME OF THE APPLICANTS AND ITS ADDRESS WILL READ AS RELX INDIA 
PRIVATE LIMITED AND Unit - 03/04/05, First Floor, Southern Park, D2 Saket, New Delhi 
- 110017, India. 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
10404 9 06/01/2017
91587 30 24/01/2018
91588 30 24/01/2018
91595 30 24/01/2018
91597 30 24/01/2018
91601 30 24/01/2018
92343 12 07/02/2018
92344 12 07/02/2018
92350 12 07/02/2018
93017 34 24/02/2018
93018 34 24/02/2018
95344 34 28/04/2018
95346 34 28/04/2018
95347 34 28/04/2018
95348 34 28/04/2018
147141 5 27/01/2018
147158 7 30/01/2018
147178 12 01/02/2018
148541 9 25/04/2018
149696 12 05/07/2018
192048 5 11/09/2018
193587 5 07/12/2018
233283 7 19/01/2018
233333 7 21/01/2018
233387 2 27/01/2018
233619 11 11/02/2018
234365 5 24/03/2018
236058 7 24/06/2018
239519 13 17/12/2018
239699 34 27/12/2018
285286 5 09/01/2018
285340 1 12/01/2018
285341 1 12/01/2008
285343 1 12/01/2018
285400 24 17/01/2018
285471 5 19/01/2018
285472 5 19/01/2018
285752 5 02/02/2018
286273 5 26/02/2018
286365 9 01/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
286790 9 20/03/2018
287036 5 30/03/2018
287083 12 02/04/2018
289045 6 29/06/2018
289993 1 07/08/2018
352875 3 29/08/2017
357782 10 23/01/2018
357906 9 28/01/2018
357907 9 28/01/2018
357937 5 29/01/2018
357938 5 29/01/2018
357939 5 29/01/2018
357958 24 29/01/2018
357959 25 29/01/2018
357960 3 29/01/2018
358049 9 01/02/2018
358092 5 02/02/2018
359033 12 28/02/2018
359720 7 19/03/2018
359721 16 19/03/2018
359722 7 19/03/2018
359723 16 19/03/2018
360029 32 27/03/2018
361197 3 26/04/2018
361511 3 06/05/2018
362464 17 03/06/2018
362465 19 03/06/2018
438758 9 06/06/2016
449170 25 03/02/2017
454565 25 26/05/2017
454708 16 28/05/2017
456576 25 09/07/2017
458264 5 11/08/2017
462741 1 06/11/2017
462743 17 06/11/2017
463562 5 25/11/2017
465591 12 05/01/2018
465869 12 09/01/2018
466100 6 14/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
466336 26 20/01/2018
466556 1 27/01/2018
466557 1 27/01/2018
466558 1 27/01/2018
466561 17 27/01/2018
466594 9 27/01/2018
466596 12 27/01/2018
466597 7 27/01/2018
466611 5 27/01/2018
467014 9 02/02/2018
467081 25 04/02/2018
467625 7 13/02/2018
467626 11 13/02/2018
468012 5 20/02/2018
468043 31 23/02/2018
468051 31 23/02/2018
468791 29 06/03/2018
468793 30 06/03/2018
468795 33 06/03/2018
468796 34 06/03/2018
468798 7 06/03/2018
468859 3 09/03/2018
468963 5 10/03/2018
469052 2 11/03/2018
469362 26 17/03/2018
469379 25 18/03/2018
469477 5 19/03/2018
469478 10 19/03/2018
470668 3 13/04/2018
470912 2 16/04/2018
472246 5 15/05/2018
474292 1 29/06/2018
474570 3 03/07/2018
475267 9 15/07/2018
475269 16 15/07/2018
475334 12 16/07/2018
476372 29 05/08/2018
476373 29 05/08/2018
476700 29 11/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
476703 29 11/08/2018
477177 28 19/08/2018
479155 6 29/09/2018
483319 34 28/12/2018
483588 4 30/12/2018
483589 1 30/12/2018
483592 4 30/12/2018
483593 1 30/12/2018
483594 4 30/12/2018
483597 1 30/12/2018
486497 9 26/02/2018
488179 5 29/03/2018
488329 5 30/03/2018
488706 29 05/04/2018
492111 3 02/06/2018
492803 3 14/06/2018
496880 30 30/08/2018
501065 11 22/11/2018
520155 16 21/11/2009
524239 12 09/02/2010
560240 5 14/10/2018
575090 11 11/06/2012
579880 11 26/08/2012
579884 9 26/08/2012
591807 5 02/03/2017
592112 10 05/03/2013
603319 25 04/08/2017
605684 23 01/09/2017
615420 11 04/01/2018
617251 9 21/01/2018
617253 11 21/01/2018
617384 7 24/01/2018
617385 11 24/01/2018
617386 9 24/01/2018
617388 7 24/01/2018
617913 5 28/01/2018
617915 5 28/01/2018
617917 5 28/01/2018
618835 11 07/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
619216 30 11/02/2014
620501 32 25/02/2018
622900 30 23/03/2018
625269 9 15/04/2018
627072 11 03/05/2018
630391 5 08/06/2018
635401 11 01/08/2018
637702 5 22/08/2018
641566 27 30/09/2018
641567 17 30/09/2018
641568 12 30/09/2018
641569 7 30/09/2018
643938 32 24/10/2014
651005 3 04/01/2019
651006 3 04/01/2019
657946 4 08/03/2015
657950 14 08/03/2015
665207 25 10/05/2015
687305 12 17/11/2015
690671 12 14/12/2015
695606 17 24/01/2016
695606 17 24/01/2016
698263 5 13/02/2016
724699 8 05/08/2016
724700 9 05/08/2016
727830 5 24/05/2016
727891 5 24/05/2016
727891 5 24/05/2016
748399 30 14/03/2017
749249 5 19/03/2017
750622 18 10/01/2017
750629 30 10/01/2017
752868 9 28/01/2018
753015 6 10/02/2017
753015 6 10/02/2017
753025 22 10/02/2017
753025 22 10/02/2017
761998 17 04/09/2017
762709 24 23/07/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
769048 30 12/09/2007
773406 25 31/10/2017
781754 19 10/12/2017
785332 14 07/01/2018
785805 25 12/01/2018
785815 25 12/01/2018
786305 32 12/01/2018
787163 7 12/01/2018
787164 7 12/01/2018
787480 5 13/01/2018
787534 7 14/01/2018
787903 3 16/01/2018
787971 24 19/01/2018
788021 3 19/01/2018
788061 3 19/01/2018
788072 5 19/01/2018
788094 3 19/01/2018
788095 16 19/01/2018
788137 5 19/01/2018
788332 5 20/01/2018
788333 5 20/01/2018
788425 33 20/01/2018
788426 33 20/01/2018
788427 33 20/01/2018
788428 33 20/01/2018
788429 33 20/01/2018
788430 33 20/01/2018
788576 16 21/01/2018
788737 9 22/01/2018
788868 1 23/01/2018
788905 12 23/01/2018
788906 9 23/01/2018
788907 9 23/01/2018
788909 9 23/01/2018
788910 9 23/01/2018
789059 30 27/01/2018
789189 26 27/01/2018
789223 5 27/01/2018
789239 16 27/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
789247 16 27/01/2018
789516 9 29/01/2018
789519 31 29/01/2018
789520 31 29/01/2018
789540 16 29/01/2018
789569 5 29/01/2018
789717 3 02/02/2018
789916 18 03/02/2018
789918 18 03/02/2018
790055 9 03/02/2018
790059 24 03/02/2018
790171 8 04/02/2018
790193 5 04/02/2018
790213 5 04/02/2018
790308 8 05/02/2018
790758 5 09/02/2018
790761 7 09/02/2018
790762 11 09/02/2018
790763 7 09/02/2018
790774 7 09/02/2018
790848 32 10/02/2018
790849 32 10/02/2018
790915 5 10/02/2018
791239 14 12/02/2018
791459 5 16/02/2018
791460 5 16/02/2018
791547 5 17/02/2018
791568 6 17/02/2018
792043 1 19/02/2018
792046 17 19/02/2018
792223 5 20/02/2018
792227 12 20/02/2018
792231 16 20/02/2018
792235 16 20/02/2018
792394 9 23/02/2018
792435 31 23/02/2018
792834 5 26/02/2018
792835 5 26/02/2018
792836 5 26/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
792837 5 26/02/2018
792838 5 26/02/2018
792839 5 26/02/2018
793098 5 27/02/2018
793233 1 27/02/2018
793237 5 27/02/2018
793238 5 27/02/2018
793311 5 02/03/2018
793312 5 02/03/2018
793313 5 02/03/2018
793314 5 02/03/2018
793316 16 02/03/2018
793570 5 03/03/2018
793663 12 04/03/2018
793664 12 04/03/2018
793779 18 04/03/2008
793833 9 05/03/2018
793849 23 05/03/2018
793851 31 05/03/2018
793852 30 05/03/2018
794209 21 09/03/2018
794980 9 13/03/2018
795464 12 18/03/2018
795465 12 18/03/2018
795503 31 18/03/2018
795595 25 19/03/2018
796014 30 03/03/2018
796079 1 24/03/2018
796406 2 25/03/2018
796407 3 25/03/2018
797670 21 06/04/2018
797827 33 06/04/2018
797841 9 06/04/2018
797843 9 06/04/2018
797847 9 06/04/2018
797850 9 06/04/2018
797937 12 07/04/2018
797938 12 07/04/2018
797939 12 07/04/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
797940 12 07/04/2018
797943 12 07/04/2018
797944 12 07/04/2018
797945 12 07/04/2018
797946 12 07/04/2018
798173 4 13/04/2018
798184 25 13/04/2018
798833 9 16/04/2018
799325 7 20/04/2018
799399 5 21/04/2018
799817 24 23/04/2018
800309 31 28/04/2018
800310 31 28/04/2018
800311 31 28/04/2018
804121 14 01/06/2018
805232 12 08/06/2018
805851 25 12/06/2018
805852 25 12/06/2018
807843 9 25/06/2018
807951 3 26/06/2018
808909 25 06/07/2018
809338 24 09/07/2018
809343 34 09/07/2018
809344 31 09/07/2018
809351 34 09/07/2018
809352 31 09/07/2018
809353 34 09/07/2018
809354 31 09/07/2018
809394 19 09/07/2018
810450 5 16/07/2018
812057 30 27/07/2018
812582 5 30/07/2018
812981 11 03/08/2018
812982 12 03/08/2018
815901 27 24/08/2018
815902 20 24/08/2018
815903 19 24/08/2018
815904 2 24/08/2018
817023 5 31/08/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
817850 5 04/09/2018
821552 9 30/09/2018
822345 11 09/10/2018
822595 20 12/10/2018
822596 19 12/10/2018
822597 19 12/10/2018
822598 20 12/10/2018
823108 5 14/10/2018
823110 5 14/10/2018
824786 29 28/10/2018
830424 5 02/12/2018
830574 30 03/12/2018
830628 11 04/12/2018
831534 5 10/12/2018
832471 5 15/12/2018
832555 25 16/12/2018
832988 5 18/12/2018
833290 25 21/12/2018
841905 16 19/02/2009
848443 7 30/03/2009
848447 12 30/03/2009
848464 31 30/03/2009
861144 18 15/06/2009
861146 18 15/06/2009
866764 8 19/07/2009
868026 1 26/07/2009
876768 17 16/09/2009
895138 26 30/12/2009
910431 18 15/03/2010
931252 24 12/06/2010
986922 16 30/01/2018
1015323 21 08/06/2011
1036664 3 14/08/2011
1057339 31 07/11/2011
1071202 3 01/01/2012
1104097 12 13/05/2012
1107497 9 28/05/2012
1107524 2 28/05/2012
1140914 3 04/10/2012
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1146780 7 28/10/2012
1171205 28 24/01/2013
1185099 16 24/03/2013
1185523 3 25/03/2013
1197896 5 09/05/2013
1220738 9 06/08/2013
1265341 24 06/02/2014
1300467 5 04/08/2014
1312600 29 01/10/2014
1323896 5 03/12/2014
1333017 12 18/01/2015
1334606 35 27/01/2015
1335868 5 02/02/2015
1369724 99 07/07/2015
1379697 35 25/08/2015
1379926 6 26/08/2015
1389587 42 04/10/2015
1412625 5 10/01/2016
1416215 19 24/01/2016
1420906 18 13/02/2016
1454563 3 29/05/2016
1454913 99 17/05/2016
1455029 5 30/05/2016
1455030 5 30/05/2016
1455033 5 30/05/2016
1455038 5 30/05/2016
1455039 5 30/05/2016
1455042 5 30/05/2016
1455046 5 30/05/2016
1455051 5 30/05/2016
1455052 5 30/05/2016
1455057 5 30/05/2016
1455062 5 30/05/2016
1455064 5 30/05/2016
1455073 5 30/05/2016
1455075 5 30/05/2016
1455485 99 30/05/2016
1459151 19 05/06/2016
1460493 42 02/06/2016
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1460495 42 02/06/2016
1460499 42 02/06/2016
1497563 5 18/10/2016
1507666 16 27/11/2016
1509680 99 01/12/2016
1517404 3 27/12/2016
1523525 14 22/01/2017
1524397 9 24/01/2017
1524398 9 24/01/2017
1525422 12 29/01/2017
1526934 42 31/01/2017
1528159 32 06/02/2017
1529181 14 08/02/2017
1529573 5 09/02/2017
1530726 99 13/02/2017
1533521 99 22/02/2017
1535456 99 28/02/2017
1537386 5 06/03/2017
1542340 35 22/03/2017
1546540 7 04/04/2017
1546544 16 04/04/2017
1546737 29 04/04/2017
1550957 99 18/04/2017
1550959 99 18/04/2017
1554169 32 30/04/2017
1554269 5 01/05/2017
1556744 5 09/05/2017
1562475 41 28/05/2017
1562479 41 28/05/2017
1562482 41 28/05/2017
1564983 9 04/06/2017
1570402 35 20/06/2017
1570403 37 20/06/2017
1575599 9 04/07/2017
1581155 23 20/07/2017
1582524 5 23/07/2017
1583923 16 24/07/2017
1584277 99 26/07/2017
1584705 1 27/07/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1587732 5 07/08/2017
1587733 5 07/08/2017
1587854 99 07/08/2017
1589058 31 10/08/2017
1592588 42 21/08/2017
1593067 99 21/08/2017
1593390 30 22/08/2017
1598741 5 07/09/2017
1598742 5 07/09/2017
1598743 5 07/09/2017
1598745 5 07/09/2017
1598959 5 07/09/2017
1605266 5 25/09/2017
1605269 5 25/09/2017
1605270 5 25/09/2017
1606662 22 28/09/2017
1608318 30 05/10/2017
1608459 19 05/10/2017
1611284 7 15/10/2017
1612865 16 18/10/2017 15:14:41
1612866 36 18/10/2017 15:14:41
1613675 42 22/10/2017
1618620 12 06/11/2017
1622810 41 20/11/2017
1622811 41 20/11/2017
1624198 42 23/11/2017
1624255 35 23/11/2017
1627114 41 04/12/2017 11:06:56
1627115 42 04/12/2017 11:06:56
1627117 39 04/12/2017 11:06:56
1628447 41 06/12/2017
1628797 5 07/12/2017
1632037 38 18/12/2017
1632038 38 18/12/2017
1632039 38 18/12/2017
1632040 38 18/12/2017
1632041 38 18/12/2017
1632361 20 18/12/2017
1632400 99 18/12/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1633052 24 20/12/2017
1636958 22 01/01/2018
1637236 34 02/01/2018
1637360 6 02/01/2018
1637384 19 02/01/2018
1638319 41 07/01/2018
1638369 37 07/01/2018
1638894 16 08/01/2018
1638961 42 08/01/2018
1639432 25 09/01/2018
1639485 33 09/01/2018
1639843 14 09/01/2018
1640073 24 10/01/2018
1640076 37 10/01/2018
1640148 25 10/01/2018
1640169 7 10/01/2018
1640363 35 11/01/2018
1640560 11 11/01/2018
1640580 32 11/01/2018
1640581 30 11/01/2018
1640582 42 11/01/2018
1640583 25 11/01/2018
1640596 24 11/01/2018
1640597 5 11/01/2018
1640598 5 11/01/2018
1640839 20 14/01/2018
1640868 25 14/01/2018
1640991 5 14/01/2018
1641338 4 14/01/2018
1641677 30 16/01/2018
1642295 42 17/01/2018
1642902 7 18/01/2018
1643052 9 18/01/2018
1643053 9 18/01/2018
1643136 5 18/01/2018
1643223 5 18/01/2018
1643280 13 18/01/2018
1643284 17 18/01/2018
1643326 25 18/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1643472 4 21/01/2018
1643490 10 21/01/2018
1643494 30 21/01/2018
1643513 35 21/01/2018
1643528 2 21/01/2018
1643531 2 21/01/2018
1643534 7 21/01/2018
1643541 9 21/01/2018
1643574 35 21/01/2018
1643596 36 21/01/2018
1643597 42 21/01/2018
1643598 41 21/01/2018
1643599 38 21/01/2018
1643600 36 21/01/2018
1643601 16 21/01/2018
1643602 9 21/01/2018
1643603 42 21/01/2018
1643604 41 21/01/2018
1643630 9 21/01/2018
1643631 42 21/01/2018
1643667 14 21/01/2018
1643683 5 21/01/2018
1643708 99 21/01/2018
1643804 11 21/01/2018
1643807 9 21/01/2018
1643815 21 21/01/2018
1643816 7 21/01/2018
1643817 11 21/01/2018
1643846 25 22/01/2018
1643849 29 22/01/2018
1643852 5 22/01/2018
1643856 25 22/01/2018
1643960 23 22/01/2018
1643965 12 22/01/2018
1644053 99 22/01/2018
1644059 7 22/01/2018
1644066 41 22/01/2018
1644067 37 22/01/2018
1644116 19 22/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1644119 19 22/01/2018
1644128 19 22/01/2018
1644129 19 22/01/2018
1644159 5 22/01/2018
1644161 5 22/01/2018
1644162 5 22/01/2018
1644166 5 22/01/2018
1644173 14 22/01/2018
1644175 36 22/01/2018
1644185 3 22/01/2018
1644210 3 22/01/2018
1644212 3 22/01/2018
1644214 14 22/01/2018
1644283 32 22/01/2018
1644285 5 22/01/2018
1644331 9 22/01/2018
1644332 9 22/01/2018
1644333 9 22/01/2018
1644375 3 22/01/2018
1644376 7 22/01/2018
1644402 24 22/01/2018
1644456 10 22/01/2018
1644488 41 22/01/2018
1644532 7 22/01/2018
1644534 7 22/01/2018
1644589 34 22/01/2018
1644590 99 22/01/2018
1644641 35 22/01/2018
1644672 24 22/01/2018
1644673 24 22/01/2018
1644682 35 22/01/2018
1644683 36 22/01/2018
1644686 5 22/01/2018
1644744 42 22/01/2018
1644750 14 22/01/2018
1644751 35 22/01/2018
1644752 42 22/01/2018
1644764 19 23/01/2018
1644768 34 23/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1644795 31 23/01/2018
1644796 31 23/01/2018
1644797 31 23/01/2018
1644798 31 23/01/2018
1644799 31 23/01/2018
1644800 31 23/01/2018
1644801 31 23/01/2018
1644802 31 23/01/2018
1644803 31 23/01/2018
1644805 31 23/01/2018
1644806 31 23/01/2018
1644811 41 23/01/2018
1644812 24 23/01/2018
1644813 8 23/01/2018
1644814 27 23/01/2018
1644815 3 23/01/2018
1644816 21 23/01/2018
1644872 5 23/01/2018
1644875 5 23/01/2018
1644888 5 23/01/2018
1644891 5 23/01/2018
1644909 35 23/01/2018
1644910 35 23/01/2018
1644911 35 23/01/2018
1644944 39 23/01/2018
1644959 25 23/01/2018
1645063 35 23/01/2018
1645064 9 23/01/2018
1645065 35 23/01/2018
1645066 9 23/01/2018
1645067 14 23/01/2018
1645068 14 23/01/2018
1645069 9 23/01/2018
1645070 35 23/01/2018
1645081 39 23/01/2018
1645114 38 23/01/2018
1645115 42 23/01/2018
1645118 5 23/01/2018
1645119 5 23/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1645120 1 23/01/2018
1645121 1 23/01/2018
1645201 42 23/01/2018
1645257 99 23/01/2018
1645277 25 23/01/2018
1645279 5 23/01/2018
1645280 5 23/01/2018
1645287 36 23/01/2018
1645349 9 23/01/2018
1645351 7 23/01/2018
1645356 9 23/01/2018
1645367 19 23/01/2018
1645368 17 23/01/2018
1645371 99 23/01/2018
1645372 99 23/01/2018
1645379 35 24/01/2018
1645393 32 24/01/2018
1645439 99 24/01/2018
1645456 29 24/01/2018
1645457 30 24/01/2018
1645458 32 24/01/2018
1645459 42 24/01/2018
1645460 29 24/01/2018
1645461 30 24/01/2018
1645462 32 24/01/2018
1645463 42 24/01/2018
1645474 12 24/01/2018
1645534 9 24/01/2018
1645587 5 24/01/2018
1645611 99 24/01/2018
1645612 99 24/01/2018
1645617 99 24/01/2018
1645623 5 24/01/2018
1645667 99 24/01/2018
1645668 99 24/01/2018
1645727 30 24/01/2018
1645729 9 24/01/2018
1645730 11 24/01/2018
1645733 9 24/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1645734 11 24/01/2018
1645735 9 24/01/2018
1645736 11 24/01/2018
1645737 9 24/01/2018
1645801 9 25/01/2018
1645923 3 25/01/2018
1645924 3 25/01/2018
1645937 41 25/01/2018
1645940 41 25/01/2018
1645948 12 25/01/2018
1645962 20 25/01/2018
1645984 1 25/01/2018
1645985 5 25/01/2018
1645986 1 25/01/2018
1646069 42 25/01/2018
1646075 7 25/01/2018
1646150 9 25/01/2018
1646153 99 25/01/2018
1646256 7 28/01/2018
1646310 24 28/01/2018
1646313 42 28/01/2018
1646315 42 28/01/2018
1646316 41 28/01/2018
1646317 39 28/01/2018
1646320 42 28/01/2018
1646321 41 28/01/2018
1646322 39 28/01/2018
1646323 37 28/01/2018
1646324 36 28/01/2018
1646325 42 28/01/2018
1646326 41 28/01/2018
1646327 39 28/01/2018
1646328 37 28/01/2018
1646329 36 28/01/2018
1646332 41 28/01/2018
1646397 30 28/01/2018
1646476 5 28/01/2018
1646490 25 28/01/2018
1646505 2 28/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1646506 9 28/01/2018
1646507 2 28/01/2018
1646531 7 28/01/2018
1646532 8 28/01/2018
1646533 8 28/01/2018
1646534 9 28/01/2018
1646537 5 28/01/2018
1646542 6 28/01/2018
1646544 39 28/01/2018
1646567 7 28/01/2018
1646620 17 28/01/2018
1646623 5 28/01/2018
1646624 5 28/01/2018
1646720 99 28/01/2018
1646767 16 28/01/2018
1646768 16 28/01/2018
1646769 16 28/01/2018
1646770 16 28/01/2018
1646771 16 28/01/2018
1646777 99 28/01/2018
1646813 99 28/01/2018
1646822 99 28/01/2018
1646828 9 28/01/2018
1646908 36 29/01/2018
1646909 36 29/01/2018
1646910 36 29/01/2018
1646911 36 29/01/2018
1646912 36 29/01/2018
1647031 5 29/01/2018
1647078 1 29/01/2018
1647090 7 29/01/2018
1647135 10 29/01/2018
1647178 99 29/01/2018
1647179 99 29/01/2018
1647607 33 29/01/2018
1647691 3 29/01/2018
1647707 24 29/01/2018
1647791 35 30/01/2018
1647821 30 30/01/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1647832 24 30/01/2018
1648012 7 30/01/2018
1648019 5 30/01/2018
1648148 41 30/01/2018
1648149 41 30/01/2018
1648150 41 30/01/2018
1648177 19 30/01/2018
1648178 41 30/01/2018
1648193 99 30/01/2018
1648203 9 30/01/2018
1648208 35 30/01/2018
1648223 99 30/01/2018
1648337 30 31/01/2018
1648472 24 31/01/2018
1648473 24 31/01/2018
1648474 24 31/01/2018
1648493 30 31/01/2018
1648540 39 31/01/2018
1648541 42 31/01/2018
1648543 35 31/01/2018
1648558 10 31/01/2018
1648577 30 31/01/2018
1648643 19 31/01/2018
1648644 7 31/01/2018
1648797 29 01/02/2018
1648801 16 01/02/2018
1648837 2 01/02/2018
1648850 9 01/02/2018
1648851 16 01/02/2018
1648852 41 01/02/2018
1648952 99 01/02/2018
1648975 37 01/02/2018
1648976 37 01/02/2018
1648977 37 01/02/2018
1649221 3 04/02/2018
1649355 39 04/02/2018
1649413 3 04/02/2018
1649448 9 04/02/2018
1649495 9 04/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1649589 10 04/02/2018
1649625 30 04/02/2018
1649626 30 04/02/2018
1649638 3 04/02/2018
1649803 3 05/02/2018
1649804 14 05/02/2018
1649805 16 05/02/2018
1649806 18 05/02/2018
1649807 21 05/02/2018
1649808 24 05/02/2018
1649809 25 05/02/2018
1649810 26 05/02/2018
1649811 28 05/02/2018
1649812 35 05/02/2018
1649979 9 05/02/2018
1649980 11 05/02/2018
1650007 25 05/02/2018
1650178 5 05/02/2018
1650194 42 05/02/2018
1650195 9 05/02/2018
1650198 7 05/02/2018
1650222 1 05/02/2018
1650223 1 05/02/2018
1650224 1 05/02/2018
1650234 25 05/02/2018
1650277 26 05/02/2018
1650627 25 06/02/2018
1650653 29 06/02/2018
1650724 5 06/02/2018
1650727 5 06/02/2018
1650984 9 07/02/2018
1650985 9 07/02/2018
1650986 9 07/02/2018
1650987 9 07/02/2018
1650988 9 07/02/2018
1651170 42 07/02/2018
1651243 99 08/02/2018
1651314 39 08/02/2018
1651315 41 08/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1651316 42 08/02/2018
1651331 7 08/02/2018
1651422 32 08/02/2018
1651530 99 08/02/2018
1651591 3 08/02/2018
1651682 99 08/02/2018
1651683 99 08/02/2018
1651855 29 11/02/2018
1651875 3 11/02/2018
1651944 24 11/02/2018
1651945 25 11/02/2018
1651946 18 11/02/2018
1651970 25 11/02/2018
1652013 11 11/02/2018
1652044 5 11/02/2018
1652204 99 11/02/2018
1652238 99 11/02/2018
1652329 9 12/02/2018
1652395 17 12/02/2018
1652496 42 12/02/2018
1652497 42 12/02/2018
1652698 9 12/02/2018
1652872 11 12/02/2018
1652873 9 12/02/2018
1652874 1 12/02/2018
1652876 3 12/02/2018
1652877 4 12/02/2018
1652878 6 12/02/2018
1652879 8 12/02/2018
1652880 9 12/02/2018
1652881 11 12/02/2018
1652882 12 12/02/2018
1652883 16 12/02/2018
1652884 17 12/02/2018
1652886 21 12/02/2018
1652887 22 12/02/2018
1652888 24 12/02/2018
1652889 26 12/02/2018
1652890 27 12/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1652891 28 12/02/2018
1652892 34 12/02/2018
1652896 29 12/02/2018
1653029 17 12/02/2018
1653125 30 13/02/2018
1653126 3 13/02/2018
1653193 42 13/02/2018
1653209 11 13/02/2018
1653217 10 13/02/2018
1653519 4 13/02/2018
1653609 9 13/02/2018
1653758 35 14/02/2018
1653815 37 14/02/2018
1653816 39 14/02/2018
1653817 42 14/02/2018
1653825 5 14/02/2018
1653826 5 14/02/2018
1653827 5 14/02/2018
1653842 29 14/02/2018
1653871 9 14/02/2018
1653874 16 14/02/2018
1653893 99 14/02/2018
1654187 39 15/02/2018
1654278 41 15/02/2018
1654357 17 15/02/2018
1654359 9 15/02/2018
1654431 28 18/02/2018
1654650 5 18/02/2018
1654656 35 18/02/2018
1654664 12 18/02/2018
1654819 99 18/02/2018
1654822 42 18/02/2018
1655092 9 19/02/2018
1655501 5 19/02/2018
1655504 5 19/02/2018
1655505 5 19/02/2018
1655507 5 19/02/2018
1655509 5 19/02/2018
1655510 5 19/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1655511 5 19/02/2018
1655542 7 19/02/2018
1655615 9 19/02/2018
1655653 3 19/02/2018
1655658 12 19/02/2018
1655660 6 19/02/2018
1655712 99 20/02/2018
1656157 11 20/02/2018
1656158 17 20/02/2018
1656244 38 20/02/2018
1656245 38 20/02/2018
1656246 38 20/02/2018
1656247 38 20/02/2018
1656252 38 20/02/2018
1656287 32 20/02/2018
1656288 9 20/02/2018
1656432 12 21/02/2018
1656523 5 21/02/2018
1656624 35 21/02/2018
1656633 3 21/02/2018
1656638 12 21/02/2018
1656639 12 21/02/2018
1656751 99 21/02/2018
1656811 99 21/02/2018
1656999 38 22/02/2018
1657162 6 22/02/2018
1657396 25 25/02/2018
1657413 32 25/02/2018
1657523 12 25/02/2018
1657629 32 25/02/2018
1657631 32 25/02/2018
1658031 25 26/02/2018
1658119 18 26/02/2018
1658138 99 26/02/2018
1658273 99 26/02/2018
1658311 21 26/02/2018
1658316 99 26/02/2018
1658371 30 27/02/2018
1658372 42 27/02/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1658482 99 27/02/2018
1658521 9 27/02/2018
1658652 1 27/02/2018
1658653 19 27/02/2018
1658655 19 27/02/2018
1658894 41 28/02/2018
1658924 7 28/02/2018
1658953 99 28/02/2018
1659022 9 28/02/2018
1659023 9 28/02/2018
1659113 99 28/02/2018
1659128 36 28/02/2018
1659581 5 28/02/2018
1659584 5 28/02/2018
1659585 5 28/02/2018
1659587 5 28/02/2018
1659588 5 28/02/2018
1659635 25 28/02/2018
1659952 16 28/02/2018
1659953 29 28/02/2018
1659954 30 28/02/2018
1659956 3 28/02/2018
1659957 5 28/02/2018
1659958 16 28/02/2018
1659959 29 28/02/2018
1659960 30 28/02/2018
1659961 35 28/02/2018
1659992 10 28/02/2018
1660009 99 28/02/2018
1660012 99 28/02/2018
1660128 6 03/03/2018
1660435 16 03/03/2018
1660767 5 04/03/2018
1661042 3 04/03/2018
1661085 12 04/03/2018
1661164 9 05/03/2018
1661165 9 05/03/2018
1661166 9 05/03/2018
1661168 9 05/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1661421 37 05/03/2018
1661422 36 05/03/2018
1661478 99 05/03/2018
1661479 99 05/03/2018
1661709 12 06/03/2018
1661710 35 06/03/2018
1661711 37 06/03/2018
1661774 5 06/03/2018
1661982 16 07/03/2018
1661983 39 07/03/2018
1661985 37 07/03/2018
1662000 5 07/03/2018
1662273 99 07/03/2018
1662321 32 07/03/2018
1662638 5 10/03/2018
1662640 5 10/03/2018
1662642 5 10/03/2018
1662643 5 10/03/2018
1662645 5 10/03/2018
1662648 5 10/03/2018
1662649 5 10/03/2018
1662653 5 10/03/2018
1662787 35 10/03/2018
1662789 30 10/03/2018
1662790 35 10/03/2018
1662791 42 10/03/2018
1662792 42 10/03/2018
1662793 32 10/03/2018
1662794 30 10/03/2018
1662795 9 10/03/2018
1662796 42 10/03/2018
1662797 35 10/03/2018
1663544 9 11/03/2018
1663653 99 11/03/2018
1663853 35 12/03/2018
1664039 7 12/03/2018
1664042 34 12/03/2018
1664044 34 12/03/2018
1664128 11 12/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1664357 29 13/03/2018
1664704 9 14/03/2018
1664818 30 14/03/2018
1664997 99 14/03/2018
1665006 3 14/03/2018
1665221 5 17/03/2018
1665222 5 17/03/2018
1665290 5 17/03/2018
1665337 29 17/03/2018
1665368 31 17/03/2018
1665843 1 17/03/2018
1665928 12 18/03/2018
1666024 99 18/03/2018
1666056 99 18/03/2018
1666057 99 18/03/2018
1666058 99 18/03/2018
1666241 37 18/03/2018
1666694 99 19/03/2018
1666820 7 19/03/2018
1666847 32 19/03/2018
1666848 31 19/03/2018
1666851 5 19/03/2018
1666852 32 19/03/2018
1666853 31 19/03/2018
1666854 30 19/03/2018
1666855 29 19/03/2018
1666881 36 19/03/2018
1666886 36 19/03/2018
1666887 36 19/03/2018
1666888 36 19/03/2018
1666889 36 19/03/2018
1667196 25 19/03/2018
1667250 3 19/03/2018
1667300 99 19/03/2018
1667601 23 20/03/2018
1667668 28 24/03/2018
1667669 28 24/03/2018
1668006 1 24/03/2018
1668126 7 24/03/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1668919 38 26/03/2018
1668938 25 26/03/2018
1668983 30 26/03/2018
1669281 31 27/03/2018
1669863 12 28/03/2018
1669946 16 28/03/2018
1670224 16 28/03/2018
1670300 29 28/03/2018
1670301 32 28/03/2018
1670459 5 31/03/2018
1670660 12 31/03/2018
1671510 5 02/04/2018
1671511 5 02/04/2018
1671575 30 02/04/2018
1671887 4 02/04/2018
1671937 24 03/04/2018
1672779 42 07/04/2018
1672928 5 07/04/2018
1673072 18 07/04/2018
1673073 14 07/04/2018
1673114 99 07/04/2018
1673136 11 07/04/2018
1673162 99 07/04/2018
1673163 99 07/04/2018
1673457 35 08/04/2018
1673465 38 08/04/2018
1673466 38 08/04/2018
1673472 38 08/04/2018
1673534 8 08/04/2018
1674185 5 09/04/2018
1674540 10 10/04/2018
1674674 28 10/04/2018
1675327 31 11/04/2018
1675328 31 11/04/2018
1675704 35 15/04/2018
1676782 41 16/04/2018
1676783 37 16/04/2018
1676827 19 16/04/2018
1676829 19 16/04/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1676929 25 16/04/2018
1676930 25 16/04/2018
1677071 99 17/04/2018
1678055 21 21/04/2018
1678469 36 22/04/2018
1678514 29 22/04/2018
1678927 25 22/04/2018
1678970 1 22/04/2018
1679131 99 22/04/2018
1680637 29 25/04/2018
1681147 17 28/04/2018
1681178 5 28/04/2018
1681179 5 28/04/2018
1681430 28 29/04/2018
1681522 42 29/04/2018
1681523 30 29/04/2018
1681655 5 29/04/2018
1681656 5 29/04/2018
1681906 25 29/04/2018
1681907 25 29/04/2018
1682850 35 02/05/2018
1683429 42 05/05/2018
1683430 41 05/05/2018
1683431 15 05/05/2018
1683432 15 05/05/2018
1683433 41 05/05/2018
1683434 42 05/05/2018
1683435 14 05/05/2018
1683437 25 05/05/2018
1683438 25 05/05/2018
1683439 42 05/05/2018
1683441 37 05/05/2018
1683442 37 05/05/2018
1683443 39 05/05/2018
1683444 41 05/05/2018
1683445 42 05/05/2018
1683446 41 05/05/2018
1683447 39 05/05/2018
1683448 42 05/05/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1683449 25 05/05/2018
1683450 25 05/05/2018
1683874 17 06/05/2018
1683916 25 06/05/2018
1683917 25 06/05/2018
1683918 25 06/05/2018
1683919 25 06/05/2018
1683920 25 06/05/2018
1683921 25 06/05/2018
1683922 25 06/05/2018
1683923 25 06/05/2018
1683924 25 06/05/2018
1684344 12 06/05/2018
1684345 12 06/05/2018
1684594 36 07/05/2018
1684595 36 07/05/2018
1684596 36 07/05/2018
1684597 36 07/05/2018
1684598 36 07/05/2018
1684599 36 07/05/2018
1684600 36 07/05/2018
1684601 36 07/05/2018
1684669 42 07/05/2018
1684977 29 08/05/2018
1685324 5 08/05/2018
1685325 5 08/05/2018
1685326 5 08/05/2018
1685327 5 08/05/2018
1685563 19 09/05/2018
1685564 19 09/05/2018
1685579 41 09/05/2018
1685580 41 09/05/2018
1685585 7 09/05/2018
1685586 12 09/05/2018
1686087 5 12/05/2018
1686088 5 12/05/2018
1686685 35 13/05/2018
1687007 17 14/05/2018
1687110 14 14/05/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1687139 25 14/05/2018
1687521 7 15/05/2018
1687525 9 15/05/2018
1687526 17 15/05/2018
1687528 9 15/05/2018
1687529 11 15/05/2018
1687530 19 15/05/2018
1688082 5 16/05/2018
1688995 29 19/05/2018
1689238 5 21/05/2018
1690225 19 22/05/2018
1690301 25 23/05/2018
1690302 14 23/05/2018
1690536 24 23/05/2018
1690547 5 23/05/2018
1690693 99 23/05/2018
1690694 99 23/05/2018
1690872 24 26/05/2018
1691127 35 26/05/2018
1691239 99 26/05/2018
1691285 20 26/05/2018
1691661 99 27/05/2018
1692639 30 29/05/2018
1693398 30 30/05/2018
1693408 21 30/05/2018
1694000 5 02/06/2018
1694058 16 02/06/2018
1694059 35 02/06/2018
1694064 99 02/06/2018
1694903 20 04/06/2018
1696305 3 06/06/2018
1696306 3 06/06/2018
1696307 5 06/06/2018
1696308 5 06/06/2018
1696309 3 06/06/2018
1696310 3 06/06/2018
1696311 5 06/06/2018
1696313 3 06/06/2018
1696314 5 06/06/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1696316 5 06/06/2018
1696345 23 06/06/2018
1696346 23 06/06/2018
1696352 23 06/06/2018
1696356 5 06/06/2018
1696357 5 06/06/2018
1696359 5 06/06/2018
1696681 31 09/06/2018
1696851 14 09/06/2018
1696852 42 09/06/2018
1696916 5 09/06/2018
1696918 5 09/06/2018
1696919 5 09/06/2018
1696977 4 09/06/2018
1697675 34 11/06/2018
1697676 31 11/06/2018
1697758 25 11/06/2018
1697760 43 11/06/2018
1697765 27 11/06/2018
1697833 1 11/06/2018
1698419 5 12/06/2018
1699236 21 16/06/2018
1699294 25 16/06/2018
1699909 5 17/06/2018
1700822 11 19/06/2018
1700823 11 19/06/2018
1700965 23 19/06/2018
1701726 5 20/06/2018
1702339 5 23/06/2018
1702340 5 23/06/2018
1702727 35 24/06/2018
1703216 8 25/06/2018
1703218 21 25/06/2018
1703219 8 25/06/2018
1703220 21 25/06/2018
1703753 35 26/06/2018
1703755 41 26/06/2018
1703756 42 26/06/2018
1705522 7 01/07/2018
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1706197 41 03/07/2018
1706713 5 04/07/2018
1708336 35 09/07/2018
1708732 5 09/07/2018
1708944 11 10/07/2018
1709435 4 11/07/2018
1709530 99 11/07/2018
1709898 42 14/07/2018
1709899 42 14/07/2018
1711811 30 18/07/2018
1711854 9 18/07/2018
1711863 9 18/07/2018
1711864 38 18/07/2018
1711865 41 18/07/2018
1711876 25 18/07/2018
1712192 3 21/07/2018
1712254 6 21/07/2018
1712255 20 21/07/2018
1712256 22 21/07/2018
1712257 23 21/07/2018
1712258 24 21/07/2018
1712259 26 21/07/2018
1713806 21 23/07/2018
1713841 6 23/07/2018
1715980 30 30/07/2018
1716465 35 31/07/2018
1716831 9 31/07/2018
1717255 19 01/08/2018
1718174 5 05/08/2018
1718175 5 05/08/2018
1718306 17 05/08/2018
1718397 19 05/08/2018
1718398 19 05/08/2018
1718555 43 06/08/2018
1719174 34 08/08/2018
1719700 41 08/08/2018
1721309 34 13/08/2018
1721310 34 13/08/2018
1721577 16 14/08/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1721578 4 14/08/2018
1721579 12 14/08/2018
1721580 4 14/08/2018
1721581 16 14/08/2018
1722928 37 19/08/2018
1723061 37 20/08/2018
1723062 37 20/08/2018
1723063 37 20/08/2018
1724303 99 22/08/2018
1724304 99 22/08/2018
1724498 5 25/08/2018
1724499 35 25/08/2018
1724501 3 25/08/2018
1724505 29 25/08/2018
1724829 5 26/08/2018
1725416 99 26/08/2018
1726403 99 28/08/2018
1726514 35 28/08/2018
1726516 35 28/08/2018
1726517 12 28/08/2018
1726518 35 28/08/2018
1726519 12 28/08/2018
1726521 12 28/08/2018
1726522 12 28/08/2018
1726569 99 28/08/2018
1726720 35 29/08/2018
1726721 43 29/08/2018
1726722 35 29/08/2018
1726723 43 29/08/2018
1727076 12 29/08/2018
1727077 12 29/08/2018
1727079 12 29/08/2018
1727378 29 01/09/2018
1727379 29 01/09/2018
1727380 29 01/09/2018
1727381 29 01/09/2018
1727427 9 01/09/2018
1727781 42 02/09/2018
1728678 99 04/09/2018
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1729173 34 08/09/2018
1729892 42 10/09/2018
1729893 42 10/09/2018
1729894 42 10/09/2018
1729895 42 10/09/2018
1729896 42 10/09/2018
1729897 42 10/09/2018
1729898 42 10/09/2018
1729899 42 10/09/2018
1729900 42 10/09/2018
1729901 42 10/09/2018
1729902 42 10/09/2018
1729903 42 10/09/2018
1729973 12 10/09/2018
1729974 12 10/09/2018
1729977 12 10/09/2018
1729978 12 10/09/2018
1729979 12 10/09/2018
1729980 12 10/09/2018
1729981 12 10/09/2018
1729982 12 10/09/2018
1729983 12 10/09/2018
1730019 25 10/09/2018
1731055 36 12/09/2018
1731607 1 12/09/2018
1731608 1 12/09/2018
1733231 41 17/09/2018
1733373 3 17/09/2018
1733374 3 17/09/2018
1733613 19 17/09/2018
1734090 11 18/09/2018
1734247 24 19/09/2018
1736409 17 24/09/2018
1736676 10 24/09/2018
1736677 10 24/09/2018
1737387 32 26/09/2018
1737481 1 26/09/2018
1739842 3 03/10/2018
1739843 3 03/10/2018
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1739844 5 03/10/2018
1739995 5 03/10/2018
1739997 5 03/10/2018
1739998 5 03/10/2018
1739999 5 03/10/2018
1740003 5 03/10/2018
1740004 5 03/10/2018
1740113 12 03/10/2018
1740114 12 03/10/2018
1740115 12 03/10/2018
1740116 12 03/10/2018
1740117 12 03/10/2018
1740118 12 03/10/2018
1742037 5 10/10/2018
1742140 9 10/10/2018
1743288 3 14/10/2018
1743751 35 15/10/2018
1743752 16 15/10/2018
1743753 9 15/10/2018
1743754 38 15/10/2018
1743755 41 15/10/2018
1743756 9 15/10/2018
1743757 38 15/10/2018
1743758 41 15/10/2018
1743759 41 15/10/2018
1743760 38 15/10/2018
1743761 35 15/10/2018
1743762 16 15/10/2018
1743763 35 15/10/2018
1743764 16 15/10/2018
1743765 9 15/10/2018
1746613 7 22/10/2018
1748666 42 29/10/2018
1750229 41 03/11/2018
1750657 5 04/11/2018
1751223 17 06/11/2018
1751391 35 06/11/2018
1753475 16 12/11/2018
1753820 9 14/11/2018
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1753821 9 14/11/2018
1753822 16 14/11/2018
1753823 16 14/11/2018
1753824 35 14/11/2018
1753825 35 14/11/2018
1753826 38 14/11/2018
1753827 38 14/11/2018
1753828 41 14/11/2018
1753829 41 14/11/2018
1753933 24 14/11/2018
1755158 30 19/11/2018
1755159 35 19/11/2018
1758185 14 26/11/2018
1758423 17 27/11/2018
1758914 3 02/12/2018
1758938 29 02/12/2018
1759985 7 04/12/2018
1759989 9 04/12/2018
1762098 9 10/12/2018
1762556 9 11/12/2018
1762773 9 11/12/2018
1762995 1 11/12/2018
1763000 5 11/12/2018
1763316 30 12/12/2018
1763964 12 15/12/2018
1763965 6 15/12/2018
1764266 34 16/12/2018
1764988 28 17/12/2018
1765444 38 18/12/2018
1766519 7 22/12/2018
1767472 30 23/12/2018
1767701 29 24/12/2018
1767704 30 24/12/2018
1767854 35 24/12/2018
1767855 38 24/12/2018
1767856 41 24/12/2018
1768346 3 26/12/2018
1768524 99 29/12/2018
1768994 29 30/12/2018
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1768995 29 30/12/2018
1769103 30 30/12/2018
1769108 34 30/12/2018
1771741 25 07/01/2019
1775796 29 19/01/2019
1775797 29 19/01/2019
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SONS 
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SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1646035 - 8: Proprietor Altered to M. K MORSE COMPANY , Office No 29, . 
Vastushree Comples, CTS No. 3225, Gultekdi Market Yard, Pune, 411037 India 
TRIDENT TOOLS PVT. LTD.

1237419 - 99: Proprietor Altered to COMMSCOPE TECHNOLOGIES LLC , 1100 COMMSCOPE 
PLACE, S.E.,HICKORY NORTH CAROLINA, 28602, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
COMMSCOPE EMEA LIMITED 

1674760 - 25: Proprietor Altered to FEIYUE HOLDING PTE., LTD. , 11 D MOUNT SOPHIA #01-21 
THE OLD SCHOOL, 228468 SINGAPORE 
FEIYUE

1032133 - 25: Proprietor Altered to BAAZAR RETAIL LIMITED. , 493B G .T .ROAD, WARE HOUSE 
NO.M-7, BENGAL JUTE MILL INDUSTRIES COMPOUND, HOWRAH-711102, W.B. 
MIDAS TOUCH CLOTHING CO.

1206116 - 25, 1206117 - 25: Proprietor Altered to K.U ABDULLA , No. B-17, Sidco industrial estate, 
MMDA colony, Arumbakkam Chennai-600106, Tamilnadu. 
EAST WEST GARMENTS PVT. LTD.

1674760 - 25: Proprietor Altered to FEIYUE INTERNATIONAL LLC, , 1515 NORTH FEDERAL 
HIGHWAY, BOCA RATON, FLORIDA 33432, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEIYUE HOLDING PTE., LTD.

468927 - 14: Proprietor Altered to ISHWAR JALAN , 1247, KACHA BAGH, CHANDNI CHOWK, 
DELHI-110006 . 
JALAN AND COMPANY.

469663 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ELENT ELECTRONICS PRIVATE LIMITED , 39, D.S.I.D.C 
COMPLEX OKHLA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110020 
ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES.

990213 - 25: Proprietor Altered to KIMAYA FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED , 2, ASHA COLONY, 
OPP. HOTEL SEA PRINCES, JUHU TARA ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI - 400 049. 
GIMMICKS GLOBAL

1676331 - 29: Proprietor Altered to RAJNIKANT R. MEHTA , 31/32, GOKUL SHYAM BUILDING, 
7TH FLOOR, 1103 DEVI DAYAL ROAD, OPPOSITE MULUND BUS DEPOT, MULUND WEST 
MUMBAI, 400080, MAHARASHTRA 
RAJ SOLVEX LIMITED,

1248894 - 39: Proprietor Altered to ARZOO.COM (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED , 5th Floor, Samruddhi 
Venture Park, MIDC Central Road, Andheri (East),Mumbai- 400 093 
ARZOO CONSULTANTS

1249772 - 39: Proprietor Altered to SWISS INTERNATIONAL AIR LINES AG , Malgasse 15, 4052 
Basel, Switzerland  
SAIRGROUP IN NACHLASSLIQUIDATION

837895 - 29, 1104476 - 29, 1340658 - 29, 1597733 - 29, 837894 - 29, 1415277 - 29, 1102876 - 29, 
1546534 - 29, 1496683 - 29: Proprietor Altered to K. T. V HEALTH FOOD PRIVATE LIMITED ,  
K. T. V HEALTH FOOD PRIVATE LIMITED

1251308 - 30: Proprietor Altered to PKM FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED , Sr. No. 37, 4/3/1, Near Balaji 
Hotel, Pi soli Pune- 28 
PRAKASH KOLHAPURI MASALE

849549 - 1: Proprietor Altered to YARA UK LIMITED , Harvest House, Europarc, Grimsby, North 
East Lincolnshire, DN37 9TZ,United Kingdom. 
YARA PHOSYN LIMITED

1237419 - 99: Proprietor Altered to COMMSCOPE EMEA LIMITED , Corke Abbey Avenue, Bray, 
County Wicklow, 
Ireland  
THE WHITAKER LLC

1276001 - 6: Proprietor Altered to RAJIV KAPOOR , 30, F.F. RAGHU SHREE MARKET, AJMERI 
GATE, DELHI - 110 006. 
S. R. KAPOOR & SONS.

1500792 - 10: Proprietor Altered to HUNTLEIGH TECHNOLOGY LTD , ARJO HUNTLEIGH HOUSE 
HOUGHTON HALL OFFICE PARK, HOUGHTON REGIS BEDFORDSHIRE, LU5 5XF 
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KCI LICENSING, INC.

1672743 - 99, 1672744 - 99, 1672742 - 99: Proprietor Altered to WOLFKRAN HOLDING AG , 
BAARERMATTSTRASSE 6, 6340 BAAR, SWITZERLAND 
WOLFFKRAN AG,

1668995 - 99, 1668996 - 99: Proprietor Altered to LEE HOLDINGS NC,INC. , 2635E MILLBROOK 
ROAD, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA, 27604 UNITED STATE OF AMERICA 
CARQUEST CORPORATION

716213 - 1: Proprietor Altered to NETSURF COMMUNICATIONS PVT. LTD. , Netsurf House, Sr. No. 
107, Plot No. 2,Baner road, 
Baner, Pune, Maharashtra-411 045 
AJAY BIOTECH ( INDIA ) LIMITED

1920353 - 12: Proprietor Altered to MR. SATISH SARAWAGI , KHASRA NO.948, LALDORA 
RITHALA VILLAGE, DELHI-110085 
COVRTEK (INDIA)

459476 - 17: Proprietor Altered to PUROLITE CORPORATION , 150 MONUMENT ROAD, BALA 
CYNWYD , PENNYSLVANIA 19004, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
PUROLITE INTERNATIONAL.

1501821 - 3: Proprietor Altered to M/S C & B AROMAS( LLP) , H. NO. 19-2-422 CHANDULAL 
BARADARI COLONY, HYDERABAD, TELEGANA-500064 
ALCOME OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.

1499768 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ASTRAAZIN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED , KHASRA 
NO. 62, 1st FLOOR, PANDIT BEHARI LAL MARKET, SAMALKA, NEW DELHI-110037 
M/S.HERTZ BIO SCIENCES

1501822 - 3: Proprietor Altered to M/S C & B AROMAS( LLP) , H. NO. 19-2-422 CHANDULAL 
BARADARI COLONY, HYDERABD, TELANGANA 500064 
ALCOME OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.

1501825 - 3: Proprietor Altered to M/S C & B AROMAS( LLP) , H. NO. 19-2-422 CHANDULAL 
BARADARI COLONY, HYDERABAD, TELEGANA 500064 
ALCOME OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.

1501478 - 99: Proprietor Altered to AUTOLIV NISSIN BRAKE SYSTEMS JAPAN CO. LTD A 
COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER LAWS OF JAPAN ,840, KOKUBU UEDA- CITY , 
NAGANO, JAPAN  
NISSIN KOGYO CO., LTD

1920354 - 12: Proprietor Altered to MR. SATISH SARAWAGI , KHASRA NO.948, LALDORA 
RITHALA VILLAGE, DELHI-110085 
SPECIAL AUTO MARKET

1167069 - 25, 2397419 - 18, 1167070 - 25, 558345 - 25, 2397418 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MR. 
PRAVEEN TAYAL,MR. BRIJ BHUSHAN TAYAL,MRS. PREETI TAYAL trading as M/S Brij & Co. , A-
1/2, WAZIRPUR INDL AREA, DELHI 110052 
BRIJ AND COMPANY., BRIJ & CO., BRIJ & CO

2392237 - 5, 2420891 - 5, 2406604 - 5, 2402763 - 5, 2420896 - 5: Proprietor Altered to YOURS 
MEDICARE PVT. LTD. , 633 SRS TOWER, 14/5 MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD-121003, HARYANA 
INDIA 
MANUFACTURING OF BULK DRUGS, YOURS MEDICARE PVT. LTD., PARABOLIC DRUGS 
LIMITED

1286297 - 99, 1286298 - 99: Proprietor Altered to GLOCK GESELLSCHAFT M.B.H. , AUSTRIA OF 
GASTON-GLOCK-PARK 1,9170 FERLACH , AUSTRIA  
GLOCK (H.K.) LIMITED

465500 - 9: Proprietor Altered to FANTAS INDIA , D-369, PHASE-VIII, FOCAL POINT, 
LUDHIANA-141010 (PB.) 
FAN TAS INDIA.

862825 - 3, 862820 - 16: Proprietor Altered to GLOBAL CONSUMER PRODUCTS PRIVATE 
LIMITED , OLD NO: 93/3, NEW NO: 14/3, POES GARDEN, CHENNAI - 600086. 
GOODLIFE PRODUCTS LIMITED

1337047 - 17, 1671402 - 17: Proprietor Altered to MR. VINAY KUMAR BANSAL,MR. RAJESH 
KUMAR PARSAD trading as M/S SHIV SHAKTI FIBRE UDYOG , 254 A/1, FIRST FLOOR, T.K. 
HOUSE, OPP. MAX HOSPITAL HAUZ RANI, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110017 
SHIV SHAKTI FIBRE UDYOG
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2955936 - 20: Proprietor Altered to WURFEL KUCHE PRIVATE LIMITED , NO: 74/1-2989C, 3rd 
FLOOR, 12th MAIN ROAD, HAL 2nd STAGE, INDIRA NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560035 
WURFEL

1709585 - 31, 1709585 - 30: Proprietor Altered to UNDER THE MANGO TREE NATURALS AND 
ORGANICS PRIVATE LIMITED , "A 101, Jamuna Sagar, 59/60, Shahid Bagat Singh Road Colaba, 
Mumbai – 400005 
UNDER THE MANGO TREE

1696379 - 7, 1014397 - 12: Proprietor Altered to SHRI SHAMJIBHAI DHARAMSHIBHAI 
VASOYA,SMT. JAYSHRIBEN GOVINDBHAI PALADIA trading as Anand Auto Industries , 3 - 
Umakant Pandit Udyognagar, Rajkot - 360002 (Gujarat) 
ANNAD ENGINEERS, ANAND ENGINEERS 

1652922 - 8: Proprietor Altered to EUREKA COSMO PRIVATE LIMITED , No. 13, Gokul Regency II, 
Thakur Village, Kandivali (E), Mumbai - 400 101, Maharashtra. 
RAMJI B. AHIR

1707554 - 35, 1307731 - 41, 928997 - 16, 744724 - 16, 675971 - 16: Proprietor Altered to THE 
CHANNEL COMPANY, LLC. , 550 COCHITUATE ROAD, IST FLOOR, FRAMINGHAM, 
MASSACHUSETTS 01701, USA 
UBM LLC

1559204 - 99: Proprietor Altered to ALTICOR INC. , 7575 FULTON STREET, EAST ADA, MICHIGAN 
49355, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  
KABA AG.

354120 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ANGLO - FRENCH DRUGS & INDUSTRIES LTD , OFFICE NO. 41, 
3RD CROSS, SSI AREA, BLOCK V, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGLORE 560 010 
THE ANGLO - FRENCH DRUGS AND INDUSTRIES LIMITED

506033 - 24, 506034 - 25, 506035 - 24, 506036 - 25, 506037 - 24, 506038 - 25, 540405 - 10, 540406 - 
24, 540407 - 28, 546192 - 25, 478884 - 24, 504962 - 25: Proprietor Altered to GODREJ SCA 
HYGIENE LTD. , PIROJSHANAGAR, EASTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI - 400 
079. 
GODREJ SARA LEE LIMITED,, GODREJ SARA LEE LIMITED

1639716 - 7, 1639715 - 7: Proprietor Altered to MR. SHANKARLAL B. MULEWA,MR. SOHANLAL 
P.MULEWA.,MRS. SHANTIDEVI T. MULEWA,MRS. METIDEVI G. BADWAL trading as M/s. Gurudev 
Appliances. , 298/2370, Motilal Nagar 2, M. G. Road, Goregaon (W Mumbai-400090.  
TARARAM P. MULEWA

1346959 - 36: Proprietor Altered to QUANTUM INFORMATION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED , 
103,REGENT CHAMBERS,NARIMAN POINT,MUMBAI-400021 
QUANTUM ADVISORS PVT LTD.

1755653 - 12: Proprietor Altered to NICOLAS INDUSTRIE , ROUTE NATIONALE 6, 89290 CHAMPS 
SUR YONNE, FRANCE 
M/S TRANSPORTER INDUSTRY INTERNATIONAL GMBH

880715 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SH.MADHUR GUPTA , 458-466, SHAMBHU NATH COMPOUND, 
GALI NO.8, FRIENDS COLONYINDUSTRIALAREA, G.T. ROAD,SHAHDARA, DELHI-92. 
IMPACT INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION

1747824 - 11: Proprietor Altered to CO123456 LIMITED , 1 Prosser Street, Porirua, 5022, New 
Zealand 
FRANK AUSTIN DESIGN LIMITED

1793949 - 9, 1757285 - 9, 1759656 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ZEEMOTE TECHNOLOGY INC. , 7F, 
No. 102, Sec. 4, Civic Blvd.,Daan District, Taipei, Taiwan 106 
ZEEMOTE,LLC, ZEEMOTE,LLC

1651423 - 32: Proprietor Altered to MR. GANESH RAMCHANDRA SHITOLE,MR. YOGESH 
RAMCHANDRA SHITOLE trading as M/s SHREE GANESH INDUSTRIES , NHAVI SANDAS, POST- 
PIMPRI SANDAS, TALUKA HAVELI DIST- PUNE 412216. 
YASHRAJ INDUSTRIES.

1209395 - 29: Proprietor Altered to J. CHANDRAPAUL, L. KUMAR, P.L. BALASUBRAMANI, P. 
THANGIAH, N.S MANOHARAN , NO.16, RAJATHI AMMAN STREET,PASUMPON NAGAR, 
MADURAI - 625003, TAMILNADU, INDIA. 
SARVA SEVA DAIRY FEDERATION LTD.

1552955 - 33: Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED , UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA 
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ROAD, BANGALORE-560 001, INDIA. 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LIMITED

1681805 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SAIC GEMINI, INC. , 1209 ORANGE STREET, IN THE CITY OF 
WILMINGTON, COUNTY OF NEW CASTLE, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

1762532 - 99: Proprietor Altered to VIMAR 1991 DI GABRIELE VIANA, GILIO VIANA & C S.A.S. , 
Via Per Santhia 8 Carisio (VC) Cap 13040, Italy 
DOPPLOVI S.R.L. (IN LIQUIDAZIONE)

1320128 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH , Alfred-Nobel-
Strasse 10, 40789, Monheim am Rhein, Germany 
BAYER PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1681804 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SAIC GEMINI, INC , 1209 orange street, In the city of 
wilmington, country of new castle, united states of america 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

683382 - 29: Proprietor Altered to NEW ZEALAND MUSSELL INDUSTRY COUNCIL LIMITED , 1 
MAIN STREET,BLENHEIM,NEW ZEALAND. 
NEW ZEALAND FISHING INDUSTRY BOARD 

1340877 - 6: Proprietor Altered to REAL ISPAT AND POWER LIMITED , URLA BENDRI ROAD, 
BORJHARA, RAIPUR - 493221(CHHATTISGARH) 
GAURAV KRISHNA ISPAT (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

1547662 - 7: Proprietor Altered to DONGGUAN EMMA CNC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. , Room 101-
103, Block F, Gaosheng Technology Zone, Nancheng Technology Avenue, Dongguan 
City,Guangdong Province,China 
GUOQUAN WANG

686866 - 1: Proprietor Altered to PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED , Regent Chambers, 7th Floor, 
Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, 208, Nariman Point, Mumbai-400 021, 
PAREKH MARKETING LTD

1925576 - 24: Proprietor Altered to TANA NETTING PRIVATE LIMITED , 4 KM, KAHNA KACHA 
ROAD, LAHORE DISTRICT OF LAHORE PUNJAB , PAKISTAN  
M/S. TANA NETTING SWITZERLAND AG

1755011 - 7, 1879692 - 99: Proprietor Altered to WILHELM-PALLMANN-VERWALTUNGS- UND 
BETEILIGUNGSGESELLSCHAFT MIT BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG , Kreuzbergstrasse 35a, 66482 
Zweibrucken, Germany 
PALLMANN MASCHINENFABRIK GMBH &AMP; CO. KG, PALLMANN MASCHINENFABRIK GMBH 
&AMP;AMP;AMP; CO.KG

881388 - 16: Proprietor Altered to IGOC ACQUISITION, INC , 7955 East Redfield Road, 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85260, United States of America  
IGO CORPORATION

1552954 - 33: Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED , UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA 
ROAD, BANGALORE-560 001, INDIA. 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LIMITED

2415032 - 99: Proprietor Altered to VERSO BRAND HOLDINGS, LLC , 1412 BROADWAY, NEW 
YORK, NEW YORK 10018 USA 
LIGHTWEDGE LLC

2430528 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ADLEC POWER PRIVATE LIMITED , Rohad Bypass, Behind IUP 
Jindal, Decora Station Road, Rohad, Jhajjar, Haryana – 124507 
ADLEC SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED.

1696926 - 11: Proprietor Altered to NIKUL ENGINEERING PVT LTD , J-368, MIDC BHOSARI, PUNE 
411026, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
DARRYL DREGO

2430383 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA , # 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY 
(HARYANA) 
M/S. CHATURBHUJ PHARMACEUTICALS CO

1549161 - 7, 1549160 - 7: Proprietor Altered to STOVEC INDUSTRIES LIMITED , N.I.D.C, NEAR 
LAMBHA VILLAGE, POST- NAROL, AHMEDABAD-382405, GUJARAT. INDIA 
ATUL ELECTRO FORMERS PVT.LTD., ATUL ELECTRO FORMERS LTD.
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1752543 - 99: Proprietor Altered to GLOGSTER A.S. , Vodickova 704/36, 116 02 Praha 1 - Nove 
Mesto, Czech Republic 
WDF - WEB DESIGN FACTORY, SPOL.S.R.O.

1681706 - 25: Proprietor Altered to EZRANI CORPORATION , 200 Park Avenue South, New York, 
NY 10003, United States of America 
NINA FOOTWEAR CORP.,

881388 - 16: Proprietor Altered to MOBILITY ELECTRONICS, INC., , 17800 N. PERIMETER DRIVE, 
SUITE 200, SCOTTSDALE ARIZONA, 85255, U.S.A. 
IGO DIRECT CORPORATION

718574 - 18: Proprietor Altered to CHOPARD ACCESSORIES (IRELAND) LIMITED , UNIT 4, 
MANOR STREET BUSINESS PARK, MANOR STREET, DUBLIN 7, IRELAND 
CHOPARD INTERNATIONAL S A

1682210 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ZOETIS BELGIUM SA , 1, Rue Laid Burniat, Louvain-la-Neuve B-
1348, 
Belgium 
ALPHARMA (LUXEMBOURG) S.A.R.I

1673758 - 21: Proprietor Altered to SHALLOP INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD. , 28F., NO.789,CHUNG 
MING S. RD, SOUTH DIST., TAICHUNG CITY 40255, TAIWAN (R.O.C) 
KITTICHAI KASEMPHAIBULSUK

1253748 - 9: Proprietor Altered to PANASONIC CORPORATION , 1006, OAZA KADOMA, KADOMA 
- SHI, OSAKA - PREFECTURE, JAPAN.  
PANASONIC ELECTRIC WORKS CO. LTD.

1651787 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SONY MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS INC. , 1-8-15 Konan, Minato-
ku, Tokyo 108-0075, Japan 
SONY MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS AB.

2067714 - 37, 1764917 - 16, 1764917 - 9, 1764917 - 37, 1764917 - 38, 1764917 - 42, 2067717 - 41, 
2067713 - 25, 2067712 - 16, 2067711 - 9: Proprietor Altered to MOBILE TELESYSTEMS OPEN 
JOINT STOCK COMPANY , 4 MARKSISTSKAYA ST. MOSCOW 109147 RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SISTEMA TELEKOMMUNIKATSIY, INFORMATIKI I 
SVYAZI, OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU &QUOT;SISTEMA 
TELEKOMMUNIKATSIY, INFORMATIKI I SVYAZI&QUOT;, ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE 
OBSHCHESTVO SISTEMA TELEKOMMUNIKATSIY, INFORMATIKI I SVYAZI, ZAKRYTOE 
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SISTEMA TELEKOMMUNIKATSIY, INFORMATIKI I SVYAZI, 
ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO 'SISTEMA TELEKOMMUNIKATSIY, INFORMATIKI I 
SUYAZI

172961 - 2, 226525 - 2, 223772 - 1, 1663 - 2, 257587 - 1, 1669 - 1, 1673 - 1, 172961 - 2, 213430 - 2, 
1671 - 1: Proprietor Altered to HUNTSMAN ADVANCED MATERIALS (SWITZERLAND) GMBH. , 
KLYBECKSTRASSE 200, 4057 BASEL, SWITZERLAND. 
CIBA HOLDING AG, BASF SCHWEIZ AG

1723204 - 31, 862004 - 31, 1609757 - 5, 934677 - 5, 934672 - 5, 1723204 - 5, 1723205 - 31, 1750645 - 
31, 1723205 - 5, 812569 - 5, 727960 - 5, 727965 - 5, 934674 - 5, 727962 - 5, 934673 - 5, 955051 - 5, 
757624 - 5, 934676 - 5, 1490012 - 5, 1722902 - 5, 727961 - 5, 862005 - 5, 862006 - 3, 1722899 - 5, 
1722900 - 5, 955050 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH , Alfred-
Nobel-Strasse 10, Monheim am Rhein,40789, Germany 
 
BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH

2048152 - 35: Proprietor Altered to QATAR CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL MARKETING AND 
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY (MUNTAJAT) Q.J.S.C. , AL DANA TOWER, WEST BAY, P.O BOX 24445, 
DOHA, QATAR 
QATAR PETROCHEMICALS COMPANY LTD.

1043859 - 29: Proprietor Altered to BUKKA LAXMAIAH,BUKKA CHANDRASHEKAR,BUKKA 
SRINIVASU,BUKKA JANAMMA,BUKKA INDIRA,BUKKA MADHAVI trading as 
M/s.SANTHOSHIMATHA OIL PACKAGING INDUSTRIES , PLOT NO.9, RAMANAIAHPETA, 
KAKINADA - 533 005, (A.P) 
M/S.SANTHOSHIMATHA GROUND NUT OIL MILL

1345971 - 25: Proprietor Altered to M/S JAIN AMAR CLOTHING (P) LTD. , 992/1, PIPAL BUILDING, 
CHAWAL BAZAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB. 
JAIN AMAR HOSIERY FACTORY
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973014 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ALTITUDE SGPS S. A. (A PORTUGUESE CORPORATION) , 
EDIFICIO MIRAFLORES PREMIUM, ALAMEDA FERNAO, LOPES 16-4, 1495-136 
ALGES, PORTUGAL. 
ALTITUDE SOFTWARE B. V.(A NETHERLANDS B. V.)

1647678 - 11: Proprietor Altered to LOLLIPOP LANE LIMITED , 31 SACKVILLE STREET, 
MANCHESTER, M1 3LZ, UNITED KINGDOM 
TRENDTIDY LIMITED

451019 - 25: Proprietor Altered to M/S. DIGAMBER GARMENTS PVT LTD , X-380, 1ST FLOOR, 
GALI NO. 6, MOHALLA RAM NAGAR, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110 031. 
DIGAMBER GARMENTS.

1679604 - 33: Proprietor Altered to NEW ZEALAND BREWERIES LIMITED , 111 CARLTON GORE 
ROAD, NEW MARKET AUCKLAND, 1023 NEW ZEALAND 
PERNOD RICARD NEW ZEALAND LIMITED,

2048146 - 16: Proprietor Altered to QATAR CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL MARKETING AND 
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY (MUNTAJAT) Q.J.S.C. , Al Dana Tower, West bay, P.O. Box 24445, 
Doha Qatar 
QATAR PETROCHEMICALS COMPANY LTD.

1679604 - 33: Proprietor Altered to LION NATHAN BRANDS COMPANY LIMITED , 111 CARLTON 
GORE ROAD, NEW MARKET AUCKLAND, 1023 NEW ZEALAND 
NEW ZEALAND BREWERIES LIMITED

1246325 - 35: Proprietor Altered to KAREENA G.PUNJABI,KAREENA G.PUNJABI,GHANSHYAM 
R.PUNJABI trading as , 902, BUSINESS SUITES 9,83, S.V.ROAD,SANTACRUZ (WEST)MUMBAI- 
400054 
PINNACLE EXPORTS

1647679 - 9: Proprietor Altered to LOLLIPOP LANE LIMITED , 31 SACKVILLE STREET, 
MANCHESTER, M1 3LZ, UNITED KINGDOM 
TRENDTIDY LIMITED

696518 - 2: Proprietor Altered to SUNIL KUMAR GUPTA,ARUN KUMAR GUPTA trading as M/S 
SUGAN CHAND MURARI LAL , 2039 KATRA TOBACCO, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI-110006. 
SUGAN CHAND MURARILAL.

1027864 - 30: Proprietor Altered to R.SUNDARAM , NO 2/1-131 -A MUNIAPPAN PALAYAM PIRIVU 
ROAD SANKARI 637303 SALEM DIST,TAMILNADU INDIA 
PREYAM FOODS AND MASALA ITEMS,

2048145 - 1: Proprietor Altered to QATAR CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL MARKETING AND 
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY (MUNTAJAT) Q.J.S.C. , AL DANA TOWER, WEST BAY, P.O BOX 24445, 
DOHA, QATAR 
QATAR PETROCHEMICALS COMPANY LTD.

2048148 - 17: Proprietor Altered to QATAR CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL MARKETING AND 
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY (MUNTAJAT) Q.J.S.C. , AL DANA TOWER, WEST BAY, P.O BOX 24445, 
DOHA, QATAR 
QATAR PETROCHEMICALS COMPANY LTD.

1583376 - 7: Proprietor Altered to OUTOTEC (FINLAND) OY , RAUHALANPUISTO 9, 02230 
ESPOO, FINLAND 
OUTOTEC OYJ,

2048150 - 18: Proprietor Altered to QATAR CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL MARKETING AND 
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY (MUNTAJAT) Q.J.S.C. , AL DANA TOWER, WEST BAY, P.O BOX 24445, 
DOHA, QATAR 
QATAR PETROCHEMICALS COMPANY LTD.

1405816 - 9: Proprietor Altered to KHATAU CAPACITORS PRIVATE LIMITED , Khatau House , Plot 
No.410/411, 
Mogul Lane, Mahim, Mumbai - 400 016 
INDOKEM LIMITED,

982591 - 10: Proprietor Altered to ROHIT SUSHIL RUIA , B-2, SHREE KRISHNA SHOPPING 
CENTRE, OFF. 
BHARUCHA ROAD, DAHISAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 068. 
S.K.B. ELASTOMERS

1681803 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SAIC GEMINI, INC. , 1209, orange street, in the city of 
wilimington,country of new castle, united state of america 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

1345273 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SUSE LLC , 404 WYMAN STREET, SUITE 500, WALTHAM, 
MASSACHUSETTS 02451 U.S.A. 
NOVELL INC

172961 - 2: Proprietor Altered to BASF SPECIALTY CHEMICALS HOLDING GMBH , 
Klybeckstrasse 
141, Basel, CH-4057, Switzerland 
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CIBA HOLDING AG

1793949 - 9, 1759656 - 9, 1757285 - 9: Proprietor Altered to APLIX IP HOLDINGS CORPORATION , 
13F Shinjuku Eastside Square, 6-27-30 Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo, 160-0022 Japan 
ZEEMOTE TECHNOLOGY INC.
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1346623 - 3: Proprietor Altered to MISS GAURI KAILASHNATH SHARMA , B-7, Dev Prayag 
Complex, Bhakti Mandir Road, Hari Niwas, Thane (w) 
K. N. SHARMA

2059703 - 39: Proprietor Altered to HEMANANDA KUNDER , 324, KAILASH PLAZA, 90 FEET 
ROAD, GHATKOPAR EAST, MUMBAI 400 077 
PROTEK ADVISORY AND LOGISTICS INC

1678207 - 20: Proprietor Altered to HMY GROUP , 50 ROUTE D AUXERRE 89470 MONETEAU, 
FRANCE 
HMY GESTION

1679252 - 25: Proprietor Altered to JNBY FINERY CO. LTD , 3/F, Unit 1, No. 39, Yile Road, 
Hangzhou, 
Zhejiang Province, CHINA 
HANGZHOU JNBY FINERY CO. LTD

1213406 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SFFECO GLOBAL FZE , Plot No. S10833, P.O. Box 261318, 
Jebel Ali, Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
SAUDI FACTORY FOR FIRE EQUIPMENTS COMPANY

1927339 - 9: Proprietor Altered to BROOKS AUTOMATION INC , 15, ELIZABETH DRIVE, 
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824 
CYNTELLECT, INC

1221190 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ZICOS LTD. , 1883, Nambusunhwan-ro, Gwanak—gu, Seoul, 
Republic of Korea 
SK LUBRICANTS CO., LTD.

1742827 - 99: Proprietor Altered to S.C. JOHNSON & SON, INC. , 1525 HOWE STREET RACINE 
WISCONSIN 53403 USA 
&QUOT;SARA LEE RUS&QUOT; LLC

1643523 - 41: Proprietor Altered to AROMA THAI SPA PVT. LTD. , 02, 4th floor, Wing B 
Plot NO.2, Takshashila, Samant Estate, Goregaon East, Mum-400063. 
ESSEM TECHNOPINZ PVT. LTD.

1573224 - 42: Proprietor Altered to ADITYA INSTITUTE OF HOLISTIC AND HOMEOPATHIC 
MEDICAL SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED , 29/707, FIRST FLOOR , EDAKKANDY BUILDINGS 
PARAYANCHERY, MAVOOR ROAD, KOZHIKODE, KERALA - 673004, INDIA. 
ADITYA INSTITUTE OF HOMEOPATHIC MEDICAL SCIENCES

1631588 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MR. PIYUSH J. RAMBHIA , 706, MADHUKALA C.H.S. RANADE 
ROAD, DADAR (W), MUMBAI - 400 028, 
 
YKIKI TRADVEST PVT. LTD.

1239880 - 5: Proprietor Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE AG , Peter Merian-Strasse 84, 4002 
Basel, Switzerland. 
BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC

1908661 - 3: Proprietor Altered to FRESH MERGE, LLC, , 6645 CABALLERO BLVD BUENA PARK 
CA 90620, U.S.A. 
DR. FRESH INC

1312360 - 16, 1312359 - 35: Proprietor Altered to YESWANTH PAREKH , 10-1-43/A, SIRIPURAM 
FORT, WALTAIR UPLANDS, VISAKHAPATNAM - 530 003 (A.P)  
 
 
 
 
DARLINGS PARADISE

1240854 - 5: Proprietor Altered to UNIREACH HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED, , Mahalaxmi 
Temple,Compound, Mahalaxmi, Mumbai - 400 026 
KALINDI MEDICURE PRIVATE LIMITED

2357282 - 7: Proprietor Altered to JITESHBHAI LADHABHAI DOMALIYA,JAYANTILAL SHIVABHAI 
BHADUKIYA,NARANBHAI SHIVABHAI BHADUKIYA trading as D M ENTERPRISE , OPP. 
KAMNATH WEIGH BRIDGW, B/H MURLIDHAR CHAMBER, OPP.JIGAR PUMP, KOTHARIYA RING 
ROAD, RAJKOT- 360003, GUJARAT 
D. M. INDUSTRIES
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1355406 - 1: Proprietor Altered to C R I AMALGAMATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED , NO. 46, A T T 
COLONY, COIMBATORE-641 018, TAMILNADU 
C. R. I. INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1672253 - 3: Proprietor Altered to CARVERKOREA CO., LTD. , 81, Tojeong-ro 31-gil, Mapo-gu, 
Seoul, Republic of Korea 
LEE SANG ROK

1318440 - 33: Proprietor Altered to UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED , UB Tower,24, Vittal Mallya Road, 
Bangalore -560001, India. 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LTD.

1318471 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SMT.P.SARALA , 505,B-Block, Venkateshwara Apartments, 
Nacharam, Hyderabad, India.  
OM SAI DOMESTIC PRODUCTS

1626885 - 3: Proprietor Altered to CHURCH & DWIGHT CO.INC. , 500 Charles Ewing Blvd, Ewing 
New Jersey 08628 U S A 
PARAMJIT SINGH SACHDEVA

762102 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SOFTBRANDS,INC. , 2 Meridian Crossings, 
Suite 800, Minneapolis, MN, 55423, U.S.A  
FOURTH SHIFT CORPORATION

590157 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD. , ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, 
ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013 
GALDERMA S.A

1856339 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ASTORION PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD. , 6-5-145/A, 
RAVINDRA NAGAR, BEET MARKET, NALGONDA (A.P). 
AFFINITY PHARMACEUTICALS

1911563 - 19, 1911566 - 19, 1911565 - 11, 1911560 - 19, 1911559 - 11: Proprietor Altered to SUPER 
SMELTER LIMITED , 39, SHAKESPEARE SARANI, 3RD FLOOR, KOLKATA-700017, WEST 
BENGAL  
INDO FURNACE PVT. LTD

1624713 - 20: Proprietor Altered to DTTM OPERATIONS LLC , 725 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 
10022, United States of America 
DONALD J. TRUMP

2393642 - 25: Proprietor Altered to SH. GYANENDER SINGH , C-2/52, Swarn Park, Mundka, Delhi 
NARENDER KUMAR

1644780 - 14: Proprietor Altered to SURESH CHOUDHARY , 37, Sarafa Bazar, Near Police Chowki, 
Bhopal - 462001 (M.P.). 
RAJSHREE JEWELLERS

1350538 - 5: Proprietor Altered to M/S.UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED. , UB TOWER.24,VITTAL 
MALLYA ROAD, 
BANGALORE - 560 001. 
SHAW WALLACE & COMPANY LIMITED

1404565 - 7: Proprietor Altered to PANKAJ M JAIN , 615/3.1ST CROSS, 10TH "A" MAIN, 4TH 
BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560011 
ARIHANT APPLIANCES

1719019 - 3, 1908938 - 3, 1667000 - 3: Proprietor Altered to VALLEY HERBAL (P) LTD. , F-1711, 
NARELA DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-110040 
URO COSMETICS (P) LTD, URO COSMETICS (P) LTD.,, URO COSMETICS (P) LTD

1338027 - 3: Proprietor Altered to LABEL M PRODUCTS LTD , INNOVIA HOUSE MARISH WHARF 
ST MARY'S ROAD MIDDLEGREEN SLOUGH BERKSHIRE SL 3 6DA UK 
MASCOLA GROUP LIMITED

1329423 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SUMAC PHARMA PVT. LTD. , 5-35/175, Prashanti nagar, 
kukatpally, Hyderabad-500072 (A.P) 
RESTECH PHARMA

1268927 - 6, 1302953 - 6, 1668311 - 6: Proprietor Altered to RAJJEV AGGARWAL,AMIT 
AGGARWAL,SANJAY AGGARWAL trading as GANPATI IMPEX , 262, FOCAL POINT INDUSTRIAL 
AREA, AMRITSAR-143007, 262, FOCAL POINT INDUSTRIAL AREA, AMRITSAR-143007 
GANPATI IMPEX, GANPATI IMPEX
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1500843 - 5, 1504542 - 5, 1500842 - 5, 1504543 - 5, 1504541 - 5: Proprietor Altered to ZOETIS P 
LLC , 100 CAMPUS DRIVE, FLORHAM PARK, NJ 07932, USA 
PFIZER PRODUCTS INC.

1745232 - 35, 1745233 - 35, 1745234 - 35: Proprietor Altered to ARUNJYOTI ENTERPRISES LTD., , 
PLOT NO: 29, 1st FLOOR, HACP COLONY, KHARKHANA ROAD, SECUNDERABAD - 500009 (AP) 
PASURA FARMTEK PRIVATE LIMITED

2391947 - 35: Proprietor Altered to JYOTSANA DHAR , House No.504, Tower No.10, Valley view 
Estate, Faridabad Road, Gurgaon -122003 
AJM FACILITY MANAGEMENT PVT LTD

2385417 - 11: Proprietor Altered to MITSUBISHI HITACHI POWER SYSTEMS, LTD. , 3-1, 
Minatomirai 3-Chome, Nishi-Ku 
Yokohama, Kanagawa Japan 
BABCOCK-HITCHI K.K.

903551 - 25: Proprietor Altered to DEV T- SHIRTS PVT. LTD., , D. NO : A- 13, R.K.NIWAS, INDIAN 
AIRLINES COLONY, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD, INDIA. 
COTTON WORLD

1651888 - 32: Proprietor Altered to PADALA VENKATA REDDY , D. NO. 81-29-5, VENKATESWARA 
NAGAR, J.N. ROAD, RAJAHMUNDRY - 533 103 E.G. DIST (AP) 
SRI VENKATA SAI MANIKANTA WATER INDUSTRIES

1740497 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SARPLAST S.A. , Via Geretta 18, 6900 Lugano Paradiso, 
Switzerland 
SAR.IN. S.A.GARNICH SUCCURSALE DI PARADISO

761149 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SUN PHARM, LLC , 6 Research Drive,Shelton CT 06484 
SUN PHARMACEUTICALS CORP.

1671426 - 30: Proprietor Altered to KNG AGRO FOOD PVT. LTD. , 1747, HSIIDC RAI INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE SONEPAT HARYANA  
M/S.KNG PROTEINS & HEALTH CARE

1742957 - 99: Proprietor Altered to EVONIK ROHM GMBH , KIRSCHENALLEE, 64293 
DARMSTADT, GERMANY. 
EVONIK DEGUSSA GMBH

1624714 - 20: Proprietor Altered to DTTM OPERATIONS LLC , 725 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 
10022, United States of America 
DONALD J. TRUMP

1915323 - 99, 1915320 - 99: Proprietor Altered to TAIWAN YAMANI INC. , 24 F-8, NO. 386, 
SHIZHENG RD. XITUN DIST. TAICHUNG CITY, TAIWAN, R.O.C. 
DATUM PACIFIC INC.PTE.LTD.

1667563 - 5, 2095192 - 5: Proprietor Altered to NISSAN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD. , 7-1, 
Kanda—Nishiki-cho 
3—chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan, 
DHANUKA AGRITECH LIMITED

1737171 - 99, 1737164 - 5, 1737165 - 5, 1737170 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SUNCOR ENERGY INC. 
, 150-6th Avenue S.W. Calgary, Alberta T2P 3E3 Canada 
PETRO-CANADA

1738668 - 9: Proprietor Altered to DRAKA CABLE WUPPERTAL GMBH , Nibelungenstrasse 85, 
42369 Wuppertal, Germany 
DRAKA INDUSTRIAL CABLE GMBH

1672219 - 99: Proprietor Altered to BDI-BIOENERGY INTERNATIONAL AG , Parkring 18, 8074 
Grambach, Austria 
ENBASYS GMBH

1671305 - 99: Proprietor Altered to FIRESTONE BUILDING PRODUCTS COMPANY, LLC , 250 West 
96th Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46260, United States of America 
FIRESTONE DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS, LLC,

1671205 - 11: Proprietor Altered to KIRAN GUPTA , D-18, SECTOR-5, BAWANA DSIDC 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110039 
M/S. EURO CARE ENTERPRISES
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350734 - 33: Proprietor Altered to RADICO KHAITAN LTD., , PLOT NO. J - 1, BLOCK B - 1, MOHAN 
CO - OPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL AREA, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 04 
THE BRIHAN MAHARASHTRA SUGAR SYNDICATE LIMITED

1729783 - 14: Proprietor Altered to PANDORA A/S , Hovedvejen 2, DK-2600 Glostrup, Denmark 
PANDORA JEWELRY A/S

352892 - 3: Proprietor Altered to INTERPARFUMS S.A. , 4 Rond Point des Champs Elysees, 75008 
Paris, France. 
PARFUMS ROCHAS S.A.S.

1729757 - 99: Proprietor Altered to CARLOTTA S.R.L. , VIA DI TIZZANO 169, 50012 GRASSINA, 
BAGNO A RIPOLI (FI), ITALY. 
ERMANNO PAN-EUROPE KFT

1735812 - 99: Proprietor Altered to LIFESTRAW SA , Place Saint-Francois 1, c/o Vestergaard 
Frandsen SA, 1003 Lausanne, Switzerland 
VESTERGAARD FRANDSEN SA

1915510 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SYMANTEC CORPORATION , 350 Ellis Street, Mountain 
View, CA 94043  
BLUE COAT SYSTEMS INC.

465518 - 9: Proprietor Altered to TWO INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LIMITED. , P.O. BOX -957, 
OFFSHORE INCORPORATIONS CENTRE, ROAD TOWN TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. 
NAKAMICHI CORPORATION

2234107 - 43: Proprietor Altered to M.R.PREMKUMAR,B.P.SHIVARAM,S.BALAJI,R.ARUNKUMAR 
trading as M/S GREENS & GRAINS , NO.-25A, 4/1, AMI MID TOWN, D.B.ROAD, R.S. PURAM, OPP. 
RAJASTHANI SANGH, COIMBATORE-641002 
SHRI BALACHAMUNDEESWARI FOODS

1729781 - 7, 1729780 - 7: Proprietor Altered to VEHICLE SERVICE GROUP, LLC, , 2700, LANIER 
DRIVE, MADISON, IN 47250 
DOVER REFRIGERATION & FOOD EOUIPMENT, INC.

1908326 - 11: Proprietor Altered to RAMESH GUPTA,NAVNEET GUPTA,VIVEK GUPTA trading as 
LAXMI INDUSTRIES , D-117, FOCAL POINT EXTN., JALANDHAR-144004 (PB.) 
LAXMI INDUSTRIES

762102 - 9: Proprietor Altered to LAWSON SOFTWARE, INC. , 380 ST. PETER STREET ST. PAUL, 
MINNESOTA 55102-1302 
U.S.A. 
SOFTBRANDS,INC.

1736974 - 99: Proprietor Altered to BURMAN FASHIONS PVT. LTD , 5, Hyde Road, Kolkata-700 
043, West Bengal 
BURMAN APPARELS PVT.LTD.

1671299 - 25: Proprietor Altered to SANLIUYIDU (FUJIAN) SPORTS GOODS CO., LTD. , Jiangtou 
Industrial Zone, Chendai Town, Jinjiang City 362211 Fujian China 
SANLIUYIDU (CHINA) CO., LTD

1493391 - 14: Proprietor Altered to ELIZABETH LOCKE JEWELS, LLC A VIRGINIA LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMPANY , 17 EAST MAIN STREET, BOYCE, VIRGINIA, 22620, UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA 
ELIZABETH LOCKE

1758138 - 6, 1758137 - 6: Proprietor Altered to WILLIAM HARE DECKING LIMITED , 
Brandlesholme House, Brandlesholme Road, Bury, Lancashire BL8 1JJ, United Kingdom 
RICHARD LEES STEEL DECKING LIMITED

1251586 - 99, 1263248 - 99, 1148575 - 14, 987824 - 14: Proprietor Altered to DOMINION DIAMOND 
MARKETING N.V , HOVENIERSSTRAAT 30 BOX 263-268, 2018 ANTWERP, BELGIUM. 
BHP INNOVATION PTY LIMITED, POINT LAKE MARKETING INC.,, POINT LAKE MARKETING INC.,
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1263248 - 99, 1148575 - 14, 1251586 - 99, 987824 - 14: Proprietor Altered to DOMINION DIAMOND 
CORPORATION , PO. BOX 4569, STATION A, TORANTO, ONTARIO M5W 4T9 CANADA  
DOMINION DIAMOND MARKETING N.V

923107 - 29, 1620922 - 30, 1619352 - 32, 923106 - 29, 1011392 - 29: Proprietor Altered to MASQATI 
DAIRY PRODUCTS.,MOHSIN BIN IBRAHIM MASQATI,SULTAN BIN IBRAHIM MASQATI,ALI BIN 
IBRAHIM MASQATI,MOHAMMED BIN IBRAHIM MASQATI,KHALID BIN IBRAHIM MASQATI,ADIL 
BIN IBRAHIM MASQATI trading as , 22-4-470, KOTLA ALIJAH, HYDERABAD (A.P) 
MASQATI DAIRY PRODUCTS., MASQATI DAIRY PRODUCTS, MASQATI DAIRY PRODUCTS., 
MASQATI DAIRY PRODUCTS, MASQATI DAIRY PRODUCTS

970774 - 12, 1563143 - 7, 1563144 - 12, 939191 - 7, 939190 - 12: Proprietor Altered to WHITEBULL 
INDUSTRIES , 203, Natasha Tower, Juhu Versova Link Road, Seven Bungalows, 
Andheri(W), Mumbai 400061 
CHANDHOK BEARINGS PVT. LTD., CHANDHOK BEARINGS PRIVATE LIMITED

1099416 - 24, 1099417 - 25, 1099418 - 29, 1251954 - 2, 1251955 - 2, 1256624 - 2, 1366392 - 2: 
Proprietor Altered to SUNIL KUMAR GUPTA,ARUN KUMAR GUPTA trading as M/S SUGAN 
CHAND MURARI LAL , 2039 KATRA TOBACCO, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI-110006. 
SUGAN CHAND MURARI LAL, SUGAN CHAND MURARI LAL, SUGAN CHAND MURARI LAL, 
SUGAN CHAND MURARI LAL, SUGAN CHAND MURARI LAL, SUGAN CHAND MURARI LAL

2394539 - 35, 2395232 - 35, 2575235 - 35: Proprietor Altered to AMARJEET SINGH , 1274/7, ST. 
NO-4, SHIMLAPURI, LUDHIANA-141003 (PB.) 
BROTHERS IMPEX INDIA, BROTHERS IMPEX INDIA

1547698 - 38, 1547699 - 38: Proprietor Altered to BSMART TECH PRIVATE LIMITED , UNIT NO.808, 
8th FLOOR, MARATHON NEXTGEN ICON, GANPAT RAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL WEST, 
MUMBAI-400013 
SMART WIRELESS PRIVATE LIMITED

2076273 - 35, 1216498 - 14: Proprietor Altered to DAMAS JEWELLERY LLC , THE NEW GOLD 
CENTRE BUILDING, 3 RD FLOOR, AL RAS AREA, DEIRA P. O. BOX 1522, DUBAI U. A. E. 
D"DAMAS JEWELLERY INDIA PVT. LTD., D'DAMAS JEWELLERY (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

1625599 - 29, 1625600 - 29, 2498404 - 30, 2498405 - 29, 2545437 - 29, 2545438 - 29, 2545439 - 30, 
2545440 - 29, 2570036 - 29, 2596945 - 30, 2596946 - 29, 2774365 - 29, 2570037 - 30: Proprietor 
Altered to MR. DEEPAK DARIYANI , 13-B, Sector C, Sanwer Road, INDORE – [M.P.] 
ADR FOODS PVT. LTD

1507137 - 42, 1507139 - 16, 1507140 - 9, 1507135 - 16: Proprietor Altered to M/S LEPIDE 
SOFTWARE PVT LTD , 325, GARG PLAZA, ROAD NO. 44, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034. 
CHILY SOFTECH PRIVATE LIMITED

1675335 - 3, 1675336 - 3: Proprietor Altered to MARKWINS BEAUTY PRODUCTS INC., , 22067 
Ferrero 
Parkway, City of Industry, California 91789, USA. 
BONNE BELL ,INC., NEVADA CORPORATION

1382145 - 5, 936366 - 5: Proprietor Altered to NEON LABORATORIES LIMITED , 140, DAMJI 
SHAMJI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093 
VHB LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED, MRS. RAJVI VIPUL BHAGAT

973413 - 1, 973412 - 1: Proprietor Altered to BHARAT SHANTILAL PAREKH , PLOT NO.78-79 
INDUSTRIAL AREA METEPUR DIST. UNA, HIMANCHAL PRADESH STATE. 
WELLSUN CHEMICALS

1342993 - 25: Proprietor Altered to SMT. HONY SANJAY KOHLI , 112, MAIN ROAD, RAKSHAK 
CHOWK, BASTI NAU, JALANDHAR-144002 
R. K. SPORTS (P) LTD.

1253621 - 29: Proprietor Altered to NINAAD GLOBAL OILS PRIVATE LIMITED , 3rd floor, Jivan 
Niwas,Khan Abdul khan gaffar khan road,Worli sea face Worli, Mumbai-400025 
KAMANI OIL INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1507497 - 5, 1507498 - 5, 1644109 - 5: Proprietor Altered to NARINDER KUMAR , 190, St. No. 2, 
Deep Singh Nagar, Bhamia Kalan, Ludhiana 
 
M/S.SYNERGY HEALTH CARE, M/S. SYNERGY HEALTHCARE

325173 - 5: Proprietor Altered to USHA VASUDEO VAIDYA,KIRAN VASUDEO VAIDYA trading as 
M/s. Kiran Trading Corporation , 2/11, Calpana Co-operative Housing Society Ltd., Ghantali, 
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Naupada, 
Thane - 400 602, Maharashtra. 
KIRAN TRADING CORPORATION

1669386 - 99, 1669384 - 27: Proprietor Altered to AAMIR M. VOHRA , DSK Durgamata Towers CHS 
Limited, 2601- 26th Floor, Opp. Taj President Hotel, Colaba, Mumbai-400 005 
ZENITH INDUSTRIAL RUBBER PRODUCSTS PVT.LTD.

760369 - 12, 760370 - 12: Proprietor Altered to VOLVO TRUCK CORPORATION , SE-405 08 
GOTEBORG SWEDEN 
UD TRUCKS CORPORATION

567921 - 5, 567919 - 3, 589832 - 18, 589830 - 16, 567918 - 2, 567922 - 21, 567923 - 25, 575690 - 3, 
575691 - 5, 567920 - 3, 567924 - 26: Proprietor Altered to S.C.JOHNSON & SON,INC , WISCONSIN 
OF 1525 HOWE STREET, RACINE WISCONSIN 53403,USA 
KIWI EUROPEAN HOLDINGS B. V.

567922 - 21, 589832 - 18, 567918 - 2, 575690 - 3, 567921 - 5, 567924 - 26, 575691 - 5, 567919 - 3, 
567923 - 25, 589830 - 16, 567920 - 3: Proprietor Altered to KIWI EUROPEAN HOLDINGS B. V. , 
VLEUTENSEVAART 100, 3532 AD UTRECHT, THE NETHRLAND., PIETERMAAI 15, WILLEMSTAD, 
CURACAO, NETHERLANDS ANTILLES. 
CAITLIN FINANCIAL CORPORATION N. V., CAITIN FINANCIAL CORPORATION N.V.

1403776 - 25, 131067 - 25: Proprietor Altered to ABG-TRETORN, LLC (DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABLITY CO.) , 1411 BROADWAY, 4TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10018, USA. 
HELSINGBORGS GUMMIFABRIKS AKTIEBOLAG., TRETORN AKTIEBOLAG,

1367123 - 19, 1366592 - 19: Proprietor Altered to MAYERTON HOLDINGS LTD. , MILLENIUM 
HOUSE, 46 ATHOL STREET, 1M1 1JB DOUGLAS, ISLE OF MAN, BRITISH ISLES. 
JURGEN BECKMANN, MAYERTON HOLDINGS LTD.

1677438 - 10, 1677439 - 10: Proprietor Altered to COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY , 300 PARK 
AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA 
FLUORINEX ACTIVE LTD.

366024 - 24: Proprietor Altered to MOHANLAL GEHRILAL,SMT. PUSHPA MOHANLAL 
DHALAWAT,MS. DIPIKA MOHANLAL JAIN trading as Dimco Silk Mills , Z-1172, Surat Textile 
Market, Ring Road, Surat - 395 002 
DIMCO SILK MILLS

1584752 - 99, 1584752 - 42: Proprietor Altered to BAYER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GMBH , 
Alfred-Nobel-Strasse 10, Monheim am Rhein,40789, Germany 
 
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1696946 - 8, 1696947 - 16, 1696948 - 21, 1696949 - 24, 1696950 - 25, 1696951 - 29, 1696952 - 30, 
1696953 - 33, 1696954 - 39, 1696955 - 41, 1696956 - 42, 1696957 - 8, 1696958 - 16, 1696959 - 21, 
1696960 - 24, 1696961 - 25, 1696962 - 29, 1696963 - 30, 1696964 - 32, 1696965 - 33, 1696966 - 39, 
1696967 - 41, 1696968 - 42, 1696969 - 32: Proprietor Altered to HIGHSTREET CRUISES AND 
ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED , BAYSIDE MALL, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. SOBO CENTRAL 
MALL, TARDEO ROAD, HAJI ALI, MUMBAI - 400 034. 
COASTAL SPORTS VENTURES PVT. LTD.

1341373 - 5, 1615462 - 5: Proprietor Altered to R-PHARM US OPERATING, LLC , P. O.Box 3096, 
Princeton, NJ 08543, United States of America  
BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY,, BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY

2436793 - 10, 2472002 - 10, 2597093 - 10: Proprietor Altered to BIOSENSE WEBSTER, INC. , 3333 
DIAMOND CANYON ROAD, DIAMOND BAR, CALIFORNIA 91765, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
CORDIS CORPORATION

1696936 - 35, 1696937 - 36: Proprietor Altered to JOHNSON CONTROLS GWS LLC , 5055 Lydell 
Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217, United States of America. 
JOHNSON CONTROLS TECHNOLOGY COMPANY

1607769 - 30, 1595410 - 30: Proprietor Altered to DAULATRAM BALLABHDAS KHATRI,SMT. 
KALAWATI BALLABHDAS KHATRI,SMT. KAVITA DAULATRAM KHATRI trading as MIS. K.M. 
PRODUCT , Shop No. 
D-H, Zone-II, Choti Parking, Vyaparvihar, BILASPUR [CG.]., 
KHATRI MASALA PRODUCT

964181 - 17, 964180 - 17: Proprietor Altered to MR. PANKAJ PALOD , 138/1, Basad Fata, Khandwa 
Road, BURHANPUR 450 331 [M.P.]. 
BHARAT INDUSTRIES

1709694 - 10, 1709691 - 5, 1709690 - 42, 1709686 - 10: Proprietor Altered to TGG MEDICAL 
TRANSITORY INC. , 10877 Wilshire Boulevard, 18th 
Floor, Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON, JOHNSON AND JOHNSON

1759656 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ZEEMOTE,LLC , 650 TOWNSEND STREET, SUITE-355 
SANFRANCISCO, CA, 94103 USA 
ZEEMOTE, INC.
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727371 - 16, 727372 - 9, 727373 - 17, 966808 - 17, 966809 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ORAFOL 
MERGER SUB LLC , 1100 ORACAL PARKWAY,BLACK CREEK, GA31308 
ORAFOL AMERICAS INC.
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1313396 - 9, 1313395 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ELECTRONICA HITECH MACHINES PVT. LTD , 44, 
Elektra Chambers, Mukundnagar, Pune - 411 037,Maharashtra, INDIA 
ELECTRONICA, ELECTRONICA

1541872 - 16, 1541880 - 16, 1545458 - 16, 1541883 - 16, 1545460 - 16, 1709063 - 16, 1716624 - 16, 
1776570 - 16, 1776571 - 16, 1014600 - 16, 1014601 - 16, 1131876 - 16, 1269340 - 16, 1541873 - 16: 
Proprietor Altered to CELLO WRITING AIDS PRIVATE LIMITED , Cello House, Corporate Avenue, 
Sonawala Lane, Goregaon (East), Mumbai-400 063, Maharashtra, India 
CELLO PENS AND STATIONERY PRIVATE LIMITED, CELLO PEN & STATIONERY PVT. LTD., 
CELLO PEN & STATIONERY PVT. LTD., CELLO PENS AND STATIONERY PRODUCT PVT. LTD.

1507997 - 12, 1507998 - 37, 1507999 - 12, 1508000 - 37: Proprietor Altered to DONGFENG MOTOR 
CORPORATION , SPECIAL NO. 1 DONGFENG ROAD, WUHAN ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL 
DEVELOPMENT ZONE, WUHAN CITY, HUBEI PROVINCE, PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
DONGFENG MOTOR CO., LTD.

1543054 - 22: Proprietor Altered to KOHINOOR ROPES PVT LTD , 10, Wadachi Girni, Shastri 
Nagar, Sailu. Tq Sailu Dist Parbhani (Maharashtra) 
BAHETI SYNTHETIC INDIA PVT.LTD.

583337 - 1, 583338 - 1, 1440708 - 1, 805015 - 17, 1460086 - 1, 1473440 - 1, 1507029 - 1, 805014 - 1, 
583971 - 1, 1293562 - 1, 1293561 - 1, 1374981 - 1: Proprietor Altered to MOMENTIVE 
PERFORMANCE MATERIALS INC. , 30 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK, UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, 260 HUDSON RIVER ROAD, WATERFORD, NEW YORK 12188, UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY., GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, GENERAL ELECTRIC 
COMPANY, UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, GENERAL 
ELECTRIC COMPANY, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

1344429 - 19, 1502496 - 19: Proprietor Altered to MAHAPHANT HOLDING CO., LTD , 111/7 
RATCHADA PAVILLION, SOI LADPRAO 23, LADPRAO ROAD, CHANKASEM SUB-DISTRICT, 
CHATUCHAK DISTRICT, BANGKOK 10900, THAILAND 
MAHAPHANT INTER-HOLDING COMPANY&NBSP;LIMITED

1671711 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SIGMA-TAU PHARMA LIMITED. , 21 Holborn Viaduct, EC1A 2DY 
London( United Kingdom). 
SIGMA-TAU RARE DISEASES S.A.(A COMPANY ORGANISED AND EXITING UNDER THE LAWS 
OF PORTUGAL)

1702030 - 30, 1645463 - 42, 1645462 - 32, 1645461 - 30, 1645460 - 29, 1645459 - 42, 1645458 - 32, 
1645456 - 29: Proprietor Altered to SHRI SANJIV CHONA,SMT. SABINA CHONA,MR. RISHI 
CHONA trading as M/s. Cream Centre foods. , Fulchand Niwas, 25,-B, Chowpatty Seaface, 
Mumbai - 400007. 
PRINCE CUISINES PVT. LTD., CREAM CENTRE FOODS

1329112 - 16, 1833518 - 5, 1833514 - 31, 1833513 - 42, 1833517 - 42: Proprietor Altered to 
ADVANCED ENZYME TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED. , 5TH FLOOR, SUN MAGNETICA, LIC SERVICE 
ROAD, LOUISWADI, THANE (WEST)-400 604. 
ADVANCED BIO-AGROTECH LTD., ADVANCED BIO-AGRO TECH LTD.

1339103 - 25, 1445363 - 25, 1445365 - 25, 1605227 - 25, 1605228 - 25, 1704713 - 25, 2035573 - 25: 
Proprietor Altered to M/S COASTER SHOES COMPANY PVT. LTD. , B-254, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL 
AREA, PHASE -1, NEW DELHI-110 028. 
COASTER SHOES, COASTER SHOES., M/S COASTER SHOES

1340588 - 99, 1340584 - 10, 1340585 - 10: Proprietor Altered to ACCURAY INCORPORATED , 1310 
Chesapeake Terrace, Sunnyvale, California 94089, United states of America 
TOMOTHERAPY, INC., TOMOTHERAPY INC.

1578835 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ERSA GMBH , LEONHARD-KARL-STR.24, D-97877 WERTHEIM, 
GERMANY. 
ERSA BESITZ GMBH & CO. KG

1405033 - 99, 1405349 - 17, 1443019 - 6, 1464254 - 11: Proprietor Altered to NEOPERL 
INTERNATIONAL AG , Pfeffingerstrasse 21, 4153 Reinach, Switzerland 
NEOPERL SERVISYS AG, NEOPERI SERVISYS AG,

1405349 - 99, 1405033 - 16, 1443019 - 6, 1464254 - 11: Proprietor Altered to NEOPERL AG , 
PFEFFINGERSTRASSE 21,4153 REINACH,SWITZERLAND. 
NEOPERL INTERNATIONAL AG

837439 - 31, 837438 - 31: Proprietor Altered to MR. SANKET KANUBHAI PATEL,MRS. SMITA 
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KANUBHAI PATEL,MR. KANUBHAI DHIRUBHAI PATEL,MR. DHIRUBHAI CHAGANLAL PATEL 
trading as M/s. S.K. FOOD PRODUCTS , 105,Anandi Gopal Co. Operative Housing Society Ltd., 
Par Naka, Kalyan (West) -421 301, Dist. THANE - [M.S.] 
K.D. PATEL &AMP; CO.

1252262 - 14: Proprietor Altered to MRS. SNEHLATA KANTILAL SHAH,MRS. SNEHLATA 
KANTILAL SHAH,,SHRI. VIPUL KANTILAL SHAH,SHRI. SANJIV CHHABILDAS SHAH,,SHRI. LATIN 
CHANDRAKANT DOSHI,SHRI. CHHABILDAS SHAH,SHRI. CHANDRAKANT DOSHI,,SHRI. 
KANTILAL SHAH,MRS. SARLABEN SHAH,MRS. RAMILABEN SHAH trading as M/s. Priti Gems, , 
2001/2, Chandanbala, 
20th Floor, Ratilal R. Thakkar Marg, Walkeshwar, Mumbai - 400006 
PRITI GEMS

1578312 - 7, 1578313 - 8: Proprietor Altered to AKASH KAMPANI,KAMAL KAMPANI trading as 
INDUSTRIAL TOOLS AND HARDWARE , GROUND FLOOR, BATLIBOI HOUSE, 59/61, NAGDEVI 
CROSS LANE, MUMBAI-400003 
INDUSTRIAL TOOLS AND HARDWARE

1703477 - 41: Proprietor Altered to SARANG WADHAWAN , WADHAWAN HOUSE, PLOT NO. 32/A, 
UNION PARK ROAD NO. 5, NEAR J B PETTIT SCHOOL, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050 
HDIL ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED

1578401 - 99, 1578400 - 99: Proprietor Altered to FUTURE VENTURES INDIA LIMITED , 
KNOWLEDGE HOUSE, SHYAM NAGAR, OFF JOGESHWARI-VIKHROLI LINK ROAD, 
JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 060 
FUTURE CONSUMER ENTERPRISES LIMITED

1265341 - 24: Proprietor Altered to SUMEET AGARWAL , SHOP NO.86, GHEEWALON KA RASTA, 
JOHRI BAZAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.) 
MORGAN SYNTHETICS PVT. LTD.

2406879 - 25, 2406877 - 18: Proprietor Altered to SCHACHTNER VERMOEGENSVERWALTUNGS 
GMBH & CO. KG , Zelterstrasse 1, 35043, Marburg-schroeck, Germany 
PETRA SCHACHTNER, PETRA SCHACHTNER

499490 - 3: Proprietor Altered to M/S BERGER PAINTS INDIA LTD. , 19 DDA Commercial 
Complex, Kailash Colony Extension, New Delhi-110048 
U.K. PAINT INDUSTRIES.

1131875 - 9, 1585260 - 9: Proprietor Altered to RATAN L MOTWANI,MRS SHEELA M 
MOTWANI,NILESH RATAN MOTWANI,MAYUR HARESH MOTWANI trading as CHANDIRAM 
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES , PLOT NO.A-21, M. I. D. C. AREA, AMRAVATI-444 607. 
CHANDIRAM ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES, CHANDIRAM ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES

871721 - 31, 871722 - 31, 871723 - 31, 871724 - 31, 942177 - 31: Proprietor Altered to MR. SUNIL 
SADHWANI,AMARCHAND UPADHAYA trading as M/S. MSS FOOD PROCESSORS , PLOT NO.D, 
SECTOR E, SANWER ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, INDORE - [M.P.] 
M. S. S. FOOD PRODUCTS, M. S. S. FOOD PRODUCTS

731351 - 12, 731350 - 7: Proprietor Altered to ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG , GRAF-VON-SODEN-
PLATZ 1, D-88046, FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, GERMANY 
ZF SERVICES GMBH

247304 - 3, 153485 - 3, 12485 - 3, 12486 - 3: Proprietor Altered to GAURAV DUGAR , 151 MINT 
STREET, CHENNAI-600079 
KESAVADHINI PRODUCTS & SOUTH INDIA CHEMICALS., KESAVARDHINI PRODUCTS, K V 
RAMACHANDRAN, K.V.RAMACHANDRAN

1594483 - 20: Proprietor Altered to MRS. AMRITIBAI SUNDERDAS AGICHA,MR. MANOHARLAL 
SATRAMDAS AGICHA,MR. SRICHAND SATRAMDAS AGICHA,MR. SATISH SUNDERDAS 
AGICHA,MR. RAJESH MANOHARLAL AGICHA,MR. GAURAV MANOHARLAL 
AGICHA,MR.SIDDHARTHA SRICHAND AGICHA trading as JAWAHAR SAW MILLS PRIVATE 
LIMITED ,  
JAWAHAR SAW MILLS [P] LTD

1225942 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SUNSHINE PERSONAL CARE PVT. LTD. , 5-SHARDHA SHREE 
COLONY, BARFANI DHAM ROAD, INDORE-452001 (M.P) 
KSR HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.

675733 - 16, 675736 - 16, 675739 - 1: Proprietor Altered to METLOK PRIVATE LIMITED , Plot No. 
265-A, Road No.6, Bommasandra, Jigani link Road, RajapuraViliage,Bangalore-560105  
METLOK COMPANY, METLOK COMPANY

1697835 - 5, 1762876 - 5, 1818884 - 5, 1818885 - 5, 1818888 - 5, 1818889 - 5, 1818891 - 5, 1818892 - 
5, 1818894 - 5, 1818896 - 5, 1935059 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES 
LIMITED , ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059 IN THE 
STATE OF MAHARASHTRA WITHIN THE UNION OF INDIA 
SUN PHARMA MEDICATION PVT LTD., SUN PHARMA MEDICATION PVT. LTD., SUN PHARMA 
MEDICATION PVT. LTD., SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES, SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES 
LIMITED, SUN PHARMA MEDICATION PRIVATE LIMITED

1246607 - 42: Proprietor Altered to MEDIALEXICON [PR MANAGEMENT COMPANY PRIVATE 
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LIMITED , 202/ 1, Marigold Cooperative 
Housing Society Ltd, Oshwiwara Mhada Complex, Andheri [west], Mumbai-400053 
MEDIANATIES ENTERTAINMENT ( I ) PVT. LTD.

1148086 - 9, 970118 - 11, 970117 - 11: Proprietor Altered to ANIL KAG , PLOT NO. B-3, AKVN 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, RANGWASA, INDORE - [M.P.]. 
KAG BATTERIES, KAG BATTERIES, KAG BATTERIES

1578401 - 42, 1578401 - 35, 1578400 - 42, 1578400 - 35: Proprietor Altered to FUTURE CONSUMER 
ENTERPRISES LIMITED , Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, Off Jogeshwari-Vikhroli Link Road, 
Jogeshwari (East), Mumbai 400060 
PANTALOON RETAIL (INDIA) LIMITED

883945 - 1, 883935 - 1, 883937 - 1, 883938 - 1, 883934 - 1, 883942 - 1, 883936 - 1, 883940 - 1, 883941 
- 1, 883944 - 1, 883939 - 1, 883943 - 1, 883933 - 1: Proprietor Altered to AFTON CHEMICAL 
CORPORATION , 500 SPRING STREET, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23219, USA.,  
POLARTECH INDIA PVT.LTD
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601272 - 25: Proprietor Altered to D.PRAKASH,N.L.MANWANI trading as BRIGHTWAYS , NO:319, 
AVENUE ROAD, BANGALONE-560 002, KANNATAKA, INDIA,  
N.L.MANWANI D.PRAKASH & R.ESHWAR, 

973673 - 9, 1586843 - 42, 1600373 - 42, 1600374 - 42, 1600375 - 42, 1600368 - 9, 1600372 - 42: 
Proprietor Altered to SMARTLINK NETWORK SYSTEMS LIMITED , L-5; Verna 
Electronic City Verna Plateau, Verna, Goa-403722. 
VIRTUAL COMPUTER CRAFTS

476214 - 5, 231562 - 5, 442763 - 3, 442763 - 3, 231562 - 5, 476214 - 5: Proprietor Altered to 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON , ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA, NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY, 
08933, U.S.A. 
PARKE, DAVIS & COMPANY, WARNER-LAMBERT COMPANY.

1626690 - 24, 1626691 - 24: Proprietor Altered to HARGOVIND NAMAMAL JAGWANI , 16/1405, 
Near Kajave Hospital, ICHALKARANJI-416 115, Dis1. Kolhapur 
(Maharashtra State). 
THE JAYBHARAT TEXTILES

1675317 - 16: Proprietor Altered to MR. GOVIND BHAGWANJI PATEL , GALA NO. 52, ADARSH 
MARKET, 2ND LANE, 90 FEET 
ROAD, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI- 400072302 
VIKRANT CORPORATION

1831141 - 99, 1669998 - 99: Proprietor Altered to THE ROBINSON GROUP LIMITED , ROOM 2310, 
DOMINION CENTER, 43-59 QUEENS ROAD EAST, WANCHAI, HANGKONG 
SYNERGIS GROUP LTD

1441874 - 30, 1347818 - 29: Proprietor Altered to M/S AJAY SNACKS PRIVATE LIMITED , 
214,Palsikar Colony, Indore - 452 001 [M.P.], 
PUSHPA SNACKS, PUSHPA SNACKS

763687 - 28, 763688 - 25, 1129382 - 27, 1129383 - 24, 1129384 - 21, 1129386 - 18: Proprietor Altered 
to T&C NEDERLAND BV , CHATEAU DE VILLERAY, CONDEAU, 61110, REMALARD, FRANCE., 11 
BIS RUE PORTALIS, 75008 PARIS, FRANCE. , Gelderlandplein 75 L 1082 LV, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands 
CBP., CBP, CBP., CBP.

942183 - 31, 1254593 - 31, 1388527 - 34: Proprietor Altered to MR. SHAILESH KALWADIA,MR. 
SANJAY KALWADIA,MR. SHARAD KALWADIA trading as M/s. H.C. PRODUCTS , 27, ABCD, Maksi 
Road, Industrial Area, UJJAIN - [M.P.]. 
H. C. PRODUCTS, H. C. PRODUCTS, H. C. PRODUCTS

1237589 - 36, 659053 - 12, 754291 - 12, 813245 - 12: Proprietor Altered to PUJA INVESTMENTS 
PRIVATE LIMITED , HERO NAGAR, G.T. ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB) 
HERO INVESTCORP LIMITED, HERO CYCLES LIMITED., HERO CYCLES LIMITED

1643634 - 16, 1643651 - 16, 1643643 - 16, 1643648 - 16, 1643641 - 16, 1643635 - 16, 1643649 - 16, 
1643653 - 16, 1643640 - 16, 1643657 - 16, 1643645 - 16, 1643642 - 16, 1643646 - 16, 1643652 - 16, 
1643647 - 16, 1643644 - 16, 1643654 - 16, 1643637 - 16: Proprietor Altered to MAX FLEX & 
IMAGING SYSTEMS PVT. LTD. , 101, PRIME PLAZA, J. V. PATEL COMPOUND, BALA SETH 
MADHUKAR MARG, ELPHINSTONE (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 013. 
MAX CONVERTORS PVT. LTD.

1673545 - 41: Proprietor Altered to TUSON FITNESS PRIVATE LIMITED , J-13/67, RAJORI 
GARDEN, NEW DELHI110027 
 
THE GYM HEALTH PLANET

1241970 - 30, 1332072 - 30, 1332078 - 30, 1332079 - 30, 1351097 - 30, 1351101 - 30: Proprietor 
Altered to KAMCO CHEW FOODS PVT. LTD. , 47, S.K. COMPOUND, LASUDIYA MORI, DEWAS 
NAKA, INDORE-[M.P.]. 
M/S KAMCO CHEW FOODS, KAMCO CHEW FOODS,

1241348 - 42: Proprietor Altered to MARICO LTD , Rang Sharda, Krishnachandra Marg, Bandra 
Reclamation, 
Bandra (W),Mumbai 400 050 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

1656201 - 7: Proprietor Altered to MR. MOHANLAL MAGAJI RAJPUROHIT,MR. PRAKASH 
CHUNILAL MALI trading as M/s. KAMAL ENTERPRISES , ROOM 
NO.5, SIDDHIVINAYAK CHAWL, SAMATA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI- 
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400 101. 
KAMAL ENTERLPRISES

807125 - 6, 807126 - 9: Proprietor Altered to APPLE INSULATED WIRES PRIVATE LIMITED , 5-1-
429, RAM BHAKT SAMAJ ROAD, JAMBAGH, HYDERABAD - 500195 (AP) 
PARESH ENTERPRISES

1090732 - 7, 1090758 - 7, 1035634 - 7, 1090734 - 7, 1033447 - 7, 1033449 - 7, 1033451 - 7, 1033448 - 
7, 1090731 - 7, 1114291 - 7, 1033442 - 7, 1033443 - 7, 1035629 - 7, 1035630 - 7, 1114288 - 7, 1090753 
- 7, 1035631 - 7, 1035632 - 7, 1035633 - 7, 1090741 - 7, 1090751 - 7, 1090735 - 7, 1090740 - 7, 
1090748 - 7, 1090757 - 7, 1327433 - 36, 1327434 - 42, 1035628 - 7, 1035638 - 7, 1090751 - 7, 1327432 
- 35, 1035635 - 7, 1114290 - 7, 1172708 - 7, 1033441 - 7, 1035636 - 7, 1090754 - 7, 1033440 - 7, 
1035625 - 7, 1090747 - 7, 1114288 - 7, 1114291 - 7, 1172710 - 7, 1035626 - 7, 1035627 - 7, 1033430 - 
7, 1033432 - 7, 1327427 - 16, 1033446 - 7, 1033452 - 7, 1033431 - 7, 1033450 - 7, 1033439 - 7, 
1035637 - 7, 1090739 - 7, 986684 - 7: Proprietor Altered to KIRLOSKAR ENGINES INDLA LIMITED , 
Laxmanrao Kirloskar Road, Khadki, Pune - 411 003 
KIRLOSKAR OIL ENGINES LIMITED, KIRLOSKAR OIL ENGINES LIMITED, KIRLOSKAR OIL 
ENGINES LIMITED, KIRLOSKAR OIL ENGINES LIMITED, KIRLOSKAR OIL ENGINES LIMITED.

958187 - 3, 958188 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SAI SAMARTHA COSMETICS PRIVATE LIMITED , 105, 
Link Apartments, Khari Village, Old Khar, Khar (West), Mumbai - 400052. 
SAI SAMARTHA PRODUCTS, SAI SAMARTHA PRODUCTS

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1235406 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ZENIUM CABLES LIMITED 
SILIKON CABLES PVT. LTD.

1287292 - 14: Proprietor Name Altered to CIEMME JEWELS LIMITED 
CIEMME JEWELS LIMIATED

1157326 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to SHRI LAL MAHAL LIMITED 
SHIV NATH RAI HAR NARAIN (INDIA) LIMITED

1675576 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ONI GLOBAL LIMITED 
GLOBAL ACTIVE LIMITED

1651787 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SONY MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS AB. 
SONY ERICSSON MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS AB

1747824 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to NIMBUS LIGHTING GROUP LIMITED 
CO123456 LIMITED

1157325 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to SHRI LAL MAHAL LIMITED 
SHIV NATH RAI HAR NARAIN (INDIA) LIMITED

1243755 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to MR. AJAI KAPOOR 
VIVEK BATHIJA

1681803 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL 
CORPORATION. 
SAIC GEMINI, INC.

1546955 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1345873 - 31: Proprietor Name Altered to SHIV SHAKTI OIL AND FEED MILLS 
RAJ KUMAR & COMPANY

1674760 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to FEIYUE 
SEVEN DICE,

1920572 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to DROBO, INC. 
DROBO, INC.

1211476 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to YUNNAN YUNTIANHUA INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL 
CO., LTD. 
YUNNAN THREE CIRCLES CHEMICALS CO. LTD.

1678207 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to HMY 
HMY GROUP

885829 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ALIBABA GROUP HOLDING LIMITED 
AIIBABA.COM CORPORATION
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1317620 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S JOHN DISTILLERIES PVT.LTD. 
JOHN DISTILLERIES LIMITED

1344102 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to SONY CORPORATION 
SONY KABUSHIKI KAISHA

1762532 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to DOPPIOVL S.R.L. 
VIANA S.R.L.

1953445 - 37: Proprietor Name Altered to SAMRUDDHI REALTY LIMITED 
SAMRUDDHI REALTY LIMITED

1257011 - 40, 1257008 - 40, 1257010 - 40, 1257009 - 40, 1257014 - 40: Proprietor Name Altered to 
H.E.F. A SOCIETE ANONYME 
CENTRE STEPHANOIS DE RECHERCHES MECANIQUES HYDROMECANIQUE ET FROTTEMENT

881388 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to IGO DIRECT CORPORATION 
IGO DIRECT CORPORATION

1762532 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to DOPPLOVI S.R.L. (IN LIQUIDAZIONE) 
DOPPIOVL S.R.L.

722145 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to UCB PHARMA GMBH 
SCHWARZ PHARMA

1675577 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ONI GLOBAL LIMITED 
GLOBAL ACTIVE LIMITED

1675577 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to ONI GLOBAL LIMITED 
ONI GLOBAL LIMITED

1681805 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL 
CORPORATION. 
SAIC GEMINI, INC.

1921421 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to AMJAD CHISTI 
AMJAD CHISTI

1362739 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to ALCAN RHENALU 
PECHINEY RHENALU

728888 - 31: Proprietor Name Altered to CEC FLAVOURS AND FRAGRANCES PRIVATE LIMITED 
THE CHEMICAL ENGINEERING CORPORATION PRIVATE LIMITED

1747824 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to FRANK AUSTIN DESIGN LIMITED 
NIMBUS LIGHTING GROUP LIMITED

254962 - 31: Proprietor Name Altered to AUROFOOD PRIVATE LIMITED 
AUROFOOD LIMITED

1681804 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL 
CORPORATION. 
SAIC GEMINI, INC

1350855 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to CEGEDIM INC 
DENDRITE INTERNATIONAL INC.

2421318 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to INVENCO GROUP LIMITED 
FUSION TRANSACTIVE LTD

1556083 - 10, 1310814 - 10, 1311952 - 10, 1588997 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1696549 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to ANTIQUE FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED 
ANTIQUE FINANCE LIMITED

680192 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to MASCHINENFABRIK GUSTAV EIRICH GMBH & CO. KG 
MASCHINENFABRIK GUSTAV EIRICH

975686 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to MEGGLE AG 
MEGGLE GMBH

987824 - 14: Proprietor Name Altered to BHP BILLITON INNOVATION PTY LIMITED 
BHP INNOVATION PTY LIMITED

1675336 - 3, 1675335 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to BONNE BELL ,INC., NEVADA 
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CORPORATION 
BONNE BELL ,INC.

885480 - 34: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S DHARAMPAL SATYAPAL SONS PVT. LTD 

1681706 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to NINA FOOTWEAR CORPORATION 
EZRANI CORPORATION

172961 - 2: Proprietor Name Altered to BASF SCHWEIZ AG 
BASF SPECIALTY CHEMICALS HOLDING GMBH

1543495 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to INTELLIOB TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
INTELOB TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.

2091291 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to ALZCHEM AG 
ALZCHEM TROSTBERG GMBH

979103 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to VYOMESH JASWANTLAL SHAH 
VYOMESH J. SHAH

1362739 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to CONSTELLIUM FRANCE 
ALCAN RHENALU

675029 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to CANTINE RIUNITE & CIV - SOCIETA' COOPERATIVE 
AGRICOLA 
CANETINE CO-OPERATIVE RIUNITE -SOCIETA CO-OPERATIVA AGRICOLA

1192670 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to CHINA RESOURCES DOUBLE-CRANE 
PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD. 
BEIJING DOUBLE CRANE PHARMACEUTICAL CO.LTD.
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1157327 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to SHRI LAL MAHAL LIMITED 
SHIV NATH RAI HAR NARAIN (INDIA) LIMITED

1345951 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1853991 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to OHE MINING TECHNOLOGY GMBH 
AMD-OTTO HENNLICH TECHNOLOGY GMBH

1633775 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to  

846291 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to SAJAN SARALIA 
SAJAN KUMAR AGARWALLA

1231830 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to USED CLOTHING 
SAGAR APPARELS

1317888 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to JOHN DISTILLERIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
JOHN DISTILLERIES LIMITED

544914 - 19: Proprietor Name Altered to ETEX GROUP 
ETERNIT GROUP

1317889 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to JOHN DISTILLERIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
JOHN DISTILLERIES LIMITED

1340337 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ASHISH RADIO 
ASHISH RADIO & TELECOM SYSTEM

1241333 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED, 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

1239880 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER CONSUMER CARE HOLDINGS LLC 
MSD CONSUMER CARE, INC

1728694 - 42, 1722462 - 7, 1775024 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to DIVINEBLISS MACHINERY 
INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
DIVINEBLISS MACHINERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1166840 - 31: Proprietor Name Altered to UTTARAKHAND SEEDS & TARAI DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION LIMITED 
UTTARANCHAL SEEDS AND TRARI DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD.

1241320 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

1165482 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to SHRI LAL MAHAL LIMITED 
SHIVNATH RAI HARNARINA (INIDA) LIMITED

678439 - 29, 678435 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to MIS. MOHANLAL S.MITHAIWALA & SONS 
PVT.LTD., 
PATINA TRADING CO.PVT.LTD.

1317890 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to JOHN DISTILLERIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
JOHN DISTILLERIES LIMITED

1908661 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to DR .FRESH, LLC, 
FRESH MERGE, LLC,

430826 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to CNA HOLDINGS INC. 
HNA HOLDINGS INC.

1246534 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to  

763698 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to  

747371 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to HOECHST GMBH 
HOECHST GMBH

430826 - 1: Proprietor Name Altered to HNA HOLDINGS INC. 
CELANESE CORPORATION

544914 - 19: Proprietor Name Altered to ETERNIT GROUP 
COMPAGNIE FINANCIERE ETERNIT

746928 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ZEBRONICS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
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TOP NOTCH INFOTRONIX (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

1911255 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to GSMA LTD. 
GSMC LTD.

1730912 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PVT. LTD. 
IMAGINATIVE BRAND DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED

675971 - 16, 928997 - 16, 1236776 - 38, 1307731 - 41, 1707554 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1231281 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to TRIVENI WIRES PRIVATE LIMITED, 
TRIVENI FORGING & ISPAT UDYOG PVT. LTD.

1164146 - 24: Proprietor Name Altered to SHRI LAKSHMI COTSYN LIMITED 
SHRIVATSA INTERNATIONAL LTD.

1501825 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S ALCOME PERFUMES & COSMETICS PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
ALCOME OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.

705463 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to FRESENIUS SE 
FRESENIUS A.G.

1501821 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S ALCOME PERFUMES & COSMETICS PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
ALCOME OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
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585028 - 5, 1503042 - 5, 1495276 - 5, 1489059 - 5, 1480210 - 5, 1472968 - 5, 440505 - 5, 1457474 - 5, 
1453673 - 5, 1453676 - 5, 1453677 - 5, 1453678 - 5, 1453660 - 5, 857850 - 5, 857838 - 5, 1453674 - 5, 
1453672 - 5, 1453680 - 5, 1552925 - 5, 2426263 - 3, 2024916 - 5, 2123127 - 5, 2098335 - 5, 1037364 - 
5, 937597 - 5, 857809 - 5, 1788975 - 5, 1649140 - 5, 1609604 - 5, 1486431 - 5, 1483098 - 5, 1464917 - 
5, 1456376 - 5, 1456375 - 5, 857842 - 5, 1453678 - 5, 1453660 - 5, 1453670 - 5, 1427202 - 5, 270346 - 
5, 1423132 - 5, 1423133 - 5, 1393050 - 5, 559382 - 5, 559381 - 5, 554755 - 5, 666771 - 5, 665931 - 5, 
1330211 - 5, 961032 - 5, 622511 - 5, 1255631 - 5, 1250742 - 5, 1250741 - 5, 1250740 - 5, 1250739 - 5, 
1234927 - 5, 1214606 - 5, 1191630 - 5, 1160086 - 5, 1160088 - 5, 1151716 - 5, 1151717 - 5, 1151715 - 
5: Proprietor Name Altered to USV PRIVATE LIMITED. 
USV LTD.

1920572 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to DROBO, INC. 
DATA ROBOTICS INC

1336991 - 36, 1337044 - 41, 1336996 - 36, 1337038 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to SAVE THE 
CHILDREN ASSOCIATION 
SAVE THE CHILDREN ASSOCIATION

1915269 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to CASSIDIAN SAS 
EADS DEFENCE AND SECURITY SYSTEMS

671148 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED 
BHP STEEL LIMITED

671148 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to BHP STEEL LIMITED 
BHP STEEL (JLA) PTY. LIMITED

759186 - 18, 759188 - 28, 759185 - 16, 759187 - 25, 1242929 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to L. 
BAHADUR CHAND MUNJAL FOUNDATION (A CHARTIABLE TRUST DULY REGISTERED) 
L. BAHADUR CHAND MUNJAL CHARITABLE TRUST,

762102 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to INFOR (US), INC. 
LAWSON SOFTWARE, INC.

1501822 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to M/S ALCOME PERFUMES & COSMETICS PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
ALCOME OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.

1338027 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to MASCOLA GROUP LIMITED 
INNOVIA DESIGN LIMITED

846290 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to SAJAN SARALIA 
SAJAN KUMAR AGARWALLA

1910124 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to TURNER GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT NETWORKS 
INDIA LIMITED 
NDTV IMAGINE LTD.

2410157 - 38: Proprietor Name Altered to VITALSOURCC TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
VITAL SOURCE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

705463 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to FRESENIUS SE & CO. KGAA 
FRESENIUS SE

1608131 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PVT. LTD. 
IMAGINATIVE BRAND DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED

595339 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to  

761149 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to SUN PHARMACEUTICALS LLC 
SUN PHARM, LLC

1166839 - 31: Proprietor Name Altered to UTTARAKHAND SEEDS AND TARAI DEVELOPMENT 
CORPORATION LIMITED 
UTTARANCHAL SEEDS AND TRARI DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LTD.

1910124 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to TURNER GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT NETWORKS 
INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED 
TURNER GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT NETWORKS INDIA LIMITED

1608132 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PVT. LTD. 
IMAGINATIVE BRAND DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED

2406138 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to  
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755070 - 5, 607050 - 5, 1318158 - 5, 756591 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to TAKEDA GMBH 
NYCOMED GMBH

604363 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to SACHDEVA & SONS INDUSTRIES (P) LIMITED 
SACHDEVA & SONS INDUSTRIES (P) LIMITED

987824 - 14: Proprietor Name Altered to  

727787 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to FRESENIUS SE & CO. KGAA 
FRESENIUS A.G.

1336991 - 36, 1337044 - 41, 1336996 - 36, 1337038 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to SAVE THE 
CHILDREN ASSOCIATION 
INTERNATIONAL SAVE THE CHILDREN ALLIANCE

2419196 - 5, 2445426 - 5, 2419187 - 5, 2419192 - 5, 2419194 - 5, 2419195 - 5, 2419190 - 5: Proprietor 
Name Altered to PREETINDER SINGH KAPUR 
LEZIVIA LIFE SCIENCES

1920355 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to MAAXXWELL AAUTO STYLERS 
SPECIAL AUTO MANUFACTURERS

1549905 - 36, 1549906 - 36, 1549907 - 36, 1549908 - 36, 1549909 - 36, 1549910 - 36, 1549911 - 36, 
1661957 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to AMBIT PRIVATE LIMITED 
AMBIT CORPORATE FINANCE PRIVATE LIMITED

687779 - 31, 687778 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to .COOPERATIE AGRICO U.A. 
AGRICO COOPERATIEVE HANDELSVERENIGING VOOR AKKERBOUWGEWASSEN V.A

687779 - 31, 687778 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to AGRICO COOPERATIEVE 
HANDELSVERENIGING VOOR AKKERBOUWGEWASSEN V.A 
AGRICO COOPERATIEVE HANDELSVERENIGING VOOR AKKERBOUWGEWASSEN V.A

1503265-40 :Proprietor Name altered to SERGE FERRARI SAS.

1709901 - 16, 1176269 - 5, 1458179 - 5, 2177709 - 5, 2177708 - 5, 1096461 - 5, 1551938 - 5, 1464673 - 
5, 1555841 - 5, 455033 - 5, 899038 - 5, 429374 - 5, 1458178 - 5, 1458177 - 5, 1334272 - 5, 1564137 - 5, 
1180984 - 5, 943954 - 5, 1764178 - 5, 1368539 - 5, 1320167 - 5, 1203802 - 5, 1852981 - 30, 1837913 - 
5, 1658055 - 5, 1765737 - 5, 1373754 - 5, 1176270 - 5, 1640006 - 30, 1553886 - 5, 1467376 - 5, 
1180986 - 5, 1645401 - 30, 1892401 - 5, 1385426 - 5, 1074345 - 5, 1648672 - 30, 1648673 - 30, 
1657320 - 30, 1757899 - 30, 1734455 - 30, 1734454 - 16, 318673 - 5, 351759 - 5, 346053 - 5, 350755 - 
5, 1371867 - 5, 1644050 - 30, 1765736 - 5, 1517224 - 5, 1321441 - 5, 351693 - 5, 1203801 - 5, 1648674 
- 30: Proprietor Name Altered to GENO PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED. 
GENO PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

1696936 - 35, 1696937 - 36: Proprietor Name Altered to CBRE GWS LLC 
JOHNSON CONTROLS GWS LLC
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760369 - 12, 760370 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to UD TRUCKS CORPORATION 
NISSAN DIESEL MOTOR CO. LTD.

604363 - 30: Proprietor Name Altered to SACHDEVA & SONS INDUSTRIES (P) LIMITED 
SACHDEVA AND SONS

2046322 - 38: Proprietor Name Altered to  

1318347 - 10, 1346044 - 10, 1358585 - 10, 1358586 - 10, 1358587 - 10, 1391768 - 5, 1391769 - 10, 
1391770 - 5, 1391771 - 10, 1517202 - 25, 1517203 - 25, 1517204 - 25, 1517205 - 25, 1517206 - 25, 
1517207 - 3, 1517208 - 3, 1517209 - 3, 1517210 - 3, 1517211 - 3, 1517212 - 10, 1517213 - 10, 1517214 
- 10, 1517215 - 10, 1517216 - 10, 1517217 - 5, 1517218 - 5, 1517219 - 5, 1517220 - 5, 1517221 - 5: 
Proprietor Name Altered to J. K. ANSELL PRIVATE LIMITED 
J.K. ANSELL LIMITED

956057 - 10, 956059 - 10, 998083 - 9, 956058 - 10, 998084 - 10, 998085 - 16, 1052185 - 10, 1134953 - 
10, 1134954 - 10, 1134955 - 10, 1134956 - 10, 1134957 - 10, 1134958 - 10, 1182047 - 5, 1182049 - 5, 
1182050 - 25, 1182051 - 5, 1182053 - 5, 1182054 - 25, 2029613 - 10, 2029614 - 10, 2218844 - 41, 
2273285 - 32, 2273286 - 32, 2396849 - 10, 2396850 - 3, 2396851 - 10, 2531224 - 3, 2531228 - 3, 
2531229 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to J. K.ANSELL PRIVATE LIMITED 
J. K. ANSELL LIMITED

1337765 - 11: Proprietor Name Altered to FABTECH TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL LTD. 
FABTECH TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL PVT.LTD.

974750 - 9, 974752 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to CATERPILLAR (NI) LIMITED. 
F G WILSON GENERATORS INDIA PVT. LTD.

1158978 - 1, 1158977 - 10, 1158976 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM 
PHARMA GMBH & CO. K.G 
BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM PHARMA K.G.

757670 - 12, 734549 - 12, 432536 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to TVS SRICHAKRA LIMITED 
SRICHAKRA TYRES LIMITED

1707554 - 35, 1307731 - 41, 928997 - 16, 744724 - 16, 675971 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to UBM 
LLC 
UNITED BUSINESS MEDIA,LLC

700140 - 10, 700138 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to ABBOTT MEDICAL OPTICS INC. 
ADVANCED MEDICAL OPTICS INC.

1578401 - 99, 1578400 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to FUTURE CONSUMER ENTERPRISES 
LIMITED 
FUTURE VENTURES INDIA LIMITED

1249341 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BAYER PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 
BAYER SCHERING PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

896533 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to BHARTI AIRTEL LIMITED 
BHARTI AIRTEL LIMITED

886381 - 9, 872890 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to GLOBAL INFORMATION LICENSING 
CORPORATION 
ME LICENSING CORPORATION

1549160 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to ATUL ELECTRO FORMERS LTD. 
ATUL ELECTRO FORMERS PVT.LTD.

1620041 - 24: Proprietor Name Altered to  

696993 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to FRANCO-INDIAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED 
FRANCO-INDIAN PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

836827 - 12, 836825 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to DISTRIBUIDORA SHOPPING S. A. 
DISTRIBUIDORA SHOPPING S. R. L.

1312946 - 39, 1321061 - 39: Proprietor Name Altered to SPACE TRADE ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD. 
RELIANCE ENERGY MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT. LTD.

928898 - 25, 1031194 - 23, 1031197 - 27, 1031198 - 28, 1031199 - 16, 1031200 - 23, 1031202 - 26, 
1031205 - 25, 1086132 - 25, 1086133 - 25, 1089871 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to KEWAL KIRAN 
CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED 
KEWAL KIRAN APPREALS PVT. LTD.
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835116 - 29: Proprietor Name Altered to CARGILL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED. 
CARGILL FOODS INDIA LTD.

687779 - 31, 687778 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to AGRICO COOPERATIEVE 
HANDELSVERENIGING VOOR AKKERBOUWGEWASSEN V.A 
AGRICO COOPERATIVE HANDELSVERENIGING VOOR AKKERBOUWGEWASSEN B.A.

967050 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to NO.218, JICHANG ROAD, JIANGGAN DISTRICT, 
HANGZHOU, ZHEJIANG PROVINCE, CHINA 
HANGZHOU DONGHUA CHAIN GENERAL FACTORY

2081365 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO. 2, PILA BUNGLOW COMPOUND OPP. PILA 
BUNGLOW BUS STOP, SION(WEST), SION BANDRA LINK ROAD, DHARAVI (MUMBAI) 400 017 
M/S. TEJARC ELECTRICAL WORKS

1853991 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to HENRICHS-ALLEE 8, 45527 HATTINGEN, GERMANY 
OHE MINING TECHNOLOGY GMBH

1594124 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan Dr. Annie Besant Road, 
Worli, Mumbai-400 030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

683321 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to ALANKAR SHOPPING CENTRE, SHOP NO. B-
7,S.V.ROAD, NEXT TO NADCO,OPP. RLY. STATION, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400058. 
SHRI HEMRAJ MADAN FARIYA

881388 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 17800 N. Perimeter Drive, Suite 200, Scottsdale, 
Arizona 85255, USA 
IGO DIRECT CORPORATION

1161504 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to TRILOKPUR ROAD, KALA AMB. DISTT SIRMOUR H.P 
J.B. ROLLING MILLS (P) LTD.

1920355 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to KHASRA NO.948, LALDORA RITHALA VILLAGE, 
DELHI-110085 
MAAXXWELL AAUTO STYLERS

1594129 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant 
Road,worli, Mumbai-400030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1213185 - 14, 1213187 - 6, 1213186 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to JOHANN-KRANE-WEG 37, 
DE 48149 MUNSTER, GERMANY. 
TRELOCK GMBH.

1921421 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to SHERGADI JEHANGIR CHOWK SRINAGAR 
LECARE REMEDIES
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1242932 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to F-26,CONNAUGHT PLACE,NEW DELHI-110001 
T. V. TODAY NETWORK LTD.

725149 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to M/s.AGROSYNTH CHEMICALS LTD. , No.82 , 1s t Main 
Road , Anugraha Layout , Kodichikkanahalli Road , Bilekahalli Post , Bannerghatta Road , 
BANGALORE 56 0 076 , KARNATAKA STATE 
AGROSYNTH CHEMICALS LIMITED

1562570 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 401 & 402, A WING, 4 TH FLOOR, FLORAL DECK 
PLAZA, OPP. ROLTA BHAVAN, CENTRAL MIDC ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST), MUMBAI . 
STIEFEL INDIA (PVT) LTD.

1594122 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant Road, 
Worli, Mumbal-400 030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

882509 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to A-81, Adhyapak Nagar, Nangloi, Delhi-110 041 , 
SHUBHAM FUN FOOD PRODUCTS

1211476 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 1417, DIANCHI ROAD, KUNMING CITY, YUNNAN 
PROVINCE, P.R. CHINA 
YUNNAN YUNTIANHUA INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL CO., LTD.

885510 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 779, NICHOLSON ROAD, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI - 
110 006 
MALIK SINGH & SONS PVT. LTD.

1345873 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to IBAN KALAN CHABHAL ROAD AMRITSAR-143001
(PB) INDIA 
SHIV SHAKTI OIL AND FEED MILLS

1203968 - 28, 1203969 - 9, 1203966 - 24, 1203971 - 24, 1203970 - 9, 1203973 - 28, 1203972 - 25, 
1203967 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 475 Park Avenue South ,New York,United States Of 
America 
ATARI INTERACTIVE INC.

1320128 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to  

2081364 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP NO. 2, PILA BUNGLOW COMPOUND , OPP. 
PILA BUNGLOW BUS STOP, SION(WEST), SION BANDRA LINK ROAD, DHARAVI (MUMBAI) 400 
017 
M/S. TEJARC ELECTRICAL WORKS

1345635 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 24-26 PLACE DE LA MADELEINE,75008 
PARIS,FRANCE 
LA BEAUTE INTERNATIONALE

2415507 - 40: Proprietor Address Altered to 501, 4th Floor, Block B, Glomac Business Centre, 10 
Jalan SS 6/1, Kelana Jaya, 47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan. Malaysia 
MFE FORMWORK TECHNOLOGY SDN. BHD.

1591060 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to Mr. Ashok R. Gupta, 1203/1204, LAKE FLORENCE-A, 
LAKE HOMES,PHASE (I) , CHANDIVALI,POW AI,MUMBAI-400076. 
FAIRDEAL REALTORS PVT. LTD.

973677 - 27: Proprietor Address Altered to B-723 , Sector-C, Mahanagar, Lucknow-226006 (U.P.) 
MADHU INDIA DECO LIMITED.

1591058 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to Mr. Ashok R. Gupta, 1203/1204, LAKE FLORENCE-A, 
LAKE HOMES,PHASE (I) , CHANDIVALI,POWAI,MUMBAI-400076. 
FAIRDEAL REALTORS PVT. LTD.

1588679 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1348227 - 37: Proprietor Address Altered to 3IA-4MIRA CHSLTD, OFFW.E. HIGHWAY, NEAR 
AMAR PALACE MIRA ROAD EAST, 401101 
POLYMER APPLICATIORS

614068 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to PRAJ TOWER, 274/275, BHUMKARCHOWK-HINJEWADI 
ROAD, HINJEWADI, PUNE-411057, INDIA 
PRAJ ENGINEERING LIMITED
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1562568 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 401 & 402, A WING, 4 TH FLOOR, FLORAL DECK 
PLAZA, OPP. ROLTA BHAVAN, CENTRAL MIDC ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST), MUMBAI . 
STIEFEL INDIA (PVT) LTD.

573095 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to NEW VIJAYA SWEETS,NO 2750,VIVEKANAND 
CIRCLE,DHARWAD-580001, KARNATAKA 
V.A. MIASHRA & SONS.

1321818 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to Shop no. 35, Gayatri Towers, M.G.Road, Near Police 
Control Room. Governor Pet, Krishna, Vijaywada-520002. Andhra Pradesh. 
SARVODAYA MARKETING

1206462 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Raja Annamalai Building, 3rd floor, no.72, Marshals 
road, Egmore Chennai-600008 
UNIVERSAL PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

683321 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to ALANKAR SHOPPING CENTRE, SHOP NO. B-
7,S.V.ROAD, NEXT TO NADCO,OPP. RLY. STATION, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400058. 
SHRI HEMRAJ MADAN FARIYA

1362739 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 17 PLACE DES REFLETS LA DEFENSE 2, 924400 
COURBEVOIE, FRANCE 
ALCAN RHENALU

1762532 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Per Santhia 8 Carisio ( VC) Cap 13040, Italy 
DOPPLOVI S.R.L. (IN LIQUIDAZIONE)

1344102 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-7-1 KONAM,MINATO-KU,TOKYO,JAPAN 
SONY CORPORATION

683382 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to LEVEL 1, WAKATU HOUSE,28 MONTOGMERY 
SQUARE,NELSON,7010 NEW ZEALAND. 
NEW ZEALAND MUSSELL INDUSTRY COUNCIL LIMITED

847496 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 32, BHARA T MAHAL, 86, MARINE DRIVE, MUMBAI - 
400 002. 
L. K. M. ENTERPRISES

685145 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard,Irving,Texas 75039-
2298,United States of America 
EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION

1559545 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to Parvati Villa Appt, Shop NO.1 to 4, Sahyadri Park, 
Salunke Vihar Road, Kondhwa Khurd, Pune - 411 048 
COFFEE JAR CAFE & BAKERY

711219 - 9, 711212 - 9, 1015640 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to ONE IMATION WAY, OAKDALE, 
MN 55128 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
IMATION CORP.

1414913 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to SF NO 192, EARI THOTTAM, KANNAMPLAYAM 
VILLAGE,SULUR,COIMBATORE,641402, TAMILNADU, INDIA. 
SUMMOTS HYRONICS PVT. LTD.,

1674760 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 47 Rue des Tournelles, 75003 PARIS, FRANCE. 
FEIYUE
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2088948 - 25, 2088949 - 25, 2087403 - 25, 2415123 - 25, 2087405 - 25, 2415124 - 25: Proprietor 
Address Altered to 503-504, NDM-1, NETAJI SUBHASH PALACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-
110034 
VISION FOOTCARE (INDIA) PVT LTD

1241350 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 4th Floor, HDIL TOWERS (Dheeraj Arma), A.K. Marg, 
Bandra (East), Mumbai 400051. 
M/S WADHAWAN RETAIL PVT.LTD..

1588680 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1345952 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 2300 N,BARRINGTON ROAD,SUITE 400,HOFFMAN 
ESTATE,IL 60169 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
UNIVA CORPORATION

613934 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1242933 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to F-26,CONNAUGHT PLACE,NEW DELHI-110001 
T. V. TODAY NETWORK LTD.

510145 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to M/S.P.JASPAL&CO,K-1,88-1 G.I.D.C ESTATE NADIAD 
KAMLESGDEVI DAULATRAM MAHENDISTA

1412299 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 17,2nd Floor, New Kalidasa Road, V V Mohalla, 
Mysore-570002, Karnataka 
INDIAN ESTATE

1680808 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to LOT 21 BOOTHENBA ROAD, DUBBO NSW 2830, 
AUSTRALIA 
AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PTY LIMITED

1318856 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Knochenhauerstrasse 36/37, 28195 Bremen, Germany 
HINTZ FOODSTUFF PRODCUTION GMBH

1289916 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 1204, GIRIRAJ HEIGHTS, VAITY WADI, HARINIWAS 
CIRCLE, THANE(WEST) - 400601 
MAYUR MALSHI GALA

1953445 - 37: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1241599 - 99, 1241600 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 1030 DELTA BOULEVARD, 
ATLANTA,GEORGIA,U.S.A 
GUARDANT, INC.

1158980 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 2041 vista parkway, level 2, west palm beach, florida, 
33411, united states of america 
GREAT WHITE SHARK ENTERPRISES INC.

1221383 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to NO.20 4TH FLOOR, UNIVERSE PLAZA, SANKEY 
ROAD, BANGALORE-560080. 
ANIMASTER PRODUCT PRIVATE LIMITED

1161400 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to JATO GALI, AMROHA GATE, MORADABAD- 244001 
SAGAR METAL INDUSTRIES

1362739 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 40-44 RUE WASHINGTON, 75008 PARIS, 75008, 
FRANCE. 
CONSTELLIUM FRANCE

1921421 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to SHERGADI JEHANGIR CHOWK SRINAGAR 
LECARE REMEDIES

1316680 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to 26, Ranganathan Street, T.Nagar, Chennai- 600017. 
SARAVANA STORES (PROVISION)

1588673 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1745233 - 35, 1745232 - 35, 1745234 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1243755 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 11, Corner View, 15th Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 
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400050 
MR. AJAI KAPOOR

1675336 - 3, 1675335 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 1006 Cracker Road, Wesllake, Ohio 44145, 
United States ofAmeriga 
BONNE BELL ,INC., NEVADA CORPORATION

1547846 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to 16/2, PRAGATI MADHUBAN COLONY LANE NO. 4, 
SHITOLENAGAR, OLD SANGVI, PUNE-411027 
LE HUMAN RESOURCE SOLUTIONS PVT.LTD.

1201859 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 196, OLD CHINA BAZAR STREET, KOLKATA- 700001, 
W.B. 
PROCESS ENGINEERING CO. (CAL)

1204373 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to House no.C-12,Khasra No.51/8,Ground Floor,Naveen 
Vihar ,Landmark Near Hanuman Chowk ,Rajeev Nagar Extn Village 
DEV NARAIN

1689201 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to VANASHREE FARM, PATHAREWADI OPP. 
BEGEECHA RESTAURANT, MARVE ROAD MALAD (W) MUMBAI 400095 
M/S. ZINU'S KENNEL

1676837 - 99, 1675149 - 99, 1675148 - 11, 1679829 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to PETER- 
MULLER STR. 12, 40468 DUSSELDORF, GERMANY 
GEA GROUP AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1575962 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to DC-3111, 3RD FLOOR, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, 
BKC ROAD, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI 400051. MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
PODDAR DIAMOND LTD.

2433203 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to A-5/8, 1ST FLOOR, JHILMIL INDUSTRIAL AREA, 
DELHI-110095 
UDITI INTERNATIONAL

259737 - 30, 259736 - 30, 312290 - 30, 406782 - 30, 254962 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to T.C. 
BALAM, VANUR TALUK, VILLUPURAM DIST, TAMILNADU-605111 
DIAMOND RUBBER INDUSTRIES LIMITED.

147751 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to "2/14, MAROL CO-OP INDL. ESTATE, M. VASANJI 
ROAD, OPP BHAVAN, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI 400 059. MAROL 
THE STANDARD PRODUCTS MFG.CO.

1211755 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to 196, OLD CHINA BAZAR STREET, KOLKATA- 700001, 
W.B. 
PROCESS ENGINEERING CO. (CAL)

2082594 - 45: Proprietor Address Altered to 307 Retreat Garden, Whitecity Layout, Nr. Satya Sai 
Orthopedic Hospital, Seegehalli, KR Puram, Bangalore - 560049, Karnataka 
RICHA BAJAJ
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1680808 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-3 JOHNSON STREET DUBBO NSW 2830, 
AUSTRALIA 
AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY PTY LIMITED

1676837 - 99, 1675149 - 99, 1675148 - 11, 1679829 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to PETER- 
MULLER STR. 12, 40468 DUSSELDORF, GERMANY 
GEA GROUP AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1588678 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1562571 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 401 & 402, A WING, 4 TH FLOOR, FLORAL DECK 
PLAZA, OPP. ROLTA BHAVAN, CENTRAL MIDC ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST), MUMBAI . 
STIEFEL INDIA (PVT) LTD.

1206459 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Raja Annamalai Building, 3rd floor, no.72, Marshals 
road, Egmore Chennai-600008 
UNIVERSAL PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

1192670 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to NO.1, LIZE EAST 2 ROAD, WANGJING AREA, 
CHAOYANG DISTRICT, BEIJING 100102, CHINA. 
CHINA RESOURCES DOUBLE-CRANE PHARMACEUTICAL CO., LTD.

1679656 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 2399 blake street #160, denver, co 80205, U.S.A 
PHOTOBUCKET.COM, INC

569910 - 28: Proprietor Address Altered to 1-2-8, KANDA IZUMI-CHO,CHIYODA-
KU,TOKYO,JAPAN 
NIPPON TAKKYU CO. LTD.

2046323 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to A- 605, DHAIVAT, KALPANAGARI BALRAJESHWAR 
ROAD, VAISHALI NAGAR, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI 400 080 
EDUHUB EDUCATION PVT. LTD.

1588674 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

2413424 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to 2900 West Alameda Ave., Burbank, CA 91505, United 
States of America 
DC COMICS

2429235 - 26: Proprietor Address Altered to 85/N/S/G, BEHIND BLDG NO.3, SAI BABA NAGAR, 
OPP SIDDHIVINAYAK GANESH TEMPLE,PANTNAGAR,GHATKOPAR ( E ) MUMBAI - 75 
AAYUSH FITTINGS

1702962 - 36, 1731863 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 17, Ground Floor, Noble Chambers, 
Ghoga Street, Janmabhoomi Marg, Fort, Mumbai-400001. 
SATCO CAPITAL MARKETS LIMITED.

1028643 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to No.61 Kurinji Street ,Fathima Nagar, 
Valasaravakkam,CHENNAI 600087. 
MMC HEALTH CARE LTD

2421318 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to L-2, 7-11, Kawana street, Northcote, Auckland 0627, 
New Zealand 
INVENCO GROUP LIMITED

1292111 - 39: Proprietor Address Altered to 5th Floor, Paradigm B wing, Off. Link Road, 
Mindspace, Malad (w), Mumbai - 400 064 
FIRSTSOURCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED

1584752 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to KAISER-WILHELM-ALLEE, 51373 LEVERKUSEN, 
GERMANY. 
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1201860 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 196, OLD CHINA BAZAR STREET, KOLKATA- 700001, 
W.B. 
PROCESS ENGINEERING CO. (CAL)

614066 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to PRAJ TOWER, 274/275, BHUMKARCHOWK-
HINJEWADIROAD, HINJEWADI, PUNE-411057, INDIA 
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PRAJ ENGINEERING LIMITED,

1588676 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

174296 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to AZELIS UK LIMITED 
AZELIS UK LIMITED

700140 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 1700 E. St. Andrew Place, Santa Ana, California 92705, 
United States of America 
ABBOTT MEDICAL OPTICS INC.

700138 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 1700 E. St. Andrew Place, Santa Ana, California 92705, 
United States of America. 
ABBOTT MEDICAL OPTICS INC.

1211756 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to 196, OLD CHINA BAZAR STREET, KOLKATA- 700001, 
W.B. 
PROCESS ENGINEERING CO. (CAL)

1650676 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to D-32 SECTOR-C, INDUSTRIAL AREA, RATLAM (M.P.) 
KHAITAN PHOSPHATE & CHEMICALS

711219 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to ONE IMATION PLACE, OAKDALE, MN 55128 UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA 
IMATION CORP.

1922166 - 28: Proprietor Address Altered to 8‘h Floor, Maker Tower - E, Cuffe Parade,‘Mumbai — 
400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PVT. LTD.

1922165 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 8‘" Floor, Maker Tower - E, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai — 
400005 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1594117 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant Road, 
Worli, Mumbai-400 030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1921421 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1338410 - 11: Proprietor Address Altered to UNIT NO.14/15,BUILDING NO D-8,BHUMI WORLD 
PIMPLES VILLAGE,NASHIK BYE PASS ROAD,TALUKA DIS-THANE-421302 
SURUCHI HOME APPLIANCES

722145 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Alfred-Nobel Straße 10, 40789 Monheim, Germany. 
UCB PHARMA GMBH

1204012 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Nelsons House,83 Parkside,Wimbeldon SW19 
5LP,United Kingdom 
BACH FLOWER REMEDIES LIMITED

590797 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to ORACLE POINT, 3RD FLOOR, NEXT TO SAHAKAR 
BAZAR, OPP. RAILWAY STATION, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050. 
SHRI MAHILA GRIHA UDYOG LIJJAT PAPAD
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1404789 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to BLOHMSTRASSE 23, 21079 HAMBURG, GERMANY 
BECKER MARINE SYSTEMS GMBH & CO.

1302800 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 31-A, NOBLE CHAMBERS, 4TH FLOOR, 
JANMABHOOMI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001 
ACHIEVEMENT MERCHANDISE PVT. LTD.

1594130 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant 
Road,worli, Mumbai-400030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1927444 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 511, MAKER CHAMBERS V, 221, NARIMAN POINT 
MUMBAI 400021 
R.R.MORARKA CHARITABLE TRUST

1594128 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant Road, 
Worli, Mumbai-400 030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1678717 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to Neue Mainzer Strasse 2-4 Frankfurt 60311 Germany 
CMS LEGAL SERVICES EEIG

1594121 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant Road, 
Worli, Mumbai-400 030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1241338 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to UNlLEVER HOUSE,B.D. Sawant Marg,Chakala, 
Andheri East, Mumbai - 400099 
KNORR-NAHRMITTEL AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

885509 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to 779, NICHOLSON ROAD, KASHMERE GATE, DELHI-
110006 
MALIK SINGH & SONS PVT. LTD.

1595480 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to NEELYOG MONARCH, 301, 3rd FLOOR, OPP. JAIN 
TEMPALE, GAURISHANKER WADI NO.1, R.N. NARKAR MARG, PANT NAGAR, GHATKOPAR
(EAST), MUMBAI-400075 
CHANDRA DARSHAN APPAREL

2059703 - 39: Proprietor Address Altered to 415, 4TH FLOOR, A-WING, ZEST BUSINESS SPACES 
NR. DOSHI NURSING HOME, M.G.ROAD, GHATKOPAR(EAST), MUMBAI- 4000 77, 
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA. 
PROTEK LOGISTICS (INDIA)LIMITED,

549394 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to V-26, 2““ Floor, Green Park, New Delhi-110016 
SLEUTHS INVESTIGATORS PVT. LTD

1312925 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to DC-3111, 3RD FLOOR, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, 
BKC ROAD, BANDRA EAST,MUMBAI 400051,MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
PODDAR & CO.

1340337 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 1/10665,GALI NO-1,SUBHASH 
PARK,SHAHDARA,DELHI-110032 
ASHISH RADIO

1237958 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 1600 AMPHITHEATRE PARKWAY, MOUNTAIN VIEW, 
CA 94043, USA 
GOOGLE INC.

1165409 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to C-17, RAMGARH, JAHANGIRPURI, DELHI - 110 033. 
JINDAL TEA CO.

708688 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to "Ajanta House", 98, Government Industrial Area, 
Charkop, Kandivli (West), Mumbai-400 067 
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED

1626885 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 1003, 10th floor, Samartha Aishwarya, Opp. Highland 
Park, Off New Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053. 
PARAMJIT SINGH SACHDEVA

1239794 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 501 Silverside Road, Suite 5, Wilmington, Delaware 
19809, United States of America 
DELAWARE CAPITAL FORMATION INC.
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544147 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to WATERSIDE P.O. BOX 365, HARMONDSWORTH, 
WEST DRAYTON UB7 0GB, ENGLAND 
BRITISH AIRWAYS PLC.

1340337 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 1/10665,GALI NO-1,SUBHASH 
PARK,SHAHDARA,DELHI-110032 
ASHISH RADIO

1164081 - 4: Proprietor Address Altered to J-3/70-C, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027 
R.G. TRADERS.

1231830 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to A/2, Diamond House,Opp: LinkWay Hotel,Near Rajpal 
GasService, 35th Road,Bandra (West), MUMBAI- 400 050 [M.S.]. 
USED CLOTHING

1729780 - 7, 1729781 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1317882 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 1 & 2 , BUSINESS SUITE 9, S.V.ROAD, SANTACRUZ 
(WEST), MUMBAI-400054. 
TELON

1241333 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to Unilever House, B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri 
East, Mumbai-400099. 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED,

2410157 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to One Ingram Boulevard, La Vergne, Tennessee 37086, 
Unitéd States of America 
VITALSOURCC TECHNOLOGIES INC.

1241329 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to Unilever House,B1-Level 3, B.D.Sawant 
Marg,Chakala, Andheri (East),Mumbai - 400 099, 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

1241320 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to Unilever House, B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri 
East, Mumbai 400099. 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

603262 - 24: Proprietor Address Altered to 3-1, Marunouchi 2-cho e, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan 
MITSUBISHI CORPORATION

1732491 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 8, Camac Street, Shanti Niketan, 9th Floor, Room No.-
16, Kolkata - 700017, (W.B.) 
M/S SHRI RAM MULTICOM (P) LTD.

1241321 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to Unilever House, B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri 
East, Mumbai-400099. 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED

1907860 - 5, 1907859 - 5, 2690590 - 5, 1940425 - 1, 1907858 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 82, 
Abhinash Mansion 1St Floor, Joshi Road, Karol Bagh New Delhi - 110 005 
DHANUKA AGRITECH LTD.

1241319 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to Unilever House,B1-Level 3, B.D.Sawant 
Marg,Chakala, Andheri (East),Mumbai - 400 099 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED
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1501822 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1317886 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1729783 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to Hovedvejen-2, DK-2600 Glostrup, Denmark 
PANDORA JEWELRY A/S

595333 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to Hofackerstrasse 8, 4132 Muttenz, Switzerland 
DR. WILD AND CO. AG.

957742 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Avenida Vasco de Quiroga 2000 Edificio A, Piso 
4,Colonia Zedec Santa Fe, Delegacion Alvaro Obregon, Mexico, DF 01210. 
COMERCIO MAS, S. A. DE C. V.

669200 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 235 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017, United 
States of America. 
WYETH HOLDINGS LLC

1239850 - 99, 759563 - 16, 814867 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 1510 WEST LOOP SOUTH, 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77027 , U.S.A. 
RAINFOREST CAFE, INC.

747371 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to  

715698 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to "Ajanta House", 98, Government Industrial Area, 
Charkop, Kandivli (West), Mumbai-400 067 
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED

1977633 - 1, 1945137 - 1, 1945138 - 19, 1977631 - 1, 1977634 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to 
Plot no.77, EPIP Zone, APIIC pashamylaram, patancheru mandal, isnapur, medak dist.Hyderabad-
502307. 
EVERSHINE BUILD INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

595332 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to Hofackerstrasse 8, 4132 Muttenz, Switzerland 
DR. WILD AND CO. AG.

1620042 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd FLOOR, CENTURY BHAVAN, DR. ANNIE BESANT 
ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400 030. 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1608131 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, 
MUMBAI - 400005. 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PVT. LTD.

1729780 - 7, 1729781 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 3005 Highland Parkway # 200, Downers 
Grover, lL 60515, U.S.A. 
DOVER REFRIGERATION & FOOD EOUIPMENT, INC.

762102 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 13560 Morris Road, Suite 4100, Alpharetta, Georgia 
30004, U.S.A 
INFOR (US), INC.

737695 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to Corporate One, 1st Floor,5, Community Centre, Jasola, 
New Delhi-110 025. 
CHAMBAL FERTILISERS AND CHEMICALS LTD.

1500792 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 12930 W. INTERSTATE. 10 SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 
78249-2248, USA 
KCI LICENSING, INC.

948779 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to ADVENTZ CENTRE, 2ND & 3RD FLOOR, NO.28, 
CUBBON ROAD, BENGALURU-560001. 
ZUARI CEMENT LIMITED

549117 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to I -26, SECTOR-5, DSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA, 
DELHI - 110039" 
HI POWER ELECTRICALS.

1611370 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to DC-3111, 3RD FLOOR, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, 
BKC ROAD, BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI 400051.MAHARASHTRA, INDIA. 
PODDAR INFRAVENTURES LIMITED

716940 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to CTS No.78-A/6, Plot No.3,Suashish Diamonds 
Industrial Estate,Rajendra Nagar, Dattapada Road,Borivali (East),Mumbai-400 018 
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SUASHISH DIAMONDS LTD.

430826 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 1601 WEST LBJ FREEWAY DALLAS, TX 75234-6034, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
CNA HOLDINGS INC.

707472 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to I1/2A, PUSA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110005 
S.K.INDUSTRIES(P) LTD.

963073 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to Shop No.B/12, 2nd Floor Indraprasth Shopping Centre, 
Borivali (West) , Mumbai - 400 092 
SHREENATH JEWELLERS

236278 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to 6 Landmark Square, Stamford, Connecticut 06901, 
United States of America 
DIAGEO NORTH AMERICA, INC.

1610909 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 701, Sri Sai Laxminarayan Society, Choudhary wadi, 
S. K. Bole Road, Dadar (West), Mumbai-400 028. 
FOREVER FASHIONS PVT. LTD.

1623960 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 602 6th Floor STAR HUB Tower II Sahar International 
Airport Road Andheri (East) Mumbai 400059 Maharashtra India. 
ATHENA DRUG DELIVERY SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

1636131 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1910124 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 5th Floor, Radisson commercial Plaza, National 
Highway No. 8, Mahipalpur, New Delhi - 110037, Delhi, India 
TURNER GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT NETWORKS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

705463 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to Fresenius SE & CO. KGaA 
FRESENIUS SE & CO. KGAA

603575 - 4: Proprietor Address Altered to 2 Place De la Coupole, La Defense 6, 92400 Courbevoie. 
France 
TOTAL

671148 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to LEVEL 11, 120 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE 
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA 
BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED

1239787 - 20: Proprietor Address Altered to FLAT NO. 37 A BAND STAND BLDG, A 197 C KANE 
ROAD,BANDRA, MUMBAI - 400050 
PT INVENT INDIA PVT. LTD.

1239659 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to FLAT NO.1901, 19th FLOOR, MAHARAJA TOWERS, 
A.K.VAIDYA MARG, KANYA PADA FILM CITY ROAD, GOREGAON (EAST) , MUMBAI 400063 
BRITISH (INDIA) COMPANY
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352161 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Lodovico Mancini 5, 20129 Miiano, Italy. 
ELESA S.P.A

1166397 - 9, 1166398 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to H-242, SECTOR-2, INDUSTRIAL AREA, 
BAWANA DELHI-39 
DURGA CABLE COMPANY

678458 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 75 South Creek Road, Dee Why, NSW 2099 
SABRE CORPORATION PTY LTD

1742961 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 32 Edward Street, Brisbane, Queensland 4000, 
Australia 
LINC ENERGY LTD

1317882 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 1 & 2 , BUSINESS SUITE 9, S.V.ROAD, SANTACRUZ 
(WEST), MUMBAI-400054. 
TELON

2406138 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to B-48/49, SECTOR 67, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, 
NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH 
SACHIN JAIN

1311557 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to 26, NEW VORA BUILDING, 59 NAKODA STREET, 
TAMBA KANTA, MUMBAI-400021. 
KANTI BEVERAGES PRIVATE LIMITED

1311557 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to 26, NEW VORA BUILDING, 59 NAKODA STREET, 
TAMBA KANTA, MUMBAI-400021. 
KANTI BEVERAGES PRIVATE LIMITED

2406139 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to B-48/49, SECTOR 67, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, 
NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH 
SACHIN JAIN

1165408 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to C-17, RAMGARH, JAHANGIRPURI, DELHI - 110 033. 
JINDAL TEA CO.

760190 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 1140 E. Arques, Sunnyvale, California- 94085, U.S.A 
SILICON GRAPHICS, INC.

2407740 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 1375 Broadway, Suite 800, New York, NY 10018, United 
States of America 
TARTE, INC.,

1730912 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, 
MUMBAI - 400005. 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PVT. LTD.

544914 - 19: Proprietor Address Altered to Avenue de Tervueren .361, 1150 Bruxelles, Belgium, 
COMPAGNIE FINANCIERE ETERNIT

1711425 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to 202 & 203 SHYAM INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MEERA 
GAOTHON AYYAPPA MANDIR MARG (BEHIND PRASAD INTERNATIONAL HOTEL ) MIRA ROAD 
(EAST) THANE -401104. 
GODWILL FOODS

1337824 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to M/S EAST COAST DISTRIBUTORS PVT.LTD,6/11,ECD 
HOUSE,WEA/KAROL BAGH,NEW DELHI-110005 
EAST COAST DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.

715699 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to "Ajanta House", 98, Government Industrial Area, 
Charkop, Kandivli (West), Mumbai-400 067 
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED

1760296 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Tobelstrasse 2, 73079 Suessen Germany 
CARL STAHL GMBH

600624 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 10 /A, SWASTIK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 2ND FLOOR, 
525, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, OPP. KAMGAR STADIUM, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI 400 028. 
MOD FASHIONS.

763698 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to Tanimachi Center Building 6th Floor, 4-5, Tanimachi 2-
chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka, Japan 
IBE & COMPANY LTD.,
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1667563 - 5, 2095192 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 82, Abinash Mansion Ist Floor, Joshi 
Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi 110005, India 
DHANUKA AGRITECH LIMITED

1189353 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to No.5/2678D, CHEROOTY NAGAR JUNCTION, 
AZHAKODI TEMPAL ROAD, PUTHIYARA-673004, KOZHIKODE DITRICT, KERALA. 
FRONTLINE COMMUNICATIONS

1608132 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 8TH FLOOR, MAKER TOWER - E, CUFFE PARADE, 
MUMBAI - 400005. 
ICONIX LIFESTYLE INDIA PVT. LTD.

1104476 - 29, 1496683 - 29, 1597733 - 29, 1546534 - 29, 837894 - 29, 837895 - 29, 1415277 - 29, 
1102876 - 29, 1340658 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to NO: 7/3, ARUL NAGAR SALAI, R.V. 
NAGAR POST, KODUNGAIYUR, CHENNAI - 600118 
K. T. V HEALTH FOOD PRIVATE LIMITED

500239 - 10, 500236 - 10, 500234 - 10, 500235 - 10, 500237 - 10, 500238 - 10, 536825 - 10, 500233 - 
10: Proprietor Address Altered to LEVEL 3, 678 VICTORIA ST. RICHMOD VICTORIA 3121, 
AUSTRALIA 
PACIFIC DUNLOP LIMITED.

533683 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 2000 Purchase Street, purchase, New York-10577-
2509, united States of America, 
MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC.

1560527 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to BEHIND LINGRAJ COLD STORAGE RING ROAD NO. 
02, GONDWARA, RAIPUR (C.G.) 
P.K. PRODUCTS

597830 - 30, 81393 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri (E), 
Mumbai-400099 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

970774 - 12, 939191 - 7, 939190 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to BUNGALOW NO.F9, PHASE 3, 
OLD GOLDEN NEST, MIRA BHAYANDER ROAD, BHAYANDER-EAST, DIST THANE 401105 
CHANDHOK BEARINGS PVT. LTD.

1559307 - 5, 1548871 - 5, 1559308 - 5, 1559309 - 5, 1557395 - 5, 1559305 - 5: Proprietor Address 
Altered to B/134. Oshiwara Industrial Estate. Opp Oshiwara Bus Depot, New Link Road, Goregaon 
(West), Mumbai - 400 104, India. 
TAJ PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED

2333880 - 36, 2063667 - 36, 1881265 - 36, 1858647 - 36, 1858652 - 36, 1858651 - 36, 1858650 - 36, 
1858649 - 36, 1858648 - 36, 1794414 - 36, 1766191 - 36, 1766190 - 36, 1756949 - 36, 1613583 - 36, 
1613581 - 36, 1609361 - 36, 1609360 - 36, 1609358 - 36, 1609357 - 36, 1609356 - 36, 1609355 - 36, 
1609354 - 36, 1609353 - 36, 1609352 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 22nd Floor, A Wing, 
Marathon Futurex, N. M. Joshi Marg, Lower Parel - East, Mumbai- 400013 . 
IDBI FEDERAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED

1921906 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1591517 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to CENTRO EMPRESARIAL DE TALAÍDE,ESTRADA 
OCTÁVIO PATO, NO 177, EDIFÍCIOA,ARMAZEM 3 P-2785-723 SÃO DOMINGOS DE RANAPortugal 
SACENTRO-COMERCIO DE TEXTEIS, S.A.

687779 - 31, 687778 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to Duit 15, 8305 BB EMMELOORD, The 
Netherlands. 
W.S. KANE & CO.
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1646036 - 16, 1646037 - 25, 1646038 - 35, 1646039 - 38, 1646040 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered 
to Media House, Anandi Nagar, Near Hotel Red Chilly, Gangapur Road, Nashik, Maharashtra, 
India, 422013. 
MEDIA ADVERTISING AND MARKETING

1677450 - 99, 1677451 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to Ruddington Fields Business Park,Mere 
Way, Ruddington, Nottingham,NG11 6NZ, UK 
VISION EXPRESS (UK) LIMITED

2411572 - 36, 2411573 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 18th Floor, One Liberty Plaza, 165 
Broadway New York NY 10006, United States of America 
TRANSATLANTIC HOLDINGS, INC.

351472 - 1, 351467 - 6, 351468 - 7, 351469 - 8, 351470 - 9, 351471 - 11, 1574916 - 99, 1574913 - 99, 
1574914 - 99, 1574917 - 99, 1589577 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to 2-4, Wakinohama-
Kaigandori 2-chome,Chuo-ku, Kobe, Japan 
KOBE STEEL, LTD.

1166334 - 17, 1166333 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to E-23, NETAJI SUBHASH MARG,DARYA 
GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002 
PLAZA ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED

1299395 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to R16 TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA,RABALE,THANE 
BELAPUR ROAD,NAVI MUMBAI-400701 MAHARASHTRA 
HAWA VALVES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

436141 - 5, 436138 - 5, 1467018 - 5, 1447052 - 5, 1447049 - 5, 704840 - 5, 436133 - 5, 1447049 - 5, 
436140 - 5, 271276 - 5, 3988 - 5, 436913 - 5, 436598 - 5, 436911 - 5, 436914 - 5, 436596 - 5: 
Proprietor Address Altered to Cipla House,Peninsula Business Park,Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, 
Lower Parel,Mumbai - 400013 
CIPLA LIMITED

2384227 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to MARC-CAIN-ALLEE 4, 72411 BODELSHAUSEN, 
GERMANY 
MARC CAIN GMBH

1731747 - 99, 1911346 - 99, 1732404 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to  

953575 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to Via Ing. Enzo Ferrari 2, frazione Mancasale, 42124 
REGGIO EMILIA, Italy 
OGNIBENE S.P.A.

1300685 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to 7A, RATLAM KOTHI, IIND FLOOR, GEETA CHAMBER, 
INDORE, M.P. 
KRISHNA COACHING INSTITUTE

354500 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED, AJANTA HOUSE, 98. 
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHARKOP KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 067 
AJANTA PHARMA LTD.

2071855 - 14: Proprietor Address Altered to 53, EVEREST, 7TH FLOOR, 12, OPPOSITE JASLOK 
HOSPITAL, PEDDER ROAD, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
MR. PARESH R. SHAH

1296524 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to 210, BANSI TRADE CENTER, INDORE, M.P. 
EDU CARE OVERSEAS

1292108 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 5th Floor, Paradigm B wing, Off. Link Road, 
Mindspace, Malad (w), Mumbai - 400 064 
FIRSTSOURCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED

975604 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to 1, SHILNATH CAMP, NEAR HUKAMCHAND MILL, 
INDORE (M.P.) 
AJMERA WIRE & WIRE PRODUCTS

1920867 - 9, 2057841 - 7, 2057840 - 9, 2383588 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 
9255,COVERDALE ROAD, FT. WAYNE, INDIANA 46809 USA. 
FRANKLIN ELECTRIC CO INC

685343 - 16, 795723 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 602 A, ROSE TERRACE CHS,BEHIND 
ST.BLAISE CHURCH,KEVNI PADA, AMBOLI, ANDHERI WEST MUMBAI - 400 058 
MARTIN D SOUZA
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1372488 - 30, 1714607 - 30, 1714608 - 30, 1714609 - 30, 1714610 - 30, 1895963 - 30: Proprietor 
Address Altered to A-117-118, FIRST FLOOR, LILAMANI TRADE CENTRE, DUDHESHWAR ROAD, 
NR. BRTS CIRCLE, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, AHMEDABAD – 380 004, GUJARAT, INDIA. 
VASANT MASALA PVT. LTD.

1542968 - 35, 1542967 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to B-2, DHUN BUILDING, 1st FLOOR, 
ABOVE MONARCH INFOTECH, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400007 
MULTUS ENTERPRISES

639579 - 34, 638756 - 30, 621136 - 30, 621133 - 30, 621131 - 30, 621013 - 30, 613975 - 34: Proprietor 
Address Altered to lA-102, Floor-1, Plot-549, A-Meru Tower,Jame Jamshedji Road, Near Kopole 
Sci Five Garden, Matunga, Mumbai-400019 
SUPER SALTS PRIVATE LIMITED

1301525 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to A-8-09, BLOCK A, OASIS SQUARE, JALAN PJU 1A/7, 
ARA DAMANSARA, 47301 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR DARUL EHASAN, MALAYSIA 
LEWRE INTERNATIONAL SDN. BHD.

1775024 - 36, 1728694 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 33/1 Netaji Subhash Road, Marshall 
House, Room No.: 656, 6th Floor, Kolkata-700 001, West Bengal, India 
DIVINEBLISS MACHINERY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1299012 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to D-1003,VRINDAVAN CO. OP. SOC.,DEV 
NAGAR,DERASAR LANE,NEW SAI BABA NAGAR,NEAR DEV NAGAR,KANDIVALI
(WEST),MUMBAI 400067 
BHARAT K. DEDHIA

1158978 - 1, 1158977 - 10, 1158976 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to  

1337044 - 41, 1336991 - 36, 1337038 - 41, 1336996 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to RUE DA LA 
COULOUVRENIERE 29,1204 GENEVA,SWITZERLAND 
SAVE THE CHILDREN ASSOCIATION

1287915 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to 3RD FLOOR, A WING, B BUILDING, MAFATLAL 
CHAMBERS, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400 013, 22694714, 22694714 
TAJONLINE INDIA PVT. LTD.

1588255 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 103, Maker tower "F", Cuff Parade, Mumbai - 400005. 
LAWQUEST

1295072 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 309,SAI CHAMBER, 16, MUMBAI PUNE ROAD, 
WAKDEWADI PUNE - 411003,M.S., INDIA 
SOLUTIIONEYES CONSULTANCY SERVICESS AND CONSTRUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

2074986 - 9, 2074987 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 3-8-1 Nishi-kanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-
0065 Japan 
MORPHO, INC

1290944 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 4TH FLOOR, PENINSULA TOWER-I, PENINSULA 
CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA-
400013. 
UNITED HOME ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED,

1564604 - 41: Proprietor Address Altered to 598/1, RIGHT TURN TO MAKARBA CROSS ROAD, 
OPP. YMCA CLUB, S.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT-380058 
RAMDULARI DHANSIRAM CHANDRAVALI CHARITABLE TRUST

1291116 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 112 LAXMI PLAZA, LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF 
NEW LINK RD., ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400053 
V. BHATIA INTERNATIONAL

1296827 - 10, 1300128 - 9, 1322272 - 10, 1296828 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 6500 Paseo 
Padre Parkway Fremont, California 94555, United States of America. 
CORDIS CORPORATION,
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1800765 - 3, 1455231 - 3, 1386597 - 3, 1328280 - 3, 686450 - 3, 636935 - 3, 635749 - 3, 592235 - 3, 
564642 - 3, 477251 - 3, 442263 - 3, 436229 - 3, 354901 - 3, 349960 - 3, 349959 - 3, 349958 - 3: 
Proprietor Address Altered to 65-67, AVENUE DES CHAMPS ELYVEES,75008, PARIS, FRANCE 
PACE RABANNE PARFUMS, A SOCIETE PAR ACTIONS SIMPLIFIEE

1673996 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 1st Floor Gurunanak Complex Malviya Nagar Bhopal 
462003. 
KAYA DESIGNER LOUNGE

1637849 - 39, 1637835 - 39: Proprietor Address Altered to SHOP- 1/B-6, MADHUMAHAL 
KANYAPADA, NR MAHARAJA TOWER, FILM CITY ROAD, GOREGOAN (EAST) MUMBAI- 400 063. 
MARSHAL PACKERS AND MOVERS

1271720 - 5, 616594 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 235 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017 
U.S.A 
WYETH LLC

1292114 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 5th Floor, Paradigm B wing, Off. Link Road, 
Mindspace, Malad (w), Mumbai - 400 064 
FIRSTSOURCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED

1292110 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to 5th Floor, Paradigm B wing, Off. Link Road, 
Mindspace, Malad (w), Mumbai - 400 064 
FIRSTSOURCE SOLUTIONS LIMITED

753545 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 6-2, Hon-machi 1-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 
CASIO KEISANKI KABUSHIKI KAISHA (CASIO COMPUTER CO., LTD.)

1594127 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant Road, 
Worli, Mumbai-400 030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1594123 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Century Bhavan, Dr. Annie Besant 
Road,Worli, Mumbai-400 030 
GRASIM INDUSTRIES LIMITED ( STAPLE FIBRE DIVISION )

1388747 - 29, 1217874 - 29, 1039848 - 29, 1039534 - 29, 896415 - 29, 896218 - 29, 632132 - 29, 
632127 - 29, 632126 - 29, 632123 - 29, 632121 - 29, 632120 - 30, 562794 - 29, 567505 - 29: Proprietor 
Address Altered to POST BOX NO.15, TANUKU ROAD, TADEPALLIGUDAM-534101, WEST 
GODAVARI, DIST. A.P. 
3F INDUSTRIES LTD

1588675 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

2043238 - 42, 1827709 - 14, 2043240 - 42, 2043243 - 42, 2043237 - 42, 2043239 - 42, 2009332 - 14, 
1654020 - 14, 1421998 - 14, 1416850 - 14, 1416161 - 14, 1402612 - 14, 1372921 - 14, 1371064 - 14, 
1359835 - 14, 1353490 - 14, 1347477 - 14, 1347476 - 14, 1305184 - 14, 1291061 - 14, 1268616 - 14, 
1253214 - 14, 1244333 - 14, 1222103 - 14, 1221125 - 14, 1219143 - 9, 1219141 - 16, 1219140 - 16, 
1218580 - 16, 1218579 - 16, 1218577 - 9, 1217801 - 14, 1213177 - 14, 1213176 - 14, 1213175 - 14, 
1211911 - 14, 1211909 - 14, 1211907 - 14, 1211493 - 14, 1211492 - 14, 1211491 - 14, 1211490 - 14, 
1211143 - 14, 1211142 - 14, 1211141 - 14, 1211141 - 14, 1210950 - 14, 748192 - 14, 615078 - 14: 
Proprietor Address Altered to EC-5021/5022 BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, A BANDRA KURLA 
COMPLEX,BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI 400 051, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
VENUS JEWEL

1588677 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to A-3 MIDC Ranjangaon Ganpati, Taluka Shirur, 
Ranjangaon, Pune : 412220, Maharashtra. 
FRESENIUS KABI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1252464 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 6th Floor, Swastik High Point Gloria,Ovala 
Godbunder Road Thane W - 607 
SPECTRUM PHARMATECH CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.

595338 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to Hofackerstrasse 8, 4132 Muttenz, Switzerland 
DR. WILD AND CO. AG.

1233920 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to Unilever House,B1-Level 3, B.D.Sawant 
Marg,Chakala, Andheri (East),Mumbai - 400 099, 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED.

439695 - 5, 439693 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to PENINSULA CHAMBERS, GANPATRAO 
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KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400 013 
GREEN CROSS LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.

932207 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to "Nirmal",12th Floor, NariInan Point, Mumbai- 400 021 
MILLENIUM HERBAL CARE LIMITED

1616524 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to SURVEY NO.15/2,17/2,GRAM MATANAKALA,TEH, 
UJJAIN DIST- UJJAIN M.P- 456010. 
A. K. PRODUCT CO.

675942 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to 394-C, Lamington Chamber, Lamington Road, 
Mumbai- 400 004. 
BDA LIMITED

958187 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to 105, Link Apartments, Khari Village, Old Khar, Khar 
(West), Mumbai - 400052. 
SAI SAMARTHA PRODUCTS

2049115 - 35, 2049120 - 44, 2049118 - 39, 2049114 - 32, 2049113 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered 
to Office no. 106, 1sl Floor, S. NO.1,Matrix, World Trade Centre Pune, Opp. EON SEZ, Kharadi, 
Pune-411 014,Maharashtra, India 
SANJEEVAN S. KANJILAL

2049109 - 10, 2049119 - 42, 2103721 - 5, 2049111 - 29, 2113833 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 
Office no. 106, 1st Floor, S. NO.1, Matrix,World Trade Centre Pune, Opp. EON SEZ, Kharadi, Pune-
411 014, Maharashtra,India 
ARI HEAL THCARE PRIVATE LIMITED

763687 - 28, 763688 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 11 Bis Rue Portalis, 75008 Paris, France 
CBP.

1573621 - 5, 1583912 - 5, 1583914 - 5, 1595834 - 5, 1595835 - 5, 1609520 - 5, 1609521 - 5, 1609522 - 
5, 1619212 - 5, 1619214 - 5, 1619217 - 5, 1619215 - 5, 1624190 - 5, 1641253 - 5, 1641255 - 5, 1641256 
- 5, 1641259 - 5, 1641260 - 5, 1655548 - 5, 1655549 - 5, 1664036 - 5, 1664037 - 5, 1686087 - 5, 
1686088 - 5, 1694000 - 5, 1742037 - 5, 1770437 - 5, 1802210 - 5, 1848437 - 5, 1848438 - 5, 1848439 - 
5, 1852354 - 5, 1860625 - 5, 1869931 - 5, 1979439 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 102, Hyde 
Park, Saki Vihar Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai-400072. 
BLISS GVS PHARMA LIMITED

699918 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to 3/C, AVSAR', 77/81, Kazi Sayed street, Mumbai-400 
003. 
THE AFRICAN TRADING CO. PRIVATE LIMITED

436205 - 9, 436206 - 3: Proprietor Address Altered to Dodda Kannelli, Sarjapur Road, Bangalore - 
560035, Kamataka,India 
WIPRO LIMITED

608351 - 29, 1243534 - 29, 1108421 - 29: Proprietor Address Altered to 4111 Floor, Heritage, Nr. 
The Grand Bhagwati, S. G. Highway, Ahmedabad 380 054 
VIMAL OIL & FOODS LTD

929052 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to BANGALORE-TIRUPATI BYEPASS ROAD, 
VENGAREDDY PALLE, CHITTOOR - 517 004, ANDHRA PRADESH 
AL OMRAN IMPEX PVT. LTD.

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  
2346083 - 30: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of AFFIDAVIT Dated 3/25/2015

693782 - 25: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1708555 - 25: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

2407190 - 38: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1673410 - 28: Address for Service is altered to 50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, 
MEERUT, (U.P.).
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1348034 - 9: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1242933 - 41: Address for Service is altered to C -4 TOWER NO 2 SANGAM APARTMENTS A -273 
CHATTARPUR ENCLAVE PHASE II NEW DELHI 74

1552955 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1347818 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

686866 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

1676815 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.

986684 - 7: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 
036.

1681707 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1160579 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, 
LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

581749 - 8: Address for Service is altered to 37, LINK ROAD, FIRST FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-III, 
NEW DELHI-110024.

10201 - 3: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D-4, III FLOOR, 11, CENETOPH 
ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018.

1922166 - 28: Address for Service is altered to 8‘h Floor, Maker Tower - E, Cuffe Parade,‘Mumbai 
— 400005

1924451 - 29: Address for Service is altered to C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 
110 009.

1316689 - 35: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

179385 - 34, 179386 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, 
INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

1201162 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 65 CHANDITALA 
STREET,UTTARPARA,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 258,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1124623 - 5: Address for Service is altered to KUNNATHUSSERIL, MANAKKAD PO, 
THODUPUZHA, IDUKKI DIST, KERALA 685 584

1174412 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1253742 - 42: Address for Service is altered to A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007

1344286 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, 
Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

1406531 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001.

675029 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF 
DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

691995 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 
ROHINI DELHI 110085

580151 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, 
INDIA.

1683688 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

1002924 - 1: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
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1313490 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1683689 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

689536 - 9: Address for Service is altered to RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI 
MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

1552954 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

581043 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

441663 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, CALCUTTA- 700 
025.

1338094 - 41: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

581037 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.
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1342602 - 14: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1406185 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1338087 - 7: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1321109 - 30: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1924450 - 30: Address for Service is altered to C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 
110 009.

556533 - 24, 556534 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, 
AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.

1237419 - 99: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1321169 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1562097 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

730687 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1241643 - 24: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1675392 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

1241642 - 25: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1562568 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

686702 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1137107 - 33: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1320597 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010, INDIA.

2417197 - 43: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI -110025.

1320596 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010, INDIA.

1124625 - 5: Address for Service is altered to KUNNATHUSSERIL, MANAKKAD PO, 
THODUPUZHA, IDUKKI DIST, KERALA 685 584

1678967 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR, HL ARCADE,ABOVE AXIS BANK, 
PLOT NO-14, SEC-5, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075

1762532 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

1032133 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, 
KOLKATA - 700 001,

1243445 - 10: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

1132644 - 10: Address for Service is altered to S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. 
CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1265341 - 24: Address for Service is altered to LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR 
CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

1685595 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1340877 - 6: Address for Service is altered to RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI 
MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
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1683690 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

862004 - 31, 934674 - 5, 934676 - 5, 934677 - 5, 1490012 - 5, 862005 - 5, 955051 - 5, 1723204 - 5, 
1723204 - 31, 1722900 - 5, 727961 - 5, 1723205 - 31, 862006 - 3, 934672 - 5, 934673 - 5, 1609757 - 5, 
1750645 - 31, 727960 - 5, 727962 - 5, 727965 - 5, 757624 - 5, 812569 - 5, 955050 - 5, 1722899 - 5, 
1723205 - 5, 1722902 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, 
GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

1166067 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001.

1331968 - 35: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1192994 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1337841 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
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1028643 - 5: Address for Service is altered to III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE 
ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.

1342593 - 41: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

892333 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR 
(WEST) MUMBAI-400052.

700138 - 10: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1313482 - 30: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

2048148 - 17: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1319393 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.

1336609 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1351246 - 30: Address for Service is altered to UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 
122002 HARYANA

1245095 - 9: Address for Service is altered to M/S T.D. MODEL & SCIENTIFIC CO. 34,INDUSTRIAL 
AREA,AMBALA CANTT. (HARYANA )

720547 - 27: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

1559204 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1289896 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1679252 - 25: Address for Service is altered to Aswal Associates 
59 Harmony Apartments, Pocket-1, Sector-4, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078, India

1321204 - 41: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1289895 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

680192 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 
018.

1221970 - 7: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1313483 - 41: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

720545 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

1249844 - 99: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1685678 - 38: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

510811 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

689080 - 9: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 
036.

549350 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

1503266 - 10: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

987824 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

722530 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D-4, III FLOOR, 11, CENETOPH 
ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018.
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1319046 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1219686 - 9: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1505139 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

720546 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

1547662 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

2430383 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 481, SEC-8, PANCHKULA-134109 HARYANA
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1340864 - 7: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1161012 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM 
NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

1895524 - 42, 2339681 - 42, 1895522 - 38, 1031673 - 9, 2382540 - 9, 2025911 - 41, 1803840 - 9, 
1566323 - 9, 1895523 - 41, 2339680 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, 
NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1217721 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 
600 026.

1339546 - 40: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1320280 - 24: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1319549 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-110 025.

1338102 - 7: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

566277 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. 
CHENNAI - 600 033.

1334632 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1192670 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 216 AMARCHAND TOWERS, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE- PHASE-III, NEW DELHI - 110020.

1219688 - 16: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

722534 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D-4, III FLOOR, 11, CENETOPH 
ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018.

247516 - 5, 509088 - 5, 509089 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA 
FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

722532 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D-4, III FLOOR, 11, CENETOPH 
ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018.

1335232 - 35: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1334448 - 30: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1124624 - 5: Address for Service is altered to KUNNATHUSSERIL, MANAKKAD PO, 
THODUPUZHA, IDUKKI DIST, KERALA 685 584

1129235 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX 
NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.

1338115 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1334630 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

727787 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 161, VIGYAN VIHAR, DELHI-110092

1334437 - 41: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

180449 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD , KOLKATA - 700 001, 
INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

1242698 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1405814 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-2, Taj Building, Wallace Street, 210 Dr. D. N. Road, 
Mumbai - 400 001.
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1029905 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 
002.

1324229 - 17: Address for Service is altered to B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH 
MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

1331989 - 39: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1332040 - 35: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1208052 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 65 CHANDITALA 
STREET,UTTARPARA,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 258,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

1029907 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 
002.

567924 - 26: Address for Service is altered to 120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai 600 
032, India

2438409 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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259737 - 30, 406782 - 30, 259736 - 30, 312290 - 30, 254962 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-
3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, 
CHENNAI-600015.

1334631 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

335070 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1253748 - 9: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 
400 036.

567923 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai 600 
032, India

1254552 - 33: Address for Service is altered to B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW 
DELHI - 110 013.

1679604 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1332452 - 9: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1216088 - 25: Address for Service is altered to NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. 
CHENNAI - 600 033.

728487 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.

1696936 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1350978 - 7: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, 
AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

1562096 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

2430528 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B.K. HOUSE, PLOT NO. - 109, SECTOR-44, 
GURGAON 122002 (HARYANA)

1336510 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1332493 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1343204 - 5: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India

1562571 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

588101 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1583376 - 7: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1683691 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

700140 - 10: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

2048145 - 1: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1219687 - 16: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1159114 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

510810 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1562570 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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1338083 - 7: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

2048150 - 18: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1685679 - 41: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

1331995 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1562566 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1349052 - 30: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1654423 - 9: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 
400 036.
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173273 - 12: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

1503335 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

172780 - 3: Address for Service is altered to Fox Mandal & Associates 
Solicitors & Advocates 
FM House, 6/12, Primrose Road 
Bangalore 560 025 ,INDIA

1222314 - 30: Address for Service is altered to NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, 
HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

173603 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001.

1338101 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1675610 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 407-408, B-8, GD-ITL TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH 
PLACE, NEW DELHI-110 034

173602 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001.

1302952 - 12: Address for Service is altered to K-201, 2ND FLOOR, `K" WING, WESTERN CITY 
APARTMENT, NR.L.P.SAVANI SCHOOL, PAL-ADAJAN, SURAT-395009, GUJARAT, INDIA.

174296 - 1: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 
036.

1405056 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 
600032

1673545 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8

480458 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1213187 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

728845 - 1: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

336544 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

2233607 - 18: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR HL ARCADE ABOVE AXIS BANK 
PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

1703758 - 8: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

1242473 - 35: Address for Service is altered to D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - 1, 
GURGAON - 122 002, INDIA.

1242475 - 35: Address for Service is altered to D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - 1, 
GURGAON - 122 002, INDIA.

511457 - 11: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

1706603 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

477945 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

1318379 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

1160962 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1327480 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 301, WHITE HOUSE, OPPOSITE TILAK SMARAK, 
1482, SADASHIV PETH, TILAK ROAD, PUNE-411030.
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1678207 - 20: Address for Service is altered to SUITE 601- F, 5 HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 
001.

1233581 - 9: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1671299 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, 
MARINE LINES, MUMMBAI - 400 002.

941993 - 16: Address for Service is altered to EXPRESS TOWERS, 23RD FLOOR, NARIMAN 
POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.

326163 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

759188 - 28: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

578537 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

845994 - 9: Address for Service is altered to SUITE 601- F, 5 HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
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1240229 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1735939 - 14: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

1116274 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008

1910918 - 9: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

615722 - 12: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

1198254 - 30: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, 
ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

1340572 - 25, 1327057 - 25, 1327058 - 25, 1340570 - 25, 1340571 - 25: Address for Service is 
altered to 13, RELE BLDG, 1ST FLOOR, 43, FANASWADI, MUMBAI-400002.

352565 - 8: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, 
AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

1758138 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

763698 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1239880 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.

1315394 - 39: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

242744 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1164989 - 30, 1169329 - 30, 1208479 - 30, 1207222 - 30: Address for Service is altered to A - 48, 
(LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

1310806 - 5: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

248732 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

564392 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

1274817 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

759187 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

1164151 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -
110092.

1164470 - 34: Address for Service is altered to SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR 
COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

1162484 - 7, 1162484 - 7, 1259068 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 43 - B/3, MAHTTA 
HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

1502496 - 19: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

120075 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, POST BOX 
NO. 1237, DELHI - 110 006, INDIA.

1917946 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

351270 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, 
PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

1128983 - 21: Address for Service is altered to S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 
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84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

947485 - 16: Address for Service is altered to Khaitan & Co. 
One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 
841 Senapati Bapat Marg, 
Elphinstone Road, 
Mumbai 400 013.

560080 - 1: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 
036.

675942 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1225021 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

615735 - 13: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

2386341 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

615734 - 31: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION, NO. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.
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615733 - 34: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

536455 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW 
DELHI- 110 008.

1910919 - 9: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

562029 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA 
- 700 019, WEST BENGAL.

1910916 - 9: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

1315363 - 41: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

677210 - 21: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1489859 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A-2, CHANDRALAYA APPARTMENT, NARANPURA, 
CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABD 380 013.

2050748 - 5, 2050743 - 5, 2050742 - 5, 2050752 - 5, 2056225 - 5, 2051391 - 44, 2056228 - 5, 2056282 - 
5, 2056281 - 5, 2056226 - 5, 2056217 - 5, 2050751 - 44, 2056215 - 5, 2050747 - 5, 2056227 - 5, 
2056280 - 5, 2056283 - 5, 2051392 - 44, 2050745 - 5, 2050746 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 
2nd Floor, 6, Venkateswara Nagar 4th St., Adyar, Chennai 600 020

568351 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

603368 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1310110 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 
400093, Mumbai

668330 - 29: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1315403 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

615727 - 6: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

1315398 - 25: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

712635 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 709/710,TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001.

760605 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 
069.

615456 - 9: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615723 - 3: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

1910915 - 9: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

317393 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

1129917 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 805, PADMA TOWER-I, RAJENDRA PLACE, N. 
DELHI-8

615461 - 15: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

323734 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW 
DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

1238258 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
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1315422 - 25: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

1239794 - 7: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002

753960 - 23: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

2141628 - 30: Address for Service is altered to S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 
84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

759186 - 18: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

1165074 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-64 LAJPAT NAGAR-I NEW DELHI

1758137 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1499768 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, 
SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
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1165630 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1671205 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

1310873 - 14: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1286415 - 7: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

841423 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

502052 - 24, 502050 - 23: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR H L ARCADE NEAR HDFC 
BANK PLOT NO.14 SEC-5 (MLU) DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

549700 - 33: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1225942 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

565070 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, 
CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

1919384 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1501478 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

1920353 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

1337824 - 21: Address for Service is altered to A-4/61, SECTOR-17, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110089

1262026 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 
600 026.

314868 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, 
LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

1345886 - 39: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

747846 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

762102 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, 
Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

1328658 - 31: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1286416 - 7: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

737695 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

1920354 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

2386340 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

1910917 - 9: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

1728694 - 42, 1775024 - 36: Address for Service is altered to APPAYAN APARTMENT,GROUND 
FLOOR,FLAT-GC,108/11/(50),PURBACHAL ROAD (NORTH),HALTU,KOLKATA 700 078,WEST 
BENGAL,INDIA.

1348602 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, 
KERALA

2398642 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 17/222 H-3 NEW AVAS VIKAS COLONY, SASNI 
GATE, ALIGARH,202001 U.P.

760253 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
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Gurgaon 122002

759185 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005

2385417 - 11: Address for Service is altered to PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

2391947 - 35: Address for Service is altered to GH-6, 2B, Orchid Garden, Sun City, Gurgaon 
Sector 54, 122002

617915 - 5: Address for Service is altered to DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, 
AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

1117551 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 
069.

316381 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW 
DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.
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470570 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW 
DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

581964 - 12: Address for Service is altered to A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 
110 007.

2069705 - 31: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S. A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, 
MUMBAI - 400 001.

1483269 - 22: Address for Service is altered to ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA-02 
(U.P.).

2955936 - 20: Address for Service is altered to 23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. 
MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

724016 - 16: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India

718574 - 18: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.

597830 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

2386886 - 35: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

610407 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

314443 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

1626885 - 3: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

758498 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

835851 - 31, 903928 - 31, 903929 - 31, 903930 - 31, 903931 - 31: Address for Service is altered to 
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR,  
SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG,  
OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, 
ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI ¿ 400 058.

1162047 - 8, 1162048 - 3, 1162049 - 8, 1162050 - 21, 1162046 - 21, 1162051 - 3: Address for Service 
is altered to C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO.4, DELHI - 110 009.

1669386 - 99, 1669384 - 27: Address for Service is altered to 74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, 
Mumbai-400018

562032 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

432536 - 12: Address for Service is altered to SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 
ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002

2411572 - 36, 2411573 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY 
SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

1346567 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

441722 - 7, 441725 - 9, 441726 - 9, 441727 - 9, 441728 - 9, 441729 - 9, 441732 - 9, 441736 - 9: 
Address for Service is altered to E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, 
Greater Noida, 201310

1513879 - 29, 1513880 - 29, 1513881 - 29, 1546736 - 29, 1546738 - 29: Address for Service is 
altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

729113 - 5: Address for Service is altered to D-4, III FLOOR, CEEBROS BUILDING, NEW NO 32 
(OLD NO 11), CENOTAPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI-600 018

2397421 - 5, 2354712 - 5, 2397423 - 5, 2219377 - 5, 2354689 - 25, 2102529 - 25, 2317388 - 32, 
2317385 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-110025.

1504350 - 32, 1944828 - 32, 1504351 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN 
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ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

2384227 - 99: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1696936 - 35, 1696937 - 36: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW 
DELHI - 110 013.

1320128 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.

1549161 - 7, 1549160 - 7: Address for Service is altered to NAVJIVAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, 
12 TH FLOOR, OFFICE NO. 9, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400 008.

567921 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai 600 032, 
India

567920 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai 600 032, 
India

567922 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai 600 
032, India

567919 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 120, Velachery Main Road, Guindy, Chennai 600 032, 
India

1318347 - 10, 1346044 - 10, 1358585 - 10, 1358586 - 10, 1358587 - 10, 1391768 - 5, 1391769 - 10, 
1391770 - 5, 1391771 - 10, 1517202 - 25, 1517203 - 25, 1517204 - 25, 1517205 - 25, 1517206 - 25, 
1517207 - 3, 1517208 - 3, 1517209 - 3, 1517210 - 3, 1517211 - 3, 1517212 - 10, 1517213 - 10, 1517214 
- 10, 1517215 - 10, 1517216 - 10, 1517217 - 5, 1517218 - 5, 1517219 - 5, 1517220 - 5, 1517221 - 5: 
Address for Service is altered to AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO 
KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
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1696946 - 8, 1696948 - 21, 1696949 - 24, 1696950 - 25, 1696951 - 29, 1696952 - 30, 1696947 - 16, 
1696953 - 33, 1696954 - 39, 1696955 - 41, 1696956 - 42, 1696957 - 8, 1696958 - 16, 1696959 - 21, 
1696960 - 24, 1696961 - 25, 1696962 - 29, 1696963 - 30, 1696964 - 32, 1696965 - 33, 1696966 - 39, 
1696967 - 41, 1696968 - 42, 1696969 - 32: Address for Service is altered to AZB HOUSE, 
PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 
400013.

1403776 - 25: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1312841 - 42, 1312840 - 16: Address for Service is altered to A-213, Antop Hill Warehousing 
Complex, Near Dosti Acres, Wadala(E). Mumbai- 400 037

1341373 - 5, 1615462 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 45/1, FLOOR NO:3, CORNER MARKET, 
MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

533683 - 16: Address for Service is altered to MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 
122002.

1234943 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

608622 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1318474 - 36: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1319906 - 35: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1027864 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 19, OLD NO. 9/1, THIRU VI KA BRIDGE ROAD, 
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

1319042 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1269340 - 16, 1131876 - 16, 1014601 - 16, 1014600 - 16, 1776571 - 16, 1776570 - 16, 1716624 - 16, 
1709063 - 16, 1545460 - 16, 1545458 - 16, 1541883 - 16, 1541880 - 16, 1541873 - 16, 1541872 - 16: 
Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

964181 - 17, 964180 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND 
FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-
400050

1241600 - 99, 1241599 - 99: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE 
MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

1246465 - 29: Address for Service is altered to B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW 
DELHI - 110 013.

1507997 - 12, 1507998 - 37, 1507999 - 12, 1508000 - 37: Address for Service is altered to F-46, 
Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

1338404 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 
018.

1250486 - 37: Address for Service is altered to MERCHANTS CHAMBERS, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR 
VITHALDAS THACKERSEY ROAD, OPP. PATKAR HALL, MUMBAI-20.

1161004 - 25: Address for Service is altered to A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -
110092.

1307745 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, 
NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

557866 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN 
POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

1332016 - 9: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1161111 - 12: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
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110 006

1158978 - 1, 1158977 - 10, 1158976 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 3RD FLOOR HL ARCADE 
ABOVE AXIS BANK PLOT NO-14 SECTOR-5 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075

1322356 - 37, 1322355 - 9, 1322354 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5/5, GRANTS BUILDING, 
ARTHUR BUNDER ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.

1636309 - 5, 1632619 - 5, 1624242 - 5, 1624241 - 5, 1621550 - 5, 1615497 - 5, 1493649 - 5, 1493648 - 
5, 1493647 - 5, 1387343 - 5, 1387342 - 5, 1387339 - 5, 1387338 - 5, 1387337 - 5, 1387335 - 5, 1387332 
- 5, 1386566 - 5, 1294207 - 3, 1294206 - 3, 1290440 - 5, 1288640 - 5, 1269197 - 3, 1252744 - 5, 
1250294 - 5, 1250292 - 5, 1211123 - 5, 1211122 - 5, 1211121 - 5, 1211120 - 5, 1211119 - 5, 1211118 - 
5, 1211117 - 5, 1190078 - 5, 1188365 - 34, 1188364 - 33, 1188363 - 32, 1188362 - 31, 1188358 - 27, 
1188355 - 24, 1188351 - 20, 1188350 - 19, 1188349 - 18, 1188348 - 17, 1188346 - 15, 1188345 - 14, 
1188343 - 12, 1188341 - 10, 1188340 - 9, 1188336 - 5, 1188335 - 4, 1187131 - 5, 1129993 - 3, 1126763 
- 5, 1120820 - 5, 1104513 - 5, 1073712 - 5, 1050247 - 5, 1034926 - 5, 908048 - 5, 830250 - 5, 803093 - 
5, 803092 - 5, 803091 - 5, 803089 - 5, 803087 - 5, 803086 - 5, 781159 - 5, 777727 - 5, 777724 - 5, 
777723 - 5, 777173 - 5, 766848 - 5, 766847 - 5, 766846 - 5, 766844 - 5, 766843 - 5, 766837 - 5, 766836 
- 5, 766835 - 5, 766834 - 5, 766706 - 5, 766705 - 5, 766703 - 5, 766697 - 5, 748659 - 5, 748658 - 5, 
748657 - 5, 748656 - 5, 748655 - 5, 748654 - 5, 748653 - 5, 748652 - 5, 748651 - 5, 748649 - 5, 748648 
- 5, 746649 - 5, 652720 - 5, 652719 - 5, 581032 - 5, 576287 - 3, 556404 - 5, 544128 - 5, 541093 - 5, 
539190 - 5, 538302 - 5, 538301 - 5, 538298 - 5, 538297 - 5, 538296 - 5, 538294 - 5, 538292 - 5, 538291 
- 5, 533987 - 30, 533718 - 5, 533129 - 5, 531349 - 5, 531348 - 5, 504427 - 5, 504424 - 5, 504367 - 5, 
504365 - 5, 504364 - 5, 504363 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C/O SHALINA 
LABORATORIES.PVT.LTD,96,MARKER CHAMBERS VI,NARIMAN POINT,MUMBAI-406021

131738 - 3, 171150 - 3: Address for Service is altered to A-903, JULIAN APLS, BHAKTI PARK, 
NEAR IMAX THEATRE, WADALA(EAST), MUMBAI-400037.

212313 - 16, 1320226 - 16, 1320221 - 9, 1320223 - 16, 1320222 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 
ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 036.

1299459 - 14: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

615728 - 22: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

612117 - 25: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

544645 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.

1256375 - 20: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615451 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.
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615462 - 4: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

1256374 - 6: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615724 - 2: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615660 - 11: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION, NO. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615726 - 8: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615447 - 7: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

1335234 - 14: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

615460 - 30: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615663 - 32: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615661 - 23: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , No. 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT HOTEL BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

615464 - 25: Address for Service is altered to NEW INDIA SALES CORPORATION , 103, 
NUNGAMBAKKAM HIGH ROAD, GANPAT BUILDING, MADRAS - 600 034.

1315387 - 16: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1578401 - 99, 1578400 - 99: Address for Service is altered to RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 
AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

1348236 - 42: Address for Service is altered to GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA 
STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

1412896 - 31: Address for Service is altered to DOOR NO. 1450/A, CHAMMANI ROAD, OPP. 
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL, KALOOR, KOCHI - 682 017, 
KERALA.

2048152 - 35: Address for Service is altered to C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110014.

1646035 - 8: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 
400 036.

178152 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 451, 2 ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, 
BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 079, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

570967 - 6: Address for Service is altered to Mohan Associates 
New No. 32 Old 11 Cenotaph Road 
Teynampet 
Chennai-18

958187 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, 
VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD,  
ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

958188 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, 
VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD,  
ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

614865 - 5, 726498 - 5, 614866 - 5, 614868 - 5, 614867 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 5/25, 
WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 008.

731351 - 12, 731350 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 
KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.

1242326 - 36: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
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1212513 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI 
( EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

1220904 - 9, 1220908 - 9, 1220906 - 16: Address for Service is altered to EXPRESS TOWERS, 4TH 
FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.

967451 - 9: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI 
NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

612099 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 301, YASMIN HERITAGE , B WING, 84, 
VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD,  
ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

1140847 - 29, 1140846 - 16, 1238263 - 11: Address for Service is altered to Khaitan & Co. 
One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 
841 Senapati Bapat Marg, 
Elphinstone Road, 
Mumbai 400 013.

1690376 - 35, 1690377 - 35, 1690375 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 4th Floor, Prestige Takt 
No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross 
Bangalore - 560 001

1222671 - 14: Address for Service is altered to ALAKNANDA 16, NEPEAN SEA ROAD, MUMBAI - 
400 036.

1346339 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

1315218 - 32, 1318440 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA 
GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

708295 - 33: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
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245941 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.

932069 - 18: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

2263031 - 43: Address for Service is altered to NO.662/21.46TH CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 
RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE-560 010

1128227 - 16, 1161961 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 408-A NEW LAWYERS CHAMBERS-
III DELHI HIGH COURT SHER SHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-3

1504972 - 10, 754174 - 10, 820412 - 10, 1504973 - 17, 611690 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 
30 SIRI FORT ROAD, NEW DELHI-110049.
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
216954 5 02/02/2018 11:35:00
394037 1 02/02/2018 11:21:32
575896 3 01/02/2018 11:33:30
577275 14 01/02/2018 16:19:09
577909 11 01/02/2018 16:17:18
578899 29 02/02/2018 11:20:19
670978 23 30/01/2018 11:30:54
671480 22 30/01/2018 14:47:28
671660 1 30/01/2018 15:10:20
671867 9 30/01/2018 16:22:01
673201 16 01/02/2018 16:20:20
673389 1 31/01/2018 12:47:25
1112600 1 29/01/2018 15:58:58
1112601 1 29/01/2018 15:59:30
1112604 16 29/01/2018 15:59:58
1112605 16 29/01/2018 16:00:25
1112606 5 29/01/2018 16:00:55
1112607 25 29/01/2018 16:01:23
1112608 16 29/01/2018 16:01:50
1112608 16 29/01/2018 16:01:50
1112609 16 29/01/2018 16:02:16
1112610 16 29/01/2018 16:02:45
1112612 16 29/01/2018 16:03:10
1112617 9 29/01/2018 16:03:40
1112617 9 29/01/2018 16:03:40
1112647 5 29/01/2018 16:04:08
1112694 24 29/01/2018 16:06:13
1112697 5 29/01/2018 16:06:45
1112698 3 29/01/2018 16:07:14
1112778 9 29/01/2018 16:07:53
1112785 30 29/01/2018 16:09:17
1112786 29 29/01/2018 16:09:50
1112787 32 29/01/2018 16:11:03
1112788 33 29/01/2018 16:11:47
1112789 16 29/01/2018 16:14:16
1112799 5 29/01/2018 16:15:02
1112802 1 29/01/2018 16:17:03
1112803 1 29/01/2018 16:17:34
1112804 1 29/01/2018 16:18:02
1112807 25 29/01/2018 16:18:30
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1112807 25 29/01/2018 16:18:30
1112819 9 29/01/2018 16:19:27
1112820 16 29/01/2018 16:19:53
1112821 9 29/01/2018 16:20:30
1112822 16 29/01/2018 16:20:59
1112824 9 29/01/2018 16:21:55
1112825 16 29/01/2018 16:22:53
1112826 9 29/01/2018 16:23:18
1112828 16 29/01/2018 16:24:52
1112831 16 29/01/2018 16:25:56
1112832 9 29/01/2018 16:26:21
1112833 16 29/01/2018 16:26:48
1112837 16 29/01/2018 16:28:42
1112837 16 29/01/2018 16:28:42
1112853 9 29/01/2018 16:30:08
1112854 11 29/01/2018 16:30:42
1112880 30 29/01/2018 16:31:09
1112886 26 29/01/2018 16:31:37
1112896 32 29/01/2018 16:32:08
1112896 32 29/01/2018 16:32:08
1112909 3 29/01/2018 16:32:53
1113034 19 29/01/2018 16:19:44
1113049 16 29/01/2018 16:20:39
1113062 34 29/01/2018 16:21:12
1113070 34 29/01/2018 16:22:18
1113079 30 29/01/2018 16:22:36
1113090 17 29/01/2018 16:22:53
1113135 1 29/01/2018 16:23:36
1113136 1 29/01/2018 16:23:54
1113155 1 29/01/2018 16:24:17
1113156 1 29/01/2018 16:25:15
1113198 12 29/01/2018 16:25:37
1113199 12 29/01/2018 16:25:57
1113200 12 29/01/2018 16:26:17
1113210 24 29/01/2018 16:26:35
1113220 16 29/01/2018 16:26:54
1113221 16 29/01/2018 16:27:11
1113230 9 29/01/2018 16:27:33
1113231 16 29/01/2018 16:27:51
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1113232 24 29/01/2018 16:28:13
1113233 16 29/01/2018 16:28:31
1113235 7 29/01/2018 16:28:49
1113340 16 29/01/2018 16:29:10
1113390 16 29/01/2018 16:29:59
1113394 5 29/01/2018 16:30:18
1113403 5 29/01/2018 16:30:41
1113409 16 29/01/2018 16:31:00
1113441 5 29/01/2018 16:31:44
1113445 16 29/01/2018 16:32:51
1113447 25 29/01/2018 16:33:12
1113448 1 29/01/2018 16:33:35
1113502 14 29/01/2018 16:33:55
1113505 16 29/01/2018 16:34:15
1113506 29 29/01/2018 16:34:34
1113508 9 29/01/2018 16:34:55
1113525 16 29/01/2018 16:35:15
1113526 16 29/01/2018 16:35:39
1114188 5 30/01/2018 11:43:42
1114192 9 30/01/2018 11:46:06
1114193 16 30/01/2018 11:46:38
1114305 5 30/01/2018 11:47:38
1114306 5 30/01/2018 11:48:05
1114316 30 30/01/2018 11:48:31
1114317 30 30/01/2018 11:48:55
1114322 3 30/01/2018 11:49:22
1114322 3 30/01/2018 11:49:22
1114342 14 30/01/2018 11:49:48
1114343 5 30/01/2018 11:50:16
1114347 9 30/01/2018 11:51:35
1114348 9 30/01/2018 11:52:02
1114349 9 30/01/2018 11:52:26
1114366 16 30/01/2018 11:52:52
1114368 5 30/01/2018 11:53:18
1114396 14 30/01/2018 11:53:47
1114400 9 30/01/2018 11:54:19
1114401 9 30/01/2018 11:55:09
1114417 9 30/01/2018 11:55:56
1114418 9 30/01/2018 11:56:21
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1114427 31 30/01/2018 12:04:01
1114442 7 30/01/2018 11:57:01
1114443 10 30/01/2018 11:57:35
1114508 9 30/01/2018 12:06:45
1114539 5 30/01/2018 12:07:38
1114540 5 30/01/2018 12:08:01
1114541 5 30/01/2018 12:08:26
1114545 5 30/01/2018 12:09:17
1114546 5 30/01/2018 12:09:43
1114547 5 30/01/2018 12:10:11
1114649 9 30/01/2018 12:10:39
1114707 30 30/01/2018 12:11:14
1114708 3 30/01/2018 12:11:40
1114711 31 30/01/2018 12:13:13
1114712 5 30/01/2018 12:13:57
1114787 7 30/01/2018 11:31:32
1114789 5 30/01/2018 11:31:52
1114797 32 30/01/2018 11:32:10
1114798 29 30/01/2018 11:32:28
1114809 12 30/01/2018 11:32:57
1114830 21 30/01/2018 11:33:18
1114831 21 30/01/2018 11:33:54
1114832 21 30/01/2018 11:34:21
1114833 21 30/01/2018 11:35:04
1114834 16 30/01/2018 11:35:47
1114835 3 30/01/2018 11:37:08
1114851 5 30/01/2018 11:38:55
1114852 5 30/01/2018 11:39:15
1114853 5 30/01/2018 11:39:41
1114858 5 30/01/2018 11:40:07
1114862 7 30/01/2018 11:40:27
1114864 11 30/01/2018 11:41:43
1114865 16 30/01/2018 11:42:03
1114866 25 30/01/2018 11:42:24
1114867 7 30/01/2018 11:42:45
1114869 11 30/01/2018 11:43:07
1114870 16 30/01/2018 11:47:49
1114871 25 30/01/2018 11:49:39
1114983 30 30/01/2018 11:51:29
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1114984 5 30/01/2018 11:51:52
1114986 5 30/01/2018 12:05:42
1114987 5 30/01/2018 12:06:06
1114988 5 30/01/2018 12:06:29
1114992 5 30/01/2018 12:06:51
1114993 5 30/01/2018 12:07:17
1114995 5 30/01/2018 12:07:57
1114995 5 30/01/2018 12:07:57
1114998 5 30/01/2018 12:08:20
1114999 5 30/01/2018 12:08:43
1115000 5 30/01/2018 12:09:28
1115001 5 30/01/2018 12:09:52
1115003 5 30/01/2018 12:10:20
1115004 5 30/01/2018 12:10:40
1115005 5 30/01/2018 12:11:27
1115007 5 30/01/2018 12:11:50
1115008 5 30/01/2018 12:12:27
1115009 5 30/01/2018 12:12:48
1115010 5 30/01/2018 12:13:24
1115011 5 30/01/2018 12:26:16
1115029 5 30/01/2018 12:28:31
1115031 5 30/01/2018 12:29:34
1115032 5 30/01/2018 12:30:13
1115034 5 30/01/2018 12:31:07
1115035 5 30/01/2018 12:31:40
1115036 5 30/01/2018 12:32:38
1115037 5 30/01/2018 12:33:10
1115038 5 30/01/2018 12:33:43
1115042 5 30/01/2018 12:34:18
1115045 5 30/01/2018 12:34:53
1115120 5 30/01/2018 12:35:30
1115121 5 30/01/2018 12:36:14
1115126 5 30/01/2018 12:37:04
1115128 5 30/01/2018 12:40:38
1115134 5 30/01/2018 12:41:52
1115143 9 30/01/2018 12:42:18
1115151 30 30/01/2018 12:43:02
1115152 29 30/01/2018 12:43:33
1115163 16 30/01/2018 12:44:16
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1115165 16 30/01/2018 12:44:50
1115167 11 30/01/2018 12:46:00
1115168 9 30/01/2018 12:49:41
1115171 20 30/01/2018 12:50:07
1115176 31 30/01/2018 12:50:36
1115185 3 30/01/2018 12:51:10
1115186 3 30/01/2018 12:51:43
1115188 25 30/01/2018 14:13:20
1115251 24 30/01/2018 14:15:10
1115252 25 30/01/2018 14:17:54
1115254 32 30/01/2018 14:16:22
1115255 33 30/01/2018 14:16:52
1115256 34 30/01/2018 14:17:23
1115339 5 30/01/2018 14:10:26
1115341 7 30/01/2018 14:12:48
1115342 7 30/01/2018 14:13:21
1115354 34 30/01/2018 14:14:01
1115355 34 30/01/2018 14:14:25
1115356 34 30/01/2018 14:14:48
1115404 5 30/01/2018 14:15:08
1115506 14 30/01/2018 14:15:51
1115596 9 30/01/2018 14:17:37
1115597 9 30/01/2018 14:18:56
1115598 25 30/01/2018 14:19:16
1115621 25 30/01/2018 14:19:40
1115628 25 30/01/2018 14:19:58
1115635 25 30/01/2018 14:20:20
1115636 21 30/01/2018 14:21:11
1115637 26 30/01/2018 14:21:29
1115638 8 30/01/2018 14:21:48
1115640 16 30/01/2018 14:22:08
1115641 34 30/01/2018 14:22:25
1115657 25 30/01/2018 14:22:43
1115659 20 30/01/2018 14:23:01
1115660 18 30/01/2018 14:23:20
1115667 3 30/01/2018 14:23:38
1115776 11 30/01/2018 14:24:21
1115780 2 30/01/2018 14:24:39
1115781 9 30/01/2018 14:25:03
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1115782 16 30/01/2018 14:25:20
1115785 25 30/01/2018 14:25:37
1115812 3 30/01/2018 14:26:03
1115850 25 30/01/2018 14:26:23
1115851 9 30/01/2018 14:26:44
1115857 9 30/01/2018 14:27:02
1115858 8 30/01/2018 14:27:20
1115873 5 30/01/2018 14:27:49
1115875 24 30/01/2018 14:28:11
1115876 24 30/01/2018 14:28:30
1115877 24 30/01/2018 14:28:48
1115899 8 30/01/2018 14:29:05
1115900 9 30/01/2018 14:29:30
1115901 11 30/01/2018 14:29:51
1115902 14 30/01/2018 14:30:07
1115906 16 30/01/2018 14:30:40
1115926 25 30/01/2018 14:30:59
1115931 7 30/01/2018 14:31:20
1115944 16 30/01/2018 14:31:38
1115964 31 30/01/2018 14:32:01
1115986 25 30/01/2018 14:32:19
1116007 32 30/01/2018 14:32:38
1116019 5 30/01/2018 14:33:03
1116022 9 30/01/2018 14:33:21
1116024 17 30/01/2018 14:33:40
1116027 14 30/01/2018 14:34:19
1116028 14 30/01/2018 14:34:37
1116038 18 30/01/2018 14:34:55
1116040 16 30/01/2018 14:35:16
1116043 16 30/01/2018 14:35:31
1116096 33 30/01/2018 14:47:54
1116170 25 30/01/2018 14:48:20
1116173 16 30/01/2018 14:48:39
1116176 29 30/01/2018 14:49:02
1116177 31 30/01/2018 14:49:22
1116183 16 30/01/2018 14:49:41
1116184 16 30/01/2018 14:50:39
1116187 16 30/01/2018 14:51:00
1116188 16 30/01/2018 14:51:51
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1116204 30 30/01/2018 14:52:09
1116205 1 30/01/2018 14:53:10
1116209 34 30/01/2018 14:53:30
1116214 5 30/01/2018 14:53:48
1116215 5 30/01/2018 14:54:07
1116216 5 30/01/2018 14:54:24
1116217 5 30/01/2018 14:54:42
1116224 5 30/01/2018 14:55:01
1116282 29 30/01/2018 14:55:28
1116283 5 30/01/2018 15:01:03
1116284 32 30/01/2018 15:01:43
1116285 30 30/01/2018 15:02:05
1116293 28 30/01/2018 15:02:33
1116294 28 30/01/2018 15:02:54
1116295 28 30/01/2018 15:03:27
1116296 28 30/01/2018 15:04:09
1116300 25 30/01/2018 15:04:47
1116302 25 30/01/2018 15:05:06
1116304 9 30/01/2018 15:05:26
1116308 25 30/01/2018 15:05:47
1116315 5 30/01/2018 15:06:05
1116316 3 30/01/2018 15:06:23
1116334 5 30/01/2018 15:10:56
1116335 5 30/01/2018 15:11:32
1116336 5 30/01/2018 15:15:45
1116340 5 30/01/2018 15:16:13
1116347 5 30/01/2018 15:16:42
1116423 21 30/01/2018 15:17:01
1116432 30 30/01/2018 15:17:18
1116494 25 30/01/2018 15:17:37
1116497 24 30/01/2018 15:17:55
1116511 5 30/01/2018 15:18:15
1116536 30 30/01/2018 15:19:19
1116549 29 30/01/2018 15:19:45
1116550 30 30/01/2018 16:07:12
1116551 31 30/01/2018 16:07:57
1116552 32 30/01/2018 16:08:28
1116553 25 30/01/2018 16:09:43
1116555 16 30/01/2018 16:10:16
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1116565 16 30/01/2018 16:11:41
1116574 5 30/01/2018 16:12:10
1116577 5 30/01/2018 16:12:58
1116578 5 30/01/2018 16:13:29
1116604 16 30/01/2018 16:13:52
1116605 16 30/01/2018 16:15:34
1116614 16 30/01/2018 16:15:50
1116617 9 30/01/2018 16:16:06
1116621 25 30/01/2018 16:16:23
1116686 3 30/01/2018 16:22:27
1116687 3 30/01/2018 16:22:55
1116781 3 30/01/2018 16:24:27
1116798 9 30/01/2018 16:24:52
1116806 16 30/01/2018 16:25:11
1116824 30 30/01/2018 16:25:42
1116825 29 30/01/2018 16:26:01
1116826 29 30/01/2018 16:26:22
1116865 3 31/01/2018 11:16:28
1116917 1 31/01/2018 11:17:49
1116918 31 31/01/2018 11:18:09
1116928 29 31/01/2018 11:19:15
1116929 29 31/01/2018 11:19:39
1116958 1 31/01/2018 11:20:11
1116959 1 31/01/2018 11:21:54
1116968 7 31/01/2018 11:22:21
1116969 9 31/01/2018 11:22:42
1116970 11 31/01/2018 11:23:13
1116971 12 31/01/2018 11:23:38
1116972 16 31/01/2018 11:24:05
1116977 25 31/01/2018 11:24:27
1116980 25 31/01/2018 11:24:48
1116981 25 31/01/2018 11:25:08
1116988 14 31/01/2018 11:25:28
1116990 16 31/01/2018 11:25:46
1117002 25 31/01/2018 11:26:05
1117011 11 31/01/2018 11:26:33
1117016 10 31/01/2018 11:26:51
1117017 10 31/01/2018 11:27:09
1117018 10 31/01/2018 11:30:50
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1117025 18 31/01/2018 11:31:12
1117026 25 31/01/2018 11:32:09
1117034 25 31/01/2018 11:32:29
1117101 5 31/01/2018 11:32:49
1117102 5 31/01/2018 11:36:34
1117103 5 31/01/2018 11:37:06
1117104 5 31/01/2018 11:37:39
1117105 5 31/01/2018 11:38:01
1117106 5 31/01/2018 11:38:22
1117108 5 31/01/2018 11:38:43
1117109 5 31/01/2018 11:39:06
1117110 5 31/01/2018 11:39:33
1117145 4 31/01/2018 11:40:07
1117146 3 31/01/2018 11:40:29
1117173 5 31/01/2018 11:40:50
1117188 6 31/01/2018 11:41:13
1117189 8 31/01/2018 11:41:37
1117190 9 31/01/2018 11:41:57
1117197 24 31/01/2018 11:42:17
1117252 9 31/01/2018 11:42:40
1117253 16 31/01/2018 11:43:34
1117254 16 31/01/2018 11:44:00
1117261 14 31/01/2018 11:44:23
1117262 5 31/01/2018 11:44:44
1117263 5 31/01/2018 11:45:02
1117264 5 31/01/2018 11:45:23
1117266 5 31/01/2018 11:45:48
1117269 5 31/01/2018 11:46:08
1117271 16 31/01/2018 11:46:28
1117280 16 31/01/2018 11:46:51
1117286 9 31/01/2018 11:47:11
1117289 5 31/01/2018 11:47:33
1117442 5 31/01/2018 11:48:52
1117448 5 31/01/2018 11:49:23
1117450 5 31/01/2018 11:50:23
1117451 5 31/01/2018 11:50:53
1117529 5 31/01/2018 11:52:03
1117530 5 31/01/2018 11:52:49
1117532 10 31/01/2018 11:53:10
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1117533 10 31/01/2018 11:53:38
1117577 5 31/01/2018 11:54:07
1117579 5 31/01/2018 11:54:29
1117580 5 31/01/2018 11:54:59
1117583 5 31/01/2018 11:56:05
1117585 5 31/01/2018 11:56:29
1117586 5 31/01/2018 11:56:54
1117587 5 31/01/2018 11:57:15
1117589 5 31/01/2018 11:57:34
1117590 5 31/01/2018 11:58:09
1117591 5 31/01/2018 11:58:34
1117595 5 31/01/2018 11:59:21
1117601 5 31/01/2018 11:59:54
1117611 30 31/01/2018 12:00:15
1117612 3 31/01/2018 12:00:45
1117615 7 31/01/2018 12:01:10
1117616 7 31/01/2018 12:01:45
1117617 7 31/01/2018 12:02:17
1117619 16 31/01/2018 12:15:33
1117622 5 31/01/2018 12:15:50
1117630 14 31/01/2018 12:19:58
1117632 7 31/01/2018 12:20:17
1117659 31 31/01/2018 12:36:21
1117684 19 31/01/2018 12:37:03
1117696 19 31/01/2018 12:37:32
1117711 5 31/01/2018 12:37:51
1117713 5 31/01/2018 12:38:23
1117758 34 31/01/2018 12:38:43
1117781 32 31/01/2018 12:39:07
1117782 29 31/01/2018 12:39:38
1117783 30 31/01/2018 12:39:57
1117790 9 31/01/2018 12:40:15
1117802 9 31/01/2018 12:40:33
1117818 16 31/01/2018 12:40:58
1117836 5 31/01/2018 12:41:30
1117854 10 31/01/2018 12:41:51
1117863 9 31/01/2018 12:42:11
1117864 32 31/01/2018 12:42:29
1117865 29 31/01/2018 12:42:47
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1117866 30 31/01/2018 12:43:05
1117867 33 31/01/2018 12:43:26
1117869 7 31/01/2018 12:44:09
1117871 14 31/01/2018 12:44:36
1117872 14 31/01/2018 12:44:53
1117889 19 31/01/2018 12:45:16
1117894 2 31/01/2018 12:45:43
1117898 1 31/01/2018 12:46:45
1117916 14 31/01/2018 12:47:26
1117917 16 31/01/2018 12:47:47
1117942 3 30/01/2018 14:22:20
1117981 33 30/01/2018 14:23:21
1117982 33 30/01/2018 14:23:48
1117983 33 30/01/2018 14:24:17
1118039 5 30/01/2018 14:24:50
1118053 3 30/01/2018 14:25:43
1118055 16 30/01/2018 14:26:06
1118081 21 30/01/2018 14:26:30
1118082 21 30/01/2018 14:26:57
1118083 11 30/01/2018 14:27:30
1118086 11 30/01/2018 14:27:56
1118087 9 30/01/2018 14:28:23
1118089 9 30/01/2018 14:28:48
1118090 9 30/01/2018 14:29:20
1118091 21 30/01/2018 14:29:48
1118092 21 30/01/2018 14:30:42
1118095 3 30/01/2018 14:31:12
1118103 30 30/01/2018 14:31:38
1118216 5 30/01/2018 14:32:11
1118223 11 30/01/2018 14:32:48
1118224 11 30/01/2018 14:33:35
1118233 19 30/01/2018 14:35:07
1118234 19 30/01/2018 14:35:54
1118236 19 30/01/2018 14:36:25
1118246 16 30/01/2018 14:37:02
1118255 5 30/01/2018 14:37:37
1118326 9 30/01/2018 14:39:59
1118327 16 30/01/2018 14:40:24
1118328 16 30/01/2018 14:40:59
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1118373 99 30/01/2018 14:41:28
1118390 1 30/01/2018 14:41:59
1118393 6 30/01/2018 14:42:58
1118404 1 30/01/2018 14:43:43
1118418 2 30/01/2018 14:44:20
1118419 3 30/01/2018 14:45:28
1118420 4 30/01/2018 14:45:55
1118420 4 30/01/2018 14:45:55
1118421 5 30/01/2018 14:48:53
1118422 6 30/01/2018 14:50:07
1118424 8 30/01/2018 15:00:06
1118425 9 30/01/2018 15:00:30
1118426 10 30/01/2018 15:01:23
1118428 12 30/01/2018 15:02:12
1118429 13 30/01/2018 15:02:59
1118430 14 30/01/2018 15:16:36
1118431 15 30/01/2018 15:17:05
1118432 16 30/01/2018 15:17:32
1118433 17 30/01/2018 15:17:58
1118434 18 30/01/2018 15:18:46
1118435 19 30/01/2018 15:19:12
1118436 20 30/01/2018 15:50:25
1118437 21 30/01/2018 15:51:06
1118440 24 30/01/2018 15:52:20
1118441 26 30/01/2018 15:53:27
1118442 27 30/01/2018 15:53:52
1118443 28 30/01/2018 15:54:17
1118444 29 30/01/2018 15:54:43
1118445 30 30/01/2018 15:55:17
1118446 31 30/01/2018 15:55:43
1118447 32 30/01/2018 15:56:25
1118448 33 30/01/2018 15:56:51
1118449 34 30/01/2018 15:57:17
1118493 2 30/01/2018 15:57:47
1118494 2 30/01/2018 15:58:15
1118506 5 30/01/2018 15:59:33
1118513 16 30/01/2018 15:59:57
1118528 9 30/01/2018 16:03:36
1118542 19 30/01/2018 16:04:06
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1118548 5 30/01/2018 16:04:33
1118549 1 30/01/2018 16:05:22
1118550 1 30/01/2018 16:05:49
1118552 1 30/01/2018 16:06:14
1118553 9 30/01/2018 16:06:41
1118555 3 30/01/2018 16:07:22
1118556 16 30/01/2018 16:08:14
1118559 25 30/01/2018 16:08:37
1118560 5 30/01/2018 16:09:00
1118561 5 30/01/2018 16:10:04
1118562 5 30/01/2018 16:10:36
1118564 1 30/01/2018 16:10:57
1118565 16 30/01/2018 16:11:30
1118576 9 30/01/2018 16:12:06
1118577 16 30/01/2018 16:12:43
1118578 9 30/01/2018 16:13:13
1118579 16 30/01/2018 16:13:41
1118579 16 30/01/2018 16:13:41
1118580 12 30/01/2018 16:14:14
1118582 1 31/01/2018 10:15:53
1118586 1 31/01/2018 10:16:27
1118588 30 31/01/2018 10:16:52
1118589 30 31/01/2018 10:17:24
1118595 25 31/01/2018 10:17:50
1118599 5 31/01/2018 10:18:24
1118673 3 31/01/2018 10:18:53
1118674 21 31/01/2018 10:19:25
1118677 11 31/01/2018 10:19:51
1118677 11 31/01/2018 10:19:51
1118700 2 31/01/2018 10:20:44
1118715 9 31/01/2018 10:26:38
1118717 16 31/01/2018 10:27:07
1118728 17 31/01/2018 10:32:04
1118729 20 31/01/2018 10:32:43
1118730 17 31/01/2018 10:33:10
1118731 20 31/01/2018 10:33:53
1118732 17 31/01/2018 10:34:18
1118733 20 31/01/2018 10:34:42
1118739 19 31/01/2018 10:35:48
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1118740 3 31/01/2018 10:36:20
1118741 3 31/01/2018 10:36:49
1118757 30 31/01/2018 10:37:21
1118763 5 31/01/2018 10:37:47
1118768 16 31/01/2018 10:38:36
1118769 16 31/01/2018 10:39:08
1118770 25 31/01/2018 10:39:34
1118780 10 31/01/2018 10:40:00
1118781 5 31/01/2018 10:40:24
1118843 24 31/01/2018 10:40:49
1118846 24 31/01/2018 10:41:13
1118847 24 31/01/2018 10:41:38
1118848 24 31/01/2018 10:54:05
1118869 19 31/01/2018 10:55:17
1118870 19 31/01/2018 10:56:01
1118871 19 31/01/2018 10:56:39
1118872 3 31/01/2018 10:57:14
1118873 5 31/01/2018 10:57:46
1118883 9 31/01/2018 10:58:13
1118886 7 31/01/2018 10:58:54
1118888 12 31/01/2018 10:59:24
1118940 5 31/01/2018 11:07:21
1118941 16 31/01/2018 11:08:02
1118942 31 31/01/2018 11:08:28
1118943 30 31/01/2018 11:08:58
1118963 25 31/01/2018 11:09:47
1118995 11 31/01/2018 11:10:39
1119043 5 31/01/2018 11:11:11
1119044 5 31/01/2018 11:11:43
1119045 5 31/01/2018 11:12:45
1119046 5 31/01/2018 11:13:18
1119069 14 31/01/2018 11:14:01
1119073 25 31/01/2018 11:25:28
1119074 25 31/01/2018 11:26:30
1119095 25 31/01/2018 11:27:24
1119096 25 31/01/2018 11:28:04
1119098 25 31/01/2018 11:29:37
1119101 5 31/01/2018 11:30:35
1119103 5 31/01/2018 11:33:37
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1119104 5 31/01/2018 12:22:25
1119105 5 31/01/2018 12:23:04
1119107 5 31/01/2018 12:23:28
1119110 5 31/01/2018 12:23:53
1119111 5 31/01/2018 12:24:18
1119112 5 31/01/2018 12:24:44
1119113 5 31/01/2018 12:25:09
1119114 5 31/01/2018 12:25:35
1119114 5 31/01/2018 12:25:35
1119115 5 31/01/2018 12:26:00
1119117 5 31/01/2018 12:26:26
1119118 5 31/01/2018 12:26:59
1119119 5 31/01/2018 12:27:25
1119121 5 31/01/2018 12:28:09
1119122 5 31/01/2018 12:28:33
1119123 5 31/01/2018 12:29:01
1119124 5 31/01/2018 12:29:24
1119126 5 31/01/2018 12:33:44
1119127 5 31/01/2018 12:34:11
1119128 5 31/01/2018 12:34:41
1119151 5 31/01/2018 12:35:08
1119152 5 31/01/2018 12:35:36
1119153 5 31/01/2018 12:36:03
1119154 5 31/01/2018 12:36:26
1119157 11 31/01/2018 12:36:54
1119158 9 31/01/2018 12:37:21
1119159 9 31/01/2018 12:37:44
1119194 20 31/01/2018 12:38:23
1119229 18 31/01/2018 12:39:18
1119230 16 31/01/2018 12:39:55
1119231 25 31/01/2018 12:40:21
1119234 5 31/01/2018 12:40:48
1119239 16 31/01/2018 12:41:13
1119242 19 31/01/2018 12:41:37
1119243 19 31/01/2018 12:42:11
1119244 19 31/01/2018 12:42:39
1119274 9 31/01/2018 12:47:55
1119275 16 31/01/2018 12:48:26
1119287 5 31/01/2018 12:48:58
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1119304 5 31/01/2018 12:49:24
1119316 3 31/01/2018 12:50:15
1119316 3 31/01/2018 12:50:15
1119317 5 31/01/2018 12:52:59
1119318 5 31/01/2018 12:53:42
1119319 5 31/01/2018 12:54:47
1119330 16 31/01/2018 12:55:20
1119405 21 31/01/2018 12:55:50
1119407 14 31/01/2018 12:57:11
1119408 3 31/01/2018 12:57:39
1119458 24 31/01/2018 12:58:09
1119459 25 31/01/2018 12:58:50
1119574 3 31/01/2018 14:14:58
1119583 25 31/01/2018 14:15:28
1119587 5 31/01/2018 14:15:58
1119815 16 31/01/2018 14:16:32
1119883 25 31/01/2018 14:17:55
1119885 2 31/01/2018 14:18:24
1119888 19 31/01/2018 14:19:01
1119893 29 31/01/2018 14:19:32
1119896 16 31/01/2018 14:20:12
1119905 19 31/01/2018 14:20:42
1119905 19 31/01/2018 14:20:42
1119941 9 31/01/2018 14:22:10
1119942 16 31/01/2018 14:22:42
1119972 32 31/01/2018 14:23:08
1119978 3 31/01/2018 14:23:37
1119986 32 31/01/2018 14:24:16
1119986 32 31/01/2018 14:24:16
1119991 16 31/01/2018 14:24:52
1119992 16 31/01/2018 14:25:19
1119993 9 31/01/2018 14:25:46
1120014 25 31/01/2018 14:27:30
1120015 29 31/01/2018 14:28:25
1120018 9 31/01/2018 14:28:56
1120019 16 31/01/2018 14:29:24
1120020 9 31/01/2018 14:29:56
1120021 16 31/01/2018 14:30:27
1120023 10 31/01/2018 14:31:46
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1120050 28 31/01/2018 14:32:45
1120051 5 31/01/2018 14:33:49
1120068 5 31/01/2018 14:34:31
1120072 26 31/01/2018 14:35:00
1120090 25 31/01/2018 14:35:48
1120101 25 31/01/2018 14:38:21
1120109 16 31/01/2018 14:38:52
1120129 29 31/01/2018 14:39:34
1120131 31 31/01/2018 14:40:15
1120132 32 31/01/2018 14:42:18
1120133 7 31/01/2018 14:43:00
1120134 16 31/01/2018 14:43:36
1120138 7 31/01/2018 14:44:14
1120139 11 31/01/2018 14:44:51
1120141 17 31/01/2018 14:45:18
1120154 34 31/01/2018 14:40:09
1120156 19 31/01/2018 14:40:40
1120159 19 31/01/2018 14:42:17
1120160 19 31/01/2018 14:42:39
1120161 19 31/01/2018 14:43:19
1120162 19 31/01/2018 14:43:40
1120170 3 31/01/2018 14:44:01
1120189 19 31/01/2018 14:44:29
1120274 9 31/01/2018 14:44:55
1120275 12 31/01/2018 14:45:26
1120286 16 31/01/2018 14:46:04
1120287 9 31/01/2018 14:46:28
1120290 16 31/01/2018 14:47:02
1120309 1 31/01/2018 14:47:23
1120310 1 31/01/2018 14:47:48
1120311 1 31/01/2018 14:48:09
1120312 1 31/01/2018 14:48:28
1120341 7 31/01/2018 14:48:51
1120342 9 31/01/2018 14:49:12
1120343 11 31/01/2018 14:49:32
1120344 21 31/01/2018 14:50:34
1120346 27 31/01/2018 14:52:02
1120348 25 31/01/2018 14:52:33
1120350 9 31/01/2018 14:53:02
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1120364 16 31/01/2018 14:53:29
1120365 1 31/01/2018 14:54:32
1120366 1 31/01/2018 14:55:15
1120378 24 31/01/2018 14:56:44
1120388 25 31/01/2018 14:57:22
1120389 12 31/01/2018 14:57:44
1120391 12 31/01/2018 14:58:15
1120392 2 31/01/2018 14:59:18
1120396 24 31/01/2018 14:59:49
1120399 14 31/01/2018 15:00:25
1120405 2 31/01/2018 15:00:49
1120406 2 31/01/2018 15:01:11
1120408 3 31/01/2018 15:01:30
1120536 5 31/01/2018 15:09:32
1120587 30 31/01/2018 15:10:24
1120603 24 31/01/2018 15:11:10
1120607 18 31/01/2018 15:11:34
1120608 18 31/01/2018 15:11:54
1120611 16 31/01/2018 15:12:20
1120614 16 31/01/2018 15:12:44
1120624 3 31/01/2018 15:13:09
1120625 30 31/01/2018 15:13:30
1120629 34 31/01/2018 15:13:53
1120648 30 31/01/2018 15:14:13
1120649 30 31/01/2018 15:14:37
1120665 16 31/01/2018 15:15:00
1120691 5 31/01/2018 15:15:52
1120692 5 31/01/2018 15:16:16
1120694 5 31/01/2018 15:16:35
1120695 5 31/01/2018 15:16:55
1120696 5 31/01/2018 15:21:34
1120697 5 31/01/2018 15:22:06
1120698 5 31/01/2018 15:22:26
1120700 5 31/01/2018 15:22:49
1120703 5 31/01/2018 15:23:11
1120775 5 31/01/2018 15:23:31
1120784 34 31/01/2018 15:23:51
1120785 32 31/01/2018 15:24:27
1120786 33 31/01/2018 15:24:47
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1120788 30 31/01/2018 15:25:04
1120789 31 31/01/2018 15:25:23
1120790 26 31/01/2018 15:25:42
1120791 27 31/01/2018 15:26:22
1120792 28 31/01/2018 15:26:51
1120793 22 31/01/2018 14:52:26
1120794 23 31/01/2018 14:53:08
1120795 24 31/01/2018 14:53:48
1120796 25 31/01/2018 14:55:20
1120797 19 31/01/2018 15:16:07
1120798 20 31/01/2018 15:15:22
1120799 21 31/01/2018 15:14:39
1120802 17 31/01/2018 15:13:59
1120803 18 31/01/2018 15:27:22
1120821 5 31/01/2018 15:02:33
1120824 5 31/01/2018 15:01:59
1120825 5 31/01/2018 15:01:26
1120827 5 31/01/2018 15:00:52
1120828 5 31/01/2018 14:59:28
1120835 28 31/01/2018 14:58:22
1120853 25 31/01/2018 14:57:24
1120854 25 31/01/2018 14:56:57
1120855 9 31/01/2018 14:51:45
1120856 9 31/01/2018 14:50:55
1120904 30 31/01/2018 15:57:28
1120905 30 31/01/2018 15:58:25
1120988 5 31/01/2018 15:58:53
1120989 5 31/01/2018 15:59:18
1120995 19 31/01/2018 15:59:45
1121028 16 31/01/2018 16:00:11
1121033 11 31/01/2018 16:00:41
1121034 16 31/01/2018 16:03:21
1121037 16 31/01/2018 16:04:55
1121038 3 31/01/2018 16:05:27
1121039 3 31/01/2018 16:05:54
1121047 6 31/01/2018 16:06:36
1121049 16 31/01/2018 16:07:08
1121050 16 31/01/2018 16:07:38
1121070 5 31/01/2018 16:08:09
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1121071 5 31/01/2018 16:08:54
1121075 16 31/01/2018 16:09:33
1121078 4 31/01/2018 16:11:02
1121079 14 31/01/2018 16:11:55
1121080 16 31/01/2018 16:12:25
1121081 18 31/01/2018 16:12:57
1121083 5 31/01/2018 16:13:27
1121090 6 31/01/2018 16:13:56
1121101 14 31/01/2018 16:14:50
1121102 14 31/01/2018 16:15:29
1121110 7 31/01/2018 16:15:56
1121111 7 31/01/2018 16:16:22
1121112 7 31/01/2018 16:17:30
1121113 16 31/01/2018 16:18:01
1121135 5 01/02/2018 11:41:11
1121151 5 01/02/2018 11:41:54
1121152 5 01/02/2018 11:44:07
1121172 5 01/02/2018 11:44:36
1121177 5 01/02/2018 11:45:03
1121178 5 01/02/2018 11:45:57
1121179 5 01/02/2018 11:46:26
1121182 5 01/02/2018 11:46:54
1121185 5 01/02/2018 11:47:22
1121188 5 01/02/2018 11:47:59
1121190 5 01/02/2018 11:48:31
1121191 5 01/02/2018 11:49:06
1121253 16 01/02/2018 11:50:30
1121293 16 01/02/2018 11:51:05
1121326 16 01/02/2018 11:51:46
1121351 19 01/02/2018 11:53:45
1121357 28 01/02/2018 11:54:17
1121358 21 01/02/2018 11:54:43
1121359 20 01/02/2018 12:10:42
1121360 16 01/02/2018 12:11:22
1121361 12 01/02/2018 12:19:05
1121363 30 01/02/2018 12:19:35
1121364 14 01/02/2018 12:20:10
1121365 16 01/02/2018 12:20:34
1121371 25 01/02/2018 12:21:02
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1121373 14 01/02/2018 12:21:36
1121387 19 01/02/2018 12:22:13
1121419 16 01/02/2018 11:23:58
1121420 16 01/02/2018 11:24:28
1121433 16 01/02/2018 11:24:55
1121493 11 01/02/2018 11:25:42
1121496 16 01/02/2018 11:26:44
1121497 16 01/02/2018 11:27:07
1121508 16 01/02/2018 11:27:34
1121509 16 01/02/2018 11:27:54
1121510 16 01/02/2018 11:28:16
1121511 16 01/02/2018 11:29:36
1121512 16 01/02/2018 11:29:58
1121513 16 01/02/2018 11:31:41
1121520 5 01/02/2018 11:36:42
1121525 1 01/02/2018 11:32:28
1121544 5 01/02/2018 11:40:01
1121545 5 01/02/2018 11:40:32
1121546 5 01/02/2018 11:41:16
1121547 5 01/02/2018 11:42:14
1121548 5 01/02/2018 11:43:10
1121552 16 01/02/2018 11:43:29
1121575 2 01/02/2018 11:44:06
1121577 4 01/02/2018 11:44:29
1121578 5 01/02/2018 11:45:16
1121579 6 01/02/2018 11:45:43
1121580 7 01/02/2018 11:47:52
1121581 8 01/02/2018 11:48:13
1121582 9 01/02/2018 11:48:36
1121583 10 01/02/2018 11:49:30
1121584 11 01/02/2018 11:58:23
1121585 12 01/02/2018 11:58:50
1121586 13 01/02/2018 11:59:22
1121587 14 01/02/2018 12:00:01
1121588 15 01/02/2018 12:01:00
1121589 16 01/02/2018 12:01:27
1121590 17 01/02/2018 12:02:16
1121591 18 01/02/2018 12:02:55
1121592 19 01/02/2018 12:03:39
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1121593 20 01/02/2018 12:04:05
1121595 22 01/02/2018 12:04:28
1121596 23 01/02/2018 12:04:47
1121597 24 01/02/2018 12:05:35
1121600 27 01/02/2018 12:05:57
1121601 28 01/02/2018 12:06:18
1121602 29 01/02/2018 12:06:40
1121603 30 01/02/2018 12:07:07
1121604 31 01/02/2018 12:07:27
1121605 32 01/02/2018 12:07:49
1121606 33 01/02/2018 12:08:08
1121607 34 01/02/2018 12:08:26
1121608 1 01/02/2018 12:08:46
1121609 2 01/02/2018 12:09:31
1121610 3 01/02/2018 12:09:50
1121611 4 01/02/2018 12:10:10
1121612 5 01/02/2018 12:10:31
1121614 7 01/02/2018 12:11:25
1121615 8 01/02/2018 12:23:22
1121616 9 01/02/2018 12:25:12
1121617 10 01/02/2018 12:26:27
1121619 12 01/02/2018 12:27:28
1121620 13 01/02/2018 12:28:31
1121621 14 01/02/2018 12:29:18
1121622 15 01/02/2018 12:29:45
1121623 16 01/02/2018 12:30:14
1121625 18 01/02/2018 12:30:36
1121626 19 01/02/2018 12:33:14
1121627 20 01/02/2018 12:33:52
1121628 21 01/02/2018 12:34:45
1121632 25 01/02/2018 12:35:06
1121633 26 01/02/2018 12:35:45
1121634 27 01/02/2018 12:36:03
1121635 28 01/02/2018 12:36:21
1121636 29 01/02/2018 12:46:34
1121637 30 01/02/2018 12:46:55
1121638 31 01/02/2018 12:52:38
1121639 32 01/02/2018 12:53:24
1121640 33 01/02/2018 12:53:45
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1121641 34 01/02/2018 12:54:04
1121651 25 01/02/2018 12:54:37
1121680 16 01/02/2018 12:55:04
1121685 7 01/02/2018 12:55:24
1121687 7 01/02/2018 12:55:48
1121694 30 01/02/2018 12:56:21
1121705 32 01/02/2018 12:57:25
1121706 30 01/02/2018 12:57:58
1121707 29 01/02/2018 12:58:51
1121708 30 01/02/2018 12:59:16
1121720 16 01/02/2018 12:59:56
1121781 5 01/02/2018 14:13:26
1121782 5 01/02/2018 14:13:57
1121783 5 01/02/2018 14:14:20
1121785 5 01/02/2018 14:14:54
1121785 5 01/02/2018 14:14:54
1121786 5 01/02/2018 14:15:57
1121787 5 01/02/2018 14:16:29
1121789 5 01/02/2018 14:17:51
1121790 5 01/02/2018 14:18:19
1121867 1 01/02/2018 14:18:51
1121869 5 01/02/2018 14:19:30
1121939 25 01/02/2018 14:20:12
1121958 5 01/02/2018 14:21:17
1121958 5 01/02/2018 14:21:17
1121959 5 01/02/2018 14:21:49
1121960 5 01/02/2018 14:27:07
1122073 30 01/02/2018 14:27:57
1122082 5 01/02/2018 14:28:35
1122086 16 01/02/2018 14:29:12
1122088 18 01/02/2018 14:30:22
1122089 25 01/02/2018 14:30:53
1122090 9 01/02/2018 14:31:20
1122091 18 01/02/2018 14:32:11
1122092 25 01/02/2018 14:32:51
1122092 25 01/02/2018 14:32:51
1122093 16 01/02/2018 14:33:18
1122094 16 01/02/2018 14:33:45
1122095 9 01/02/2018 14:34:16
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1122096 18 01/02/2018 14:34:49
1122097 25 01/02/2018 14:35:38
1122098 9 01/02/2018 14:36:07
1122099 16 01/02/2018 14:36:38
1122100 18 01/02/2018 14:37:28
1122101 25 01/02/2018 14:38:19
1122102 9 01/02/2018 14:39:46
1122103 16 01/02/2018 14:40:18
1122104 18 01/02/2018 14:40:45
1122105 25 01/02/2018 14:41:09
1122107 16 01/02/2018 14:42:25
1122110 9 01/02/2018 14:43:40
1122111 16 01/02/2018 14:44:15
1122112 18 01/02/2018 12:59:27
1122113 25 01/02/2018 12:57:55
1122177 16 01/02/2018 12:57:23
1122179 5 01/02/2018 12:56:54
1122194 18 01/02/2018 12:55:58
1122197 9 01/02/2018 12:55:24
1122213 3 01/02/2018 12:54:52
1122219 3 01/02/2018 12:54:18
1122240 1 01/02/2018 12:53:46
1122241 14 01/02/2018 12:53:17
1122243 14 01/02/2018 12:52:42
1122271 16 01/02/2018 12:52:14
1122273 16 01/02/2018 12:51:47
1122275 9 01/02/2018 12:51:18
1122277 30 01/02/2018 12:50:50
1122278 5 01/02/2018 12:50:21
1122279 1 01/02/2018 12:49:40
1122279 1 01/02/2018 12:49:40
1122402 16 01/02/2018 14:45:26
1122432 3 01/02/2018 14:45:56
1122445 16 01/02/2018 14:49:06
1122447 16 01/02/2018 14:49:30
1122450 16 01/02/2018 14:49:56
1122452 1 01/02/2018 14:50:16
1122453 16 01/02/2018 14:50:41
1122455 1 01/02/2018 14:50:59
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1835 ,   05/02/2018  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1122456 16 01/02/2018 14:51:42
1122458 16 01/02/2018 14:52:36
1122459 1 01/02/2018 14:52:54
1122460 16 01/02/2018 14:53:16
1122462 1 01/02/2018 14:53:33
1122463 16 01/02/2018 14:53:52
1122465 1 01/02/2018 14:54:09
1122466 16 01/02/2018 14:54:30
1122468 1 01/02/2018 14:54:49
1122471 1 01/02/2018 14:55:08
1122472 16 01/02/2018 14:55:28
1122474 16 01/02/2018 14:55:50
1122487 7 01/02/2018 14:56:07
1122489 30 01/02/2018 14:56:26
1122493 3 01/02/2018 14:56:47
1122506 25 01/02/2018 14:57:08
1122536 16 01/02/2018 14:57:27
1122563 11 01/02/2018 14:57:46
1122568 2 01/02/2018 14:58:07
1122570 16 01/02/2018 14:58:26
1122593 16 01/02/2018 14:58:47
1122617 30 01/02/2018 14:59:04
1122625 12 01/02/2018 14:59:24
1122626 7 01/02/2018 14:59:41
1122627 11 01/02/2018 14:59:59
1122628 11 01/02/2018 15:00:19
1122634 12 01/02/2018 15:00:38
1122640 9 01/02/2018 15:00:56
1122648 5 01/02/2018 15:01:22
1122649 5 01/02/2018 15:01:39
1122719 2 01/02/2018 15:02:54
1122726 5 01/02/2018 15:03:14
1122727 3 01/02/2018 15:18:18
1122728 25 01/02/2018 15:18:52
1122735 5 01/02/2018 15:19:25
1122964 33 01/02/2018 15:19:53
1122972 3 01/02/2018 15:20:20
1122973 5 01/02/2018 15:20:46
1122974 31 01/02/2018 15:21:15
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1122975 31 01/02/2018 15:21:41
1122976 31 01/02/2018 15:59:59
1122977 31 01/02/2018 16:00:29
1122978 31 01/02/2018 16:01:03
1122979 31 01/02/2018 16:01:31
1122980 31 01/02/2018 16:02:00
1122981 31 01/02/2018 16:02:55
1122983 31 01/02/2018 16:03:21
1122988 20 01/02/2018 16:03:48
1122989 16 01/02/2018 16:04:20
1122990 9 01/02/2018 16:04:44
1122992 1 01/02/2018 16:05:17
1122993 7 01/02/2018 16:05:44
1122994 3 01/02/2018 15:17:46
1122995 5 01/02/2018 15:17:00
1122996 31 01/02/2018 15:16:24
1123019 25 01/02/2018 15:15:43
1123024 28 01/02/2018 15:15:12
1123026 5 01/02/2018 15:05:15
1123037 25 01/02/2018 15:04:34
1123038 1 01/02/2018 15:04:01
1123040 16 01/02/2018 15:03:23
1123042 25 01/02/2018 15:02:50
1123047 5 01/02/2018 15:02:21
1123048 5 01/02/2018 15:01:46
1123049 5 01/02/2018 15:01:00
1123050 5 01/02/2018 15:00:22
1123051 5 01/02/2018 14:59:51
1123052 5 01/02/2018 14:59:11
1123053 5 01/02/2018 14:58:38
1123054 5 01/02/2018 14:57:59
1123056 5 01/02/2018 14:57:28
1123057 5 01/02/2018 14:56:50
1123059 25 01/02/2018 14:56:03
1123067 9 01/02/2018 14:55:28
1123068 11 01/02/2018 14:55:02
1123079 5 01/02/2018 14:54:33
1123080 5 01/02/2018 14:54:01
1123083 5 01/02/2018 14:53:33
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1123094 3 01/02/2018 14:53:07
1123095 5 01/02/2018 14:52:37
1123097 5 01/02/2018 14:52:04
1123157 9 02/02/2018 10:58:09
1123187 5 02/02/2018 10:58:41
1123189 2 02/02/2018 11:02:48
1123190 9 02/02/2018 11:03:07
1123192 16 02/02/2018 11:03:27
1123194 5 02/02/2018 11:04:16
1123237 5 02/02/2018 11:04:37
1123238 5 02/02/2018 11:04:56
1123239 5 02/02/2018 11:06:10
1123240 5 02/02/2018 11:06:43
1123325 25 02/02/2018 11:07:52
1123373 16 02/02/2018 11:10:55
1123375 3 02/02/2018 11:15:31
1123378 5 02/02/2018 11:16:31
1123382 6 02/02/2018 11:16:53
1123383 6 02/02/2018 11:17:55
1123384 1 02/02/2018 11:18:16
1123385 14 02/02/2018 11:18:38
1123394 16 02/02/2018 11:18:58
1123397 30 02/02/2018 11:19:20
1123475 5 02/02/2018 11:19:47
1123494 20 02/02/2018 11:20:12
1123497 3 02/02/2018 11:20:31
1123506 25 02/02/2018 11:20:54
1123558 5 02/02/2018 11:21:23
1123563 5 02/02/2018 11:23:05
1123573 5 02/02/2018 11:23:25
1123574 5 02/02/2018 11:23:47
1123579 24 02/02/2018 11:24:28
1123591 11 02/02/2018 11:24:47
1123599 16 02/02/2018 11:25:07
1123620 16 02/02/2018 11:25:27
1123637 16 02/02/2018 11:26:01
1123640 1 02/02/2018 11:26:25
1123665 5 02/02/2018 11:27:00
1123680 16 02/02/2018 11:27:23
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1123681 29 02/02/2018 11:27:42
1123682 16 02/02/2018 11:28:03
1123698 3 02/02/2018 11:28:24
1123708 24 02/02/2018 11:28:43
1123727 5 02/02/2018 11:29:08
1123728 11 02/02/2018 11:29:26
1123729 17 02/02/2018 11:29:44
1123739 16 02/02/2018 11:30:01
1123742 16 02/02/2018 11:30:23
1123748 9 02/02/2018 11:30:44
1123820 11 02/02/2018 11:36:01
1123821 11 02/02/2018 11:36:23
1123823 9 02/02/2018 11:36:41
1123838 9 02/02/2018 11:38:10
1123839 16 02/02/2018 11:38:30
1123840 9 02/02/2018 11:38:56
1123841 16 02/02/2018 11:39:16
1123854 5 02/02/2018 11:39:35
1123857 5 02/02/2018 11:39:54
1123883 5 02/02/2018 11:41:09
1123922 32 02/02/2018 11:41:28
1123923 3 02/02/2018 11:42:13
1123938 14 02/02/2018 11:42:50
1123963 5 02/02/2018 11:51:23
1123964 5 02/02/2018 11:51:56
1123965 5 02/02/2018 11:52:32
1123983 3 02/02/2018 11:58:18
1123984 30 02/02/2018 11:58:48
1123985 30 02/02/2018 11:59:09
1124002 28 02/02/2018 11:59:33
1124012 5 02/02/2018 11:59:58
1124014 3 02/02/2018 12:00:17
1124017 11 02/02/2018 12:00:37
1124024 9 02/02/2018 12:00:57
1124040 9 02/02/2018 12:10:28
1124043 16 02/02/2018 12:11:14
1124073 28 02/02/2018 12:11:36
1124075 16 02/02/2018 12:11:59
1124076 9 02/02/2018 12:14:03
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1124077 9 02/02/2018 12:14:38
1124088 7 02/02/2018 12:15:04
1124096 16 02/02/2018 12:15:34
1124135 14 02/02/2018 12:16:07
1124281 8 02/02/2018 14:54:24
1124282 6 02/02/2018 14:55:04
1124283 8 02/02/2018 14:55:31
1124309 3 02/02/2018 14:55:55
1124318 9 02/02/2018 14:56:23
1124321 16 02/02/2018 14:56:50
1124325 16 02/02/2018 14:57:39
1124339 7 02/02/2018 14:58:06
1124350 16 02/02/2018 14:59:33
1124351 16 02/02/2018 14:59:55
1124359 24 02/02/2018 15:00:14
1124466 16 02/02/2018 15:00:41
1124471 16 02/02/2018 15:01:01
1124472 9 02/02/2018 15:01:18
1124490 7 02/02/2018 15:01:43
1124492 9 02/02/2018 15:02:03
1124500 16 02/02/2018 15:02:29
1124503 28 02/02/2018 15:02:49
1124505 25 02/02/2018 15:03:08
1124506 20 02/02/2018 15:03:26
1124507 5 02/02/2018 15:03:45
1124567 5 02/02/2018 15:15:53
1124580 25 02/02/2018 15:16:25
1124581 28 02/02/2018 15:16:47
1124582 16 02/02/2018 15:17:25
1124598 5 02/02/2018 15:17:42
1124601 5 02/02/2018 15:18:03
1124602 5 02/02/2018 15:18:20
1124614 16 02/02/2018 15:19:12
1124647 5 02/02/2018 15:19:34
1124670 29 02/02/2018 15:19:52
1124671 29 02/02/2018 15:20:11
1124672 29 02/02/2018 15:20:49
1124677 31 02/02/2018 15:21:09
1124691 5 02/02/2018 15:21:24
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1124692 5 02/02/2018 15:22:02
1124693 5 02/02/2018 15:22:20
1124694 5 02/02/2018 15:22:37
1124695 5 02/02/2018 15:22:55
1124705 25 02/02/2018 15:23:12
1124731 9 02/02/2018 15:23:25
1124750 5 02/02/2018 16:09:12
1124775 25 02/02/2018 16:10:26
1124793 19 02/02/2018 16:10:48
1124794 5 02/02/2018 16:11:05
1124799 34 02/02/2018 16:12:14
1124800 5 02/02/2018 16:12:50
1124802 34 02/02/2018 16:13:07
1124803 5 02/02/2018 16:14:43
1124805 34 02/02/2018 16:16:08
1124807 30 02/02/2018 16:16:57
1124808 34 02/02/2018 16:17:52
1124813 30 02/02/2018 16:18:39
1124814 34 02/02/2018 16:19:07
1124880 5 02/02/2018 16:20:40
1124881 5 02/02/2018 16:21:10
1124918 16 02/02/2018 16:21:48
1124921 1 02/02/2018 16:23:04
1124922 30 02/02/2018 16:23:39
1124924 9 02/02/2018 16:24:10
1124925 25 02/02/2018 16:24:51
1124926 6 02/02/2018 16:25:24
1124927 16 02/02/2018 16:25:58
1124942 30 02/02/2018 16:26:20
1124956 28 02/02/2018 16:26:46
1124957 28 02/02/2018 16:27:40
1124968 30 02/02/2018 16:28:14
1124984 5 02/02/2018 16:28:37
1124987 1 02/02/2018 16:28:56
1124992 24 02/02/2018 16:29:19
1124993 5 02/02/2018 16:29:42
1124999 24 02/02/2018 16:30:04
1125001 24 02/02/2018 16:30:56
1125003 24 02/02/2018 16:31:12
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1125005 4 02/02/2018 16:31:41
1125006 4 02/02/2018 16:31:59
1125109 9 02/02/2018 16:33:35
1125169 7 02/02/2018 16:33:54
1125191 5 02/02/2018 16:34:11
1125195 19 02/02/2018 16:34:26
1125201 5 02/02/2018 16:34:40
1125209 22 02/02/2018 16:36:32
1125271 5 02/02/2018 16:36:52
1125273 5 02/02/2018 16:37:09
1125285 30 02/02/2018 16:39:35
1125287 29 02/02/2018 16:37:29
1125294 16 02/02/2018 16:39:19
1125295 16 02/02/2018 16:40:12
1125296 16 02/02/2018 16:40:32
1125299 16 02/02/2018 16:40:48
1125301 16 02/02/2018 16:41:08
1125303 16 02/02/2018 16:41:25
1125351 16 02/02/2018 11:22:45
1125353 16 02/02/2018 11:24:19
1125387 25 02/02/2018 11:24:47
1125588 11 02/02/2018 11:25:27
1125594 1 02/02/2018 11:26:05
1125595 1 02/02/2018 11:26:43
1125597 1 02/02/2018 11:27:42
1125598 1 02/02/2018 11:28:10
1125599 1 02/02/2018 11:28:42
1125600 1 02/02/2018 11:29:33
1125601 1 02/02/2018 11:30:02
1125602 1 02/02/2018 11:30:32
1125603 1 02/02/2018 11:31:17
1125604 1 02/02/2018 11:31:54
1125605 1 02/02/2018 11:32:23
1125606 1 02/02/2018 11:32:50
1125607 1 02/02/2018 11:33:30
1125608 1 02/02/2018 11:34:17
1125609 1 02/02/2018 11:34:43
1125610 1 02/02/2018 11:35:13
1125611 1 02/02/2018 11:36:07
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1125612 1 02/02/2018 11:37:06
1125613 1 02/02/2018 11:38:01
1125614 1 02/02/2018 11:38:47
1125615 1 02/02/2018 11:39:17
1125616 1 02/02/2018 11:39:51
1125617 1 02/02/2018 11:40:15
1125679 5 02/02/2018 11:40:43
1125700 9 02/02/2018 11:42:13
1125704 24 02/02/2018 11:50:34
1125705 30 02/02/2018 11:43:39
1125714 5 02/02/2018 11:44:18
1125715 5 02/02/2018 11:44:45
1125719 5 02/02/2018 11:45:21
1125721 16 02/02/2018 11:45:49
1125723 19 02/02/2018 11:46:15
1125735 29 02/02/2018 11:46:40
1125743 11 02/02/2018 11:47:09
1125747 11 02/02/2018 11:48:53
1125857 5 02/02/2018 12:41:01
1125863 19 02/02/2018 12:41:30
1125866 16 02/02/2018 12:43:24
1125904 5 02/02/2018 12:44:22
1125906 5 02/02/2018 12:45:34
1125907 5 02/02/2018 12:46:01
1125912 24 02/02/2018 12:46:27
1125913 25 02/02/2018 14:24:07
1125913 25 02/02/2018 14:24:07
1125921 16 02/02/2018 14:25:19
1125929 5 02/02/2018 14:27:01
1125932 12 02/02/2018 14:35:04
1125932 12 02/02/2018 14:35:04
1125938 21 02/02/2018 14:36:20
1125940 16 02/02/2018 14:37:13
1125946 16 02/02/2018 14:38:05
1125947 16 02/02/2018 14:39:48
1125948 4 02/02/2018 14:46:50
1125979 30 02/02/2018 14:47:43
1126028 5 02/02/2018 14:48:59
1126029 5 02/02/2018 14:49:43
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1126030 5 02/02/2018 14:50:52
1126031 5 02/02/2018 14:52:22
1126032 5 02/02/2018 14:53:13
1126038 18 02/02/2018 14:54:00
1126039 25 02/02/2018 14:55:19
1126044 1 02/02/2018 14:56:10
1126048 11 02/02/2018 14:56:52
1126048 11 02/02/2018 14:56:52
1126131 25 02/02/2018 14:18:58
1126183 3 02/02/2018 15:58:44
1126195 2 02/02/2018 15:59:11
1126195 2 02/02/2018 15:59:11
1126199 7 02/02/2018 15:59:48
1126204 16 02/02/2018 16:00:29
1126205 16 02/02/2018 16:01:52
1126251 5 02/02/2018 16:02:22
1126254 5 02/02/2018 16:02:54
1126256 5 02/02/2018 16:03:52
1126257 5 02/02/2018 16:04:19
1126258 5 02/02/2018 16:04:50
1126259 5 02/02/2018 16:05:50
1126260 5 02/02/2018 16:06:19
1126263 16 02/02/2018 16:06:51
1126279 16 02/02/2018 16:07:29
1126280 16 02/02/2018 16:07:55
1126286 25 02/02/2018 16:08:27
1126288 9 02/02/2018 16:09:17
1126292 5 02/02/2018 16:09:46
1126332 7 02/02/2018 16:10:19
1126333 7 02/02/2018 16:10:49
1126334 7 02/02/2018 16:11:20
1126340 3 02/02/2018 16:13:46
1126341 5 02/02/2018 16:26:28
1126342 5 02/02/2018 16:15:26
1126343 16 02/02/2018 16:15:58
1126345 16 02/02/2018 16:16:29
1126355 7 02/02/2018 16:18:56
1126356 7 02/02/2018 16:20:06
1126356 7 02/02/2018 16:20:06
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1126357 9 02/02/2018 16:20:34
1126358 11 02/02/2018 16:21:00
1126359 21 02/02/2018 16:21:37
1126380 16 02/02/2018 16:22:11
1126383 9 02/02/2018 16:22:45
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
709214 750807 938259 1096259 1176937
1352179 1361855 1417481 1424354 1492082
1507994 1554720 1555608 1560994 1566312
1595688 1596903 1618095 1631613 1657024
1659721 1674519 1674680 1676419 1682060
1706488 1708836 1709910 1713392 1741910
1752245 1753786 1754091 1754093 1761825
1765889 1769586 1792259 1792291 1795921
1800354 1807305 1807772 1814095 1817859
1845820 1848165 1870579 1871903 1871906
1885584 1905233 1907016 1908321 1910904
1911080 1911363 1917590 1936052 1936613
1937862 1940181 1942082 1944281 1946450
1954141 1954143 1954418 1955922 1956709
1957693 1961641 1962020 1964524 1970471
1974681 1974811 1978589 1978688 1981926
1989616 1990703 1992381 1992382 1992384
1992404 1992980 1994907 1995514 1995516
1997763 1997765 1998121 1998127 1998133
1998143 1998154 1999694 1999695 2000411
2000423 2003078 2003413 2009530 2012196
2015337 2015349 2017265 2017508 2019450
2020075 2020651 2020652 2023007 2023443
2025141 2025145 2026712 2026775 2026776
2026777 2026882 2027379 2027380 2027427
2027530 2028002 2028030 2028031 2028034
2028035 2028042 2028405 2028449 2028451
2029080 2029314 2029327 2029636 2029875
2030622 2030629 2030663 2032132 2032198
2032490 2032506 2032997 2032998 2033206
2033833 2033836 2034119 2034121 2034124
2034147 2035279 2035285 2035584 2036628
2036740 2037142 2038161 2038753 2038923
2039087 2039132 2040126 2040128 2041118
2041410 2042054 2044854 2044887 2045550
2045767 2045802 2046135 2046621 2046696
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
2046996 2047002 2047019 2047190 2047227
2047242 2047485 2047646 2047750 2047820
2047822 2047827 2047828 2047845 2047846
2047850 2047930 2047946 2048023 2048054
2048055 2048139 2048196 2048217 2048379
2048679 2048831 2048880 2049053 2049145
2049348 2049381 2049382 2049388 2049427
2049521 2049543 2049545 2049848 2050213
2050473 2050562 2050586 2050674 2050675
2051221 2051298 2051309 2051617 2051683
2051747 2051806 2051833 2051863 2052002
2052064 2052065 2052467 2052468 2052470
2052753 2053011 2053019 2053026 2053071
2053319 2053606 2053717 2053735 2053817
2053850 2053857 2054698 2054826 2055037
2055137 2055356 2055957 2055958 2056253
2056329 2056368 2057188 2057311 2057842
2059213 2061044 2061443 2062763 2076189
2085774 2086587 2088145 2089266 2096332
2096439 2100520 2101634 2105501 2105663
2111685 2119158 2119656 2119657 2131599
2143239 2154106 2167792 2179558 2185702
2185834 2191708 2192303 2197177 2197764
2201295 2202906 2203684 2219642 2219896
2239607 2245918 2251410 2255468 2255644
2259288 2259289 2259290 2263278 2263281
2265413 2270769 2270772 2270779 2271833
2272306 2272599 2272825 2273986 2273987
2273988 2273989 2273990 2273991 2274675
2275640 2276184 2276234 2276711 2276840
2277781 2277825 2277826 2278031 2278034
2278039 2278457 2278479 2278501 2278616
2279443 2279491 2279553 2279612 2279756
2279947 2279951 2279952 2279953 2279967
2279973 2279977 2279982 2280072 2280073
2280114 2280157 2280158 2280295 2280296
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
2280297 2280298 2280299 2280300 2280334
2280335 2280616 2280631 2280632 2280650
2280656 2280677 2280687 2280701 2280722
2280729 2280764 2280844 2280845 2280847
2280903 2281130 2281227 2283743 2283773
2290861 2291609 2292101 2300018 2301148
2301260 2301280 2301323 2301761 2301762
2301763 2301851 2301852 2301983 2302329
2302353 2302542 2302583 2302584 2302810
2302813 2302814 2302941 2303463 2303983
2304851 2304880 2304889 2304894 2305101
2305111 2305216 2305419 2305992 2306028
2306202 2306235 2306307 2306567 2306568
2306907 2307028 2307150 2307205 2307206
2307207 2307217 2308152 2309348 2309402
2309407 2310016 2310439 2310440 2311375
2311407 2311667 2311668 2311727 2311728
2311729 2312240 2312243 2314948 2315072
2315073 2315206 2315415 2316525 2316684
2317450 2318142 2318143 2318158 2318528
2318741 2318742 2318753 2318758 2318759
2318776 2319117 2319304 2319612 2320631
2320837 2320838 2320853 2320870 2321148
2328370 2328761 2337091 2339068 2339798
2340958 2343693 2355588 2357280 2362393
2362995 2363915 2382166 2384637 2385949
2385950 2385952 2385954 2385955 2386766
2386787 2387497 2389478 2402832 2407687
2407688 2407689 2407690 2407694 2407695
2407700 2407778 2407888 2407893 2408078
2408348 2408372 2408393 2408546 2408554
2408664 2408862 2423453 2424479 2436270
2437512 2454075 2454363 2459465 2472799
2482076 2482082 2496782 2500966 2504719
2507433 2512655 2513788 2513796 2530470
2539927 2543616 2551747 2556178 2556846
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
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2561775 2561777 2561780 2567066 2567430
2569752 2573551 2574889 2576435 2577060
2577061 2579335 2584812 2588023 2588024
2596227 2614549 2615044 2616550 2618461
2618671 2628195 2628487 2628663 2632271
2644699 2647451 2647689 2648865 2649686
2649692 2650476 2652907 2655497 2655870
2655871 2662230 2664343 2669704 2669707
2669956 2673628 2680503 2682545 2683533
2684498 2685085 2687226 2688021 2688055
2689699 2691546 2691830 2691834 2691844
2691848 2691874 2692993 2693104 2694204
2694675 2695364 2695365 2695366 2695367
2697715 2697794 2699648 2699936 2699978
2702030 2703148 2703149 2703466 2703921
2703922 2704494 2704495 2704715 2704893
2705435 2707131 2707132 2707267 2708999
2709683 2709761 2709874 2711889 2712995
2713484 2714290 2715385 2715483 2716010
2717068 2717087 2717168 2717169 2717982
2717999 2718213 2718329 2718331 2718721
2719354 2719358 2719438 2719439 2720505
2720910 2721626 2721639 2721732 2721734
2721735 2721895 2721897 2722421 2722613
2723076 2723077 2724380 2724442 2724491
2724783 2724837 2725064 2725407 2725625
2725693 2726416 2726417 2726520 2726612
2726703 2726795 2726796 2728642 2728643
2728775 2729463 2729980 2730173 2730174
2730381 2732042 2732166 2732167 2732186
2732414 2732961 2732962 2733080 2733171
2733176 2733630 2734424 2734653 2734913
2734915 2734916 2735061 2735080 2735121
2735144 2735256 2735366 2736656 2736854
2737049 2737721 2737722 2737749 2737777
2737778 2738227 2738328 2738339 2738361
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2738497 2738541 2738548 2738589 2738590
2738595 2738627 2738689 2738701 2738745
2739005 2739006 2739007 2739008 2739014
2739015 2739464 2739686 2739868 2739879
2739900 2740230 2740703 2740704 2741063
2741067 2741165 2741473 2741474 2741476
2741484 2741485 2742184 2742185 2742236
2742239 2742409 2742726 2743146 2743222
2743861 2743862 2743863 2743983 2743984
2743985 2744050 2744089 2744135 2744379
2745641 2745780 2746110 2746280 2746281
2746285 2746453 2746454 2746455 2746458
2746534 2746535 2746536 2746538 2746968
2747658 2747678 2747679 2748263 2748439
2748441 2748632 2748633 2748697 2748715
2749774 2750338 2750373 2750374 2750690
2750695 2750706 2750747 2750793 2751170
2751960 2751961 2752040 2752041 2752045
2752048 2752049 2752050 2752051 2752052
2753298 2753299 2753996 2754485 2754565
2754566 2754580 2754581 2754733 2754976
2755726 2756002 2756005 2757533 2757944
2757945 2757946 2757948 2758890 2759210
2759237 2759460 2759461 2759463 2759464
2759465 2759601 2759710 2759711 2760422
2761078 2761245 2761246 2767053 2769656
2776635 2778480 2781260 2781677 2781678
2782123 2783101 2784562 2791901 2794401
2795776 2798706 2799990 2802513 2808906
2808983 2809439 2811287 2812317 2813240
2813693 2813695 2816987 2818158 2821595
2821773 2823228 2823660 2823918 2827286
2828017 2828018 2828020 2830172 2830292
2830580 2831233 2835704 2837876 2839872
2841130 2841136 2841656 2841657 2843327
2845358 2845690 2846123 2846562 2846973
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2848073 2848320 2850259 2853371 2853911
2853926 2854105 2855740 2856014 2856449
2856516 2857945 2857947 2858807 2861567
2862513 2863852 2864172 2864976 2865095
2865466 2868287 2868728 2868758 2868760
2868769 2871654 2873138 2873142 2875706
2876156 2877693 2878311 2878312 2878313
2878314 2878315 2878448 2880019 2880707
2881062 2881063 2883112 2884830 2886849
2889933 2889934 2890704 2891014 2891373
2892255 2894043 2894078 2895233 2896939
2898080 2898092 2898093 2898094 2898095
2898096 2900794 2901591 2902390 2903527
2909998 2910187 2910192 2910193 2910203
2910206 2912785 2913175 2916730 2917004
2917425 2918236 2924258 2925572 2925783
2925784 2926034 2927685 2927686 2928409
2928410 2929969 2930257 2930572 2931019
2931070 2931361 2931452 2931486 2932530
2932645 2933922 2934119 2934521 2935362
2936062 2937415 2938203 2939332 2940718
2941047 2941349 2941442 2942001 2942509
2943458 2943588 2943954 2944018 2945200
2945216 2945220 2946513 2946866 2947155
2947757 2950027 2951700 2952064 2952264
2953004 2953878 2956573 2958122 2959270
2960780 2962035 2963461 2963777 2963782
2965122 2965484 2965485 2966491 2966533
2967680 2968084 2968085 2968086 2968087
2970300 2970393 2970686 2970706 2971123
2972044 2972245 2973001 2974645 2975517
2975739 2977658 2977659 2977660 2980260
2983468 2983725 2984276 2986735 2986750
2987439 2987786 2989327 2989614 2991595
2991873 2992558 2992569 2992936 2993058
2994623 2994936 2995883 2996621 2997483
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2998422 2999355 2999854 3000106 3000108
3000501 3001166 3001167 3001168 3001169
3001170 3001185 3001187 3001637 3001777
3002590 3004101 3005523 3006117 3006449
3006516 3006880 3007249 3009288 3009645
3009762 3010382 3013221 3014517 3015378
3015713 3019001 3019958 3020210 3020318
3022495 3022779 3024695 3024793 3025373
3025899 3025900 3026981 3027833 3027901
3028762 3029601 3030423 3031301 3031423
3032026 3032501 3033461 3033523 3033646
3033649 3034094 3034329 3034337 3035402
3035535 3036366 3037195 3037469 3037721
3037843 3038336 3038682 3039696 3039697
3040530 3042358 3042442 3042454 3042959
3044021 3044706 3044708 3044821 3045545
3046450 3046451 3046758 3048040 3048790
3049048 3049833 3050298 3050299 3050972
3051018 3051274 3051334 3051928 3052304
3052416 3052442 3052863 3052953 3054400
3054967 3055330 3056034 3056721 3056856
3057670 3057787 3059010 3059030 3059270
3059343 3059830 3060114 3060262 3060303
3060636 3061489 3062141 3062168 3062512
3062637 3062931 3063057 3063058 3063071
3063489 3063503 3063651 3063697 3063716
3063789 3063792 3063985 3064011 3064179
3065475 3066868 3067023 3067207 3067302
3067533 3067535 3068309 3068337 3068586
3068666 3068676 3068693 3069262 3069543
3069761 3070151 3070159 3070236 3070821
3071097 3071303 3071816 3071817 3071874
3071980 3071986 3071990 3072047 3072063
3072349 3072999 3073091 3073386 3073609
3073628 3073673 3073701 3074335 3074588
3074590 3074594 3074596 3074662 3074895
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3074902 3074915 3075070 3075101 3075208
3075209 3075348 3075349 3075350 3075351
3075354 3075774 3075991 3076234 3076270
3076314 3076421 3076525 3076528 3077072
3078108 3078468 3078696 3078837 3078966
3079564 3079849 3079850 3079851 3079852
3079981 3080303 3080918 3081122 3081336
3082461 3082904 3083041 3083229 3083356
3083503 3084022 3084064 3084242 3084317
3084446 3085045 3085425 3085633 3085645
3085842 3086261 3086615 3086623 3086639
3086665 3086885 3086886 3086887 3086888
3086981 3087154 3087338 3087720 3088284
3088358 3088359 3088360 3088361 3088362
3088364 3088365 3088413 3088750 3089166
3089252 3089564 3089810 3089884 3089886
3089943 3090123 3090142 3090190 3090220
3090221 3090528 3090665 3090878 3091125
3091655 3091666 3091667 3092130 3092186
3092393 3092514 3092619 3092713 3092872
3093225 3093226 3093227 3093474 3093477
3093547 3093615 3094069 3094089 3094211
3094487 3094879 3096391 3096510 3096807
3096808 3097504 3097518 3097797 3097799
3099206 3099439 3099931 3100157 3100294
3100545 3101186 3101493 3101610 3101613
3101615 3101652 3101832 3102275 3102361
3102393 3102485 3102489 3102609 3102917
3103244 3103321 3103324 3103356 3103430
3103485 3103780 3104144 3104272 3104371
3104522 3104634 3104744 3104774 3104810
3104859 3104907 3104930 3104937 3104944
3105033 3105128 3105132 3105133 3105315
3105504 3106024 3106115 3106273 3106678
3106779 3106780 3106785 3106806 3106807
3106809 3106811 3106943 3106945 3106946
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3106947 3106953 3107014 3107265 3107309
3107315 3107366 3107367 3107398 3107531
3107532 3107787 3107802 3107803 3107805
3107807 3107808 3107900 3107903 3108752
3108753 3108756 3109140 3109141 3109172
3109180 3109199 3109229 3109641 3109885
3110468 3110712 3111051 3111058 3111114
3111273 3111277 3111278 3111385 3111392
3111393 3111394 3111395 3111694 3111726
3112145 3112164 3112203 3112206 3112207
3112208 3112570 3112627 3112680 3112786
3112816 3112879 3112923 3113619 3113620
3114030 3114157 3114158 3114314 3114886
3115168 3115313 3115841 3115842 3115843
3115844 3115845 3115846 3116140 3116263
3116446 3116643 3116650 3116740 3116823
3116824 3116825 3116826 3116827 3116848
3116870 3116973 3116976 3116977 3116978
3116979 3117187 3117188 3117443 3117594
3117595 3117596 3117700 3117702 3117753
3117810 3117821 3117823 3117824 3117832
3117833 3118282 3118283 3118284 3118467
3118780 3118904 3118945 3119050 3119147
3119340 3119578 3119648 3119678 3119713
3120202 3120283 3120730 3120732 3120733
3120734 3120735 3120736 3120737 3121073
3121146 3121187 3121262 3121279 3121391
3121494 3121749 3121750 3121835 3121884
3121896 3122454 3122645 3122843 3123037
3123066 3123178 3123181 3123182 3123183
3123184 3123277 3123492 3123560 3123587
3123916 3123917 3124097 3124116 3124163
3124164 3124165 3124166 3124234 3124433
3124526 3124744 3124771 3124852 3124880
3124884 3124895 3124932 3124993 3125224
3125284 3125289 3125466 3125503 3125505
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3125531 3125743 3125744 3125745 3125762
3125763 3125789 3125793 3126044 3126072
3126093 3126243 3126261 3126390 3126503
3126587 3126739 3126892 3126907 3126996
3127130 3127417 3127436 3127569 3127570
3127571 3127572 3127573 3127592 3127733
3127819 3127824 3127897 3128079 3128124
3128129 3128133 3128136 3128340 3128483
3128485 3128732 3128769 3128770 3128771
3128772 3128773 3128774 3128775 3128776
3128815 3128949 3129134 3129174 3129186
3129283 3129475 3129495 3129531 3129744
3129949 3129956 3130096 3130104 3130105
3130109 3130113 3130161 3130256 3130257
3130259 3130449 3130452 3130474 3130588
3130649 3130666 3130891 3130930 3131045
3131108 3131110 3131112 3131200 3131214
3131340 3131356 3131477 3131515 3131531
3131538 3131567 3131699 3131701 3131707
3131776 3132088 3132158 3132159 3132160
3132161 3132162 3132163 3132164 3132165
3132166 3132183 3132184 3132185 3132186
3132187 3132398 3132440 3132506 3132535
3132608 3132692 3132695 3132910 3132911
3132957 3132983 3133279 3133548 3133549
3133552 3133553 3133556 3133600 3133616
3133635 3133699 3133733 3133888 3133911
3133912 3133916 3133917 3133993 3134126
3134185 3134212 3134239 3134257 3134462
3134522 3134682 3134710 3134711 3134728
3134733 3134871 3135155 3135164 3135188
3135443 3135784 3136075 3136168 3136250
3136251 3136275 3136336 3136602 3136825
3136865 3136899 3136995 3137150 3137222
3137248 3137249 3137600 3137627 3137718
3137761 3137778 3137924 3137931 3137939
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3138009 3138010 3138097 3138148 3138259
3138275 3138815 3139019 3139084 3139297
3139355 3139380 3139430 3139438 3139512
3139561 3139563 3139645 3139646 3139647
3139759 3139878 3140043 3140121 3140146
3140269 3140279 3140280 3140283 3140284
3140285 3140345 3140445 3140533 3140626
3140702 3140721 3140829 3140885 3141009
3141010 3141094 3141107 3141208 3141391
3141528 3141671 3141672 3141781 3141791
3141874 3141881 3141882 3141934 3141954
3142047 3142081 3142086 3142097 3142104
3142148 3142255 3142303 3142441 3142455
3142501 3142503 3142508 3142554 3142580
3142589 3142640 3142641 3142648 3142684
3142739 3142743 3142744 3142799 3142819
3142826 3142827 3142829 3142830 3142833
3142885 3142887 3142890 3142942 3142943
3142952 3142954 3142971 3142985 3143029
3143031 3143081 3143145 3143220 3143351
3143408 3143434 3143444 3143445 3143456
3143460 3143577 3143622 3143692 3143693
3143694 3143695 3143696 3143697 3143698
3143699 3143700 3143701 3143705 3143709
3143740 3143744 3143809 3143908 3143909
3143932 3143933 3143935 3143936 3144037
3144068 3144130 3144250 3144257 3144258
3144262 3144263 3144264 3144266 3144269
3144317 3144318 3144331 3144407 3144408
3144415 3144498 3144560 3144571 3144584
3144625 3144645 3144674 3144707 3144776
3144953 3144956 3144962 3144964 3144965
3145047 3145082 3145117 3145125 3145128
3145157 3145159 3145160 3145255 3145331
3145382 3145438 3145479 3145485 3145487
3145488 3145531 3145536 3145618 3145625
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3145683 3145739 3145742 3145743 3145820
3145847 3145848 3145852 3145866 3145878
3145898 3145973 3145978 3145997 3146002
3146020 3146146 3146150 3146153 3146156
3146193 3146237 3146238 3146284 3146289
3146334 3146335 3146336 3146339 3146340
3146341 3146388 3146389 3146390 3146391
3146393 3146394 3146395 3146396 3146398
3146400 3146401 3146403 3146412 3146424
3146483 3146501 3146561 3146728 3146731
3146820 3146867 3146868 3146874 3146921
3147118 3147216 3147217 3147219 3147220
3147367 3147463 3147466 3147508 3147579
3147585 3147587 3147588 3147612 3147613
3147632 3147634 3147635 3147637 3147640
3147654 3147778 3147781 3147851 3147878
3147898 3147899 3147917 3147918 3147919
3147920 3147922 3147923 3147931 3147932
3147951 3147953 3148087 3148099 3148326
3148331 3148368 3148399 3148476 3148478
3148479 3148504 3148549 3148556 3148619
3148620 3148632 3148639 3148650 3148679
3148764 3148770 3148821 3148844 3148856
3148928 3148948 3148958 3148962 3149024
3149211 3149356 3149380 3149413 3149419
3149477 3149480 3149498 3149554 3149736
3149737 3149739 3149761 3149824 3149834
3149862 3149893 3149955 3150084 3150140
3150235 3150241 3150372 3150374 3150387
3150421 3150448 3150473 3150477 3150479
3150480 3150481 3150539 3150540 3150541
3150694 3150698 3150764 3151084 3151099
3151133 3151415 3151462 3151483 3151488
3151515 3151546 3151568 3151576 3151579
3151694 3151741 3151756 3151895 3151956
3151963 3152068 3152074 3152075 3152115
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3152116 3152121 3152130 3152164 3152219
3152286 3152333 3152354 3152360 3152368
3152388 3152390 3152453 3152501 3152504
3152524 3152530 3152531 3152656 3152657
3152705 3152721 3152732 3152775 3152916
3153064 3153065 3153072 3153081 3153082
3153277 3153321 3153386 3153403 3153463
3153517 3153520 3153528 3153574 3153576
3153657 3153780 3153907 3153913 3153915
3153917 3153919 3153936 3153984 3154002
3154003 3154004 3154006 3154039 3154040
3154069 3154155 3154158 3154166 3154167
3154174 3154178 3154200 3154239 3154353
3154355 3154356 3154358 3154360 3154381
3154442 3154446 3154558 3154560 3154579
3154580 3154628 3154675 3154680 3154681
3154683 3154700 3154716 3154744 3154769
3154774 3154832 3154836 3154861 3154866
3154867 3154868 3154887 3154889 3154892
3154950 3154955 3154989 3155007 3155008
3155082 3155337 3155345 3155603 3155614
3155622 3155700 3155742 3155743 3155744
3155783 3155788 3155789 3155896 3155908
3155959 3155960 3156130 3156145 3156146
3156223 3156401 3156420 3156509 3156510
3156568 3156570 3156573 3156575 3156576
3156606 3156632 3156634 3156644 3156674
3156675 3156743 3156809 3156838 3156840
3156906 3157007 3157028 3157061 3157097
3157141 3157199 3157220 3157352 3157401
3157467 3157548 3157549 3157574 3157578
3157579 3157580 3157581 3157610 3157613
3157615 3157619 3157629 3157631 3157632
3157633 3157647 3157657 3157659 3157777
3157807 3157870 3157872 3157873 3157874
3157875 3158195 3158267 3158270 3158287
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3158288 3158402 3158488 3158582 3158595
3158596 3158615 3158678 3158778 3158844
3158846 3158851 3158861 3158881 3158988
3158995 3158996 3159133 3159212 3159216
3159245 3159328 3159373 3159374 3159377
3159551 3159638 3159665 3159692 3159742
3159770 3159772 3159773 3159811 3159825
3159826 3159827 3159828 3159834 3159913
3159932 3160044 3160115 3160117 3160126
3160164 3160233 3160254 3160276 3160282
3160319 3160339 3160362 3160368 3160369
3160478 3160534 3160537 3160572 3160596
3160597 3160621 3160655 3160774 3160776
3160792 3160799 3160845 3160846 3160847
3160848 3160876 3160880 3160885 3160898
3160899 3160948 3160950 3160951 3160953
3160979 3160980 3160985 3161077 3161078
3161079 3161083 3161117 3161145 3161196
3161219 3161222 3161236 3161301 3161354
3161361 3161421 3161422 3161610 3161696
3161731 3161763 3161768 3161775 3161776
3161806 3161815 3161917 3161924 3161925
3161927 3161942 3161943 3161944 3162031
3162202 3162237 3162285 3162300 3162341
3162343 3162382 3162390 3162475 3162477
3162552 3162597 3162747 3162795 3162797
3162943 3162949 3163014 3163040 3163130
3163138 3163141 3163142 3163147 3163151
3163322 3163450 3163515 3163613 3163681
3163686 3163715 3163731 3163827 3163859
3163875 3163891 3163994 3164015 3164016
3164017 3164068 3164160 3164222 3164256
3164287 3164291 3164317 3164319 3164355
3164369 3164380 3164462 3164463 3164465
3164474 3164495 3164661 3164681 3164737
3164742 3164744 3164747 3164748 3164749
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3164764 3164798 3164799 3164989 3165029
3165046 3165080 3165081 3165082 3165118
3165119 3165120 3165176 3165261 3165262
3165312 3165336 3165357 3165358 3165360
3165362 3165408 3165500 3165507 3165532
3165558 3165573 3165574 3165575 3165576
3165663 3165664 3165666 3165675 3165677
3165699 3165720 3165733 3165789 3165790
3165829 3166036 3166099 3166101 3166102
3166103 3166104 3166106 3166107 3166171
3166192 3166228 3166232 3166234 3166295
3166313 3166347 3166348 3166370 3166400
3166407 3166445 3166448 3166453 3166487
3166488 3166572 3166591 3166605 3166627
3166645 3166651 3166694 3166755 3166768
3166805 3166807 3166817 3166839 3166854
3166931 3166985 3166986 3167001 3167019
3167093 3167112 3167241 3167249 3167314
3167470 3167490 3167498 3167499 3167531
3167589 3167649 3167682 3167689 3167917
3167984 3167990 3168200 3168207 3168221
3168232 3168256 3168439 3168440 3168441
3168471 3168496 3168658 3168776 3168821
3168834 3168907 3169003 3169079 3169085
3169092 3169108 3169112 3169113 3169248
3169251 3169282 3169309 3169310 3169376
3169388 3169392 3169395 3169410 3169552
3169571 3169629 3169683 3169685 3169700
3169737 3169739 3169810 3169840 3169862
3169863 3169896 3169899 3169945 3170100
3170104 3170161 3170163 3170184 3170187
3170220 3170221 3170244 3170246 3170249
3170290 3170301 3170340 3170353 3170399
3170453 3170612 3170643 3170652 3170746
3170844 3170860 3170902 3170904 3170937
3171017 3171049 3171051 3171052 3171094
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3171095 3171096 3171097 3171144 3171145
3171219 3171224 3171251 3171299 3171316
3171412 3171425 3171437 3171468 3171474
3171548 3171562 3171734 3171751 3171777
3171854 3171855 3171860 3171903 3171970
3171989 3172056 3172103 3172131 3172143
3172171 3172173 3172187 3172218 3172287
3172288 3172289 3172320 3172345 3172360
3172363 3172364 3172391 3172461 3172464
3172465 3172466 3172509 3172566 3172609
3172636 3172655 3172656 3172665 3172672
3172674 3172675 3172676 3172677 3172678
3172711 3172737 3172831 3172832 3172843
3172864 3172893 3172927 3172928 3172929
3172930 3172965 3173136 3173257 3173334
3173341 3173342 3173415 3173416 3173419
3173453 3173465 3173498 3173553 3173554
3173585 3173609 3173634 3173637 3173762
3173763 3173764 3173765 3173766 3173767
3173768 3173769 3173770 3173771 3173882
3173914 3173973 3173978 3174110 3174129
3174180 3174217 3174274 3174332 3174406
3174482 3174535 3174582 3174607 3174608
3174641 3174690 3174696 3174697 3174801
3174818 3174828 3174833 3174838 3174856
3174866 3174892 3174911 3174931 3175060
3175061 3175064 3175112 3175198 3175209
3175212 3175217 3175227 3175343 3175344
3175355 3175364 3175428 3175445 3175463
3175716 3175717 3175725 3175802 3175813
3175814 3175824 3175825 3175826 3175830
3175831 3175832 3175837 3175838 3175839
3175841 3175920 3175932 3175985 3175992
3176102 3176132 3176205 3176252 3176258
3176356 3176401 3176466 3176647 3176667
3176766 3176768 3176826 3176829 3176958
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3176975 3176979 3177007 3177055 3177104
3177136 3177192 3177193 3177203 3177246
3177247 3177248 3177295 3177326 3177396
3177447 3177448 3177451 3177456 3177458
3177524 3177582 3177589 3177620 3177621
3177630 3177643 3177684 3177695 3177696
3177728 3177778 3177884 3177895 3177989
3177997 3178039 3178048 3178049 3178050
3178051 3178052 3178064 3178083 3178092
3178155 3178191 3178228 3178230 3178248
3178250 3178321 3178365 3178384 3178386
3178394 3178395 3178404 3178407 3178413
3178426 3178451 3178454 3178582 3178586
3178600 3178611 3178613 3178663 3178669
3178716 3178717 3178720 3178779 3178802
3178858 3178860 3178897 3178898 3178920
3178940 3178942 3178943 3178944 3178945
3178946 3178947 3178972 3178974 3178975
3178995 3179074 3179099 3179315 3179318
3179319 3179320 3179321 3179323 3179328
3179329 3179332 3179471 3179503 3179510
3179594 3179600 3179611 3179657 3179660
3179661 3179662 3179663 3179664 3179665
3179748 3179750 3179755 3179763 3179764
3179854 3179858 3179917 3179920 3180010
3180087 3180088 3180090 3180132 3180162
3180252 3180259 3180261 3180308 3180328
3180329 3180358 3180359 3180381 3180426
3180427 3180429 3180432 3180435 3180443
3180507 3180577 3180649 3180653 3180682
3180683 3180730 3180742 3180745 3180753
3180754 3180771 3180774 3180792 3180835
3180839 3180840 3180841 3180870 3180897
3180906 3180911 3180930 3180974 3181012
3181013 3181022 3181034 3181080 3181086
3181093 3181257 3181286 3181303 3181305
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3181342 3181349 3181373 3181429 3181442
3181443 3181446 3181447 3181455 3181486
3181491 3181492 3181493 3181494 3181495
3181515 3181549 3181565 3181602 3181606
3181631 3181642 3181644 3181663 3181685
3181701 3181725 3181727 3181728 3181729
3181765 3181803 3181840 3181863 3181873
3181874 3181875 3182063 3182065 3182100
3182172 3182202 3182203 3182217 3182218
3182295 3182298 3182302 3182308 3182365
3182393 3182394 3182397 3182398 3182399
3182451 3182468 3182480 3182521 3182557
3182637 3182639 3182649 3182659 3182663
3182668 3182716 3182717 3182728 3182730
3182731 3182732 3182733 3182752 3182835
3182988 3182992 3183003 3183074 3183200
3183225 3183248 3183275 3183353 3183392
3183440 3183453 3183467 3183470 3183471
3183472 3183473 3183475 3183476 3183491
3183518 3183602 3183607 3183653 3183662
3183669 3183739 3183741 3183742 3183744
3183747 3183826 3183832 3183833 3183852
3183853 3183854 3183855 3183856 3183872
3183873 3183877 3183879 3183885 3183924
3183985 3183986 3184039 3184066 3184132
3184135 3184155 3184178 3184194 3184199
3184208 3184211 3184246 3184248 3184251
3184258 3184278 3184308 3184310 3184311
3184312 3184313 3184336 3184377 3184383
3184386 3184444 3184445 3184467 3184491
3184509 3184514 3184515 3184516 3184521
3184523 3184524 3184528 3184532 3184533
3184638 3184647 3184649 3184650 3184756
3184826 3184842 3184861 3184869 3184919
3184949 3185052 3185085 3185123 3185134
3185185 3185188 3185207 3185398 3185414
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3185448 3185519 3185523 3185527 3185528
3185568 3185675 3185676 3185682 3185690
3185701 3185702 3185704 3185705 3185742
3185743 3185801 3185802 3185854 3185859
3185898 3185907 3185917 3185941 3185969
3185979 3185980 3185983 3186020 3186021
3186022 3186023 3186024 3186026 3186062
3186065 3186070 3186076 3186077 3186078
3186097 3186098 3186120 3186135 3186155
3186184 3186233 3186278 3186293 3186324
3186329 3186354 3186358 3186365 3186372
3186373 3186377 3186439 3186446 3186448
3186451 3186453 3186462 3186472 3186509
3186539 3186570 3186599 3186600 3186613
3186627 3186662 3186663 3186708 3186709
3186718 3186750 3186770 3186775 3186776
3186779 3186790 3186792 3186807 3186818
3186835 3186839 3186840 3186842 3186845
3186848 3186890 3186911 3186912 3186923
3186938 3186939 3186940 3186943 3186956
3186958 3186992 3187093 3187094 3187095
3187096 3187097 3187098 3187100 3187101
3187187 3187193 3187242 3187247 3187251
3187253 3187272 3187285 3187348 3187371
3187399 3187400 3187412 3187420 3187431
3187455 3187457 3187493 3187535 3187536
3187538 3187539 3187540 3187551 3187560
3187596 3187663 3187681 3187682 3187698
3187719 3187741 3187775 3187777 3187833
3187847 3187897 3187898 3187918 3187922
3187942 3188041 3188060 3188099 3188102
3188143 3188189 3188200 3188209 3188214
3188239 3188311 3188313 3188349 3188351
3188393 3188455 3188484 3188485 3188538
3188545 3188570 3188572 3188618 3188628
3188630 3188631 3188635 3188636 3188645
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3188656 3188659 3188692 3188695 3188721
3188731 3188732 3188783 3188788 3188789
3188790 3188791 3188792 3188814 3188823
3188879 3188886 3188887 3188970 3188978
3188999 3189003 3189011 3189028 3189037
3189106 3189107 3189132 3189134 3189177
3189211 3189250 3189291 3189296 3189297
3189322 3189327 3189382 3189500 3189542
3189570 3189618 3189626 3189627 3189628
3189630 3189631 3189658 3189659 3189700
3189714 3189716 3189742 3189807 3189848
3189878 3189903 3189963 3189970 3189975
3190004 3190034 3190047 3190049 3190050
3190105 3190106 3190178 3190201 3190208
3190221 3190226 3190270 3190335 3190337
3190344 3190374 3190412 3190420 3190516
3190518 3190540 3190563 3190596 3190617
3190619 3190631 3190632 3190762 3190775
3190886 3190887 3190895 3190915 3190918
3190935 3190953 3190999 3191098 3191099
3191109 3191207 3191209 3191223 3191230
3191234 3191286 3191289 3191320 3191354
3191392 3191421 3191423 3191424 3191434
3191486 3191544 3191567 3191607 3191615
3191619 3191647 3191679 3191740 3191756
3191835 3191875 3191883 3191885 3191908
3191921 3191972 3191975 3191979 3191980
3191983 3191985 3191988 3191989 3191990
3191991 3191992 3191995 3191997 3191998
3192055 3192092 3192117 3192157 3192163
3192164 3192166 3192267 3192435 3192475
3192477 3192492 3192501 3192626 3192628
3192629 3192635 3192637 3192832 3192839
3192872 3192893 3192897 3192898 3192924
3192926 3192930 3193024 3193034 3193035
3193049 3193077 3193080 3193110 3193112
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3193115 3193151 3193152 3193156 3193163
3193175 3193176 3193210 3193250 3193272
3193288 3193407 3193432 3193447 3193496
3193498 3193556 3193583 3193621 3193628
3193635 3193729 3193745 3193754 3193821
3193824 3193834 3193836 3193926 3194021
3194077 3194171 3194172 3194188 3194233
3194242 3194249 3194409 3194415 3194501
3194503 3194530 3194570 3194571 3194572
3194588 3194680 3194734 3194754 3194853
3194866 3194870 3194900 3194939 3194985
3194987 3194991 3195117 3195141 3195189
3195241 3195242 3195247 3195379 3195380
3195677 3195723 3195782 3195785 3195791
3195797 3195935 3196121 3196237 3196294
3196308 3196367 3196401 3196402 3196594
3196601 3196610 3196639 3196640 3196737
3196738 3196739 3196748 3196749 3196750
3196751 3196753 3196762 3196781 3196893
3196938 3196963 3196964 3196970 3196975
3196985 3197000 3197031 3197035 3197056
3197094 3197224 3197254 3197269 3197270
3197272 3197277 3197280 3197312 3197348
3197410 3197497 3197528 3197534 3197540
3197699 3197700 3197702 3197705 3197706
3197770 3197850 3197935 3198024 3198029
3198031 3198100 3198226 3198285 3198346
3198347 3198357 3198362 3198367 3198382
3198406 3198439 3198443 3198444 3198466
3198467 3198469 3198495 3198565 3198610
3198617 3198618 3198626 3198766 3198770
3198803 3198805 3198858 3198909 3198920
3198923 3199521 3199544 3199558 3199563
3199616 3199647 3199778 3199779 3199831
3199833 3199835 3199957 3199982 3200191
3200192 3200353 3200359 3200376 3200384
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3200419 3200420 3200525 3200526 3200527
3200528 3200575 3200578 3200620 3200621
3200622 3200623 3200625 3200626 3200627
3200628 3200657 3200658 3200659 3200794
3200795 3200862 3200884 3200910 3200919
3200955 3200956 3200957 3200958 3200969
3201059 3201062 3201170 3201172 3201174
3201175 3201199 3201201 3201492 3201684
3201839 3201842 3201843 3201850 3201852
3201859 3201937 3201975 3201977 3201978
3201993 3202007 3202009 3202022 3202053
3202055 3202062 3202092 3202097 3202106
3202107 3202136 3202297 3202298 3202357
3202358 3202536 3202561 3202565 3202569
3202855 3202905 3202947 3203296 3203298
3203373 3203394 3203395 3203537 3203616
3203618 3203621 3203622 3203623 3203786
3203958 3203959 3204023 3204050 3204121
3204143 3204200 3204270 3204294 3204299
3204338 3204417 3204491 3204526 3204527
3204532 3204577 3204613 3204614 3204616
3204627 3204650 3204652 3204657 3204762
3204763 3204770 3204772 3204802 3204805
3204806 3204978 3204979 3204981 3205174
3205258 3205260 3205261 3205327 3205330
3205347 3205348 3205349 3205350 3205382
3205392 3205412 3205531 3205535 3205539
3205609 3205634 3205695 3205697 3205700
3205734 3205896 3206012 3206130 3206153
3206266 3206456 3206458 3206459 3206460
3206462 3206621 3206627 3206780 3206837
3206842 3206843 3206936 3207332 3207334
3207338 3207485 3207514 3207594 3207625
3207638 3207641 3207718 3207786 3207939
3207970 3208125 3208126 3208192 3208340
3208355 3208399 3208416 3208480 3208502
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3208527 3208571 3208573 3208647 3208713
3209223 3209369 3209625 3209653 3209779
3209783 3209789 3209790 3209850 3209936
3209959 3209960 3209963 3209967 3209971
3209974 3210013 3210023 3210024 3210072
3210080 3210113 3210206 3210401 3210466
3210480 3210486 3210542 3210545 3210623
3210626 3210639 3210650 3211013 3211061
3211173 3211184 3211185 3211243 3211245
3211324 3211401 3211556 3211561 3211621
3211675 3211878 3211880 3211891 3211918
3211962 3211964 3211965 3211969 3211971
3212050 3212109 3212267 3212408 3212479
3212696 3212697 3212748 3212882 3212911
3212973 3212974 3213156 3213311 3213362
3213658 3213659 3213726 3213760 3213762
3213764 3213765 3214071 3214254 3214296
3214368 3214413 3214447 3214640 3214641
3214743 3214854 3214856 3214976 3214979
3215066 3215145 3215456 3215478 3215897
3216416 3216786 3218298 3219420 3219529
3219530 3219869 3219873 3220687 3220688
3221288 3222160 3230950 3254531 3279060
3281755 3284236 3298537 3301598 3303563
3307285 3315168 3316632 3318629 3319106
3325697 3330348 3330729 3367627 3369714
3369917 3375173 3375174 3377429 3384471
3389996 3395404 3395406 3397011 3400858
3400862 3405404 3408196 3415611 3416187
3418559 3419573 3424583 3439275 3439859
3441277 3443288 3443882 3445796 3445798
3445800 3446540 3453271 3453978 3455318
3455651 3462338 3467922 3467924 3471838
3483896 3484358 3484359 3484361 3484362
3493112 3497136 3497746 3498679 3501472
3503937 3504793 3508319 3509632 3512234
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3514988 3515857 3520604 3520640 3521151
3521915 3523452 3523726 3523788 3524344
3524890 3525785 3527143 3530143 3532297
3535254 3535444 3535834 3535835 3535836
3538034 3541953 3542098 3542363 3543108
3543109 3544344 3544508 3545195 3547188
3547507 3547532 3548955 3549141 3549689
3549690 3551278 3551731 3552171 3553558
3554915 3557756 3557777 3557781 3557782
3558001 3558129 3558398 3559021 3559022
3559459 3559466 3559468 3559898 3560069
3560196 3560226 3560728 3561666 3562448
3562515 3562516 3562813 3562940 3563262
3563335 3563935 3564125 3564257 3564664
3564854 3565145 3567565 3568051 3568052
3568055 3568369 3568758 3569183 3569211
3569212 3569243 3569745 3571470 3571766
3571831 3571832 3571833 3571835 3571836
3571837 3571838 3571839 3571840 3571841
3571882 3571911 3571958 3572144 3572810
3573365 3573759 3574058 3574892 3574951
3575982 3576485 3576582 3576767 3578477
3578585 3578588 3578606 3579632 3580687
3581516 3581703 3581719 3582136 3582351
3582439 3582649 3582650 3582800 3583074
3583075 3583146 3583303 3583523 3584341
3584613 3585121 3585246 3585247 3585390
3585413 3585736 3585739 3585740 3585859
3585886 3586045 3586103 3586157 3586169
3586294 3586397 3586398 3586399 3586419
3586420 3586421 3586467 3586495 3586550
3586692 3586710 3586908 3586912 3586926
3587007 3587008 3587010 3587011 3587057
3587122 3587124 3587141 3587385 3587428
3587432 3587433 3587499 3587500 3587502
3587505 3587642 3587643 3587645 3587696
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3587699 3587795 3587818 3587819 3587860
3588011 3588127 3588128 3588137 3588144
3588215 3588217 3588236 3588273 3588287
3588358 3588433 3588474 3588516 3588520
3588598 3588626 3588726 3588727 3588733
3588734 3588897 3588925 3588930 3589024
3589071 3589073 3589079 3589135 3589189
3589192 3589264 3589265 3589271 3589272
3589312 3589315 3589316 3589317 3589318
3589344 3589350 3589402 3589411 3589429
3589431 3589432 3589438 3589440 3589521
3589522 3589587 3589588 3589593 3589638
3589683 3589686 3589689 3589709 3589733
3589786 3589797 3589873 3589878 3589928
3589931 3589932 3589934 3589936 3589937
3589941 3589942 3590003 3590015 3590027
3590031 3590078 3590079 3590080 3590161
3590177 3590205 3590208 3590209 3590236
3590273 3590275 3590280 3590281 3590283
3590289 3590290 3590291 3590303 3590305
3590352 3590358 3590359 3590369 3590371
3590372 3590388 3590389 3590390 3590391
3590393 3590394 3590395 3590397 3590409
3590414 3590419 3590420 3590422 3590423
3590426 3590430 3590433 3590437 3590439
3590445 3590529 3590532 3590537 3590538
3590539 3590541 3590542 3590640 3590643
3590644 3590645 3590646 3590648 3590649
3590661 3590681 3590727 3590745 3590746
3590760 3590761 3590762 3590765 3590766
3590767 3590769 3590783 3590784 3590785
3590868 3590869 3590872 3590875 3590876
3590880 3590909 3590910 3590912 3590919
3590967 3591029 3591031 3591035 3591037
3591038 3591042 3591051 3591058 3591061
3591083 3591181 3591182 3591337 3591339
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3591341 3591351 3591389 3591393 3591398
3591399 3591415 3591421 3591423 3591454
3591499 3591514 3591515 3591527 3591537
3591559 3591566 3591591 3591597 3591598
3591599 3591708 3591728 3591729 3591730
3591732 3591733 3591735 3591748 3591880
3591928 3591952 3591953 3591957 3591958
3591960 3591967 3591975 3591979 3591981
3592016 3592020 3592024 3592079 3592162
3592178 3592181 3592201 3592204 3592281
3592285 3592308 3592311 3592312 3592314
3592315 3592316 3592328 3592387 3592388
3592395 3592398 3592426 3592427 3592521
3592522 3592523 3592525 3592551 3592617
3592620 3592661 3592662 3592663 3592664
3592667 3592668 3592669 3592673 3592674
3592691 3592698 3592699 3592736 3592738
3592739 3592741 3592760 3592777 3592793
3592858 3592867 3592879 3592880 3592887
3592888 3592889 3592892 3592897 3592898
3592916 3592944 3592956 3592964 3593029
3593045 3593053 3593054 3593056 3593094
3593113 3593174 3593177 3593178 3593179
3593180 3593183 3593184 3593185 3593189
3593192 3593220 3593225 3593228 3593229
3593233 3593234 3593238 3593239 3593240
3593243 3593248 3593254 3593274 3593281
3593282 3593288 3593300 3593301 3593303
3593306 3593307 3593325 3593328 3593331
3593332 3593339 3593344 3593347 3593351
3593355 3593361 3593364 3593368 3593372
3593393 3593402 3593427 3593432 3593454
3593461 3593469 3593497 3593519 3593546
3593548 3593572 3593584 3593586 3593606
3593607 3593608 3593609 3593610 3593611
3593617 3593623 3593624 3593625 3593626
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3593634 3593635 3593641 3593672 3593677
3593678 3593684 3593696 3593698 3593703
3593732 3593733 3593763 3593800 3593837
3593868 3593869 3593871 3593881 3593966
3593967 3593975 3593979 3593980 3593982
3593988 3593989 3593990 3593992 3593993
3593994 3593999 3594022 3594030 3594034
3594039 3594055 3594056 3594063 3594069
3594070 3594076 3594083 3594109 3594110
3594111 3594113 3594115 3594117 3594120
3594121 3594122 3594123 3594124 3594128
3594144 3594146 3594171 3594172 3594173
3594183 3594185 3594186 3594193 3594196
3594198 3594204 3594206 3594210 3594214
3594228 3594244 3594247 3594248 3594249
3594250 3594255 3594264 3594266 3594285
3594286 3594287 3594289 3594291 3594295
3594296 3594297 3594298 3594304 3594307
3594309 3594320 3594326 3594328 3594331
3594336 3594342 3594343 3594352 3594379
3594380 3594402 3594403 3594408 3594433
3594434 3594438 3594440 3594456 3594490
3594514 3594528 3594535 3594540 3594553
3594556 3594595 3594596 3594597 3594598
3594599 3594601 3594604 3594627 3594640
3594656 3594665 3594698 3594699 3594703
3594704 3594709 3594713 3594715 3594725
3594726 3594778 3594786 3594787 3594788
3594790 3594819 3594820 3594841 3594842
3594843 3594859 3594860 3594861 3594870
3594871 3594872 3594873 3594875 3594879
3594886 3594899 3594900 3594907 3594929
3594933 3594942 3594948 3594963 3594964
3594965 3594966 3594967 3594983 3594985
3594986 3594992 3595002 3595006 3595012
3595039 3595040 3595049 3595052 3595058
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3595059 3595060 3595062 3595070 3595072
3595073 3595078 3595084 3595093 3595095
3595097 3595099 3595100 3595102 3595104
3595108 3595113 3595114 3595116 3595117
3595118 3595119 3595120 3595122 3595124
3595127 3595129 3595155 3595156 3595159
3595160 3595166 3595169 3595171 3595184
3595199 3595200 3595207 3595228 3595277
3595286 3595287 3595289 3595294 3595296
3595315 3595316 3595322 3595333 3595343
3595345 3595348 3595351 3595357 3595364
3595373 3595385 3595386 3595428 3595443
3595445 3595449 3595452 3595456 3595459
3595460 3595461 3595463 3595464 3595469
3595470 3595473 3595488 3595490 3595492
3595501 3595503 3595506 3595508 3595512
3595513 3595515 3595518 3595542 3595557
3595566 3595618 3595619 3595622 3595627
3595642 3595648 3595650 3595661 3595664
3595672 3595687 3595689 3595697 3595706
3595707 3595708 3595709 3595717 3595718
3595719 3595720 3595721 3595728 3595735
3595740 3595749 3595750 3595751 3595755
3595764 3595765 3595766 3595787 3595790
3595794 3595795 3595817 3595824 3595837
3595843 3595844 3595847 3595850 3595860
3595861 3595862 3595863 3595865 3595875
3595878 3595879 3595908 3595922 3595923
3595926 3595927 3595928 3595930 3595932
3595933 3595938 3595940 3595945 3595948
3595949 3595950 3595978 3595981 3595986
3595988 3596021 3596022 3596027 3596065
3596066 3596103 3596105 3596108 3596121
3596122 3596123 3596128 3596129 3596133
3596135 3596137 3596141 3596159 3596175
3596178 3596181 3596185 3596193 3596194
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3596214 3596241 3596244 3596245 3596269
3596278 3596284 3596290 3596291 3596292
3596293 3596294 3596295 3596296 3596297
3596298 3596301 3596303 3596304 3596312
3596314 3596315 3596354 3596366 3596367
3596370 3596373 3596374 3596375 3596376
3596397 3596398 3596403 3596415 3596417
3596418 3596422 3596423 3596429 3596437
3596451 3596457 3596463 3596464 3596466
3596467 3596469 3596478 3596482 3596486
3596498 3596499 3596501 3596504 3596509
3596513 3596521 3596523 3596535 3596537
3596542 3596561 3596564 3596566 3596572
3596573 3596576 3596578 3596580 3596581
3596584 3596590 3596594 3596602 3596606
3596607 3596608 3596609 3596612 3596614
3596616 3596617 3596625 3596626 3596627
3596628 3596639 3596640 3596643 3596664
3596668 3596676 3596688 3596690 3596691
3596694 3596697 3596698 3596701 3596709
3596711 3596719 3596722 3596731 3596741
3596745 3596749 3596752 3596757 3596758
3596759 3596760 3596761 3596763 3596782
3596783 3596786 3596787 3596788 3596789
3596791 3596792 3596795 3596799 3596801
3596810 3596811 3596832 3596833 3596840
3596842 3596843 3596848 3596849 3596850
3596851 3596852 3596857 3596859 3596863
3596864 3596865 3596867 3596868 3596870
3596876 3596886 3596887 3596891 3596892
3596893 3596894 3596895 3596896 3596901
3596903 3596906 3596907 3596908 3596909
3596916 3596929 3596930 3596934 3596941
3596942 3596943 3596944 3596946 3596947
3596948 3596949 3596951 3596952 3596986
3596988 3596991 3596992 3596993 3596995
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3596996 3596997 3596998 3596999 3597008
3597017 3597020 3597021 3597025 3597027
3597028 3597029 3597031 3597032 3597041
3597044 3597046 3597050 3597051 3597053
3597057 3597058 3597059 3597063 3597067
3597116 3597119 3597122 3597129 3597130
3597131 3597134 3597136 3597141 3597144
3597145 3597147 3597150 3597151 3597152
3597175 3597190 3597192 3597195 3597198
3597201 3597202 3597204 3597208 3597209
3597213 3597214 3597215 3597217 3597218
3597219 3597220 3597221 3597222 3597223
3597224 3597225 3597226 3597227 3597228
3597231 3597234 3597236 3597237 3597240
3597244 3597245 3597252 3597259 3597286
3597291 3597292 3597293 3597295 3597296
3597299 3597300 3597303 3597304 3597305
3597313 3597316 3597332 3597340 3597341
3597349 3597351 3597352 3597356 3597359
3597360 3597361 3597364 3597365 3597368
3597370 3597391 3597392 3597393 3597394
3597401 3597402 3597405 3597407 3597412
3597417 3597419 3597420 3597421 3597422
3597423 3597424 3597425 3597426 3597427
3597428 3597429 3597430 3597431 3597439
3597441 3597445 3597450 3597453 3597473
3597474 3597499 3597510 3597516 3597519
3597520 3597524 3597525 3597531 3597534
3597537 3597538 3597539 3597540 3597545
3597546 3597550 3597558 3597569 3597575
3597602 3597647 3597651 3597679 3597685
3597726 3597727 3597739 3597741 3597743
3597747 3597748 3597752 3597757 3597766
3597767 3597771 3597778 3597855 3597860
3597865 3597866 3597893 3597915 3597918
3597947 3597958 3597974 3597994 3598001
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3598014 3598029 3598031 3598035 3598037
3598105 3598108 3598109 3598110 3598111
3598137 3598144 3598152 3598154 3598156
3598161 3598199 3598200 3598209 3598215
3598220 3598221 3598223 3598225 3598227
3598230 3598232 3598233 3598236 3598239
3598240 3598242 3598243 3598251 3598258
3598259 3598260 3598276 3598301 3598305
3598320 3598321 3598323 3598328 3598332
3598333 3598334 3598360 3598378 3598380
3598400 3598404 3598405 3598406 3598409
3598410 3598411 3598415 3598416 3598424
3598425 3598439 3598457 3598503 3598512
3598567 3598568 3598571 3598572 3598576
3598587 3598588 3598603 3598606 3598607
3598609 3598610 3598614 3598615 3598617
3598622 3598623 3598624 3598625 3598626
3598627 3598628 3598642 3598648 3598651
3598665 3598666 3598667 3598688 3598692
3598696 3598697 3598699 3598711 3598718
3598719 3598723 3598725 3598734 3598747
3598758 3598760 3598761 3598763 3598766
3598767 3598809 3598826 3598841 3598854
3598855 3598857 3598859 3598897 3598915
3598917 3598924 3598926 3598938 3598944
3598948 3598952 3598961 3598975 3598982
3598993 3598998 3598999 3599003 3599010
3599011 3599014 3599015 3599031 3599033
3599041 3599042 3599043 3599056 3599060
3599091 3599095 3599122 3599129 3599145
3599155 3599165 3599166 3599172 3599179
3599182 3599183 3599187 3599188 3599189
3599195 3599199 3599200 3599224 3599228
3599232 3599236 3599241 3599242 3599245
3599246 3599248 3599260 3599262 3599266
3599270 3599273 3599278 3599292 3599299
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3599300 3599303 3599304 3599305 3599310
3599334 3599337 3599341 3599344 3599346
3599347 3599349 3599357 3599358 3599360
3599369 3599370 3599375 3599377 3599378
3599383 3599386 3599389 3599395 3599404
3599408 3599412 3599413 3599418 3599431
3599432 3599433 3599457 3599465 3599467
3599469 3599472 3599473 3599474 3599475
3599480 3599481 3599485 3599490 3599492
3599512 3599513 3599514 3599515 3599518
3599519 3599520 3599536 3599552 3599561
3599567 3599579 3599581 3599582 3599585
3599615 3599620 3599623 3599639 3599665
3599676 3599693 3599703 3599704 3599733
3599735 3599738 3599743 3599745 3599747
3599778 3599779 3599780 3599781 3599782
3599784 3599785 3599801 3599803 3599806
3599811 3599829 3599838 3599839 3599840
3599841 3599842 3599843 3599857 3599858
3599870 3599874 3599878 3599879 3599886
3599887 3599888 3599898 3599904 3599926
3599927 3599929 3599932 3599934 3599937
3599939 3599940 3599942 3599944 3599949
3599954 3599962 3599972 3599986 3599994
3599998 3600005 3600016 3600021 3600022
3600029 3600034 3600037 3600043 3600052
3600063 3600064 3600066 3600077 3600085
3600099 3600109 3600118 3600120 3600126
3600133 3600135 3600143 3600144 3600145
3600146 3600150 3600151 3600152 3600153
3600157 3600162 3600163 3600164 3600170
3600175 3600181 3600187 3600196 3600201
3600206 3600217 3600219 3600225 3600234
3600237 3600242 3600244 3600261 3600265
3600266 3600269 3600300 3600301 3600306
3600327 3600329 3600349 3600350 3600355
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3600356 3600362 3600364 3600378 3600379
3600380 3600381 3600384 3600385 3600387
3600390 3600392 3600413 3600431 3600433
3600434 3600446 3600463 3600490 3600498
3600525 3600529 3600540 3600541 3600543
3600544 3600555 3600556 3600558 3600560
3600561 3600565 3600570 3600575 3600584
3600585 3600595 3600605 3600616 3600623
3600626 3600630 3600631 3600635 3600640
3600648 3600664 3600665 3600672 3600680
3600681 3600682 3600688 3600695 3600697
3600698 3600700 3600708 3600737 3600742
3600746 3600747 3600748 3600749 3600752
3600754 3600755 3600757 3600761 3600762
3600764 3600776 3600778 3600783 3600784
3600796 3600797 3600798 3600822 3600823
3600824 3600825 3600827 3600847 3600859
3600860 3600861 3600864 3600868 3600911
3600912 3600933 3600942 3600949 3600955
3600977 3600988 3600992 3601012 3601013
3601021 3601029 3601031 3601033 3601034
3601045 3601046 3601048 3601051 3601052
3601116 3601143 3601153 3601156 3601157
3601163 3601164 3601173 3601179 3601183
3601184 3601187 3601192 3601201 3601208
3601209 3601210 3601212 3601216 3601223
3601226 3601229 3601247 3601313 3601327
3601338 3601342 3601352 3601356 3601358
3601359 3601366 3601372 3601378 3601379
3601382 3601383 3601387 3601388 3601389
3601390 3601391 3601394 3601405 3601406
3601408 3601409 3601423 3601426 3601427
3601428 3601433 3601437 3601440 3601441
3601444 3601461 3601467 3601472 3601481
3601482 3601483 3601484 3601485 3601487
3601496 3601510 3601511 3601536 3601537
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3601538 3601549 3601551 3601553 3601554
3601573 3601575 3601579 3601580 3601595
3601602 3601608 3601616 3601619 3601625
3601626 3601630 3601636 3601637 3601667
3601674 3601685 3601688 3601702 3601703
3601708 3601716 3601717 3601727 3601754
3601756 3601760 3601761 3601766 3601767
3601768 3601769 3601770 3601771 3601773
3601776 3601778 3601786 3601790 3601795
3601796 3601800 3601801 3601802 3601803
3601804 3601805 3601807 3601822 3601826
3601843 3601845 3601846 3601850 3601853
3601854 3601879 3601902 3601915 3601927
3601943 3601946 3601963 3601980 3601987
3601988 3602002 3602004 3602006 3602007
3602009 3602010 3602030 3602032 3602118
3602119 3602120 3602194 3602198 3602216
3602219 3602222 3602223 3602228 3602230
3602243 3602250 3602251 3602255 3602271
3602273 3602276 3602277 3602283 3602284
3602287 3602293 3602294 3602295 3602304
3602309 3602316 3602318 3602324 3602330
3602339 3602351 3602353 3602362 3602363
3602371 3602372 3602383 3602399 3602401
3602410 3602425 3602461 3602465 3602466
3602501 3602515 3602543 3602552 3602553
3602554 3602572 3602599 3602600 3602601
3602609 3602611 3602612 3602623 3602630
3602637 3602638 3602643 3602646 3602648
3602649 3602669 3602672 3602678 3602679
3602681 3602707 3602709 3602720 3602723
3602724 3602726 3602727 3602753 3602754
3602755 3602756 3602764 3602765 3602767
3602768 3602769 3602772 3602773 3602779
3602780 3602781 3602782 3602783 3602784
3602792 3602794 3602803 3602812 3602840
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3602850 3602862 3602864 3602870 3602873
3602880 3602885 3602893 3602894 3602895
3602896 3602905 3602906 3602912 3602933
3602947 3602949 3602961 3602966 3602974
3602978 3602980 3602981 3603015 3603024
3603060 3603061 3603066 3603069 3603071
3603073 3603094 3603095 3603132 3603142
3603143 3603153 3603175 3603176 3603178
3603179 3603181 3603187 3603188 3603189
3603191 3603194 3603200 3603208 3603214
3603223 3603230 3603247 3603250 3603259
3603260 3603267 3603275 3603276 3603281
3603282 3603283 3603284 3603285 3603286
3603287 3603300 3603340 3603342 3603344
3603358 3603383 3603391 3603403 3603404
3603417 3603419 3603430 3603432 3603433
3603434 3603474 3603480 3603482 3603486
3603487 3603489 3603490 3603498 3603500
3603505 3603506 3603515 3603518 3603528
3603535 3603538 3603549 3603559 3603560
3603564 3603572 3603581 3603588 3603589
3603590 3603603 3603619 3603621 3603630
3603631 3603634 3603639 3603658 3603679
3603680 3603685 3603689 3603694 3603700
3603702 3603740 3603741 3603746 3603747
3603748 3603758 3603771 3603772 3603774
3603775 3603780 3603781 3603782 3603788
3603789 3603790 3603799 3603809 3603816
3603819 3603821 3603831 3603833 3603841
3603847 3603854 3603855 3603856 3603857
3603862 3603864 3603866 3603871 3603872
3603874 3603877 3603885 3603893 3603895
3603898 3603899 3603904 3603907 3603910
3603915 3603922 3603923 3603926 3603927
3603928 3603938 3603941 3603948 3603950
3603970 3603980 3603982 3603993 3603996
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3604008 3604012 3604027 3604029 3604038
3604055 3604082 3604092 3604094 3604097
3604100 3604105 3604106 3604113 3604115
3604116 3604118 3604132 3604133 3604134
3604140 3604141 3604142 3604147 3604153
3604186 3604190 3604200 3604202 3604204
3604205 3604207 3604208 3604209 3604218
3604224 3604228 3604234 3604235 3604245
3604253 3604254 3604263 3604269 3604273
3604274 3604293 3604294 3604305 3604321
3604324 3604338 3604362 3604368 3604370
3604379 3604389 3604410 3604425 3604431
3604443 3604445 3604446 3604449 3604455
3604458 3604459 3604462 3604466 3604468
3604478 3604482 3604485 3604487 3604491
3604499 3604516 3604517 3604521 3604526
3604529 3604531 3604532 3604555 3604563
3604576 3604600 3604605 3604614 3604634
3604635 3604644 3604699 3604704 3604708
3604713 3604731 3604735 3604739 3604743
3604761 3604764 3604768 3604775 3604781
3604795 3604798 3604802 3604803 3604804
3604805 3604806 3604808 3604809 3604815
3604820 3604821 3604823 3604824 3604855
3604859 3604860 3604877 3604883 3604913
3604922 3604923 3604924 3604930 3604951
3604957 3604961 3604972 3604977 3604979
3604981 3604983 3605001 3605002 3605005
3605010 3605012 3605013 3605017 3605050
3605051 3605053 3605068 3605069 3605074
3605079 3605093 3605097 3605098 3605111
3605114 3605116 3605122 3605129 3605130
3605140 3605153 3605154 3605157 3605158
3605159 3605160 3605161 3605165 3605168
3605176 3605192 3605194 3605199 3605200
3605201 3605202 3605203 3605204 3605205
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3605206 3605207 3605208 3605217 3605229
3605230 3605232 3605238 3605240 3605243
3605249 3605251 3605252 3605253 3605256
3605291 3605292 3605294 3605295 3605322
3605323 3605333 3605334 3605343 3605355
3605356 3605368 3605370 3605371 3605376
3605379 3605380 3605405 3605407 3605411
3605455 3605457 3605460 3605466 3605469
3605507 3605508 3605512 3605516 3605524
3605528 3605540 3605541 3605542 3605543
3605552 3605590 3605597 3605617 3605621
3605623 3605625 3605627 3605635 3605637
3605656 3605667 3605669 3605673 3605674
3605677 3605711 3605714 3605724 3605725
3605726 3605747 3605748 3605750 3605770
3605777 3605784 3605786 3605796 3605805
3605806 3605807 3605816 3605820 3605822
3605830 3605837 3605838 3605839 3605841
3605843 3605846 3605847 3605848 3605851
3605880 3605890 3605899 3605908 3605909
3605914 3605921 3605923 3605943 3605944
3605947 3605948 3605950 3605968 3605978
3605980 3606012 3606020 3606023 3606024
3606025 3606028 3606029 3606035 3606044
3606046 3606050 3606054 3606059 3606060
3606085 3606100 3606101 3606127 3606128
3606130 3606131 3606147 3606148 3606149
3606175 3606181 3606212 3606218 3606239
3606246 3606247 3606249 3606255 3606266
3606271 3606272 3606294 3606313 3606319
3606345 3606348 3606351 3606353 3606355
3606386 3606388 3606389 3606392 3606419
3606435 3606436 3606452 3606455 3606461
3606463 3606473 3606474 3606477 3606507
3606508 3606512 3606515 3606519 3606536
3606545 3606547 3606557 3606558 3606559
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3606561 3606586 3606596 3606597 3606599
3606601 3606602 3606604 3606605 3606609
3606611 3606613 3606614 3606615 3606618
3606625 3606633 3606634 3606643 3606645
3606681 3606683 3606693 3606695 3606697
3606701 3606738 3606739 3606742 3606746
3606796 3606798 3606823 3606824 3606829
3606840 3606850 3606876 3606877 3606879
3606896 3606897 3606909 3606917 3606935
3606946 3606970 3607013 3607015 3607028
3607031 3607039 3607049 3607060 3607065
3607094 3607142 3607143 3607158 3607159
3607160 3607178 3607180 3607181 3607183
3607200 3607206 3607223 3607225 3607230
3607231 3607233 3607237 3607238 3607242
3607251 3607252 3607255 3607256 3607278
3607283 3607292 3607307 3607309 3607314
3607323 3607366 3607370 3607380 3607395
3607396 3607399 3607411 3607412 3607413
3607471 3607494 3607500 3607501 3607502
3607506 3607507 3607508 3607509 3607523
3607537 3607542 3607577 3607578 3607579
3607580 3607581 3607592 3607598 3607612
3607635 3607712 3607723 3607760 3607824
3607827 3607828 3607833 3607842 3607912
3607914 3607930 3607931 3607953 3607954
3607974 3607976 3607983 3607988 3607994
3608006 3608009 3608010 3608013 3608019
3608021 3608039 3608040 3608043 3608044
3608049 3608050 3608076 3608082 3608084
3608086 3608088 3608095 3608099 3608127
3608135 3608138 3608139 3608141 3608177
3608181 3608183 3608185 3608204 3608207
3608261 3608273 3608282 3608283 3608284
3608285 3608286 3608291 3608294 3608296
3608303 3608322 3608338 3608340 3608361
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3608366 3608369 3608393 3608433 3608437
3608445 3608510 3608535 3608537 3608539
3608544 3608551 3608554 3608560 3608577
3608586 3608587 3608589 3608625 3608637
3608656 3608659 3608660 3608668 3608669
3608670 3608687 3608695 3608701 3608704
3608730 3608744 3608754 3608758 3608763
3608786 3608787 3608789 3608793 3608814
3608840 3608844 3608845 3608849 3608850
3608855 3608856 3608857 3608878 3608913
3608917 3608918 3608922 3608941 3608949
3609042 3609050 3609122 3609128 3609191
3609192 3609194 3609195 3609198 3609200
3609201 3609220 3609245 3609247 3609266
3609268 3609273 3609293 3609298 3609307
3609315 3609327 3609332 3609336 3609392
3609425 3609449 3609454 3609479 3609541
3609543 3609548 3609553 3609557 3609602
3609631 3609632 3609633 3609635 3609637
3609638 3609673 3609675 3609679 3609681
3609689 3609690 3609691 3609692 3609693
3609697 3609698 3609699 3609700 3609711
3609761 3609762 3609768 3609802 3609804
3609825 3609847 3609880 3609884 3609887
3609894 3609975 3609980 3609981 3609982
3609985 3610051 3610078 3610081 3610082
3610084 3610090 3610092 3610131 3610140
3610141 3610144 3610145 3610190 3610192
3610199 3610204 3610205 3610207 3610223
3610231 3610244 3610251 3610269 3610275
3610280 3610281 3610282 3610283 3610284
3610285 3610302 3610333 3610343 3610350
3610359 3610370 3610371 3610373 3610376
3610383 3610417 3610421 3610442 3610444
3610470 3610471 3610513 3610519 3610521
3610523 3610564 3610569 3610570 3610571
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3610588 3610589 3610595 3610613 3610618
3610619 3610622 3610623 3610624 3610625
3610626 3610627 3610630 3610631 3610667
3610671 3610672 3610673 3610699 3610716
3610717 3610748 3610749 3610759 3610792
3610798 3610799 3610863 3610886 3610888
3610898 3610907 3610919 3610926 3610983
3610988 3611025 3611067 3611086 3611088
3611089 3611092 3611101 3611145 3611164
3611172 3611175 3611186 3611226 3611273
3611276 3611287 3611310 3611333 3611409
3611449 3611517 3611521 3611524 3611526
3611534 3611543 3611544 3611546 3611560
3611635 3611638 3611640 3611686 3611688
3611707
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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